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ABSTRACT

Thie is a study of the family, church and market in the history of
a small Mennonite group that migrated from Russia to North America in 1gZ4
and settled in the vicinity of Steinbach, Manitoba and ilansen, Nebraska.
It examineg the manner in which the group,s gocial structure and its
members' life goals accommodated an increasingly urban, industrial world.
This repreBentative Mennonite sub-group, the "Kreíne Gemeinde", is an
especially valuable subject of study: it was eufficiently small to allow
for a reconstruction of its social structure and networks; its members
were articurate congervatives who have left a rich array of prÍmary
material; and this group gettled in both Canada and the United States,
thus enabring a comparative study of a single ethnic group in two
countries.
The examination of the Kleine Gemeinde and their deEcendants during

the three generations between 1850 and 1930 iltuminates the manner in
which conservative, agrarian peopre pursued various strategieE to
reproduce their lifeworlds. The everyday lives of the Kleine Gemeinde
reveal that the family' which included the kinship networks, the household
economic units, and the domestic sphere of women, was their primary social
unit. On the community level these families were tied. together by the
lay-oriented, church congregation; it encouraged a deep piety, ordered
social relationships and defined social boundaries. This closely-knit
community and the exigencies of its reproduction called for a judicious
interaction with the market economy and the outside world. The factorE
of familyr.church and market thus worked together to engure a measure of
continuity in a changing environment.

TI

It was apparent throughout these years that differing national
policies on minority groups were not crucial factors in distinguishing
canadian and American Mennonit,e adaptation. Far more important were the
social forces that aecompanied, the rise of an urban, industrial society.
By 1930 rising wealth, Iand shortages, urbanization and closer integration
with the wider society had divided the one-tÍme homogeneous community into

urban and rural factions; as some Kleine Gemeinde degcendants opted for
a more individualistic, differentiated urban existence others developed
new st'rategies to reproduce their communal-oriented, ascetic lifeworlds
in agrarian cornmunities.
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This ig a study of the family, church and market in the history of
a small Mennonite group that migrated from Russia to North America in
L874. It examines the manner in which the group's social structure and
religious valueg changed aE it encountered an increasingly urban,
industrial world. This group, the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites, was a
sectarian community bound acroEE¡ distance by kinship, church membership
and a co¡nmon historical
experience.
Literally
meaning "emall
congregationr" the Kleine Gemeinde numbered only about 900 souls in L8'14,
the year of its migration to North America.
As it migrated from
Borosenko Colony in New Russia and settled in the vicinity of Steinbach,
Manitoba and ilansen, Nebraska it accommodated to new environments. Those
changes, examined over three generatíons, between L850 and L930, portray
a conservative people actively devising strategies to seek the continuity
of traditionaL values and social structure over time.
In 1850 the Kleine Gemeinde vrae one of many groups of Mennonite
settlers living ín the foreign agrarian colonieE of southern, or Ne$r,
Russia. Land opportunities allowed the Kleine Gemeinde to coalesce in
the mid 1860s in a separate colony and to establish traditional lifeworldg
centered in the famiJ-y farm and in an ascetic, sectarian community. When
political reforms in the 1870s undermined traditional gocial boundaries
the Kleine Gemeinde joined a third of the Mennonite population of New
Russia and i:nmigrated to North America.
Contrary to the general trend in which the landlegs and more
conservative Mennonite groups settled in Canada, and the wealthier and
more progressive elements chose the United States, the tiny Kleine
Gemeinde migrated to both countries. Ànd in each of the two'places the
1

2

Kleine Gemeinde's primary aim was to replicate their old ways of life.
Transplanted social structures, kinship networkE and modes of production
engured the quick realizat,ion of that aim'. During the course of the first
generat,ion in Nort,h America, however, it became apparent that the
economic, political
and climatic realities of Manitoba and Nebraska
differed significantly; the conservative Kleine Gemeinde immigrants !ìrere
required to adapt to their respective environmente with different,
although parallel, strategies. At the end of this generation it was
evident that nerâr land sources, a revitalized religious faith, novel
innovationg to old community institutions and a judicious interaction with
the market economy had safeguarded the immigrants' traditional life aimE
and Eocial relationships during this time.
An examination of the second generation, between 1905 and 1930,
however, demonstrates that the children of the Kleine Gemeinde immigrants
were not egually able or willing to reproduce traditional, agrarian lives.
New social realities stemming from a more urban society, a rapidly growing
economy and VÍorld War I ended the homogeneity of the old communities in
both countries. Because this was a time of economic take-off for the
Canadian west, but one of land fragmentation and a closing economy in the
American Middle !ùest, the material conditions of life for the Canadian and
American brethren became similar. The greatest differences now lay within
the communities themselves; as¡ some Kleine Gemeinde descendants devised
nevt Etrategies to maíntain established patterns of life others charted
new, more urban, individualistic,
and consuner-oriented lives.
After
three generations in a more and more industrialized and aEsimilative
society community memberE were no longer taking a single path.
This study takes an eclectic approach to the study of group
behaviour; it is problem-oriented and ties itself to no single theory.
As Clifford Geertz argued a long time ago, one must get beyond the "glrosE
dichotomous¡...ideal tl1)es... Iand seek] a more realistic and differentiated
tlpology." I A variety of social scientific precepts have been employed
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in an attempt to exhibit the complexities of the lived experience of a
smarr group of farm family immigrants. rts primary aim is to seek, in the
words of James Henretta, a "phenomenological perspective that depicts the
historical experience 'as it was actually lived, by men and women in the
past. "

2

Such a description entails holistic analysis.
Basic guestions
concerning the elements that tied people together and. what set them apart
from others must be asked. An examination of the Kleine Gemeinde memberE,
oum writings makes it apparent that, the family was the central organizing

unit for this Mennonite group. The family determined the settlers'
of production, shaped their patterns of settlement, constituted their

mode

most

irnportant social networks and comprised the domain of the women. The
church congregation provid.ed organization on the level of the community¡
it ritas the lay-oriented religious brotherhood that encouraged a deep
piety, articulated life's meaning, defined community, and ordered Eocial
boundaries. Typologically, Mennoniteg were sectarians who sought to
separate themselves from "worldly Bociety". 3 But theirs wag a carefully
planned separation that allowed significant interaction with wider
society- Mennonites, for example, were farmers who readily adapted their
farms to the demand,s of a grobal capitalist economy. During the years
under study they increasingly adopted a gain mentality, produced for the
market place, appropriated its technology, acquired its conEumer goods,
and financed their farms and land purchases through outside credit
sources.
Their rerigious ideology and famiry structure tempered
relationships with the market, place, but, reciprocalry, the market arso
shaped Mennonite ideologiee and social EtructureE.
rndeed, the overriding preoccupation of this study is the
interaction of the traditionalist-minded. Kleine Gemeinde and their
descendants with the urbanizing society in which it lived.
This
digsertation suggests thaÈ for the greater part of the period under study
the Kleine Gemeinde undertook creative schemes to maintain otd ways of
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Iife, social networks and values within the new society. The study looks
neither to tlpologies that assign the immigrant to an inextricable
modernization process nor to those that argue static persistence. The
theoretical framework for this study draws from a diversity of cultural
constructs, including the works of Harold IsaacE, Clifford Geertz and
Frederick Barth. Each of these scholars theorizes about the ability of
traditional
social forms to reproduce themgelves within modern,
progressive societies. rgaac,s work on "basic group identitieãr" Geertz,s
findings of "primordial attachments" coexistent, with "demandE for
proçtreEsr" and Barth's notion of integrative ethnic "social boundaries"
help account for the regenerating conservativism of the Kleine Gemeinde.
Another set of works that outlíne the socioeconomic structureg within
which immigrant and agrarian groups replicated old lifeworlds is useful
as well: Frank Thistlethwaite has written about the manner in which an
Atlantic Economy precipitated an overseas migration of European craftsmen
and farmers¡ Eric Wolf has described the subsumption of traditional
economic fo¡ms under global capitalism¡ Harriet Friedmann has written
about the sYmbíotic relationship of household commodity production and a
world capitalist market. 5 Using different models and addressing various
aspects of this problem these works have described the coexistence of
a

Gemeinschaft-type peasant communities with more cosmopolitan Geeellschaft-

type societies.
This model has been employed widely by studies of immigration of
Europeans to North America's cities.
often theEe studies suggest that
there was a dialectical relationship between est,ablished life goals of
community members and the structuree and pressures of the wider society.

This socially dynamic relationship dictated that community memberg
constantly had to formulate strategies that maintained old valueE and
reproduced familiar lifeworlds in new contexts. This historiography
suggests that the immigrants' social forrns and Eelf-identities in fact
often served to integrate the immigrants into the receiving society, but
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that modern societ,ies were also structured in such a way as to allow otd
sociar forms to be reproduced. rn her study of eastern European
immigrants to Pennsyrvania Ewa Morawska has described "a sustained,
dynamic interpenetration of the everyday personal world and the social
environment, each constituting and reconstituting the other." rt is a
conceptualizationr she notes, that "conceives of the social environment
as rimiting and constraining, yet at the same ti¡ne as enabling and
mobilizing....[and] sees people....as creative and purposeful agents who
manipulate and adjuet their social environment." 6 The result was that the
essentials of community were reproduced.
This ie an approach that has less often been employed in the etudy
of rural immigrant communities. t The growing number of works following
the line of enquiry of the "new rural history" and holistically examining
"human behaviour over time" has, of course, beg'un addressing this
imbalance. I Higtories of rural group migrante such as t,he Mennonites
continue to deemphasize the everyday lives of their subjects.
Traditionally, Mennonite hiEtories have been confessional, emphasizing
central ecclesiastical developments or those elements, such as pacifiem
and sectarianism, which set Mennonites off from other migrating groups.
Rare1y has the study of the household economy, gender roles, community
eocial networks, lay perceptions of life, internal social stratification
and changes to these realit,ies constituted central themes in ltennonite
histories.
A local, microanallÊical, study can provide the detair needed to
portray the changing everyday lifeworlds of the Mennonites. But an
examination of a sma1l, cohesive, homogeneous group located in more than
one country provides the further opportunity of isolating the essential
characteriEtics of such a community. The advantage of studying one group
of migrants located in different nations has often been noted.. Thomas
Archdeacon, for instance, has argued that such a study could herp
distinguigh "the culturally innate from the circumstantial in the adaptive
e
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behaviors of...immigrant peoples." r0

Raymond Grevr,

Erederick Luebke

and

Bailey have also underscored advantages in the study of one group
in different, settings; both Luebke and Bailey, for example, have
documented how differences in the economic and potitical structures of the
united stateE and Brazir led members of a singre ethnic group in two
different directions.
Samuel

1r

the United Stateg were distinctive places and a singte
ethnic group located in the two countries could expect to develop
differently.
Few scholarg have advanced ;IameE ShotweII,E argument that
the peopres of canada and the united states comprise a "common
citizenship". t' There is an apparent trend in recent rural social history
in Canada to trace the effects of physicat and economic environmentg on
cult'ura1 discontinuities and in the United States to document the ability
of traditional groups to transplant themselves on llmerican EoiI. r' still
Canada and

the force of scholarship echoes the idea that while terms such as tory,
communal, metropolitan, and "cultural mosaic" describe Canadian society,
expressions such as whig, individuaristic,
frontier and ,'melting pot,,
depict American society. la
It is clear that the histories of the Kleine Gemeinde differed
somewhat in these two contexts; however it is equally clear that their
experiencesr !ìtere not simply variations of life in t,he "cultural mosaic"
of canada or the "merting pot" of the united states. As s.M. Lipset has
noted, Canada and the United states shared important characteristics; both
were Iand-rich agrarian countries that developed integrative urbanindustrial societies. 1t For the Kleine Gemeinde these were irnportant
factors.
These characteristics meant that the conservative Kleine
Gemeinde in the two countries were often faced with analogous
opportunities and reetrictions. 16 By 1930 there were irnportant parallels
in the stories of the Canadian and American K1eine Gemeinde Mennonites
that illuminated the abitity of traditional groups to employ strategies
of continuity in industrial societies.
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A social- history of a group as small as the K1eine Gemeinde and
Iocated ín two countries is, of course, possible only with sources that
are penetrating and pararlel.
As is the case in other studies of
immigrant groups, this work has uEed quantitative material. A valuable
Eource of inforrnation that offered comparable material was the official
government record; that is the American population and fa¡m censuÊ¡ recordg
between L880 and 1925 and the Canadian municipal tax rolls of a similar

period.

But, it is a well worn truism that numerical aggregates cannot
al-one reconstitute the lives of common people and that social historieg
must refrect their subjects' ovrn ErourceE. BecauEe Mennonites, who
possessed a long history of lay-oriented religion and cultivated an
ideologry of social separation, were highly literate they have left a rich
array of primary material.
Letters and articles by Kleine Gemeinde
members or their descendants in one of half a dozen different GennanIanguage weekly nerÁtspapers between L850 and 1930 provided detailed
descriptions of daily life and personal values. But private sourceÊ¡,
usually handwritten in Gothic script, proved the most useful in filling
in private everyday worlds, especially familial relationshipe, houEehold
economic strategies and personal, ambivalent reflectiong on life,s
meaning. These documents consisted of diaries kept by ordinary men and
women, collectionE of letters between kin in different settlements, and
personal memoirs of elderly communíty members. These Eources account for
this study's rengrth; but they have also provided the opportunity of
reconstituting the daily lives of a conservative agrarian people ae they
encountered a modern world.

PÀRT ONE:KI,EINE GEMEINDE MENNONITES

IN NEW RUSSIA

I
t

...- i

INIRODUC:TION

The Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites had their beginnings in the
agricultural colonies of New RuEsia, a province in the heart of presentday Ukraine. Their story is representative of conservative l{ennonites;
they sought to safeguard an old way of life in a changing society. That
Iife wasr rooted in both an historical identity and a social reality"
Their ídentity reflected an inherited ideology of 'separation from the
world'; socially they were "free peasantE' who negotiated special feudaltlpe agreements of eeparation from hoEt societiee. Like the'3Or0O0 other
Mennonites in New Russia in 1850, the tiny group of 500 Kleine Gemeinde
Mennonites found political
security under the "Privilegiumr' their
particular
set of agreement,s with the Russian government. Under this
agreement Mennonites¡ wele guaranteed a high degree of political

cultural

autonomy in return for economic integration

society.

Where

and

with the hogt

the Kleine Gemeinde differed from their neighbours wae in
their religious emphasis. Since their fatherE had left the maínstream
MennonÍte congregations in 1812 members of the Kleine Geme.inde had become
known for their particularly vigorous witness to the idea of an aecetic,
sectarian community.
In 1850 the Kleine Gemeinde represented Eome of the most articulate
of the conservative l.fennonites. They actively sought to maintain an old
ideology and pattern of life.
Hosrever, it was an aim that sras
encountering increasing difficutties

in a social environment characterized
by a growing population, a global demand for natural resourcee, and an
increasingly widespread 'gain mentality". Land became s¡carce, a market
place economy ordered daily activity, and new pietistic religious ideag
I
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infiltrated the colonies. To ensure the continuation of a rural family
oriented, sectarian existence the Kleine Gemeinde moved from the large
ti[olochnaia colony to the land-rich daughter colony of Borosenko in ]-865.
rt was located near the Dnieper River port of Nícopol, west of the two
main Mennonite colonies, the Molochnaia and the KhortiÈsa. Here there was
enough land, for most households to own their own farms. But, here too,
were riverports offering the Kleine Gemeinde the opportunity to sell into
an export-Ied economy and thus procure the capital required for the social
reproduction of the agrarian household.
By making these changes the Kleine Gemeinde guaranteed the survival

of the traditional eocial make-up of the l,tennonite community. The central
focus of this community waE the family. Land opportunities in Borosenko
encouraged earlier marriages and targer familieE. The new settlement also
permitted a degree of familial cohesiveness that had been threatened in
the Molochnaia. CIan affiliation outlined the configurations of the new
villages in Borosenko and family ties comprised the basic social networks.
Within the household economic unit, r¡romen continued to ptay traditional
roles as domestic producers and child bearers. Although the increasing
embourgeoisement of life in New Russia sharpened. a sexual divigion of
Iabour, the household stilt brought men and women together in co¡nmon
pursuit,s as producers.
Kleine Gemeinde religiosity reflected established values as well.
Despite the growing commercialization of agrÍculture the values of
community, asceticism and separation continued. These values, rooted in
a deep historical awareness and a sense of distinct peoplehood, were
ardently expressed. The all-encompassing church congregation defended
traditional social boundaries; its literature constantly reminded members
that they were inherentry different than ,'worJ_dly society.,, These ideas
were to be challenged by the religious and political changes s$reeping New
Russia between L850 and 18?5. Pietism espoused a more individualistic and
subjective approach to religion and potitical reform swept asray the
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concept of separate rights and privileges for sub-groups in society.
Mennonites vtere noI.r expected to participate culturally and potitically in
the wider society. Plans for compulsoryr'universal military service and
mandatory participation in civic politics were the most visible of a host

of related political

reforms that were undoing traditionaL boundaries.

The K1eine Gemeinde Mennonites had been able to preserve a degree

of social continuity by relocating to Borosenko but they could not
separate themselves from the politlcal reform movement of the Rugsian
Empire. As they encountered these changes their vision of traditional
religioua values - and the threat to them within Russia - became clearer;
and as opportunities of settlement in North America presented themselves,

the idea of a replicated socíety in a new land grew. The decision of the
Kleine Gemeinde to migrate to North America in 1874 came as a response to
the sociopolitical changes around them. Both the relocation to BoroEenko
in 1865 and, the emigration from Russia in 1874 were manifestations of
rejuvenated commitments to group survival in a mod.ernizing society; both
represent'ed import,ant adaptations to a modern world. Ironically, neither
would have been possible without the 1861 release of the serfs, the growth

of international capitalism after 1850, and the accompanying development
of t'echnology. The passing of the old order on the national level gave
the conservative members of the Kleine Gemeinde a new determination to
ensure the group's survival; but those very social and economic changes
also gave these conservative Mennonites t,he structure and the meang to do
so.

CHAPTER 1

IiIENIIONITE SOCIAI, BOTIITDARIES A¡TD TEE 'NE¡f 9IORLI'' I¡T RT'SSIA

The land in New Russia rises and falls gently; it extends, almost

flat and without.a break to the horizon. Deep grullies and broad valleys
holding small slow rivers relieve the monotony of the steppe, their
existence suggesting the presence of the Dnieper River and the Black Sea
which they feed. The earth is rich black chernozem, but dry, receiving
litt1e more than 35 centimeters of precipitation from rain and gnow each
year. The horizon is barren except for the domesticated trees that
surround and shelter orderly villagee. The rivers dictate the contour of
the roads. The steppe everlnnrhere bears the mark of man. It is divided
into long strips of wheat and rye and barley and into huge pastures
offering sheep and catt,Ie their nourishment. I
I
This was the physical setting of the Mennonite colonies. And,
atthough less idyllic than the descriptíon above might euggest, it wag a
place where Mennonite€¡ r^rere able to maintain a separate identity and
organize ascetic, agrarian lives based on their families and the church.
And although the Mennonites were a minority among the quarter million
foreign fa¡mers and craftsmen in New Rugsia, they were confident of their
special place in Russian society. They were lauded for being leaders in
agricultural innovation and, as foreigners with a special set of crown
privileges, were allowed to maintain separate schools, Iocal self
government and military

service exemptions. There was rel-ativety little
interaction with the outside world. The main association rÁras¡ with the
cror¡tn-appointed Guardian's Committee (the overseer of foreign colonists
11
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in Russia) and with the market place where Mennonites sold their
agricultural products and craftgood.s.
In a sense the Mennonites of New Russia were as separate and
cohesive aE any of their forebears including the Anabaptists who had
shaped the left wing of the Protestant Refo¡mation in the sixteenth
century. lfhile Anabaptists of Switzerland, South eermany and Holland had
incruded humanist scholars, civic officiars, nobremen and priests, the
majority were sírnple craftgmen and peasants. Burdened with high t,axeE,
frequent vtars' and food shortages these clasges were highly receptive to
ideas of social reform. They were especially drawn to ideas emanating
from city dwelling reformerg who called for biblicist, lay-oriented church
congregatione that were separated from an overbearing central church or
state. In 1525 when a group of these reformers were rebaptized they
acquired the name Anabaptist as well as a symbot of separation from
mainstream society. Two years later, amidst growing and often violent
opposition' Anabaptists coalesced under the Schleitheim Confession. Thig
joint statement described two kingdoms; one vras the church comprised of
volunteer believers who, in their everyday life, separated themgelves from
the second kingdom; this other kingdom qraE the ,,world of darkness,,,
comprised of a coercive, sword wielding state and its official

churches.

RelÍgious commitment thus exhibited itself in a social orientation; it
involved unity within the brotherhood and separation from worldty society.z
In the decade following 1525 the Anabaptist movement spread acrosE
South Germany into the Netherlands where it took on a form that was often
apocalyptic and chiliastic.
The message of the imminent establishment of
a spiritual kingdom on earth attracted thousands of Dutch craftsmen and
peasants who were suffering from the ravageE of war and crop failures.
After a period of revoluÈionary outbreaks and politicat defeat, the
movement came under the influence of Menno Simons, a fomer priest and the
namesake of the Mennonites. Betureen 1536 and 1560 Menno became the
Ieading minister of Dutch Anabaptism by preaching and writing prolifically
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about "regenerated men" living orderly, ascetic rives, and a ',pure and
holy" church enforcing strict social boundaries.
This message of separateness was reinforced by sharp reactionE from
Spanish authorities in the Netherlands and from both Protestant and
Catholic church leaders who saw the !,fennonites, refusal to acknowledge a
cenÈral state church as sedition. By 1530 Mennonit,es $rere fleeing the
Netherlands along Dutch trade routes to Poland's Vistula Delta. Here
liberal city lords, nobles and other land owners, encouraged by the polieh
kings' were negotíating special agreements with free peasants to drain
their marshlands for agriculture and ttie establishment of rural
industries.
These lease agreements reflected long standing feudal
practices of written contracts between peaEant and lord.
Different
a

Iandlords set different tems, but generally the agreements stipulated
that ín return for land. rents and land improvements, Mennonites could
practice their religion, avoid miritary service, carry on rocal selfpolish
çtovernment and market their grain and craftgoods Ín nearby cities.
Iaw forbidding inter-ethnic marriages or inter-church relationships served
werr the Mennonites' intention to maintain separate communitieE.
In 1772 Poland was partitioned by the rising mititaristic state of
Prussia. Despite the fact that the Mennonites had exchanged their Dutch
by this time for a ceman dialect, Low German, the Pruesians soon began
placing neet restrictions on these pacifist farmers and craftsmen.
Prussia's freeze on further Mennonite land acquieitiong coincided with a
Program by Russia to lure foreign agriculturalists to develop a rural
economy in New Russia. This province in the Ukraine had been recently
consolidated under the Czar's control after centuries of Turkish and
Tartar dominance. Mennonites responded and in 1789 the first contingent
of Eettlers left for southern RuEsia. Emigration to Russia continued
sporadically over the next 80 years. By L850 some 3OTOOO Mennonites had
made their homes in New Russia. The majority lived in two colonies,
5
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Khortitea in the sub-province of Ekaterinoslav and Molochnaia, in Taurida
(see Map # 1).
New Russia proved

to be an ideal place for the transplantation of
an eEtablished way of tife.
Not only was this southern province a huge,
sparsely settled, frontier, but the Russian government encouraged
Mennonite insularity, self-gufficiency and semi-autonomy. Russia had
Iong been noted for its strong central government which syetematically
curtailed the power of rocar rords.
rn the eighteenth century it
exhibited that power by beginning to integrate Russia'Er Eeparate ,,world
economy, " one which had traditionally
looked east and south to China and
Turkey, with the economy of western Europe. Russia,s need for western
currency and its possession of New Russia catapulted it into the lrlest,ern
world's rising industrial economy. Russia was set to become the ,,ox which
they are eatingr" a major suppJ-ier of raw material for lvestern Europe,E
industrial machine.
6

To encourage the development of a rural economy in the south, RuEsia

employed old methods. rn 1784 it reissued an imperial manifeeto
encouraging foreign fa¡rners and craftEmen to settle New Ruesia. While

the governnent treated the emigrants quite differently than Ruggia,E
nobles treated their serfs the relationship rÂras a parallel one. RuEsia
was still

tYpologically an "old society." Jerome BIum notes that, such a
society was marked by "layers of social status" in which there was no
"common body of rights shared by everyone by virtue of their membership
in society-"' Each group of citizens, whether serfs, state peasants, free

peasants or nobles, had different bodies of rights and duties. Mennonites
!ìtere generally considered free peasants. According to Blum these were

peasants in "gervire rands...who enjoyed futl or part,ial freedom from
seigniorial authority. " often this st,atus could be traced ,,to foreþeare
who had settted as colonists in newly opened regions, drawn there by the
promise of freedom.. .. " I
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This freedom wae to become one of the features of the.special body
of rights that the Russiari government negotiated with foreign
agriculturalists. These rights were gi¡uitar to those Mennonites had known

ln Polandr with the exception that in Rugeia they were made dÍrectly with
an atm of the central government. Thege rights included provisione for
reÌigioue freedom, military exemption, local self-governnent, and a
eeparate education system. The privileges also included special land
grants that were given, not to individual families, but to the Mennonite
colonies. Mennoniteg in turn enEured that these lands would not be
mortgaged, partitioned or gold to non-Mennoniteg. They also had to agree
not to proaellÊize Rueeia'g Christians
,. Ànd they agreed to subject
themselveE to the administration of a special central government
deparEment in charge of foreign colonists.
The immediate coneequence of this agreement was that, Mennonites srere
able Èo re-build a traditional society. It, wag a homogeneouE, ineular
colonyr bound by ancient ties,of kin, separated from the host society,
attune to a "moral economyr" and subject to a particular eet of rights and
dutiee. Janes Urry notes Èhat 'Mennonite settlers in Russia rapidly
tranEferred and reproduced many of the social practices they had known ín
Prussia" and that "the establishment of exclusive t{ennonite
coloníeE-..strengthened [a] sense of community..... r0 rt was not unrike
the lifeworlds of many other rural gocietieg in West Europe. Like Ge¡man
¡reaeants, l{ennonitee stere 'people who wanted to osrn land and secure
household self-eufficiency." It
Like Engrish peasante, ltennonite
'attachnent to the local community ptayeil a eignificant role in the dayto-day life.' ¡2 Ànd MennoniÈes, too, practiced a 'moral economy,, where
it was berieved that "marketing should be, so far as poseibre, direct,
from the farmer to the cortEurtrer.' ¡t Like the work of peasants in Norway,
Mennonite work patternE srere shaped not by motives of gain but by the
"demánds of the people for suEtenance, on one hand, and the ,drudgery of
rabour itserfr'on
the other.. r{ Ruesia had given the Mennonites a
e

L7

reprieve from the uncertain life in HoIIand and Poland; here their insular
communities promised a "purer" life, revolving around the household,
congregat,ion and community.

t5

Epitomizing this intention was the Kleine Gemeinde community of
MennoniÈes, the emallegt of the congregations a¡nong the Molochnaia
Mennoniteg. It was begrun soon after settlement in Russia in 1812 by a
senior minister, a carpenter and farmer, Klaas Reimer, and. followers from
a variety of social backgrounds. Reimer had a vision based on his
readings of Menno Simons and other early Anabaptist writers of a "pure"
and "disciplining" church congregation that had the wiII to enforce strict
social boundaries. Reimer became convinced of the need for reform when,
between L807 and tBL2' it seemed that local leaders were compromising
traditional boundaries. There were incidents of civil punishment on the
Mennonite colonies, donationE of material aid to Russia'E¡ army at battle
with Naporeon's forces, and ostentatious and bawdy rifestyles.
!{hen
Rej$er's entreaties seemed to faII on deaf ears, he and nine famities
withdrew from the colony church. "
In 1816 Rei¡ner was ordained the Aeltester, or elder, of a Eeparate
church congregation. Because of its small size other Mennonites quíckty
dubbed it the "Kleine Gemeinder" the smarl congregation. Despite severe
opposition from other Mennonites, the Kleine Gemeinde, eventually obtained
official recognition from colony leaders and the Guardian,s Committee.
over the years' it continued to represent, an articulate voice for
tradit'ional- Mennonite va1ueE. By 1850 the congregation had memberE ín a
dozen Molochnaia villageg and a membership roster of some 50 families (Eee
t'lap # 2r. The tenor of life in the Mennonite colonies allowed it to
follow traditional patterns of rural existence based on self-sufficient
farming, cottage industrieE and vilrage and kinship sociat networks.
17
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II
Russia, however, r,ùas not a static mirieu. As Jarnes urry has
argued, the century following the Mennonite migratíon to Russia, waE a
period of transformation. å,ccording to Urry Mennonite society became
proEperouE' indugtrialized, commercialized, differentiated, bourgeois,
open' and individualistic.
The context of thie transfomation was
multifaceted.. It included the opportunities of a frontier that contained
a relative abundance of tand. It also included industrialization and
politicat reform in Rusgia; this r^ras especially true after the Crimean
war. And the spread of progressive ideae through the continuing
ímmigration of lfestern Europeans to New Russia waE also an import,ant
factor of change. we witl briefly examine four elements of change,
incruding the curtural
heterogeneity of New Russia, grobal
industrialization, locar economic growth, and politicar reform.
New

The ethnic heterogeneity of New Rugsia srasr an irnportant force for
change among the Mennonite col-onies aEr the one-time sparsely settl-ed

southern steppe became popurated. By 1951 there $rere 1.4 million
ukrainian nobleg and serfe and !Íestern European colonists in Ekaterinoglav
and Taurida alone. over time the Molochnaia colony,s neighbours included
Ukrainian peasants' Nogai Tartars, Doukhobors and Hutterites from nearby
settlements' and German Lutherans .and Catholics from a dozen colonies.
Molochnaia Mennonites also regularly encountered Jewish merchant,s
travelling cypsy bands.

and

The MennoniËes had historic reaEons to think of their coLonieE as
cultural islands. unlike the Doukhobors, the Mennonites were lauded by
Russian officials.
rn fact while the Mennonites regularly hosted high

ranking Russian officials,
the Doukhobors were persecuted for their
mystical religíon. In 1841 they were expelled from their oq¡n Molochnaia
colony and forcibly resettled in the caucasus. !{hen the Doukhobors
encountered the Mennonites again in the l-890s in Canada only the very old
still remembered the various Molochnaia Mennonite villages. t, Mennonites
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also held t'hemselveE aloof from their Ukrainian neighbours, who were
either serfs or indentured state peasants, often illiterate and. cond.emned.
to live a miserable existence.
the 12 neighbouring German colonies, comprised of free peasants
holding special privileges' were separated from the Mennonite col-oniee in
the early years. t' They too would emigrate from Russia after the reforms
of the 1860s and settle in agrarian settlements in the Dakotas, Nebraska,
Even

the canadian Northwest. But in Russia, Mennonites and eermang
interacted only on a secondary leveI. lifennonites, for one, were able to
condescend to these Getman neighbours. The Gemans r^rere often the
descendants of artisans, ex-soldiers and fugitives who were told by the
Kangas and

Russian government to model themselves after the skilled agrarians, the
Mennonites. rn many caseg the Germans $rere considerably poorer than the
l{ennonites- Mennonites of the Molochnaia Colony, for instance, ûrere
markedly wealthier than the cermans of the Lutheran colony just acrogs the
Molochnaia River.

rn 1855 the per capita income for the Mennonites was
18.8 rublee compared to only 5.8 rubles for the Lutherans; Mennoniteg had
'
L.14 horses and L.3 cowg per working adult whereas the Lutherans had 1.0g
and 0.7 respectively. æ
If Mennonites had reasons for smugness, there were ot,her fact,ors by
L850 which indicated that they could not remain aloof from their
neighbours indefinitely.
lfhen lfennonites, for instance, compared
themselves to all 15 of theír, neighbouring cerman colonies they were
forced to realize that other colonies were gaining in prosperity as well.
Their own ,fohann cornies could boast of a farm of 5000 desiatins of land,
but the GermanE had their Friedrich Fein who farrned 40 ti¡nes that amount.
Indeed six of the 16 foreign colonies in Taurida had a higher per capita
rat'e of income than the Molochnaia Mennonites. onty three had a lower
income than the Molochnaia Lutheran corony. a The growing strength of

other ethnic groups is also underlined by the fact that during the

2t

migration of the 1870s, Getîan Lutherans and even Ukrainians EucceEs¡fulty
bid on lands being sotd by Mennonite emigrants. u
The most direct encounters !ìrere with settlers from western Europe

who settled near the I'folochnaia colony after the 1820s. Many of these
qtere more liberal trtennonites, affected by the educational
reforms of the
modern Prussian state operating in the vistula Delta.

The most notable

of these groups were progressive Prussian Mennonites, influenced by
Lutheran pietism, who founded the village of Gnadenfeld in the Molochnaia
in 1834. Gnadenfeld was distinguishable by its individualistic approach
to religious faith, the use of High German, and more fashionable dress.
urry argues that this community was to become ,,a centre for social,
cultural and religious reform" on the llolochnaia. ã These ioeas were
strengthened by the spread of pietism through many of the cerman colonieE

in New Ruesia in the 1840s. This religious force, introduced from
Germany, began to have far-reaching conseç[uences in the Mennonite colonies
in the L860s- rndeed., the pastor at one cerman corony near the
Molochnaia, Eduard !Íuest, was to have a powerful influence in the found.ing
of the Mennonite Brethren in L960. , Mennonites by Lg50 courd no ronger
agÊtume that they were cultural islands unaffected by social and
cultural

forces around them.
A second factor that brought changes to the Mennonite colonies in
New Russia was the commercialization of agriculture, due both
to the rise
of world markets and the Russian government's poricy for economic
development in New Russia. The Russian government had made no secret of
the fact that the Mennonite settlements were designed not to agsert the
merits of religioug ganctuary but to establish an agricultural model for
a bacla¿ard peasantry and to Eecure the region for Russia by deveroping a
rural economy. To enEure that this would occur the government in lZgZ had
placed aII foreign farmers under the auspices of a special
',Department of
state Economy." ThiE department pressured farmers to emproy mod.ern
methods of açtronomy, offered easy credit and instituted unifo¡m local
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adminigtrative unitern 1818 this bureaucracy r^ras reorganized and
expanded into a German-speaking "Guardians Committee of the Foreign
colonists in south Russia, " kno!'¡n to the coronists as the
"Fuersorgekomitee." Through its many branch offices and inspectorates the
Guardian's committee continued the mandate to encourage economic growth.
The history of this committee was one of increasing intrusion into the

Iives of the colonigts. ä
rn 1830 the Guardian,s comnittee herped Eet up a voruntary
"Landwirtschaftliche vereinr" or agricultural society, on the Molochnaia
corony.
This society vraE headed by ,Johann cornies, a powerfur,
progressive farmer, who often pressured reluctant farmers to modernize.
!{ith help from the Guardian's committee, the society built experimental
farms, introduced new crops and established building codes. The
Guardian's committee also gave cornies power to enforce innovative
agricultural methods such as the planting of shelter belts and the four
crop rot'ation. Before long local Mennonite observerE reported that ,,The
Landwirtschafttiche verein controls the industry of every lifennonÍte
Iand

sees to itl

that his fietds are well worked, that he plants trees in the
correct manner, that his house is in order and in all his activities he
is an economic leader.,, ø
The resurt was not onry an irnproved economy but new attitudes.
According to Jame' urry, cornieE r'ùas instrunentar in repracing the
traditional
Mennonite notion of humility and egalitarianism with
"Musterwirte" with its emphasis on competition and individualism. t rn the
final analysis, writes urry, the society "became the modernizing arm of
the Russian state in the colonies, taking on the features of a refo¡mist
agency in the community." æ
The Guardian's committee also worked to undermine traditional
Mennonite structures in other wayE. rn rg42 and 46 it sided with
the
local Molochnaia temporal government when some of its leaderE ca¡ne under
fire from the church Aeltesten for their lifestyles.
During this time,
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too, it took education out of the rap of the church and gave it to
Cornies' Agrieultural society for reforming. Then in 1846 the Guardian,g
Committee came under the leadership of Evgenii von Hahn who, unlike his

predeceesor, believed "in personal inspection and intervention,' and

was

"unwillíng to eompromise with tradition. " æ By the time Cornies died in
1848 the pattern for change and modernity a¡nong the Mennonites had been
set.
That pattern, however' Iâras strengthened by a gualitative change in
global economic development after mid-century. rt lvas at this point that
Russia became closely integrated into global induEtrializatÍon as a
producer of commodities. E.J. Hobsbaurm, Eric !{orf, Karl poranyi and
others have documented the rise of a worrd market system. This
interconnected market c¿rme about when the links between stateg erere
"transformed from a tributary structure to a Etructure of support for
capitalist enterprise" and after mêrchants began turning their capital to
the uEe of technology and labour to produce marketable goods in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. * The system involved ,,mechanization
through which the old social tigsue waE deEÈroyed and a nerár integration
of man and nature..." wag set in place. 31 In the end it marked "the most
fundamental transfo¡mation of human life in the history of the world in
written documentg."
Although the heart of industrialization !ûas in England, it affected
the economies of countries throughout the world.
lfotf noteE that
"expanding outward from England in the courge of the nineteenth century
[the capitalist mode of production] brought the entire world under its
dominance... - " 33 Especially it affected commodity producing regions euch
as North America, New Rugsia and countries in the southern hemisphere.
The EngliEh factory system required raw materials; these includ.ed. coal and
iron for the factory itself and cereal grains to feed the factories,
workers. But the factory system also helped commercialized places such
as Ner^r Russia where cheap factory-produced goods undercut cottage
32
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industries, encouraging rural residents to concentrate on agricultural
production. il
In the third guarter of the eighteenth century the world market
system took-off.
By 1848 England vras emerging from a serious economic
downturn. Steel production nohr rose alongside textiles as the engine of
economic arowth. Railroad building and ship construction increased both
the international demand for commodities and made their shipments over

long distanceEr possible. Important as well wag Britain,s abolition of
grain tariffs, the corn laws, in 1846; it was a move intended to encourage
other countries to export their cereals and provid.e them with the capital
needed to purchase Britain,s manufactured goods. 35 The result was ,,a
complex hierarchal system controlled by the capitalist

of production,
but including a vaEt array of subsidiary regions that exhibited different
combinations of the capitalist mode with other modes.,, #
New Russia was one of the subsidiary regions.
By lgso it was
Russia's most economicarly advanced region, ready to take advahtage of
the growing world market. Blum has noted how between 1800 and 1g5O 1and
prices in New RugEia increased tenfold. from 1.5 rubles per desiatín to 15
and 20 rubles. During the same perÍod the number of sheep increased by
400È. 37 Grain exporting had also begun. rn 1829 the Dardanelle strait
connecting the Black sea to the I'fediterranean vraE opened to British ships
and during the r830E harf a dozen Brack sea ports opened. lfhire the
cri-rnean !{ar stalred the deveropment of an export economy, it quickry
developed after L860. Lyashchenko has shor^m that between 1960 and. world
War I the acreage dedicated to wheat in the black soil provinces of
Taurida and Ekaterinoslav doubled. * This development resulted in odessa
surpassing st- Petersburg in export trade by Lggl. 3e rndeed, recent
studies have indicated that between 1865 and 18?o Britain irnported twice
as much wheat from New Russia as from the united states. * wolf notes that
it was chíefly wheat exports through odessa, coupled with Àmerican cerear
mode
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exports' that "ghook the foundationg of European agriculture and
intensified the outward flow of migrants to Americê.,,
Mennonites were forced to adapt to these changes. Their
Èransformation, however, ü¡as to be less radical than those of most
producers in other !{estern European countries. Hobsbav,rm, !ûolf, Hilton
and others have traced how English producers¡ were displaced by landowners
who gevered their ties with tenants, enclosed their holdings, and turned
their lands into comnerciar units. Even in instanceg where peasants owned
their ovrn rands, agricultural producers faced upheavar. rn these
incidents they were forced off their small farmE when their househotd
craft production, meant to subsid.ize the production of their tiny land
hordings, failed to compete with factory production. usuarry these
4r

producers were forced to sell to wealthier producers, who by consolidating
their landholdings effectively commercialized their farms. rt was thus
that many peasants either moved, to the cities to work in factories or

sought alternative lives by migrating overseas. o,
There lÁtere paraltels in the Mennonite colonies in New Russia. A
crass of very wearthy Landowners rose in New Russia who often owned tens
of thousandE of acres. ß l'fore striking was the picture of thoueands of

randless Mennonites. They were praced into abject poverty by farring
prices for household craft goods and kept there by wealthy and powerful
farmers who refused to allow the landless to work the communal- lands owned
by each of the colonies. rndeed' using their power aE enfranchised
Iandowners they often monopolized their hord on communal property,
reased
it to themselves at a minimar rate and put it to cerear production. rn
1863 the landless organized and. successfully petitioned the Guardian,s
committee for redistribution of the communal lands and for colony
provisionE for the establishment of daughter colonies. 4

Contrasted to the "agricultural revolution,, in other weEtern
European countries, Mennonite adjustment to the new economic
EtructureE
was reratively smooth. The reason, no doubt, lay in the ltennonites,
rong
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history of adapting to new environments and producing eurpluses. But the
most important reason for the smooth transition r^rag the relative abundance
of land' The significance of the L863 petition of the lfolochnaia }andless
was that they expected to obt'ain land. Peasant,s in si:nilar circumst,ances
in PrusEia, Hungary, Nor$ray and rtaty migrated overseas. Moreover, unrike
agrarian communities in many other parts of Íilestern Europe, at least half
of the ùIennonite farmers in the Molochnaia owned their tand. rndeed, in
about 1860' 1519 of the 3082 Molochnaia households, ot 492, owned their
own land' Ànd 778 of the landowners owned at, least, 65 degiatines,
or 163
acreE¡' This economic baEe allowed Mennonite farmers to capitatize on the
availability of inexpensive nobility-controlled lands that began coming
up for sale soon after the release of the serfs in 186L. Between Lg62 and
1871 the Molochnaia colony founded 47 new villages on 332rOOO
acres. ThiE
does nót inctude the virlages founded by private endeavour such ag the
Kleine Gemeinde settlements in Borosenko. aj
The majority of üennonite hougehords were, thus, abre to adapt
succeEsfully to the commercialization of agriculture. lghite a few farmg
became large capitaristic enterprises that relied exclusively
on wage
Iabour, most were household producers. These were small family-oriented

enterprises, usually owning their land, and aiming for both serf_
gufficiency and surplus production. The latter r¡ras
sotd into an export
staple market. Rising rand prices, a burgeoning popuration, the coEt of
labour and technolog'y, and rising living standards made the production of
cash crops i:nperative.
overEeas markets and an infrastructure of
riverports, regionar towns and grain merchants made such a mode of
production possible. under theee circumstances Mennonites were unable
to
maintain insular communities. 6
A third change, a series of potiticar refoÍms, affected the
Mennonite coronieE more drastically than did the economic transfo¡maÈion
in New Russia. These refotms, introduced forlowing the crirnean war, urere
meant to transform the Russian feudar state into a homogeneous,
Íntegrated
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society in which no special privireges would exiet for any one group. The
Crimean !{ar which pitted Russía against England and France from Ig54 to
1856 proved to be an economic boon for the Mennonite colonies of New
Russia. But it was a less promising affair for the Russian government
which conceded defeat. rt placed the blame for the loss on its ovm
backwardneEs andr thus, over the courEe of the next decade, it Eet out on
a deliberate course of modernization.
In the very speech in which he conceded defeat, Alexander II hinted
that Russia would have to overhaul the basis of its social system before
it could see industrialization in aII its regions. The basis for that
overhaur vraE the rereage of the eerfs in lg6l and that act had far
reaching consequences. Blum, for instance, suggests that ,,the act, of
emancipation of-..186I is a crucial turning point in the history of the
world's largest Etat,e. . . I for] it. . . se¡ept alvay the basig of the then
existing social order, and thereby brought to a close an era of RuEsian
history that had lasted for centuries." ß
vgithin a decade of thig act other reforms had been instituted.
Fiscar reform had systematized the state,s economy and put a check on
inflation caused by the issuing of paper money during the wari
administrative reforms had established democratically erected municipal
councils and local justices of peace; education reforms had theoretically
a7

opened secondary schoolg to all of Rugsia'g citizeng and commenced the

partíal

rusEification of all regions; miJ-itary reforms had abolished
Rusgia's primitive army and replaced it with universal military Eervice.
Everluhere there were signs of the end of special privirege and the
opening up of Russian society according to ',non-crass principres.,,

re

lrr
Mennonites who had come to Russia with the idea of establishing
strict eociar boundaries to safeguard their househordg and congregations
vitere deeply affected by the changes outlined above. The -Guardian,s
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committee had, for some time, been refocusing the raigon d.'etre of the
Mennonite coroniee. From self-sufficient,
insular communíties, the
l'fennonite settlements urere thrust into the forefront of agricultural

innovation. The international demand for foodstuffs and New Rusgia,s
ideal position to fill
that demand had given the MennoniteÊr an
unprecedented economic opportunity. Ànd, Rusgia's post-war political
reforms gerved to catapult the Mennonites into the mainstream of an
increasingry pruralistic, democratic and integrated society.
Hist,orians of Mennonites agree that the third quarter of the
nineteenth century h¡aB an unusually tumultuous t,ime as Mennonites pursued
differing courseE in their adjustment to a new gocioeconomic context.
contemporary Franz rsaak devoted almost half of his history, Die
Molotschnaer Mennoniten, to the struggle between different church groups
and eociar crasseg during the rg6os. p.M. Friegen,e 1911 history, Die
, covered 12O years
of Mennonite life in Russia, but it too devoted almost half of its epace
t'o the religious upheavals of the 1860s. More recently commentators like
ilames urry have described how "closed" and ,,open,, factions of
the
Mennonites reacted differently to the "transition to capitalism
and the
emergence of industrial societies and nation states....,,
whire some
sought to maintain traditional, congregational communities otherE
embraced
the more individualistic, differentiated society. s
This first section of the dissertation examines the conservative
Mennonites who pursued carefurry devised strategies to counter
etratification, individuarism, and a gain mentality. other writers have
described these conservative Mennonites. Harvey Dyck hag noted
the
profound opposition to Johann cornies and his economic and. poritical
reformE during thiE time. I{illiam schroeder has chronicted how
the church
and village councirE of the Bergthar colony opposed Russian authorities
who attempted to introduce reforms. urry has noted how conservative
Morochnaia forces centered. in the Large Flemish congregation
opposed the
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introduction of evangelical pietism, cornies, educational reforms and the
rising power of temporal leaders. Delbert plett has traced in great
detail the church history of the Kleine Gemeinde ae it countered gocietal
changes with Anabaptist teachings.

s1

This study focuses on the everyday rives of one of these
conservative groups, t'he Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites. Representative of
the Mennonites who migrated to North America in the 1g7os, the Kleine
illustrate how one group sought to maintain old social boundaries
in a changing environment. The following three chapters examine the
Kreine Gemeinde's sociar and ideologicar make-up, the changes that
resurted from new circumstances in Russia, and the community,s EtrategieE
to ensure the continuation of old ways. The rleine Gemeinde mode of
production, social st,ructure, and religious orientation were intricately
Gemeinde

intertwined in such a way as to safeguard established

r¡{ayE.

CHAPTER 2

LAITD A¡TD IIãRKET

T![

BOROSEIIKO @IÍ)¡TY

I
The years from L85O to the global depression of 1873 marked an era

of sustained economic arowth in the New Russia colonies. The economic
impact of the rise of the Blaak sea ports and of the Molochnaia
Àgricultural Society's directives wag clearly evident. More grain was
being shipped through the ports; the demand for technologry and ímports of
Engrish farm machinery roEei and househord artiEanE and a rising
class of Mennonite indust,rialists found their eerviceg in constant demand.
Even Èhe Crimean lilar was a boon for l[ennonite farmers whose products were

in great demand. only the crop fairures of the early 1g6os would
interrupt this growth. The economic base of the Molochnaia colony
revealed. a strong and diverse. economy; in J.g55, fot instance, the per
capit,a income of Morochnaia adults incruded 4.62 rubres of grain, 4.35
rubles of wool, 4.0 rubleE of beef, 2.92 rubles of butter and cheese and
2.26 rubLee of eilk. I TheEe were the years that the Mennonites began
experiencing the furt force of an industriarizing society.
During this time that the Kleine Gemeinde, like other congervative
groupB in the New Rusgian Mennonite colonies, vigorously pursued a
strateg'y of economic survival. l{hile the agrarian lifeworlds of Kleine
Gemeinde farmers were intricately tied to nature,s rhybhms and geasons and,
to the old values of maintaining the economic strength of the household,
new strategies had to be employed in the changing context of New Russia.
During these years Kleine Gemeinde colonistg made two significant changes.
First, they sought new gources of arable land in the Borosenko colony
Iocated 150 kilometers northwest of the Morochnaia. second, they
30
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co¡nmercialized their holdings; they sold more wheat into an export staple
economy, relied more on a cash economy, hired more wage labour, Eearched

for wider credit EourceEr' and accepted the reality of growing gaps between
rich and poor.
The transition the Mennonite coloniEtg experienced during these
yearsr however, qras not a simple matter of commercialization or
embourgeoisement. Peagant farmers, of course, did not wake up one morning

with t'he realization that they rÁrere capit,alists.
Traditional
modernization and Marxist studies chart the inevitable replacement of
peasant product,ion with capitalistic production. 2 Studies of English
agriculture in particular tell the story of the displacement of the rural
peasant by wealthy capitalistic farmers who enclosed their property or
purchased small holdings and hired their former owners aE waçte labourers
on cornmercialized farms. t More recent studies have questioned this model
and have emphasized the compatibility of traditional economic modeE of
production with industrial capitalism.
Eric !{otf argues that the
"capitalist world economy is an articulated system of capitalist and noncapitalist relations of production....[in which] the central sectors and
regions are governed directly by...the capitalist mode, tbutl sociar
arrangements buirt up in the kin-ordered...modeE may be...maintained...in
auxiliary. ..areas. "
This analysis has been employed particularly in the stud.y of peasant
histories.
At1an Greer, for one, has examined how the ,encounter of
merchant capital and feudal peasantry,, in three rurar euebec parishes
between l74O and 1840 actually "reinforced [feudal] exploitat,ion and
economic backwardneEs." t Greer,s study, however, focused on ,,feudar
4

peasantry"' which was a qualitatively different eocial type from Mennonite
farmers. Like the French canadians, l{ennonites of New Ruesia were selfsufficient'
land-owning, household agricultural producers. However,
Mennonites were aIEo bent on the building of commercialized farms¡ they
pursued economies of scale, grerÁr surpluses for export, acquired
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mechanization, mortgaged their farms, and integrated into a caEh economy.
Neither the term peasant nor capitalist adequately describes their mode
of production.

Harriet Friedmann and others have argued that the term ,,peasant,,
does littre to describe the manner in which household producers are
integrated into the industrialized world. Friedmann argues that 'the term
peasant must give way to analyticat specifications of forms of prod.uction
based on internal characteristics and external characteristics of the

sociar formation." 6 she suggests that the te¡:n "simple commodity
producer" is the most appropriate for smalr cash cropping fa¡mersi it
designates a houEehold economic unit, highly self-sufficient in labour and
consumption, but one which must produce for the market place in order to
secure the means to reproduce its mode of production. capital is required

to purchaEe land which rises in value as households compete for it and to
acquire technology to ensure thaÈ wage labour requirementE are kept, to a
minimum. Household commodity producers thus are, aE Friedmann put,s it,
"not survivors in any Eense from the sixteenth century.,, ? They represent
adaptations to the capitalistic structure and exist because they have
proven themselveE more competitive than large capitalietic prod,ucere;
the
reasons for this are that they are more mobile, are not tied to fixed
rabour costs, are not dependent on profits, and are easiry adaptable to
technological innovations.
Mennonite farmers fit the description of household commodity
producers' Three possible problems arise with associating New Russian
Mennonites with Friedmann,s designation. First, Friedmann,s Etudy
noteË
that small commodity producers arose after the 1873 world depression. yet
it is crear Ëhat this mode of production was firmry rooted in commercial
grain growing areaEr Euch aE New Russia prior to 1g73. second,
it also
appears that in regions such as New Russia where technorogy was
dear,
farmers were forced to rery on wage rabour in order to reproduce
their
household farms. strictry speaking the reriance on wage labour
designates
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producers aE capitalists.
Friedmann notes that on the American plains
farmers hired wage labour only when their o!ìrn children were quite young
and that the family generalty provided 8OB of their own labour needs. I
Although the reliance of New Russian Mennonite households on wage 1abour
is difficutt
to quantify, evidence indicates that hired hands often
provided at least 508 of the farm's labour requirements. Still, because

the purpose of this labour was to reproduce the household economic unit,
and noÈ to accumulate profits or engage in conspicuous consumption, one
cannot designate Mennonite farmers as capitalists.
A third problem is
that l{ennonite farmers tended to be both competitive and communally
oriented.
Friedmann noteg that peasants become "small commodity
producers" only once the "individualization of the household...resultIs
in thel transformation of communal. . .relations. . . into competitive and
universalistic ones." e yet, t,he strong sense of rerigious community,
bequeathed to the Mennonites from a common religious mythology rooted in
the sixteenth century and concretized after centurieE of minority status

and speciar rerigious privireges, was not easity undone.

on balance, it can be argued that lrfennonites in New Russia,
including the Kleine Gemeinde fa¡mers, r¡rere household commodity producers.
Indeed, the Kleine Gemeinde were intricately ínvolved in the economic
transformation of Russian and Mennonite society. Despite their social and
rerigious separation, which we sharl consider rater, they participated
fulry in the economic activities of the Morochnaia. p.l.l. Friesen, a
freguent eritic of Kleine Gemeind.e asceticism, wrote in lgll that ,'the
Kleine Gemeinde, in spite of its unhealthy Mennonite narrownesE and
severity' never came into conflict with the Agricultural society....The
yards, fields' gardens and cattle of the Kleine Gemeinde belonged to the
best of the colonies ¡sicl."
other sources substantiate Friesen's observation. The agricultural
reports in the odessa based unterhaltunqsblatt, for instance, named Kleine
Gemeinde fa¡rners arnong the Molochnaia,s leading farmers in the years
10
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around 1850- One article written by two cerman agricultural students
noted rEaac Loevren of Lindenau, a Kteine Gemeinde deacon, aE¡ a
"Lehrmeigter" in the field of silkr^rorm farming. other Kleine Gemeinders
were listed as being the top silk producers in their respective villages
in 1851. one of these was Johann Friesen of Neukirch, the newly elected
church Aeltester and another $¡asr ,fohann Toews of Fishau, the author of the
Kleine Gemeinde religious tract, Das Wachsame Auqe Gottes. In the same
year .Iohann Warkentin, who would later establish an egtate farm north of
Borosenko' lvas named the owner of the second most productive dairy herd
on the Molochnaia. The Unterhattunqsblatt reported. that he owned three
cows whose average milk production came to more than 14 RuEsian quart,s a
day. tt FinaIIy, young Kleine Gemeinde farmers could be found as landovrners
in the newly eEtablished viltages of Hierschau and Kleefeld in the eastern
section of the Molochnaia, indicat,ing that they belonged to werl-to-do

families who had the means to purchase land at a ti¡ne when the majority
of colonists did noÈ.
Kleine Gemeinde households were also among the victims of economic
modernization¡ they were particularly faced with land shortages associated

with a rising population and faltering cottage industries.
The land
squeeze was evident from rising land. prices. Lyashchenko writes that in
the western provinces of Russia, land prices roEe from an average of. L2.69
rubleg per desiatin in 1860 to 20.44 rubles by rgzo. By the earry 1g6oE
the number of landless residents on the Molochnaia was rapidly growing ae
only those farmerE possessing 2ooO rublee in caeh were given permits to
establish new farms on vacant land. David. Rempel writes that although
this regulation ensured that a farm could be estabtiEhed and operated in
a manner "demanded of a model farmer...the sons of the poorer farmers were

forced either to rent land, or take up some trade, or...hire themgerves
to the wealthy famers. " 12 For the Molochnaia colony this meant that half
of the population did not own farms by 1960.
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No congregation or village üraE without its "landlesg.', The Kleine
Gemeinde was no exception and after 1850 its
members increasingly were

entering trades despite their falling profitability
and an associated
lt
stigrma attached to non-landed activity.
cornelius plett, whose father
ütag poorr made "wooden parts for the manufacturing of sragons" until he
was
able to purchase a farm in the newly founded village of Kleefeld in 1g54.
In Pragenau, Jacob gfliebe's father helped him purchase a treadmilt at the
time of his marriage in 1856. 15 ,tohn B. Toews, who ag a boy reft Rugsia
in 1874, reflected back years later and recalted that "begideg a EmaII
farm, my father owned an oil press, for custom vrork.,, 16 ilohann Esau
recalred that "financiarry unable to buy land, father became a
tradesman...and Eoon gtarted his own Ehop, manufacturing combs, horns for

11

Eaugage making and

other artícles which were made of animal horns.,,r?
cornelius Faet worked as a blackemith for the estate of David KorniE and
died in the courste of this work when an old cannon he waÊ¡ creaning
exploded. 18 Klaas Reimer, the grandson of the founder of the K1eine
Gemeinde and the son of one of the Kleine Gemeinde,E poorest familie6¡,
was
forced to leave home at age 12 to work and rearn a trade. rn rg5z when
Klaas married he opened a blacksmith shop in Kleefeld and rented some
rand. The crop failures of the early 6os, however, reft hi¡n with 14oo
rubles debt by 1863.
These individual accounts indicate that landlessnesÊ¡ was a problem
for the Kleine Gemeinde as it was for other groups. The accounts point
to the fact that for an increasing number of young Mennonites in the 1g5Os
and L860E the traditional livelihood of farrning $ras not possible.
rncreasingly they were forced to find work in agricultural support
services or household industry. Landlessness had political, religious
and economic implications. onry the landed,, for instance, had a
right to
vote in the virrage councils. The ideorogicar irnprications for a group
which Bâw DotllêgricuJ.tural commerce with suspicion has already been noted.
Finalry' the falring profitabirity
of cottage industries praced the
I

1e
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economic health of many households at risk.

Urry notes that by the late
1850s "gocial inequalities became more marked and possession of land
became a crucial- factor in the ability of people to secure a future for
their famiries- " æ crearry a new strategy was required in the r.g6os to
ensure the continuity of a traditional way of life.
II
That strategy for the Kleine Gemeinde was the relocation, beginnÍng
in 1865, to the new colony of Borosenko in the province of Ekaterinoslav
(see Map $ 1r r L7) - The Molochnaia colony did not have sufficient land
reE¡erves for a group committed to agriculture and the reproduction of
agrarian hougeholds. rn a sense the migration of rg65 r^ras to be aE
significant as the move to North America a decade rater; Borosenko was to
ensure the survival of the agrarian household and the separated sectarian
community in a context of industrialization in a similar fashion sust,ained
by the move to North America in L874. rn the sense that Borosenko arlowed

for more commodity production and encouraged the view of rand as a
commodity it algo introduced the Kleine Gemeinde to economic realities
they would face again in North America.
The most significant element of the Borosenko move vrag that it
provided Kleine Gemeinde households with the 1and required to reproduce
traditionar rifeworlds. Peter Toewg, one of the two church Aertesters in
the rate 1860s, recarred how in tg63 "the poorer brethren of the
Gemeinde"'submitted a petition to the [church] ministerial reguesting
that the Gemeinde...purchase land to help the ,landless.,,, ã other writers
echo this concern and effect.

Johann Toewg, the son of a Kreine Gemeinde
fatmer, wrote that in the mid 1860s "ag farmland became Ecarce, and
the

famity increased, the church ....bought a tract of land from a certain
landrord named [Borso], and a number of famir-ieE....sett,red
[there] in
seven virrages-" u Johann EEau's family reported a simirar perception:
"when opportunity to buy land aroser,, wrote Esau, ,,our parents moved
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fo. . .Yekaterinaslav, District of Bersenko. . . . " ã Gerhard Goossen rÂras a
schoolteacher until the time of the move to Borosenko at which time he
became a farmer for the first time in his life. u
That these Mennonite craftgmen and schoolteachers rdere able to
purchase farm Land cérme aer a direct result of Alexander II,s act to
release the serfs in 1861. Throughout Russia noblemen, finding themselves
without free labour with which to work their inefficient farms, began
selling land. Bethteen 1861 and 19O5 these landowners sold some 26 mill-ion
desiatíns of rand, 14 mirrion during the tg60s alone. ã The Kreine
Gemeinde, along with many other ceman Lutheran and Mennonite groups,
moved quickly to purchase such lands. * ln 1865 it negotiated a deal with

of Ekaterinoslav for the purchase of 6137 desiatins of land
for 30 rubles a desiatin, a price sifiilar to other colonies being founded
by Molochnaia emigrants during this time. u
nobleman Borso

BecauEe the decision to purchase Borosenko wag a congregational
initiative and not one undertaken by the larger Molochnaia colony, almost

the entíre Kleíne Gemeinde congregation made the relocation. The move was
a gerious one- It involved relocating 15O kilometers northweet, in an
unknown region across the Dnieper River. Here on Borso'E estate, Iying
on the banks of the Busuluk, and Soljenaja Rivers, 120 Kleine Gemeinde
families settled in six villages. æ These villages included, Heuboden,
Rogenfeld' Blumenhoff, Neuanlage, Annäfeld and Steinbach and each was
founded within a two year span from 1965 and 1967 (see uap # 3).
"
Borogenko continued attracting more families after 1867. In LgTO
a number of Kleine Gemeinde families moved from Markusland, a frontier

settlement located just to the north of the Khortitea colony. The leage
on this land, which had been negotiated by well-to-do Isaac Ha¡1¡¡s in a
private resettlement scheme, was in effect for only five years. fnstead
of ret'urning to the Molochnaia upon the lease's terînination these families
joined their kin in Borosenko. During these years as well a const,ant
trickle of Molochnaia famílies found its

way

to Borosenko. These families
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often found land outEide the initial boundaries of the colony. At least
two Kleine Gemeinde and three Khortitger villages couLd be found just to
the north of Borosenko by 1870 and three Khortitser villages to its Eouth.m
The result was that greater Borosenko qras hardly a compact Kleine
Gemeinde colony.
The l-31 square kilometre area, containing 12rOOO
desiatins of land also contained settlements of Khortiteer peopte.
Indeed, in the yearg after L865 Khortitsers founded no fewer than six
villages; these included Nikolaithal, Schoendorf, Ebenfeld, Felsenbach,
Eigengrund and Neuhochstaedt. There were EmaII towns comprised of fo¡mer
Ukrainian gerfs and state peasants. The most notable of these towng wag
Sholochown, known to the Mennonites sirnply as Schalak, Iocated at the
confluence of the Busuluk and sorjenaja. 31 And as travel laws in New
Russia were liberalized after 186L, Jewish merchants and craftsmen could
be found setting up shop in Eeveral Mennonite villages. ,,
The dearth of official records makes a comprehensive survey of
society at Borosenko difficult.
The evidence of several diaries and
memoirs of the settlerg in this unofficial colony, however, suggests that,
except for the greater availability of land, the economy and day to day
activit'ies varied little from that of the Molochnaia. Once again there
are signs of a modern agrarian economy coexisting within traditional
Eociar structureE.
The costliness of machinery, the dífficulty
of
climate, and the traditional method of settlement ensured a high degree
of continuity with established ways. The gtrong international demand for
grain, the availability of cheap community credit, agronomic ínnovation,
the ready supply of wage labour, and the ethnic mix of the new settlement,
however, ensured that these Mennonites could not remaín aloof from an
increasingly pluralistic and industrial society. The growing number of
houEeholds owning land, the rising land prices and internal stratification
were signs that the traditional minded Kleine Gemeinde lvere becoming
integrated in a new economic environment. It was at Borosenko that a
coexistence of tradition and capitalism evolved.
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VÍith the exception of two extended families that owned their own
eEtates' the Borosenko settlers lived in agrarian villages such as those
they had left in the Molochnaia. TheEe villages vùere, however, eomewhat
smaller' usually containing between L2 and 22 family farmE. The farms,
too, were,smarrer, usualry containing onry 50 desiatins of rand, rather
than the 65 they lâtere accustomed to in the Molochnaia. tt The villages had
prescribed farmyard, building, garden ptot and arable prot sizes. s Each
farmyard' for instance' wast to contain five desiatins. The land around
the villaçte was organized aE an open field that was divided into regions
with each region further divided into strips so that each ,'fu11" farmer
received an equal- alLotment of poor and good l-and. A tax of around 10
kopecks/desiatin was levied on land to prant treeg in the vilrage. 35 one
or several of these regions was designated common land for the purpose of
haying or pasturing. *
A picture of the village of Blumenhoff is available from the
memories of .rohann w. Dueck, a schoorboy in the vilrage:

"a smalr
stream... [the] soljenaja lay behind the row of houses in Blumenhoff. Iltl
was a village of one and a half rowg of [farmyards], as a number of houEes
were built in a ro$¡ perpendicular to the main street at the lower end of
the village....From inside the school one could Eee a high red bank by
the...sorjenaja which...[was1 said to have iron ore underneath it...."
Ànother account indicateE that although wood was used for Eome
construction it waE clay, bricks and straw that were the most cornmon
construction materiars.
The house owned by peter L. Dueck of
FriedensfeJ-d, for instance, "had a watl of mortared cJ-ay, approximately
one and a half feet thick and had a roof covered with straw." The Kleine
Gemeinde church building in Blumenhoff was described as ,,a beautiful
school house...built in the middle of the village, of kilned bricks and
the roof vras covered with plates made of kilned clay."
3?

A traditional lifeworld üras guaranteed not onry by the reestablishment of a familíar spatial environment, but by the continuation
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of a life crosely in tune with nature,s cycres.

rndeed,

rife

folrowed

closely the varied eeagons of the continental climate in Russia. While
temperatures ÌÂrere lesg severe than they would be in Canada, the seasons
were distinct and the temperatures extreme. gleather charts for the
Molochnaia in 1851 indicate that temperatures fluctuated from 38 degrees
in .rury to minus 18 degrees in January. However, a mird (24.6 degree)
mean temperature in .ruly, and a moderate (-z.s) mean temperature for
January' coupled with 248 frost free days tranglated into moderate
cli:nate. * These temperatures also reflect those on the Borosenko colony.
Although there are no official records available for Borosenko, the
reports of Abram Reirner, an elderly record keeper who took the temperature
at 6 A.M. and noon of each day between L87O and 1873 are adequate. The
reports for 1870 establish a mean temperature for July of 24.6 and for
ilanuary of -7.8. While the first recorded frost for 1870 sras on September
23 (september LL Julian) and the first heavy snowfall arrived on November
18' the River Busuluk still flowed on December 17. It rÁras only on
December 3O that Reimer noticed "frost on the door window for the first
titne. t'
3e

If the temperature wasr more moderate than in the Canadian prairies,
the winds and irregular precipitation made it a lees desirable climate.
Frequent hot dry eaet winds blew from central Asia in summer and. fall, and
in spring Etrong Eouth winds whipped up mighty cloudE of dust before
bringing a deluge of rain from the Black Sea. ,'There was so much windr"
wrote Abram Rei¡ner in .IuIy t873, "that it seemed. as if the houee would
break aPart and so much dust that one could not see five paces ahead."
!{hile Reimer's diary has many entries reading "beautiful sunny day,, this
serene picture is inevitably interrupted by entries such as ,'east wind and
very dismal" or "strong' south wind with much rain and rightning." The 12
inches of annual precipitation came in freguent violent thundershowers
that often flooded parched land and sent, creeks overflowing their banks.
Muddy roads and submerged bridges courd put a hart to arl traver.
The
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occasional snow storm could bring enough snow to force the poor to enter
their sod hutE through the chirnney. The unreliable precipitation, the
short-Iived snow cover' the strong winds and varying temperatureE shaped
the agrarian lifeworlds in Borosenko.
The diary of Abram Rei:ner offers a vivid picture of a man in tune

with nature's rh1Éhms. January's intermittent frost and thawing forced
farmers to capitarize on the cold d,ays. sleighs came out, grain was
haured to market and househord goods were purchased. By February, spring
was Present everlnehere; cowe and sheep gave birth, cattle were released

onto Pasture land and by the end of the month there was always the news
of the first, sett,rer who had ptanted potatoes or plowed. his land. By the
end of March the whole colony vras a hum of activity as ,,Èhere was plowing
everlnuhere" and the excitement of "the first grain...already sprouting,,
was contagious. During April there waÊ¡ more new life on the Reimer farm
as "the brown mare gave birth to a foal" and "our pig had six piglets', and

"the grain haE arl gerÍiinated." rn May the sheep were gathered and
sheared and put out to Eulnmer pasture, the manure accumulated over the
winter was spread ont,o the summerfallow, the schools of fish in the
Buguruk were netted, and the hay harvest waEr begun. ilune waE the
"heavenly month" when the weather waE perfect with "ever1Ê,hing vêry
gtreen.'

By the first

of ,ruly the garden's potatoes, cucumbere, and beans
were ready for consumption. More importantly, this was the ti:ne that
reapers were hired and sent out to the fields with the scythee to cut and
tie up the sheaves. By the end of the month much of the grain had been
haured home to threshing froors on the farmyard. During the hot windy
days of August farmerg threshed. Intermittent and often violent rain
showers made this a stresg filled task, baiting some to carry this task
into hot, Eunny Sundays. 4 once the wheat was harvested portions of it had
to be sold to generate cash to pay debts and the winter supply of flour
courd be ground by the local miller.
The barance was bagged, carried
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upstairs, from where it was taken when market prices seemed right or
when
more frour was required. August was also the month that the
watemeron
ripened, a welcome reward for the farm labourers.
During september if the right rains came to soften the earth the
stubbre was plowed to prepare for the farr seeding of rye and
winter
wheat- october and November were the months to firl the
rarder.
Neighbours gathered on Euccessive days to butcher pigs which
had been
"fatted" on grain since August. The fatter the pig the better was the
sraughter; indeed a vital statistic associated with pig slaughtering
was
the thickness of the fat on the pork betly. The lard from the fat
of the
pig provided more work in December, especialry for the women.
The cord
days of December signalled to farmers that the time had come
for the
settring of accounts in time for the hotiday Eeason of christmas.
rf the whims of weather ordered the activity of the settrer it arso
pJ'ayed with his spirits.
No land was richer than the brack soirs of
southern Russia' Estate owners on the grey soirs in the l{oscoer
area could
not hope to produce enough grain for export and when they
tried they
frequently faced bankruptcy. ar yet the irregurar and dismar
amount of
precipitation kept the economy of southern Russia in check.
David Rempel
Euggests that the greatest, variabre in causing grain yields
to vary by as
much as 5009 from year to year was precipitation.
The bumper crop of
L874, for instance, brought cornerius JanEen of steinferd 15
bughers of
wheat per acre and 3l- buEhels barley: the crop failure
of lg75 resurted
in 3'3 bushers of wheat per acre and 2.2 bushers of barrèy.
According to the Eame source the average yierd of wheat
on
n

the
Molochnaia colony during the l-860s ranged from g bushels
an acre in one
year Eo 22 bushers an acre in another. The same voratility
of yierds

reported in 1855 by the president of the Agricultural society, philip
lviebe; he noted that the r,torochnaia harvested a dismar
crop of 63,000
chetvert that year' loorooo units ress than in the previous
year. o, These
irregularities are reflected in the crop reports of two
Kleine Gemeinde
I^tast
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teachers who farmed smatl acreages of land to supplement their !ìrages. In
1872 Abram R. Friesen noted in his diary that he anticipated. more than 30
buehels of barley per acrei in 1873 Dietrich Friesen reported that he had
harvested only 8.3 bushels of barley per acre.

a

III
Despite this dependence on nature'E cycles there were signs that
Borosenko farmers were not resigned to the immutability of things or aloof
from the general commercialization of agriculture in New Russia. Kleine

in new IeveIE of gcientific agriculture, vrage
labour, cash cropping, and indebtedness. Geman speaking farrnerg had for
some time been recipients of the ideas of agronomists like albrecht, Thaer
who in his widely read 1809 publication, Grundsaetze der rationellen
Landwirtschaft, asserted that ,,the object of agriculture is to produce a
45 Then, too, it wae the Russian government's
profít...."
intention that
the German colonists, Lutheran and Mennonite, should be productive farmerg
and experi¡nent with more productive methodE. 6 Thus, it was that the
Gemeinde farmers engaged

Guardian's committee had provided the Molochnaia Agricultural society with
the administrative powere¡ to irnplement mandatory refo¡ms.
cattle

breeding, sheep raising, sirk worm farming, shelter bert pranting and
Ioans to encourage manufacturing were only a few of the innovations. {t
Among the changes which most affected the grain economy was the mandatory
cultivation of 25 of the 65 desiatins of land, the replacement of green
fallow with black fallow as a measure to build up moisture, and the
imprementation of a four crop rotation system. 4 This tast meaEure ended
the traditional and inefficient three field system used throughout the
arable manors of Europe. ae The o1d three field system put a fuII third of
aII arable acreage out of production each year and prescribed a unifo¡m
winter crop and sunìmer crop on the other two fields. In the Agriculture
society's four fierd system, writes Remper, "black fallow, barrey, wheat
* By all accounts the Borosenko
and rye or oats comprised the...rotation."
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farmers continued this method and at times even red.uced their fallow area
to one sixth of the total cultivated area.
The smalL, but marked, increage in farm mechanizaÈion during the
1860s was another indicator of change. rn Borosenko, as in other German
speaking colonies, threshing for the most part was carried out without
the use of threshing machines. Atthough reports indicate that by the mid
1860s Peter Lepp of the neighbouring Khortitsa colony s¡as building ll5
threshers a year, these machines were obviously priced out of the range

of most farmerg. 51 The Turner threshing machine which waE built in
England, for instance' was¡ available in od.essa in I86t at prices from 550
to 1550 rubles. t' so long as a farmer could contract to have hie grain
cut' bound and threshed by itinerant RuEsian workers for around six rubles
a desiatin or simply cut, bound. and transferred for 2.5 rubles a degiatin
it was uneconomical for him to consider such a purchase. 53 The odeEsa
newspaperr the Unterhaltunqsblatt, thus reported in ISSZ that "the
threshing of grain ín the government districts
of Taurida and

Ekaterínoslav is carried out mostly with the use of stone threshing
wheelg." Y Rempel suggests that until the I89Og most Mennonites in Russia
threshed using "the primitive syEtem of running a stone roller over the
grain on the threshing floor."
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This analysis holds true for the Borosenko farmers as well. ,Iohann
Dueck, the son of a young Borosenko farmer, recalled that the only farmer
he knew who had a threshing machine was his wealthy uncle, Jacob penner
of the neighbouring settlement of Friedensfeld. Dueck reports that the
average fa¡mer uged a threshing Etone purred by a pair of horses on a
specially constructed threshing floor, a round shaped spot packed hard
with straw worked into it. And according to Dueck, only ,,the 1arge estate
ovtners...had specially built sheds" atlowing them to extend threshing into
winter. * The personal diaries of Abram Reimer and Abram Friesen are

filred with reports of "hauring the wheat

home,, and

then ',driving it out.,,
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If the weather cooperated, up to L0 layers of grain coutd be threshed in
a day and creaned, bagged and caried into the attic the next. t
rf threshing machines r^rere owned onry by the upper crass of
"Gutsbesitzere, 'r Eteam engines were osrned by even fewer farmers. Arthough
English steam engines were also available in odessa their price t,ags of
up to 2400 rubles for a traneportable KlalÊ,on steamer made them highly
i:npractical. Mechanical reapers, introduced into Russia at this tirne,
were similarly unpopular. wiebe, of the Agricurtural society, did report
in 1856 that the "grain cutting machines have operated in many villages
this year and proved their ugefurness. " * However, at, a price of 260
rubres the reaper too was out of reach of many farmers. o rn fact,
according to Lyashchenko, the importation of fa¡m machinery into Russia
did not take off until the late 1870s when 1.17 million rubles worth of
implementE were imported compared to .26 mirrion in the earry 70s a
five-fold increase within a decade. o
There were innovations, however, which Mennonites did accept. Eor
fall and spring plowing there was the "Bukker, " a three or four share
steel plow which improved the seed bed, preserved moisture and. proved more
time efficient than the single furrow, deep wooden plows. o At leagt one
Kleine Gemeinde blacksmith made quite a profit from building these prows.
Klaas Reimer writes that between 1864 and 1868 he hired ,,two men
ttol
increase the activity in the smithy [because] at that time there vr¡as a
great demand for three and four bottom pJ_ows. r [happened] to be quite
good at' making these, attracting several blacksmiths to come and
see [how
Il made every plow work with precision." e

' other piecee of equipment referred to in the accounts of Borosenko
farmers are harrows, wagons and even an occasional geeder. 6 Each waE
constructed by local craftsmen. The harrow was usually a wooden Ímprement
although the increasing number of blacksmiths during this period would
indicate that many were made of steer. The wagons rÁrere heavy wooden

vehicles reinforced with steel prates with small wheers suited. for the
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stmooth, dry roads of southern Russia. I

Larger covered wagons known as

also used. t Two wheeled riding wagong, ,'Zweiraeder, "
once frowned on by the ascetic Kleine Gemeinde !ìrere introduced in
Borosenko, especially to make the long journey back to the Molochnaia.
Many farmers algo possessed cleaning mills required to cLean poorly
threshed grain. The grain picked up from the threshing floor after the
straw had been removed had a high percentage of chaff as well pieces of
earth and the manure from the animals that had pulled the threshing
stones. 6 cleaning this grain was an important task for the farmer. Dry
weather was reguired and so was a good set of arms. Abram Reimer of
steinbach writes in an entry of Àugrust 12, lgzo that "r waE ín bed tirl
noon [resting up] from turning the cleaning mill [the previous day].', o
Because of the emphasis on grain growing few }fennonite settlements
were without a local custom mill which, in the absence of steam power,
relied on wind, water or ani¡nal driven treadmills. Custom mills were
operated by Peter Barkman of Rosenfeld, Abram Friesen of Gruenfeld, peter
Thiessen of Neuhalbstadt and Peter Toews of Steinbach. Although many
mills srere powered by horse-driven treadmilLE the Barkman mill erected in
1868 waE a "larg'e Holland-type windmill" as were the mi,Ils of peter Bul-ler
and Peter Ens from Steinbach. Indeed the eize of BuIIer,s miII may be
conjectured from the fact that it was sold in 1873 for 525 rubles; the
size of Ens's mill may be determined by the fact that it was transferred
from steinbach, Borosenko on eighteen wagonÊr. Ànd while most mills ground
flour with grind stones, the Friesen mirr rdas a rorrer mirl. n
"Gedecl<tr¡agon" !ìtere

striking indicator of farm commercialization, however, was
the degree to which Kleine Gemeinde farmers marketed surplus grain by the
186Os. Geméinde members like Peter L. Dueck of Gnadenthal and peter rEaac
of Schoenau wrote about memorable trips from the Molochnaia to the Eeaport
of Berdyansk in the 1850s; here they delivered grain, visited relatives
en route and tried to withstand the temptations of the cities, public
houses- É After the move to Borosenko, Kleine Gemeinde farmers began
The more
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hauling a substantiar portion of their grain to Nicopor, a riverport
rocated 250 kilometers upstream from the Black sea port of Kherson.
rn 1870, for instance, ,rohann Reimer a g2 year ord farmer from
steinbach made the two day return voyage to Nicopol approximatery once a
month' often he would go alone, taking with hi¡n 24 buEhels of wheat or
barley, and returning the next day with the 28 to 34 rubtes or merchandise
for that amount. sometimes he would travel in convoy accompanied by his
brother Kl-aas or Peter or his brother-in-Iaw peter Toews or Abram FrieEen.
once he went in with his wife, Anna glarkentin. rnevitabry he returned
with news of the latest odessa price for wheat which during that year
fructuated between z.2o rubres and g.5o rubres per chetvert. æ
A growing demand for wheat to feed Europe,s muEhrooming cities sent

prices
years-

high as L2 rubres a chetvert, $1.04 a busher, during these
The fact that wheat prices were only about ro? higher in the
months from April to the end of August than during the remainder
of the
year suggests a continued demand for the product. ñ But it
is also
indicateg that farmers !ìtere reevaluating the traditional ,,subsistence
economy" and playing the market, keeping enough wheat back
to deliver it
over the year thus hedging their loesee. 2 Farmers atso ligtened to
the
aÊr

encouragement by grain traderg to grow wheat,. .fohann
Dueck, the son of
a Borosenko farmer, wrote that "when one went to Nicopor

with a road of
wheat one would be met by wheat dealers in large numbers before
one even
was in the city.
Each one of the wheat dealers wanted to buy the wheat
and had to try to outbid the other." æ sometimes these
dearers even made
their rounds in the virlages pressing farmers to pre-selr their wheat
and
hedge on the futureE market. Dueck writes that ,,on
such occaeions, once
the parties had reached an agreement, a deposit was paid...to varidate
the
transaction.
Later the wheat...had [onry] to be derivered to the
purchaser [who would pay out the agreed upon price]
without regard to
I current ] price. . . .,.
74
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The records of Abram Reimer, an elderly steinbach resident,

who

regularly described his Eons' agricultural activities suggests that
farmerE were profitably committing large percentages of their farms to
wheat in Boroeenko. rn 1823, fot instance, Reimer,E son, Klaas, Eeeded
86 acres of wheat, 27 acres of barley, 13.s acres rye and 5 acres of oate
on hiE farm- 75 At Least three of Reimer,s poorer neighbours, .tohann
Reirner, Heinrich Brandt and Peter Toews each seeded at least 54 acres of
their 135 acre farms to wheat in 1873 as well. The profite from wheat
were significant.
The net revenue from KlaaE's fiel-ds in 1873 sras greater
than the very price of the land when the Kleine Gemeinde first moved to
Borosenko eight yeare¡ earlier.
The net income for Klaas,s 49 desiatins
in L873 when wheat rose above 12 rubles a chetvert came to 1526 rubles;
the price of 49 desiatine in 1865 wourd have been 14zo rubreE.
So prevalent was the practice of exporting wheat from the region
that local demand sometimes sent prices higher than the export market
price. In the faIl of 1868 Cornelius Loewen sold fíve chetverts of wheat
to his brother David for 1o.5o rubres when grain traders were paying g
rubles a chetvert. In April, 1870 Peter Reimer hauled his r.rheat to
Nicopol and on his return discovered that he could have made 2 rubles per
chetvert more in the neighbouring vilJ-age of Heuboden. In october of that
sane year Rei¡ner received 8.20 kopecks per chetvert at a loca1 annual fair
when the price in Nicopor averaged around 7.60 rubres. n
z6

The primacy of wheat as the cash crop for the Borosenko farmers was

underlined by the relative insignificance of other producte during the
L86os. sheep farming in New Russia had been declining for some time.
only one Kleine Gemeinde fa¡mer is known to have had a eizeable sheep herd
in Borosenko. Klaas Reimer of Steinbach was raising 3OO sheep within a
year of his move to Borosenko in 1868; but even he sold at least half of
theEe to neighbour€¡' presumably for househoÌd consumption. other products
rÂrere sord at regionar fairs, the ".rahrmarktenr" but incomeg from
this
Eource paled in comparison to wheat sales. cornelius Loe$ren of Gruenfeld,
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Borosenko sold 45.50 rubles of butter during the first

six months of lg72
but this represented less than 128 of his grain income during a similar
period. other Mennonite farmers regularly supplemented their grain sales
with sales of wool, e99sr meat and vegetables into the local market.
Abram R. Friesen's diary indicateg that a sraughtered pig bearing three
incheg of fat cour-d bring seven rubres; eggs in spring seven kopecks a
dozen; mutton seven kopecks per Russian pound; beef five kopecks; butter
20 kopecks a pound in winter and 15 in summer; lambs 1.75 rubles a piece¡
weanrings 70 kopecks a piece.
But, once again these represented.
supplements to a wheat economy.
wheat sales gave rise to a money economy that permeated every aspect
of farming in Borosenko. cash was reguired to purchase additional land.
rn the 1860s land prices ranged from 20 to 53 rublee per desiatin and
rents from two to four rubles a desiatin. Klaas Reimer purchased his tand
in Borosenko for 20 rubles per desiatin in 1865 and rented additionat land
for two rublee a desiatin.
cornerius Loewen, who purchased rand in
Borogenko in 1868 rented an additional 7.5 desiatins for 4.5 rubles per
desiatin in 1872. A year later he increased his farm by 25 desiatins,
paying 53 rubles a desiatin. cash was arso required to pay for draft
horses, new stocks of cattle and sheep, and imptements that were purchaeed
from neighbours or at the annual fairE.
significantly, cash $raE arso increasingry required to purchase
consumer goods. During the days of the Molochnaia Agricultural
society,s
drive for mod.ernization money had been required to purchase wood and
bricks for housing, and. the services of local millers, blackemithE and
carpenters' rn t'he L86Os and early 1870s cash was also used to purchase
merchandise in Nicopor, the grain depot, and from traverring merchants.
Travelling Jewish peddrers, rike young .tohann Hushof of Nicopot often
visited the Mennonite virlages in Borosenko. And he often demanded cash

for his cotton, linen, boots, shoes, toors, pairs, baskets, pots, candres
and cutlery'
For medicinar and the occasional social purpoEeg brandy,
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wine' whiskey and beer were brought from Nicopol. 7s sugar, apples, coffee
and vinegar headed the list of foodstuffE that coLonists sometimes
purchased at the riverport.
Amenities such as a "bell crockr,, hats,
apronE and other finished clothes were also bought. æ
The presence of a money economy ig also indicated by the frequency
with which settlers loaned. and borrowed money from each other. rn the

absence of prominenÈ banking houses, individuals who had cash on hand

regularly Ìent money at interest rateE of five and six percent which was
usualJ-y compounded annually. Klaas Reirner, the blacksmith and sheep
farmer, incurred a debt of L40O rubles during the drought stricken yearg
of the early 1860s. He was finally able to pay his creditors in the late
1860s after capitalizing on the demand for plows. cornelius Loevren
borrowed more than l-8oO rub1eE over 16 years from 10 different sources to
help finance the purchase of land, stock and i:nprements on hie new farm
in the üolochnaia and his new operation in Borosenko. The lenderE were
a variety of people: they included Loeriren's father and brothers, wealthy
members from within the congregation and ouÈsiderg like non-KleÍne
Gemeínde village mayors and acquaintances from the Molochnaia. other
farmers borrowed money from the church congregation which had first
borrowed it from wealthier farmerg in the community. & There eraE an írony
here: the community no doubt profited tremendously from the lenders who
loaned their money at a relatively row rate - a rate prescribed no doubt
by ancestral teaching against usury. The result was that fa¡mere courd
enter into a capitalist economy.
Another indication of a highly developed capitalistic economy at
Borosenko was a growing economic stratification.
ilust as the prosperity
in the Molochnaia had created a wide chasm between the rich and poor, the
Etrong grain economy and expensive land at BoroEenko ensured a continued
It However, the ready availabirity
economic stratification.
of rand at
Borosenko and the Gemeinde practice of und,erwriting the debts of poorer
members meant that eocial differentiation could be kept
in check. rn
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fact, Èhere are a nurnber of exampleE of upward mobility associated with
the exodus from the Molochnaia. The story of young KIaaE Rei¡ner is
illustrative.
In the l[olochnaia he had been a highly indebted land renter
and blacksmith; in Borosenko he owned a full farm of 50 degiatins on which
he raised 300 sheep a year and 32 desiatins of wheat, the yield of which
he regularly shipped to Nicopol.
StiII many settlers were not as fortunate as Reimer. The fact that
the Borosenko land had been relatively expensive broken land and that the
farmers had access to an export economy meant that the well-to-do could
most easily capitarize on Borosenko,s new opportunitieg.
There were
indeed gapE between the rich and poor. An existing fire insurance
list of the 12 residents in Annafeld indicates, for instance,
that while one household had an inventory asseEsment of 5OO rubles, seven
vr¡ere a€tsesEed at between 3OO and 2OO, and four at 1OO or IeEs. e lloreover,
church recordg índicate that certain members srere regrular recipients of
mutual aid and personal financial records indicate that certain farmers
tended to be borrowers of money while others qrere creditors.
other
Erource€t indicate that even in Borosenko some of the Gemeinde members never
owned their own land; they were forced to farm on rented rand. s others
!ìrere even ress fortunate and made their riving aE wage labourers.
Dietrich Friesen, a 20 year old man in rg7o, worked and boarded at the
farm of Klaas Reimer in Steinbach before he married in that year and
became a schoolteacher in the sett,Iement. Tobias Ratzlaff r¡ras an older
Polish Lutheran who found employment as a teamster for Abram Loewen of
Gruenferd. Abram F. Reimer, the diarist, worked at odd jobe, sawing wood
asE¡essment

and helping neighbours with their harvests.

A final indication of a modernizing economy râras the farmers,
increasing dependence on !{age rabour.
rndeed, one reEource which
Borosenko farmers had that they would not have in Àmerica wasr an abundance
of relatively inexpensive labour provided by free Rusgian peasants and
former serfs- Many were the children of former state peasants who
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comprised 8OB of the native population in Ekaterinoslav and a few were
former serfs who in 1858 had comprised L68 of the population in the

province. * Ànot'her labour source was the corpE of young local Mennonite
men and women whose labour at a particurar point in Èheir family'g life
cycle might be redundant. A third Eource cÉrme from migrant German
Lutherans seeking work. 8t
soviet historians have argued that ,,househol-ds employing day
labourers [in the 19th century] could be found chiefly arnong the we11-todo peasantry-" 6 RecordE from Mennonite colonieg would indicate that the
practice of hiring labour lvas more common than the Soviet analysis might
indicate.

rn 1856, for instance, furty gB of the Molochnaia popuration
lvas¡ comprised of common labourers who boarded with their employers.
Indeed, it appears from examining the diaries of Borosenko families that
most Mennonite households' no matter how weII to do, had at least one male
farmhand in year round employment to help with the harvest and sheep

herds, and one maid to help with the raising of large young famities and
the milking of cowE. one of the poorest men in the settlement, supported
to a large extent by handouts from the church, wrote on February :-7, LgTo
that he had hired a "RuEsian tirl Easter for Eeven rubles.,, The
Echoolteacher at Blumenhoff, too poor to own his oürn land, nevertheLess
was able to hire a servant to help with the harvest on his rented land.
Klaas Reimer, the blacksmith who sold. a ham in 1864 to buy materials for
his sod hut turned to hired help two years later when a demand grevr for
his plows. Cornelius Plett who rented. 27o acres of land in Ig72 hired
"utagons furr of Rugsian rabourerg" to herp bring in his crop. o
The importance of Russian wage labour among lfennonites is apparent

from severar sources. According to phirip Í{iebe,s report to the
Menfionitische Blaetter in 1856 more than hatf of the labourers on the
Molochnaia colony for that year rirere non-Mennonites and the vast majority
of these were Rusgiang. They included 737 lrfennonites, J-go Germans, and
6SL Russians. But the importance of non-Mennonite rabour is
also apparent
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from personal diaries.

These records astutely note when these labourers

were hired, and note particularly

occasions srhen Mennonite farrners were

stranded without wage labour. Abram Rei¡ner of Steinbach kept information
of this sort in his diary. Ty¡gical of his entries was the one for October

2t, L87O, which noted that K1aas Reimer'E "RuEgian maid" and farm hand had
broken their te¡ms of emplolrment by eloping. Another entry for January
13, 1873 noted that "ilohann Reimer,s Russian has left them, arEo peter
Toewg' Russian maid...has finished her term of servicê." s
These entries reflect a highly paternalistic attitude toward these

native gervants. BIum writes that the serfs and peasant workerg in Russia
were universally Eeen aE inefficient, and lazy and that resorting to the
whip was Eieen asr the onry way to get "the work moving." æ one Mennonite
writer to the odegeaer Zeitunq in 1864 warned hiE readers that because of
the çtrave difficulty in finding cerman workers, farmers would have to
reEort to hiring Russians and when this occurred one would have to be
"very obliging. " s
It was a common practice for l{ennonites to provide room and board
to their workers and to negotiate a binding agreement stating the termE
of the employment. To ensure that the servants would stay their time they
were infreguently given money during their tenure. sometimes a doürn
palment representing around L08 of the annual salary was paid outright,
pal¡ment' in kind amounting to up to 7OB of the total salary was paid during
the year and at the end of the term the servant received the balance.
PaYment in kind included wheat and boots and pants for the men; cotton and
linen and brandy for the women. Small caEh allovrances were given out for
the Russians to traver to Eee their families on holidays. e
During the time of employment strict rules of behaviour were get
down for the workers. It was expected that workerg would not marry during
their te¡rn of emploYment and stories abound about young couples having to
wait until their employment contract had expired before they could marry.
!{hen workers dÍsobeyed, Mennonites

readily resorted to the whip to punish
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offenders. Even the strictly pacifist Kleine Gemeinde resorted to the
whip from time to time. During the 1860s at least three farmers were
publicly admonished in their church congregations for having beaten either
their farmhand.s or maidE. t settlerE were expected to resort to wit,
treats and cajoring to keep their eervants in rine. Abram Reimer, a
blacksmith from Blumenhoff, gained a reputation for controlling his
servant by publicly embarraseing him; in one inetance Reirner challenged
the servant to a t'est of physical strength after the labourer had acted
in an arrogant manner. s cornelius plett, the wheat farmer from
Blumenhoff, passed around the whiskey bottle before hauling the wagon full
of singing Russian reaperE to the field. s
The cost of labour was cheap. A survey of some of the Geïman
colonies in 1861 indicated that the average annual salary for a male
farmhand was 40 rubl-es with board and 64 rubles without board. Mate day
labourers were paid 30 kopecks in sumÍìer and 20 kopecks in winter. These
wages reflect the price Borosenko farmers were prepared to pay for work.
cornerius Loewen of Gruenferd, f,ot instance, paid his male workers,

zwirith and Mischie, from 30 to 43 rubles a year between I8?O and IgZ3.
The difference in utages Eeems to have depended on the labourer,g
experience, ã9êt and the outcome of the grain yietil. !{hile Loewen paid
Johann Broeski, his polish Lutheran day worker, 40 kopecks a day, Abram
R. Friesen, of Lichtenau, Molochnaia paid a herdsboy 20 kopecks per day
in 1871. That these prices were inexpensive iE borne out by the fact that
Kleine Gemeinde schoolteachers during these years reported receíving
between 150 and 190 rubresr a year, prus grain and land. Then, too, wage
labour in New Ruesia was congiderabty cheaper than it was to be in North

America; there Mennonite immigrants were quickly compelred to pay up to
four times the Russian rates for day wage 1abour. s
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IV

By the time the Kleine Gemeinde left Russia in L874 for North
America they had entered fully into New Russia's growing commercial
agricuJ.ture. Their traditional values favoured farming as a livelihood
and sent them searching for new sources of farrnland at a tÍrne when the
Molochnaia colony was rapidly industrializing.
eneured them a high degree of continuity.

Their new home, Borosenko,
spatial patterns of open fields

and "strassendoerfer" resembled those in the Molochnaia. Farming waE once

again the occupation of the vast majority of Kleine Gemeinde members.
Daily lifeworlder qtere cloeely tied to the rhybhms of nature, each EeaEon
demanding different tasks and weather patterns directly affecting the
economic streng'th of the household. Mechanization remained limited, and
the work of farming was filled with drudgery. Highry important, too, hras
the fact that the availabiJ-ity of farmland in Borosenko meant thê
household economy could continue.
Borosenko, however' was not isolated from the economic arowth in
New Russia. elobar grain prices, a transportation system linking the
Nicopol region to the Black Sea, and aggressive grain buyers enabled and
compelled farmers to commercialize their operations. lvith high grain

prices, came inflating land prices and a growing variety of household
consumer products. There was also a gain mentality as farmers purchased
more wagons and cultivating

equipment, and were willing to spend more on

buying and renting land. The signs of farm commercialization r,ùere
everywhere. There were more freguent trips to the Dnieper riverport of
Nicopol. There lÁ¡ere more Russian, Gertnan Lutheran and young Mennonite
wage labourers working the land and making sure that surpluses could be
produced in these pre-mechanization days. Gaps between the rich and poor,
slowed somewhat by the availability

of land in Borosenko, were still very
apparent. And aE farms were re-Iocated and expand.ed there $ras more
borrowing from a diversity of credit Eources within the community.
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strength, however, did not fundamentally disrupt the Kleine
Gemeinde social structure and value system. Ingtead it allowed these
farmere to improve their abitities to reproduce their household units and
put them in a position to exercise the option of emigration when political
reforms began to threaten their communities in new ways in the 1870g.
Economic

CIÍAPTER 3

KTITSEIP, IIARRIAGE AITD

TÙOI,TEN'S I{ORK

rn 1868 60 year-ord Abram Reimer and his s4 year-old wife,
Elisabeth, moved from Tiege, in the Molochnaia colony in Taurida province,
to Steínbach, in the Borosenko colony in Ekaterinoslav. The Reimers were
poor and elderly' but they were assured a place on the farmyard of their
son,tohann and his wife Anna. In Steinbach the Reirners lived side by eide

with the families of theír other married chitdren. They included: Eon
Klaas, the blacksmith and sheep and wheat farmer; and daughter Elisabeth,
the wife to farmer and teamster, Peter ToewE. Twelve kilometers south
along the ehallow, winding Buluk River, past the Ruseian tov¡n of
Scholochortm, lay the large Mennonite village of Blumenhoff. Here the
Rei¡ners' sons Peter and Abram and their families farmed. Clear across the
Borosenko Volost, 27 kilometers east north east of Steinbach, past the
seat of the volost councir in Nikotaithar, ray Gruenferd. Here the
Reimers' t'wo youngest daughters, Irfargaretha and Elisabeth lived with their
husbands Abram Penner and Abram S. FrieEen.

Despite the distances the Rei:ners were a closeknit c1an. Fe$t
Sundaye passed, but that the daughters and their husbandE came from
Rosenfeld for the afternoon "Faspa." Through the week the boys came from
Blumenhoff to help their father and brother shoe horses, to assist in
setting up a barn' or to retuin a borrowed cleaning mill. once a month
several sone and sons-in-Iaw would drive in wagon caravanc to NicopoJ- to
market their wheat and return with wood and other merchandise. Father
Rei¡ner spent many days throughout the year droppíng in on his children in

any of the three villages if a ride happened to be available or if he
heard that some of them needed wood chopped or a hand with the harvest.
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Mother Reimer travelled the dusty roads as much aE her husband. But ghe
was younger and more vivacious and her contacte r^rere aE much medical as

eociar. she knew that her prace was at the gide of a daughter in
childbirth and at the service of her grandchildren when their mothers lay
sick. I

r
The intricate

familÍal social network described, here was indicative
of the way in which the Kleine Gemeinde ordered their lives. l{ennonites
have traditionally asserted that the central institution providing social
order and a common identity among the MennoniteÊr waE the church
congregation. 2 V{hile this may be true for the public arena of community
politics' it does not hold true for village life as a whole. The most
important institution was the famiry. rt ordered one,E very rife¡ it
determined the people one would interact with most, ofÈen and intensely
during the course of life; it influenced the important decisions in life;
and very often, too, it determined the nature and configuration of church
leadership and membership.
Deepite the fact that anthropologists like Hildred and CLifford
Geertz have debunked the all encompassing, universar ',kinship sygtem,'
theory in a study of the BaIi in Indonesia others find the family unit
useful for underst,anding values, economic activities and social networks.
Rudolph Vecoli has argrred that in ltaly "it was the family which provided
the basis of peasant so1idarity... [and] precluded allegiance to other
social institutio¡ls." a Peter Laslett has written that in England ,'ti¡ne
was when the whole life went forward in the family, in a circle of loved,
famiriar faces...." 5 David sabean has observed that in Germany ,,where
kinship is examined, some kind of consistent mapping exercise takes place,
dietingruishing between affinal and bold relatives...between friend and
enemy. " 6 In this regard the Mennonites of Rusgia !ùere no exception.
5

Here

ori-ginal villages were founded along kinship lines, marriages were planned
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strategically to enhance social advantages, and.the public politicE which
pitted one church group against another often had their rootE in the
private sphere of clan interaction.
It is true that in the world of nineteenth-century llennonftee there
etere avenues of eocial intercourse which blpaseed the fanily. Local barn
raising bees and village council meetÍngs brought villagers together.
Church and colony affairs such as Echool conferences establLshed irnportant
social networks. Market places took colonists out of the Molochnaia,
north to the annual fairs at Tokmak and Prischib' and gouth to the eeaport
of Berdyansk and the land-rich Crinean Peninsula. Newspa¡rers widened the
world to include the Mennonites of Prugsia, Pennsylvania and even Canada
and told them about the wars in cermany and the United States and about
missionariee in Java and believers in palestine.
still' the Molochnaia of the I850s and Borosenko of the 1860s were
very much fanilial eocieties. Kinship tíee, for inetance, figiured
inportantly in church politÍcs and Gemeinde fo¡mations. !{hile there were
more than 35 different fa¡nily. names represented in the K1eine Gemeinde at
the tine of migration to North Àmerica, one farnJ.ly name, Frf-eaen,
accounted, for alnost 25t of alt mer¡bere anä the vaet majority of the other
menbers $tere repregented by less than 10 different family names. Kinehip
ties v¡ere also irnportant in detsmining church leadership. The firgt
three bishoprics in the congregation which spanned more than 50 years were
held by the brothers-in-law Klaas Rei¡ner and Abrarr Frieeen and their
nephew Johann Friesen. One of the factions reeulting from the Kleine
Gemeinde church schism of 1866 waE predominantly comprieed of the
relativee of Aeltester ,rohann FrLesen and was for a time known ae the
?

'FrÍeEen Gemeinde.

Despite the exclueivity of the Kleine Gemeinde and its weIIarticulated social boundaries, kinship ties often seemed more inportant
than congregational lines in the compoeition of social networks. The
fanily of Cornelius Jansen, the Prusgian proconeul and. t{ennonite grain
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trader in Berdyansk, is said to have migrated Èo Rugsia in the 1850s
because his wife, Helena, was closely related to many Kleine Gemeinders
including its Aeltester from 1850 to 1866, Johann Friesen. t One K1eine
Gemeinde member recalled the cloge ties his father had with his brother
who had joined the Brethren; "even though they were not of one mind in
religious matters [Uncle Bernard and father] mutually encouraged and
enriched one another [through many letters]." e Another recalled that hie
uncle Peter who served as a school inspector and likely belonged to the
Iarge Flemish Gemeinde waE "very eociable...and visited often at my
parents' place." to Several letters are extant from a correspondence
between two sisters, !irs. Katherina Fast of Groszwiede, Molochnaia and
Mrs. Sara Janzen of Steinbach, Borosenko. À typical letter is one which
begins with the wordE "it is truly a precious thing that gisters can speak
to one another through letter writing.... " 11 Church boundaries did little
to hamper such kinship networks.

rI
The i:nportance of the family is most clearly revealed in the
internal dynamic of hougehold reproduction. The crucial momentg in the
life of the Èfennonite colonists coincided with crucial moments in the
Iifecycle of the family; the seasons of birth, marriage and death¡ the
definitions of childhood, adolescence, adulthood and old age; the age of
Ieaving home, of establishing one,s own place, of vacating it for one,g
grov'm children - these were the grist not only of the family but of tife
itself .
The life cycle of a Mennonite family member did not differ
substantially from that of other western European agrarian groups.
Childhood, described by Philippe Aries as "a sort of guarantine before
[the chird] was allowed to join the adultsr" 13 was a speciar time when
young Mennonites were socialized both within the family and in the village
school. For Mennonites in Russia this "time" qras increasingly spent in
12
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the German-language village schoolhouses srhich, after the Johann Cornies
educational reformE of the 1840s, emphasized orderliness, morality,
civility,
Literacy and arithmetic ability.
The aim waE to train boys
between the ages of seven and twelve to become good community members and
farmers. Girls also attended the village schools where they took the same
curriculum as the boys but they usually ended their fo¡mal training at, age
l-L.14

During the next decade the children entered the age of servanthood.

For the members of the poor this was a time away from home - a time to
earn a wage for their family and a time to learn a trade. tt For the others
it was a time to aseist in the building of family equity which wouLd
someday be reguired to assist in the establishing of new homes. ilameE
Henretta has suggested that sudden increaEeE in the size of family farms
in rural gocieties in early America came aE a result of a Etrategy t,o reestabrish the family farm and not aE¡ result, of capitarist values.
Indeed, the correlation between farm size and the number of children
between L2 and 25 in Kleine Gemeinde communities is striking.
Cornelius
Plett, of Kleefeld, Molochnaia, for example, increased his arable acreage
from a normal 45 desiating of a "full famer" in Borosenko to 1OO
deEiatins in 1871 at a ti¡ne when he was 51 and his seven children were
between 12 and 25 years old.
Hard work did not, however, translate into automatic social
conformity. If childhood had been discovered by this time in Europe,
adolescence with íts awla¡¡ard, complying innocence had not. ,Joseph Kett,s
description of hardworking but non-conforming "troublesome, rash and
heedress" teenagers in rural, nineteenth century America fits the
description of RusEian Mennonite youth. tt This was a period of gocial
"Iaissez faire" when youth were expected to sow their ,'wild oats." Card
playing, smoking and drinking, jesting and "charivari', were the order of
the day. Abram Krassen's testament is tlpical: "though my parents had
raised me in the fear and discipline of the Lord...I went astray and until

16

17
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the age of 20 [in 1870] Iived like a worldling without concerning myself
with spiritual things." te
Íforldlineas, however, had its bounds and rarely involved premarital
sex. Community members excused youthful rowdinesE but not pqomiscuity.
In fact when youths indulged in sexual loogeness their parents were held
accountabte by the church community. In the fall

of 187I a respected
K1eine Gemeinde couple from Borosenko left their grown son home with their
maid during a lengthy Èrip to Molochnaia on church business. When they
returned they discovered that a sexual liaison between the son and maid
had developed. The maid, who had been a church member, was promptly
excommunicated and banned for one month. But she was not the onJ.y one
punished. The son'g father was publicly admonished for neglecting his
unbaptized children and for "not having been watchful enough." Two years
Iater another church man was charged $rith "careleEsIness]...with respect
to his daughter' [and told] that he was at fault that she had etayed out
for [a] night with the Russians and now had gone with them." æ
The period of youth ended with the rites of passage into adulthood:
baptism' courtship and marriage came around the age of 2L and usually in
quick succeEgion within a few weeks. Dietrich Friesen, the young servant
of .Iohann Reimer in Steinbach, wa€¡ baptized on May 3, engaged to be
married on May 4' visited his relatives on the 7th and 8th with his
fiancee' and waE married on the 12th at his parent,e place in Annafeld. ã
lfarriage partners often met through servanthood; young men and women
sometimes married the sons and daughters of their employers and names like
!{ohlgemuth and Schierling, Juhnke and Broeski, Geerki and Radinzel within
the Kleine Gemeinde spoke of the pre€rence of Prussian Lutheran workers.
Unlike other European agrarian groupE, cultural mores among the Mennonitee
proscribed prenuptial sexual relations and couples did not assocíate untit
after their baptisms and parentally sanctioned betrothalg. 2 Before
marriage, betrothed men and women $¡ere'al-lowed to associate only in public
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as they presented each other to their respective clans of uncles and aunte

for scrutiny and approval.
Marriage was not immediately equated with an independent household.
Indeed, it wag seen as a mark of dishonour if parents did not have the
meanE to provide the young couple with shelter and emplolment for the
first years. According to Peter Isaac who married in t86'7, it was only
"poverty [that] might comper the young perEon to reave [the parental
househord after marriagel and learn a trade."
Those coupres who had
parents of means stayed around for the opportune time when father would
assist his "shildren' in estabtishing their own place and their own
liverihood.
Jacob wiebe, f.or exampre, worked for his father after
marriage until father helped son buy a treadmill, used for custom work.
Abram Klassen received 25 desiatins of land from his father after working
for him aE a young married man. o
After marriage infants came quickty and often. Genealogical, records
indicate that the vast majority of first children were born between 10 and
L4 months after marriage. Prenuptially conceived chitdren were rare but
Etor too, Ì^tere children conceived after periods of birth control.
Malthusianism was not a cause of concern and families were large. It !'ras
not unusual for families' despite high mortality rates, to raige 10 or 12
children to adulthood. A growing economy ensured that many mouths could
be fed and many hands ensured that fa¡ms could continue to grow. Large
families also safeguarded an unbroken lineage and it was with pride that
sons and daughters bore the namest of their parents and grandparents. It

not only paternal lineage that wag crucial; maternal lineage revealed
its importance in the fact that each child bore as its second name the
family name of its mother and few sons were known publicly without an
allusion to the firgt letter cif that maternal d.esignation.
It was only after the couple had their first child that they J-eft
the parental hougehold and established their own place. As children
married and started their own families, the energies of the grandparents
was
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were focused more and more on guaranteeing that the young household unit
was firmly established. Mothers attended the bírthE of their daughters'

child.ren with strict regularity; fathers loaned money, purchased land and
counselled their sons through the first years of their farming careers.
Because Russian law stipulated impartibility of the colonist farmg and yet
Germanic tradition espoused partibility
of estates, fathers made a
concerted effort to assist their sons, and their daughters if they married
men of poorer families, onto their own farms before the parents themselves
reached retirement.

u

Thus, the sights of aging parents were focused on the day in which
all their children had their own places, the youngest gon could operate

the family farm on his own and they had established a retirement cottage
in the backyard of the old fa¡m place. From here they could encounter
their grandchi]-dren and coungel them with visits and letters to "have one
spirit, be peaceful...so [that] cod wilt give...love and peace....,,
casting ones eyes back over life, the elderJ-y, no doubt, took great
gatisfaction when they realízed that the main efforts of their lives, re-
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egtablishing the household for the next generation, had been fulfilled.

III
The times of economic arowth had a profound effect on the family in
Russian Mennonite society. Some studies of Mennonites have argrued that

agricultural commercialization and industrialization
in New Rugsia
increased the leveL of individualism and social differentiation. t This
ûraE true only in a sense' for even the most progressive
çtroupE such as the
Mennonite Brethren and the wealthy "Gutsbesitzet', sasr famiry, kinship and

clan as important variables. ilaflres Urry has shown how wealthy Mennonite
land owners and industrialists planned the marriages of their children to
maximize family strengrth; church groupg such as the Mennonite Brethren and
Templers were formed along family lines. u studies by Clifford Geertz and
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others have argued for some time that few traditional groups assifiilated
in unilinear fashion into modern industrial society. æ The new economic
forces of capitalism, for instance, did not produce nuclear families or
individualistic entrepreneurs in tlre manner described in classic works by
Talcott Parsons and Max !{eber. Kinshíp networkg and sectarian community
remained the primary social networks of Mennonites in the modernizing
context of New Russia. Hoqtever, thie was true only becauEe Mennonite
famiries actively pursued strategies to ensure the gurvivar of
traditional, agrarian houEeholds in the increasingly dynamic and disparate
New Russian society.
rndustrialization,
demographic and urban growth, and the
commerciarization of agriculture left
famiries in few European
subgocietieE untouched. Hans Medick has shown how "the social context of
production, reproduction...¡andl pohrer rerationEhips,' changed with
industrialization¡ Jon Gjerde has described the falling marriage age and.
number of illegitimate

children in a Norway in transitioni Eugene lveber
has described the change in worldview aE fathers left the farms to work
France's factories, as chíldren attended school and as women bore fewer
children. æ
The growing difficutty of re-egtablishing the household economic
unit in the Molochnaia where cottage industries were failing and land was
a E¡carce commodity has been described in Chapter 1. The Kleine Gemeinde,e
decision to re-locate in Borosenko to ensure the survival of the agrarian
household has also been noted. That there was a primary concern for the

integrity of the family in the relocation to BoroEenko can be ascertained
from the demographic characteristics of the new settLement.
One of the most striking features of the new colony ïra6 the
relationship of village configurations to kinehip units. Life in the
Molochnaia had almost inevitably meant the dispersion of extended families
throughout the 60-village colony. Young farmere were uEuatly compelled
to establish their own enterprises in new villages in the far eastern part
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of the colony. The young landless had to settle where a demand for their
trade could be expected. The six Kleine Gemeinde villages in BoroEenko
presented an unprecedented opportunity for familial coalescence. In
Hochfeld only one family was not related to the Warkentin clan. In
Rosenfeld the majority of villagers were members of the Toews or Rempel
families. Abraham Rempel (1798-1878), for instance, saw the families of
three sons-in-raw, and five grandsons set do!.rn roota in the village. rn
Steinbach, eight of the fourteen residences r¡rere directly related to Abram
Rei¡ner (1808-L892). Gruenfeld was the centre of the Loewen, Toews and
fEaac familieg. Blumenhoff wag a Plett and Reimer enclave, and Heuboden
was dominated by the Friesens.
The move to Borosenko also provided the opportunity for traditional
household economies to be reproduced more easily. It is interesting to
note that the majority of the Kleine Gemeinde families who chose not to
relocate to Borosenko were at a particurar stage in the rife cycre. of
the 16 Kleine Gemeinde families that remained in Molochnaia, only one Ì^rag
not headed by a father between the age of 31 and 49, a time when the
pressure to establish oneself on a farm of one'E ohm or to look for land
for sons approaching marriage is not yet acute. The villages in Borosenko
had a far higher rate of 20 year old and 50 and 60 year ord farmers. rn
the village of Steinbach, for instance there wae only one acÈive fa¡mer
older than 31 in 1865; in Blumenhoff only three; in Rosenfeld half of the
18 farmers were in their 20e in L874. rt ie apparent that for many the
move to Borosenko came at a cruciar stage in the famiry cycle when
households faced decisions about reproducing themselveg for the next
generation.

In part, the EucceEE of the Borosenko strategy to reproduce the
agrarian houeehord is revealed in changing marriage ageg. Those ages
r^rere considerably lower than those of other !{eEtern European agrarian
communities, where men often married around age 2g and women at 27.
However' the marriage ages among the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites had been
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rising

until the establish¡nent of Borogenko, reflecting
restricted
economic opportunity. Marriage ages, for instance, rose from 23.6 f,ot
males and 2L.3 for females before 1850, to 24.4 for men and 22.O fot women
after 1850. These figures demonEtrated that it was increasingly difficult
for young people to establish household units in the Molochnaia Eocial
environment. After the reLocation to Borosenko, the respective marriage
ages dropped an average of more than one year to 23.L for men and 21-.2 fot
I¡tomen. The availability of land also seems to have had an effect on the
nu¡nber of marriages in the small Kleine Gemeinde community. During the
drought stricken and epidemic ravaged years of the Crimean !{ar, for
instance, there waE an annual average of 1.8 weddings in the Kleine
Gemeinde. In the decade after the war this number roae to 3.3 marriages
a yeari 5.3 marriagest were consummated during the bumper crop years and
2.6 during the years of drought in the early L860s. Hosrever, after the
majority of the Kleine Gemeinde had relocated to Borosenko by 186? this
number rose to an average of 8.6 marriageE per year. " whire these figures
reflect the generally rising population among the foreign coloniés of New
Russia, which at a rate of 2.348 annually were doubling every 30 years,
they also reflect lower marriage agea.
32

IV

A study of the family in Mennonite society also ílluminates the
Iifeworlds of women. Because most histories of the Mennoniteg in Russia
have been confessional and have focused primarily on the activities of
mal-e church leaders, Irfennonite \¡¡omen in Russia have received Ecant
attention. 33 Even social histories of Mennonites have similarly focueed
on the institutions of men. * The reaaon for this omigsion reflects more
than a particular hietoriographical bent; it reflects hroman's positÍon in
'l.fennonite society.
Her domain wae a private worrd and it is not
surprising that ghe doeE not appear in the diaries describing church
elections and politice and within the account books describing business
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transactions. Indeed one of the only public duties reserved for women was
the attending of births and the washing and dressing of the deceaged.
lfhile some $romen's missions and mutual aid organizations existed in
Prussia, none rilere to be found in Russia at this ti¡ne. tr Comparatively few
women seem to have kept diaries of daily life or to have reftected in
writing on their childhoods in Russia. Unfortunately Russian Mennonite
women are like Eric 9ilo1f's peasantsi a "people without history."
Their
story must be told through the eyes of men and through statistical
analysis.
35

The modern economic forces which transfomed peasants

into commodity
producers algo i:nproved diets and medicine, increased the number of
children and dramatically affected the place of women in society. Weber,E
description of French rural women as "beasts of burden seldom set to rest"
or Jerome Blun's depiction of female serfs forced to marry "to provide the
proprietor with a natural increase in his labour force" did not hold true
for the New Russian German colonies. 37 Here, in a rapidly expanding
economy' Iarge families determined that rÂromen were spend,ing more and more
time in the homes and less time ag field labourers. By the 1850s sod
hovelg had in most cases been replaced by wooden frame houEes in which
women scrubbed floors and washed windows, to maintain a clean and even
antiseptic environment. Most activities reflected a gender-based division
of labour. !ùomen cleaned the houses; men marketed commodities. VÍomen
were the sustenance gatherers in the farmyard; men were the cultivators
of the fields.
!{omen tended the gardens and cooked¡ men repaired and
crafted the field eguipment. !{omen nurtured the cfrildreni men constructed
farm buildings. vlomen visited their sigters and daughters¡ men attended
brotherhood and village council meetings.
The fact that healthy women rarely remained singte and the fact that
Iarge familieg were extolled meant that most women were pregnant for a
third of the time during their 25 child-bearing years. Ànd when they were
noÈ pregnant they were nursing infants or recovering from childbirt,h or
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caring for sick children. child rearing was an all consuming tife for the
quarter century after marriage. Diaries kept by men do not often provide
a sense of what such a life may have been like for r^romen. In fact births
are often recorded without mention of the women involved: typical entries
read: "on the 9th a Eon ca¡ne into the world at Kor. KornelEons,, or
"sunday, the 18th; a son Abram born at A. Enng. " s The diary of erderly
Abram Rei:ner ig unique in that it describes the activities
of his
daughters and d.aughterE-in-Iaw in great detail. An examination of thie
source for 1870, a year in which five infants vrere born into the extended
Reimer family' reveals that the round of child bearing and illness was a
very difficult stage in the woman's life. Romantic narratives of an ideal
rife in Russia during these yearg were not written by women.
Reimer's diary for 1870 indicates that sometimes birthing was a
process without complication. On .tune 16 when his son peter,s 25 year
old wife' Elisabeth, went into labour at their home in Blumenhoff, her
mother-in-law and sister-in-law rushed over from SteÍnbach, ,10 kilometerg
away. During the course of the night a daughter r^ras born. A day and half
Iater Elisabeth lÁtas up and about. Similarly in August, ,rohann Reimer,s
26 year old wife Anna delivered a Ê¡on without complication. "It wag an
odd occaEionr" writes Grandfather Reimer, ,,only in that ghe was entirery
alone and had it while walking about in the room." Grandmother Rei¡ner was
hurriedly fetched from Gruenfeld, 27 kilometers distant, where she was
visiting her two expectant daughters; but she arrived an hour too late.
Three days later Grand,mother Reimer wag rushed back to Gruenfeld
where her 18 year old daughter, l.Íargaretha Penner, gave birth to her first
child, a daughter, after three hours of hard labour. üargaretha wag less
fortunate than her sisters-in-law and spent many days in bed, exhausted,
"very gick" and afflicted with mastitis. This affected not only her baby
but her sister-in-Iaw Anna's baby for whom Margaretha had been serving as
a wet nurse. Anna's baby died a week later and Margaretha remained sickly
for the rest of the year. only two days after Grandmother Reimer had
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travelled to Gruenfeld to attend the birth of Margaretha,s child she was
summoned to Blumenhoff. Here her son Klaas's 34 year old wife, Katherina,
gave birth to her geventh child, a son. This too wasr a difficult
delivery
as Reimer writes that she 'twas very weak and Eick."
But the most difficult time ín the Reimer family that year was when
20 year old daughter, Katherina Friesen, gave birth to her Eecond son on
october 23. Arthough she was "peacefur and enduring" for two days, her
condition worsened and on the 31st the relatives vrere summoned aE it
appeared that Katherina, whose feet and hands were quite cold and ¡¡ho
courd not speak, waE dying. However, Ehe recovered. But a week later
Reimer reports that she was again near death. She had a burning fever and
refused all food and water. Again she recovered but it was to be a month
from the time of the birth before she was finally able to "walk from the
bed to the resting bench." No one courd have taken her recovery for
granted for during the next month two rdomen within the Reimers'
congregation, ages 26 and 32, died in childbirth.
The birth of children was symptomatic of woman,s 1ife in another
q¡ays to a great degree it defined her world. while the majority of
Mennonite $romen worked as servants gometirne during their youth, this work
was highly domestic and focused on chitd rearing. Although women ueually
did the milking and took care of the barnyard ani¡nalg and vegetable
gardens this work was directed to the subgistence of the famiry. t only
occasionarly did farmers'diaries
refer to women assisting in the
generation of capital: Johann Isaac is said to have been able to purchase
a farm in 1852 because his wife "contributled] her share of the work
without stint" and Erisabeth Remper Reimer is Eaid to have been ,,a
seamgtress [who] was often called away from home on business." s ilust as
infrequently is there mention of Mennonite women assisting in the fieldg
or the harvest. glhen such events are recorded it is usually an isolated
incident when labour $tas in ghort supply and before children were born.
Dietrich Friesen, for instance, threshed oaÈs and cut wheat with his wife,
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Katherina, in the summer of 1873 a year before the birth of their first
child and just after Friesen had "released the maid." al
The presence of children was not the only reason for a division of

labour in the Mennonite household. The other was the availability of wage
labour. The work of milking and of binding sheaveg which had for
centuries been regarded as women'g work remained women's work but it was
poorer Russian and Lutheran women who no$r more ofùen fulfilled thoge
tagkg. During the harvests in the early 1870s, recalled one llennonite
man, "ever1Èhing vùas cut down with a sc1Êhe, bundled together and bound
by hand for which $rork Russian women were hired,." 42 Another described how
during .IuIy of 1872 he hired two RusEian men to reap wheat but that when
it came to the actual threshing he turned to hire "Ballen's.tohann and
widow Rahn." ð Women who worked the farm were highly valued and at least
one source indicates that they were paid a wage almost equivalent to that
of male farm hands. !{hile the Odessaer Zeitunq reported in 1861 that
sunnìer time female day labourerg were paid 30 kopecks, 10 legs than men,
and that those with year long contracts received 12 rubles, a Ecant one
third the 38 rubles paid for men, other sources present a different
picture. CorneLius Loewen of Gruenfeld, Borosenko paid his male workers
Zwirith and Migchie from 30 to 43 rubLes annually and his female gervante
Parawska and .fedoche 30 to 45 rubles. The fact that the Loewen hougehold
also employed a young girl named l.farianna for eight rubles a year may
indicate that the older rÁromen had duties of economic responsibility such
as caring for Loewen's dairy herd. 4
It waE, thus, rare for Mennonite women to work the farm. But it
was even more uncommon for them to manage it.
Occasions such as the one
in the early 1870s when Elisabeth Rei¡ner Toe!ìrE "with the asgistance of
hired he1p...ran the farm" during her husband's frequent abgences as a
teamster appear to be uncommon. ot Few widowed women operated the fa¡ms
for long periods after a husband,s deaths. !{ithin a year or so they
turned it over to one of their sons or sotd it. Peter Isaac recalled that
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he was 17 his father died and so his brother "ilohann took over the
farm and with. mother...carried on for three yearg.,' During this period

r^¡hen

ilohann married and when he left

to establish his own place, !{idow lEaac
gold the farm. Peter lsaac exptained that "since I was too young and
ignorant to carry on fa¡ming with mother...the whore property was sold by
auction... [and] mother [went to] stay with the .fohann fEaacs in their
newry buirt home...." tr After Peter married he went to work for his
father-in-law.
A similar story was that of Anna Harms Ratzlaff whoge
hugband died at age 44 in 1864. Two years later she sold the farm for
5000 rubres, herped her marrled son Heinrich estabrish a farm at
Borosenko, and built a cottage on his farm. {7
Despíte the fact that the church arranged for accommodation for some
widows, poorer women sometirnes riquidated their property, sent their
children out to work and went Èo work as domestic servants. * In a sad and
ironic case 38 year old Aganetha Thiessen Giesbrecht paid 25 rubles toward
her husband's 2OO ruble debt to the church in 1863, the year of his death.
Ag there is no record of her receiving money from the church it can only
be aEsumed that she worked as a domestic servant.
ae

v

If few women involved themselves in managing and running farms and
most kept themserves to the private sphere of the home, this is not to
say that they were entirely domegtic. Women did hold some important
public positions as vtas illustrated by their birthing and funeral duties.
The most important, public position Èhat women filled

was that of medical

practitioner. One Borosenko farmer, for example, travelled 100 kilometers
to Arexanderwohl, Molochnaia, to Eee a certain Mrs. Bergen becauEe 'ighe
was the best doctor. " s women most often, however, restricted their
influence to the private arena of the family. f{hile }lennonite society wae
increasingly patriarchal, household decisions were not automatically the
husband's to make. Matrilocarity, the practice of the husband going to
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live with the people of his wife, was a cornmon occurrence. 5r This wae
particularly true if the husband was of poorer background than his wife.
Nor did the domesticity of women create an overriding social hiatus
between men and stomen. Martine Segalen has written that in rural France,
women htere "generally Eeen aE having authority in domest,ic matÈers and ag

their husbandg' equals as far as the division of labour relating to the
management of the farm was concerned...." 12 Mennoniteg were aware of
distinctions between social c1aEses. The internal separation of sex and
class, however, I^tas Eecondary to the separation between Mennonites and the
world.
Mennonite folklore espoused famitial togetherness. Heart
wrenching stories tell

of the brother and sister who met after 40 yeare
of separation; of the nine year old daughter who disappeared after being
sent from home by an unaffectionate stepmother¡ of. the mother and her two
daughters who drowned in the Dnieper on their way to visit grandmother.
Contemporary letters exhibit the same familial values without regard
to sex, age or crass. A letter by a grandfaÈher to his granddaughter
refers to their relationship as one of "good friends" and he asks her to
"think the best of me" and prays that "they will find each other in the
eternal fatherland of peacê. " r Youth stop to ligten to the coungel and
proverbs of grandmothers. 55 sisters debate the meríts of leaving Russia
and bemoan the decision of the Russian government to disregard the
"Freiheiten" given during "PaulzeiteÌl." s Husbands despair when wives turn
sick.
!{hen one woman began suffering from periodical mentar
disorientation her husband wrote, ,'r often wept with her...oh, how r often
despaired, not knowing which way to turn....r had [wanted to take her to
a certaín doctorl but she did not want to go...." t other huEbands note
their deep emotional attachment to their wives in their private diaries:
'I finally arrived...at homer" writes Peter Toewg in IBZ0 after a week
long trip to Molochnaia, where "r had the...love of mywífe and chirdren
which I had...anticipated with...great longing." $
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Church politics

wag a male arena only in the Eense that it was the
public expression of discourE¡e and tension begun in the private sphere.
women often spoke openry of their rerigiosity,
they exhorted their

husbands to rive simply, and

they requested special- communion and
received it.
sometirnes they also questioned leadership decisions. one
.Aeltester wrote that "only few lwomen]...are obedient [to the admonitiong
against adorningl as they would rather emulate the magnificent women of
which you read in the Revelation of John." Another Aeltegter vras
confronted by a !{oman who questioned a church decision to admonish her and
her husband for t'heir son's pre-marital promiscuity. So incensed was ehe,

that during her vÍsits with other women in her virlage, she openry opposed
the church's cenEure. The church l-eaders responded by paying her ä viEit.
The visit, however' qtaE fruitless and served only to turn her husband
against the church aE well. The Aeltester himself bemoaned the fact that
many of the villagers now lacked confidence in him. rn fact, vitlagers
openly questioned the church's suggestion that the couple,s lifestyle
resurted in the misconduct of their other chl.rdren. s

had

These expressions against the mare readership of the church,
however, vtere exceptional. women exerted. their influence within the
domeetic sphere where they worked as child rearers, Eusrtenance gatherers
and made important decisions including the place of residence of the

famity.

Hohleverr the commercialization of agriculture in New Russia,g
Geman colonieE meant that she played a lesg vital role in the household
economic unit than her forebears may have. High birth rates, the

availability of Russian female workers, and income directed to more
comfortable lifestyles were beginning to ensure an increasingry domestic
role for l^tomen- Through these changes, however, sromen retained a high
measure of influence; their

domain, the famiry, remained the central
social institution in the village.
Indeed, the primacy of the family in Kleine Gemeinde Mennonite
society was evident. Agriculture co¡nmercialized on the strengrth of the
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Iarge families provided much of the labour
requirements and domestic labour allowed farms to operate with a high
degree of self suf f iciency.
Ot,her aspect,E of the famiJ-y remained
i:nportant as well. Kinship ties determined viltage settlement patterns
in the new colony of Borosenko and shaped the day to day social networks.
Family cohesiveness that waE threatened somewhat in the disparate
Molochnaia coJ.ony strengthened after the. Kleine Gemeinde pursued new
strategieg to enEure the primacy of the family in Mennonite society. As
they found nev¡ land sources and greater economic opportunities ín
Borosenko, marriage ages dropped and family sizes increased. The
relocation to Borosenko in 1865 was clearly a strategy to ensure the
survival of land-owning family farms for a neer generation. Onty the far
reaching political changes in Russia were to disrupt these plans.
household economic unit;

CITAPTER 4

PIETT ÀND

CETIRCE

IN NEÍT RTISSIA'S

SOCIETY

I
As in most t,raditional agrarian socíeties it was the parish which
defined community and drew together its various families. The parish for
the Kleine Gemeinde MennoniteE in Borosenko, however, was not a sub-unit

of a hierarchical national church led by an appointed educated elite. The
Mennonites' tradition of anti-clericalism and lay-centered religion dating
to the sixt,eenth century, meant that the Mennonites of New Russia paid
allegiance neither to an authority outside their body nor to a central
figure within.
The religious unít which gathered Mennonitee¡ was the
"Gemeinde, " or church congregation. rt was a localry organized body of
adult members led by a democratically elected "Aeltester" or elder and a
team of lay ministers and deacons. These officers comprised the governing
body, the "Lehrdiengt" or ministerial which !,raE responsible to the
"Bruderschaftr" the general assembly of aII male memberE.
The Gemeinde, however, was more than an organization. rt was the
all encompassi-ng community and articulator of culture: it developed the
hiEtorical ryrths which gave members a co¡nmon identity; it articulated the
mercies and judgments of God and gave meanlng to daily disasters and
fortunes; it legitimized social arrangements which structured community
and defined boundaries¡ it built social networks across distances; and it
set the agenda for discourse, debate and conflict.
It extolted the
virtueE of an envisioned yesterday and it confronted ideas and trends
which threatened that vision. Religion was the very heart and soul, the
fundamental language of Mennonite community and culture.
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For social historians to disregard religion and the religious
community iE to carve the soul and spirit out of their subject. lfhether
a particular religion falls into the primitive, historic, or modern
t1r¡gologies, it is central to the social make-up of society and the
ideologies of its members. t clifford Geertz has defined religion as "a
system of eymbols which acts to establísh powerful... motivations in men
by formulating conceptions of a general order of existence lin such a e¡ay
2 Donald Tuzin has argued that
thatl they seem uniquery realistic."
religion is "a symbolic system... [which] creates for the individual-insociety a source of highest meaning that is mysticarry true and
compelling. " 3 Randalt Miller and Thomas Marzick have argi'ued that for
Eastern Europeans in America "religion waE intertwined and imbedded in the
psyche, the folk life, the very identity of each irnmigrant." There was
a "mutability between religious ideas and their social and cultural
environment.'a
Nor should retigion be viewed. as a static force which is synonymous
with a tradition that breaks down when new gocial and economic forces
arise. Thomas o'Dea arç[ues ,,that systems of rerigious thought not only

to legitimate existing social arrangements but...can help break
the chains of custom by...declaring a transcendant ethic not identifiable
with any existing...social institution." 5 one exampre of this is the
millenarianism which ,t.F.C. Harrison suggests arose during the transition
of pre-industrial to industrial society.
In this caEe traditional
may Eerve

"stability was upset... [and] there hrasr a need for a new ideology to take
account of the change... [and tegitimize the looking] forward to a future
which would be completeJ-y new." 6 Reflecting the s€uîe functionalist
approach is rimothy smith,s argument that ',religion does not roge its
force in [new urban and induEtrial] environment... tbutl may by that very
circumstance acquire enlarged vitality,
develop...ner^¡ modelg of winning
adherents, sustain...new patterns of association. ...., 7 In another writing
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Smith suggests that acts of social "uprooting [often]...became for the
participants a theologizing experience...." I
The adaptation of religious ideas to new social realities

is one of
the main themes in the work of ilames Urry on the nineteenth century
Russian Mennonites. He writes that in the period of economic take-off
after the Crimean War "new attitudes towards business, material concernE
and a desire for wealth and achievement radically altered many Mennonite
vigions and attitudeg."
Included in these changing visions was a ne!ìt
"religious view of the world which was not dependenù upon the community,
but on a personal system of faith."
According to Urry this new system
emphasized a "personal inward faith," which etresged "change and
adaptatio4r" "individualism, sometirnes verging on subjectivismr,, and the
creation of "rlevr personal contacts directJ-y with God. " o
The
individualized religious perspective, in this view, permitted Mennoniteg
to make a quick transition to the highly competitive nature of indugtrial
capitalism.
The essence of the new rel-igioua eystem wag German pietism which

had been born in Jacob spener's seventeenth-century protest against
Lutheran formaligm. Varioue authorE have noted the influence of pietism
on the lay-oriented Mennonites in Switzerland, Hotland and the United
Stateg. 10 Russia was no exception. Here pietism was introduced by midcentury Mennonite immigrants from cermany and by Mennonites who asgociated
with some of the neighbouring German Lutheran colonieE. During the 1860E
it gave birth to the Brethren movement and changed the emphasis in many
other church bodies that were dominated by those who had new wealth or had
entered into non-agrarian careers.
If religiouE groups often change to reflect the shape of new social
realities'
they sometinee react to those realities in an attempt to
curtivate a senee of continuation with the past. They deverop ne$t
strategies to attempt to consolidate visions of continuity and increage
the energies expended toward the articulation of traditional ideas. often
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they are successful in maintaining or renewing a traditional way of life
in a nel^t social environment. They need not be locked into a blind
adherence to tradition, but may actually rework traditional valueg in the
light of new realities.
The theoretical frameworks of GeetLz, Barth and
IEaacs which were noted in the introduction illustrate how such a
phenomenon is possible.
!,{oreover, the studies of Rudolph Vecoli on
Italian Catholics, Jon Gjerde on Noreregian LutheranÊr, and AIIan Greer on
French Canadian Catholics relate the experiences of groups who reproduced
traditional social views within new contextE.
In New Russia the community-oriented, stoic and ascetic Kleine
Gemeinde actively developed strategies to counter the pressures of change
in an industrializing eociety. They successfully adapted to capitalism
without adopting wholesale the ideas of Pietism or becoming socially and
political-ly integrated into the broader society. The deep religious piety
of the Kleine Gemeinde was sometimes expressed in the lang'uage of the
Pietists; but throughout Ëhe Kteine Gemeinde's last generation in Russia
the importance of established ways were emphasized. The Kleine Gemeinde
spoke of the church aE a visibl-e body of devoted adults, ensuring
corporate purity and thus serving ag the main instrument of God on earth.
They articulated a separation from the "world" with its values of material
accumuration, higher rearning, and comfortabre rivíng. They viewed life
almost stoically, seeing it as a passage way, a proving ground, and a
narrovt rocky road to heaven. And they insisted on a deep rooted pacifism
which avoided military service, state political participation and the
aseertion of individual rights alike. By the time the Gemeinde migrated
to North America in 1874 and 75 it wae a larger, more articulate and more
sel-f-conscious group than it had been a generation earlier.
11

II
The religious piety of traditional Mennonit,e groups Euch as the
Kl-eine Gemeinde reflected the realities of everyday life.
God was seen
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in daily activities.

Urry's suggestion that for Low German speaking
Mennonítes "the language of faith was not that of everyday discouree"
cannot be supported from the experience of the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites.
9ühen crops failed, children died, cattLe feII to rinderpest, storms
threatened lives, farmgteads burned, wives became ill, and governments
abolished special privileges, members of the Kleine Gemeinde conceded and
uttered, "what God does he does well" or "He takes aII and gives all."
!{hen debts r^rere paid off , when crops swayed promisingly in the wind, when
parents returned safely from Molochnaia or the Crimea, and when children
were born without complication, it was "God [who] had let it be so.,'
Men and women lived their lives with a powerful awareness of
eternity.
They remembered weII the first question and answer in the
catechism book: 'What should be our chief aim in this life?,' The angwer
waE "To live in cod,E fellowship and...obtain eternal happiness
hereafter." Salvation from eternal punishment wag not to be attained
through ritual or doctrinal affirmation; rather, it was something to be
hoped for through a godly life of devotion, humility and self giving.
"What do we gain if we can live here in respectabitity, good fortune and
pleasurer" wroÈe Johann Toews in t85O after an almost fatal illness, "if
in the hereafter our lot Ehall be as it was with the rich man...in the
torment of hell...."
When Peter Baerg wrote to affirm the election of
Peter Toews as Aeltester in 1866 he expressed his fear of "the most wicked
enemy in our flesh...which seeks to bring us into certainty [complacency]
and...[a life of ] indulge[nce],' and called for Toewg to ,,crucify our
James
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flesh...in

order that we do not forfeit eternal bliss.',
Vthen cerhard
Goosgen lay on his death bed in sept,ember Lg72 he ig said to have
"declare[d] his joy of having worked [out] his salvation in days when he
was still

well, for he should be unable to do so no!,r. "
The context in which this galvation was to be "worked out" wag the
Gemeinde, the church community. No action by a member $raE exempt from
the scrutiny of others. They claimed that they had a scriptural mandate
14
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to develop a church "without spot or wrinkle" and knew that the actions
of any individual might disparage all others. Kleine Gemeinde Aeltester
Johann Friesen wrote in L855 that all candidates for memberghip in his
congregation were thoroughly questioned so 'that they would not become a
stumbring block or spot of shame to the Gemeinde." The sins of one,E

youth were confessed; and the financial debts of bad business were
disclosed. A later Aertester, peter ToewE, wrote in Lg72 that the
sacrament of communion was offered to members only after "irnpurities and
other sins have first been settled."
His diary indicateE that the
Gemeinde leadership etas in constant interaction with atl members, shaping
and shepherding the community, scolding and banning the offenders and
praising and vísiting the faithful-.
of particular concern were those
members who threatened the social foundation of the community by breaching
the integrity
of the famiry, pursuing economic activities
and
relationghips contrary to churchly precepts, and contravening traditional
social and ideological boundaries.
one of the most important concerns of the church was the family,
the gtability of which it viewed as egsential to the wetl-being of the
congregation. Peter Toews,s church diary for the lg7os, for inetance,
reveals that the church involved itself in a host of familial matters.
It forbade a man to marry his deceased wife,s sister.
It admonished
another man who waE interfering with his widowed father,s intention to
remarry and scolded a couple for being a bad example to their children.
It excommunicated for a short period a young woman who confesged to
premaritar sexual relations and another woman, a wife and mother, for
being unfaithfuL in her marriage. And it mediated in an internal family
dispute over a mother,s est,ate.
Economic conflict within the church community represented another
concern. This was particularly a churchly concern in situationg in which
it waE deemed that a member was "conducting himself according to his own
nature and not according to love." I¡r the I87Os the church acted when the
15
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"Gruenfelders and AnnafelderE" could not agree on the ownership of a piece

of land, when Klassen became tardy in paying his debts to Wiebe, when Enns
moved to break his contract with Loewen, when young Friesen had committed
theft, and when Goossen accuged his village council of not allocating to
him his rightful meaEure of land. tt No one uraE exempÈ from the community,s
scrutiny. The realities of economic and eocial stratífication did not
always translate into privilege. Church leaders, for instance, who were
ueually Érmong the well-to-do, came under continual examination. Deacon
Klaas F. Reimer was defrocked in 1852 for the questionable handling of
church accounts, Aeltester Johann Frieeen in 1869 for being involved in
a botched lumber deal, Rev. Isaac Friesen in 1870 for antagonizing his
neighbours by allowing cattle to stray, and Rev. Gerhard schellenberg in
the same year for cutting hay beyond his own boundary. It Similarly members
with means were not exempt from community scrutiny: in 1965 two senior
members were cengured for having whipped their herdsboys and in l-866
another well-to-do member was excommunicated for beating his maid. and
breaking a labour contract with a farm hand. le
The community also attempted to offset potentiat economic conflictE
with preventive measuree. According to Aeltester Toews, the Gemeinde
treasury was not to be used only to assigt the poor when they ,'no longer
had an1Êhing left.
Instead the poor man should be given support so that
he...could continue his occupation....,, N rhe high cost of land in Rugsia
and low leveL of wagee often meant that gome young farmers and physically
or mentally handicapped membere found themselves at the bottom rung in a
stratified community. To maintain the peace the Gemeinde was compelted
to provide material aid. It listened to the request of its landless
members in the mid 186Os for assistance in the purchase of land and

financed their relocation to Borosenko. It committed itself to underwrite
the debts of financially bankrupt members when KlaaE Reimer's farm failed

in 1863 and when Abram Klassen's store became insolvent in 1866. ã It
undertook to support young farmers, widows, orphane, the ilr, the
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handicapped and the elderly who came from the poorer rungs in the
community with loans and sometimes with outright gifts of money.

2

It especially attended to the economic needs of young familieE. In
fact the greatest percentage of aid from the Kteine Gemeinde treasury went
for the repayment of farm debts of young farmers, aged 25 to 38. The
second largest category was for food items such as rye, wheat flour and
bacon. Other contributions included money for: fuel, inctuding stoves and
heat ducts; fees to cover fire insurance, taxes, land rent, and doctor,g
bills; building supplies for houses and barns and sometimeg for the
outright purchases of houses; farm necessities such asr co!ìrEr, seed wheat
and fertilizer;
travel and cash for the annual fairs; and cloth, linen and
clothing. In the decade before the end of the Crimean !{ar the church paid
out 2839 bank rubles to aEsist four families and over the 15 years from
the end of the war to 1873 on the eve of the migration 4L8 silver rubles
to assist eight families. And when migration became imminent in the early
I870s' it solicited funds from the wealthier members to help the poor make
the relocation to America. æ
Boundary maintenance represented a third major Eocial concern for

the church community. Repeatedly members were warned against "a11 fo¡me
of imitation of the world, namery pride and ostentation."
FormE of
"worldriness" could incrude everlÊ,hing from worrdry "vehicres and
embellished clothes. to "house trimmings" and "gables...of burned brick." ã
Secondary relationships in the world of buginess and commerce were not
a particular concern for the Gemeinde so long as the purpose of those
relationships wasr the economic welfare of the famiry. There waE no
apprehension when Gemeinde members engaged in contract,e with merchants
from Nicopol or Berdyansk, when Jewish book sellers and German doctorg
visited the village and stayed the night, when members sought medical help
in distant plaees like Prussia, when Echoolteachers met thoEe of other
church groups to diEcuss nel methods of pedagoÇfyr or when children learned
Russian from boarding workers. '
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Pr5:nary relationships involving one's famitial

or religious life

were another matter and were closely monitored. Endogamy

r^¡as encouraged

with the result that despite the many Russian and ceman Lutheran workerg
in the Kl-eine Gemeinde communit,ies, Peter Toews, L874 memberghip roster
includes only seven non-l[ennonite names. Interaction with neighbouríng
German Lutheran churches despite their

tay piety,
Iiterary acumen' tradition of anti-militarism and similar relationehip to
the Russian government, riras frowned upon. % Interaction with other
llennonite church groups waE also carefully controlled and usually
restricted to an officíal level. Both ,Iohann Friesen, Aeltester from 1849
to 1868, and Peter Toews, Aeltester from r8zo to 1881, curtivated
relationships with other church l-eaders. Frieeen, for instance, worked
closely with other Mennonite leaders in the 1850s to help settle some of
the bitter church disputes in Molochnaia and maintained a close
relationship with Aeltester ,Iohann Harder of the progressive ohrloff
Gemeinde. Toehts was in regular communication with other church groupE
during the years of migration, read inter-Mennonite ner¡rspapers such aE the
Prussian MennonitiEche Blaetter and the American HeraLd der !{ahrheit, and
corresponded regrurarry with the latter'e publiEher Johann Funk. u
Yet there was a pervading self conEciougness in the Kleine Gemeinde.
,fohann Friesen involved himself in the Molochnaia church disputes only
after protesting that the Kleine Gemeinde be "spared. involvement ag it
stas $rrong "to judge those who are without lrEl ....r'
According to a letter
which Friesen wrote to a Swiss Mennonite in 1855 the Kleine Gemeinde was
to be distingruished from other groups in its small size of 200 members and
in the fact that "in the little flock, the members are taught and directed
to the continual battle agaínst sin."
Peter Toews expressed simil-ar
sentiments when he wrote ,fohann Funk in L872 that "ere seek to remain
distant from atl those who think less strongly," particularly those
"revenge seeking and fa1len Mennonites" who compromise with the world and
consider ug a "Eect.' æ
cornmon rangruage,
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While it was not unusual for the children of the Kleine Gemeinde to
join neighbouring churches at the point of marriage, it was a particularly
bitter pill to swallow when members left the Gemeinde for other churches.
There are stories of fathers disinheriting eons when they married Lutheran
s¡omen. æ But the same reaction often came when Eons married Mennonites of

other Gemeinden. The story of Heinrich Loewen, the Eon of a church
deacon, is particurarry apt in this regard. rn october, Lg62 32 year otd
Heinrich'E wife died. Shortly thereafter he was reprimanded for ',Ioose
living during his time as a wido!'rer. " But Heinrich, having ,'cast his eyes
upon a young lady who did not betong to the Gemeinder" renounced the
Kleine Gemeinde, joined the church at Halbstadt and married Maria, the
young lady.

The Kleine Gemeinde wrote hirn, pleading with him to change

his mind and hig father is said to have "armogt despaired from
sorrovt. . .when he heard that his son had renounced. the Gemeinde.,, Tr^ro
weeks after the wedding, Heinrich took holy communion in his new church
and that afternoon, while sitting between two men in a house, he was
killed by a bolt of lightening. The community saw this ae no coincidence
and reeled ín shock. Poems $rere penned about, the intransigent, brother and
a book was written about the insolent Eon. Heinrich'E father wrote to
Maria' the young widow, and told her sorrowfully that it wag her marriage
and the fact that Heinrich had left the church that had brought on the
punishment. il

As the commercialization of agriculture began restructuring
Mennonite society and as nes, ideas of religiosity
!ì¡ere introduced,
congervatíve groups such as the Kleine Gemeinde stepped up their
activities.
Their actions of cengure, admonition and excommunication of
reveal a set of strongly art,iculated social boundaries and deeply
held religious beliefE. The Gemeinde waE all too aware that continuity
with the past could not be assumed; an ongoing dialectic with the new
society characterízed the history of the Kleine Gemeinde between 1g50 and
members

t874.
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The E¡enEe of separation and self-identity vùas also maintained
through literary devices. ilames Urry has noted that the literacy of the
Mennonites, developed over centuries of exclusion from the rest of society

and maintained in aII groupE by the requirement that candidates for
memberEhip read and memorize the catechism, made them a distinctive group
among Europe's peasants. 31 Delbert Plett, a confessional historian, has
argued effectively that the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites $rere highly
literate conservatives. " Not only did the Kteine Gemeinde order scores
of books from,fohann Funk in Chicago and the St. Petersburg Bible Society,
but they also actively published the literature of early Anabaptists
themselves. Between 1827 and 1875 they published seven such works. The
best known of these sras Menno Simong 1539, Dat Fundament dee
Christelvckens Leers, which the Kleine Gemeinde published in a three
volume Geman edition in 1834. tt This book of Christian fundamentals
carled for a "spotress churchr" comprised of spiritually regenerated,
nonresistànt, ascetic "follosrers of Christ." il It waE an existence which
htas juxtaposed with the way of the "vrorrd" with its pomp, avarice,
pedant,ry and hedonism. tt The true way was a costry pirgrimage arong a
hard, rocky narrow way.
l{enno Si¡nons was not the only Anabaptist author read by the Kleine
Gemeinde. In a letter written in 1855, ilohann Friesen noted that, while

the most important author, sixteenth and seventeenth century
writers like Dirk Philips, Pieter Pietersz, ceorg Hansen and Tielman van
Braght were also read. The first three of these books were devotional
in character, but van Braght's book, The Martyrs, Mirror, wag a lengthy
and moving historical account of the persecution of the early Anabaptists.
If Menno informed the ideology of the rleine Gemeinde, van Braght provided
them with a concrete sensê of history and group mythology. young people
taught that they were part of a distinctive historical process that was
comprised of people who had euffered in the past and who shourd be
prepared to do so in the future. #
Menno was
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The Mennonite K1eine Gemeinde, however, had developed an

additional

historical ryrEhology. It was spread through the writÍngs of earLy Kleine
Gemeinde leaders like K1aas Reimer, Abram Friesen and Heinrich Balzer,
who, between 1812 and 1843, Ied an unsanctioned group of reforming
protestere to give witness to the idea of strict reJ-igious separation from
the power, coercion, religious J-axity and personal arrogance of the
"world." Klaas Reimer's autobiography spoke of the compromises the early
Russian Mennonites made with secular authorities and told how, in 1812,
he led a small group of regenerated, nonresistant, devotees out of a
tainted church to reestablish a pure Gemeinde. tt Heinrich Balzer,g 1833
philosophical tract' Verstand und Vernunft, juxtaposed faíth and reason,
outlined the dangers of rationalism, ambition- filled secularism and
worldly scholarship' and counselled brethren to keep to "the lowest
estate, that of the husbandman, [which] is the most conducive for the
preservation of genuine simpricity in christ..." æ The third work, Abram
Friegen's 1845 Einfache Erklaerunq, served as an apologetic for the Kleine
Gemeinde whose ideas about nonresistance, strict church discipline and
sgcial separation found a ready ear a¡nong the Molochnaia,Er conservative
fact,ionE.

III
Despite its defensive maneuvers the Kleine elmeinde was not to
reìnain unaffected by the winds of change in New Russia. Its relocation
to Borosenko had ensured the survival of the famiry farm. But the
migration could not isolate them from the religious forces of pietism and
the sweeping political reforms that changed the status of foreign
coronists in Russia. rndeed, the forces of pietiEm did more than anything
else to cause a deep schism in the Kleine Gemeinde in the 1860E. By 1874
the ideological differences in the two factions headed by the two
Aeltesten' Peter Toews and Abram Friesen, had been healed but differences
based on kin and personaliùy remained. one of the consequenceE of the
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schism vtas a ne$t dedication to conservatism. The other conEequence

was

that during the migration to North America in L874 and 1875 the Kleine
Gemeinde physicálty separated, with one group settling in Manitoba and the
other in Nebraska.
Much hag been written about pietism with its emphasis on
individualism, subjectivism and personal achievement. Anong the
Mennonites of New Ruseia, it exhibited itself most forcefully in the
founding of the Mennonite Brethren in 1860 and but aleo in more mainetream
churches such as the congregation in ohrtoff, Molochnaia. An aseociated
result $¡aE a major upheaval in the life on the Molochnaia as traditional
religious powers struck out at the new movement. 'n
In thig upheaval the Kleine Gemeinde qrere not left immune. !{ithout
question pietism infected the lay piety of the Kleine Gemeinde. !{ith
increasing regularity, Gemeinde members wrote about "the blood of JesuEr,'
the feering of "sinfulness, " "the t,ime of çtrace, " and "joyfur eternity. " o
But their insistence on tradition, humility and community put them at odds
with the pietists' aEsurance of salvation, their
millenarianism and
their Í¡nmersion mode of baptism. Stories abound about the interaction of
the Kreine Gemeinde with the new religiosity.
rn Molochnaia a Eon
affected by the new faith wrote his parents to warn them of the imminence
of God and his ensuing reign. In the Crimea, the small Kleine Gemeinde
colony at Annenfeld gave way to the pietísts r^rhen the Aeltester there
began preaching baptism by dunking and personal assurance of Ealvation.
In Borosenko, the Brethren denounced the Kleine Gemeinde for their refusal
to "clai¡n" the promises of heaven, frightened a number of famities to join
with them and commenced an openly hostile relationship. ot
one of the K1eine Gemeinde's responEes to pietism was a renewed
publication effort.
From 1860 to lB75 Heinrich Enns, a ray preacher,
published four Eeventeenth-century Dutch Anabapt,ist works. Although the
books included church history, alregory, eschatorogry and ethical
instruction they arl emphasized the idea of religious pirgrimage in a
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difficult world and the heavenly reward. for true living. o2 They were
apologetic' attacking among oÈher things the "rapid secularization brought
on by...economic successr" millenarianism which went against ,'the mind of
old and sober Mennonitismr" and religious forms which deemphasized the
"narroÌ,v gateway" and "conformity to Christ."

ß

But Enns' publications could r¡ot separate the Kleine Gemeinde from
religious conflict in New Russia. In 1865 and 1866 the Gemeinde went
through the most painful moments in its 50 year history. Just as Gemeinde
members were beginning the relocation to Borosenko the church suffered an
internal upheaval which left it split down the middle. The isgue centered
around 26 year old Abraham Thiessen who would gain notoriety later for his
fight for the Mennonite landless and his banish¡nent to Siberia. In 1864
Thiessen

wa€t exco¡nmunicated and banned

from the Kleine Gemeinde for having

sued a ,fewiEh merchant for refusing to take a contracted delivery of
flour. In the eyes of the Gemeinde this was a contravention of the ,,mind

of Chrigt."

The excommunicatíon wae controversial, for it seems that
Thiessen had been expelled before he had been given a chance to express

his viewg to the general church assembly. Thiessen,s father, a former
minister, renounced the church and Thiessen, himself, refused to
acknowledge the ban and continued attending church. On five different
occasions during 1865 the church was forced to disband when Thiessen
appeared at Sunday services. ThieEsen's insistence caueed Aeltester
Johann Friesen himself to doubt the legitimacy of the excommunication
order and in ilanuary 1866 he instructed the congregation to reaccept
Thiessen. This brought a backlash from the more conservative hatf led by
Rev. Heinrich Enns, the pubtisher. He accused Friesen in pubtic of
compromising traditional values. When Friesen took exception to EnnE's
criticism and defrocked him in June 1866, Enng led half of the brethren
to form a separate Gemeinde. 4
During the many charges and countercharges between January and June
1866 it became evident that Thiessen's law suit was not the only cause of
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The conservatives charged Aeltester Friesen with
disagreement.
innovationg guch as the replacement of traditional church melodiee with
fancier "singing by numerals." They also criticized the uee of funeral
eulogies which they said led people to concentrate on "the salvation of
the dead without regard to the[ir] conduct in tife." They questioned the
increasing merchant activity of some members and the rising role of the
wealthy in the Gemeinde. Friesen's brother was cited for operating "a
small retail business"; one of Friesen's wealthy cohorts v¡as accuEed of
collecting fire ingurance despite the fact the collection presented the
poor with undue hardship; and in 1863 FrieEen lvas criticized for alJ-owing
well-to-do farmers to take the initiate in helping to find land for the
Gemeinde's poor. Finally, Enns's people aleo charged that Aeltester
Frieeen was too intimate with other, more progressive Mennonite leaders
like ,fohann Harder of the progressive Ohrloff Gemeinde. On this point
Friesen eventually concededr confessing that the slackening church
discipline "has stealthily crept in over a period of time...becauee of
"
Despite initial problems in the Enns group including Enns own
defrocking, the traditionalists, now known as the Gruenfeld Gemeinde, grew
in strengrth. Vlhen in 1869 another faction in Friegen'E group turned
against his liberalizing leanings, part of it followed Abram L. Friesen
of Heuboden to form a third church body and others, including four
ministers, joined the Gruenfeld traditionalists.
In 1870 the
traditionalists
elected the articulate, 29 year oJ-d, Peter ioewg aE
Aeltester with an 848 majority. Two yearE later the Toews group received
another booEt when the remaining members in Johann Friesen's beleaguered
body joined them after Fríesen contravened traditional church lines and
married a woman in the Orhloff Gemeinde. 6
The strength of loewg's traditionalist church also came from other
guarters. He changed the tradition of baptizing youth primarily in
springrtime and began accepting nerrü members throughout the year. The
IukewarmneEE.

4J
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of youth to join the church increased from 41 during the six years
before the schism Eo 72 during the six yearE following it.
The Kleine
Gemeinde also drew members from other congregations who were disillusioned
with competitive commercialism. one such member was Abram Klassen who had
been a merchant in Blumenort, ilolochnaia with ambitious plans to enlarge
his enterprise. A business crisis, however, Ied him to be attracted to
the more traditional, agrarian lifestyle of the Kleine Gemeinde. The
Gemeinde arso É¡aw members who had reft the otd church to join the
Brethren, return to the fold. And, ministers encouraged each other with
prayers that "many warriorg of Christ may still join us on the narro$t
rocky path of this arduous pirgrim journey...." The reEurt was that the
combined adult membership of the Gruenfeld and Heuboden factions jumped
from around 250 at the time of the schism to 350 members by L974.8
The Kleine Gemeinde may Etil-I have been sptit into Abram Friesen,E
number

Heubodner church and Toews's Gruenfelder congregation, but the spirit

of
the traditionalists had not been crushed by the progressive pietistic
forces.
It ütas clear that by L874 there sras¡ no basic ideological
difference in the Heubodner and the Gruenfelder groups. There was much
talk throughout the early 1870s of reuniting and on many colony-Ievel
matters the Gruenfeld and Heuboden congregationg acted in concert. The
continued separation seems to have been based more on kinship than on
ideological grounds. It seemE that the Friesens, who had dominated the
Kleine Gemeinde for more than two generations¡, were not going to give up
their leadership t,o a group they perceived to be young ideatists. Toe1{E
for one overlooked the split and declared in 1874 that it seemed to him
"as if through all the schisms and differences [our] convictions and
beliefs [have]...drav¡n us much closer together." €
The significance of the L866 schism is multifaceted. It pushed the
main core of Kleine Gemeinde members to confront the pietistic inroads and
the blurring of church boundarieE. And in that confrontation, it is cLear
that a conservative ideorogy $ron the day. By lg74 both the Toews and
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Frlesen groups lâtere firmly committed to traditional
patterns of
religiosity that emphasized a communal, agrarian, ascetic lifeworld. The
continuing division of the Kleine Gemeinde was deep enough to allow a
phyeical separation to occuri the Toews group settled in Manitoba while
the Friesen group moved to Nebraska. If these groups were ideologically
similar, it was certain, however, that each faction contained members who,
having been introduced to the ideas of pietism, would not lay it to rest.
9üithin five years of settlement in North America both the Manitoba and
Nebraska groupE once again confronted a new religiosity

that had its roote

in the tumultuous 1860s.
IV

If the Mennonite Kleine Gemeinde had been able to ward off pietism
by reaffirming itE traditional worLd view another threat waEr more
difficult
to withstand. ThiE waE political refo¡m by the Russian
government. Over the years in the Molochnaia, the Kleine Gemeinde had
worked out a particular relationship with secular authorities. The Kleine
Gemeinde raised money for wounded. soldiers during the Crimean war, it

complied with the regulations of the Molochnaia Agricultural Society, it
sanctioned teachers who wished to become part of the Molochnaia education
system' and it allowed members to serve in various village councile and
even as "Schulzen", village mayors. ft drew the line when its ideotogical
boundaries of asceticism and separation were put to the test. Members of
the Kleine Gemeinde refused, for example, to construct their houses with
fancy brick gables as díctated by colony regulationE, to serve as colony
jurymen or prison guards, or to agsist in the construction of local

jails.

ae

In BoroEenko, the Kleine Gemeinde were faced with sifiitar tensions;
but once again they developed a peaceful coexistence with secular
officials.
As foreign colonistg they were still under the paternalistic
control of the Ministry of state Domains and its arm, the Guardian,s
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Committee. There were reg"ulations to abide by and summonE to respond to.
When young ,fohann Isaak was charge in 1868 for denigrating a Russian
orthodox icon he waE sunmoned to odeEsa and given a month-rong jail
sentence. Vlhen the Borosenko people received word in 1869 that they must
join an inter-colony schoolboard and incorporate the Russian language into

their instruction they complied. On the local communÍty level, however,
they remained autonomous. The villages were their own to govern, their
schools their own to manage' and their social problems their own to deal
with in the context of the Gemeinde. secular coercive government was kept
at arms length.
This arrangement, however, ended in 187L. The Russian reforms of
the L860s called for "equal justice and equal protection for all" and
included the 1864 Zemstvo legislation abolishing the special status of
foreign colonieg. 5r rn 1871 thege reformE began to affect the l,fennonites
more directJ-y. In Januaiy rumourE circulated that military service
exemptions for foreign coronists were to end.
rn June came the
50

announcement that

the Odessa based Guardian's Committee, which had
governed the colonists by a different set of rules than those governing
other Russiane for three generations, Ì¡rae¡ to be abolished. Henceforth aII
foreign colonists $tere to be assimilated into a homogeneous motherland.
New' democratically elected municipal and, judicial districts called
volosts would replace the Mennonite-run villages.
!{ithin the volosts
participation wouLd be mandatory. Moreover, all records would be kept in
Russian, arl tand titles held by individuals (not by colonieE), the open
land system aboLished wherever two thirds of the fa¡mers wished it, and
suffrage would be granted all residents of the volost, without regard to
land ownership or church membership. i2
It ig significant that the Kleine Gemeinde did not differentiate
between the changes to military service policies and local government
structure. In either case, wrote Aeltester Toewg, ',we are to help in
governing the world." Indeed in lgTL the abolítion of the Guardian,s

9s

Committee and the restructuring

of local government $ras the Kleine
Gemeinde's most pressing concern. In September of 1871 Toews wrote the
governor in Ekaterinoslav to protest the change in the law and to declare
that the Kleine Gemeinde could not participate in the nerÁr democratíc
system. ToewE requeeted that the governor consider "the creation of a
special Vologt adminiEtration for thoEe of ug Mennonites [who come from
thel Morochnaia [i.e. the Kreine Gemeinde]....". For ,'conscience saker"
Toewg wrote, !ìre are "unable to hold any office where the use of force or
the taking of prisoners might be required." Later the Kleine Gemeinde
appealed to their Khortitser Mennonite neighbours to support them in theír
struggre to maintain the status quo and ensure that arr .judging would
continue to be arnonçt us, each...in hig own Gemeinde...." However, neither
the petition to Ekaterinoslav or the letter to the Khortitsers !ìrere to any
avail. I

In the fal-I of 1872 when the Kleine Gemeinde were ordered to convene
in Blumenhoff with their Khortitser neighbours to vote for the new Volost
authorities, the Kleine Gemeinde prepared for a showdown. While it was
ready to submit to new municipal authorities in "such matterg as roads,
dams, bridges, boundaries, tax revies, dutieE and duesr" it would not
participate in its administration or in the proposed secular judicial
system. It was inconsistent, cemeinde leaders said, to fight for military
exemption but to concede poriticat
participation
where "arl
individual...will
be...obligated to make decisions involving the use of
force...." r To the surprise of even the steadfast Kl-eine Gemeinde the
officials who came to administer the election in Blumenhoff agreed that
the conservatives could be exempted from voting for a judge if they would
agree to vote for the municipal officials in charge of public works. To
this the Kl-eine Gemeinde conceded.
55

Duríng the heat of the L872 Volost battte the Kleine Gemeinde also
began enquiring about the meaning of the military conscription rumours.

They were aghaet to discover in ,tanuary that progressive Molochnaia
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I'lennonites¡ were expressing a willingness to compromise with military
conscription by offering alternative military service in a medical corpE.

In April the Kleine Gemeinde wrote Eugene von Hahn, the former president
of the Guardian's committee who had forced other ti[ennonites to recognize
the Kleine Gemeinde in 1843, to ask his opinion on the matter. gühen he
failed to reply þy ,tune' Peter ToewE travelLed to the Molochnaia to
consult with other Mennonite leaders.
He returned convinced that
Mennonite gtatue was not rearry in jeopardy and suggested that the
Gemeinde prepare

to stay in Russia so long as its youth were not actually
conscripted. lforeover he felt confident enough to suggest that the
construction of a new centrally located 3000 ruble church building be
commenced. Tttto weeks later, however, he met with other Kleine Gemeinde
IeaderE and decided to join a delegation to St. petersburg to personally

petition Czar Alexander II for an answer. $
That September the two Kleine Gemeinde Aeltesten, ToewE and Friesen,
travelled acrosE Russia to the capitat bearing a petition which reflected
a !{eltanschauuns at odds with the new political realities in Russia. The
petition began with the words of a past era: "As your chirdren we have
trust in your paternal heart, your lfajesty, which has given us the courage
and dete¡mination to humbly present this petition."
The petition went on
to beseech the czat that they "be permitted to live out our beliefE
undisturbed in the country" and for continued exemption "from aII civit
and miLitary service" even if it meant "restrictions, special conditions
and increased tribute money.', The day of special privilege in Russia,
however, had ended and they were refused an audience with the monarch. t
In october Toews and Friesen joined another inter-Mennonlte
delegation to Yalta to try to see the czar at his Black Sea residence.
once again they were refused. llhile their faith in the Czar was not
affected they began to realize the power of Rugsia,g bureaucracy. rn the
minds of the Kleine Gemeinde, it was government bureaucrats who had
blocked their request for an audience with the czar to enEure that the
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monarch would not "in a Eoft hearted moment...rure against them [the

bureaucratsl in favour of the ,quiet in the land.,', s Àt yalta, Toews
and Friesen heard for the first time from a top ranking government
official that "it was irnpossible that we would be completely unaffected
by the military draft, and that we would...have to accept at least a less
Eevere form of gervice [and that it could not be] deterniined what degree
of military service this would ínvolve." s
Ya1ta proved to be a rude awakening. By Christmag the KleÍne
that new strategies of group survival would be required
and for the first time they began openly talking of the American option.
Toews had over the course of tg72 been in correspondence with,rohann Funk,
the Mennonite publisher from Indiana. Funk had written Toelvs ín August
declaring emphatically "how dearly we would like to see you here in free
America in order that [we] might enjoy together...this noble and God given
gift' namely complete freedom of conscience." o AIEo of i:nportance was the
Gemeinde suspected

influence of Cornelius Jansen of Berdyansk, a wealthy grain trader whose
wife was a cousin of many Kleine Gemeinde members. ilansen had contacted
both the American and British consulates in odessa for information on the
United stateE and Canada and during 1872 began distributing pamphlets in
which he extoLled the opportunitieE in Àmerica and decried the treachery
of the Russian government in ending ',religious freedom.,, d

lfith Funk's invitation in hand. and the yalta fiasco in mind Toews
Ied a delegatíon to a conference on emigration in the lrtolochnaia in
January 1873- Here he heard other Mennonite groupg pranning to send a
delegation to North Àmerica. The 'remigration fever" at the conference
I^tast contagious and upon his return to Borosenko, Toews led the church
community to "agree...to a deputy to America in order to work for freedom
of our faith and a new homerand." A seed for a theology of rerocation had

already been planted. o tn april 1873, both the Gruenfeld and Heuboden
congregations had chosen their delegates for the 12-man excureion to North
America and given them mandates to negotiate teÍms of settlement. The
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favourable reports which the delegates brought back with them on their
return from North America in August 1873 convinced the Kleine Gemeinde to
join Eome 161000 other conservative Mennonitee in eeeking community
replication in North America.
The final decision to move, however, was not

before the Russian
government made Eome Ehteeping overtures to the Mennonites. fn the spríng
of 1874 it announced that Mennonites would have complete military
exemption tiII
1.880 and then it would be able to organize a churchcontrorled alternative service progra¡n. why, then did a third of the
made

Mennonites emigrate between LB74 and 18Bo? No doubt, as the Kreine
Gemeinde pointed out, the overturee of April 1874 had come too late as the

majority of the famiries had arready sord their farms. But, more
importantly, military service was not the primary concern of conservative
Mennonites like the Kleine Gemeinde for even Peter Toews had indicated in
1872 that there was no need to emigrate until their boys had actually been
conscripted. What concerned the conservatives most was that their special
status, couched in feudal law, had come to an end. The Volost legislation
of L87L and the i:npossibility of appealing directly to the Czar Ln !872
sent a signal to the K1eine Gemeinde that traditional social boundarieg
could not be maintained in New Russia. They had gurvived the economic
transformation and even, for the ti:ne being halted the incursion of
pietism. The political reforms they could not stop; of these refo¡ms the
miritary service raw wag but the most powerful symbor of a set of
politicar refo¡ms that, underrnined their senEe of gerf-identity.
v

The conservative religiosity of the Kleine Gemeinde became more
articulate during their last generation in New Russia. A piety that saw
God's hand in all acts of nature, in the important events in one,s rife,
and as guiding people through

in Kleine

Gemeinde

life toward eternity was firmly inplanted
members. They subscribed to a traditional Anabaptist
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concePt of the churchi it was a sectarian community of members responsible
to each other and committed to keeping the church ,,pure.,, Strict Eocial
boundaries governing primary relationships and, regulating the life stylee

of its

enforced. The church brotherhood viewed no eocial
isEue as too insignificant or too problematic to addreEs. But the church
was aleo concerned about theological issues¡ in an attempt to keep new
ideas of individualistic and subjectíve religion at bay it undertook a
vigourous progra¡n of publishing Anabaptist literature.
memlcers were

Despite these actions the Kleine Gemeinde waE to face two issues it
could not escape. The influence of pietism rent the church congregation

in several parts by 1869. rte crirnean chapter seceded. from the Kleine
Gemeinde to form a separate Brethren church, advocating immersion baptism
and personal agsurance of salvation, in L869. In BoroEenko the membership
turned against its Aeltegter who appeared to be undermining traditional
social boundaries and world view by condoning emotional singing, eulogiee,
intimacy with progressive leaders, merchant activity, law guite and social
stratification.
À deep schism ensued but with victory clearly on the gide
of the tradit'ionalists.
Nevertheless the schism was to change the face
of the small Kleine Gemeinde. fn 1874 the two factions, although once
again advocating eimilar ideas, became geographicalry separated, with one
faction settling in Manitoba and the other in Nebraska. And then too,
the schism had seeded the ideas of subjective pietism in the hearts of

parishioners and these seeds were to fragment the congregation once
again shortly after settlement in North America.
The other iesue confronting the Kleine Gemeinde was political reform
in Russia. The homogeneous, modern state envisioned by Alexander rr had
no place for feudal-t1pe agreements that gave Epeciar Etatus to groups
such as the Mennonites. while congervative Mennonites had little trouble
with new language raws, ownership regurations, and traver raws they
opposed the democratization of loca1 government and the end
to branket
miritary exemptions. rn both instances estabrished sociar boundaries were
many
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being redrawn by an outside force. The transformation of feudal economÍeg
had dislodged farmers in !{estern Europe and sent them overseas to new

opportunities in North America; associated forces transformed an old
politicat structure in Russia and sent Mennonites overseas to seek places
where adaptations to guch arrangements appeared easier to make.
The majority of Mennonite emigrants did not move becauge of economic

hardships.

Recent histories of !{estern European countries that have
debunked the "economic hardships" thesis by poínting to growing economies
and gain mentalities, hold true for the New Rugsia Mennonites as weII. 6
Rusgia in 1873 was a land of economic opportunity. wheat prices were
at record heights, Iand could be purchased from former nobles, railroads

New

were beginning to be constructed, farm machinery waE becoming more
availabre, locar colonization and construction projects carried
significant debts and marriage ages were dropping in a reflection of the
greater economic opport'unity. clearty by 1873, economic displacement was
affecting fewer peopre than it had in the earry 1g60g. There ürere
economic factors, but these had more to do with hopes for economic
opportunity in North Àmerica than with economic hardships in New RuEsia.
Mennonites, as other western European farmers, realized that community
replication in the new country required the survival of the household
production unit and resources needed to pay for "institutional
completenegg. "

The overriding concern for Mennonite families in :.g74 vrag the
reordering of gocial boundaries. The conservatives were affected by
government refo¡ms that had undermined. a concept of community which had
evolved over centuries.
rn their relocation to North America,
conservative Mennonites like the Kleine Gemeinde were bent on replicating
what they perceived as traditionar social boundaries. Their experience
in Russia had shaped their ideas of religious meaning, peoplehood, and
community. The essence of those ideas, fashioned in particular during the
Iast generation of their sojourn in New Russia, were to inforrn and set the
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community developments during

the firEt generation in

North
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II{I{IGRATION AI|D SETTT.EMBNT: IRAIÙSPLANTING TEE @I.ÍMTIITITY, 1874-1879
INTRODUCTION

migration of the 170 Kleine Gemeinde Mennonite families in 1874
and the following years was a carefully planned, group migration involving
the relocation of a complete congregational community. t Like the other
17rO0O Mennonite migrants, the Xleine Gemeinde travelled overland from
Odessa to Hamburg by rail and then by steam ship to either New York or
via Liverpool to Quebec City. Unlike most of these Mennonite groups the
Kleine Gemeinde elected to settle in both Canada and the United States
(see Map # 4).
The larger part of the Kleine Gemeinde, the Toews or Gruenfelder
group, travelled through Quebec City and then via Toronto, Duluth, and
Fargo by rail, lake steamer and river boat to Manitoba. The first of the
six Manitoba-bound groups arrived in !{innipeg on .IuIy 31, L874. Four
other groups foll-owed later that summer and fall, and a rear guard group
lead by the Aeltester came in the spring of the next year. 2 The smaller
part of the Gemeinde, the Friesen or Heubodner çtroup, comprising 30
families, arrived in New York on JuIy L7, t8'14 and then after temporarily
settling in Clarence Centre, a Mennonite community in the northern part
of the state, they travelled by rail through Buffalo and Chicago to
southeastern Nebraska where they arrived on August 14. Later that year
they were joined by six other families from Rusgia.
By autumn L874, then, Kleine Gemeinde communities erere to be found
in two significantly different places. fn üanitoba the Kleine Gemeinde
gettled in two government-regerved land blocke. The majority followed
Delegate Cornelius [oewE and settled on the East Reaerve, an eight
The
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-township block of land 35 miles southeast of gfinnipeg. This reserved
Iand was relatively near the main hub of activity in Manitoba, the 5000
inhabitant frontier city of tfinnipeg and the settlements along the Red,

Assiniboine and Seine Riverg. It was on this exclusively Mennonite land
block of open prairie and parkland that 1OO Kleine Gemeinde families made
their homeg alongside 300 BergÈhal Mennonite families.
The Kleine
Gemeinde founded three central village communitíeE, cruenfeld, Blumenort
and Steinbach, each located in a different townEhip and each with itE own
satellite villages (see Map # 5). Thirty Kleine Gemeinde famities passed
by the East Regerve and followed Delegate David Klassen to the small
"scratching River ReEerver" rocated on open prairie 35 mires south
southr^test of !{innipeg and 30 miles due wegt of the Eagt Reserve 'on the
other sid,e" of the Red River. Kleine Gemeind.e families did not gettte on
a third Mennonite reserve which was founded in 1875 between the Red River
and the Pembina Hills on the American border. This West Reserve, waE
settled by approximately 800 families from Bergthal and Fuergtenland.
In Nebraska the Kleine Gemeinde set down roots in,tefferson County,
55 miles eouthwest of Lincotn, the gtate capital, and just
eight mileg eaEt of the railroad town and county seatr Fairbury. Here in
the torrmghip of Cub Creek, K1eine Gemeinde farmers purchased 15'OOO acreg
of land from the Chicago-based. Burlingrton and Missouri River Railroad
Company for an average price of $3.50 an acre and founded six village
settlements. The most irnportant were Rosenort and Rosenhof on the
southern edge of the townshíp, Heuboden, the residence of the Aeltester,
on the western edge and Blumenort on the north (Eee Map # g). The
settlement would receive a booet in 1875 and 76 when gome 2O famities made
"Eecondary migrations" from Manitoba to join their kin in cub creek.
Unlike their brethren in Manitoba, the Nebraska Kleine Gemeinde had few
other Mennonite neighbours. Aside from some 65 familiee in york and Gage
Counties, few other Mennonites settled in Nebraska during the 1BZOg.
MoEt of the 1Or0O0 Mennonites who came to the United States from Russia
a
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during these years settled in Kansas, in count,ies 15O miles south of Cub
Creek. Alnong these llennoniteE were the Krimmer Brudergemeinde who had
broken from the Kleine Gemeinde in 1869 and noqr followed Jacob Vüiebe,
their Aeltester, in founding the village of Gnadenau in Marion County.
An obvious theme to follow in telling

the Etory of the migration of
the Kleine Gemeinde lifennonites is one of transplantation. Their new homes
were to bear many of the marks of their colonies in Russia. Theír place
nalne9' village and field systems, leadership hierarchy, denominational
identity, architecture, Ianguage and mod,e of production were replicated
in the new land- It was as if despite the move nothing had changed. Such
a perspect'ive would fit
nicely into recent Àmerican historical
interpretations which fault the emphasis of older immigration studies on
discontinuity, upheaval and assi$ilation. t But the theme of cultural
persistence would fit even beÈter the historiography of group migrants.
oEcar Handlin who insisted that "peasants found nowhere an equivalent of
the village" made an exception for rural, Geman speaking pietistic sects,
under strict religious authority. 8 rn canada, carl Dawgon wrote about the
exceptional cases of the Doukhobors, ¡{ormons and l.fennonites in the prairie
provinces. Mennonite historians themEelveg have emphasized the distinct
ability of their people to transplant their lives and have described their
communities in great detail.
A recent general history of Mennonites in
canada has been subtitred "The History of a separate people. white a
another one in the United States bears the subtitle ',The Establishment of
Mennonite communities in America. " e rndeed a comparison of hiEtories of
Mennonites with thoge of urban ltalians, Hungarians, and slovakg or even
of rural Norwegian' German and Swedish migrants, Euggests that there is
a consenEus afnong scholars: that is, historians have perceived an
inordinate degree of continuity in the Mennonite experience as
transplanted migrants ;
rronically, the transplantation theme in Mennonite historiography
has lead to a situation in which less is known about the internal social

L07

dynamic of Mennonite immigration to North America's grasslands than of
Southern or Eastern European immigration to North America's cities.
The

very Euccess of the üennonites ín transplanting their communities has
often closed them to the intriguing rines of enquiry forrowed by
historians of less Eolidaristic immigrant groups. Much is known about
the physical outlay of the Mennonites' guaint agrarian villages and much
about their distinctive retigious beliefs. But less is known about the
external and internal social relationships that wove vitlage life together

or that made its transplantation possible. Yet, an examination of the
retters and diaries revealing the everyday experience of the Mennonite
immígrants makeE it evident that the migration was not a static affair;
it was as socially intricate ag the migration of ethnic rabourers to one
of North America,s cities.
It will be suggested in this section of the dissertation that, recent
historical approaches to the social make-up of urban immigrant communitieg
can offer a deeper understanding of the intricate social nature of
lfennonite transplantations. Mennonites from Russia were affected, as vrere
other migrating grouPg' by global industrialization which placed a value
on their economic expertise and shaped the social structures in which the

North American Mennonite settlementE were found.ed. Mennonites, too,
defined their communities less in territorial
terms than in t,erms of
social boundaries, networks and sociar structures. As in other
çJroupE,
the private sphere of the famiry, in which women played a centrar role,
I/vaE the primary social unit of immigration and crucial
in determining
gettlement patterns and the social networks of the new
communities.
Finally, like urban çJroupÊ¡, the household economic unit, complete with its
strategies of social reproduction was transpranted from a modernizing
Europe and integrated into the market economy of North America.
The settlements in Manitoba and Nebraska, of cour.¡e, faced
significantly different physical and political environments. rndeed the
btock settlement and educationar freedoms granted the ltanitobans made for
10
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a settlement that waE even move theocratic than the community in Russia¡
the more highly developed economy and more denseJ-y populated counties in
NebraEka engured a settlement

there that was somewhat 1ess theocratic than
the community in Russia. Yet, there were striking parallels in the way
the Manitoba and Nebraska communities developed. By securing a railroad
rand block the NebraskanE¡ $tere able to replicate a highry homogeneous
settlement. By settling in a state where one-sixth of the popuration
spoke German and German-Ianguage

parochial education was widety practj-ced,
curturar persistence wa'¡ safeguarded at least for the time being. By
selling products into a highly developed market economy the Nebraska farms
were more commercialized than those of their Manitoba counterparts;
however, because the Manitoba settlement was located close to a rapidly
growing city there were opporËunities to integrate into a market
economy
even before Manitoba became an exporting province.
However, the most pivotal reason for parallels in the Manitoba
and
Nebraeka communities was that both gettrement,s vigourousry pureued
strategies to replicate familiar social rerationships. Both factions of
the Kleine Gemeinde l[ennonites successfulry reestabrished the community
hierarchies comprised of wetl-to-do farmers and rerigious readers and the
community institutions
such as the church, Echoolg and mutual aid
societies. And both communities were undergirded by the transplanted
family; settrement patterns, the rore of ü¡omen, marketing strategJ-es, and
agricultural methods reflected the overriding importance that family
prayed in directing the nature of üennonite transptantation.
By J.g79,
after harf a decade in North America, it was apparent that, the socialJ-y
intricate communities of the Kteine Gemeinde had been reestabliEhed.

CHAPTER 5

GLOBAL T,IARKETS A¡TD ITIGRATIITG IIENITOTTITE FARIIER,S

I
The history of the Kleine Gemeinde from L874-1879 does more than

illuminate their strategies of transplantation. ft reveals the context
which made those strategies possible. There was a great irony in the
Mennonite migrationE of the 1870s. Mennonites left Russia becauEe their
culÈural autonomy was being threatened by a state aiming to modernize a
baclq¡¡ard country. That same phenomenon in the United StateE and Canada
waE to provide llennonites with the opportunity to reestabligh their
traditionat
society.
In Russia the government had intended to
standardize, integrate and modernize the countryside by removing the
special status of groups such as the Uennonites: in North America the
intention was to build an integrated economy on the prairie and plain and
establish a modern society by luring i:nmigrants with agricultural skills
Iike the Mennonites to develop the grasslands. The demand for commercial
grain farmers was growing in direct response to an increasingly industrial
and urban world. The ability of these fa¡mers to migrate haLf way around
the world and transform grasslands into farm land was also dependent on
an industrialized world with its cheap ocean transportation, ite railways
and itg new agricultural technologies.
It is clear that without
industrialization there would have been no Mennonite settlementE in the
west.

In their study of the migration of millionE of Europeans to North
America, historians have increasingry emphasized. the role that
international economic development played in enabting and directing turnof-the-century migrations. Frank Thistlethwaite, a British historian, has
109
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been credited as being at the forefront in articulating

this

phenomenon.

In a ground breaking article in 1960 Thigtlethwaite questioned the notion
that late nineteenth and early twentieth century immigration was
eseentially the reEponse of an "undifferentiated maEE" of distraught
European peaEants to the "distant magnet" of green fields of the United

states. Rather, these migrations were in response to global urbanization
and industrialization.
"Emigration !ìras, " arg'ueE Thistlethwaite,
"inti¡nately connected with that quickening of communications, markets,
commerce and capital which...wae the first phase of the establighment of
a modern economy." As commercial forces changed traditional communities,
craftsmen and farmers who had marketabre skilrs began moving in "a
murtiplicity
of interrocked movementg occurring over one vast
international and intercontinental field."
The migrations did not
constitute a unique American phenomenon. Thistlethwaite argiues that fully
40t of the 55 million migrants who left Europe for overeeas between 1821
and L924, for instance, did not go to the United States and of those who
did 338 returned to Europe. Nor rârere migrants "purled,, by American
economic growth: rather they, themselvesr, were integral components of that
growth. Migrants built up industrial centerg in varioue parte of the
globe including Europe and developed the grasslands and export economies
of numerous countries. t
Thistlethwaite's analysis hag had a particular effect on historians
of the European emigration to the United States. Themes such as ,'American
fever", t,he "Digtant Magnet" and "Huddred l{agses,, once the mainsÈay of
immigration hist,oriography now are seen to obscure the socíal processes
governing migration. Ruesell Menard has arg'ued that the vaet majority of
seventeenth and eighteenth century migrants were farmerg who had been
recuited by land speculatorg or labourers who had been directed overseas
by transatlantic labour markets. 2 Kerby Miller has argued that more
irnportant than "British migrure" and "protestant ascendancy' in
encouraging lrish emigration $ras the displacement oi peasants through
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encloBure and mechanization that resulted from the rise of modern agrarian
and ind,ustrial capitalism. 3 Jon Gjerde has written that many Norwegians

who came to the United States did so becauee an expanding economy in
Norway lvas creating land ehortages and disrupting traditional social

patternsi moreover theee migrants had developed economic gkille useful in
integrating into the American economy. o Sirnilarly, ,Julianna puskas has
argued that Hungarians migrating to the United States often were craftsmen
familiar with economic mobility and intent on returning to a position of
higher status in Hungary.
Other historians have outlined the global economic context in
migrationg to other countries. Australian historians, peter Shergold and
Stephen Nicolas' have argued that the migratione of convicts to AustraLia
entailed more than simple banish¡nent-and that the majority of the exiles
were skilled craftsmen caught in petty cri¡ne and brought to Australia with
the approval of its capitalists who were hoping to develop the colony,s
economy. t In Canada Stella Hryniuk has written how Ukrainian peasants
5

from East Gaticia congidered migrating to Canada after "modernization,
including its improved agricultural practices and enhanced marketing

facilities...made

it feagible to think of expansion in a rational manner."
Donald Avery has tied the rate of railway building in Canada to the entry
of ltalian' Finnish and Ukrainian nawies while Joy parr has gtudied the
story of 80,000 British immigrant children who were accepted in Canadian
homee often for "financiar rather than senti¡nentar reasons." s

?

of historians have emphasized that as irnportant
a factor ag trangoceanic migrations at the turn of the century were interEuropean migrations spurred on by the continent,s indugtrialization.
Kraas Bade, for instance, has argued that the migration of workers to
Germany during the 1920s wast aE important as the migration of Germans to
the United States in preceding decades and Thisttethwaite has shown how
France during these yearE had the second highest rate of irnmigration in
the world. e studies of odessa, the Black sea port in RusEia, have shown
From Europe a number

LL2

how it attracted Jews' Greeks, Italians and Germans to capitalize on the

growing international grain trade.

10

central factor in the development of a global economy during these
years was the development of grasslands by settler immigrants. Crucial
to the growt'h of world industriatization was the Atlantic Economy, which
according to Thistlethwaite, directed the exploitation of .'the grasslands
of North America by means of European capital and labour in the intereEts
of cheaper cotton and wheat for Europe and overseaer markets for European
manufactures." lt Farmer immigranÈsr were enticed to settle and build up a
A

commercial agricultural base in numerous countries. Gerald Friesen writee

that in Canada "the millions of acrea of weetern real estate" which the
government found itself with after acguiring the wegtern prairie in 1869
"I¡Iere expected to serve the interegts of ,old Canada," and that "their
hopes lay with the pioneer farmer who...would initiate an economic
takeoff. ..." 12 Donald Denoon has shown how "Settler Capitalism,, developed
the grasslands of six southern hemisphere countries including South Africa
and Australia.

"In each ca€rer " writes Denoon, "ne!ìr opportunities of the
nineteenth century - capitar, migrant rabourerg, technology, and markets enabred an obecure and remote outpost to grow rapidly into a...prosperous
and populous society. "
These outposts were directed by ,'Eocial clasges

committed to an irnpersonal tink and to the production of export staples
Iand IÁtere supported by] state institutions
Iwhich] ref 1ected that

fact.... " tt In a book comparing the growth of the wheat economies in
Canada and Argentina, Carl Solberg has written about Argentina,s flawed
program of luring ltalian tenant fa¡mere and the 'rgolondrina" migrant
rabourers to develop the pampas into a grain growing region.
rn
comparison to Canada, Argentina failed because it indiscriminateJ-y
"welcomed nearly all newcomers and consequently became a haven for the
poor of Southern Europe. " la
Harriet Friedmann has provided a theoretical explanation of how
national economic strategies !ìrere intertwined with the migration of farrner
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sett1ers. In an article establishing the role of the family farm in
national economies she explains why both Canada and the United States were
particularly intent on obtaining "small commodity producers" for frontier
agriculture. tt In addition to being eelf-sufficient in food and labour,
they were less dependent on profits and more compelled to raise the value
of land by developing its resourcec¡. on the frontier, writes Friedmann,
household production proved to be "the form most able to establish and
reproduce itself

in advance of other forms of production." For this
reason farm settlers were recruited by countries, such as Canada, where
integration of territory became the crucial
"economic and political
determinant of its nat,ional identity.'
16

II
Despite the vast differences in the culture of

New

Russia, Manitoba

and Nebraska, there was an overriding similarity: in each place small
farmers were seen as decisive in the development of a modern economy. AE
the migration fever heated up in the Mennonite colonies in 1873 and 1874

it became apparent that the competition between Russian, American and
Canadian intereets for pioneer farmerE were often behind the overtures and
religious g'uarantees offered to Mennonites. Each of the three placee had
its own particular reasons in the mid 1870s for hankering for skilled,
self reliant agriculturalists.
In Canada the dominion government had just acquired a huge grassland
teritory from the Hudson's Bay company with an eye to turning it into the
agricultural hinterland of central Canada. Within two years of the 1869
purchase it had replaced the Metis as the power broker at Red River,
established a new province of Manitoba and negotiated peace treaties with
the ojibwa and Cree Indians which created government reeerveE for them.
The only threat now facing Canada were Americans who felt

that "manifest

destiny" was directing them to usurp the Hudson,s Bay Company 1ands.
canada wourd have to develop the weEt to consolidate its hord on it. tt By
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the earJ-y 1870s the Dominion government passed a Homestead Act, Eent out
the North lvesÈ Mounted police and congolidated prans for a
transcontinental raiJ-way.
Despite the 1873 depression which put the railway on hold for half
a decade, ontario immigrants were already transforming Manitoba. In tgTO
Manitoba had had a population of only 12r00o inhabitants, harf of whom
!'tere French speaking Metis and many of whom were hunters and. traderE. By
1878 l'lanitoba "wag rapidty completing the transition to a British-ontarian
community" with a population of around 35rOOo. ls still

Manitoba remaÍned

a largely undeveloped province with huge tracts of grass and park 1and.
During these years the government through itE Department of Agriculture
worked hard at luring more irnmigrants to the Canadian Íüest. It printed
a million pieces of titerature describing the virtues of the canadian
West. But in the interegt of quick settlement it also encouraged "groups
or colonists to settle as d.iscrete homogeneoue units in the prairies." le
compared to Manitoba, Nebraska râras highry developed by the mid

I870s. While it had been considered part of the "permanent fndian
frontier" within the "Great American Desert" as late ag the lg40s it was
granted st,atehood ín 1854. Before the decade was up the omahas, poncaE
and Pawnee tríbes had ceded their lands and many had been moved to Indian

Territory.
By the mid 1850g "Nebraska Boomers" began pouring over the
Missouri River from lowa and points east to begi-n laying out citieg such
as Lincoln, omaha and Beatrice and establishing rural countieg in the
eastern parts of the state. æ The pace of settlement took off in the lg60e
with the official Eurvey of the state, the passing of the lg62 Homestead
Act and the L867 congtruction of a transcontinental railway which
traversed Nebraska. By rBZ0 the state boasted a popuration of L23,ooo,
ten times that of ttanitoba. By the lgz3 depression, settrement had
progregEed to the point' that there was littte

eastern Nebraska.

homestead land

available in
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rt vras at this point, however, that rairway companies began
realizing the value of the alternative sections of land they had acquired
from the government aE payment for railway construction. In fact in
several places railway companies had acquired blocks of land in lieu of
al-ternative sections which had by the ti¡ne of railway construction been
taken up by homesteaders. lhese reE¡erve blocks were the landE that
rairway companies hoped to serr to monied farm groups such aE the
Mennonites.

ã

III
Mennonite farmers r4rere to experience first hand the importance
attached to potential immigrants by government officials, town merchants

and rairway barons. Like other immigrant groups they knew about
opportunities in North America through social networks of letter writing
and ethnic newEpapers. North American Mennonites regularly wrote about
their farms
in the Prussian based Mennonitische Blaetter and
"rra "nr.t.hes
the American Mennonite organ Herald der !{ahrheit. They read about fertile
Iands Ín ontario and Indiana. They heard about military remittance fees,
Mennonite publiehing efforts and the republican fo¡m of government in the

United States.
Protestants in
$raEr

And they were told of the kindness extended to cerînan
Canada.

However' an even greater flood of information, and misinformation,
to come their way in the yearE after they made enquiries to the

American and British governments in 1871. The first

source of information

was cornelius Jansen, the Mennonite grain trader and former Geman congul

who had compited information provided by the American and British
consulateg in odessa and Berdyansk into a book sammluno von Notizen ueber
Amerika, published Ln L872. ilanEen'E inclination to favour the united
Stateg $taE¡ tempered somewhat when the Canadian government sent Jacob
Shantz, a Mennonite from ontario, to see Manitoba in 1872 and commiggioned
the writing of Narrative of a Journev to Manitoba. o ln LB72 the
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governmenf also commissioned willia[i
Hespeler, a German ontario
busineggman to travel to eouthern Russia to invite the Mennonites to
consider Canada.

with knowredge, Èhen, of what each of the countrieE courd be
expected to offer, the Rusgian lifennonites sent their delegates, including
Cornelius Toews and David Klassen of the K1eine Gemeinde, to North America
in 1873 with instructions to look at both the canadian and the American
western grasslands. The nature of the attention that, the Mennonite
delegation received from government, railway and newspaper men reveals the
perceived role of the }lennonites in the New f{orld.. Because the Mennonites
represented a tiny minority within the cennan-speaking world, newspapers

went to great J-engÈhs to introduce the Mennonites, explain their
background and extoll their virtues.
There rdas no mention of the
Mennonites' radicar sixteenth-century heritage, their hesitancy to
participate in local democratic politics or their disregard for host
cultures. Rather they were everywhere depicted as sober, industrious,
famity oriented farmers who could. turn a wilderness into productive farmg
and provide a boon to local merchants. ts And newspapers speculated what
an influx of such migrants would mean for their regions. Despite the fact
that there were only 5OIOO0 Mennonites in New Russia, the Manitoba Free

Press spoke of the coming oi eorooO Russian Mennonites and the Beatrice
Express reported. that 6OTOOO were coming. u

railway agents courted the Mennonites in both Canada
and the united states. The canadÍan government, for instance, sent
Governments and

Hespeler and shantz to guide the delegation up the

River to v{innipeg.
rn winnipeg they were "invited to the state Houge and generously
entertained by Attorney General Clark and others connected with the
government of the state. " ã
rn the succeeding days they were guided
through what was to become the East Reserve and later along the lands of
the Aeginiboine River to the Riding Mountain district.
rn the united
states the Mennonites who had not been impressed with lrfanitoba were met
Red,

Lt1

by state governors and railway men. Each praised the land in their state
and went out of their way to impress the delegates. RepreEentative of
such men l^tas the agent for the BurlingÈon and Missouri Railroad in

Nebraska. After spending several days with the agent the detegates made
special note of "Friend Manchester, to whom we owe many thankg for the
generoug provisions he continually made for us...and the kindness and
attention he manifested towards us." ã
The significance of these overtures for the Kleine Gemeinde was that

preconceived plans for settlement were changed.. The K1eine Gemeind.e
deregates, for example, had been instructed that in choosing a place for
settlement they must "firgt of alr to keep the united states in mind.i, u

Indeed, in a letter that Delegate [oewg wrote shortly after arriving in
the Uníted States there waE no indication that the K1eine Gemeinde were
going to favour canada. we decided to "go to Manitoba...with Hespeler,"

wrote Toews, "so that the gracious offer made by the Engrish government
would not be completely thrown into the wind. " ToewE added that the
delegates were also plannning "to investigate many places in the United
States [for] there is nothing to fear with respect to freedom of religion

here ¡in the u.s.l nor there lin canadâ]." * Toe$rs' mind, however, was to
change in Manitoba. VlhiLe the majority of the delegates rejected Manitoba
,prirnitive, !4letiE population,
on account of her poor soirs, high tariffs,
and lack of a railway, the Canadian çtovernment was able to win the favour
of the Kleine Gemeinde and Bergthal people. Ð
No doubt, Shantz repeated his observationE about Manitoba that he
had penned a year earlier in his book: that the dry winter made the cold
more bearable,

that the weather and soil could bear all kinds of grain and
fruit, that railwaye would Eoon link Manitoba to the outside and that the
Metis and rndians were characterized by civility,
gentleness and an
appreciation for British justice. æ But it was the promiges made by the
Dominion government that won the day. The uennonites were to have their
or^m tracts of land, exemption from service in the miritary, contror of
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their schoolg and travel asgistance across the ocean and along the Dawson
Trair. tt on,ruly 1 Toewg wrote home from Fargo, North Dakota, to say that
he and KIaEsen and the Bergrthalers were heading to Ottawa for "we have the
expectation that there is nothing more Eatigfactory to our queetion to be
obtained anywhere than exactly here."
ToewE and Klassen returned to RuEsia in August, with a letter of
promises from the Canadian government. They were greeted enthusiastically
by their brethren. Special brotherhood meetings $¡ere called to plan the
next steps and negotiations opened to reunite the Gruenfeld and Heuboden
factions of the Gemeinde. Emigration to canada was, however, not to be
a foregone conclugion. over the next months ag Mennonites began selling
off their propertlt and preparing for a spring emigration Russian, Canadian
and American interests aII worked hard to Eecure the greatest nunber of
Mennonite farm families for themselves. First, the Russian government,
alarmed at the prospect of losing thousands of farmers, stalled the exit
visas and then ordered Mennonite leaders to negotiate a compromise on the
military service question with a special emissary of the government. A
new offer was made by the government which promised the Mennonites a self
regulated exclusive forestry service as an alternative to military
Eervice.
The offer wag an important compromise and it is probable that had
this compromise been offered a year earlier many of the Mennonites,
including the Kleine Gemeinde, would have stayed in Rugsia. The fact wag
that having considered the benefits of migration with its promises of
complete separation from the state and plenty of land they had become
infected with migration fever.
When confronted directly with this
compromise the Kleine Gemeinde'e only responee was to present the emissary
with a letter thanking the Czar for his benevolence and to request from
the General the speedy issue of exit permits. il
Another avenue of persuasion was more effective.
rt caused. a
substantial number of K1eine Gemeinde families to turn against the
32
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of their delegate and reconsider the American option. In
the spri.ng of 1874 H.L. Hiller, an agsociate of American railway tycoon
Jay Cooke, travelled to New Russia where he tried to dissuade the
Bergthaler and Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites from relocating in Canada.
Several Eources tell the story. .facob Kroeker, a young Kleine Gemeinde
preacher wrote in his memoirE that in the spring of La74 ,'an agent of
recommendationE

America came' reproached us, praised the United states and Iinsisted] that
a simirar freedom [to the one obtained in canada] was to be had there."
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Abram Reirner'

the elderly diarist,

the following entry for February
18' L8742 "There was an American agent in...Heuboden....He gaid a great
many things; much of which, of course, wirl not be truei but he did advise
us strongly to move to the United States." s
Hiller's warnings, however, were taken eeriouely. In April Ig74
Delegate Klassen wrote the Canadian irnmigration officials in Hamburg to
enquire about the veracity of Hiller's suggestions. Klassen reported that
"...the treatment on English gteamers Ihas been] pictured...in the
blackest of colors [and] the route from Quebec to Manitoba [along the
Daetson Roadl...as very horrible." 37 Cornelius Toews also wrote Hamburg to
enquire about the allegations American land and railway agents were
making¡ he aEked whether it was true that "religious liberty...cannot be
found in canada... [aE] the Engrish Gov,t [sic] has never yet kept their
word in any promise made Iand that]...the
main features...of
Manitoba...are privation, starvation and great bodily danger on account
of rndians who...magsacre the white man wherever he is to be found." il AE
a final- precaution, Aeltester Toews wrote emigration advocate and Kleine
Gemeinde friend, cornerius iransen, who had made a temporary home in
Toronto. Toews asked pointed guestions about Manitoba,s clfunate, the
state of the Dawgon Trail and the kind of religious freedom that could be
expected in the two countries. As fate would have it Jansen, who clearly
favoured the United States, $ras not in Toronto when the letter arrived and
made
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his wife responded with a positive description of life in Ontario and an
indication that life in }fanitoba would, no doubt, be similar.
The Kleine Gemeinde waEr clearly digturbed by the American
suggestions; sor too however, was the Canadian government. It was not
about to sit idly by as American railway interests planted seedE of doubt
in the minds of the congervative MennoniteE. ,facob Klotz, who had been
appointed to act aE "a special immigration agent...at Hamburg for a period
of six months...to bestow particular attention to...Mennonites who may
sail...for Canadar" IÂrrote Ottawa about Hiller's activities and offered to
travel to Russia to counter them. He also wrote Toews and Klassen and
told them that everything Hiller had said could be construed as true if
he were to exchange the word "Manitoba" for ,'weEtern United StateE.,, o lfi
Canada the Department of Agricul-ture entered into an agreement with .facob
Schantz to build four 10O foot long i-rnmigration sheds in Manitoba in order
to counter the clai:ns of privation made by American railway agents.
FinaIIy' too' the foolhardy plan to keep t{ennonite settlers out of reach
of the American railway men by having them travel to Manitoba along the
treacherouE and rugged Daweon Trail was dropped. Ironically, the DawEon
Trail plan which had been meant to keep the migrants in Canada and out of
reach of American agents, had almost frightened the l{ennonites into the
arms of the United StateE.
3e

The Canadians, however, were not able to contain aII the damage.
By April the Americans had so successfully discredited the Manitoba PIan

that 30 of the 47 Heubodner Kleine Gemeinde families effectively declared
nonconfidence in Delegate Klassen and turned to the cousin of Aeltester
Abram Friesen, Cornelius ilansen, for guidance. fnstead of travelling to
Quebec on English liners later that year they travelled to New York on
German liners.
Here they planned to consult with ilansen who had
travelled widely in the American midwest in the spring of 1824 before
making their final deciEion. During those travels ilansen had been courted
by officiaLs of the B&M railway and become impressed with their .Iefferson
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County property. lVhen the Kleine Gemeinde arrived in New York, ilansen wag

able to convince the leaders to abandon their plan to send another
delegation to Manitoba and instead to follow him to Nebraska. By August
the Kleine Gemeinde leaders had purchased the land in Jefferson County
rand and by september they had transferred their famíries to it.
The majority of the K1eine Gemeinde, however, had their doubts eased
by canadian immigrat,ion officiars.
rn May Delegate Krassen and l7
families of the Heuboden congregation joined the Gruenfeld congregation.
By June the first contingent was on its way to Canada to take advantage
of the provisions of block settlement, complete military exemption and
Iocal government and educational autonomy. By the end of .fuly they had
arrived in !{innipeg and within a week they had settred into the
immigration sheds on the Mennonite Regerve.
The favourable predispoeition toward migrating farm groupa Ermong
the governments Ín North America continued to exhibit itself in the early
years of settrement. The canadian government, for instancer. offered a
Ioan to help Mennonite farmers contend with a grasshopper plague during

their first year in Manitoba. In Nebraska the state government passed a
military exemption bill in 1877 and local officials
altowed the
llennonites to re-open their private German-language schools. al
IV

The story of the coming of the Russian Mennonites is, thus, much
more complex than standard accounts that describe the migration of a
pacifist religious sect, to North America where it was promised religious
freedom. The migration may have been religiously motivated but it

occurred in a global socioeconomic context. Not only had modernizing
forceg in Rusgia brought an end to conservative Mennonites there, but, they
had also provided them with opportunities to est,ablish their colonies in
North America- Both canadian and American governments and economic
interests viewed the l{ennonites as reliable, self sufficient, hougehold
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producers who could develop local economies and gtrengrthen export staple
economies. The competition between the Canadians and. the Americans for

the Mennonite farmers resulted in the extension of some special privileges
and economic assistance from both sides. fhis competition not only
ensured that the Mennonites would migrate in L874, but that the Kleine
Gemeinde, banking on advice from diversre Eources would gettle in two very
different socioeconomic contexts.

Like the 55 million other Europeans who migrated overseas in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the l{ennonites migrated in the
context of a growing Atlantic economy. Alongside Britigh technicians,
Italian seasonal labourers, and other skilled Europeans theEe Gemanspeaking farm familieE were directed to Eettle in North america by the
exigencies of a modern economy. It h¡as within the parameters of an

increasingly industrial world, then, that the Mennonite Kleine Gemeindere
were able to employ their strategíes to replicate their family oriented,
sectarian farm communities in Manitoba and Nebraska.

CHAPTER 6

@I,II.IT'NITY TRA¡ISPLÀNEED

migration of 1874 introduced Mennonite farm families to a wider
world. Evidence of how momentous a change this waE for the migrants is
readily found in the diaries of Kleine Gemeinde migrants. Diaries which
normarly contain onry financial info¡mation or brief day to day
observations offer poignant descriptions of the transoceanic voyage. The
descriptions are filled with the romance of new sites. The Canadian-bound
Kleine Gemeinde wrote about the botanical gardens in Harnburg, the "dark
tunnelE" in the Pennines between HuII and Liverpool, the ocean liners
The

measuring "13o pacesr" whales crearing their bl-owhoreg off the coast of
Halifax, the guns overlooking the cliffs at Quebec, the winding river into

Manitoba' and the barenesE of the East Reserve. The American-bound
migrants noted six storey buildings in Breslau, the victory statue of the
Kaiser in Berlin, the 1OOO-paseenger Hammonia waiting in the Hamburg
seaport, the city of New york "more beautiful than Harnburgr,, the traín
that travelred as if it were frying, "the great wonder of nature" at
Niagara Falrs, the "very large and dangerous city" of chicago, the large
exhibition grounds near Beatrice, Nebraska and the rolling land of Cub
Creek.

I

These accounts also describe the prospect of travelling "half way
around the worrd as if it were a grapefruit peel." They describe the

people they encountered: the canadian officiats
in Hamburg; the
sabbatarian English dock workers who refused to load baggage on Sundays;
the stern doctors in Liverpool who kept back familieg suspected of scarlet
fever¡ authoritarian ship captains who forced the gick onto deck and
separated men from their wiveE for the journey; familiar looking Mennonite
123
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elderE in Torontoi the Mennonite farmers of Clarence Center who hired the
young men while their fathers scouted for land in Nebraska; the natives
watching the Mennonites from the banks of the Red River; and the eager
business and railway men of 9üinnipeg and Beatrice.
2

These observations of the wider world, however, were just that.

they did not constitute the New !Ìorld of the Mennonites. Mennonites rrere
quite intent on establishing their solidaristic traditional communities
in the manner that they had known in Russia. Continuity was their goat.
The communities they founded in the East Reserve, at, Scratching River and
in .Iefferson County were meant to be reproductions of their village
communities in Borosenko and the Molochnaia. They were meant to safeguard
the church congregation from individualísm and intimate associations with
the outgide world. Yet, the very act of reproducing these communities was
to lead to adaptations that would in the long term bring about fundamental
changes to their communities. Still the reestablishment of Otd lvorld
settlement patterns, of the social structure, and of institutional
completeness provided the Mennonites with a sense of continuity that was
to bring a meagure of stability to their communitieg at least. for the
first few years.
I
It is by nold a truism in historical geography that territory ig
crucial to the ability of a minority to maintain a separate identity.
Historical geographers in both the United States and Canad.a have recently
gone beyond the maxim of Andrew HilI C1ark that they should see "human
geography aE an ever-changing thing" and have begtrn rooking at the

specific relationships between spatial organization, critical mass, block
settlement and cultural change. ' studies by historical geographers who
compare the relationship between cultural values and settlement patterne
indicate that ethnically conscious i:nmigrants $rere able to conEtruct a
variety of spatial environments which served their cultural strategies in
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North America. In Canada ,Iohn Warkentin has studied the Mennonites,
Donald Gale and Paul Korogcil the Doukhobors, and John Lehr the
Ukrainians. In the united states James ForslÊhe and Ti¡n Kloberdanz have
studied the Volga Gemans, D. Aiden MacQuitlan the Mennonites, Swedes and
French Canadians of Kansas, and Robert Ostergren the Swedes of Dakota and

Minnesota. Each has emphagized the relationship between territory and
ethnicity.
The block settlement provided by the Dominion government in Canada
and by the B&M Railroad in Nebraska allowed the K1eine Gemeinde farmerE
to attempt to replicate their communities and households. Indeed the most
obvious feature of the transplanted Mennonite community was the physical
configiuration and appearance of the villages. In each of the three major
settlement areas, the Eaet Reserve, Scratching River and .fefferson County,
the settlers adapted their villagee, straEEendoerfer, and their medieval
open field system to a ner¡r environment. In each place it meant
disregarding the conventional "homestead" approach to settling the plain
and prairie.
a

the Eagt Regerve settlerE establighed an almost ideal tlpe of OId
lforld viltage. To enable them to reestabliEh these Old !{orld patterns the
settlers took their individually registered homesteads, pooled them and
then divided them according to the vitlage system. Àt the centre of the
village district the settlers laid out their villages along topographical
features usually without regard to official survey plans. Steinbach and
Blumenort paralleled creeks and Gruenfeld was build on a ridge bordering
the edge of woodland. In each of these places the village $ras laíd'out
in five and six acre farmyards measuring approximateLy 22O by 1000 feet
and known ag "Fiagtaeden." The surround.ing lands were turned into open
f ieldg.
As in RuEsia they rárere divided into three or four basic
gubdivisionE in each of which fa¡mers were allotted one strip of land
known as a "Koager," of five to 24 acres. rn this way each farrner
received an equar Ehare of good and poor, close and distant land. A ,'fulr
On

farm" included a village fa:cmstèad and one Koager Ln each of the
subdivisions. The land lying beyond the arable land was used aE a cornmon
pasture, hayfield or woodland (see Maps * 6 & Z). t
The ideal víIlage type was not to be found in some of, the smaller
satellite villages. Lichtenau close to Steinbach wag divided into stripe
of land each bearing a dLfferent letter designation. 6 Neuanlage near
Blumenort, howeverr wag founded in 18?9 and egtablLEhed as a "foutr corner
hamletr' a common geographLc feature in ethnic settlements in North
Àmerica. 7 Four small kinshS.p settlements atound Gruenfeld were probably
similar settlement adaptatione. At Scratching River the settlers also
deviated from the ideal village. they did lay out their villages along
a river, and did euperimpose theLr osrn land ownerehip system onto the
homestead system. But becauee the Scratching River topography was more
uniform they..fa¡med large contiguous stripe of land extending from the
river in the manner of, Hetie rLver lots. The result was that the vitlage
here was IesE cloeely-knit than were the vitlages on the East Reeerve.
Instead of extending for only half a mile and containing resid,enceg on
both sides of the street, scratching River villagee were inhabJ-ted on only
one side and stretched out for up to three mileE.. Farmyards here had. a
-frontage on the etreet of 660 feet or 1/8 mile and a depth of two to four
miles.
In Nebraska the Mennonite fa::uters made a further modification to the
'stragsendorf.' I¡1 both ilefferson and Tork counties Ruesian t{ennonÍteg
became noted for their 'Iine villages.' e Thege villages resembled the
Scratching River villages except that they qrere founded within the
official survey plan. Fa:ms were laid out along'section lines on BO and
160 acre plots of land which measured L/8 or 1/4 mile by one mile. This
enabled farmers to live relatively cloge to one ,other¡ farm their o$rn
registered land and to pool their individually held lands in the back
quarter sections, a half mile from the eettlement, for a common paeture.
As in scratching River, the cub Creek villages were between one and, four
8
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miles lomg; unrike the scratching River settrement, farmyards in the
Iarger Cub Creek villages were situated on both sides of the street (see
l.tap

# 8).

'o

Much has been made by scholars about this

Mennonite cultural
landscape. Igolated btock settlements, old Íforld víIlages, quasi-feudal
open fields, and the quaint house-barn architecture have been described
as Mennonite peculiarities. tt The extent to which the archetlpar
'Strassendorf was reestablished has become
the yardstick of continuity.
Historiang have often emphasized the cultural function of the village and
provided a variety of arguments to make this case. Close neighbours and
paEture and woodland commons kept a check on individualistic activity.
common pastures and herdsmen saved farmers from the capitalist endeavors

12

of investing in expensive barbed wire. strip farming ensured a fair
diEtribution of good and poor land. open fietds forced farmere to make
more joint decisions on agricultural practices and kept a tighter reÍgn
on exPans¡ion minded farmers. Exclusive block settlement insulated them
from the world. These arguments have been uEed to link factore of
geography with ethnicity.

still,
the importance of curturar landscape in reproducing
traditional communities has been questioned by an increasing number of
scholars who are ekeptical of environmentalism. Many of them have been
informed by Frederick Barth whom anthropoJ-ogists credit with redefining

ethnicity

as¡ a "Eocial rather t,han a sulturar or biorogical
phenomenorì,. . . . " 13 Barth suggested that the ,,view that geographicar and
socíal isolation have been the critical factors in sustaining cultural
divereity" is "sirnpristic." Rather, "primary emphasis [shourd be given]
to the fact that ethnic groups are categories of ascription
and identification
by the actors themserves and thug have the
characteristic of organizíng interaction between peopre."
such
interactions comprige "social processes of exclusion and incorporation
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ra rn this procesE of
ordering human rerations, spatial organization is not pivotal.
It will be suggested in this chapter that the crucial factors of
transplantation for the K1eine Gemeinde Mennonites were not to be seen in
overt, descripÈive cultural traitg but in the social process that tied
together people and shaped their Eocia1 boundaries.
rmmigratíon
historians have examined a nu¡nber of different types of Eocial interaction
which assisted transplantation.
virginia yans McLaughlin and Tamara
whereby discrete categories are maintained.....'

Hareven have emphasized kinship ties in ltalian communities in Buffalo and
French Canadian enclaves in Maine. r5 Robert Harney,s work on ltaliang in

Toronto and Alan ArtibiEe'E study of slavs and Je$rs in lfinnipeg have
emphasized the importance of class and social hierarchies within and
between ethnic groups. 16 other scholarE have etressed the importance of
ethnic inEtitutions in fostering continuity and social boundaries.
Infozming this approach has been Raymond Breton,s theory that
"institutional completeness" can ensure the re-establishment of ethnic
networks and the survival of ethnic communities within receiving
societies- 17 ilune Alexander's examÍnation of slavs in pittsburgh, Kathleen
conzen's work on Germans in Milwaukee, and Ewa MorawEka,s study of poles
in Pennsylvania each deemphasize the importance of geography and focue on

social networks and institutions. rg
social boundary maintenance, important in the ethnic communities
referred to above Ì¡ùaE also crucial in the transplanted Mennonite
community. And one of the important aspects in shaping Mennonite social
boundarieE was l{ennonite self perception or social ascription.

Letters
from the early settlements make less mention of transplanted physical
traitE than of replicated social networks and symbols such as village
names' A letter from the East Regerve to Borosenko in october l;g74
provides a picture of continuitlr with the former Russian settl-ement.
rn
Borosenko, Russia the villages of steinbach, Blumenhof and Gruenfeld
formed the centrar nexus of community. A si.milar pattern appeared

in
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,,Isteinbach,s] neighbouring vilrage...
Manitoba (Eee tfap # 5).
Blumenortr" according to the letter, "lieg three miles from us and is
inhabited by 27 famirieE. rn our 2l-farmstead virlage, there are 1g
families....Gruenfetd lies eight miles from us. " le
Another letter a few years echoed the theme of continuity in a
different way. A Steinbach farmer reported in a newspaper that "the name
of our village will be remembered by our readers as one that stood on
Busalukj River in Russia. In facÈ [the majority of the] inhabitants of
our village...have at one time lived in Steinbach, Russia and the school
teacher who served out there is arso our teacher here." æ Even the
Nebraskans who made the most sweeping changes to the strassendorf concept

their settlements after those in Russia. Heuboden, Borosenko for
example had been the home of Aeltester Friesen; in cub creek the
settlement in which he lived rdas again named Heuboden. Despite the
changes that the Nebraskans made to traditional spatial organization one
fa¡mer made the bold assertion to relatives who were planning to move from
Manitoba that "you will not remain alone on your own homestead quarter;
that fear you can completely eraEe from your mind for it is quite possible
to operate our farms here according to Russian ways. " ã
one factor which !ìras seemingly uni:nportant to social bound.ary
maintenance !ìtas physical insularity.
Historians have emphasized the East
Reserve ltennonites, wiEh for "exclusive blocksr,, for p1aCes to "retain
their isolationr " for separation from "secular civilization.,' 2 yet, both
Cornelius Toews and David Klassen chose land reserveE within a day,s
journey of lvinnipeg instead of the more isorated areâ,g along the
named

Assiniboine River and near Riding Mountain. l.loreover references to a
cultivation of ties with winnipeg during the first year abound. They
indicate that isolation itself Ì.ras not a value of the Mennonites.
steinbach farmer Gerhard Doerkgen,s activities were tlpicar of the
immigrants. rn firsÈ six weeks of his arrival from Russia he made three
trips to the city.
He registered. a homestead on one occasion, bought
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household goods and tools on another, and a cow, two sheep and flour on

another. E David Klassen and a number of other families of Scratching
River had even croser ties.
They lived in winnipeg during the first
winter where they were agsured better Ehelter and in the process acguired
a working knowledge of Engtish. z
The East Reserve itself wa€r less isolated than has often been
suggested. Steinbach, for instance, lay within half a mile of land owned
by Anglo-Canadian settlers. The heart of the English-speaking settlement,
Clearspring, lay within three mileE of steinbach and. by 1879 was comprised
of 32 families, considerably more than in Steinbach (see Map # S).15
During the first years many relationships !{ere formed, between the
Steinbach and Clearspring settters. Letters and diaries speak of advice
received from the Anglo-Canadians, note when they started their seeding
or cutting their grain, tell of business dealings and partnerships. The
fact that some of the wives of the Clearspring settlers spoke German and
that at least one steinbach settler had learned English in RusEia
facilitated this exchange. ø
Blumenort also had non-Mennonite neighbours. An August 1874 letter
from the village described the neighbouring French-speaking gettlement of
ste. Anne des chesnes (see Map # 5¡: "a settlement of half breeds ries
five míles from here. Trips are often mad.e to the prace, where a brigk
trade is going on. And if one goes from house to house to buy peas,
chickeng or catE one is comperted to stop at each place for a Littte
[visit !." ' Even Gruenfeld, located in the heart of the reErerve, sras to
receive notice that it was not founded on isolated land. In February 1879
a party of 11 Metis lodged a protest at the Winnipeg tand titles office
"praying that, certain landg [on sections 27, 33 and 34 in township 56l...granted to the Mennonites may again be restored to [us]." The letter
went on to claim that nine Frenchmen had lived there and made improvements
on the land in the years before I87O in accordance with HudEon,s Bay
company regulations. The dispute $ras to go on for 20 years and require
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the direct intervention of a Canadian prime minister before being
resolved. æ
IsolaÈion would be even harder to achieve in eastern Nebraska (see
l[ap # 8). It wou]-d have been possible find iEolation on the homestead
Iandg of western Nebraska but Èhe Kleine Gemeinde chose to settle in
densely populated Jefferson County. The 1876 censuc for the county, for
instance, listed settlers from eight different countries and from as many
states. Mennonites from Russia represented less than 1OB of the 2500
inhabitants. æ This percentage was to deirease in the first decade as the
population of the county including the townships around Cub Creek
quadrupled to 10'395 by 1885. Even the township of Cub Creek wag not

isolated.

A letter written from Heuboden in october LB74 noted nonMennonite neighbours: "!ile 30 families live about six miles from one side
of the settlement to the other and in the midst it ig completely inhabited
with other nationalities." s Although Mennonites constituted by far the
majority of settlers in Cub Creek, cerman Americans had settled in the
lowlands skirting the creek in the northern sectiong of the township and
along its tributaries cutting southward. into the heart of the township at
two places. In effect the western Mennonite settlementg were divided from
those on the eaEt.
The fact that Cub Creek lay only six miles from Fairbury meant that

the Kleine Gemeinde would have vigorously to maintain social boundaries.
Fairbury was by this tifie a booming frontier town. rts civic life was
vibrant. f-n L874, for instance, 150 wagons filled with families paraded
through town in a special crange-sponsored ,ruly 4 celebration.
rn
september 1878 the Robbin's Great American and eerman AIIied circus
attracted 3ooo peopre. 3r Early letters indicate that Fairbury had a

vibrant business community with whom the Kleine Gemeinde readily
interacted. The Fairburv Gazette reported as earry as AuguEt g, rg?4 that
"sixty well-to-do famiries" $¡ere heading for cub creek and that ,it
becomes our merchants and business men to cultivate friendly relations
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with them" as they are expected to "at once move onto their land and
cornmence putting up buildings.', 32 According to the eon of a Fairbury
lumber dealer, because "onry one or two of the Russian Germans spoke
English...it was neceEsary to learn Geman in order to Eecure the lumber
businees of these immigrants...,'
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Mennonites integrated with the outside world in another vray. They

readily cultivated relationships with those Mennonites and Germang who
straddled the social boundary. In Dfanitoba these included William
Hespeler and Jacob Shantz: in Nebraska they were Cornelius and peter
Jansen. Hespeler and Schantz eerved to medíate between the lilennonite
farmers and the government and the Manitoba businegs world in many wayE.
Hespeler had visited the Mennonites in New Russia, he escorted their
delegates to Manitoba in L873, he introduced them to the buEineesmen of
9linnipeg' he provided them with employment in his forest regerveE eaEt of
Steinbach, he loaned them money through the bank on which he Eerved as a
dÍrector' he served ag a gchool inspector in the early years and he owned
Iand in Scratching River. Jacob Shantz asgumed a similar role. He too
escort'ed the delegates in L873, negotiated with the goverilnent to erect
immigration shelters, and irnported horses and. seed wheat for settlers.
These activities parallel thoEe of the ,tanEen family in Nebraska.

It was this family which gcouted Nebraeka in 1873 and, early Lg74, vieited
with President Grant and petitioned for military exemptions, contacted the
Burlingrton and Missouri, persuaded the 36 Heuboden families to come to
.fefferson County and arranged temporary housing and work for them in a
Mennonite community in up-state

York. They too established a business
reLationship with Kleine Gemeinde farmers. According to peter ,rangen his
family purchaeed land next to the Kleine Gemeinde farmers in order to
establish "a kind of cooperative sheep ranch" in which Jansens would put
up the capital costs and provide management while the Kleine Gemeinde
farmers would provide the labour and feed.
New
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ff the K1eine Gemeinde were not about to isolate themselves from the
world they were, however, intent on controlling interactions with it. It
is interesting to note that neither Hespeler nor ,tansen r^rere able to
Erecure a lasting buginess relationship with the xleine Gemeinde in the way
that capítalists were able to d,o with agrarian groups in other settings. r
In Manitoba rieine Gemeinde aloofness may have stemmed from the
observation of an early settler who felt, that when Hespeler helped them
with their purchaees in lfinnipeg he "not only looked out for our benefits
but possibly for his oetn and also the benefit of the merchants.,,35 In
Nebraska the business deal with the Jansens soured when the Klelne
Gemeinde aeserted their independence on an unknown issue. From JanEen,E

perspective "there were too many different opinions." s The Kleine
Gemeinde farmers, thus, were able to maintain their social boundaries
without necessarity isolating themserveE from other people.
II
Complementing their

well articulated social boundaries was the
internal organization of the transplanted Mennonite communities. Vitalty
important in that internal Etructure was a replicated social hierarchy.
Social structure has usually been considered unimportant in the
organizat,ion of Mennonite community. rn such groups it is argued
egalitarianism Ì.tas a preached value and a social reality. 3? writers have
pointed to the limits to the authority of democratically elected lead.ers
and social sanctions for farmers who went after personal gain. They have
emphasized that Èhe "open fierd system" encouraged equarity. yet a crose
examination of lfennonite communities indicates a high degree of
sÈratification that translated into economic and gocial leadership.
Within the t'tennonite's Weltanschauungen there srere categories and
ranks of peopre. Governíng authorities, for example, had been ordained
by God and had every right to expect the subordination of their subjects.
unlike another group of nonresistant,, sectarian farmer immigrants, the
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Doukhobors, l{ennonites paid officials

great homage. Upon leaving Russia
the Kleine Gemeinde wrote a letter to czar Alexander II expreesing
"feelings of thankfulness and love...towards our beloved monarch and czan,tl
and indicated that they would eontinue to "pray to the King of Kings, for
its monarch: that the Rurer of Destiny wirr keep him worthy to be the
Ruler of a land [of]...peace." 38 rn North America they expreEsed similar
views to governing officials.
!{hen the Canadian Governor General, Lord
Dufferin, viEited the East Reserve in 1877 and reiterated the promise of
military exemption under ;the aegis of the BritiEh constitution,, the
Mennonite elders responded "with thankfulnesg [as] we acknowled.ge your
fatherly protection" and "pray to God that your excerrency and her Majegty
may be blessed. " 3e !{hen Peter ilanEen secured an audience with ulysseE
Grant in 1873 he was shocked at, the info¡mality of the ¿lmerican president
and amazed that he should enjoy talking about manuar rabour. {
Social structure was important also within the Mennonite community.
It was a structure rooted in wealth differentiation which had become a
fact of life for Mennonites of New Russia in the wheat boom and
modernizing economy after 1g50. The immigrants of lg74 were not an
"undifferentiated masE"; according to one contemporary the migrants were
"situated very differently when it came to possessionE.,, 4r Kleine Gemeínde
famiries bound for Manitoba in 1gz4 carried with them g969 per family,
whire Bergrthal famiries in 1gz4 brought g345 and at least one ship of
Khortitser migrants brought 91918 per family in 1829.
similar
inegualities have been shoum for Nebraska and Kansas-bound migrants where
such groups as the Kleine Gemeinde were relatively prosperoug but other
groups such as the Volhynian üennonites required assistance from Mennonite
groups in pennsylvania.

a2

lvealth differentiation

was also very apparent within these various

Mennonite sub-groups. lfithin the Kleine Gemeinde community itself

there
were rich villages and poor ones. scratching River settlers, for
instance, were wealthier than those in the East Reserve. Evidence which
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that the average dwelling built in Steinbach was only 4J.9 square
feet compared to 709 square feet in Scratching River substantiates this. ß
In fact David Klassen who led the settlers to Scratching River to the
displeasure of the other d.elegate, Cornelius Toews, is Eaid to have stated
that "if CorneliuE Toe!ìts $raE a man of means he woul-d talk differently.,,4
Even within the East Reserve there were gaps between rich and poor. rn
Brumenhof several settlers purchased horses in the first yeari in
Steinbach the eighteen families could not afford a single horEe and
purchased only fifteen oxen. rn Blumenhof only one farmer borrowed money
from the church's credit organizat,ion; in Steinbach 14 farmers borrowed
from this srource.
of greater social consequence, however, waE the stratification
within the village itself. a5 Though one scholar has argued that ,'under the
open field system [in Manitoba] a rather even distribution of wealth had
shoets

been maintained"

there were qrays for some farmers to obtain more land than
their neighbours. tr rn Manitoba almost every village had a number of
farmers who purchased a quarter section of land in addition to their
homestead land and claimed

a "double farm" within the vitlage and a double
portion of hay strips and wood rots in the commons. 47 rn steinbach, for
instance, two of the eighteen farmerg owned "double farmg,, and in Rogenhof
three of the eleven farmed a double measure of land. In Nebraska the
differences between Poor and rich Írere even more pronounced. Two of the
early KLeine Gemeinde settlers purchased 12OO acres a piece and half a
dozen bought' 320 acres. At leagt 16 families Etarted with only g0 acreE. s
The consequences of this differentiation were varied. It seemg to
have provided early settlements with a degree of socioeconomic stability.
'Taeob shantz reported in 1877 that East Reserve villages served to bring

rich and poor together so that "those who have s¡ome meanE, also aesiet
those who have nothing...." 4e Teacher Abram Friegen,s diary indicates that
he often worked aE a day labourer on lgaak lfarkentin's ,,double farm.,,
cornelius Loes¡en's diary indicates that he often purchased iteme for his
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Gruenfeld neighbours who then worked for him to pay off their debt. rn
Gruenfeld a wealthy villager purchased a hay mower and rented it to his
Poorer neighbours. And in almost every vilJ-age it was a wealthier farmer
who introduced the threshing machine and made it available to his
neighbours.

Wealthier villagers also often provided political
and church
leadership. Like the peasants in pamera Horn,s "English countryside', or
those in allan Greer'E "Three Quebec Parisheg" poorer farmerg rarely
overtly questioned Èhe leadership of the wealthy villagers. s Examples of
a well-to-do Kleine Gemeinde farmers possessing political power are
nr¡merouEt. In 1863 farmer Isaack Harms founded the Klei-ne Gemeinde
settlement of Marcusland in Ekaterinoslav by renting the entire tract of
land with his ovtn moneyi in 1874 he was the man who purchased an entire
section of land in ,fefferson County on which he founded the settlement of
Blumenort, Nebraska. tt Klaas Reimer who farmed L2O cultivated acreg in
Steinbach' Borosenko represented his village in sale negotiations in
october 1873 and then directed the development of the new Steinbach in the
East Reserve. t2 Cornelius Plett who farmed,2TO acres and served as mayor
in Blumenhoff Borosenko r^raet a founder of Blumenhof in the East ReEerve.
'
Peter W. ToewE and Peter Penner sr. who represented the village of
Rosenfeld, Borosenko in its sale in December 1873 and were designated
treaEurers of the sale proceedings were also the first farmerg in
Blumenort' Manitoba to build roomy frame houges during the firgt wínter
and Toews served as itg first mayor. r Heinrich Ratzlaff, a man of meang
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who settled in Rogenort at Scratching River wrote that "Eince I had
already been commissioned village mayor in Ruesia as well as having served
as leader on our trip to America, I vras commissioned to serve ag leader
of the village [as] David Klagsen [was] in Rosenhof."
55

The community seems to have accepted this stratification.

Diaries

indicate that during the firgt years, before the construction of meeting
houses, church services were held in the homes of those settlers who orr,¡ned
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the largest houses. In Steinbach the gervices rârere held in the home of
"Double Farm" owner Franz Kroeker, in Blumenort at ,,Old peter penner', the
wealthiest man in the village and the owner of a 1O5g square foot house,
and in .fefferson County at Peter Heidebrecht, ,tohann Thiessen, Abram L.
Friesen, Peter Braun and Johann Hafms. ThiE group of farmers included the
wealthiest men in the community. $
III
A second kind of Eocial differentiation within the villages was the
authority of religious leadership. It was a l-eadershíp exhibited in the
writings and work of the church Aeltesten. In October 1824 Aeltester
Peter ToewÊ, who had stayed in Russia for an additionar year, wrote a

lett'er to the church in Manitoba. He told the story of a trip he and his
family took from Borosenko to the Molochnaia and how at a guesthouse they
met a man who had a murtiple fractured reg. 'r thought of you dear
members over t,herer" wrote Toews, and prayed that "you might wark with
circumspection to take the right steps with your feet that no one might
stray like a lamb and thereby falr.,, v The story irrustrates the
dedication of church leaders to the continuity of church centered
communities in North America. The activities of the church Aeltegten and
their Lehrdienst indicates that they held the task of ryÊhologizing the
migration and givíng it meaning, of organizing the mechanisms of the move,
of keeping the church congregation together, of disciplining members in
maintaining ascetic lifestyles and of reestablishing the congregation as
the primary institution in the nevr co¡nmunity.
Providing leadership during the tumultuous year of LB74 meant
putting the migration into rerigious perspective. Timothy smith hae
written how "how the acts of uprooting, migration, resettlement and
community building became for the participants a theologizing experience.,, s
Despite the fact that many of the Mennonites had real economic reasons
for comming their leaders provided a religious meaning for the move.
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Mennonites from the Ekaterinoslav colony of Fuerstenland, for instance,

Iived on rented land whose terms were to expire in 1879. $ yet even these
poor Mennonites saw their emigration in religious terms. When their
Aeltester .Iohann !{iebe reflected. on the move in L875, he spoke of how the
troubl-ing miJ-itary laws and voting regrulations had forced his people to
emigrate "with great weakness, yet trusting in the grace of God, in the
hope that the Lord was our leader...as he was in the time of rsraer.',
The Bergthal Mennonites from a neighbouring colony faced a gimilar
shortage of land. Here 145 landless families were wait,ing for land in
L874. ut Yet theír Aeltester, Gerhard !{iebe, counselled fellow de}egates
in L873 to "not merery rook at the rand, but at the freed.om." And when
he later wrote an account of the migration his objective was to tell "how
the Lord God led us out of RuEsia with a strong hand and mighty arm.',
onry the fear of eternar judgement, wrote !{iebe, kept him from
compromising his non-resistant faith.
These viewg are found throughout the writings of Kleine Gemeinde
readers. rn a booklet explaining the events reading up to the Lg74
migration Peter Toews wrote that he hoped that his members would see "how
the hand of the Lord, here also has led you....,'6
rn the final retter
addressed to the Czar, Toews wrote that the migration became n€rcessary
because "Ít is our HoIy duty to preserve and cling to the faith of our
fathers...by walking in the footsteps of our Lord ilesus christ....,, Ø rn
@

@

fact, even after the delegates returned with the Canadian offer Toews
continued his religious tone; the temE of Eettlement may have been
attractive but, "the homeland in which an eternal nonreEistance has been
assured unto us is far better [than any condition of this worrd]" wrote
the Aeltester in August L873. t similar views were expressed by the Kleine
Gemeinde leaderg in Nebraska. fn January 1875 KIaaE R. FrieEen preached
a stermon in which he called his parishioners ,'to look upon the migration
from Russia as a test for it was truly a great alteration not only in
material ways, but that our faith was tested.'
66
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The papers of Peter Toerârs indicate, however, that the church
Ieadership did more than\preach. It was involved in every aspect of the
migration. rt soricited Eome 1200 rubles tg herp the poor make the
relocation' applied for exit visas, offered the new church building at
Brumenhoff for sare, urged members to pay all outstanding debts, took up
the legal challengeg introduced by disgruntled banned church members, and
represented individuals who could not obtain exigt visas. The 393 pages
of letters which Toe!ùs received during the course of the year of migration
from government officialg, shipping line agents, American Mennonites and
most import,antly' his pariehioners who preceded him to North Àmerica tell
of a leader at the nerve centre of the migration. These letters describe
the activities of an Aeltester coordinating the migrations of Kleine
Gemeinde people from three different colonies in Russia, of church members
and ministers reporting on births and deaths of a congregation in motion,
of settlers reporting on conditions of pioneering and configurations of
early settlements, of lay ministers saddened by complaints and divisiong
qmong the migrants, and of members confessing famity probrems and
spiritual struggles. And the church register that Toews cornmenced in 1824
to record the village of origin of each of the mêmbers, the nameg and ages
of the children of each family, and the places in which they settted in
North America also speak of a church leaderehip intent on guarding its
fl-ock. n
The reestablishment of church community $¡as not without
difficulties.
The migration had caused uneasinegs a¡nong members, resulted
in three physically aeparated Kleine Gemeinde communities, and led to
disruptions in community. For Toeh¡s the first difficulty was personal;
his own "dear mother" decided to settle in the United States. And then
in .]une, the very month of his arrival in Manitoba, he logt two Eenior
ministerg: one to the greener pastures of Kansas and the other through a
drowning accident in the Red River in lvinnipeg. other difficulties
for
Toews and his ministerial included the wide distances between the
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different Kleine

villages. The East Reserve and Scratching River
u¡ere separated by 30 miles and the Red River¡ the village districts on the
East Reserve vrere up to 15 miles apart. There were the stories of
extraordinary commitment. In September 1874 Rev. Jacob Barkman of
Steinbach walked l-O miles to preach a sermon in Gruenfeld on the very
morning in which his nine year oJ-d daughter Anna died. However mogt
members found it difficult
to attend church regularly; the diary of Abram
Reirner, now of Blumenort, tells this gtory: "ltay 4, 1879 - north wind and
dark and rainy, service in Gruenfeld but from our village nobody
went....,fuly 6, l-879 - church [here in Blumenort] at Old Penners, there
was no one there from Gruenfeld and from Steinbach there was only ,Iohann
Reimer." 6
Despite these early difficulties
loews managed to carry out hig
office and by the end of 1875 he had baptized 14 youths, married three
couples and officiated at a ministerial election where a deacon and a
minister were elected. But there were other worries. Throughout the
migration ToelÂts was faced by members who he fett lacked religious
commitment. In fact at one of the last brotherhood meetings in Ruseia
where brethren grappled with questions of emigration the matter of
"imitattingl the world in vehicles and embellished clothing" $ras raised
and "worked against." @ Then during the first four years in Manitoba Toews
had to face continual discipline problems. Betr^reen 1875 and 1879 no fewer
than 17 individuals were excommunicated or pressured to resign from the
church on a variety of charges including premarital sex, adultery, pettytheft, assault, bad debts and usury. At one meeting Toe$rE felt compelled
to warn against "slandering, greed, pride, tomfoolery and jesting." æ
Members also had to be counselled how to apply their religious values in
new situations. They were warned, for instance, not to sign citizenship
paPers which required a pledge to defend the British monarch ,,to the
utmost of my might", not to srÂrear oaths in makíng contracts, not to
Gemeinde
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deposit money in banks, and not to gro$r slack in practicing the ban on the
excommunicated.

u

Aeltester Abram Friesen's role in reestablishing community in
Nebraska is more difficult
to assess. Few of his writings from these
years have been located. There is evidence, however, that at least during
the migration and, an inítial period after it Friesen maintained. his role
ag a full fledged community leader. It was his kinghip ties to the ilanEen
family which led the Heubodner congregation to ignore the advice of David
Klasgen and settle in Nebraska. It was Friegen'E nérme which appeared as
one of the three representative of 30 families in the memorandum of
agreement between the B&M railway and Cub Creek settlerg.
Friesen,g
srermonst indicate that regular church eervices !ìrere commenced at once in
the homes of farmers from each of the four main villages, Rosenort,
Rosenhof, Heuboden and Blumenort. Newspaper reports indicate that when
Mennonite visitors from other states came calling on the Mennonites in
ilefferson County they made the home of Abram L. Eriesen a top priority. 2
The influence of church leadership on every day activities is also
apparent from the analysis of an American from ileffergon County who
recalled that the Mennonites in his county "erere without exception good
men who kept their promises. and paid their debts. The church required
them to do these things and they obeyed the church mandateÊr." ß

IV
Mennonite community hierarchy, then, was comprised of both temporal

and religious leadership. It waE¡ this leadership that eneured the
transplantation of what Raymond Breton has dubbed "institutional
completeness." For the Mennonites the crucial institutions included
private German-Ianguage schools, local vitlage governments, the estates
authority and the fire insurance agency. In each case there erere signs
of an agrarian community adapting and reacting to a neer environment with
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the intention of reproducing the community they had developed in Rugsia.
In Manitoba Aeltester Toews called five conferences over four years to
deal with situat,ions as they arose and to rebuild the community as they
had known it in Russia. Each of these conferences vras to engure an
"institutional completenegs" that the church had often left to temporal
Mennonite authorities in Russia.
The replication of the primary schoolE waE a primary concern. fn
Manitoba each of the Kleine Gemeinde villages had started a school in
November 18?4 but without a central authority to gruide curriculum and
other school standards. In keeping with their custom in Russia farmers
in each village híred teachers, usually men who had teaching experience
in Russia and provided them with rooms wherever they could be found. In
Steinbach, for instance, farmers built a 2OxL4 log house with a porch and
a six pane.window on each side and hired a local teacher for $40 with free
rent and fuel to teach 15 student for five monthE. In Blumenort a farmer
provided room in hie large sod hut for a school and a teacher was hired
for $5O plus oats, hay and firewood to teach 20 students. In Gruenfeld
farmerg similarly turned part of a villager's grasshut into a echool and
hired Dietrich Friesen, an experienced teacher, to t,each 15 students for
$10 a month pJ-us 10 loads of building material and alL the firewood he
needed.

7a

A transplanted education system, however, wag not just a matter of

hiring a teacher and providing room. In New Ruseia education had been
gruided by the powerful Agricultural Society. To fill the void in Manitoba
the church leadership stepped in. On November 19, t875, five months after
arriving ín Manitoba' Toews called a general brotherhood meeting for
Rosenfeld on the East Reserve. Here, Toews writes, "it wag decided...that
the leaderehip of the church congregation would [henceforth also]...act
as the Board of Directors of the school Eystem [and] that alt children
without exception are to be educated...." 75 !{ithin months the ministerial
sent each schoolteacher a l-etter directing that no child should be left
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to be educated at home, that teacherg should attend, Iocally organized
quarterry teacher conferences, that "r1o new ideas should be
introduced....without the support...of the school board" and that we"gthe
minísteriarl will make it our duty...to visit...the
schoors and the
teachers wiII therefore be subject to supervísion in the teaching of
reading, granmar, singing and especiatry knowredge of the Bibre....,, 6
Three yearE later these ideas were formally spelled out in an 11-point
'Schulverordnung' and formally adopted by the congregational brot,herhood. 7
So confident was the church leadership in its reestablished echool
system that in November 1875 it accepted an idea advanced by William
Hespeler that the Mennonites register their schools with the Manitoba
ProteEtant School Board and accept an annual school grant. Three years
Ìater when the plan was finalized the Kleine Gemej-nde officially accepted
the plan which includeà registration with the governmenr, a semi-annual
school visit by a government appointed school inspector, an exarnination
of aII teachers by a three man committee headed by Hespeler and a grant
of 65 centE a day to a maxirnum of g1o0 a year. That the granting system
had teeth in it vtaB seen Ín March 1879 when Hespeler summoned all teachere
to the village of Chortitz to be tested. Bergrthaler l{ennonites objected
to this government interference, opted out of the granting program and
accuged the Klei-ne Gemeinde v¡ho remained. of being .dazzled with money.n
The Kreine Gemeinde, who may have been more open to secular school
inspection as a result of living under the jurisdiction of the üolochnaia
Agricultural society schoor authority in Russia, did not share the
Bergthalerg' fear. They even complied with a recorñmendation from Hespeler
that steinbach'e young 21 year-ord t,eacher, Gerhard Kornelson, was too
inexperienced and Ehould be replaced. In February ISBO Korneleon was
released and Dietrich Friesenr a teacher with experience in Borosenko,

was

hired instead.
on ilanuary 6, L877 a second brotherhood conference was held, this
time in Steinbach, to deal with the community,s financial institutions.
æ
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of the first matterE of businees involved the "Vüaisenverordnungr,, the
regulations governing estates and orphans. Once again the brethren
confirmed a practice "as it was in Russia." Indeed the only amendment at
the January meeting to the "Waisenverordnung" râ¡as to reinforce the
church's heightened authority in the new land¡ a resolution wag passed
that statgd that the egtates regulatory agency no ronger be the
One

"Gebietsamtr" the corony governing councir, but the ,'Gemeindevorstandr,,
the church council. æ Early diaries, however, indicate that the manner in
which Mennonites settled. their estateE remained. unchanged. Mennonites
continued with partible inheritance, equitable inheritance between Erexes,
and the settling of eEtateE before a second marriage with appointed

guardians, "Gutmaennerr" to monitor the inheritance of the children from
the first marriage. Indeed the migration sometirnes was the occasion for
giuardians to review an estate. In ,January 1875 Cornelius Loewen and ,Iacob
Barkman took an "inventory of the state of affairs of those under [our]
guardianship... [that is] the minor children of Abram Loewen of his first
marriage." They ascertained that the children had exactly $663.33 and
1/3 cents "in their father's farmstead. as interest" and that each of the
four was "still at home at fathereg.,r
Related matters at the Steinbach conference indicat,e a similar
concern with continuity.
The church leadership ordered that ,,the
financiar statements of the church treasury shalt be prepared." But it
also insisted that traditional financial practices continue; for example
it ruled that "the brethren shall not loan money to banks." Traditionat
socíal boundaries required that well-to-do fa¡mers deposit their money in
the church treasury which could in turn lend it to poorer brethren at low
interest rates.
At this same meeting the brotherhood endoreed the
transplantation of another mutual aid program; the "Brandverordnungr,! the
joint Kleine Gemeinde-Bergthaler fire insurance agency, in existence since
the fall of 1874, was given brotherhood approval.
80
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on December 27, L877 a third conference instituted another change
reflecting the new environment. The brotherhood decided that each of the
three central villagee on the East Reserve was to build a meeting house.
This was a change from Russia where the church congregation had usually
met in the private homeE except for the last year or so when the Gemeinde
built a meeting house in Blumenhoff, Borogenko. School houses in Russia
were usually considered part of the temporal domain after the Cornies
reforms of the 1840s. In Manitoba the church feadership had a nerÁr statug
ag the gchool board and thuE any school house could E¡erve both as a school
and church. Two weeks after the December meeting, speciarry appointed
village school delegates met in Gruenfel-d where they agreed that each of
the meeting houses should measure a minimum of 50, x 30, x 9, and that the

satellite villages near the three central villages should aesist in the
construction. n
A fourth major brotherhood meeting vraE held in Gruenfeld on ilune 8,
1878. rt too dealt, with issues affecting the community's gocial
boundarieg and internar organization.
rt proved to be the most
controversial of these early brotherhood meetingE. Aeltester Toews berated
a group of wealt'hier church members for depositing money in Ítinnipeg banks
notwithstanding his earlier admonitions¡ the wealthier church members in
turn geem to have attempted to embarrass Toe$rs by publicly criticizing him
for violating traditional boundaries hi$self by subscribing to ,,magazineg,,
- likety the Nebraska Angiedler which some members of the Kleine Gemeinde
were reading at this time.
Despite this controversy the brotherhood did agree on the ,,need for
a constitution for each village." æ Though the villages had continued the
practice in Russia where each land ovming farmer was a member of a village

council, the "schulzenbott" headed by an elected "Schulz," the arrangement
was no!ìt for:nalized. !{ithin months of the June conference the Kleine
Gemeinde villages accepted a nine-point "Verbindungsschrift" which
outlined the Èermg of vitlage land ownership, statute 1abour, taxation,
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paEture uEe, Echoolhouse construction, "schulzen,' priviJ-eges, and resident
qualifications. ß That the church brotherhood eras wilting to enforce theee

provisions became evident in May 1879 when two men were censured by the
church brotherhood for having "written over their landg', outside the
auspices of the víIlage constitution. s
The Jefferson County settlers, of courÉre, did not have the same
latitude to build a complete set of institutions.
They had been drawn to
the United States by assurances that "special privileges" rrrere unnecessary
in a republic. N Petitions to the president and senate for special
priviJ-eges in education and block settlement had been turned down in Ig74.
Still as one American Mennonite historian has pointed out: ,,The Russian
Mennoniteg of our own !ùest also tried to transplant as much as possible
of their Russian way of life...the eerman J-anguage, the parochiat school,
interest in the migsion cause, their own hospitals, children's homes and
fire insurance companies, aII these were encouraged as they had been in
their o$tn home." s In Jefferson County the Kleine Gemeinde did reestablish
privat'e German schools, a fire insurance açtency, a mutual aid sysÈem and
a limited form of village government.
llhen the Mennonites arrived in ,refferson county the counùy r¡raE
already divided into school districts which encompaEsed Cub Creek. Each
of the Kleine Gemeinde children was at once registered in one of theEe
schools. Public school attendance, however, h¡aE not enforced. According
to one local history only 558 of the 886 chitclren in ,fefferson County
attended Echool in Lg72. s rt rârag not an unugual event then when the
Kleine Gemeinde did not send. their children to one of the public schoole. s
An early study of MennoniteE in Nebraska suggests the pioneers believed
that "the school...must be a cerman church school [in which] every subject
was taught from a religious point of view." The study describes how the
Mennonite private schools operated: "Every winter...several monthE r¡rere
devoted to religious inEtruction... ¡and becausel no separate school houses
were buirt before the 188os...private dwerrings were used.,' æ
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The Kleine Gemeinde private school system began to falter

as early
as 1880 when local American residents may have demanded universal Echool
attendance. In that year the first public school, attended exclusively
by Mennonites in cub creek, was organized. s BecauEe pubtic Echools
operated only

of the year Mennonites easily adapted. "Two months
of the year were spent in the English District schoolr" noteE one local
study based on oral tradition. However, "the Kleine Gemeinde was able to
have four or five months of German private school [in addition] to the
state district gchool." q It seems that the Kleine Gemeinde operated the
public school with a local board of trustees and after the prescribed L2
weeks of English Echool they eimply changed to German without replacing
the teacher. An advertiEement for a school teacher in Cub Creek in the
Mennonitische Rundschau in 1880, for instance, stipulated that the teacher
was to be a uennonite who could teach in both English and German. Ð The
J.2 weeks

fact,' too, that church services were held in the new schoolhouse upon its
completion in March 1880 may indicate that the congregation had a senEe
of ownership even of the public schoolbuilding. s
the second institution begun by llennonites in .feffergon County was
an inter-church fire insurance agency. The reminiscences of a Cub Creek
farmer tell the story: "As Eoon aE vre arrived in ,fefferson County in the
fall of 1874 we realized the necessity of making Eome arrangements in this
area....However before this was acted on, one of our brethren had the
miEfortune of a fire destroying his home. !{hile qre were fighting the
fire....rÁte discusged. the urgency of this matter and shortly thereafter we
elected a "Brandaertester" .... [A short time rater] it was arranged to
form an asgociation with York County and Èhe KansaEerEr. Articles were
written and accepted, as much as possible after the mod.el we had in South
Ruggia. " s

Finally there is evidence of the reestabliehment of limited village
governments and. church mutual aid organization. While the county system
had been introduced into Nebraska as early as 1854 and Jefferson County
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waE established by 1865' Kleine Gemeinde farmers etill pursued some joint
decisiong and administered the commons and hired herdsmen aE a cornmunity. s
Then, too, they continued the system of assisting the poor that they had

practÍced in Russia. In ,Ianuary L877 the lone elderly deacon in the
church' ,tacob w. Friesen, was joined through an election by 44 year old
ilacob Klassen. * The meeting of local residents in these ways, although
on a lesE elaborate and formal basis than in }lanitoba, ensured the
continuation of a Eense of community in Nebraska.
v
More important than the geographic featureg of the transplanted
Mennonite communities, then, vrere sociar factors.
By rgz5 the Kreine

in reestablishing 22 vLLLages, housing 170 families
in three main settlements; Cub Creek in Nebragka and the East Reserve and
Scratching River in Manitoba. Famers from each of the three settlement
areaE had managed to acquire land blocks, replicated the houEe-barn
architecture of Europe and adapted the Strassendorf in various ways to the
official Eurvey grid. But these descriptive features do not illuminate
the social realities that operated to maintain and reproduce thege
communities. Barth'g obgervation that geography is less irnportant in
Gemeinde had succeeded

group maintenance than social boundaries is apparent in the etory of the

Kleine Gemeinde MennoniteE. eeographical insularity was not the cruciatr
factor of importance in Mennonite community transplantation. Each of the
settlements had close non-Mennonite neighbours and was located retatively
close to major market centres which MennoniteE visited reg.urarly.
!{hat was important in the transplantation of the Mennonite
communities were internal social relationships ordered in a hierarchy of
influence and authority. Untike other agrarian pacifist sects like the
Doukhobors' Mennonites paid the highest deference to secular 1eaderg and
unlike the HutteriteE were socially differentiated.
Each of the Kleine
Gemeinde communities was organized by men who had prospered in the
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economic take-off in New Russia and had been village leaders in the old

country.
Besides this transplanted power Etructure rlraEr the church
hierarchy. Although the authority of the Aeltesten and Lehrdienst was
often questioned, they were at the centre of the migration process. They
m1Êhologized the migration, hetped members apply for exit visas, and
assisted in the negotiations of Eettlement agreements with the railway or

officials.
But the church leadership exercieed its greatest influence in the
re-establishment of old world institutions that resulted in a high degree
of "ingtitutional completeness." There were differences in the manner in
which the Manitoba and Nebraska communities organized these institutione.
In Manitoba the church congregation increased its poerer in the community
governmenÈ

and in Nebraska that power utas reduced. However, the degree of difference

can easily be overstated. It is true that the Manitobans had received a
guarantee of private school educationt yet the Kleine eemeinde there
agreed to a government appointed school inspector and a legislative

school

grant.

It ig algo true that in ilefferson County, Nebraska public school
digtrictE had been organizedÍ yetr beause public school attendance was not
enforced, the Kleine Gemeinde admÍnistered their onm private school syetem
at least until 1880. Both the I'lanitoba and Nebraska communities were also
able to replicate their inheritance practices, and mutual aid and fire
ingurance agencies. Where the Manitobans and Nebraskans diffe¡ed the most
was in local viltage government. The elaborate "verbindungsschriften,, and
"schulzenbotten" of the Manitoba villages were much more formal than the
farmer meetings of cub creek where herdsboys were hired and community
auctions planned. But these differences r^rere to be less irnportant for the
settlement' period than for succeeding decades. what wae Jrnportant for the
first five years was that a high degree of "ingtitutional completeneee,,
had' ensured

Nebraska.

a successful community transplantation in both Manitoba and
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Social etructure, church hierarchy and institutional completeness
guaranteed that the community the Kleine Gemeinde had devetoped in Ruseia
would be reproduced in North America. the differences in the social
development of Manitoba and, Nebraska were to have a significant

impact on

the communities during the first generation. In the Late lg?Os, however,
the two communities were simitar.
Neither could boast complete
geographical ieolation and both were called upon to make imaginative
strategies in maintaining social boundaries. Those strategies can be
further illuminated through a study of the role of the household, family
and economic pursuits in the transplantation procesE.
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The male world of community leadership and church institutiong

was

not the only factor which allowed. for the transplantation of a rural
solidaristic society to North America. At the heart of the migration was
the family which often dictated the timing of emigration, the prace of
initiaL settLement, the nature of secondary migrations and the very social
dynamic of village life.
The fact that the family congtituted the basic
migrating unit was highly significant in ensuring tranEplantation. It
meant that every sector of society, young parents and infirm elderty
grandparents received travel and settlement aEsistance. It meant that the

relocation could be made with minor economic upheaval as the househotd
brought with it a ready supply of labour and a willíngness to withstand
periods of subsístence. And it meant that women hrere going to pray a
crucial rore in dete¡mining the nature of migration and settrement.
The role of the family unit has been given increaging attention in
immigration literature.
Oscar Handlin who wrote about immigrant families
as being comprised of functionless men, iEolated women and rebellious
youths has been criticized by historians of urban immigrant, groups.
Taking off from the constructs of ctifford Geertz, E.p. Thompson and
Herbert Gutman' many of these historians have pointed to a dialecticat
relationship between preindustrÍal familial valuès and the new industrial
economic structures.
Mclaughlin's vrork on ltalians in Buffalo, referred
to in an earlier chapter, argued not only that families remained cohesive
during migration but that ,,crose bonds between relatives Iwithin
industrial societiesl...explain the persistence over time of inherited
1s3

ts4

values and attitudeE." 1
Hareven's stud.y of French canadians in New
Hampshire mitl towns simirarly stressed the role of the
family as migrants
made the transition to an urban society:
"...famiry contror of hiring and
job control through kinship ties were...manifestations
[not onry] of
working class behaviour but...had its roots in the ethnic...background
of
the"'workers"'."
' ,t.8. smith's examination of Jewish famities in
Providence hag noted that instead. of uprooting the famiry,
the American
city provided ethnic groups with opportunities to re-estabrish
their
boarding houses and small shops and in the proceEg to strengthen
kinship
ties' 3 synthesizing much of this new family history is John
Bodnar,E
imnigration history, The Transpranted, which argues that ,,famiries
and
households vtere the predominant form in which alr immigrants
entered the
industrial-urban economy and ordered their lives.,,
The family, however, has been stressed ress in the history
of rurar
immigrant groups. Mennonite historians, for exampre, have
focused on
church structures with their male readership. rn such an
account family
and women remain in the background. Yet a crose
examination of the famiry
during the mígration and early settrements in the Manitoba and
Nebraska
Kleine Gemeinde Eettrements indicates that it was centrarly
important in
the migration proce's.
Even within the stabirity of group-settred
communitieg it qras the family that ordered most primary
decisions,
determined one,s values, and commanded primary loyalty.
when the Kleine Gemeinde immigrants expressed emotion
it gometimes
was aEsociated with feelings about travelling as
Ìfennonites to a new rand;
more often it was associated with the cohesiveness
of the famiry. lfhen
Deregate cornelius ToeI^rE wrote home to RusEia on his
trip to North America
in 1873 he provided an objective analysis of his findings
but then,
despite the fact that hie letters $rere meant as official correspondence
a

between delegate and church, he wrote about his ,'beloved
wife and children

who lsicl

r left behind with great sorrow...and who are so very dear to
me" and enquired about his "beloved aged father.* i Other
migrants

1ss

family members died during the migration: ,'Oh,
how heart breaking for his wife...." wrote Heinrich Ratzlaff after 36 year
old Peter Frieeen suddenly died in Berlin and failed to rendezvous with
his wife in Hamburg. 6 There are the storieg of families separated at the
medicar checkpoint in LiverpooÌ¡ "oh the paín.r" $rrote Ratzraff, ,'couEin
Klassen begged the doctor that he should be allowed to proceed with us.
'Not' shouted the doctor and ordered them to return....vüith tears they
had to depart from uE." 7
The rear significance of the family unit, however, is depicted in
more than expressed emotions. A study of the ship lists indicates that
families often travelled as extended clans. Unlike chain mígrations $rhich
were characterized by bread earners preceding dependents and which rarely
Íncluded the disabled or elderly, group migrationer were more coheEive and
included the complete, extended family unit. Among the rleine Gemeinde
Eettrers were the very elderly. peter w. Toews, a welr-to-do Brumenort
farmer, wrote back to Russia in January 1875 to report that ,,Grandfather
[80 year o1d Jacob Barkman] who has had a severe ache...from suffering
extreme cord on [a wet, windy] trip here from the tRedl River....ig
completely recovered now¡ mother [73 year old Anna lviebe Toews], whose
exPreEEed deep emotion when

to be getting very sore is also completely well now - so both
of these elderly ones are once again well." s other settlers were iII.
Aeltester Jacob Kroeker of Scratching River recalled that "...the time of
migration was very difficult...
[for1 shortly after christmas [IgZ3] we
loet tvto children and our dear mother became quite iII....However, we did
not want to be left behind, so lÁre embarked on the difficult journey. As
vre traverled acroEs the ocean, mother had to be carried about on a
chair...." e Fina1ly, the importance of the family meant that the poorer
nose

steemed

of the community, who were also often the young famiries, courd
make the migration by travelling and settling in concert with theÍr more
established parents.
members

10
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The family also ensured that these settlers
.would survive the
pioneer years when resources Ìdere scarce. Stories abound of how extended
families ghared tools, stock and shelter in the first winter. Rev. ilacob
Barkman of Steinbach reported in october 1874 that he and his wife were
"Iiving with our children, the Brandts and the Goossens, in a sod hut and
now we jointty want to buitd something for the cattle.,, u rn Rosenort,
Manitoba, Heinrich Ratzlaff built, a sod hut measuring 20x24 feet with the
help of his brother-in-Iaw Isaak Loewen and his famity, who "in return
[for their labour] courd rive with rre." 12 rn Gruenfeld, the famiry of
Peter L. Dueck joined the family of his broÈher Àbram L. Dueck in a large

tent during the firgt winter. They also built a thatched leanto for their
stock, purchased an oven and in spring teamed their oxen together in joínt
sod breaking. t' Cub Creek gettler sara Friesen noted in a letter in
November, 1874 that she and her hugband were living with
"brother Isaak
Friegen" and that because they hoped. to move out soon family members from

Manitoba could come and take their place.

ra

The famity also exerted its irnportance in determining settlement
patterns. rn fact, it may be argued that the famiry waE a singurarly

important factor in determining ptace of residence. The importance of
the kinship tie between the family of Cornelius iranEen and AelteEter Abram
Friesen in leading his group to settle in Nebraska has already been
discussed. The configrurations of earry villages, however, arso tell of
the importance of the family in the migration process.
Each of the larger vitlages in both Manitoba and Nebraska contained

clan groupings. In Rosenort in cub creek two thirds of the 25 families
were directly related to three family groupings; widow Katherina Barte1
Reimer [1843-1921] wae the mother, step mother or grandmother to six
families, and both Dietrich Isaak [cat819-J-879] and Rev. peter Thiesgen
[1808-1873] were the fathers to three families.

rn Rosenort at scratching
River only six of the 29 inhabitant families were not directly related to
former Aeltester Heinrich Enns [1goz-1gg1l, to Jacob F. Friesen
[1g3g-
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L8881' or Deacon lEaak Loewen td18731. In the East ReEerve village of
Blumenort only one of the 25 families was not directty related to either
widower 'Jacob Barkman 1L794-L8751, widow Carolina plett Friesen t1g23-

18871, Àbram F. Reimer [1808-1992], or peter penner [J.916-1884]. rn
Steinbach, often considered the least cohesive of the main Kleine Gemeinde
villages' only six families srere not directly related to the Abram
F.Reimer, Peter I{arkentin or Jacob Barkman families; three of the gix were
directly related to families in the neighbouring villages of Lichtenau,
Blumenhof and Blumenort. Thus, only three of the 18 Steinbach familieE
did not have close relatives near by. Gruenfeld was dominated by four

famiry çtroups, the Duecks being the largest, forrowed by the Toews, EEau
and lEaak familieE. rn fact only two of 16 famities here r¡{ere not
directly tied to one of these four cLang.
Kinship ties were even more important in the composition of the
smaller, 5-15 family, villages. These villages rÁ¡ere usually dominated by
one extended family. Eleven of the t5 families of Rosenhof in Scratching
River counted Deregate David Klassen as their father.
rn the East
Reserve, Lichtenau, a satellite village of Steinbach, waÊ¡ comprised of
schoolteacher Gerhard S. Kornelson and the familieg of three of his
children. Neuanlage, a satellite of Blumenort, r¡úas comprised of well-todo farmer, Johann Koop [1831-1997] and the famiries of five of his
children and one niece. The smaller villages in Cub Creek, Nebraska had
simirar kinship patterns. rn Rosenhof, cub creek, five of the nine
families belonged to the clan of wealthy landowner peter Heidebrecht
15

I18L5-1896]. In Heuboden Eeven of the ten families were directly related
to Aeltester Abram I'riesen t1831-I9171. In Blumenort four of the six
families beronged to the cran of rsaak Ha'mE tlgll-l8grl.
rn Rosenthal
five of the six families were members of the,Jacob Enns clan tlglz-Igggl.
rn fact this settrement was often referred to as "Ennsedarp." The seven
villages mentioned above represent half of the Kleine Gemeinde villages
with fewer than 15 regidences and these examples indicate that small
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Mennonite villages were almost always closely associated with a single
extended famity.

Kinship ties were reflected not only in the village,s composition
but also in its internal configuration. In Steinbach where the first
settrers are said to have "agreed to draw nurnbers for their prace of
aboder" provisions which alrowed gettlers to "change praces Eo that
relatives could build alongside each other" resulted in an interesting
configuration. 16 The three main clans occupied three distinctive part,s of
the village: the children and grandchildren of Ànna Friesen warkentin
ThieEsen [1814-1843] dominated the northern third, the sons and sons-inIaw of Abram F. Reimer the centre, and the extended family of peter K.
Barkman, the milJ-er, the Eouth third.
Betüreen these three basíc famity

districts

and on the northern edge of the village,

Iived the six familieE
who were unrelated to the three clans. Less obvious, but nevertheless
sirnirar, patterns can be observed in other virragee.
rn Brumenort,
Manitoba the villagers vtere roughly organized from east to west on the
north side of the street into pockets of Toewses, Reirners, and Friesens
and on the south eide into Penners and wiebes. In Gruenfeld five Dueck
familieE lived side by side. rn Rosenort, }ianitoba four Rempel families
lived at the centre of the virrage. rn RoEenort,, Nebraska eix neimer
siblings lived side by gide or across from each other on the western edge
of the settlement. Thus even in the larger villages particular clang
found ways of coalescing. villages which contained members of a number
of clans often had informal kinship boundaríes, dividing subunits of the
viJ-lage into kinship enclaves.
A quant,itative anarysis of the proximity of family members in the
early sett'Iements does not in and of itself indicate that they constituted
the primary social unit. Personal diaries and letters from these earry
yearE' however, do. rn fact, these sources seem to indicate that inEtead
of weakening the cohesiveness of the family unit, migration strengthened
it' rn the East Reserve the Blumenhof schoolteacher, Abram Friesen, noted
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in his diary a close kinship network spanning several vilJ-ages. Friesen
wrote often of visits with his parents-in-Iaw Gerhard Kornelsons of
Lichtenau and his parents Cornelius Friesens of Blumenort. He also
recorded the rich social intercourse cultivated with his and his r.¡ife,s
siblings. Friegen went for wood with "brother-in-Iaw Gottlieb [.tahnke]"
on March 4' 1875; received a gift of fish from "brother-in-Iaw Gerhard

[Kornelson]" on March 15¡ purchased an ox from "brother-in-Iaw peter
Penner" on october 2L, 1875¡ traveled to Ste Anne with ,'brother-in-law
[Peter] unger" to buy shingres on ;fune 19, Lg76¡ attended church and went
visiting with "Giesbrechter" the famiry of his wife,s sister, on both
anri"I 15 and L6, 1876. In fact, despite Friesen's involvement with nonrelatives as a schoolteacher and "village letter writerr,, his diary for
March 1875 indicates that of the 54 visits he made or received during that
month 33 involved a parent or sibling. An examination of hig diary for
March L873, when Friesen still lived in RuEsia, indicateE that only g of
32 visits made during that month involved close kin. His diary for tg75
algo reveals that he received more visits from close relatives outside of
his own village than he did fron fellow villagers.
In instances in which the migration did separate families, concerted
efforte were made to maintain close ties over diEtances through a cloEe
network of correEpondence and visits.
Jacob Klassen of Cub Creek
17

exchanged L0 letters with relatives in Manitoba during the first

year of
settlement alone. Cornelius Loewen öf the East Reserve exchanged 16
letters with his cousins in Nebraska in a two year period in IgTg and 79.1s
A letter from Rev. Heinrich Enns of Scratching River in January lgZZ to
hig two widowed sisterg of Gnadenau, Kansas lvaE tlpical.
It recalled the
time when "qte I¡tere in Russia, " provided comfort in the face of financial
problems, and offered counger concerning the struggre of rove against
"f legh. "

le

Letters always involved more than the sharing of personal neh¡s
between two individuals.
Letters $rere important public affairs which
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served to strengthen kinship ties. rn 1877 when Erisabeth Janzen
of Rosenort at scratching River wrote her brother, Johann Janzen

Loehren

and his
wife Margaretha of Blumenhof in the Eaet Reserve, she told them of
letters
she had received from her mother and sister Aganetha in
Nebraska, enquired
about "the warkentinsr,, her husband.,e cousing in Blumenhof, and
sent a
megsage to her husband's brother, Peter Loewen of
Blumenort.,, æ Ties were

arso maintained through visitg. cornelius Loewen, his wife
and two other
coupres from the East Reserve, for instance, travelred to
scratching River
in March 1876 for a week- visits between the Manitobans and Nebraskans
were hampered until 1879 by the lack of a rairroad connection
but became
regular eventg in the following years.

rI
seeing the migration in te¡ms of famiry Etrategies provide.
an
additional perspective on the migration process. ThiE is the perspective
from the eyes of migrating women. Traditional Mennonite
studies of
migration which emphasize church groups and denominational
lines focus by
necessity on mare readers. The stories of migration which
do mention
!Ûomen usually have erements of the extraordinary.
There are the storieE
of courageous young widows who took out homesteads and farmed
with their
children: theEe incrude Katherine Reimer and Aganetha Bartel
in JefferEon
county, Karorina Friesen and Maria prett in the East Reaerve,
and Anna
Goossen in Scratching River. ^
There are stories of the ,,woman
extraordinaire" Euch as the wife of steinbach bound John s.
Friesen: ur.
Friesen was saved from two thieveg in Odessa by ,,his resolute
young wife,
who, seeing him in danger, knocked one of the wourd-be
robbers frat. ...,, D
And there are stories of fiery r^romen such as the
one reported in the
Lincoln, Nebraska Dailv state .rournal. A locar reporter
crai¡ned to have
witnessed the break up of a marriage right in the Lincoln
rairroad gtation
after a Mennonite woman categoricarly refused to forrow
her husband to
North Dakota.

.
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Littte' hol^tever' is known about the everyday experience of migrating
riromen. what was their sÈatus in the eyes of migrating men? To what
extent did they maintain social relationships during the migration that
were independent of those created by their husbands and fathers? What
influence did the women bring to bear on the tirning of migration and the
place of gettrement? what rores did they play in buirding the
settlements? What were the changes that the scarcity of farrn labour
brought to their liveE? !{hat was the effect of the migration on their
attitudee to children? BecauEe women took a much more irnportant place
within the household than they did in the rarger community, a look at
family history provides them with their own story.
Despit'e the fact that the migrat,ion did not disrupt the basic
patriarchal characteristicE of Mennonite society the migration often gave
!{omen the occasion to exert high degrees of autonomy and independence.
At least two examples of women calling on the community to act and the
community acting to meet their wishes or insights can be cited.
rn
ilanuary L874, for instance, Helena Friesen ,Jansen, the wife of Cornelius
,Jansen the Berdyansk grain trader, lrrrote Aeltester peter Toews from the
family's temporary abode in Kitchener, ontario to respond to a letter of
enquiry about the desirability of settling in Canada. Although the letter
of enguiry r^tas addressed to her husband, }!rs. ilanzen responded "because
not yet returned from his ltwo month] journey to the United
states-"
The 1000 word letter deEcribed the conditions in Southern
ontario and the sentÍments of "the Canadians [who] love Canada and say
that it is better here and those in the States [who] say that is better
out there." In an authoritative and detailed manner she compared the
climate, clothing necessities, farming opportunities, oceanliner
conditions, and the extent of religious freedom in Russia, Canada and the
United states. She concluded by pondering the meaning of "religious
freedomr" conjecturing that no government can be trusted to grant "eternal
privilege" and counserring that the "difficurt beginning,, in Manitoba
my husband has
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should present them with no insumountable problem. Ironically, Mrs.
Jangen was adviging Toews' group to stick with their Manitoba plan at the
very time that Trer hugband wag scouting the Àmerican midwegt to which he
would direct a good number of the Kleine Gemeinde. o The eeriousness with
which Toews' congreçJation considered Mrs. JanEen,s letter is apparent from
the fact that it wag read publicly in Borosenko and copied for further

digtribut,ion.

ã

Another vroman for whom the Toews group would ghow regard was
Margaretha Harder, a reportedry emotionarry weak, s4 year ord in
BoroEenko- An unmarried woman, Harder rrras a member of the Kleine Gemeinde
and was being forced by her brothers, members of another congregation and

g'uardians of Margaretha and her 4OO ruble inheritance, to remain in
Russia. The brothers insisted that she was too weak to make the mígration
and moreover that their father wouÌd have refused to allow Margaretha to
emigrate. Margaretha, however, complained about her brothers to her
Kleine Gemeinde elders, insisting that she wished to remain in the Kleine

the migration to l{anitoba. It was only after the church
leaderEhip took up her cauEe and, threatened to expose the brotherg' action
to the colony "!{aigenvorgteher" that, her brothers relented. rn the end,
the brothers ehowed their true intent by dropping their threats to
forcibly keep Margaretha ín Russia in exchange for her money. The Kleine
Gemeinde and make

did not wish to enter into a public 1aw suit at the tjme of
emigration simply put up its ov¡n money and aEgisted Margaretha in settling
in Manitoba. ã
Gemeinde who

Few women, however, became

involved in the migration,s public side.
But Èhis did not translate into powerleesness within ttre community. A
woman'E culture boLstered by woman-to-woman networkg ensured an irnport,ant
role for them within the migrating community. Diaries kept by men allude
to such networks. The L876 diary of Blumenhof schoolteacher Abram
Friesen, for instance, tells of visits his sisters paid to his e¡ife and

of the meals they cooked during a period of illnees in February and March
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1876 and of visits

she made without the company of her husband after her
recovery. A tlpical entry reads: "March 30¡ brother-in-law penner here

to pick up my dear wife and take her to their place.', !{ithin a three week
period Mrs Frieeen made three such day long excursions to visit other
lvomen of other villages. ø Abram Reimer's diary tells a gimilar story.
Here a tlpical

entry readg: "Sunday, June 22. AelteEter Toews preached.
rn the afternoon urE Peter Reimer walked to Blumenhof and. l,frE Abram penner
went with her." Sometimes huebande came home from the fields to empty
houses: "trthen r came home I discovered my wife had gone to Abram pennersr,,
writes Abram Reimer in May, Lg7g, "so r went there aE werr.,, ,
migration, of course' often threatened established, relationships
between !ì¡omen. In a letter to Manitoba in December 1876 sara siemenE
Janzen enquired about her friend Elisabeth Reimer penner. ,,rs she
healthier than ehe was in Russia?" asked ilanzen, "I often walked to her
prace lin RoEenfeld, Borosenko] but noer r no longer hear anything
[of
herl." æ But just as distances did not sever familial ties they did not
The

break female relationships.

Inetead the means to overcome thoge distances
provide some of the strongest evidenceE of social networks a¡nong women.
scoreE of letters indicating the nature of these networks are extant. In

February L877, for instance, Katherina ilanzen Klassen of Nebragka wrote
her sister Elisabeth Janzen Loewen of scratching River because ,,on Monday
vre were at 'ceschwister, H. Ratzlaffs and they told us that Mrs Klaas

Brandt had written, that you, dear sister, were not werl and that you
courd st,and some comforting. " , Later that s,ane year, in November,
Elisabeth r.oewen wrote the family of her brother Johann ilanzen in the East
Reserve and put in a speciar appear for "my dear sister-in-1aw,
[whose]
retter r received at the time that my husband waE at your prace....!{rLte
me as¡ often aE you have time....you do write go wellt,,30 ¡iÍany other
Ietters written by women and addressed to r^romen and telling of their lives
on the farm, their childbirths,

the agonies of seeing children die and of
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'their lonelinegE among strangers attest to the existence of close female
networks during the immigration years.
rt was in the context of these networks that women exercised their
greatest influence during this period. The relationships of women often
determined the place of residence of the family in the nerÂr land..
Immigrat'ion studies have traditionally focuged on the leadership men
exercised in the ProceEs of migratíon, particularly in determining the
family's ultiJllate destination. stud.ies of rurar migration emphasize the
role of the delegations of men who scouted out good farmland and
negotiated with governments and railways. Urban studies often teII of
chain migration in which men, husbands and sons, preceded women to blaze
the trail, and found work and shelter before sending for their women.
Even recent feminist studies asrsume that patrilocatíty was an automatic
feature of a patriarchal society. 3r A close examination of gettlement
patterns anong t'tennoniteE indicates that the influence of women on
migration patterns of traditional, familíal communitieE Ì^raE much greater
than is often realized. !{hile it was prirnarily male delegates who chose
the general places of settlement, such as Jeffergon county or the Eaet
Reserve' the particular place of residence was often dictated by women.
By going beyond si.rnple cengus material where families are listed
only under the name of the male head and employing the research by family

genealogists, scholars can establish the relationships between village
women' These relationghips explain why men often settl-ed in villages in
which they had no croge reratives. why, for instance, did the virrage
district of Blumenort, Manitoba have families bearing the name of penner,
unger' Broeski, Jahnke and Radinzel whose male heads had neither siblings
or parents in the district.
A plausible ansvrer can be found in the fact
that the wives of each of these five men were sieters, the daughters of
retired schoolteacher cornelius F. Friesen. lrhy did the three prominent
Kroeker brothers, .racob the Aeltester, Peter the preacher and Franz the

well-to-do fa¡mer settre in three different

vitlages?

once again

a
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plausible angwer apPears when attention is turned to the Kroeker brothers'
wives. Franz, whose wife was a eister to the Pletts of Blumenhof settled
in Steinbach just four miles from his wife,s parents. peter whose wife
a Braun settled in Rosenort where two of his wife,s sisters 1ived.
,racob Lived in Rosenhof, the village founded by hie wife,s father,

waE

Delegate David Klassen.

À high degree of matrirocality is arso revealed in more
comprehensive statistical- analysis. rn fact, an analysis for the 101
families who settled in the large Kleine Gemeinde villages of Rosenort
and Rosenhof in Nebraska, and Steinbach, Blumenort and RoEenort in
Manitoba indicates that 57 of the married men settled in villages in which

their parents or siblings also settled while 60 of the married women lived
in villages inhabited by their next of kin. These statistics may indicate
that women often led their husbands to settle in vilJ.ages in which the
woman's clan q¡aE a dominant force.

An examination of smaller villages

where single clans dominated supports this argument. rn Rosenhof,
Manitoba each of David KIaEgen's five d.aughters attracted her hugband to
settle in their father's village. In Neuanlage near Blumenort three of
Johann Koop's five daughters attracted husbands to their settlement.
Lichtenau, near Steinbach, lvaE comprised of Gerhard Kornelson and the
families of his son and two daughters. rn NebraEka each of the clan
heads, Abram Friesen of Heuboden, ilacob Enns of Rosenthal and lgaak Harmg
of Blumenort had EonE-in-Iaw as their neighbours.
secondary migrations ürere similarly

influenced by women. The
phenomenon of secondary migratione has received. increasing attention since
i:nmigration historians turned their attention from themes of frontier and
assinilation to persistence and household strategies.
rt has become
apparent that migrants moved continually, always seeking the best strategv
t2 For mogt migrant families the
of dealing with industrialization.
trangoceanic voyage eraE onry one of many moves they wourd make. This is
the case even for exceptionatry stabre migrating groups euch as rural
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¡lennonites' once these settlers had made an initial settlement they
often
uprooted within a year or two. A comparison of the lgz4 composition
of
steinbach, Brumenort and Gruenfeld to the compositíon of those virlages
Eeven years rater indícates that as many as 20+ of
the settlers made
secondary migrations. 33 rt is also known that ag many
as Ll of the 60
families who came to ,refferson county by lggo had first settred
in
Manitoba' s Another five families migrated from Nebraeka to
Manitoba. 5i
v{hire the motivation for these secondary migrations often
wag economic,
many látere also made for kinEhip reasonE and in this
factor the influence
of women is most apparent.
A serieg of retters written between Lg74 and rgg2 by an erderry
widow, sara ilanzen of ,refferson county, to her three married
daughters in
Manitoba iE indicative of the infruence a woman courd bring
to the
situation' rn october 1874' a'month after arriving in ,tefferson
county,

ilanzen wrote her children in Manitoba¡ ,,oh how difficult
we have to live Eo far apart from you. can it be

it is for me that
no other way? rt is a
great E¡orrow for me, but of what uge is that? r wirl just
have to reEign
myself to thig fact. Dear daughter Agnetha, you wrote me
that you would
love to have me live in your home which r too would rike to see.
Hohrever,
r don't know how to get there. r have often said r would rike
to make the
journey with rsaak Harms but have not spoken
about the Eituation with
them- why don't arr three of you families come here.
rt wourd be a
delight for alr of uE!" ff Ílhen word came three months rater
that at reast
one her daughters and her husband, Heinrich Ratzraff,
were moving from
Manitoba the report from Nebraska was that ,,mother r^¡as
very happy.,,
sara ilanzen, however' I¡tast not eatisfied. In Eucceeding letters
she
made special preas for the famities of her other
two daughters to come to
*
Nebraska'
rn one Letter she compared. herEelf to the Hebrew patriarch
Jacob and identified with his grief at being separated
from his children.
Arthough only one of her three daughters eventuarry
came to Nebraska the
fact that sara ilanzen thought it within her povrer to sway
the decision of
37
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three well-to-do sons-in-Iaw ig sígnificant and reflects on the gtatus of
r¡ùomen in the private sphere of Mennonite society.
Ironically, during the very time that ilanzen rÂras imploring her
children to move to Nebraska another matriarch was beggíng her children
to stay in Manitoba. Àccording to this story 62 year old Elisabeth Rempel
Reimer stopped her Eon and son-in-law, Klaas R. Reimer and Abram s.
Friesen, tater Steinbach's two foremost entrepreneurs, from joining the
Kleine Gemeinde movement to relocate in NebraEka. The story tells how in
the spring of 1876 when it began to appear that grasshoppers would destroy
the crops for the second successive year the Reimer clan gathered for a
sunday afternoon visit

to plan a strateg'y of defense. After the two
influential brothers had indicated their plans of leaving Manitoba their
mother spoke up: "Thig we do not vrant to do," she declared, ',for the dear
Lord has heard my prayer; He has protected us on our journey here. And
we do not want to leave. Instead we want to remain faithful...in
our
calling and not become discouraged. I have faith in God that He will
bless us and that we wirl have our bread.,' According to the narrator,
"her chirdren were obedient, [did not move] and became succegsful..
It was not onJ-y grandmotherg who influenced secondary migrations.
In l-875 when the Heinrich Ratztaff famiJ-y arrived. in JefferEon county a
debate arose over whether they would settle in Heuboden close to hj-s
brother-in-Iaw or in Blumenort next to his cousin ,Johann HarmE who had
just preceded Ratzlaffs in coming from Manitoba. Apparently the decision
to gettle in Heuboden was reversed !ìrhen Harms, 35 year old wife, Agnes,
threatened that if Ratzlaffs "would not live in the Harms village then
they would return to llanitoba." Another incident in 1875 tells how 21
year old Aganetha Penner of the East Reserve tried to convince her lonely
sigter-in-1aw, Margaretha Penner ilanzen at Scratching River to settle
closer to her relatives3 "We would Eo like to have you in our midst! Acht
If it would only be possible for us to live close to one another so that
we might encourage one another to work diligently in the vineyard of the
3e
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Lord." A postscript to the letter sounded a similar note¡ "My love for
you is Eo strong that I cannot but write a little more....How I would like
to be with you: but it Ís not possible and r am left thinking of you. r
hope, however, that you move here, and then, r think ]-ífe witr be easier
for you asr there are more of your brothers and sieters here...."
Interestlngly enough a short ti¡ne later, much to the surprige of ,fohann
ifanzen's relatives, the üanzen family moved across the Red River to the
village of Blumenhof, just a mile from }fargaretha,s parents and many
siblings in Blumenort. 0
If secondary migrations reinforced female networks, the transplanted
household ensured that the role of women as child bearer, Eustenance
producer and homemaker seems to have remained unchanged. There are

Eome

signs that during the fírgt year or so women were called on to exert
themselves in cerear production in a üray they had not in Russia. E.K.
Francis quotes John Lowe, the Canadian Secretary of Agriculture, on hís
vigit to the EaEt Reserve in LB77¿ "every man, vroman and chird is a
producer. Women were ploughing in the fields, thatching roofs and girls
Iilere plastering houses." al John !{arkentin quotes an Anglo-Canadian
traverrer who noted how, in 1976, I'lennonite women participated in
threshing grain by pitching sheaves into the path of the threehing Etone.
Initial sod breaking certainly stretched famity labour resourceg to their
limit- And the fact that lfennonite farmers were compelled to work their
land without a large cheap labour pool as they were used to in Rusgia and
that it waE not till
1876 that farm mechanization alleviated thig
pressure, compelled them to work the fields.
a2

still,
continued high birth rates and letters describing their
Iifeworlds indicate that most Mennonite women continued uninterrupted
their domestic roleg. While specífic birth rates for LB74 are not known
there is no sign that the rates dropped during these tumultuous yearE.
Babies were born throughout the migration months. censuE records for 1gg0
and infant mortality figrures of 338 reveal that during the migration year
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of L874 l7 children were born to the 53 .refferson County Mennonite
families. ß Genealogical records indicate that eight children were born
in 1874 to the 23 families who settled in Blumenort, Manitoba in that
year. * In fact in a letter written by Delegate Toe$rs in August 1874 just
after arriving in Manitoba he reported that in his group of 63 familieg
two children had been born enroute and, another two at the immigration
shelters; arr "without comprication" so that ',thíngs are going very welr
at the present." a5 These figures would indicate that the birth rate
remained unchanged at around five percent.
The continued preoccupation of women with children is underscored
by the letters they maited one another. Almost invariably after the
opening paragraph of salutat,ion, enquiries of health and the quotation of

a religious phrase women wrote about their children.
These }etters
indicate the restrictions that children placed on their mothers, Iives
and that they kept their mothers indoors while husbands went out to the
fierds and to the city for purchaseE. on November 6, Lg74, for instance,
Katherine Krassen, ended her retter because ',rittre [Èwo year old]
Aganetha does not want to ret me write more - write often
- a hearty
greeting from my husband... [who] is going to Beatrice tomorrow to buy
potatoe9.', 6
The let'ters also speak of the emotional involvement of women with

their children-

emall chitdren died it was the feelings of the
mothers which were described. Grandmother sara ilanzen wrote her chitdren
in Manitoba in october 1874 that "tiny granddaughter Sarah" had died and
When

how sarah'E mother had exclaimed

in "the deepest agony: ,oh but how lve Eo
17 But it waE also the women who wrote

dearly wanted to keep her....tt
about the joy of children.
Five months after little
sarah,s death
Grandmother Janzen again reported on a granddaughter: ,,....our smarL
Aganetha is walking about in the room and is at the present tirne very
amused. r so often am derighted by her.tr rn a subsequent retter she
enquired about a third granddaughter: "Little Katherina is she still so
-
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full of love?" Ehe agked her daughter Elísabeth ilanzen in December 1876. s
Children were also often a Eource of pride for women. fn June 1877
Sara Friesen wrote her sisters and reported that they now had a second
"rittre sarah" and that "Aganetha can already speak a littre and is
already quite helpful . In fact rfüe can now fill our tasks entirely with
the help of our own childre¡l." o' In November, 1875 Anna Ratzlaff enquired
in her letter to a sister in lifanitoba whether "the children are already
helping out on the farm.t' s The fact that women enjoyed the company of
older children is revealed in a March 1875 letter in which a grandmother
reacted to a bundle of letters she received from her grandchildren: "Nor¡t
I want to turn my attention to my beloved grandchildren. You have aII
written so much to me...Corneliug Janzen [age 11] you can already write
so wellt I was amazed! Margaretha [age 8] can write as weII and Johann
[age 7] - r wag able to read the whore thingt Also Loewen,E rEaak [age
8, can write so well.],'
The irnportance of chitd rearing in the Mennonite communities is
further underscored by the demand for maids that pervaded the early
Eettlements. Diaries are filled with references to men travetling
distanceE of up to 30 mireg to hire maids. on Aprir 2g Lg7g, for
instance, Abram Penner of the East Reserve drove the 15 miles from
Blumenort to Heuboden to pick up a maid only to discover that she and her
family had moved to the West Regerve. He then had to go to Gruenfeld
where he "got P. Toeqrs'Katrina for two weeks.,, on,June 4 in same year
,rohann Reimer of steinbach stopped in at Brumenort on his way to pick up
a maid in a neighbouring vilJ-age. 52 Letters reflect a si:nilar situation.
on ,fune J.1, L877, for instance, Isaak Loerden from Scratching River wrote
to enquire about a maid on the East ReEerves "!{e have heard that there is
a girl available in Schoenthalr,' wrote Loe!ùen to his brother, ,'Eend us
notice if she is available for we must have a girlt
Harms will be there
on Friday so maybe he could take her along if ...,fanzen cannot.,, 53 !{et
nurseE continued to be in demand and received around 91.25 a week for
51
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their services. Cornelius Loeeren notes in his diary that on Àugust 1,
1876 after hiE wife died he took eight week old "ilohann to Toewses for 20
weekg for $25."
That women carried on the homemaker duties as they had known them
in Russia is also apparent from the speed with which lfennonites
reestablished a famitiar physical environment. The early reports of
miserable liveE in sod huts, tents, log houses and tarpaper clad dwellings
soon gave way to descriptions of comfortable lives in small, but roomy
frame houses which contained plastered walls and painted wooden floors.
A Gruenfeld pioneer recalled that after the first winter in a sod dwetling
"the virraçters' having more time on their hands, began buirding quite
roomy houses according to the custom of the old homeland.', t In Blumenort
three frame houges were built during the first fatl.
One of these was
described in an early letter: "we have a warm roomr,, rrrrote a virrage
leader in January 1875, "it ig 19 feet wide and j.5 L/2 feet long and
contains a small oven of burned bricks. The work room is ag long and 12
feet wide and contains the cooking Etove.,, 55 By rg76 when il.w. Down, a
Department of Agriculture official, visited Scratching River he noted that
"each family tiv[es] in a weII built and in Eome caseE even very large
frame houge." s In fact, a Eurvey of 36 hougee built between 1874 and l8Z9
in Steinbach, Blumenort, Gruenfeld and Rogenort, Manitoba indicates that
early houses had an average living area of 626 square feet. t
Similar reports of frame houses came from Nebraska. Just t!,ro monthg
afÈer arriving in *fefferson County Sara Friesen wrote her sister in
Manitoba that "we have five men building roome and. two are working on the
roof...if possible we would like to move in on Sunday for we are sti1l
living with brother rsaak Friesen.,' s some of the houges erere not
adequately prepared by winter ti¡ne.

Katherine Klassen wrote her gister
that' a cold April wind had blorvn up "so much that it got too cold for our
houEe which is wrapped from the outside with tar paper and is nailed out
from within wíth painted boards." s Yet in a letter to The chicaoo Daily
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Tribune in January 1875 Cornelius ,tansen noted that the cub Creek Kleine
Gemeinde had no sooner arrived in the county that they "went to work to
erect buildings, and by this time [they are all eheltered] in their own
comfortable houses." @ The following summer more houseg were built. ,I
have built a house, 40 feet long and L4 to 22 feet wide [which]....becauge

of the shingle eiding...coEt $2O0" wrote Heinrich Ratzlaff just months
after moving from Manitoba.
The preoccupation with furniture making in the first year or so
reflects a Eimilar attempt to replicate familiar home settings and the
6t

kr'nd of domeEtic life women !ùere called to live.

one East Reserve farmer

wrote on october 2L, 1BZ4 that "r am presently working inside, making a
table and resting bench. The bed and cradle I constructed ear1ier....,,
Then too there was a concerted effort made to reestablish the kitchen as
it had been in Russia. one woman from Heuboden in ilefferson County wrote
in November L874 that "we wigh to conEtruct a Russian oven [for our
kitchenl because the American methods d.o not satisfy us.,, ß

@

The fact, too, that women were noted to be planting flowers within
the first few years is significant. one American from Jefferson county
noted that the Mennonites who "I^rere eager for pleasant surroundings...at
once planted trees and flowers about their homes....,,4 Abram Reimer of

the East Regerve noted in his diary for May 6, L87g that his daughter-inIaw "Mrs Ab- Reimer planted her flowers yesterday....and in steinbach
[our
daughterl t{rs Ab. Friesen has arready planted a great part of her
.flowerg. "

If a world of children and domestic duties represented carry overE
from their life in Russia so too did their duties as producerg of family
sustenance. rt was the woman's duty to work the gardens, milk the cows,
gather eggs. rf men set out to reestablish their farms by purchasing land
and stock, breaking sod and cutting tumber, erecting buildings and trading
with the eity, women continued in their rolee aE society,s gatherers. It
was a division of labour which even the lack of wage labour and the
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pioneer conditions of the frontier would not alter significantly.
Abram
Friesen's diary indicates that it was he who plowed the fields; it was his
wife who eecured eggs for the brooding hen. Cornelius Loeqren,s diary

indicates that it was he who traverred to winnipeg to trade; it was hie
wife who stayed at home to care for the poultry and cows. Àbram Rei:ner's
diary reveals that he did the sawing of wood while it was his wife who did
the sewing tilt al-L hours of the night.
It was a divigion of labour, however, which brought men and women
together in a common pursuit - the advancement of the household economic
unit. The farm was a family run affair and both men and women regularly
wrote about its weII being. Men did write more about church affairg then
did women and women wrote more about children. However, both reported
regrularly on farm activities, weather and the state of crops and ani:nals.
rt is interesting to note, however, that men and women appear to take
different approaches to analyzing the farm. Men tended to speak of size,
number of acres put to wheat, size of the dairy herd and configuratl-on of
buildings. Women, on the other hand, talked more about the yield and the
health of crops. tfen reported more often on cereal graine and cattle
herds while women described the gardens and the nature of faIl slaughters.
Note the forrowing letters written by women in L877. rn .June, Anna
Ratzlaff of Cub Creek closed a letter begun by her husband in which he
devoted his space to an analysis of church schiems. She devoted most of
her space to talking about her children and describing the state of the
farm: "Now r will report to yorlr " wrote Anna after her salutation, ,'that
we are thinking of Eoon cutting the rye which has grorrrn tall.
The wheat
and barley are also very nice. If conditions remain we can expect a very

nice harvest. lhe grasshoppers have not yet done much damage. The
potatoes are doing well as are laying hens and the garden vegetableg are
aIEo doing well." 6 In November, Elisabeth Loer^ren of Scratching River also
finished a letter begun by her husband. After describing the state of
the family health and inviting her in-laws of the East Reserve to come
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for a visit she wrote¡ "novr f will report that we have glaughtered two
good pigs and also 'sraughtered some 35 chickens arso of good quality;
wheat we received 500 bushels from 24 acres however there was much gmut

in it; barley we received 115 bushels from four acresi potatoes, however,
yielded very bad1y, only about 10 bushels and of those many $¡ere green.,' 6
Ratzlaff and Loewen were mothers and keepers of framehouses; they were
also domestic producers, vitally interested in family sustenance and in
the economic Etate of the hougehold.
IIT
The migration procecE cannot be understood by merely examining the

male dominated public side of the relocation. The church congregations
and village organizations may have formally maintained social boundaries

but the family wag the grist of everyday social life of these migrating
people. Family units dete¡mined the timing of migration and Eettlement
patterns. They allowed a complete transplantation of a community complete
with young and old, healthy and infirm, poor and wealthy settlers. Famity
cooperation helped settlers pool resources and meet the demands of the
frontier.
The family's function and primordial loyalties engured
replicated kinship networkg. fn both the Manitoba and Nebraeka
communities vilrage configuration was shaped by kinship ties.

rn the

Iarger víIlages containing more than 15 households, most residenceg were
members of one of the three or four village-based clans. In the smaller
villages the majority of households were members of a single clan head,
often ùhe founder of the village. Diaries and letters indicate Ei¡nilar
kinship networks at work over distances, bringing relatives of different
villages and even the various settlements together for common economic
purposes or social events.
The family is crucial to an understanding of transplanted Mennonite

Iifeworlds because it was within that private sphere that vromen exerted
their influence in the settlement process. some women caught the
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attention of the public worrd; but they were widows or women caught in
unusual circumstanceE. In most instances $romen played their roles within
families. !{ithin this sphere they paid little deference to írnportant men.
Vitlage headmen and well-to-do land.owners were invited, someti$es ordered,
by wives, sisters and mothers to settle in certain places. The influence
of women ín the crucial decision of famity reeidence ig apparent from
gtatistics that indicate matrilocality and patrilocality were equall.y
imporant factore in determining where a family might settle. Letters and
diaries indicate similar patterns of influence.
Finally' the importance of the fanily is also underscored by the
fact that the migrants were houEehold producers who d.epended on both men
and women as well as children to procure sustenance and the reeourceE to
reproduce the family farm for the next generation. This is the theme we
will explore next.

CHAPTER 8

I
The reestablighed family farm v¡as a crucial component in the
Mennonites' scheme to reproduce a soridaristic, agrarian community in
North America. rt was an economic unit which suited well the lfennonites,
concept of community with its well defined sociar boundaries and emphasis
on the household unit. To establiEh the small household farm in North
America, however, required accommodation to new environments.
white New
Russia, Manitoba and Nebraska rÂ¡ere grassrand areas, possessed of
continental climateE and quickty deveroping globally integrated economies,

the three places differed significantly.
Manitoba'E economy, for exampre, was regg deveroped and Neþraska,g
economy more sophisticated than the one in Ekaterinoslav
or Taurida.
These Russian provinces did not have railways as did
Nebraska in the lg'Os
but, with a werr developed system of river and seaports they were
more
highry export oriented than lfanitoba of the lg7os. Then, there were
physical differences- !{hile Jefferson county, Nebraska and
Borosenko,
Ekaterinoslav had a eimirar topography, soir and mean temperature,
Manitoba was frätter,

colder and at places more ... forested. And white
Borosenko with its 12 inches of annual precipitation was
a semi-arid
prain, the East Reserve and .fefferson county had humid environments
with
annuar precipitation of 23 and 29 inches respectively. Finally,
there was
a difference in the rand-labour ratio. rn llanitoba and Nebraska rand
was
readily available and cheaper and 1abour much more gcarce and
expensive than it was in RuEsia. Thus, whire more famiries had
the

much more
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opportunity of owning their own farms in North America, traditional rrrays
of farming with wage labour was not possible.
Despite these differences the Mennonites' attitudes to their farms
and their interaction with the market place would resemble those in
Russia. As in Russia they maintained high degrees of self sufficiency,
subgcribed to religious proscriptions against conspicuous consumption and
merchant activity, and operated their farms as household economic unitg.
As in Ruseia they lived in villaçtes, valued good farmland, borrowed money
within the community at fixed interest rateg and emphasized grain
production over"cattle production. As in Russia, too, farmerE used both
money and payments in kind, both local and external markets, and practiced
both a "moral economy" and commercial farming. As in Russia farmers used
their relationships with the outside to boleter the strength of those
within. Earnings derived from sales in the market place were used to pay
for "institutional completeness" and to secure the meanE to reproduce
their household farms for gucceeding generations.
Traditional l.tennonite historiography has seen l.fennonite farmerE,
especially those in Manitoba, aE peaeants who separated themselves from
the market place. C.A. Dawson úrrote in 1936 that the "Mennonite tradition
of eerf sufficiency and their crustering together...made for grow
adjuetment to large scale farming and [the] western money economy." 1 In
1952 E.K. Francis noted that the story of Manitoba Mennonite farmers from

the time of immigraÈion to the L950s could be told as "the adjustment of
a peasant group to a capitalistic economy." He stressed their isolation,
their solidaristic village communitieE and their proscriptions against
individualism. Using the congtructs of Robert Redfield, Francis suggested
that the peasant is someone who farms ,'as a way of life... [and draws
satisfaction not froml profit, capital, personal comfort, or conspicuouE
consumption... tbutl from work werl done, from the irnprovement...of hig
holdings...and from...providIing] for future generations." 2 This analysis
has become a standard interpretation,
particurarry for Manitoba
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Mennonítes. In 1961, for instance, ,fohn Ítarkentin studied the East
ReEerve and concluded that "nowhere else in North America haE a peasant
culture...been so re-establighed. "
However, the Kleine Gemeinde farmer immigrants to North Àmerica,
and even in poorer Manitoba, $rere no more inclined to a peasant exiEtence
than they had been in New Russia. Not only were they politically free
fatmers, their solonies in Russia and in North America were being
increasingly integrated into capitalist, market economiee after 1850.
Their community and religious values dictated the extent of that
involvement and the degree of personal consumption. Still the immigrants
in both Manitoba and Nebraska were clearly bent on becoming commercial
farmers. They saw land ag a commodity and worked to Eecure cash and
credit to acguire it.
They geared their cropping patterns and
agricultural methods to produce commodities for an export market economy.
They set up a ready supply of internally generated credit and accepted a
Eystem of payment which included both barter and money. They accepted a
d,egree of farm mechanization as a substitute for the seasonal labour pools
which had helped build the wheat economy in Russia. And they acquired
goods and services in nearby towns and cities.
The Mennonite immigrant
farmers in North America vrere able to replicate their lifeworlds aE
household commodity producers.
3

a

IT

Insularity, one of the typological characteristicg of a peasant
society' was not a value at the center of Mennonite ethos. It has already
been noted in chapter six that Mennnonite households were less intent on
securing geographicalty isolated villages than they were in establishing
solidaristic communities with well articulated social boundaries. Despite
the importance that Mennonite delegates are gaid to have placed on
territorial
separation and isolation, it is clear that even conservative
Mennonites, such as the Kleine Gemeind.e, chose their settlements more with
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an eye to market opportunities and fertile

land than isolation.

Manitoba,

cont'rary to the musings of Frank Epp, was not chosen because of its poorer
quality free land and isolation from the world but in spite of theee

drawbacks. The Kleine Gemeinde had not been isolated in New Russia and
they had no intentíon of being isolated in the New World. Borosenko had
been a community wtrich they had shared with other less traditionaliet
Mennonites, Ukrainian labourerg and Jewish merchants and craftEmen. They
had been within a short day's travel of a river port and market center.
rn the New lfortd they wanted no fewer market opportunities.
The wigh for good tand did not mean that Mennonites lacked
religious purpo9e. ilust as their diaries deEcriblng day to day activities
often expressed religious feelings so did their accounts of choosing
settlement sitee. fndeed religion was on their mind.s when they made a
decision to gettl-e in either Manitoba or Nebragka. Aeltester peter Toews
may have exclaimed about

the "favorable

ne!ìrs" brought by Toews and Klassen

in 1873 that the "government has reserved eight townships of tand near the
city of winnipeg...[of which] every family and every person over 21...iE
to receive 160 acres as a gift.,'
But he was guick to add that "what
is...most important [is that]...in otta$¡a...they have received written
confirmation that in t{anitoba we wiII have complete freedom of faith and
consequently we will also have complete freedom from any form of military
gervice. "
5

The Kleine Gemeinde who choge the United StateE reflected on the
religious implications as well. Jacob Klassen of ,reffergon county was
put on the defensive in october 1874 when relatives in Manitoba wrote and

asked bruntry v¡hy his group had not even sent a delegation to Eee
Manitoba. At the first church meeting on septemebet 2, wrote Klassen, r
did "ask why the trip to Canada had not been taken. The answer was that
cornelius ifansen had, advised them tthatl the state of freedom was the same
here as in British [countries]. Às the Eituation here and there wag to
be the sa¡ne so r was satisfied....one can [after arl] arways move from
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here to [Canada]. " 6 Abram Thiessen of Nebraska was more aggreggive in his
analysis. In fact' in LA77 he visited Manitoba specifically to urge

fellow Kleine Gemeinderg to move to Nebraska where they could live under
republican "freedom" and dispense with corruptible monarchism.
7

Usually, however, religion was not used to evaluate choice of
settlement. When Nebraskans and Manitobans ghared notes about their
respective settlements and attempted to lure their kin and friends to
settle with them, they wrote about crimate and soir tlpee and prices.
Letters from Nebraska compared the moderate clirnate, the fertility of the
soil and the lay of the land to that in Russia. A letter of ilune, 1875
toLd of grain heading in earry June, of herds of mirch cows, of the
absence of grasshoppers; it was a rist of blessings ending with the
declaration that "I am more and more convicned that this will turn out to
be a good region." t The letters also asked guestiong about uanitoba,s
hostile climate.
"rs Manitoba's winter bearabre?" teased one
correspondent,' "or wiII there be those who will experience what the
Israelites went through in the wilderness after leaving [the comfort of]
Eglpt?" e Letters from Manitoba admitted that "December and...January have
heavy frostr" but insisted that "the climate is very hearthy and...quite
invigorating. The winter here in Manitoba is not nearly as bad aE many
who have never been here think." 10 others spoke about the abundance of
lush grass and the availability of firewood so that, as one farmer put it
in míd-.ranuary 1875, "concerning the day to day affairs lof living in
Manitobal I have no concern.,,
11

The process by which both the Toews and Friesen groups chose their

respective settlement sitee in Manit,oba and Nebragka in 1874 reflects the
value Mennonite farmers placed on productive land. In the United States,
Kleine Gemeinde delegates teft their familiee in upstate New york to
travel- to the midwest with Peter JanEen who had explored it earlier that
year with his father. JanEen recommended they settle in.fefferson County,
because, as the Fairburv Gazette put it, ,'hig candid opinion iE that the
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southeastern Part of Nebraska is the best agricultural region he has yet
seen. "
Nebraska, according to Jansen Ì^raÊr "a happy medium as far aE
climate is concerned." t2 A mean temperature of -8 degrees celsiug in
,tanuary and 27 degrees in ,fuly and a growing seaEon of 163 days meant that
it resembled the environment of Ekaterinoslav. Precipitation of almost
78 centimetres a year promised cropE unheard of in the semi-arid provincee

in eouthern Russia. 13 The Kleine Gemeinde scouts agreed to foLlow ilansen,E
advice and settle in ,IefferEon County because as itaneen wrote later: "the
with me had been successful fa¡mers in Russia, and while of
courEe not familiar with American conditions, knew good tand and goil.,' r{
!{hile the 1856 Eurvey field noteg declared Cub Creek ,'Eecond rate
Iand" this judgement was based more on the fact that ',the surface [wag]
gently rorling prairie Iwhich] was entirely destitute of riving
water... Iand contained¡ onry a smarl quantity of timber...of poor quality"
than the absence of good soil. tt In fact the township had the second most
extensive coverage of "dark brown to nearry brack crete sirt roam,, in
,reffergon county. 16 Arthough the row lande arong cub creek in the
northern and central part of the tovmship had been settled by American
corn and cattle growers, the Mennoniteg purchased most of the upper landg
men who were

whích were highly adaptable to wheat growing.

lfanitoba bound settlerE were also motivated by a search for good
Iand. While they valued sweeping military exemptions, they also valued
the opportunity to become commercial wheat producers. The problem in
Manitoba l¡vas that the best land wag often inaccessible due to the
province's primitive transportation infrastructure. Land in the Riding
Mountain area htas rejected in 1873 because it was too far from Íilinnip"g. tt
Instead the Eagt Reserve, which lay relatively close to !{innipeg and

close to the Red River, the major transportation link with the rest of the
world, was chosen. The problem with the EaEt Reserve, however, was that

of it ruas parkland or badly drained prairie. The debate about the
economic viability of the East Regerve began the moment the delegates saw

much
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it in 1873. Even the four Mennonite delegates who chose it as their home
were not completely satisfied.
rn a retter to the Department of
Agriculture in ,IuIy 1873 they asked about the possiblity of "another
Iocation than the present one which you have reserved for us [which might]
suit us better...." 18 That the acceptability of the East Reserve had not
been regolved became evident on the day that the first contingent of
K1eine Gemeinde settlers arrived in Vüinnipeg on ,fuly 31.
On that day a major rift devetoped among the 63 Kleine Gemeinde
.
farmers. Heinrich Ratzraff, an 1874 settler, explaine what happened upon
their arrival in glinnipeg: "Novr l{e experienced anxiety and discontent.
Hespeler calLed our headmen D. Klassen and c. ToewE... ¡and a few others
to hisl office. ltr. Hespeler explained to us t,hat the only land available
to us was on the east side of the river at which point C. ToerÂrs agreed and
immediately wanted to go upstream....to make it his home. D. Klaesen, on
the other hand' was opposed to this [and insisted]...that the land on the
east side was too low for tilling the soil....!{hen Hespeler saw that he
could do nothing wíth these two old immigrants he recommended land on the
Red River." Klassen, however, seemc to have been unhappy with this option
as well and when he was informed by Hespeler that choice land which he had
reserved previously was no longer available, he is said to have declared:
"Alright if that is the case then I and my children will go to the west
Eide [along the Scratching River] where the 1and is higher.,, le
Klasgen's opinion seemE to have been shared by many other Kleine
Gemeinde families.
Peter Dueck, a farmer who would settle on the Eagt
Reserve wrote back to RuEsia in August L2 to report on a meeting of Kleine
Gemeinde farmers the day they arrived at the immigration sheds on the Eagt
Reserve. Dueck recorded the comptaints of gome of the farmers: "On this
Iand we will be flooded out. There is nothing here to be cultivated, on
this rand r have to first clear the shrubs...r can,t buird here and go
on. "' Dueck and others tried to point out to the complainers that they
were too hasty in their judgement. Dueck reports that although he too wag
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unhaPpy with the land he saw, he addressed the meeting with the wordg:

"People have patiencet...We have not yet Eeen one tenth of the reserved

Iand. There are three townships which Klassen told us about, if they can
be found we wiII surely Eee a difference. LeÈ us first see them!" The
next day a contingent of men, not including Dueck who at 300 pounds found
walking difficult'
Ieft to travel the 10 to L2 miles to the eastern edge
of the reE¡erve where they did find weII drained land. lfhile the discovery
of better rand artayed some of the fears, others, particularry the poor,
found comfort in the abundance of wood on the East Reserve. '
That Kleíne Gemeinde farmers were able to find land suitable for
grain production is evident from aurveyor reports. !{hile ,fohn Warkentin
has written that much of the reserve wae "eirnply...not suitabLe for
farming" each of the three major settlements that Kleine Gemeinde farmerg
founded lÂtas surrounded by land highly recommended by early surveyors. The
Steinbach settlers chose the very sections in Township 6-6E which the
Eurvey recorded aE "most desirous for settlement...being chiefly prairie,
the Eoil good and free from stone...to the south and west [of which]...are
Iarge bluffs of building timber and excellent hay." The Gruenfeld area
settlers choge land in the part of the Township 6-58 ,'containing a J-arger
extent of prairie rand guitable for farming." Finally, the Brumenort
settlers chose land ín Township 7-68 which wag traversed with ,,ravines
which effectually drain it of aII surface lvater" and contained soil which
"!úas a deep cray roam, easiJ-y worked and werr adapted to agricultural
purposes. " ã
Despite the existence of these parts of the East Reserve several
farmers who explored the reaerve remained. unsatigfied. Among these was
Heínrich Ratzlaff. He later wrote that after examining the East Reserve
he and a number of his friends drove over to Scratching River. After
examining it, wrote Ratzraff later, we "d,iscussed the possibility of the
weEt gide [of the Red River] having an advantage to the eaet, side and it
seemed that we five people aII had the discern¡nent that this land rÁraE more
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Euited for titling soil. tonl a dried up tree lthat] stood nearby....r
wrote the...words'rt
is good here, let us buird houses.,',2 From the
standpoint of wheat growing the choice sras a good one. Surveyors who
explored the townships along the Scratching River in 1872, reported that
"there is nothing to hinder gettlement...except the want of timber... [for]
the soil [of tovmships 5-1 and 6-1] cannot be surpassed for richnese and
is beautifutly divergified with dry prairie suitable for cultivation
and...prairie producing a heawy growth of...wild grase.,'ts
The concern about good farm rand not onry sprit the Manitoba
community but led to a significant secondary migration in 1875. Despite
the fact that Peter ToewE' çtroup had made a fi¡m decieion in Russia to
settle in Manitoba rather than Nebraska or Kansas a number of migrants
remained unsatisfied with that decision.

In ilune IBZ4 while enroute to
llanitoba Rev. Abram Klassen wrote to Peter ToeÌrs to confesg that only with
the "help of the Lord" would he be able to gettle happily in Manitoba.
"I know that everyone here knows that I would have preferred to go t,o the
United states." ã KlaEsen's doubts did not leave him and he finally moved
to Nebraska. one of his neighbours recatls how it happened. During the
winter of L874 and z5 "many of our people began to get ideas of moving to
Nebragka since letters received from [there] spoke about...warm weather.
!{hen they...were already seeding rìre were still experiencing a cold winter

with much snor^r. Finally [in May] our [preacher] Abr. Klassen decided to
go...to see for himserf....upon his return...he told us things we courd
hardly believe. The wheat was already heading, the rye looked white and
the corn had grorrm one foot tall. He then asked his sons how large their
grain had grown... - [son] Dietrich
responded, ,Go Eee for
yourserf'....Krassen immediately went to see, onl_y to find thaÈ the grain
was just appearing. !{hen he returned to the room, he hardly knew how to
contain himself and said, '!{e do not want to stay here.,,, !{ithin weeks
Klassen, along with a number of other families, had left ManÍtoba for
Nebraska.

ã
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III
The preoccupation with the gearch for good land was not the only
indication that the Mennonites were bent on'entering a market economy.

The fact that they transferred capital pools and credit systems from
Russia sufficient, to pay the starting up costs of commerciar farms
indicates that they had no intention of building a subsistence peasant
economy.

Two mrbhs about the Mennonites' economic etrength appeared Eoon

after eettlement in the 1870s. one was perpetuated by urban merchantE in
Nebraska and Manitoba alike who were amazed at the amountg of "filthy
lucre" the roughly clad lfennonite farmers seemed to carry about and the
extent to which they were prepared to haggte over prices. % The other m1Êh
was Perpetuated by the Mennonites themselves. It spoke of the abject
poverty of the first "poor and simple" settlers, the hardships of líving
in sod hute and eating only "potatoes fried in water." 3 The truth of the
matter lay somewhere between. The fact was that many farmers required
financial assistance to pay for transportation to North America and that
throughout the first five years famers were forced to rely to some extent
on barter and payment in kind. Yet even the very poorest members took out
homesteads and had substantial dietg during the first winter. In ilanuary
1875' for instance, Cornelius Loewen of Gruenfeld lent one of his
neighbours â24.L0 to purchase "meat, wine, fruit, medicine, and coffeê.,, 4
whire ít is true that the li[ennonites çJave up much real income by
migrating¡ they came with enough cash to reestablish their farms and make
the necessary adaptations to a North American capitalist economy.
Kleine Gemeinde farmers did make economic Eacrifices in relocating
to North America. The new settlement at Borosenko wag not even a decade
old in 1874 and many of the farmsteads and the Gemeinde,g new meeting
house in Blumenhoff had just recently been completed. Vlhen whole villages
of people suddenly put up their lands for sale prices did plummet, Ieaving
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Mennonite emJ-grants with much legs cagh than they had anticipated.

Then,

too there was the fact that Mennonite farmers had no income in 1874, the
year of migration.
Still,
this ,,Eacrifice" needs to be put into
perspective for Mennonites generally left Russia with the means to begin
farming in North America.
First, there is the fact that the ten year period prior to
migration, had been an economic boon for Russian Mennonite fa¡mers. Grain
prices had been good and accesg to the international markets had meant

that land which they had purchased in the mid 1860s for 30 rubles a
desiatin could be paid off in short order. one year,s gross income from
wheat, priced at between I and 12 rubl-es a chetwert and yietding up to
three chetwerts per desiatin could equal the price of the land on which
Ít was groetn. In 1873 Klaas Reimer of Steinbach, Borosenko grossed 1526
rubles from 49 desiatins of land which would have been priced at 1470 in
1865. so profitabre was grain farming that land prices jumped to 53
rubles per desiatin by 1873 and land was rented out for as much as 4.5
rubles. æ
secondly, the rand deflation foltowing nelvEr that a third of
I'fennoniteE !ìtere leaving Russia r,ras not as bad for Kleine Gemiende farmers

as it may have been for otherg. According to one historian when suddenly
"everyone wanted to sell and there was nobody to buy...weLl irnproved farms
sold for far lesE than their real values." il several things need to be
kept in perspective. In at least the daughter ccolonies such as the
Borosenko, land purchasers vrere not restricted to fellow Mennonites.
Ironically, the very reform movement that the Mennonites opposed for its
mandatory military

service requirement also allowed Mennonites to seII
their lands to non-Mennonites. Steinbach and Friedensfeld, for instance,
were purchased by German colonists and Gruenfeld and Rosenfeld by
Ukrainian farrners. 31 Then too the price of land in New Russia tended to
be higher than in land-abundant North America. Kleine Gemeinde farmers
had paid around $9 an acre for land in Borosenko in 1865. Ten years later
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they would pay $3.5o an acre for similar land in post-IBZ3 depression
Nebraska and receive free Land in Manitoba.
rf the Kleine Gemeinde farmers were startled by the low prices they
received in the fall of 1873 it was because they compared them to land
prices which had inflated considerably since 186s. rÈ is true that their
farms only brought from 36 rubles a desiatin in Rosenfetd to 40 rubles
deEíatin in Gruenfeld which would have been valued at 53 to 61 rubleg

a
a

desiatin a year or two before. one can well imagine the shock that
steinbach villagers experienced, when after rejecting an initial offering
for 40 rubles per desiatin on october 3, 1873 were offered 34 rubles by
the same party two weeks later. The final price of 3Z rubles was probably
half of what the villagers had hoped for. 32 yet if one allows 10 rubles
per desiatin for the price of dweltings this price was sfunilar to that
paid by the villagers. themselves ten years before. The revenue from the
sare of the rand and buildings of a fulr fa¡m came to around
$2ooo.
To this revenue farmers could add the income from the EaIe of
Iivestock, tools and furniture which were sold separately or by auction
beginning in september tg73 and. continuing into the spring of lgz4. rn
september 1873 .fohann Rei¡ner and other steinbach fa¡mers sold many of
their horses, yearrings and wagons. wagons brought up to 70 rubres a

piece' Peter Enns of steinbach sold his windrnitl separately from hig farm
in october 1823, dismantted it and shipped it to the purchaser on seven
wagons' someti¡nes farmers joined forces as they did in Gruenfeld on
'ranuary 2L L874 and brought art stock together for aucùion. corÂrs r^¡ere
sold for between 25 and 45 rubleg while horses brought between 30 and 50

rubleg'

This compareE favorably with cows sold by steinbach farmers for
between 30 and 43 rubles in May J-g73.
The sale of furniture and tools also added to the revenueE of the
mígrants. In February L874 cornelius Loewen of Gruenfeld called an
auction in which he Eold 95.03 rubres of furniture and farm implementE.
These various sares added up to provide the first contingent of
63
33
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l.fennonite famiries heading for Manitoba with an average of $969 per
family.
Unfortunately no such figrure is available for the Nebraska

settlers. It is known that the Fairburv Gazette reported that the first
36 settlerg together with three wealthy non-Kleine Gemeinde families
brought $851000 or 52400 per famiry. Knowing the Nebragka,s ne$rspapers
tendency to exaggerate, the real figrure may be somewhat lower.
A third major factor enabling Mennonite farmers to reestabligh their
farms in North America was that they were able to make the relocation
without major expenses. lts part of the deal made with the Canadian
government and the American railway companies they were given free passage
and food egEentials for parts of the trip.
Manitoba bound settlers
received free food on the ocean part of the journey and Nebraska gettlere
free train passage from chicago. Both groups arso made uge of. aid and
work opportunitieg provided for them by Mennonites in Ontario and New
York. In Clarence center, Nehr York many of the Kleine Gemei-nde were able
to earn additional cash by working in the wheat harvest and houeing
conEtruction for a period of four weeks between August and September. il
To ensure that the transferred capital pools retained their strength
the immigrants took care to exchange their rubleE into dollars at the best
rates. One East Reserve farmer wrote back to Russia in dluty 1874 to warn
those still coming against poor monetary exchange rates in Hamburg.
Better to exchange money in Podwolozus for 92.5 cents on the ruble,
counselled the farmer, than in Hamburg where a rubre brought only 66.2
cents. 35 settlers who came after L874 complained about the fact that they
often had to be content with only 45 cents on the ruble. tr
These factors coupled with the introduction of cheap steamship
travel had made the move quite affordable for Mennonite families.
Personal records indicate that the trip cost the average farmer only 10t
of his total worth: Peter Toews, for instance, paid 2gg.5z rubreg for
moving his famil-yt of two adurts and three chirdren, and their luggage.
37
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A final factor which hetped strengthen the economic status of early
Mennonite f armers I¡vaE the ready avaitability of cred.it within the

community. This was to prove to be a much more important Eource of credit
than the Dominion government loan which a few farmers tapped for amounte
of about $20 after the crop failure of 1875. s Cornelius Loewen's diary

for the firgt six years of settlement contains recordE of a total of SZ35
which he borrowed from six farmers at a 58 interest rate. During this
same period, however, he loaned a tot,al- of 9106o to eight neighbourg and
kin for the purchase of livestock and househotd tools and food.
Farmers did not restrict their borrowing to their vitlages.
3e

Loewen's recordE indicate that he borrowed money from farmers in at least

eix vilJ-ages. A letter dating from December 1874 tetls of a requesÈ for
money from Dietrich Friesen of Gruenfeld to a well-to-do farmer at
scratching River.
"our preacher Abram Loewenr" exprained Friesen,
"advised us to get a head start in securing some money as the need has
arisen for us to purchage another ox and other things. !{e already have
one ox and one cow. As it is an opportune tirne now [to buy an ox] !{e
request of you $L00 in order to help us. TilI now I have always been able
to earn ae much as we use. However, as we want to buíld in the coming
year I gee no other way but to borrosr." {
An even more j:nportant source of credit, however, vìras the church
run credit organization. The Manitoba chapter continued its mutual aid
by paying for the travel costs of half a dozen of the poorer families and
using the 9603 which it brought from Russia to buy cJ.othes, shoes, wool,
flour' potatoes, bacon, medicíne, ovens, rumber and stock for the pooregt
familieE- rt algo used thiE money to encourage ínter-farmer loans by
paying out bad debts. But a more significant progran for early community
development vras its "creditoren und schuldener,' program. ThiE waE

essentially a credit union in which "Creditorenr,' well-to-do farmerE or
widows with money from the saleE of their farms, Ient money to the church,
sometj:nes without interest, but usuarry at an interest rate of 5t. The
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church in turn lent this money to "Schuldernr" to poorer or younger
farmers for 5t ae well. During the first nine years of settlement, the
East Reserve chapter, lent $3289.18 to 26 farmers and borrowed S2493.O3
from L2 farmers.
Another S559.07 waçr borrowed from the Ontario
Mennonite'g Ruggian Aid Committee and $75 was raiEed in october Ì875 from
the sale of 42O buehels of apples donated by ontario Mennonites to bring

the total fund to 93L27.58. 4
The church congregation made the system work by discouraging
wearthier farmers from depoeiting their money in vüinnipeg banks or
charging the high interest rates tlpical of peasant societies. That thege
situations could arise in Mennonite communities is evident from the noteg
of a ilanuary J.877 brotherhood meeting in Steinbach. Here both East
Reserve and Scratching River fa¡mers were told that "brethren shall not
rend money to a bank." Moreover "the money whích is stirr in such
establighments from the time of the migration shall be removed...,. 42 The
church also ensured the strength of the "Creditor and Debtors,' program by
censuring fa¡mers who charged more than 58 or 68 interest. Ratee higher
than this were deemed uEurious by the congregation. At least one powerful
farmer came under fire in Juty 1879 when Aeltester Peter Toesrs called a
meeting to deal with opposition from Cornelius Plett of Blumenhof to
Toews' preaching against, usury. According to Toer^rs a special brotherhood
meeting was called where rtl expounded repeatedly against the charging of
interest from the booke of Moses, the psarms, and the prophets [which
condemn

itl

as being wrong and an abomination before God.,,

ß

IV

!{íth cash in hand and a network of available credit farmers Eet out
to rebuild their fa¡ms. While shelter and sustenance were the immediate
concerns during the first year of settlement, both Manitobans and
Nebraskans made purchases, broke land and began marketing goods soon after

settlement.
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Reestablishing successful farms in Manitoba $ras, of course, an
arduous task. First, despite its free land, starting up costs in üanitoba
stere considerably higher than those in Nebragka and Kansas. Its lack of
a raílway meant not only that wheat, could not be exported, but that the
cost of seed, toors and stock, which had to be imported from Fargo by
river boat, was highly inflated. In March l-875 Scratching River farmers
imported 220 bushels of seed barley from ,Jacob Shantz in ontario for the
high price of $3.65 a bag [two bushels] and financed at 6t for six years. s
The price of livestock was found to be three times the price of what it
had been in, Rusgia. fn August 1874 Peter Wiebe, a farmer in Blumenort,
wrote to hig brethren in Russia with the foltowing warning: ,,...things
are very expeneive here. Horses which I value less than mine out there
cost $100 and more a piece. oxen cost 9130 to 9160 and 9180 a pair. cowg
are $5o to $60 and more. wagona cost 9J.00. Frour, lard and bacon are
also very expensive. If you are coming later this year I would recommend
that you make your purchases in Toronto or in pracee even clogêr....,,45
One of the farmers who left Manitoba for Nebraska in 1875 was amazed to
find livestock for half of the Winnipeg príce. He reported that he had
found "two horses, one mare three years and the other five years...for
$160 together, then two cows for 945 together, one buggy, harness, pails
and a brush for 920, lall this] for a total of |22S.OO.'46
Physical factorg also put the Manitobans at a díeadvantage when
compared to their Nebraska cousins. The first crop in Manitoba eras
destroyed by grasshoppers and the gecond damaged by a June froet. And
then for the suceeding four yearE the Manitobane were to receive heavy
rainfalls, up to 82 centimetres annually, that caused ftooding even in
the best drained villages.
a7

Neverthelegg Manitoban farmers struggled to reproduce their grain
growing enterprises. In Steinbach 26 year old Johann ReÍrner broke eight

acres in 1874 and addiËiona1 land each year until his cultivated, acreage
reached 26 ac'res five yearE after settlement. Homestead patent records
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indicate that this was the average rate of progress for Steinbach farmere.
In Gruenfeld, five farmerE $rere cultivating an average of 16.4 acres by
L877. At Scratching River where grasshoppers did not destroy the 1875
crop' the average cultivation for the whole settlement was 32 acreE per
family in 1877. In Blumenort one of the wealthier farmers was cultivating
5L acres by 1879. s
It was on this acreage that Mennonite farmers began raising wheat
as they had in RusEia. Although their farms produced little in the first
two years, by L877 many farmers erere reporting better crops than they ever
had had in Russia. From Gruenfeld cane reports of 12.9 bushels of wheat
Per acre' from Blumenort reports of I8.3, and from Scratching River 20.8.
In keeping with their Russian wheat growing experience farmerg
concentrated on wheat. Diaries and letters from 1877 indicate that in

4e

Blumenort, farmers were dedícating from 59 Eo 76* of their fields to wheat

whire in scratching River this figure was as high as B2t. rndeed the
seeding records for Manitoba resemble those of Borosenko. In 1873 Klaae
Reimer of Borosenko seeded 80 acres of wheat, 2s actes of barley, :-2.s
acres rye and 5 acres of oatg. In 18?9 his brother, Abram Reimer of the
East Reserve, seeded 30 acres of wheat, z acres of barley and L4 acreg of

oats.

$

Arthough much of this wheat was used for rocar consumption, a
certain percentage v¡aE marketed in Winnipeg within a year of the first

harvest. Little quantitative data exists to document this, but a variety
of gources indicate that farmere sought to market gome of their grain as
Eoon as possibre. one pioneer wrote rater that .the surprus grain had to
be hauled to Winnipeg during the first

years where one waE...very anxioug

to carry on Eome trade...." 5r others, like,rohann ToewE of steinbach,
declared on their Homestead Patent Aplication Forms, that, they were absent
from their homesteads during the earry years "onry for marketing...grain
and going to store."
There is at least one account of a farmer marketing
part of his very first crop Èo !{innipeg in the spring of Lg77. Arthough
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cornelius Loewen of steinbach soLd 60 buEhels to the 1ocal merchant Erdman
Penner of Tannenau, he marketed 68 buehels on three different tripE
to
winnipeg. tt The percentage of the total crop marketed in vùinnipeg by East
Reserve farmers during these earty yearE appears to be around 158.
rn the
farr of 1878 Loewen marketed 66 of his 4L2 bushels of wheat on È$ro trips
to winnipeg while Abram Friesen from a neighbouring village marketed 32

of his 213 buEhelg.
The marketing of small percentages of the total wheat production
was, however, not the only indication that liiennonite fa¡merg were becoming
involved in Èhe market place. Those farrners who had lost their first
crops and who found land breaking slow, revised their economic strategies
53

and si:nply marketed other goods. The scratching River people
who wintered

the first year in Winnipeg purchased cowE and sold milk to urban
consumers. East Reserve farmers sold a variety of products. one
Gruenferd farmer later recalled that during the first winter he Èravelled
to Ívinnipeg by oxen to market a sreigh of hay for a profit of three
dorlarE. r Another farmer wrote how he marketed butter in lvinnipeg.
By
L87'1, wrote the farmer, "the profit from two or three cowE became
significant as the price of butter ranged from 25 to 30 centE a pound....,,
Diaries also telr of butter sales to neighbouring French canadian towns
such as ste- Anne- s other diaries speak of selring pouttry products
in
winnipeg. steinbach teamster peter Toews, for exampre, traverled
to
lfinnipeg twice in April 1879 arone to market sraughtered chickens and
eggs
and cornerius Loewen'E records indicate the sale of 160 dozen
eggs for
55

$30.16 in 1880, many of which he hauted to !{innipeg.
The efforts exerted by farmers to market these goods does more
perhaps, to indicate their varue system than does the volume
of their
trade' rn the absence of roads, trips to glinnipeg were treacherouE
and
57

back breaking.

on ilune g, LgTg, for instance, four far:ners from
Brumenort, each with a waçton firred with sraughtered chickens,
eggs, and
other products, reft for !{innipeg. Abram Reimer notes, however,
that
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"they had not gone half way when they became stuck in water and returned
home [the next day] at 10:30 completely drenched." Another account from
these years tellg of the time that four Gruenfelders headed to Winnipeg
with fresh potatoes' egge, butter and aggorted vegetables on wagons pulIed
by oxen. At praces, where there rfùere no bridges, the producte had to be
unpacked and caried through the water. After the oxen were swum through,

the wagons were pulled over to the other side with long ropes. Àccording
to the narrator, this trip took them five days. $
Supplementing this income was a highJ-y integrated local economy.

of this abound. on JuIy L4, L877 Gerhard Giesbrecht of Steinbach
purchased 2l pounds of leather for 37 cents from Abram Friesen, the
Blumenhof schoolteacher. On JuIy 16, 1878 Cornelius Loewen sold two dozen
eggs to Klaas Reimer in steinbach for resale. on ApriJ- 24, rgzg KlaaE
Friesen of steinbach sold 14 pounds of veal to another Blumenort man. on
,Iune 19, 1879 Abram Rei¡ner of Blumenort noted that "Sawatsky of Bergthal
wag here and purchased three weanrings...for a dorlar a piece." on iluly
2 later that year Rei¡ner recorded that "Abram Penner and old Peter ToewE
walked to Steinbach and bought five loads of Etraw.,' s
East Reserve farmers, thus, made irnportant adjustments to the fa¡m
economies they had known in Russia. rt is significant, however, that
despite Manitoba's primitive economy and Eevere pioneering conditions
these farmers began selling wheat in the province,s market place after
the very first crop in 1877. It is also significant that they adjusted
to both Manitoba's cli$ate and economy by beginninig to produce more table
foods for urban consumption than they had produced for the regional fairs
in New Russia. Thus, despite the fact that their surpluses were small and
that their productÍon waE houeehold centered, the farmere srere operating
within Manitoba,s growing capitalistic economy.
Examples
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IV
The Nebraskans were to have an easier time building their farmE.

Precipitation rateg favoured these farmers. ExceEE moisture for the first
decade in the well drained, rolling land in Cub Creek proved to be a
blessing. The precipitation which ranged from 60 to 101 centimetres a
year between 1876 and 1886 gave the Nebraskans a head start in wheat
production and an introduction to the American custom of corn growing.
The only negative effect of these high rates of precipitation

according

to Martyn Bowden' a historical geographer writing about .fefferson County,
was that "the incoming settlers accepted these years as normal and
developed their economy and land use accordingly."

æ

A second factor for quick farm economy replication was the low price

of farm machinary and livestock. In fact, the Kleine Gemeinde fa¡mers
found these prices Eo reasonabre that, two weeks after arriving in
,Iefferson County, they chose two delegates who crossed the state line to
st. Joseph, rowa and, according to a rocar newspaper, purchaged ',5000 feet
of J-urnber, 53 horaee, 37 head of oxen, 20 studebaker wagons and a few
other farming irnplementsr." d The stock and equipment were then pooled and
purchased by the settlere in a specially arranged auction back in Cub
Creek.

A third advantage that the Kleine Gemeinde farrners had over their
Manitoba counterparÈs was the proximity to a railway town. Fairbury which
had received a rairway in 1872, ray onry six miles from cub creek. By the

mid 1870s the town $tas a booming commercial centre wetl fitted to aseigt
farmer settlers. Fairbury had a population of 2OOO and contained several

hotels, a lumber yard, a physician'e crinic, a blacksmith shop, a gawmirr
and a clothing gtore.
The largest establishmentg in town included
"lifacDonald's General store stocked with 97000 worth of Chicago gloodsr"
the S20'000 three storey, 12'OOO buehel-capacity ftourmill erected in
1873, and an elevator which could ship 20 cars of grain a day. n
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lüith a promising climate and a well developed economy, llennonite
farmers reestabrished their farms quickry. They began breaking large
amountg of tand in the fall of 18?4 and imported seed from the eastern
states during the winter. 6 By spring some of the fa¡mers had broken land
in quantities unheard of in Manitoba. rn June lgz5 Jacob Krassen, a
settler of average wealth, wrote his relativeE in Manitoba that "we are
i¡nmersed here in land breaking. I have broken 60 acreg and am thinking
of breaking more." 6 In February L876 The Beatrice Express reported that
farmers in Cub Creek were cultivating an average of 40 to 50 cultivated
acres per family. 6
As in Manitoba' these farmers transplanted their interest in and
familiarity with wheat production. The account of at least one Kleine
Gemeinde farmer indicateE that in 1878 he planted 858 of his 40 acres of
cultivated land. to wheat. * In fact so dedicated were the Cub Creek
farmers to wheat that according to Bowden they "Ieft a marked impression
on the corn-wheat relationship [in the county]." Although Bowden argues
that "there were...more farmers producing for subsiEtence than for
commercial purposes up to about r8z9" he also makes the point that
"Mennonite farmers...had begrun to grow wheat on a commerciar scare by
L877. " rrr fact, "by 1879 the acreage of wheat in [theír] precinct was
three times that of corn...which waE grown in the cub creek varleye by
non-¡Íennoniteg." t !ùhiLe other precincts produced equal amounts.of corn
and wheat' censuE records show that in Cub Creek farmerg were raieing 45OO
acreE of wheat to L500 acres of corn in rg7z. rt appearE, thus, that the
60 Mennonite farmers in Cub Creek were raising 50 more acres of wheat per
farmer than their American neighbours. This analysis corresponds with
Peter Jansen's recolrection that 'in a few years [after settrement]
!'re...turned to growing spring wheat as also did the other new settlers [in
cub creekl. For Eeveral years $re grevù irnmense crops...and prices were
good.

"

s
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The ,Jefferson County farmers introduced several other Russian
practices. As mentioned in chapter six they began raising sheep in
cooperation with Peter Jansen in 1875. o Although the arrangement did
not last' several farmers continued raising sheep and ilanEen,g ranch on
the outskirts of the setttement held 3500 sheep in IBZ9. m Mennonite
farmers here also

to have introduced their feed grain practices. It
is interesting to note that barley and rye production in the whole of
.Iefferson County increased significantty after the Mennonites entered the
county and then tapered off by 1879 giving way to corn. t rt wourd appear
seem

that if it r,ùaÊ¡ the Mennonites who accounted for the barrey and rye
increases after L8'14, they were beginning to grow corn by 1g79. Finarly,
the moderate cl-imate allowed a number of farmers to introduce vegetation
that could support their traditional sitk rÁrorm and fruit growing
expertise- In March 1878' for instance, Cornelius Friesen of Heuboden
wrot'e that "we have planted 20 appre trees, 200 murberry bushes, and 20
cherry trees." u
By 1877 local newEpaperEr ürere commenting that ,'our nerÂr Eettlers,
the Mennonites, are proving themselves to be progressive and energetic
farmers. They are erecting fine houses (many of them brick) and rarge
substantial barns and otherwise making irnprovements of a lasting nature.,, ß
The ,tefferson county people themselves wrote to newspapers such as the
Nebraska Ansiedrer to suggest that a "good harvest [and] a healthy
crimate...arrows the farmer, once a lowry Mennonite to jump ahead.,,
?a

If crop failures and a primitive economy in Manitoba did not
translate into a peasant existence for the Kleine Gemeinde farmers,
economic succesE in Nebraska did not mean that farmers Èhere had became
full fledged capitalists.
The Nebraska farms were still household units
which employed the labour of each member over the age of 13 or L4. They
were algo located in village-t1pe settlements that had common pastures and
a community spirit that put li¡nits on individualist pursuits. rndeed
there rÂtaE a persisting cultural value on keeping farm sizes sma1L. Cub
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Creek Mennonites may have farmed more land than their East Reserve and
Scratching River cousins, but few farrnerE cultivated more than 80 acres
by 1879. Moreover, most of the farmers who purchased more than 160 acres
in 1874 parcelled the land to their children. .facob EnnE, for ínstance,
placed six of his children on his L2OO acres of land. Abram Frieeen sold
160 of his 32O acres in 1875 because "his children did not want to

come

here after aII. " ã Most telling, however, is a letter written by Jacob
Klassen in January 1875 in which he noted how well suited Cub Creek wae
for the small farmer: "For the wealthy and aggressive Russia $ras a better
place; for the farmer who wishes to aupport his family [Nebraska] ie
better aE one can readily attain this tevel of support with 8o acres.'
Tradit,ionaL values had clearly been replicated even in a highly developed
market place economy.
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v
one problem which confronted Manitobans and Nebraskans

alike as they
strived to produce farm products for the market prace wag the
unavailability of cheap geasonal labour. It had been this element that
had enabled the lÍennonites in New Russia to become wheat raisers without
resorting to the expensive English threshers and reapers. Peter ilanEen
was amazed to discover upon arrival in Toronto in 1873 that while ,'we had
been used to gervants doing the manuar workr...here everybody waited on
himserf." 7 Thig attitude and the absence of a rural working cLass
stemming from the availability of land, provided a condition to which the
settlers would have to adjust. In fact several Geflnan Lutherans who had
worked on Kleine Gemeinde farms in Russia migrated with the community and
acguired their own land in Manitoba. one such man, Johann Broeski, had
worked for Cornelius Loewen in Gruenfeld, Borosenko. Once in Manitoba,
however, 36 year old Broeski borrowed $98.03 from his former employer for
the purchaEe of an ox, took out a homegtead in the Blumenort area and
st,ruck out on his ovrn.
78
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The consequence of the availability

of land was a labour shortage.
In Manitoba' Metis were Eometi¡nes hired aE driverg. It !,ras a Metis driver
who took the family of Cornelius Loewer¡ from the river boat to the
immigration sheds in Augrust L874. And it was another ltetis on a ,,Ione Red
River cart...caffying his old flint lock rifle beside hi:n,, who brought the
body of Rev. ilacob Barkman back to Steinbach in June 1875 after a tragic
drowning in lvinnipeg. te But l,fetis drivers were autonomouE hunters with no
need for seasonal wage labour on grain farms. lifennonites were left to
provide their own labour needs. Reports now circulated that stated that
Mennonite farmers did their own work. From Scratching River came a report
thaÈ although "these people had money with them...every bit of Èhe work
has been done by their own handsi not even a man rdas employed at either
house or building in this gettlement." s

In the abeence of available labour, the famiJ-y labour pool increased
in import'ance. It has already been noted that during the first yearE
women often worked the fields alongside their men in a $ray that waE
uncommon in Russia. It has aIEo been noted that as $romen were called to
greater activity on the farm a demand for maids developed. Accounts also
indicate that young boys were readily hired to herd cattle. In steinbach
nine year old Heinrich Fast and another lad were hired to look after
village cattle on the village cornmons in 1875. In Gruenfeld 13 year old
foster child Franz GoosEen had the job in 1875 and 13 year old Cornelius
Loewen Jr. for a time in L877.
During times of construction and haying, when adult labour r¡raE
required, farmers joined forces and worked with a heightened senge of
community. Isaak Loewen of Scratching River spoke of how "during building
time neighbours joined forceE and thus saved money.,, e Abram Friegen of
Blumenhof recorded that he worked for hig neighbours on ten different days
in 1876 and was lretped by neighbourhood boys and in-laws on six days.
corneliug Loewen hired his neighbour ,Johann Friesen to help him with the

buirding of a grass lean-to after Friesen purchased meat, fruit,

oil

and
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coffee from Loewen in .tanuary 1875. In Gruenfeld, farmerg joined forces
in 1874' purchased a grasÊ¡ moürer and jointly harvested hay. By hitching
the mower to a fresh set of oxen every few hours they kept the machine
going from datrm to dusk. Everyone participated in raking the hay into
several hundred small stacks. To make the community labour system work
they drew lots to determine ownership of the stacks. s
Another conseç[uence of the labour shortage waE that the communíty
clamped down on those workers who left

their place of employment before
their te¡ms had expired. In Manitoba, the church congregation paseed a
special resolution at a ilanuary 1877 meeting in Steinbach stating that
"all those...who are in service; aE servantsr...herdsmen, teachels or srage
earners, or those under guardianship, ghart not be permitted to leave
their obligations until their year or term of service is completed.. e
The most significant consequence of the labour sçlueeze, however,
IdaEr a rige in $tageB. Labour in Russia had been available for 40 kopecke
or 30 centE a day. Here, the Free Press Ln L872 reported that labourerg
courd expect 92.50 a day. Àlthough this price had farlen by Lg74, high
wageE elsewhere sometimes lured teenaged l.lennonite boys to leave the
reserves. fn Steinbach fifteen year old K1aas !f. Reimer left to find work
in Winnipeg "because the [steinbach] people did not have money and the
very lohr." In Blumenort sixteen year old,fohann I. Frieeen
Ieft by foot and found work ae a gardener from an immigrant farmer from
France because he "felt obriged to earn money to herp support his
râtages l^tere

parents. "

s

practices

to have compelled Mennonite farmers to pay more
for labour. Ironica1ly, while the wages for teachers in Kleine Gemiende
communities had farren from around g11o a year to resE than g50, the price
of wage labour more than doubled. 86 cornelius Loewen who had paid his
worker, Broeski, 40 kopecks or 30 cents a day in Russia was required to
These

seem

pay between 70 centg and a dollar a day for simitar services in canada.
rn ,ruly 1876 Loewen paid two workers 70 cents a day for harvesting hay.
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In october L877 LoeÌ,ven paid his worker, ilohann, two dollars for making a
three day trip to winnipeg. And in ,ruty 1877, Loewen himself received a
dollar a day for helping out his neighbour Aeltester peter Toews.
SimiJ-arly the wages paíd to herdsboys increased. Farmers from Lichtenau,
Molochnaia paid their herdsboy 20 kopecks or 15 centg a day in l_gz1¡
farmers in Gruenfeld, Manitoba paid their boy 25 cents a day in 1g75. The
wages for workers who were hired for a year at a time and provided with

board, increased as well. Cornelius Loerden of Borogenko paid his youngest
worker 30 rubreg or ç22.so a year in rgz3: Abram Friesen of the East
Reserve paid his live-in worker 930 cash, wheat worth g20 and a pair of
shoes and mocassins in 1878. Finally, the wage paid to maidE increased.
In RuEsia they received 30 kopecks or less than 25 cents a day: in Canada,
Jacob shantz reported that they courd expect 5o cents a day. n
The rabour shortages, that these rÂrages refrect, red directly to a
gudden increase in farm mechanization. The same technolog-y which
the
Mennonites in Russia had ignored was now readily acquired. Windmills
which had been used in Russia were also used here. It was only a matter

of time then before windmills would, be erected in steinbach, Gruenfeld
scratching River. other items such as steel plows and wooden harrows

and
and

assortments of vragons had also been used in Russia. !{hat was ne!ìr !,rere the
machines to cut hay, harvest grain and even seed crops.

.refferson County farmers seem to have introduced. harvesting machines
somewhat earlier than their Manitoba counterparts. one farmer reported
in an october L874 letter that .r have already cut hay with a hay
machine." The same famer writing in June 1875 hinted that he already
owned a threshing machine; he agsured his brother-in-law who was not going
to be around for the harvest that he had no need to worry for ,,we wilr
si:npry store your grain in stacks and then when you come you can simpty
thresh it with the 'machine. "' Another farmer reported, in March IgZg that
he had purchased a ,'seeding machine for g55."

æ
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Manitoban farmers also began mechanizing during the
Rev. ,racob Barkman who arrived with the steinbach bound
september wrote

that after temporarily settling in

first fatl¡
settlers in

Blumenort ,,we drove to

!Íinnipeg where we purchased oxen, $ragons, prows and hay mowers.,t se The
introduction of the hay mower was shortly followed by that of the
threshing machine. According to one pioneer ',the threshing stone used in
Russia eraE seemingry not used here so each virlage got together and

with a tread.mill.' $ rn 18Z6 when a Department of
Agricurture officiar visited scratching River he reported, that the
settrers had "a nurnber of mowers, reapers, hay rakers, and threshing
machineg. t' e
purchaeed one together

rn the East

froEt had set þack the
first
"rops threshing machines were purchased somewhat later. However,
farmers hired John Peterson and ,rohn carlton of clearspring to thresh
their first crop in 1876. These men owned a two wheeled thregher powered
by a treadmill. rn 1BzB, however, onry a year after they harvegted their
firsÈ crop the East Reserve farmers embarked on unprecedented farm
mechanization- rn this year r.4 Gruenfeld farmers jointry purchased a
threshing machine and powered it with a treadmill and five pair of oxen.
rn the s¿une year a Blumenort farmer acguired a threshing machine and
powered it with an upright, stationary steam engine. And
this was arso
the year that the reaper made its debut on the Eagt Reserve. rn
Gruenfeld one of the wealthier farmers purchased one and rented it to his
neighbours for a bushel of grain per acre. Finalry, this sras the year of
the gteam engine. Besides the Brumenort man who purchased such an engine
t'o power his threshing machine, A.s. Friegen of steinbach, spent g13oo on
a steamer to power his eawnilr. The next year, in lgz9, steinbach farmerg
pooled their money, made a loan from a sneider family in ontario
and sent
Peter Barkman to Toronto to purchase a steam powered frour milr. e
Reserve where grasshoppers and
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VI

FamerE' thus, were able to reestablish their modes of production
aE household commodity producers despite the nevù environments they
encountered in Manitoba and Nebraska. Farming had proved to be profitable

in Russia and although the Mennonitee had sold Èheir farms during a
deflationary period, most families were able to transfer enough wealth to
North Àmerica to purchase the necessary tools and land to reestablish
their farms. Land readily adaptable to wheat production was found in
varying quantities in each of the three new gettlements. The eagtern edge
of the East ReEerve and Scratching River in Manit'oba and Cub Creek in
Nebraeka were aII scouted and chosen because of their grain growing
ability.
only Gruenfeld in the East Reserve did not have large quanities
of good rand., uarkets were arso quickry estabrished. !{ithin a year
farmers were sellíng their surpluses to lfinnipeg in Manitoba and Fairbury
in Nebraska. Cash was needed to erect houseE as they had known them in
Russia, and pay for schoorteachers, fire ingurance, meeting houses and
vilJ-age herdsmen. But it was also needed to mechanize their farmg in the
absence of cheap Labour.
The productive land, growing marketg and new technology did not
change the baeic values of these farmers during the first years of

settlement. They continued to adhere to the value of famity farm
reproduction.
Farmers distanced themselveg from those who fa¡med
excrusivery for personal gain. There were signs, however, that the
differenceg in land quality and market development in Nebraska and
Manitoba, were going to lead the Kleine Gemeinde settlemente in varying
directions during the next generation. It is the development of that
generation to which we turn next.
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PART

III

STRÀTEGTES OF INTEGRATION:

TEE FIRÍ¡T GENRATIOTÍ

IN

NORIE AüERICjA, 1880-1905

INTRODUCTION

By 1879 it was clear that familiar patterns of life had been
transplanted to North America. Some important adaptations had been
introduced to ensure the succeegful reestablishment of households, modes
of product,ion and religious community. North American society, however,
was not static and during the next generation, L880 to 1905, new and more
far reaching adaptations were required to ensure continuity. During these
yearE the K1eine Gemeinde Mennonites, or Molochnaia-Borosenko Mennonites
as they were Eometimes designated, were constantly compelled to adjust to
new situations. t This section is about those adjustments and strategies.
It describes the nature of the changes that vigited the far:n, the
community, the family and the church community. It wiII be suggested,
however, that those changes did not represent diEcontinuitíes¡ they were
changes of method rather than of subgtance and modifications that engured
the survival of traditional lifeworlds and values and not their demise.
A first change in both Manitoba and Nebraska wae that farms
commercialized more fully.
They. adjusted to market trends, reached a
higher level of mechanization, secured ouÈEide Eourceer for credít, and
tapped new labour pools. Mechanization came quickly in a context of dear
wage labour and cheapening farm implements. Outside credit É¡ources were
tapped to pay for the machineg and for the increasingly expensive.and rare
arable land. A greater sensitivity to market demands was required to
generate payment for these loans, meet an established level of consumption
and to ensure generational succeesion. In these ways the settlers were
204
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to ensure the survival of the agrarian household aE a consumption,
production and landowning unit.
Second, settlement, patterns and the physical or spatial structure
of the community changed as land became Ecarce in ltanitoba and Nebraska.
AE a result a diaspora of Kleine Gemeinde descendents engued¡ they
migrated to lands outside the villages, sperling the villages, demise,

and

they moved to new agrarian settlements in other stateg and provinces.
Commercial service centers also rose in the midst of the far:nlng
communities. But once again, these developments did not substantiveJ.y
restructure the closed, solidaristic
agrarian based communitieg.
Ironically' the village break-ups and the diaspora of Kleine Gemeinde
descendante were strategies that ensured the reproduction of agrarian
hougeholds and communities in the next generation. And the rise of the
towns safeguarded the agrarian households by providing markets, services,
machines and temporary employment for the underemployed. They did not

during thie period Prove to be "bridgeheads for assimilation" as

has

sometimes been argued.

Third, significant changes occurred in the church congregation.
Pietistical-Iy inclined preachers fragmented the communíties by urging the
establishment of "purer" congregatíons. Eventualry, three additional
church grouPs joined the communities, formerly centered around the Kleíne
Gemeinde church.

The Manitoba congregation sptit in harf with the
Holdeman secesgion of 1882 while the Nebraska congregation split in thirds
with the forming of BruderthaLer and Krimmer llennonite Brethren groupE.
!Íhile each of the new church groups emphasized a subjective religioue
experience and introduced some Protestant church method.s they were not the

associational, individualistic faiths Eometimes identified with industrial
societies. In fact the revitalized faith in the new churches continued
to stress such Mennonite prínciplesr aEr a disciplining church, an ascetic
lifestyre, separation from temporal poritics, nonresistance, and the
celebration of Anabaptist martyrology and church fathers. The presence
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of ne\át churches also resulted in recommitment to established waya a¡nong
the members of the old Kleine Gemeinde.
The exact nature of the changes to farms, settlement patterns and
church differed somewhat ín Nebraska and Manitoba. Kleine Gemeinde
descendants in the two places faced parallel but differing

hurdles in
their attempts to maintain traditional life patterns. FarmE in Manitoba
had greater economic latitude as they were less tied to outside sourceE
of credit and had a relatively larger land bage in which to reproduce
household farms. The Lack of a raílway and the homogeneity of the East
ReEerve gave rise to Steinbach, a remarkably dífferent kind of place than
the railway, booster town of Jansen in cub creek. The community of
Manitoba was cast in a more conservative church mould than its counterpart
in Nebraska because the schismatic element in Manitoba, the Holdeman
Church' maintained stricter social boundarieg than the Echismatic brethren
churches in Nebraska.
But as in the Eettrement years between 1874 and 1829, so in the
generation from 1880 to 1905 the Kleine Gemeinde degcendantE maintained
a highly solidaristic, traditionalist community in both countries. Family
farms were reproduced in Canada and the United States because in each
setting farm families developed strategieg of household reproduction that
took into account their environments. Nebraskans, for instance, were
forced to develop more agrarian colonies outside the original settlements
than were the Manitobans. Social boundaries were maintained in both
places despite the fact that the presence of JanEen was clearly a threat
to established boundarieg in Cub Creek. The Nebraskans revealed a
willingess to maintain a degree of social distance from their town¡ theirg
waÊ¡ a strategy not required by the neighbours of the communal, villagetype town of Steinbach, Manitoba. And despite somewhat differing
emphases, church life in both Manitoba and Nebragka remained cast in
traditional Anabaptist, communal and sectarian language. The Nebraska
Bruderthaler and the ti[anitoba Holdemans both developed blends of pietism
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and anabaptism. Both communities also maintained their estabLished blendg

of public and parochial educat,ion. !{hite the state of Nebragka introduced
a mandatory public school act in L889 and Manitoba passed a sfunilar law
only a year later, it is noteworthy that both pieces of legislation did
not come into effect during these years. German-language education
continued in both places.
By 1905 the original Kleine Gemeinde communitieE had changed
remarkably. Farms had increased in productivity by responding to market
to secure farm surpluses. Farm families
had for the most part left the agricultural villages and settLed on
individual homestead quarter sections or moved into one of the towns.
Community members no!ìr attended one of four churches, three of which had
marked pietistic leanings. Still the "eEEence of life" remained. !{hat
became obvious between 1880 and 19O5 was that Manitobans and Nebraekans
would each have to employ their orarn, somewhat different strategies, in
order to enEure the development of parallel communities. New land sources
and kinship and church ties that crossed national boundaries guaranteed
that the Manitoba and Nebraska cousíns would continue to share cornmon
worldviews and lifeworlds.
demands and employing new methods

CIIAPTER 9

lEE

STRATBGY OF ITIXED FÀRITIT{G DT'RII{G TEE

FIRÍ¡T

GE¡ÜERATIOTT

I
The years between 1880 and 1905 marked the era in which the choiceg

that farmers had made during the settlement period began to bear fruit.
Farmers trad elected three very different gettlement sites in their choices
of rhe East Rese"rr$'r.tår".ching Rrr"frgåå'ä¡ ct""¡. Township. rhe firer
settlement contained a limited quantity of arable land, !ìrasr some distance
from the railways and lay relatively close to a growing metropolis.
Scratching River had more land available for cultivation and had better
railway acceser. However, both Manitoba settlements were situated in a
province that was just beginning to develop an integrated ecgnomy and an
agricultural export market. ' Cub Creek was located in the heart of a
highly developed Eection of the American midwest and contained the mogt
easily t,illed and best drained soils of all three Molochnaia-Borosenko
settlements.
If the environment differed, the settlers nonetheLese employed
si$ilar strategies to reproduce the farm household. In each of the three
siteE the newcomers maintained a high degree of self sufficiency and
simultaneousry produced surpluses for a market economy. The E¿rme
willingness to adapt guickly to extenuating economic circumstances and
cljmatic conditiong that had been apparent during the settlement yearE
revealed itself in the following 25 years. The Kteine Gemeinde farmerg
demonstrated a lingering cultural predisposition to wheat growing and the
agricultural methods of New Russia. But the overriding impression left
by extant evidence attests to the farmers' commitment to adapt to their
2
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new environment.
economic viability

New methods were readily employed to improve the

of the farm household.
In both NebraEka and Manitoba the initial concentration on wheat
production gave way to different crops better suited for their respective
market places and cli¡nates. The reEult in both places was a mixed farming
strategy. Differences in the l.fanitoba and Nebraska farm practices did
exigt. While the two settlement areas produced food stuffg for self
sufficiency the liÍanitobans capitalized on their proximity to lVinnipeg by
raising vegetablee, eggs and butter for an urban consumer market. And
while both places grew wheat, the Nebraskans entered the export wheat
growing market earlier and more forcefully than the Manitobans could hope
to do. Yet irnportant parallels continued ae farmers from both places
adopted varying versions of mixed farming. After wheat prices fell in the
early 1880s, both places shifted to raiEing animal feeds. The Nebraskans
grew corn to meet the demand of a growing feedlot industry in the midwest;
the Manitobans çlrew more oats for gilinnipeg's increasing number of horeee
and dairy cows. Then, as the prices for even these crops weakened in the
mid I880s' both co¡nmunities increased their emphaais on livestock¡ beef
cattle predominated in Nebraeka and dairy cattle in Manitoba. Around the
turn of the century, however, the activities of the Nebraskans and
Manitobans converged once again as both communities began capitalizing on
the recovery of the international wheat market and looked for new
opportunitieg to raise their beloved hard red milling wheat.
Accompanying these adaptations hrere changes in technology, farming
methods and land use. The sustained production of grains and livestock
products for the market place waE made possible by continued farm
mechanization. Labour saving devices such as Èhe self binder, the shoe
drill' the corn planter, and the traction steam engine were introduced to
complement the threshing machines which had begrun to appear in the 1870s.
New farming methods, such as fall plowing in Manitoba, corn planting in
Nebraska and the threshing of stooks in both places allowed farmers to
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produce

more.

wells, barbed wLre, railways and cheese factorÍes
and,Nebraskans to enter the market place with beef and

Deep

enabled Manitobane

dairy fa:ming as we1,1.
By the turn of the century the crop and livestock choLcee of the
Molochnaia-Boroeenko fa:rnerg in Cub Creek, Scratching River and the East
Reserve refleeted Kleine Gemeínde strategies aimed to meet market demandg
and increasing production levels. Eere sras an example of traditional
hougehold producers responding carefully and intentionally to a modern
economic market place while maintaining a considerable degree of geIf,
eufficiency.

II
story of agriculture in the l{anitoba K1eine Gemeinde communities
between 1880 and 1905 ig one of an increaslng parÈicipation in the market
place with the producte of mixed farning. Neerapaper accounts indicate
that attaining good prices for marketable producte sraE a pri-mary value to
these farmers. Diaries indicate that fa¡mers rirere naking more frequent
tripe to Winnipeg and, Fairbury. And tax rolls and fa¡:n censuEes indicate
that fa¡ms adjusted their cropping patterns and ani¡nal herde to meet
market place demande.
The

Diaries kept by Manitoba farmers detail carefully the varioug
activities geared to self sufficiency. They telÌ, for example, of
exceptional effortg to obtain water from ehallow wellE in the East Reserve
and from melted river ice at Scratching River. They indicate the work
involved in obtaining lurnber, fencÍng poets¡ firewood and fence railings"
They reveal that during the courge of the winter farmere from the Eaet
Regerve headed out into the forests to the eouth and eaet of their village
as often ae 25 ti¡nes. t They describe how fa¡mers from Scratching River
spent time drying cow dung for fuel: spent the "week pressing manure,
which although messy work is profitable as sre now have 60O0 bricks" wrote
one farmer in JuIy, 1881.' ' Ànd during the early years of the 1880s the
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diaries deEcribe in great detail the activity that went into replacing the
quickly assembled buildings of the 1870s.
But the most important element in self suf f iciency r^ras food
procurement. The diaries describe the procese of raising hogs for food
and teII of weanling purchaseg in epring and the slaughter of mature hoge
in faII. They describe the butchering of cows and the tanning of hides.
The diaries also speak of potato plantings and record their yields. They
note eggs Eeù and hatched and the number gathered for hougehold
consumption.

Mixed farming, the guarantee of self sufficiency, was also the point

of entry to the market pJ-ace. Each fall and winter farmere made regular
three-day round-tripa to winnipeg to EeIt a wide assortment of products.
In September 1881 one steinbach farmer wrote the Mennonite weekl-y
nelitsPaper, the Mennonitische Rundschau, to report that "people are

nohr

beginning to travel to the city with all their aEsorted products where
they all seem to have good prices; wheat 85 cents, potatoes 8o cents and
eggs 25 centg a dozen." 5 In December 1986 a Gruenfeld farmer wrote the

to report that "the night lodgÍng on the way to the city
is fitted with Mennonites who are in the proceEE of taking every
conceivable farrn product to the market where they try to make as much
money as possible. " 6
same newspaper

Personal diaries confirm the inctination of farmers to capitalize
on the proximity of a growing metropolitan center. In 1883 Steinbach

farmer Cornelius Loewen e,oLd 267 of the 794 bushels of wheat and oatE
which he harvegted that year for an income of g15O.OO. But Loewen aIEo
marketed 32 bags of potatoes, 57 chickens, three quartere of a cow, pig
J-eather, and 193 dozen eggs for an additional income of 5236.90. Loewen,s
records for the I880s indicate that egg prod,uction vras an irnportant gource

of income throughout thig period. Ànother Steinbach farmer, Gerhard
Kornerson, had a total income of 9157.03 in rgg3. v{hire g9g.z5 of thig
was derived from grain sares, 932 came from the sale of chickens, 94.16
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from eggs, $3.30 from vegetable sales and $3.30 from the sale of teather.
This resembled his income for 1887, when he EoId wheat valued at 961.16,

but also eggs for ç2.O4, chickens for 98.00, hay worth 910.90, and leather
worth $32.09. In 1890 he added cabbages to hig list of income after he
and his wife harvegted 1O0 headg and gold them for five cents a piece.
Even diaries with less comprehensive data suggest that self sufficiency
was not the only aim of household and farmyard production. Steinbach
farmer, Abram R. Friesen's diary for september 24, 1883 noteg that he left
for Winnipeg where he "gold...products: 20 hens for g6.00, one pail of
butter for $4.00, 9 l/2 dozen eggs at 2'I cents for 92.47, two pairs of
sauerkraut for 40 cents, two bushels potatoeg at s0 cents for g1.oo."
*4r cpt*{d
The marketing of table foods hras not restricted torlfarmers in
Steinbach and Gruenfeld who farmed an average of less than L7 acres ín
188L. FarmerE from the grain growing district around Blumenort who
cultivated an average of 26 acres actively marketed table foods as well.
The elderly Abram F. Rei¡ner noted in his September 1880 diary that his
sons Abram, the werl-to-do deacon, and peter, the preacher, who farmed a
combined acreage of close to LoO acres of land, left for !{innipeg at 5 Alit
one day with a variety of products. According to Rei¡ner, "Peter's sleigh
carried. 60 dozen eggs, 20 pails of onions, and 160 pounds of butter.
Abram's sreigh carried 10 pairs of onions, 30 dozen eçtçtÊ1, go pounds of
butter and L2 pounds of sauerkraut...." Abram M. Friesen, the orrmer of
a "doubl-e farm" in Blumenort, also market,ed a variety of products during
-l-ìrC
peri te$
the 1880s. Itf12 monthsFfollowing the 1884 harvest, for instance, Friesen
and his 18 year ord son Kraas, make ten trips to market produce in
!{innipeg. A typical trip included one he made on Augugt 26, L884 when he
took "six bags of oats, four bags of potatoes, 2o hens and five dozen
eggs." Another trip on December L, rB84 saw hirn market "six bags of
potatoes, eight bushelg of wheat, 167 pounds of pork, and 2 l/z dozen
eggs. "
7

8
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There were several reaÊ¡ons for the sustained marketing of mixed
products in Manitoba. First there wag market demand. The very fact
Winnipeg was relatively

*{r.that
çoci*i

close to the East Reserve meant that table go.,otls
could be sold. A frontier town of only 4OOO in L874, Winnipeg, had
doubled in size even before the coming of the transcontinental railway in
1882 and reached 25IOOO by l89J-,1ølin"r offered a large and ready market
for rural products.
e

Secondly, table goods were simply more profitable than other field
crops. Not only had wheat prices pJ-ummeted after the depression of 18?3,

but field labour was diffÍcult to procure on Canada's frontier. Thus faf,m
products in which the gender-defined, domestic labour of women and
children could be employed made an appropriate alternative. And these
were the products of the farmyard: eggsr chÍckens, potatoes and
vegetables. And they included household processed products such as butter
and sauerkraut.

A third factor was that these products could be hauled to market
much more efficiently
than grain in the pre-railway days. The produce
that Abram M. Friesen marketed on hig December 1884 trip to Winnipeg, for
instance, contained 915.20 of tabre foods but onry S2.96 of row grade
wheat. Yet the table foods on the December trip weighed no more than 1O3
kilograms¡ the wheat weighed at least 182 kitogramE.
Fourth, there was the factor of stabre pricing. peter F. unger, a
farmer from the grain growing district of Blumenort noted in his memoirs
that arthough the 1880s rÁrere yearg of "rapid progress when the earry

flimsy structureE vùere replaced wíth more subst,antial ones and the
harvests were by and large good, particularry...the harvest of 1887, the
prices $tere poor and the grain which we had to haul to Vüinnipeg someti:nes
gave uE only 35 cents a bughel." Other personal diaries also detail
fluctuat,ing grain prices during these years. They indicate that prices
feII from a high of $1.10 a bushel in 1880 to 35 centE a bushel in 1887,
then roge to gl-.00 a bushel in 1889 and ferr once again to 42 cents a
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bushel in 1893 before rising to 75 cents in 1898. In comparison the
prices of eggs and butter vrere very stable, hovering around 20 cents a
dozen and 20 cents a pound throughout these years. to
The unpreitictability of weather was a fifth factor encouraging farm
families to maintain an intereet in sales of table food. In 1879 farms
in the East Reserve received 78 centi¡neters of rainfal-l- Ieading to crop
drortming and a frenzy of canal digging.
In 1884, however, farmers
experienced drought and in Scratching River, farmers reported that "many
grain fields have had to be plowed down and surnmer fallowed, although that
too is difficult on account of the dryness." 11 During these years as well
there vrere reports of early frosts. One farmer noted in L886 that in
three of the preceding six years his farm had suffered frost in the month
of August. 12 There were also problems with weeds. Vitlage records from
Blumenort indicate that farmers took the task of mowing weeds along road
allowanceÊt very seriously. A letter by a Gruenfeld fa¡mer told of the
problems involved in controlting mustard and thistles when arougfrt, which
kept grain plants in a weak state, was followed by rain which enabled
weeds to germinate. 13 This writer went on to state that although farmers
could expect little income from grain sales they received "good income
from the gale of garden vegetabLeg and particularly watermelons which, in
RuEEia would have been thrown ê!vê1rr are sold in the city for five cents
a slice; eggsr butter and chicken are also gold. " The year 1890 was a
year of hail. A report from Gruenfeld told of a terrible hail storm; "the
worst in 50 years which destroyed much of the crop." la Unpredictable
weather of this kind, coupled with labour short,ages, volatile grain prices
and market opportunitieE encouraged the production of table foods.
ITI
Manitoba Kleine Gemeinde farmers, however, never entirely abandoned

their vision of commercial grain farming. ,fohn lfarkentin,s statement that
in the EaEt Reserve "only a small surplus of grain was sold to the grain
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coßpanieE' cannot be supported j-n the light of fa::merg' oqtn accountg or

municipal tax records. Fa:merE may have received a high percentage of
their annual incomes from table foodg, but they also made concerted
efforts to produce some grain for local and l{ínnipeg markets. By the
early 188Os there were a nurnber of fa::ners ¡rith sizeable grain operatLone
in both Scratching River and. the East ReEerve. In Scratching River,
,fohann Loe\,{en of Rogenhof wae.cultivating 96 acreE and harvesting almost
2300 bushels while Cornelius Friesen of Roeenort was cultivating 96 acrea
and harvesting 3000 bushele of grain. In the Eaet Reserve Franz Kroeker
of Steinbach was cultivating 115 acreg and .Tohann Plett of Blumenhof and
David Loewen of HochetadÈ each 90 acres by 1884. By this year 12 of the
60 East Reserve Kleine Gemeinde descendant farmere srere each cultivating

over 50 acreE. tt
Over the course of the next generation farmere continued to gros¡
grain cornmercially. This is gubstantiated by the fact, that between L881
the average number of arable acres per farming houeehold in the
Eagt Reserve increaged from 20.6 to 63.4 acreE. By 1906 24 of, the 132
farmers in three'itraEt Reserve village districts were cuLtivating over 100
and 1899

acres

Even more indicative

of the farmerg' intentions are their own
accounts of the effortg involved in turning low Iying and ehrub covered
fields into arable land.
In Scratching River farmers recalled the
difficulty of plowing the prairie which wasi often overgroqrn. with willow
and rose shrubE. 16 In the EaEt..ReEerve farmerg recalled efforts of
clearing.bush, pulling rockg and diggi4g drainage ditches. Even during
the dry year of I88I farmerg worked on canal building, etoppiirg only for
a week in JuIy to complete the hay harvest. tt They wrote of the parkland
wildtife that wandered into their ii"la", another sign of the.retreating
bush. Three mooere were killed in 1886 in Blumenort when forest fires eent
them panicking into farmers' fences. In the €rame year Heinrich Fast of
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Steinbach came across two bear cubs which he caught and sol-d to a Winnipeg

circug for S7.00.
Despite these facts farmerE even in the East Reserve remained
hopeful that their region would be recognized as good grain farming
country. One farmer from Gruenfeld wrote in 1885 that "one can live here
as werr, if not better, than in the united states. The rand is cheaper
and the grain can be sold for as much money. In fact youths 18 years and
over receive 160 acreE¡ here free of charge....r do not want to praise
Manitoba out of proportion but as Manitoba is so often put in a diEmal
light one might be juetified in correcting the picture somewhat. " le
If poor land did not turn farmers away from grain farming neither
did the lack of railways. !{agon trips to Winnipeg from the East ReEerve
and Scratching River could be dranm out and tedious affairs usually taking
three and five days respectively. In the East Reserve swampy land and
corduroy roads hampered marketing opportunities. At Scratching River the
Iack of good bridges and the occasional spring floods could force farmers
to use boats to carry on trade wÍth Morris and winnipeg. ' For these
reasons farmers who in Russia had hauled most of their products to market
by wagons, adapted to Manitoba's lowrying prain by waiting for winter,s
sleigh trails to haul their products to market. In April 1888 Corneliug
Friesen' a Scratching River farmer, wrote the Rundschau telling of the
importance of the snow trail: "Yesterday I came from Í{innipeg whére I got
flax seed and a harrow. The trail vrae¡ Eo good that, one team of horses
could puII 4000 pounds....It Êreems, howevér, that the trail wiII not last
Iong which is unfortunate for all those who have not yet hauled their
hay." ã A steínbach farmer lauded winter'e blesging of snow trails when
he wrote the Rundechau in November l-896. "winter haE begun early herer"
wrote the farmer, "Eo that we arready have a good snow trair which is a
rear godsend for the poor who do not own wagonc. They can simpty
construct something out of poplar wood. In the best scenario wagons can
be uged for only five months an1rway.,, 2
18
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Perhaps because of the lack of a raiJ-way, farmere took a certain
pride in getting their goods to market. vthen the litanitobans compared

themselves to the Nebraskans they often romanticized the harsh winters
and spoke of itg cleansing affect on health and spirit.
But they also
spoke with a degree of derision about the fact that the Nebraskang Ì¡vere

so accustomed to the railway. This attitude is exhibited ín a letter
written to the RundEchau by Steinbach farmer, Heinrich Kornelson in 1gg4.
Kornelson told of a recent trip to scratching River in which he had met
relatives from Nebraska who wished to visit steinbach. Kornelson,
however, discovered that "they did not have the will to take the !ùagon

trail [with us] eo they went to Morris to take the train to winnipeg and
then to Niverville by steam posrer. " Kornelson ended the report with the
comment that "the viEitors seem to be accustomed to a smoother form of
transportation which r¡ìre now also acquired in Manitoba. " æ
Nor were farmers entirely thwarted in their grain growing endeavors
by the lack of a ready connection to international marketE. By lgg0 both

the East Reserve and scratching River had a number of local flour millers
and merchants etho would buy wheat or sell it on consignment. Many farmers
who did not have the time to market their grain in lfinnipeg availed
themselves of these Local- markets despite the fact that they usually
brought lower prices. rn october l8gg, immediately after harvest, Gerhard
Kornelson sold wheat for 60 cents and oats at 25 cente a bushel to peter
Toewg the threghing machine owner when !{innipeg prices were reported to
be 90 cents and 62,cents respectiveLy. ^
'
l,
In Rosenort aJ-oca1 market fo¡r.-whea-t*epened--up aften three farmers
purchased a flour producing windmill in IgZg,. rActivity at the windmill
*-seemE t'o have been brisk.
In 1888 the windmill owner reported that he

so occuppied at the mil-I that he could not keep track of "who was
coming and who was going." rn I88I
"r, "åaiaional local market opened up
for scratching River farmers at a neh¡ miII in the town of Morris, Eeven
miles to the south. one farrner commented on its benefits¡ the .steam
útaE
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povtered flour miIl [which] is being built in Morris will meet a long felt

need as tilt

now most farmers have had

to travel [30 mites] to

Emerson

ã

with their wheat. "
- In Èhe East Reserve local market opportunitiea presented themselveE
in Steinbach with the founding of the Reimer-Barkman Eteam powered flour
milL in 1880 and the merchant activitieg of K.R. Reimer and his sons, who
made a practice of buying grain from local farmers and marketing it in
Winnipeg. In November 1880 a Steinbach farmer noted in a letter that
teamster "Peter Toehts and Johann Koop's ,tacob had left for Winnipeg at 5
A¡'l with two sleighs, each containing 60 bushele whlatr for merchant
!{einrich Reirner. "

ã

to lead farmers even in the
East Reserve to market a high percentage of their grain by the late 1880g
and early 1890s before Èhe coming of the liÍanitoba and southeast Railway.
An examination of the personal diaries for 1887 and 1891 of four farmere
from four villages and representing two levele of economic stratification
can serve to illustrate the level of their participation in grain market
economy. The two wealthier farmers included Cornelius Loewen of Steinbach
who, having combined his fa¡m with that of his wife, widow ,racob
Barkman'E, was farming 57 curtivated acres and Abram u. Friesen of
Blumenort, owner of a "double farm" who was cultivating 45 acres. The
poorer farmers $tere Steinbach echoolteacher Gerhard Kornelson who
cultivated 19 acres in the neighbouring viltage of Lichtenau and peter
Friesen who was curtivat,ing 35 acree in Neuanrage near Blumenort. t
rn 1887 Loewen sold 397 of hiE 464 bushels of wheat. of Èhis
quantity he marketed 245 in lfinnipeg and the railway town of Niverville
and 152 to the Reimer-Barkman mill in Steinbach. That same year KornelEon
marketed 22O of hig 244 bushels of wheat. He hauled 123 bushels to
Winnipeg' 44.5 bushels to the railway stations in Niverville and
Ofterburn, and 24 bushels to the flour mill in Steinbach. Another 22
bushels were sold to neighbourE. The finat 24 bushels Kornelgon took to
r rÂrere enough
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the miII in steinbach in exchange for 816 pounde of flour for his own use.
In L892 Peter Frieeen sold all of his 136 bushels of wheat in three
transactions within a month of the harvest for prices ranging from 3g to
45 cents a bushel. During the same year Abram M. Friesen threghed 332
busheLg of wheat and over the courEe of that winter hauled 233.5 to
!{innipeg in seven trips.
In total these four farmers marketed g3.98 of
their wheat - a figrure which indicates a much greater degree of market
integration than previous historians have suggested,. æ It also indicateg
a steep rise in market participation from L877 when records from two
farrners indicated that they marketed only 158 of their wheat.
A finar indicator of the importance of grain farming for the
Manitoba fa¡mers is the freguency with which they
to grain prices
""f""
and reflect on the implicationg for their farms. Feio farmers s¡rote to
ott" ot.:¡e German newspapers, the Rundschau or the Nordwesf,en withoutmentioning grain prices. In the early 1880s farmers reported pricee as
high as $1.10 for wheat in winnipeg. The following year one Blumenort
farmer noted that with. a good crop and prices reaching 95 cents for wheat
and 60 cents for oats "many families have been able lighten their debt
burdens-" æ Three yearE later, however, when prices feII farmers sounded
a pessimistic note. From Rosenhof came reports that "the prices of grain
are so low that many are finding themEelves in financial difficulty.
Presently the grain trade is very depressed and. products damaged from
frost are irnpossible to EeIl." s one farmer blamed it on',one grain buyer
I

in winnipeg who seems to have a monopory and pays onry from 45 to 50 cents
a bushel." "Times were good during the first ten years with good cropg
and high prices," complained the farmer, .but now many farmerg are in
eerious financial trouble. " 3r rn 1889 when prices rose for a short period
a steinbach farmer rauded grain farming. rn fact, he dismissed the
significance of a cheese factory which had juet been built in steinbach.
The factory wirt be a "rear benefit for farmers,, he noted, but ,,the
financial state of farmers...has really ímproved because of the reratively
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hisl wþçat prices which are once again over a dollar a bughel for number
one. " 32 Fluctuating grain prices, no doubt, kept fa¡merg J-eary of
concentrating on grain productioni however, it ís also clear from letters
by farmers that they were marketing enough grain to be directly affected
by those fluctuations.
Historians gomtimes detemine the level of market integration by
the ratio of wheat to oats or corn on a given farm or district.
That is,
wheat represents a cash crop and oats and corn are perceived to be ani¡nal
feed for domestic use. 3' In the EaBt Reserve, however, wheat figrures do
not tell the complete aÈory of entry into the grain market. Here oats was
a cash crop. The li[olochnaia-Borosenko farmers adjusted to liÍanitoba's
economy by seeding much of their cropland to oats for horsefeed in
Winnipeg. CenEuE figrures which indicate that Winnipeg had 2050 horses by
I89t point, to the existence of a large market for oats. So, too, do oat
prices which during these yearE remained within 308 of wheat prices and
at times equalled them. Finally, crop census reports whidh indicate that
East Reserve farmers in 1891 derived only 588 of their total yield from
wheat' compared to 742 for.farmers further west may indicate more the
exigtence of a market for oats than the reticence of farmers to enter the
market place. s
That farmers trere intent on marketing oate is evident from their
or¡¡n lettere and diaries.
In their letters farmers reported Vlinnipeg oats
prices as frequently as wheat prices. When oat prices rose farmerg
coungelled each other to respond with oat production. The RieI Rebellion
in the summer of 1885 reEulted in a shortage of horsefeed and the
inflation of oat prices. "We are not much affected by the unrest in the
Northwestr" hrrote one farmer, "except for the fact that the price of oats
has reached an exceedingly high price of 65 centE a bushel; he who has
common senEe will take note and feed his cattle clover or mashed ü¡heat.,,
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Finally there are pers¡onal diariee which point to a preference for
oat production a¡nong Manitoba Molochnaia-Borosenko farmers during theee
years. Gerhard Korne1Eon notes that his Steinbach neighbours, Gerhard
Giesbrecht and Heinrich Brandt, committed only 38 of their combined 95
acres to wheat for a total- of only 4OB of their crop in the early I88Os.
Cornelius Loewen's diary for the seven years between 1881 and 188?

indicates that he derived 488 of the bushels of his total production from
oats and only 378 from wheat. Abram M. Friesen's diary indicateg that for
four years of production between 1884 and 1888 he derived 45t of his
production from oats and only 418 from wheat. During the 1890s Friesen,g
farni increased in size but produced resg wheat. rn five crop years
between 1891 and 1896 Friesen received only 338 of his crop in the form
of wheat and 508 in oats. s
IV

Another set of indicators of farmers' commitment to produce
marketable surpluses l{ere adaptations made to farming methods. Thís
included changes in cultivation and threshing techniques, new technology
and the use of rail- transportation as it became available.
one of the early accommodations that Manitoba farmers made to their
environment was faII ptowing which they had not practiced in the semi-arid
conditions in New Russia. Geographer John !{arkentin,s statement that the
Mennonites' "grain growing methods became extremely backward" particularly
because they failed to plow their fields in fall seems unfounded in light

of evidence from farmers' diaries. 37 .rohann G. Barkman, rater the
Steinbach Schulz' noted in his diary that in L878 his family plol,red till
December 31. 3s cornelius Loewen of Steinbach plowed his fields as late as
November 5 in 1880. Another farmer complained in 1881, that the drought
was hampering his attempt t,o engage in fall pJ-owing. 3e Gerhard Kornelson
began his prowing in 1884 on october 15 after putting on ,'sharp prow
bottoms." Abram M. Friesen of Blumenort began plowing on october 11 in
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1884 and continued on the 15th after purchaEinçt nelv shares from A.S.
Friesen, the Steinbach blackemith.

Other adaptations included an increasing mechanization in a1t
aspects of grain production. In Chapter Eight we noted that farmers
began acguiring threshing machines in the 1870s asr a measure against

labour shortages. During the course of the 1880s and 1890s farmers
continued the mechanization proceEE. By 1883 the basic level of equipment
inventories of Manitoba farmers, despite the burdens of set up costs and
crop failures, equalled that of farmers who had remained in Russia.
Indeed, figures from the mid L880s indicate that eguipment inventories in
Blumenort' a representative village district in Manitoba, egualled that
of the Molochnaia Colony in Russia. While the average Blumenort household
possessed 1.44 plows, L.3 wagons and 0.5 mowers in 1884, the average
Morochnaia household owned 1.45 prows, 1.8 wagons and o.5 mowers in 1885. {
But during these yeara l{anitoba farmere aleo acquired or gaíned
accesrE to new technology designed to boost production. By Ig83 one out
of every L0 households in the three Kleine Gemeinde village districts in
the East Reserve and one out of every 7.5 households at Scratching River
owned a threshing machine. al BecauEe these machineE could cost up to 9690,
the price of two quarters of developed land, only the wealthieet fa¡merE
or fa¡mers acting cooperativery courd afford them. o' whire farmers in
Steinbach and Rosenhof owned their machines as village organizatione most
machineE rrùere owned individually.

All farmers, however, had access to
thiE technology as the threshing machine ownerE reported doing a thriving
businesE threshing for their neighbours. The price charged by the
thresher owners roee from four cents a bushel for wheat and three centg
for barley and oatE in 1880 to five and four cents for wheat and
feedgrains respectively in 1898. Still farmers could thresh their grain
for less than thoge in some parts of Saskatchewan where farmers paid up
to 14 centg a bushel for threshing in 1905. ß
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Ílhat the threshing machine was for the 1870s, the self binder beca¡ne
in the 1880E. The reaper had replaced the sc1Êhe in the 187Os but it
still required the backbreaking manual task of raking and tieing the cut
grain. The sel-f binder did this mechanically and all that was left to do
wag to set the sheaves upright for drying.

In 1881 three binders were
purchased by Scratching River farmers who capitalized on high wheat
prices. The high price of the machine, however, compelled farmers in
Rosenhof to purchaEe one jointly through the sare of g2o shares. n Two
yearã later gelf binders were introduced onto the East Reserve. a5 During
the I88Os as the price of binders dropped from g350 to g160 they became
even more popular. * By I89O even the villageE on the legg productive
parkland around Gruenfeld were using self binderg. !{arkentin,g statement
that farmers in that part of the reserve did not "give up sc1Êhes for
reapers" tiII 1890, seemE to be contradicted by one Gruenfeld farmer who
indicated in 1891 that what farmers were giving up during these years waE
not the sc1Éhe but the reaper. rndeed the farmer,E report in the
Nordstesten not,ed that "11 new self binders have been purchased in our

area. "
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Another labour saving device during the 188Og waE the seeder drill.
Seed,ing in the first years was done by hand broadcasting. fn Scratching
River farmers fashioned canvaersr bags from which they broadcast the seed

then harrowed it in with heavy wírrow ghrubs purred by oxen. By rBB4,
however, farmers were reporting the purchases of seeding drilte for
and.

between g5O and S100.
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The most notable labour saving device of the 1890s was the traction
steam engine. In the I880s most threshing machines were still

powered by

treadmills al-though three of the ten threshing machines in the Eaet
Regerve srere povrered by upright waterous steam engines by lgg3. ae These
povrer s¡ourcesr, however, proved to be unsatisfactory.
The treadmills
required up to ten horses and the upright !{aterous steamers which had been
around since 1879 lacked versatility, were dangerous and had to be hauled
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around on a $ragon. In October 1883, f:or instance, as part of Gerhard

Kornelson's preparation for harvegt he had to spend a day retrieving "the
steamer from H. Fast with three pairs of oxen. " s Though the traction
steamers did not become popular until the grain prices recovered after

1898r the first of these mammoth tractors appeared in Steinbach in
February 1888. The owners were
K.R. Reimer and machinigt
"ìmerchant
Abram S. Friesen. Despite the fact that the brothers of Rei:ner and
Friesen raised moral questions about the purchase of such I'huge machineg"
farmerE Eoon reported that the st,eamer wag in general uEe.

In

1890

Gerhard Kornelson noted in his diary with a certain triumph that we have
been "threshing with Abram FrieEen,s tractor driven machine." 5r By 1900

at least one farmer in each of the four Kleine Gemeinde village districtg
in Manitoba had acquired a steam engine. In at least two of these
digtricts, Blumenort and Scratching River t,here were three steamengines.
The traction steamengines possessed two primary advantages leading
to greater productívity. First the tractors could be used to open the
lands outside the reeerves. This was especially true in Scratching River
where more and more fa¡mers were leaving the village and hiring custom
plor,t'men to break up shrub-*covered prairie. Custom plowing with steam
engines was also used to open the vagt MetiE lands north of Blumenort.
A second advantage to the use of traction steamers was that it permitted
the threshing of stooks instead of stacks. with the new method owners
would drive their threshing machines to the middle of a fa¡mer's field and
thresh etooks. In the old method the farmer was compeLled to haul the
gtooks to the farmyard where a stack was made before the threshing outfit
was summoned. One farmer in writing in 13gL bemoaned hig decision to
thresh stacks which will mean "that I will have to ,quickly wait, for
Neighbour Buller when he once again threshes in the neighbourhood which
may weIJ- be another 14 days." t
The gradual replacement of oxen by horses increaEed production as
weII. oxen were used throughout the North American frontier as draft
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aninals during the period of land breaking. They were cheaper, required
no oats, and provided better draft power than the poor guality horses.
Oxen, however, were slow, eometÍmes unpredictable and reguÍred freguent
rests. When pioneers recalled working with oxen it was these qualities
and not their brute strengrth that they remembered. Peter Loewen, of
Rosenort, recalled in his memoirs how he had once been forced to Eet fire
to the field on which he was plowing because his oxen suddenly lay down.r-.
rolled over and refused to get up. Johann Dueck of Gruenfeld recalled in
his memoirs how his family'E red spotted and black oxen disappeared one
night never to be found again becauge they had been driven wild by
pestering mosquitoes. Johann Toews of Blumenort recalled how the oxen of
his neighbour Heinrich !{iebe had been unable to find their $ray home
through a bJ-Lzzard, heading instead away from the village and taking !{iebe
to a tragic death by freezing.
The cultural and economic value farmers placed on horses is
indicated by the price they were willing to pay to acquire them. Horses
!{ere usually considered twice the value of an ox. In 1882 when Cornelius
Loewen of Steinbach bought a mare from .Iohann lfarkentin for $LOO he
financed his purchase by selling a pair of oxen to the Steinbach $þþ,
Johann Reimer, for $9O. In 1891 Abram M. Friesen of Blumenort negotiated
a deal with his neighbour in which he "traded the lively stallion for one
pair of three year old oxen. " Y Still the greater productivity farmers saw
in horses compelled them to begin trading oxen for horges within a few
years of settlemenÈ. By 1883 the number of horseg in Steinbach, Blumenort
53

and GruenfeLd outnumbered the number of oxen by 215 to 88. !{hite

horses per household in the East Reserve was still

EhLe

2.4

less than the 4.6
horses per household in the lfolochnaia Colony in Russia or the 4.2 horses
per household in Cub Creek during theEe yearsr, the horge population on the
East Reserve çJrew steadily with the increase in arable land. Between 1883
and 1906 the number of horseg in the three villages increased from 215 to
620 or 4.'1 per household.
55
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Changing grain marketing strategies¡ lvacr a further tegtimoney to a

dedicatÍon on the part of farmers to enter the Canadian market place.
The cautious approach to selling grain changed at the turn of the century
with the recovery of wheat prices and the improvement of rail networks.
Improving facilities at liforris near Rogenort and Rosenhof, at otterburn
near Gruenfeld, at Ste. Anne near Blumenort and at Giroux near Steinbach
meant that by the turn of the century each of the four major MolochnaiaBorogenko village districts was within six miles of a railway station.
'
FamerE' activities hinted at a new approach to grain marketing.
Peter Loewen of Rosenort recatl-ed how, as a teenaged boy, he tried to
second guesE the market and sell wheat in lots of 10O bushels at the
highest possible prices during one of his father's prolonged tripe to the
United StaÈes. The thrill of his lifetime was the ti:ne when he "made my
dear father very happy" by selling a large shipment of wheat at 60 cents
a bushel just before it plummeted in price." s .tohn C. Rei¡ner of Steinbach
recalled sceneE from his boyhood around the turn of the century when
convoys of wagons filted with wheat headed east to the railway town of
Giroux to market the product at the newly erected Lake of the Woods
elevator. t Abram Friesen of Blumenort recolded in his diary how. the
railway changed the way hiE househoLd marketed iÈg grain. In L893 the
Friegens sold their annual surplus in Eeven three-day tripe to Vüinnipeg.
Twelve years later, in 1905, they marketed their grain over the course of
one week through a flat warehouse in Ste. Anne where they filled a
producer car. Betvreen the 21st and 3Oth of September that year the
Friesens hauLed their wheat to the warehouge and on the 29th and 3Oth they
loaded the car. tt These activit,ies rÂrere signs of farmers' deep involvement
in Canada's .market economy.
v
Despite the increasing commercialízation of grain production in the
'four Manitoba Molochnaia village districts,
farmers continued mixed
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farming and obtained a high percentage of their annual income from the
sale of vegetables, eggs, meat and miJ.k products in the 189Os. ff there
was a change in the nature of their mixed farming operations it was that
table goods such as eggs and vegetables decreased in importance and
products derived from dairy cattle increased.
----eons*stent"_rabio--í-n=-the--number*-.of-*-acres-*Uhaf^'Eagt*=Rsse:rve-*"*farmerr

It was as if the
difficuLties associated with grain farming led farmers to reach back to
agricultural methods practiced in the decades before the Borosenko wheat
growing period in the 1860s and to focus on dairy farming.
As farmers slowly increased their cultivated acres between 1880 and
1905 they also slowly increased their dairy herds. The number of
cultivated acres in the three village districtE in the East Reserve more
than tripled from 2OO3 acres in 1881 Eo 7766 acreE in 1906; the number of
dairy cattle increased by a similar percentage from 3O1 cows in 1883 to
1088 cows in 1906. åód as the cuttivated acreE per household increased
from 2O.6 to 58.8 the number the number of dairy cattle increased from 3.1
to 8.2. e
The steady increase.in the dairy herds throughout the 1880s, before
the coming of the cheese factorieg, indicates growing participation in the
market place. Unfortunately there is no account of the household work
involved in producing butter for market during these years. !{hile men
detailed the marketing of butter they did not described the household
production of it.
But diaries, account books and newspaper'reports do
reveal- other work associated with the growing cattl-e industry. Gerhard
Kornelson's recordg indicate that he served the East Reserve ag a tanner.
In 1883' for instance, he tanned the hides delivered by 23 dífferent
farmers. The sa¡ne Eource indicates that Peter W. Reimer of Steinbach
gerved ag a cugtom butcher. Kornelson records hie transaction with Reimer
on a butchering day in November 1888: "Peter Reimer butchered our black
cow for S1.00. There were 3SL pounds of meat and 42 pounds of leather.

*eultÍvated*anrd--t'he--number--of--daåry-"catt'te**they*'kepü':
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Reimer bought the meat lror 4.5 cents a pound and the leather for 3 cente

a pound. The income of the cow, thus, came to $14.40. Fifteen pounda of
meat I bought back for 4.5 cents a pound." NerÂrspaper sources also

indicate that a growing nurnber of farmers r¡{ere shipping crea¡n to Îûinnipeg
via the railway stations on,the western boundary of the East Reserve. In
L887, for instance, fsaac Plett of Gruenfeld built a cream separating
station at one end of the village to provide a service for households
which they had always done for themgelveg.

o

The way that farmers went about caríng for their livestock is

a

further indication of their desire to increase production and produce
eurpluses. There was in each village the ancient custom of hiring a
herdsman to herd catt,le on a cornmunity pasture. Detailed data about the
terms of employment of the herdsman and etories about the romance of
herding in the wild abound. Less information is available about the
personal care that farmers gave to increase milk production and the
innovations they employed to commercialize their operations. Evidence
suggests that the methods of controlling cattle breeds and checking
production levels which had been emphasized by the Molochnaia Agricultural
Society in the I840s and I850s were reintroduced in the new world (Eee
Chapter Two). Indeed, John !{arkentin'g statement that "no Mennonite
farmer [in the East Reserve]...attempted to raise livestock on a large
scale or in a scientific manner" seems entirely without justification. d
Famers were indeed interested in quality breeds. They kept careful

recordg of breeding and calving dates. In the 1880s Cornelius Loewen of
Steinbach maintained a detailed birthing record for each of his LO covrs
which he d.esignated by size, colour, origin and breed. n The breeding

stock was usually community owned. In 1889, for instance, the Blumenhof
village had in its possession two bulls, evaluated at 930 and $21. " ff
the low price of these ani¡nals indicates mixed breeds, other sources
indicate that by the turn of the century a number of farmers !ùere
beginning to . introduce pure bred Holstein herds. Jacob Regehr of
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Gruenfeld, for instance, is said to have joined the Manitoba Dairy
Association in 1897 and begun introducing Holstein cattle in the region. 6
FarmerE also exhibited a concern about production IeveIE of their
dairy herds and kept specific accounts of the milk yield of each cow.
Gerhard Kornelson's diary, for instance, indicates the daily produce
received from each of his four cows, Bunte, Rotte, Sheck and NeIIy. Not
only did Kornelson note the yield of his cor^rst but he meagured their
produce against national gtandardE. Among Kornelson's papers for March
1888 is the following note: "Professor Brosrn of the Ontario Muster Milkery
states that an average cow shoul-d produce 20 pounds of milk for at least
2OO days of the year and for every 100 pounds of milk there shall be eight
pounds of cream and for every 10O poundE cream there shall be 45 pounds
butter." 6 The fact that Kornelson's beEt cow, Bunte' çtave 3692 pounds'
ghort of thig 4OOO pound standard by only 300 pounds, is significant in
tight of the fact that llarkentin has insisted that even after the coming
of cheese factories in the 1890s "Mennonites showed no desire
to...improv[e] their herds." 6
To enhance the efficiency of their dairy operationg farmers were
ready to incorporate new methods. The first was barbed wire which village
districts were introducing in increasing quantities as the dairy industry
slowly grew and as more and more land was put to the plow. The advantages
were c1ear. After a week of fencing, Gerhard Kornelson wrote in hiE diary
that "for the first time we let the cattle out without the aid of a
herdsman." Ú In,June 1891 Abram Reimer of Blumenort purchaged 44.5 pounds
of fencing for the village, marking the beginning of the end of open-range
catt,Ie herding there. I
Another innovation reflecting commerciaL dairy farming was deep well
drilling.
While shallow wells in the East Reserve and use of the river
at Scratching River sufficed for household use, only the drilling of deep
wells would permit farmers to keep commercialJ-y viabJ-e dairy herds. Even
in Scratching River where water was putrid and salty, wells were drilled
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for cattle. The village of Rosenhof, for instance, drilled two 90 foot
wells for water for the cattle in 1881. 6e In the East Reserve farmerg
began drilling deep artesian wells in the late 188Os. One Steinbach
farmer reported in 1889 that "many wells are being bored this winter aE
water is ín great need....one such weII rarely cogts more than $100 as
they are only from 75 to 1OO feet deep." ro A Blumenort area farmer
recalled in later years Èhat it was a water shortage for the growing
cattle herds ín Blumenhof which spurred farmers to take out mortgages on
their lands" in order to drill such wells. t By 1896 well drilling had
become good business and at least one man in Gruenfeld, Isaak Plett, was
making it hig busineEs to drill welLs in the neighbourhood. z
The most ímportant innovation in dairy farming during these yearE
was the cheese factory. In each of the five years betvteen 1889 to 1893
a cheese factory was built in one of the Molochnaia-Borosenko villages in
Manitoba. A cheese factory was constructed in Steinbach in 1889, in
Gruenfeld in 1890, in Rosenort in 1891, in Hochstadt in J.A92 and in
Blumenort in 1893. Ingtead of producing the product through one's
household, farmers norÂr accepted a new eash nexuE¡ and sold the milk to a
The
factory whích processed and marketed the finished product ítself.
ímplications for the farmer were considerable. Simple staple production
replaced household processing. Women lost the status as the processerE
of agricultural producÈs and, as herd sizes increased, their labour as
milkers increased. Greater profite were also reported. ß
Famers voiced great enthugiasm for the new factories. In a letter
to Russia in March I89O Klaas Reimer celebrated the Steinbach factory:
"they can make 30r0O0 pounds of cheese in six monthe and process 4000
pounds of milk in six hoursr" wrote Reimer. But his greatest satisfaction
seemed to come from the fact that the factory was paying "65 cents a pound
for the milk [which] the people say is a third more than they make if they
make butter and only half the work. " 7a In a letter to the q!!@@
in
1890 a farmer lauded the factorieg in Steinbach and Gruenfeld claiming
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that some farmers had Eold up to $LOO worth of milk. 75 The profits pleased
Iocal farmers to such an extent that despite riging wheat prices at the
turn of the century one farmer noted that "famerE began concentrating
more and more on mixed farming, especially dairy and hoge resulting in
good progresg."
This concentration ig evident from tax rolls of the three Molochnaia
viltage districts in the East Reserve which indicate that by 19O6 41 of
the 132 farm houEeholds had dairy herds of 10 or more cows and that at
Ieaet three of the farms had herds of more than 20 cowE. The enthusiasm
for the cheese factories $ras particularly felt in the parkland areas
around Gruenfeld where the number of cows per household rose from 3.5 in
1887 to 6.9 cowg just four years later when the cheege factory was built.
The area which had suffered the most from the lack of good land and had
Iagged behind Bluemnort in farm commercialization was nor¡rt playing catch76

uP.

the turn of the century, then, descendants of the Kleine Gemeinde
immigrants in Manitoha had entered a wider market economy. Unlike other
farmerg in regions further to the srest, however, the majority of these
farmerg did not concentrate on wheat. Instead they adapted to their
environment and regional markets and produced table goods, oatg and cheese
for the growing metropolís of winnipeg. Their farms did commercialize at
a much slower pace than those in other parts of Weetern Canada or in
Yet the efforts the llanitoba
Nebraska where their relatives lived.
farmerg employed to deliver their products to market, the innovations they
accepted to increase their production, the steadily growing size of their
and
operations and the readiness to capitalize on railway facilities
cheege factories point to a commitment to enter the market place and
By

produce surpluses.
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Like theÍr counterparts in Manitoba, the l{orochnaia-BoroEenko
farmers in cub creek, Jeffereon county transpranted their household
economic unite and set out glmultaneouely to meet fanily coneumption
requirements and to parEicipate in a market economy. This
red the
Nebraekans to inittally engage in mixed far.ming just ae did
their lfanitoba
counter¡rarts. The cengua record taken six yeÉrrE after settrement
índicated that the average MennoniÈe hougehold in cub creek was producing
252 pounds of butter, 30 busherE of potatoes and 110 dozen
egg' per
hougehord at the sa.me tÍne that they v¡ere curtivating
an average of 9?
acreE and dedLcating SO* of it to wheat. n Diaries and
letters also
indicate that farmers marketed, both tabre foodg and grain during
theee
early years' rn a letter to her parents in May lSgr Maria Kornerson
Enne
wrote: 'on Monday we drove to [Fairbury] as we had a rittre wheat,
and
some eggE and some buËter. For the wheat we got
6o cents/bueher, for the
butter 10 cents a ¡rcund and for the egge eight centE a dozen.,,
However, becauee the Nebraskans had ready accesa to
a more furry
developed tran'portation network they moved into grain
farming more
aggressivety than their Manitoba counterparts. The 9? acres
cultivated
per household contrasts ehar¡rry to the 52 acree tilled
in scratching River
and the 21 cuttivated in the Eaet Reserve. Low prices
in the tate rgzos
discouraged eome farmers but the recovery of prices in
1gg1 set them back
on the track of commerciar grain production.
'There are once again thoee
nice grain prices which make ug exceptionally optimigtic" wrote
one cub
crçek farmer in Novenber r8g1. D rhis wag the sound of a
farmer in tune
with the market place.
Like their l{anitoba coueins, the Nebraska farmers soon deeemphasÍzed
æ

wheat production; they

too adapted to local conditions. The fact was that
the r880g were wet yeara in which corn frourished and wheat
suffered
molsture related diseases- Betv¡een 18?9 and rggr Jefferson
county
averaged onry 8-3 bughels of wheat per acre.
conversely corn averaged
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34.5 bushelE through the 1880s. Farm censuges reflect the effect of these
conditions on farm cropping programs. rn the five yearg after Lgg0, cub
Creek farmers reduced their wheat acreage from 49.98 of cropland to 19.18.

During the same time they increased their corn production from 8.58 of
croprand to 5L.48. According to Martyn Bowden, a hístorical geographer
writing about ,fefferson County, this trend was to be seen throughout the
county and continued, except for a short period around 1889, ti!] the end
of the century. The reaeon for this shift for the Mennonites was entirely
economic. Unlike their American neighbours, the.^'Mennonites had no

"cultural predisposition" to corn. corn production sras for them not
symptomatic of some kind of "cultural rebound.. e
Letters from Cub Creek farrners indicate the extent to which
Mennonites assocíated with this new American crop. As early aE lggo
Mennonite farmerg $rere reporting bumper crops in corn. rn a letter to
his relatives in Manitoba in L879, Jacob Enns reported receiving 1440
bushels from 31 acres of corn, or 46 bushers an acre. o other letters
spoke of the tedious work of corn husking which required the labour of
the whole family and took up most of the winter. In February lBB4 just
after corn husking was finally completed Maria Enns wrote her father in
Manitoba to report that "I cannot complain much about having to struggle

in material things although we have to work so hard [with the corn]
now ltre have to plow so quickly to get everlÊ,hing done. " e
By 1885 several Cub Creek farmerg had purchased corn pJ-antere.

and

One

farmer exprained that because "the motto for Nebraska is ,corn ig
King'. ..the best methods for planting and cultivation muet be employed.', ß
corn wourd continue to be the dominant crop not onry in the good years
of the early 188Og but aleo during the economically difficult
yearE
between 1887 and L898. In ,rune 1893 Jacob Friesen wrote hig relatives in
Manitoba and reported that his farm had 40 acres in corn, 30 in wheat, and

15 in oats. * corn, like oats in Manitoba, thus, represented not a

move
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to subsistence farming but an adaptation to local market and climatic
conditions.
Enabling the Cub Creek farmers to become commercial grain fa¡mers
wae the highly developed economy of Nebraska with it's cheap technology
and transportation networkg. Railways, for instance, were much more
plentifuJ- in.refferson County than in the Hanover or Morris Municipalities
in Manitoba. When the Mennonites arrived in .fefferson County in 1874
there already lâ¡as a railway. In 1879 a second railway was built through
the county and intersected with the first railway in Fairbury. And in
1886 a third, the Rock Island line, which had been started in 1880 finally
crossed Cub Creek and led to the establishment of the town of Jansen which
goon boasted an elevator and a feed and flour mill.
By J-888 there were
L17.3 miles of railway in the 16-township JefferEon County compared to eix
miles in the eight tovmship Hanover Municipality and about 35 miles in
Morris.
Complementing the growth of a railway network r^ras a rapid increase

in farm mechanization. Between 1880 and 1885, for instance, Cub Creek
farmers increaged the value of machinery per household from g163 to 9200.
This contrasts to the $130 of machinary owned by the average household in
the representative village digtrict of Blumenort in the Eagt Reserve had
in 1884. s The difference in mechanization attests to the fa¡m machinery
duty Manitoba farmers were compelled to pay. Arthough the date of the
arrívar of the first self binder to cub creek is not known, by rgg3 one
farmer reported that "most of the grain [here] is cut with the self
bind.er." s By 1891 Heinrich Ratzlaff of the northern village of Blumenort
courd report that "since Harms and wiebe have each bought a binder
everyone haE his orá¡¡1. " o Another farmer noted in 1890 that the threshing
of stooks which necegsitated the use of a traction steam engine was the
most common threghing method in Cub Creek. æ other reports indicated that
by 1885 farmers had introduced the corn planter and by J-900 the press
drill. B
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famers also made early acquisitiong of horgee. Indeed
in the very first year of settlement in 1874 the 36 farmers purchased 53
horEes and 87 oxen, bringing the average number of horsee per household
to 1.5.
Ten yearE later the number of horses owned by Cub Creek
Mennonites had increased to 3OO while the number of oxen had fallen to
three. In fact the average number of horses per household in 1885 wae
4.6, almost, identical to that in Molochnaia households in Russia at the
sane ti:ne and twice that of Kleine Gemeinde farmers in Manitoba. That the
Cub Creek farms were more profitable during these early years than thoee
in Manitoba ig evident from the fact that the nu¡nber of horses per 1OO
acres of cultivated land in Cub Creek was 35.8 compared to 30.5 in the
!,folochnaia and 8.5 in Manitoba. s
Mechanization and transportation facilitíes,
however, did not
guarantee the development of a specialized grain growing economy. ,fust
as their Manitoba counterparts began emphasizing dairy production so the
Nebraskans increased their cattle and hog herds. For most farmers this
represented an adaptation. Farmers had experi:nented with sheep raising
in the 1870s but by 1881 there were reports that the cost of fencing and
the end to free ranging of sheep had made it unprofitable. t For thoEe who
continued raising eheep the method now lay in enclosed feedlots.
For most Cub Creek fãÍmers livestock production ca¡ne to be
synonYmous with cattle raising.
In t{ay 1883 on'e observer noted that "it
steems more and more that the Russian ltennonites are taking on the ways of
American farrners in that they are raising not only grain but cattle and
an increasing number have their own herdg." e censuE records bear this
out. They indicate that the number of cattle and calves per Mennonite
household in Cub Creek increased from 10.3 in L88O to 19.4 just five years
Iater. Famers also increased their hog production. While the average
cub creek Mennonite farmer kept 9.5 hogs in rB80 he was raising 41.8 by
1885. One farmer wrote his sister in Manitoba in 1882 to report that he
The Nebraska
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had a breeding stock of "52 pigs from which we hope to seII weanlings and

I think this practice can provide us with a good profit." s
There were several reasons for this shift to daíry and meat
production. First, Cub Creek had the marketing infrastructure for thig
tlpe of agrlculture. A creamery Ì.ras established in Fairbury in 1883 which
had the capacity of producing 700 pounds of butter daily. * Then too both
omaha and St. .foseph had stock yarda by the 1880s. In 1884 these market
opportunities increased when the Union Stock Yards Company opened an even
larger packing plant in Omaha. Two years later when the Rock Island
Railroad was built through the southern tier of the Cub Creek township
farmers suddenly had direct access to both Omaha and St. .Ioseph.
A second factor encouraging cattle farming was that it complemented
corn production. In 1884 when corn dropped to 26 cents a bushelr' farmers
consoled themselves that corn vras still a good thing: after all "cobg are
used as fuel and stocks are eaten by the cattle which are released onto
the fields' after harvest." s Another farmer wrote his relatives in
Manitoba to explain how little work it wag to have beef cattle during the
winter in NebraEka: we simply "have the cattle on the land aII
winter...and are making as little work as possible.,,sc o r n
aI so
complemented meat production in that it was an animal feed. It was cornmon
wisdom in Nebraska that farmers "cannot raise too much corn." "It may be
worth five cents, " Ìdrote one Etate official, ,'but transmuted to beef, pork
or mutton it wiII always pay the husbandman a handsome...return." e
A third factor discouraging grain specialization wae the volatile
decade of the I890s and particularly the depression that began in 1893.
Farmers who had prospered by raising corn in the 1880E began to fínd
themselves in financial difficulty in the I890s as they suffered from a
combination of poor yields, Iow prices and high interest rates.
In
November 1896 cornerius L. Friesen, o!ìrner of a 160 acre farm, wrote hie
relatives in Manitoba with the following somber report: "The harvest yield
vtaÊt very small this year, particularly the small grain. We threEhed only
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one load of oats but it was Eo light it really did not pay. !{e got only
16 bushels an acre...and sold most of it for 35 centE a bushel. The corn

yielded 30 bushela an acre which is being sold for a very poor price. In
the beginning of this month the price was 12 to 13 centg a bushel. Very
little was sold in the hope that the price would soon rise. But now the
price has dropped to 10 to 11 cents a bushel and most is being sold for
this pricê. " s
The congeçluence of this financial trouble was a more concerted turn

to farm diversification.
According to Martyn Bowden farmerE moved into
Iivestock production particularly after they "felt during the hard times
of the I890s...that the variable rainfall of the plains lvas not suited to
the Corn BeIt monocrop economy they had developed in the preceding
decades. " e By the turn of the century cattle and hog production was a
firmly establiEhed agricultural practice in Cub Creek. Letters indicate
that farmers were shipping subEtantial quantitíes of cattle to both O,maha
and st. .Ioseph during theee years. In May LgOO one writer to the
Rundschau reported that "eix carloads of fattened beef were shipped from
here to St. ,foseph yesterdêy.' t* In May I9O3 another letter writer told
of ,t.,t. Thiessen, a local farmer, who had just shipped a car load of
feedlot fed sheep to Omaha while his neighbour Corneliug iI. Friegen had
shipped 70 beef cattle and a car load of hogs to St. ,Ioseph. 1n Later that
year another letter indicated that Friesen had travelled to St. JoEeph
with the reported intention of "purchasing three to four carloads of beef
for fattening" and that another neighbour, P.W. Thiessen, contracted to
custom feed 5000 sheep for "a large meat packing firm."
Those farrners who had been able to survive the bad tí¡nes of the
L890E faced a period of unprecedented prosperity after the turn of the
century. Coincidental with the increase in liveetock production was the
recovery of grain prices and yierds. rn 1898 wheat reached 91.25 in
Fairbury and in 1900 farmers began reaping a series of bumper crops. 16
One farmer from Cub Creek noted in 19OO that "we have received a bumper
1@
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crop in our Elrea i¡r Nebraska' and re¡mrted that the wheat that had yielded
3O bushelE ÉIn acre IAtaE norñr bringing 6O cents a bushel . In 1902 Jefferson
County received 60 incheE

of rainfall

and corn reached 30 cents a buehel.

of Cub Creek farmerg began very confident. In January I9O3 a
letter srriter from Cub Creek reported that 'there still iE a lot of corn
in the fierdg...and, we are arready very busy with husking corn....The
elevator m¿rnager hardly knowe what to do with aII the corn that ie brought
to hin.' A qteek later another fanmer reported Èhat 'corn yields are f,rom
40-50 bushelE an acre....Fanzners are very happy about good yields and high
The tone

prices. " lfl

turn of the century marked a final adaptation that Cub Creek
farmers made to their economic environment. This was the resurgence of
the wheat economy. Bowden notes that new winter wheat strains and the
introduction of the moisture saving pree6. drill lead farmers who had
become skeptical of Nebraska's weather patterna to take a freeh look at
wheat. Records for the whole of Jefferson County indicate that wheat
acreage in the county had risen shar¡lIy from a loq¡ of 57OO acres in lB99
to 46rooo acres in 1902 and by 1906 had stabirized at 41,ooo acres,
setting a trend which was to go on for 20 years. 1.o rt waE aE if,
Mennonite fazmers had come fuII circle. Having turned from wheat during
the early ye¿rrs in NebraEka new methods and a bouyant economy had taken
them back to the grain of their forefathers. This trend wae to continue,
parEicularly becauEe in 1906 fully one third of Cub Creek l{ennonite
houeeholde relocated to the semÍ-arid wheat growing ptain of western
The
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In Cub Creek, then, Mennonite farmers who had emphaeized wheat
production in the 1870e turned to corn and cattle production through the
1880E and l89Os. At the turn of the century they were well eituated to
profit from a highly developed cattle market and ready once again to
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produce for the grain export economy. There were growing indications from

the wheat bonanza of the late I870s, the corn bonanza of the I880s, the
financially difficult years of the 189Os (inctuding the diversification
into livestock), and the strengÈhening farm economy of the new century,
that the l4ennonite farm households in Cub Creek were integralty tuned to
a market economy.
What was obvious for Cub Creek fa¡rn hougeholds wag true for thoge
in the EaEt Reserve and Scratching River as welI. Like their Nebraska
cousins, the Manitoba Kleine Gemeinde farmers emphasized a mixed farming
approach to agrículture. And like the NebraskanE they used that approach
to gain acceEE to a market economy. Like the Nebraskans they produced
various mixes of grain and livestock to maintain self sufficiency and
produce surpluses. In the L880s farmers turned their focus from wheat to
oats and ín the 1890g from butter to cheeEe. Each move came aE a response
to a dialectic between their hougehold capabilities and the market place.
Transportation networks may have been IeEs developed, machinery more
costly and the environment lese inviting, but farmers in Manitoba 1{ere aE
intent on marketing their produce during this period as their NebraEka
count,erpartE.

This ig not to say that traditional and cultural values were not
important to thege Mennonite farmers. It waE just that their cultural
values rested on their ability to maintain and reproduce their houeeholde
and to fashion a strong, soridaristic community. ,'curturar reboundr" a
return to Old World crops after an initial period of settlement, common
in American ethnic fa¡m communities, was not a factor in these Mennonite
communities. 106 Indeed in both the Manitoba and Nebraska communitiee
Mennonite farmers first concentrated on wheat which they had grown in
Russia and then shifted to feedgrains which in Manitoba could be sold as
cash crop and in Nebraska could complement feedlot livestock raieing.
Geographer }lartyn Bowden has argued that the switch to corn in .fefferson
County reflected the cultural background of the majority of farmers¡ John
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Warkentin hae argued that the shift to oats in the East Reserve was

a

reversion to subsistence farming in a culturally and economically isolated
old World peasant community. However, letters and diaries from the
farmers themgelves would suggest that corn and oats had little to do with

culture. Famers in both communities lvere quite intent on entering the
market place. FeedgrainE reflected an adjustment to the market place,
not a rejection of it.
Mennonite entry into a market economy wag made within the confines
of a traditional, golidarist,ic community and through the activities of
the whole household. Surpluee€r were procured and marketed in order to
maintain the strengrbh of that community and to engure the reproduction of
the household. The social irnplicationE of the changing nature of the
Mennonite farms, however, was to jeopardize those very airns.

CHAPTER 10

TEE SOCIjAT, OOIISEOT'ENCES OF üARKET FARITING

In L900, just four years after their marriage, Peter and Margaretha
Vliebe, ages 29 and 23, moved out of the old village of Blumenort on the
East Reserve. They established their own farm on land purchased from the
Manitoba Government just two miles from the vitlage. The Wiebes were just
one of nr¡merous young familieE to migrate from Blumenort and to spell the
end of the old village system. During the sane time that young Manitoba

families were moving beyond old community boundaries their cousins in
Nebraska were contemprating similar moves. rn 1900, for example, Jacob
and Anna Frieeen, agee 26 and.29, were living in Cub Creek with their four
small- children and farming on rented land. However, the condiÈionE in
southeastern Nebraska were to compel the Friesens to make a costly and
drastic rerocation to secure their own farmland. rn 1906 the young
Friesen family joined 30 other families and moved to the semi-arid plains
of !{estern Kansas. Anna Friesen later recalled that the move had occurred
in order that "poor and landless people', might have the opportunity to
farm. The migrations of the !{iebe and Friesen famities reeulted from the
Iand Eç[ueeze and economic opportunities irnpticit in agricultural
commercialization. But more importantly they repreEented a new strateg'y
to preserve the values represented by the family farm in the second
generation.

In many lvays these old values srere increasingly difficult
to
realize. For a generation Kleine Gemeinde descendant families deepened
their integration into a North American export economy. The social nature
of the Manitoba and Nebraska farm households reflected this reality.
community structures, land ownership, views on capitar accumuration,
24t
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credit arrangements and labour requirements shifted to reflect a greater
reliance on an outside market. And these socíal factors algo indicated
the differing degrees to which the Manitoba and Nebraska communities rrùere
participating in the market place. The fact waE that Nebraeka farmers
etere located in a more highly developed economy than their Manitoba
counterpart,s. Throughout this period Nebraskans faced greater land
shortages, paid more for land, experienced sharper economic
stratifícation,
mortgaged their farms more heavily, Eaw more families
become landless and turned to a greater extent to wage labour than did
their Manitoba couEins. As a consequence the Nebraskans rirere also
compelled to go to greater efforts to secure land for a second generation
of houeehold farmE.

r
The expansion of farmg during the first
shortage of land in both t{anitoba and Nebraska.

generation resulted in

a

the Kleine Gemeinde
delegates, Klassen and Toews, returned to RuEgia in the E¡ummer of 1873
with news of Canada's homestead laws, Aeltester Peter ToerârE had noted with
some enthuEiasm that "every person is to receive l-60 acres as a gift." I
However, Toews' vision of equality in which families would each own land
for generatione was to be short lived. !{ithin a decade after settlement
farmers in both Nebraska and Manitoba were faced with rising land prices
and land shortages. By 1905 an increasing number of families had no land
at all.
One of the moet obvious differences in the NebraEka and l{anitoba
farm economíes râraE a dif ference in land distribution.
Farm sLze,
tand/household ratios, and land prices each reflected the fact that the
Nebraska farmers were more integrated into a commodity market economy than
their Manitoba counterparts. As Table # 1 indicates, the 56 Nebraska
househoLds owned and cultivated considerably more land in I88O than their
96 counterparts in Manitoba but owned less and cultivated equal amountE
When
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in 1900. In fact over those 20 years as the population of Cub Creek
l{ennonites increaeed from 365 to 505 the gize of the average farm began
decreasing. Conversely as the farm population in the EaEt Reserve
Molochnaia settlements increaged from 450 to 653 the size of their farme
increased. During a time, then, that the farm population in Cub Creek
increaeed by 38t ì the cultÍvated land area per household f.ell by 36t.
Conversely while the farm population in the East Reserve increased by
458

the cultivat,ed land area per household jurnped by
Table #

30Bt

1

I.AI{D OÍINER'SETP OF KT,EINE GE¡IEIITDE FÀRIIERÍ;

(in acres)
TotaI

Averaqe

17,458

180

East Reeewe

1881

20.6

1887

28.2

1891

4t.4

1899
(lù Creek
1880

27,200

249

63.4

Ltr76O

204

97.3

188s

1900

93.2
11,015

1??

63.4

Theee differences regulted from changed economies.and eapecially

the availability of land in the two respectÍve placee. dast Reserve
farmers, for instance, did not receive the s¿rme economic rewards for land
breaking in the early years. Land patent records indicate that instead
of breaking all their available arable land within a few years of
settlement, the East Reserve farmere showed a more congervative approach
and increased their cult,ivated acreage slowly.

Tax records demonetrate
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that between 1881 and 1906 the area of cultivated land expanded steadily
by approximately 5Ot every five years, from 2003 acres in I88I to 7766 Ln
l_906.

A Eecond reaEon for the different developments in Nebraska and
Manitoba was that there was simply more land available in the sparsely
populated canadian province (see Map # 9). A number of rand sources
existed within and just outside the East Regerve till the turn of the
century. One source $tas the land abandoned by BergÈhaler Mennonites in
the I870s for superior land on the west Reserve. In 1886 one writer to
the Rundschau reported that the former Bergthater lands were once agaín
being farmed. "lfany will knowr" wrote the correspondent, ',that lat one
timel this reserve seemed to be going under as many inhabitantg gave
themselves...to the West Reserve. Subsequently there was much abandoned
Iand. f{hen times improved somewhat many again became inùerested in these
Iands. HolÂtever the government was not about to grant a second gift of
land (homeetead). During this year, however, the raw in this regard has
changed and we are now allowed to take out homesteads on the abandoned
Iand and so many quarter sections have been taken. ...,, 2
other cheap land was avaílable to the north of the East Reserve on
open prairie.
This land had been granted to Manitoba,s Metis in 240-acre
parcels after the 1870 Red River Rebellion. Here a number of Blumenort
and Gruenfeld families founded a new Eettlement named Greenland in 1893.
other lands which Mennonite farmers purchased during these yearE included
the seven quarter sectíons of Hudson's Bay land and one Manitoba School
Section in each township. Farmers also began pushing further into the
parkland south of Steinbach and Gruenfeld. As early as 1880 four new
villages' Hochstadt, Gnadenort, Steinreich and Blumfeld had been founded
south of Gruenfeld. 3 Around the turn of the century a nu¡nber of families
founded the new settlement of Ekron, southeast of Steinbach in the La
Broguerie Municipality.
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Finally there wag land available from Anglo-Canadian farmers in both
the East Reserve and around the Scratching River settlements. In the East
Reserve' the CLearspring farmers began selling their lands to Steinbach
and Blumenort farmers in the 1890s. By 1900 at least eight quarter
+hìt
f (ta.¡ ¡..*i
sections of¡high pricedÅIanìd ñad been acguired by the Mennonites. During
these years as weII Scratching River Mennonites began to expand outside
their reserve's boundaries. Land title records show that most of this
land was available in the Anglo-Canadian townships to the west of the
reserve. In township 6-1W alone, Mennonite farmer's acquired 17 quarter
sections from Anglo-Canadian farmers and land speculators between 1880 and
1905. o !.tap # 9, "Kleine Gemeinde Land Acquisition, 1874-1906r" sums up
this steady growth in Kleine Gemeinde land. area.
Un1ike Manitoba farmers, the Nebraskans had little
room for
expaneion after 1880. The fact that the non-llennonite population in Cub
Creek increased as rapidly ae the Mennonite population, from 225 souls in
I88O to 501 in 19OO' obviously accounts for the land squeeze. t Ne$rspaper
reports guch as the one in JuIy 1879 which spoke of "magsive amountg of
prairie land being brokent' in Cub Creek cannot be found in the 1880E.
Nor wag land available in the neigbouring townships. Peter Jansen tellg
of the surprising land grab that occurred around 1880 in neighbouring
Jefferson Township: "...1{ê thought the wild, open prairie wourd lagt for
many years. In this we were mistaken. Settlers came in very rapidly and
very soon we were [forced to remove our sheep from those lands and confine
theml to our own land." 7 Martyn Bowden has suggested that by 1889 ',there
was very little
of the tirrabre prairie left [anlnrrhere in the county]....,,8
Unlike the ontario farmers in the East Reserve or around Scratching
River' the American farrners within Cub Creek were not a Eource for
additional land. Mennonites may have purchased eight quarter sections
from their American neighbours between 1880 and 1900 but they sold 10
quarter sectiong to the Americang. Only about four fa¡mers are knorrn to
have availed themselves of land in the neighbouring nock Creek and Harbine
r

6
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Townships. The geographic boundaries of Mennonite landhol-dings in Cub
Creek as depicted in l{ap # 10, "Cub Creek Mennonite Landholdings, L890t9t7, " thus, were to change little between 1880 and 1900.
The growing shortage of land also was reflected in the increasing
number of farmers who were renting their land by the turn of the century.
Land rental had of course been an age-old strategy by which farmers
initially placed their sons on farms. In t88I Deacon Abram Rei¡ner of the
East Reserve rented 16 acres for 50 cents an acre to his gon Peter when
he married at age 19. In 1883 Delegate David KIaEEen of Scratching River
rented out 29 acreE of cultivated land to four parties for between 91.10
and 33 cents for an average of 69 cents an acre. In 1882 Isaak Harms of
Cub Creek rented his land to hiE young married sons for a third of the
yield. It is significant that the renters in each of the cages outlined
above were offspring; they incruded a son, a son-in-raw and two 22 year
old grandsons. '
Yet tax rolls indicate that the nu¡nber of farmers rentÍng land from
non-related landownerE rras on the increase during this time. In 1881, for
instance, only two of the 96 or 24 of the I'lolochnaia fa¡mers on the East
Reserve rented their farms. In 1898 this had increased to 7.4t of the
farmers. lfhile the number of farmers who rented all of their land is not
available for Nebraska, census records indicate an increasing practice of
Iand renting. !{hile in 1880 only L28 of Mennonite farmers in Cub Creek
rented some of their land, by 1900 this nunber had increased to 238.
As in Manitoba the renting eras often within the family and used as
an avenue to assist young farmers. A letter written to Manitoba in 1996
tells of "Jacob B. Friesens [who] have rented their parents, farm and give
harf of their produce for it." 10 Enns, neighbour, Frank sawatsky, lvrot,e
to the Rundschau in the sa¡ne year to state that "our children will be
moving onto our farm and the other children hope to rent the farm of
neighbour Penner who is looking to move to KansaE or California.,, 11 The
fact, however, that the average age of a rand renter in cub creek was 36
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to the average age of 33 in the East Reserve would indicate a
growing number of farmers who vrere renting land without hope of purchaeing
their own farms. So too would the sheer difference in the number of
renters in the two places.
compared

t\1'1çr"ct
Another iirdisltor of farm commercialization wag the increasing price
of land. While the ready availability of homeetead land in Manitoba kept
prices from inflating markedly during these years, cultivated tand within

víilage digtricts attained a monetary value shortly after settlement. In
L877, juet three years after settlement, Cornelius Loewen indicated that
he paid $50.00 for "Iand in Gruenfe1d." 12 lvithin ten years of settlement
the price of those in Borosenko in 1873. In October
1883' for inetance, David Klassen, the founder of Rosenhof at Scratching
River, gord hiE farm, incruding rand, buirdings and. machinery, to reaak
Loewen for $2000. Throughout the next 25 years land prices rose slowly
to refrect the growing cultivation of the rand. Àt the turn of the
cenÈury as grain prices strengrthened and as virgin land was no longer
available prices somet,imes doubled within five years.
some farme equalled

Tabte #

2

ARABLB LAND PRICES PER ACRE: 1880-1905

1885-1890

1900-190s

East Reserve

ç4.52

s10.28

Scratching River

$3.4s

s8. 34

s16.00

$40.96

Cub Creek

During the 1880s the accessibility of l-and in lifanitoba kept prices
Iow. In Scratching River, .Iacob Kroeker of Rogenhof purchased a quarter
section from Delegate Klassen in lggg for $3.25 an acre.
This
corresponded to the average price of S3.45 paid for five other quarter
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sections in the villages of Rosenhof and RoEenort around L890. Sj:nilar
prices were paid in the East Reserve. In 1883 when five families of the
Koop clan from Blumenort established the satellite settlement of Neuanlage
they sold their viltage hotdings for gl-.87 an acre or g3OO a quarter. In
1893 and 94 when four more families teft the village to found the
settlement of Greenland in the northern sections of the district they sold
their lands for an average price of $3.90 an acre which did not include
buildings. FaÍmers who rirere purchasing fertile and easily worked sandy
loam l-ands from Anglo-Canadian Clearspring settlers rdere paying more. In

1887 and 1888, for instance, Abram S. Friegen the welt-to-do Steinbach

industrialist paid an average of $5.78 an acre for two guarter sections
just north of Steinbach.
Around the turn of the century, however, land prices in both of the
Manitoba reEerveE began to inflate.
In November 1899 Heinrich Kornelson,
the SÈeinbach correspondent to the Rundschau, reported that "Iand prices
are rising here and much land is exchanging hands." ,For example,
Cornelius Toe$tE' the 1874 delegate, gold hig farm just south of Steinbach
for $160O in 1896 to Cornel-iug Sawatsky of Gretna on the west Reserve.
In Ig99 when Sawatsky returned to Gretna he sold the farm to C.B. Loeqren,
a Steinbach fa¡mer and merchant, for $2200. !{hile rocky hay land gouth
of the village could be purchased for 92.50 an acre, farmerg who were
buying highly developed sandy loam land just north of the village were
paying 912.50 and g14.OO an acre. 'o
Land prices ro€¡e sharply even in village digtricts that had acceEE
to land just outside the regerves such ag Blumenort and Rosenort or those
that possessed Poorer quality lands such as Gruenfeld. In Rosenort,
Scratching River' farmere purchased 10 quarter sections around 19OO for
an average price of $8.34 an acre, more than double the price of a decade
earlier.
fn Blumenort, where fa¡mers still could find land outside the
boundaries of the reserve, and in Gruenfeld, where rand was of poorer
quality, land was also becoming an item of inflation.
Two Blumenort
13

.
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quarter sections which had been gold for $3.75 an acre in 1897 sold for
S6.25 in L902. In Gruenfeld farmers were paying around $3.00 an acre for
Iand in 1892 but by the turn of the century this figure had risen to $7.00
and g9.OO an acre. t5
Although theee prices represent steep risee from priceE a generation
before, they pale in comparison to prices paid in the Nebraska
eettlements. Reports of the sale of Eeven different farmg in newspapers
from between L88l- and 1885 indicate that they fetched an average price of
S16.00 an acre. A tlpical Nebragka ne!ìrspaper account reads: 'tOn ifanuary
I [1884] there will be an auction sale at Johann W. Thiessen where cattle,
plows, waçJons, machinery, and household goods will be sold; the L60 acre
farm has been sold to son ,Iohann F. Thiessen for $3000."
By the turn of the century when land was being sotd in the Eaet
Regerve for between $6.00 and $12.OO an acre, prices in Cub Creek ranged
from $33.00 to $68.75. Newspaper accounts of the sale of Eeven Jefferson
County farms in 1903 and 1904 indicate an average price of 940.96 an acre.
Just as a stronger wheat economy sent prices rising steeply ín Manitoba
they sent prices sky rocketing in Nebraska. One Cub Creek resident wrote
the Rundschau in 1903 to teII of a neighbour "Fred Achtemener [who] hag
bought a 150 acre farm near Harbine for $8000 which had only recently been
purchased for $3400." The writer added that "it is a particularly
tumultuous time in which we live.
There is much dealing and building.
Hopefully the needy will not be forgotten in the rush."
16

17

rI
As land prices rose, reflecting the commercialization of farms, so
too did the gap between rich and poor farmers. Difference in degree of
wealth was of courge not itself an indicator of a capitaliEtic world.
James Henretta has argued that

pre-industrial

farm communities in
Pennsylvania usually had high degrees of social stratification wíth the
wealthÍest 108 often owning around 308 of the wealth. Similarly l.fick Reed
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has argued

that in nineteenth-century

England, wealth

differentiation

was

a characteristic of peasant society. ts
However, higher land príces arieing from farm commercialization seem
to have had an effect on the leve1 of economic differentiat,ion. In l-880,
for instance, the top 10* of landov¡ners in Cub Creek possessed 348 of the
land while the top 108 in the EaEt Reserve owned 21* of the land. A
similar difference can be observed in the smallest landholders. The
bottom L08 of landoqmers in Cub Creek owned 3.78 of the land in 1880 while
the bottom 108 in the EaEt Reserve owned 8.19. Over the next 20 yearE aE
family farms fragmented the ownershíp of the top J.0? did decline somewhat,
to 27È in Cub Creek and 19t in the East Reserve. However, this did not
mean that the gap between rich and poor waE narrowing. ,rust as the
percentage of land owned by the richest farmers decreased Eo did the
percentage of land possessed by the smallest landowners. In Cub Creek and
the East Reserve those percentages fell to 2.1? and 4.Bg respectively. re
But the most important statistic reflecting a growing gap between
rich and poor waE the increaeing number of landlege household.s. In each
of the East Reserve and Cub Creek only one hougehold owned no land in
1880. By 1900 3L8 of the 153 Mennonite households in the East Reserve
Kleine Gemeinde village districts and 398 of the LO2 Mennonite householde
in cub Creek owned no farmland. !{hile a percentage of these households
are represented by retired couples or businegsmen in the towns of
steinbach and ilansen, the majority were raborers and craftsmen.
Perhaps as significant as these different degrees of stratification
was the difference in the relative family síze of the top landownerg in
the Nebraska and Manitoba communities. census records indicate economic
stratification in Manitoba was more closely related to family size than
it was in Nebraska. For exampre, in 1899 the East ReEerve,E two largest
landowners, Klaas Reimer of Steinbach and,fohann plett of Blumenhof, owned
640 and 520 acres respectively and had an average of 6.5 children at home.
Cub Creek'g two largest landowners in L900, Peter Hildebrand.t and .rohann
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P. Thiessen had 567 and 500 acres respectively and had an average of two
children living at home. æ
The nature of the difference in stratification
can also be
illustrated by case histories of two farmers with large families in Cub
Creek and the Eagt Reserve. In L880 62 year old ,facob Enns of Rosenthal
in cub creek owned 32o acres. oespite the fact that he had only two
children at home he increased his acreage over the next nine yearE to 932
acrest. Instead of decreasing his acreage as he retired, he rented hiE
Iand to his married children. glhen he died in 1889 at age 72, each of his
children inherited 204 acres. The practice of hotding onto one,g 1and
cont'inued into the second generation. In l9O4 ilacob Enns ilr. wrote the
Rundschau to Etate that all of his children no$r were married but that he
still owned all of his land and was renting it to the children for a third
of the yield. ã
A farm with a very different pattern of land ownership wag that of
Abram Penner from Blumenort in the East Reserve. In L883 at the age of
36 Penner had six small children at home and he was cultivating 35 acres.
Six years later Penner's household had increased to include eight children
and his cultivated acreage had increased to 55. In 1898 at the age of 51
Penner was cultivating J.70 acres but by this time the total nu¡nber of
Penner children had increased to 12 with six unmarried gons ages 12 to 23.
As these E¡ons married Penner'a farm began decreasing in size. In 1906
this acreage had farren to 60 acres. However, in the meantime he had
helped five of his children establish viable farms and saw the total
acreage of hie five sons and one son-in-law increase from 110 cultivated
acres to 315. clearly Penner'g sudden increase in acreage as he reached.
the age 50 in 1898 was part of a household reproduction strategry. z
QuantÍtative analysig of 90 land owning Molochnaia farm hougehoLds
in the East Reserve in 1898 and the 60 land owning Mennonite far:n
households in cub creek in 19OO indicates that the Enns and penner
histories were not isorated cases. rn both places the top 10t of the
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of available land and rÁrere around 48
to 49 years old. In Manitoba, however, the farmers with the most land
Iived in households containing 8.1 people while the average household
contained 5.8 people. In Nebraska the wealthier farmers lived in
households of 6.0 people compared to the average houeehold of 6.6 people.
It might be concluded from this, that just as the New England farmers in
ilames Henretta's study increased their holdings aE a part of their
strategD¡ for household reproduction so too did the Molochnaia farmers in
lfanitoba. conversely cub creek farmers seem to have had a greater
inclination to accumulate land without regard to family strategies.
Clearly' the land Equeeze in Cub Creek prohibited farmers with the largest
families from increasing their holdings to accommodate their childrens,
resettlement.
landor,rmers olimed between 19 and 274
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The increasing commercialization of the Molochnaia farms in the East

Reserve' Scratching River and Cub Creek ís evident not only from rising
Iand prices but also from the increasing need for credit to finance
operations and the increasing willingness to obtain that credit outside
community boundaríes. once again the difference in the pace of
commercialization ín Nebraska and Manitoba is apparent in the respective

levels of loans obtained outgide the community and the extent of land
mortgaging.

Before the turn of the century, credit in Manitoba was obtained from

internal sources. This is not to say that farmers were unconcerned about
financial arrangements and credit.
Indeed personal diaries reveal an
obsession with termE of cred.it, interest, charges, debt owed to neighbours,
capital costE and profits.
In this society the ability to ialculate
interest was a highly regarded gkill.
Schoolteacher Gerhard. Kornelson,
for instance, noted in hig diary for ilune 6 1888 that "I learned how to
calculate interest from H. Klippenstein. For example: how much interest
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witl $16.92 bring in 12 months a--Tz? Answer: g1.1g." Farmers were argo
very astute financial record keepers. KornelEon, for instance, calculated
that the cost of feeding his 33 chickens in 1881 cost him six cents a day.
He also calculated that his fencing costs for 1883 in which he evaluated
his labour at $L.50 a day came to ç79.25. After becoming a schoolteacher
in L888 Kornelson passed on these values to his students: "If a man has
paid $7.35 for a piece of cotton which meacureEr 46 yardsr" went the finat
exam ç[ueEtion

per yard?."

for his oldest class in 1888, "how expensive is the cotton

ã

Farmers were also very conscious of how much money r¡ras owed them.
Few serviceB $tere rendered to neighbour or extended family without

some

charge: labour rendered, meat sold, equipment rented, products hauted and
rides given were all duly noted and charged to the recipient. When larger
items were sold the te¡ms of the sale were usually written out in futl and
often some kind of affidavit was signed. In 1892 when ilohann Reimer of
Blumenort purchased a pair of oxen from his aunt, the widow of Deacon
Abram Reimer, he wrote

the following statement in llidow Rei:ner,s account
book: "I, the undersigned, indicate that I have purchased !{idow Rei¡ner,s
one pair of oxen for g75.oo and promise to pay the same on May 1, rg92.
I sign this with my o!ùn hand. Johann Reimer." u
This same financial concern was reflected in farmers, effortg to
devise credit schemeE within traditional boundariee. A common procedure
for dealing with a rack of ready cash was to pay in kind. rn rgg2 when
Cornelius Loewen hired ,facob Barkman for 3 l/2 daye he "paid with fish."
rn 1884 when the Gruenfeld villagers hired the recently arrived RusEian
immigrant, Heinrich Rempel, as schoolteacher they paid him $90 derived
from víllaçte EourceE¡, $100 from the provincial education grant and g.5
loads of wood. In 1888 Steinbach villagers hired the Lichtenau farmer,
Gerhard Kornergon, as schoorteacher and paid him g14o plus 10 roads of

hay.

In the

year Blunenort villagers hired a l.tr. Kaiser as a
herdsman and promised hifi $90 plus L1O bushel wheat and 20 loads of hay. Ð
EÉrme
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An Smportant source of credit, as well, continued to be the
wealthier members in the community. fn many caEes they loaned money to
the church'E Credit and Debtors program for 58 interest which in turn
could be loaned to the community,s poorer or younçJer members. In other
cases they loaned money privately.
In Scratching River, David Klassen
made eight loans for a total of $1235.55 for 2 t/22 interest with terms
extending from one to five years between 1880 and 1883. Abram Rei¡ner of
Blumenort loaned $951 between 1887 and 1888 to 16 different fa¡mers from

fíve dífferent villages.

This money r^ras given out in lots of 95.00 to

s1ls. o0.
The majority of farmers, however, financed their projects
themselves and negotiated a different and often a complex pal¡ment

Érmong

gcheme

for each sale. In october 1880 when CorneliuE Loewen purchased an ox from
his neighbour the terms of pa1'ment stiputated that Loewen was not reguired
to pay until he had sold his old ox, ,'Old Fritzr,' which he finatty did in
March 1881. In April 1882 Delegate David Klassen sold a wagon to his sonin-Iaw, Rev. Jacob M. Kroeker, for $59 with the arrangement that it could
be paid for over three yearE in instarlmente of "S19 and 2/3 cents" to be
paid on April L of each year. In ilune 1884 Gerbard Kornelson purchased
a mare from another fa¡mer in Steinbach and arranged to pay for it in two
yearE at L0? interest compounded semi-annually and for one load of hay.
Five years later Kornelson purchased a cow and a heifer,,at Blatz,E j-n
Blumstein. " The deal was that Kornelson would be charged no interest tiLl

Years' Day and that he would pay an annual installment for three years
during which time he would be charged 58 interest.

NeI¡t

Land deals were often

f

inanced in similar \Arays. In October

when Delegate David Klassen

1983

sold his farm including 160 acres to Isaac W.
Loe$ten' the Schul-z of Roseno"É.ì"t $2OOO. The arrangement was that Loewen
would pay the first $200 in,tanuary 1885 and a second instaltment of S18OO
in January 1886. Although the first installment was to be paid interest
free, the second inst,arrment was to be paid with 2 l/22 intereEt. six

v
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years later Klassen sold a smaller farm to his son Jacob for $900. The
agreement of EaIe bound Jacob to his village obligatione including eupport
for herdsman, school, threshing machine and virrage cattle. But. it arso
speJ-J-ed out the termg of payment which included an immediate down pal¡ment
of $425 with the barance of g475 d.ue at New years at 2 L/22 interest. ø
In 1887 when .fohann Loewen of Rosenort died, his widow Ànna sold their
small farm to her son Abram for 9L000 with an jmmediate down payment of
$250 and the rest due in two years without interest. ' In 1896 Corneliug
Friegen of Nebraska sold a farm which he had inherited in Gruenfeld to
Abram L. Dueck for $400 at 5c over four years. Dueck had initiatry
offered to buy the fa¡m for S4O0 without interest but the offer was
apparently rejected by Friesen. *
In the L880s a fundamental shift began taking place in these
financial arrangements. A number of the poorer hougeholds in the East
Reserve had taken out government loans following the crop disagter of 1g?5
and a nu¡nber of households in Scratching River had made personal loans
from wirriam Hespeler, the German speaking immigration agent. æ rn both
casres rands had been mortgaged. Hoerever, rittle

other mortgaging with
outsid.e institutions took place over the next decade. one of the reasone,
no doubt' was the self sufficiency of the Mennonite households but the
greatest reason lay in the fact that farmers did not take out patents on
their lands till
1883 and a4 when they finalty took out citizenship
papers. In the years after this a number of poorer farmerg began taking
out mortgages to help them pay for the costs of construction and stock
purchases.

In Roeenhof David KIaEEen Jr. took out a mortgage on hís quarter
section with a Winnipeg financial house in the early I88Os when a deal to
buy and sell horses fell flat.
Later when the firm threatened to
foreclose' David's father, Delegate Klassen, intervened and reguested
!Ùilliam Hespeler to take over the mortgage. In Blumenhof Gottlieb Jahnke,
a Lutheran convert to !Íennonitism, and someone who had insisted on farming
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his own tand Èook out a $90O mortgage with the Manitoba Investment
Association asr early as 1883 to pay for the drilling of an artesian weII.
In BlumenorÈ Abram M. Frieeen took out a $300 mortgage with the London
Ontario Investment Company in 1887 to hetp pay for land he had purchased
from his mother who had moved to Nebragka. m In Steinbach, schoolteacher
Gerhard Kornelson, borrowed ç277.20 from the saÍ¡e company in April 1886
to pay for the construction of a new house. Kornelson'E cost of borrowing
wasr considerable. At 9C interest for the first year and 88 for the
succeeding four years, his cogts were higher than those of his neighbours
who borrowed money locally for five percent. Indeed Kornelgon,s single
moEt expensive output in cagh in 1887 was the $19.65 in interest payments.
In Blumenhof Peter H. Unger, one of the pooregt farmerg in the community
mortgaged his homestead quarter for S25O in 1889 at the time that the
village disbanded and he found himself with the expenseÊr of egtablishing
a nevr farmyard.
In the 1890s mortgaging property became a general practice as land
prices rose and wealthier members of the community began acquiring
expensive traction steam engines. In Steinbach the well-to-do machinist,
Abram S. Friesen, began raising money after 1890* to finance the
acquisition of high priced land, new Eteam engines andtnew machine works
shop. Between 1887, when he bought his first Clearspring quarter and steam
q"v\&
engine p6 lgOS Friesen raised $8300 by mortgaging different properties.
In the fertile grain growing district of Btumenort a number of farrners
began mortgaging their properties with steam engine companies after 1890.
Between 1890 and 1902 six farmers mortgaged their farms for a total of
$7913 to the J.I. Case and Wateroue Engine Companies.
Records from Nebraska reveal that farmers began tieing into
external credit sources much sooner than their Manitoba counterparts.
Just as the Manitoba farmers made use of a Dominion government loan in
31

1875t Nebraska farmers financed their land purchases from the
company

with the company itserf.

B&M

Railroad

unlike the Manitobans, however, the
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Nebraskans began taking out mortgages to raiEe cash by the late I87Os and

eteadily increased their dependance on this practice throughout this time.
Unlike Aeltester Toews in Manitoba who preached and exhorted against the
external involvement, of bankg in the community, Aelteeter Friesen in
Nebraska EeemE quietly to have conceded the necessity of invoJ-ving outside
financial sources. Ironically in 1878, the same year that Toe!ìrs forbade
his members from depositing money in lfinnipeg banks, Aeltester Friesen
sold a quarter section of land to one of his members who borrowed the
money for it from the New England Mortgage Security Company.
Land abstracts for Cub creek indicate that this was not an unugual
event. By 1880 19 of the lfennonites' 72.5 quarterg had been mortgaged to
financial houses or wealthy non-Mennonite financiers. By 1885 the nu¡nber
had risen to 39 of. 73.5 quarters and by 1890 the figrure had reached 59.5
quarters. This nunber contrasts sharply with üanitoba records. Of the
55 quarters in the Brumenort district, for example, onry six had been
mortgaged by 1890. Thus, at a time when 108 of the Manitoba landg in one
community had been mortgaged to a private financial institution, 8Ot had
been mortgaged at one tj¡ne or another in Cub Creek. In LgOO fully 648 of
the Mennonite farms in cub creek, 35 of 54, had mortgageE on them. rn the
Fame year 138 of the farms in the Brumenort district,
6 of 4s, were
mortgaged. Even in Scratching River, the t{anitoba community with the
highest degree of commercializat,ion, only 262, 13 of 49 randomly selected
quarter sections, had been mortgaged by 19OO.
Like their Manitoba counterparts, wealthier Nebraska farmers did
offer an alternative credit source. Unlike the Manitobans however, the
Nebraskans often ensured palzment by taking out mortgageE on the debtor,s
Iand. In December L877 Peter Heidebrecht, by far the wealthiest of the
Kleine Gemeinde settlers, took out a mortgage on the land of Klaas Koop
who had an assessment in 1878 less than 1Ot of Heidebrecht's. At 1east
L8 of ttre 212 mortgages taken out by Cub Creek farmers between ISZS and
1890 were with a wearthy Mennonite neighbour. * rf there was a greater
32
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degree of outside financing there were also more defaultg on palment and

anxieties about the possibility of losing one,s land. There were few
farmers in the Manitoba communities such as Johann F. Toews of Steinbach,
who, in 1886, had to apply for a second homestead because, as Toews put
it, "havíng been. much in debt and not being able to Eave myEelf in any
other way I had to seII my land [from my first homestead]."t This story
was more contmon for the Nebraska community. As early as 1880 one Cub
Creek farmer was indicating a hesitancy about the many loans that were
being made: "Hopefully the Lord will bless our seeding for, as to say it
bluntly, money is scarce and intereEt rates are quite high....Yet we have
the hope not to give up entirely." s one example of a farmer who did not
make it was Peter W. Friesen, a former minister and the owner of 160
acreE. In February l881,.he waE Eued for $100 which he had borrowed from
the First Nat,ional Bank in Beatrice at 108 for three months just days
.'"êfter having received his deed from the Burtington & Missouri Railroad.
To pay the bank he was forced to mortgage his L60 acres to Anson Waite,
a private American financier.
But farmers also sometimes faced lega1
action brought against them by neighbours. In at least one case 29 year
old .Iacob Barte1 lodged a suit in the Fairbury county Court against, a
fellow Mennonite, 37 year old peter s. Friesen, for defaulting on the
payment of a $515 loan in January 1888.
The problem of payment of loans increased in the tumultuoue t89Os.
In a Letter in I89O' Peter Thiessen, a Cub Creek busineEsman explained a
growing dilemma: "The poor who came in 1874 and 75 bought their tand and
mortgaged it for 68. The rise in land prices has allowed them to sell and
start again....still,
despite good crops the poor cannot pay their debts.,, s
In the EÉrme year M.B. Fast, a Cub Creek schoolteacher, wrote to say that
"interegt payments are Eo high one cannot but see many bad eituations
resulting from the many debtsr."
37
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By 1896 many farmers were in serious trouble.

In March of that year
Cornelius Friesen wrote his relatives in Manitoba and told them the sad
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Etory of 63 year o1d Bernard Ratzlaf f who rrùaer forced, becauEe of
indebtedness, to sell his farm and move his large family of seven children
onto rented rand. However, in November of that year, Friesen, who was in
the top 338 of land owners in Cub Creek, was in trouble himself. 'tdoney
is harder to come by than at an1Êime since we came herer,, wrote Friesen.
"The worst thing is the loans for which there is constant pressure to
redeem....I too owe a lot that is to be paid by Nesr Years which seems
impossible as the price of corn is just too low.... " 4
IV

Another indicator of the extent to which farms had commercialized
in Manitoba and Nebraska was the growing reliance on vrage labour. !{hile
farmerE had relied on labour provided by Ukrainian and German peasants in
Russia they utilized household or family labour to a much greater extent

in North America. Mechanization algo was a partial answer to the shortage
of labour. But it had an ironic outcome. Às farmers mechanized they
increased both the size of their farms and the intensity with which they
farmed their land. Famers in the East Reserve and Scratching River may
have introduced the threshing machine, self binder and corn planter but
with these machinest came increased acreageE with more sheaves to set and
haur, more corn to husk, and more grain to bag and market. Fa¡me did
obtain deep artesian wells, barbed wire and access to cheese factoriee
thereby reducing the necessity to haul water, herd cattle or make butter.

But larger dairy herds increased the work of mirking, haying

and

marketing.

could not be expected to provide all the additíonal labour
requirements. Ester Boserup has noted that "a half mechanized agriculture
often seemÊ¡ to raise the demand for female labour." {1 Indeed barbed wire
and hay harvesting equipment allowed for larger dairy herds which $romen
had to milk.
But in thege pre-consumerist days women were already
women

preoccupied in domestic labour. Indeed the work of procuring food for the
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the women's sphere and gtill highly labour intensive.
Just ho$¡ i:nportant this gender based division of Ìabour was can be geen
from the unique diary entry of Gerhard Kornelson of Steinbach. In L888
Kornelson calcul-ated that two adults in his household consumed 933 pounds
of flour, 48 pounds of meat, 40 pounds of lard, 50 pounds of butter, 20
busherg of potatoes, 25 pounds of roots, and L2o pounds of wheat. These
figures indicated that the grain operation of the farm, the domain of the
mare, accounted for onry $18 of the $62 food bill for the yeari the
farmyard, the traditional domain of the sroman, accounted for the remaining
ç44. The 76 cents of grain needed to produce the meat and lard did not
change this equation significantly.
!{omen, thus' remained in the domestic sphere of labour despite new
demands for field labour. When married women did work as ürage labourers
in the harvest it was usually domestic work, such as sewing or cooking.
In September 1884 Gerhard Kornelson hired "!frs Jacob Barkman,' as part of
the 15 person threshing crew, but it wag not to pitch sheaves or shovel
grain. Her job was to "make food." rndeed, it was onry young single
household was stilt

a2

could be expected to work for wageE in the fields. fn August
1883 Gerhard Kornelson hired Maria Friesen, his brother-in-Iaw,s single
síster, to help tie sheaves and noted that in one day ,,r and Maria tied
3.5 acres." Meanwhile Kornelson's wife stayed in the farmyard and house. ß
In February 1884 when,facob Enns in cub Creek set out to husk 5OO of the
750 bushels of corn harvested on the farm, it was he and his single sÍster
Maria who were given credit for providing the bulk of the household labour
to complete the project. 4
But even young unmarried rÂromen spent relatively little
time
exclusively in farm labour. The L90O Cub Creek census, for instance,
recorded only two teenaged girls as "fam laborers,,¡ these were 15 year
old Katie Heidebrecht and 11 year old Sara Friesen whose fathere were both
Iandowners. All other teenaged girls were noted as "servants." When from
time to time during the 1990s Rev. Peter Reimer in Blumenort sent his
!ìtomen who
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children to work for Heinrich Plett'g household it waE Rei¡ner,E sonE Peter
and Cornelius and not daughter ![aria who helped with the threshing and
seeding at 50 cents a day; Maria herped witn tne "wa6hingl" for 35 cents
a day.
Thus' during the 1880s wage farm labourers r^rere men. UsuaIIy they
were local men and included the teenaged song of large families, poorer
men' particularly schoolteachers, and neighbours who traded labour for
Iabour. There were few families who worked exclusively as wage labourers.
There were poorer farmers who often sought work to supplement meager
household incomes. In a letter in ilune 1885 47 year old ,Johann Íùiebe of
Steinbach reported that he had finished seeding his 25 bushels and that
"he who hag a need goes and works out for a few days to earn a few
do1lars." I¡1 his diary for L894 Peter B. Friegen of Blumenort noted that
he had been compelled to earn ç42.60 of his total annual income of g185.81
by working for v¡ages. ß
Despite the fact that schoolteachers' wages had increased from
about $50 a year during the settlement era to pre-immigration levels of
$140-190 a year, teachers were often compelled to work ag farmhands as
well. In 1887 Abram L. Dueck of Gruenfeld wrote hig cousin in Rusgia to
Eay that hig 23 year, old son, Johann, worked 'at ti¡nes aE a
schoolteacher...and at other times as a day rabourer.,'{7 rn lggg when
Gerhard Kornelson moved to steinbach to take up a teaching job he spent
most of the first week of official school time threshing for the Steinbach
farmers. His first entry aE the schoolteacher reads: "October 26.
started to teach and in the evening helped c.B. Loewen thresh." This,
however, proved to be more than a Friday evening divergion. From Monday
to 9üednesday he cancelled school to continue working on the threshing
gang. on Thursday November 1, he wrote "commenced with schoor again, so
threshing took three days.,' s
Most often farm labourers hrere unmarried sons of farmerg who had
other sons at home. In Ig84 28 year old Heinrich Vlarkentin of Rogenhof
a5
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hired 21 year-old Abram, son of Abram M. Friesen of the East Reserve for
$19 a month. In 1894 Abram L. Dueck of Gruenfeld sent his 16 year old
son, Heinrich, to work for the neighbours. Heinrich,s family later
recalled that "already at 12, Henry Ì^ras a big help to his father...but [in
l-8941 there was a younçter brother, who grew up to do the chores, and so
Henry at sixteen became a hired hand on neighbouring farms." In.1896 and
97 three song of Rev. Peter Reirner of Blumenort worked alternatively for
their neighbour' Heinrich Plett whose eldest child was only five. In the
fall of 1896 14 year o1d Abram worked two months for P1ett to make seven
dollars while his older brothers Peter and Cornelius worked at, home. In
the epring of L897 20 year old Peter worked 192 hours for Plett at 50
cents a day.
Because of the shortage of labour, farmers often helped out their
neighbours. In october 1880 Abram F. Rei¡ner Blumenort noted that his
ae

merchant son "...Klaas Reimer helped Abram Friesen...for four days and P.

Friesen helped him for tü¡o." In september 1883 Gerhard KornelEon hired
five neigbours to help hi:n with the threshing and paid them between 50

cents and $1.10 a day. Later that september Kornelson helped with the
threshing and poÈ'ato digging at six neighbours' famE. In september 1889
Kornelson noted in his diary that 'I orâre ,fohann Reimer 75 cents for
plowing weeds: he owès me 55 cents for threshing." In october ISgL Abram
M. Friesen, the Brumenort schulz, helped Gottrieb .rahnke of the
neighbouring vii-Iage of Blumenhof thresh his crop. s
Often, however, labourers vrere the sonE and daughters of poor
families. The family history of Anna eooasen, a widow with six children
who came to Manitoba in L874, indicates that upon arrival in Èhe new land
"she was forced to place her oldest children in the various homes of
relatives to save the household and have the children work for their
keep.r' One of these was 12 year o1d Franz who lived with his neighbour,
ìR
Johann rsaac, in Gruenfeld. rn the rateigos
another son, 1g year ord
Peter' worked for his 31 year old brother Gerhard, and earned enough to
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put a down payment on 80 acres of land. Poorer families were often hired
as village herdsmen. Bl-umenort's last herdsboy was ilacob !{. FrieEen whose
father had had to earn l/3 of hiE income through wage labour in the 1890s.
Rosenort's last herdsmen were three Eons of .fohann P. Friesen, one of whom
Iater recalled that "because of hard tirnes, rÂre children had to work
outgide aE Eoon as l¡te were old enough. I myself have served ag town
herdsman in Rosenort. "
ft was not tiIl the mid I880s that Mennonite farmers in ¡Íanitoba
had the opportunity of hiring outside labour. The firet Molochnaia
Mennonite farmerg to bring in outside lahour were the grain growers of
Scratching River. As early aa 1886 Abram Eidge of Rosenhof hired two
ceman i:nmigrant brothers, Daniel and wirriam poersch, to work as
51

farmhands and acr village

herdsboys. In 1887 Eidse sponsored a third
Poersch brother who came with hiE family and made a living by renting 40
acres from the Mennonites and working as a seasonal l¡t'ourer. In the
following years the Poersches were híred by a variety of Rosenort farmers,
including the church Aeltester and in 1892 were put into complete charge
of running the farm of Cornelius Eidse who took the surßner off to travel
to Texas. Another fa¡rner who sponsored i¡nmigrant workerg in Morris was
grain grower' Peter D. Loewen. In 1902 he hired a William Rosche of
saxony, who had preceded his family to raise the necessary money for their
coming. The following year Loevren loaned Rosche enough money to bring his
family over to RosenorÈ. Here the Rosches lived in small house in the
Loewen yard and continued working for Loewens for three years. t2
During the late 1880g and I89Os EaEt ReEerve fa¡mers also began to
híre non-Mennonite labour. Until 1888 Gerhard Kornelgon,s labour records
for the annual threshing day on his farm close to Steinbach contain only
Mennonite nérmes. rn 1884, for instance, each of 12 members of the
threshing gang were men and teenaged boys who lived within two miles of
his ptace. fn 1888' however, the records show that an F. Goebel worked
as a straw pitcher. In Blumenort, farmers hired aÊ-Mr. Kaiser as village
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out much of the 1880s. Around the turn of the century
a nu¡nber of Blumenort area farmers also hired itinerant English speaking
workers. In 1900 Johann Janzen who farmed a section of fertile land east
of the regerve, hired Harding HiIl, a passing ,,greenhorn,, from London,
England to help with the harvest. Janzen later wrote Hill's mother to
tell her of her son'E whereabouts and that he had treated HiII "aE hie own
Ison]. "
The greatest source of outside labour for the East Reserve at the
turn of the century ca¡ne from Ge¡man immigrants from Southern Russia and
Poland who arrived to settle in the southern townships of the East Reserve
after the government opened up the Mennonite reserveE in l-898. These
herdsman through
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Geman Lutherans came in chain migrations ae early as 1891 and continued

in a "steady influx" tilr 1903. According to one source "these peopre
worked for the Mennonites before buying farms of their own." Another
Eource of labour was a Ukrainian settlement which was egtabtighed in
sarto, 10 mires southeast of steinbach, in r90o. * This !úaF¡ a daughter
colony of the stuartburn settlement which, according to geographer John
Lehr, had been started in 1896 because 'it waE thought to be well
positioned for 'working out' with the Mennonites of either the East or
gtest Reserveg....."
By the turn of the century available labour pools al-Iowed farmers
to emulate the behaviôr of their forefatherg in Russia. In Russia an
overt paternalism characterized farmer-laborer relationshipa. The size
and very prestige of the farm was often meaEured in the number of workers
(l)qs
in emploYment and itoassumed that a farmer of any consequence would not
be without a live-in maid and farm hand. In Manitoba a eimilar view¡roint
was being developed by 1900. Most indicative of these values are the rare
55

household photographs datíng from the late l-890s. The photographs of the

Friesen family of Steinbach, the Toews family of Gruenfeld and the Koop
family of Neuanlage are telling.
fn each incident the family is lined up
ín front of their farm or business. Each photograph seems to be a public
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inventory of the family's possecEions. Each exhibits not only the whole
family but their two storey house and barn or workshop aE weII as some
livestock and farm equipment. And atthough these photographs have much
to say about viewE on conepicuouE accumulation they also indicate the
growing value of "poEEessing', y"S" Iaborer. Each photograph has a
1
worker aE part of the picture but standing to the side or in the
background of the family, indicating perhaps that he too is part of the
'
farm inventory. sd
The experience of the Nebraska farmere parallels that of the
Manitobans in certain respects and differs in others. During the 1880s
!þe,Nebraska famers faced similar labour ;hortaøes. and had to compete
with the railroads for labour. 57 one write"-iro. Cub Creek in I88O voiced
enthusiasm for the coming of the railroad through the townEhip because

of aII, it will allow many to make gome money through labour." $
Farmers could not compete, of course, with the railwaye for Labour.
As in }lanitoba, Iabour had to be derived internally.
Children of
poorer households sought work in the community at an early age. One such
"fírgt

famiJ-y was that of }faria Bartel Reimer, who arrived in Cub Creek as a

widow with

eight

chirdren.
Her famiry recarred rater that
"because...mother !ìras poor, [her son Klaas] was only partly raised at
home...[for] as soon as he was abre to, he wag out earning something at
one place or another." s Census records indicate that in 1880, 15 year old
KJ.aas, r¡ùasr a live-in raborer at the home of well-to-do farmer, peter
Hildebrandt. Those records also show that Klaas's 2L year old brother,
Johann, and 22 year old sister Margaretha rdere employed by Peter JanEen,
the well-to-do sheep rancher.
Teenaged children of large families often found themselves hired by
farmers whose children were younger. In 1885 16 year old Isaac Thiessen
worked f,or 23 year old Heinrich Loewen who had two small children. In the
same year, 20 year old Franz sawatsky worked for s4 year ord widow
Margaret Fast whose children included two teenaged daughters and a 10 year
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old son. That year too, 2t yeat ord rsaac Friesen wag in the emproy of
hig 30 year old brother who had six children under the age of 11. And,
during 1885, 23 year oLd David Thiessen worked for 25 year oJ.d Peter
Thiegsen who had two small children. o
Farmers also derived labour from their farm neighbours. In August
1893, for instance, 53 year ord cornelius L. Friesen spent a day helping
his 23 year ord neighbour, Kraas B. Reimer thresh. " rn rB91 4i. year old
farmer Isaac E. Loewen wrote his cousin in Manitoba to indicate that he
had had a busy faII threshing his own grain and helping another cousin,
29 year old Heinrich Loewen. a
Local sources of labour, however, proved inadequate for the
commercialized farms of Cub Creek. By the mid 1880s some famers began

looking further a field for workers. As the immigration of poorer East
Europeans to the united states increased, at reast one farmer, Abram
Thiessen, travelled to New York to intercept some of these immigrantg and
st'eer them to ,fefferson County. In December 1884 Thiessen returned from
one such trip with 30 employees. In a letter two months later, Thiessen
reported that the workerE he brought included "Slovaks, Poles, Croatians,
Magyars and immigrantg from the ukraine.
Few speak the Eame
language.... [and] r can hardry communicate with them. They are very good
workers which, in a region where the workers are very expensive and mostly
bad, is worth a great dear. yet one must lay out g30 for this trip from
New York, the sum of which gtands in danger of being forfeited if the
immigrant does not willingly

work it off.

Such workers

are to be had by

the hundreds in New York in February and March.,' 6
ThiesEen's gcheme was readily accepted by his neighbours. V{hile
cenEus records for 1880 list only llennonite workers aÉr gervantg in
Mennonite households, records for 1885 indicate that at least 20t of the
Mennonite households in Cub Creek had non-Mennonite hired hande living

with them. In total there were 20 young East European immigrant laborers,
mostry in their míd 2os, in the employ of cub creek Mennonites.
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Agricultural censuges arso reveat thaÈ the value of wages paid by cub
Creek Mennonite farmers increased from $1035 in 1880 to ç3764 in 1885
while the number of farmers paying wages for labour increased from six in
L88O to 25 in 1885.
The most significant gource of labour in Cub Creek around the turn
of the century came from a growing class of landtess lifennonites. The
increasing difficurty of reproducing the randed househord waE, thug,
becoming apparent. By L900 fully 398 of the 102 Mennonite households in
Cub Creek owned no land; 224 of household heads (2L a1together), averaging
33 years of age, reported that they were ,,farrn laborerg,, or qrere working
for someone else. The fact that in 1900 only three households reported
Iive-in non-¡llennonite servants indicates that a replacement for the EaEt
European labour pool had been discovered.
A. BuIIer who worked for peter
ilansen ag a farm hand and then as the foreman of ilanEen,s sheep feedlot
for more than 20 years. Jansen later noted Buller as ,,a moEt trusted
employee" for whom "no night was ever too dark or weather too stormy...to
start out on an errand for me or mine. " BuIIer !ìras representative of a
new breed of men. Previously men and women had turned to wage labour for
an interim period before establishing their own household farm. By the
turn of the century a permanent labour class had become a reality of 1ife
for many Cub Creek Mennonites. e
One Cub Creek wage earner waE Peter

The reason for this reality was simply that person to land ratios

were changing. Fertility

rates continued to be high for both Manitoba
and Nebraska, 4.98 and 4.88 respectively, simirar to the 4.gt birthrate
of Mennonites on the Molochnaia Colony in Russia at this time. Ironically
the low marriage ages for women encouraged by economic opportunities in
North America, were, by the turn of the century, prod.ucing a popuration
base which put gerious strains on those very opportunities. While the
marriage age in the Kleine Gemeinde communities in the Molochnaia and
Borosenko Colonies during the 186Os was 23.1 and 21.2 for men and women
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respectively' they were 23.0 and 19.3 in the East Reserve and 22.5 and
19.L in Cub Creek in the 1890s. 6 Higher birth rates resulting from these
marriage patterns were complemented by dropping mortality rates from 2.ZB
in the Molochnaia in the 1850s to 1.78 in the East Reserve and 1.28 in Cub
Creek around the turn of the century. * The result $ras a dramatic increage
in the Mennonite population in both the Eagt Reserve and Cub Creek between
1880 and 1900. Mennonites in Cub Creek increased from 3ZB to 673 while
Mennonitee in the three Molochnaia village digtricts in the East Reserve
increased from 450 to 857. Family size increased too, from 5.6 to 6.1 in
the East Reserve and from 6.3 to 6.6 in Cub Creek between 1BBO and 1900.
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A changing demography was to put new presEureE on the limited quantíty
of land in the o1d settlements.
IV
The majority of Kleine Gemeinde descendants in both Manitoba and
Nebraskar however, were prepared to take measures to enEure the eurvival

of the landed agrarian houeehold. This strategy had an ironic outcome.
The gearch for new farmland did more than an1Êhing el-ee to cause the
of the Strasgendorf in Manitoba. It lead more and more families
to settle outside the boundg of the villages and to farm their own guarter
sections of land. The search for new farmland also ted to a diaspora of
the descendants of the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites, especially from Cub
creek' and to a lesger extent from the original settlements in Manitoba.
An increasing number of families seemed willing to eetablish new agrarian
settlemente in other stateE and provinces. By 1905 258 of Molochnaiabreakdortm

Borosenko hougeholds in Cub Creek, Scratching River and the East Reserve,

no fewer than 65 families, had moved to other stateE and provinces and
many others had left the old village districts to fa¡m their own quarter
sections

rn Manitoba the mogt visible sign of new strategies to Eecure
farmland was the diesolution of the Strassendorf and open field Eystem.
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Historians have usually associated the end of the I'Íanitoba villages with
the rise of a gain mentality. John Warkentin, for example, argued that
it was the "ambitious farmer's endeavors to increase the size of his
businege" that unde¡mined the virJ-age Eystem. 6 rndeed there is much
evidence that the end of the village often resulted from attempts to
rationalize the business of farming.
Blumenhof became the first
Strassendorf in the East ReEerve to dissolve in 1887 after one fa¡mer,
,fohann Broeski, took his registered quarter sections out of the village
plan and sold it at a handsome profit to an Angto-Canadian neighbour.
other farmers also noticed how Gottlieb ,Iahnke, a Mennoníte neighbour who
farmed hiE own land, was able to mortgaSe ,# in 1887 and obtain a badly
need.ed deep well. 6 According to a contemporary observer, Gruenfeld
disbanded in !go4 tox@ similar commerciar reasons: There were a ,,few
IfarmerE] who had not settred in the vilrages and who had alr
their...land....near...their
yard....These made progress Ifor]...they had
aII their cultivated land in one piece, which was not possible under the
village system' which had to have titsl Hauskaqal, Schadruthen and who
knows how many other kinds of Ruthen. Here a pÍece and there a
piece....." 70 From Steinbach came si¡nilar reports. In 1899 one farmer
noted that he had purchased a farm three miles from Steinbach and
expJ-ained that "there is much more building here in the country than in
town where farmers face the frustration of having to travel a great
distance to their land." r
Despite !{arkentin's argument and thege observations by
contemporaries, it may be argued that the break up of the vilrages had
ress to do with ambitious modern farmers than it had to do with
traditional values of household reproduction. The same strategy which
compelled farmers to leave the I'lolochnaia Colony in Russia in L866 to
found a neÌ^t settlement at Borosenko was at play in Manitoba. As the
population roge around the turn of the century families were often forced
to make a choice - either concede their second generation to the towns or
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to establish them on lands outEide the vitlage boundaries. The latter was
much less a break with established ways than the former. Some Kleine
Gemeinde farmers had farmed independently owned blocks of land in New
Rusgia. z otherg, in "four corner hamlets," had insisted on farming their
ov¡n quarter sections from the very beginning in Manitoba. The L878 Kleine
Gemeinde school ordinance, fot instance, waived mandatory virrage
schooling for "persons not residing in the virrage.,' o Thus, as rand
rare in the 1890s settlers had their own reputable precedente
for considering the option of leaving the villages.
A detailed look, examining the demographic realities behind village
outmigratiotl.,EupportE the thegis that village dissolution in Manitoba had
its foundation in traditional values. A micro study of the pattern of the
break up of Blumenort, Manitoba is itlustrative.
This village dissolved
in several stages. In 1878 several families left to form the satellite
community of Neuanlage, in 1893 another group founded the community of
Greenland, and then around the turn of the century other groups left to
form tiny settlements known aE De Krim, Schwagershof, Hochfeld and Ekron.
Finally in 19L0' under the supervision of a Vittage Assembly-appointed
Land Reallocation Committee, the village of Blumenort ca¡ne to an end and
farrnerg moved their farm buítdings onto their orârn legally regietered
quarter gections.
became more

7a

The first

groups to leave Blumenort were older parents with their
extended families seeking to reestabliEh themEelves on their own 1and.

The 1878 Neuanrage group, for instance, rrras comprised of 47 year old
,Johann Koop and his 20 and 15 year old sonE, and his two 26 year old sonsin-law. By 1883 Koop had seen four of his children settled on their own

Iand.

This move gave Blumenort the breathing Epace to continue to
accommodate ner.r famiLieg for another ten years. rn 1993, however, it was
again clear that new land would be reguired. Thus, most of the northern
four sections of the viltage district vrere get aside for the new
settlement of Greenland. Although the new settlement drew the families
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of four order men' averaging 51 years of age, each of thege men had a
number of children who had just married or were about to marry. fn fact
the nu¡nber of young families in the Greenland settlement is revealed by
the fact that the average age of the Greenland eettler was g7.4, almost
two years younger than the age of the average Blumenort farmer - 39.2.
Between l-898 and 1906 another 10 families left Blumenort. The fact that
the average age of these families' heads rrrasr only 25.4 supports the
argument that it üraE the strateg'y of household reproduction that was
behind the exodus from the villages. Anong theEe 10 families, onry one
head Ìñras more than 40. This man, .rohann F. Reimer, waE hardry an
"ambitious farmer" for as a poor American immigrant he had, until 1898,
been listed as a landress person in Brumenort. The resurt of the
outmigration of these 10 famiries waE a rise in average age of the
houeehold head from 34.4 in 1898 to 40.6 in LgLO, the year of the village
break-up.
Finally' the traditionat nature of the village exodug can be seen
in the participation of church leadership. It ie significant that this
Ieadership' often noted ag the bulwark of traditionalism, Eeems to have
fully supported the idea of farming one's own homestead by the 1g9os. 7
In fact by 1895 four of the five ministers in the Blumenort area, peter
Loewen' Cornelius P1ett, Martin Penner and Heinrich Wohlgemuth lived
outside the village boundaries on their own guarter sections. In 1902
Peter Reimer, the only preacher still living in Blumenort, purchased two
quarter sections outside the village boundaries on which he helped
establish his sons. It is also noteworthy that three of the 10 family
heads to leave Blumenort around 19OO were later elected preachers in the
conservatíve Kleine Gemeinde church in the next generation. Cl-early the
dissolution of Blumenort was not Êreen as a radical break with the past.
7s
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v
The exodus from the virtage*¡ was not the onry strategy emproyed to
ensture the reproduction of the agrarian household. Between 1995 and 1905

about 25* of the Kleine Gemeinde/Molochnaia families in Cub creek,
Scratching River and the East ReEerve left to establish new colonies in
other states and provinces. As uap # l-1 shows the ManitobanE settred in
Saskatchewan, Alberta,

oregon and Texas with the most succesgful
settrement near Didsbury, Arberta. And as Map # rz indicateE the
Nebraskans settled in oktahoma, Montana, california, Texas, saskatchewan
and Kansas with the most cohesive community being in Meade, Kansas.
!{hile the }teade and Didsbury settlements were not founded until
1904 and t9o7, there were early signs that the Mennonites vrould be willing
to establish new colonies in the event of land scarcity. At leagt one
Manitoba delegat'ion vigited the canadian Northwest in December lgg5 to
examine "three townships...set aside for Mennonites.,, ïn 1gg9 when west
Regerve fa¡mers organized an expedition to the NorthweEt, Molochnaia
farmers from the East Reserve joined as werl. According to one of the
delegates the reason "that people are looking for other places,, was simply
that "more and more people are finding themselves without 1and....,, 78 The
delegates to the Northwest returned with positive impressions of land that
"wag rolling as it was in Russia" and a region in which ,'many homegteadg

are available." Yet the land scarcity in the East Reserve had not yet
become Eevere- As one EaEt Reserve retter writer put it in 1gg9, ,'the
migration fever has died down...for a farmer can still buy a cultivated
farm here for between $400 and $1200." Thus, while Mennonite fa¡mere from
the west Reserve established settlements around swift current and Rosthern
the Molochnaia farmers from the East Reserve and scratching River put most
of their reEourceE during the I89Os to acquiring 1and outsíde their
village boundarieg. D
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Kleine Gemeinde descendants left lfanitoba during the 1890E.
Some did move to places in Texas, Kansas and California; but they were
individual efforts' undertaken for climatic reasons or to congolidate
shifting church networks. Other families left to join kin in ,fefferson
County despite a growing land shortage there. The settlement that came
closest to generating an ,,immigration fever,, eras Dallas, Oregon. Reports
of a "mild climate and fertile soil" drew at leaet three Kleine Gemeinde
families from the East ReEerve to join other Manitoba lifennonites in
establishing a colony there. High prices and the difficulty of clearing
the forested varreys, however, drove many of these to return as early ae
tggg. s)
Few

It was not until the turn of the century that land shortages in the
East ReEerve resulted in the establighment of significant colonies. The
most succesgful of these colonies eras one founded by members of the 1892
splinter Holdeman church in Linden, Alberta, 25 miles weEt of Didsbury.
Kleine Gemeinde descendantsr were first attracted to this region ín 19O1
when West Reserve Mennonites settled in the area and praised the region
for its good land and plentifur rainfarl. o rn a Aprir r9o2 meeting in
Gruenfeld a delegation, headed by a Holdeman preacher, peter Baerg, was
chogen "to spy out the land in the wegt." Beforå the delegation had lef-t

five families from Scratchíng River and Gruenfeld had committed themselves
to Alberta. By the following year Eeven other families and a nurnber of
American Holdeman famities had founded the Mennonite settlement of Linden,
reestablished religious leaderghip, and built a church meeting houge. æ
The reaEron for the community's appeal, however, rfùas not primarily
that it vras a closed church-based settlement. Settlers who moved to
Alberta spoke of the mild climate which allowed them to get through the
winter with less hay than in Manitoba and enabled them to have their first
Christmas service outdoors. They spoke of the proximity to Calgary where
they couJ-d market their cheese. They indicated the i:nportance of being
able to find work in the off season as coal transporters between Rocky
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Mountain coal mines and Didsbury. But most often they emphasized the
homesteads. Abram KIaEgen of Scratching River noted in hig memoirE that,
he moved to Linden because we t'were thinking of buyíng more land when we
heard that homesteads were available in Alberta." What most appealed to
him was the possibility of finding land for his four sons ages L8 to 24.
Klassen noted that "we agreed with the [married] children that if each of
us could take a homestead we would sell our farm...and settle in Alberta.

This worked out and in the spring of 1903 we sold our farm...and headed
weEt." ß
The community in Àlberta grew quickly. Within a short time
there were a nu¡nber of Motochnaia Mennonites in the three neighbouring
communities of Linden, sunnyslope and swalwerl. A school and cheese
factory were built.
And familieE continued to arrive titl World llar I.
By 1910 the community had attracted between 30 and 35 families. In 1911
the community was given a special boogt when Peter Toews, the esteemed
Aeltester who had organized the 1874 migration from Borosenko to Manitoba,
Eettled in Swalwell for his retirement years. *
Another' although lesg successful, attempt at founding a coheeive
East Reserve colony vtas made at Herbert, Saskatchewan. In Aprit 1904 an
ad hoc group of steinbach, Blumenort and Rosenort families purchased land
near Herbert and began a settlement. Once again the families who moved
were in search of farm land. The family history of Corneliug Cornelson,
for instance, notes that he headed west because "homestead,g were availaþIe
Ín the Herbert area." The regult of Cornelson,E decision wae that "two
sons of the Cornelsons also moved to Saskatchewan at this time....and mogt
of the[ír] children became land owners there.', s
The Herbert community was to be less cohesive than the settlement
at Linden. There were reports by Augtrst L9O5 of a functioning community
complete with a feed milt, a blacksmith shop and well established homes.
The community vùaEr even succesgful enough economically to attract an
official delegation from the Kteine Gemeinde churcheg in both Manitoba and
Nebraska in 1906. At first

it l-ooked ag if a daughter colony would

be
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founded but then the Nebraskans decided to purchase land in KanEaE
instead. In the end nothing ca¡ne of the official tour. And becauee the
1904 settlere represented the fringe of the Kleine Gemeinde community,

several excommunicated members, no Kleine Gemeinde colony was
ever establighed in Saskatchewan. A few EaEt Reserve families settled in
among them

Dalmeny, Saskatchewan, north of Saskatoon, but their number was small.

Kleine Gemeinde descendants who moved to Saskatchewan tended to join other
Mennonite church groupE originating from the !{egt Reeerve or to asgimilate
into the mainstream of Saskatchewan society. Dreams, however, died hard
and until l9O9 Àeltester Peter Dueck from Steinbach continued to maintain
close ties with

Herbert families with the hope of organizing a Kleine
Gemeinde church there. ff
some

The experience of Cub Creek Mennonites parallels that of the Eagt
Reserve and. Scratching River families. Here too Mennonite families left

to found new agrarian colonies. In fact the years between 1890 and 1906
marked a general exodug of Mennonites from Nebragka. During these 16
yearE as the Mennonite population in the United states increaEed by 32t
the nu¡nber of ¡{ennonites in Nebraska decreaaed by 22t. This corresponds
to the Cub Creek experience where the nu¡nber of Mennoníte households
decreased from 101 in 1900 to 86 in 1910. e
Although few Mennonite families left Cub Creek before the turn of
the century there were early indications there, as in Manitoba, that
farmere

to the idea of secondary migrations. AE early as 1885
two Cub Creek farmerg examined land 250 miles to the weEt in Hitchcock
County. Five years later the first colonization effort was made when a
nurnber of poorer families founded a new settlement on Ínexpengive 1and in
lfontana. However, no sooner had that gettlement begrun then reports came
back to cub creek of hardships on the dry, rocky land that seemed to be
fit onJ-y for the grazing of sheep and cattle. Another nine families left
for Montana in 1897 but hardships sent them back that sa¡ne year. Other
early settlements were founded on Indian Land in oklahoma and Texas.
rå¡ere open
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However, littre

is knosrn of these attemptE except that they, too, seem to
have been visited with difficulty.
A report in December 19OO noted that
"people in Texas are in trouble and need money.', s
Later gettlement schemes in Colorado, California and Saskatchewan
were more euccesgful. In 1900 there were reports in Mennonite newspaperE
that Cub Creek migrants were making a good living on irrigated land in

Colorado. s From Reedley, California came reports of Cub Creek farmers
buying expensive fruit growing land. one Cub Creek farmer who visited
Reedley wrote home to declare that while "we have many apple trees and
Iarge and plentiful vegetable gardens lin Nebraska] I cannot advise
against the California marveL." s And Cub Creek farmers were also amonçt

the one million Americans to find homes in Canada during these years.
Kleine Gemeinde descendants found their way into the Canadian Northwest
where Peter Jansen, their neighbour, had invested in large tracts of land
and was aggressively marketing it through commissioned land agents and
Mennonite nestEPapers. By 19O3 several Cub Creek families had moved to
Langham, Saskatchewan where they became integrated into a Bruderthaler
Mennonite congregation.

fl

The largeEt relocation of Cub Creek families occurred in 1906 and
1907 when 31 families moved to Meade, Kansas (Eee tfap # rs¡.
Like the

Linden' Alberta settlement Meade u¡aE the result of a group-orgaàized
migration. The umbrella group was the old Kleine Gemeinde church which,
gince the founding of the Mennonite settlements in Cub Creek in 1824, had
been decimated by members leaving for more progressive churches.. In 19OO
it represented only 258 of the Mennonite population in Cub Creek. Unlike
the Holdeman Mennonite migration to AJ-berta, the migration to l.[eade
included an entire church congregation. .racob Isaac, the church Aeltester
in later years¡' recalled that the decision to move came after a specific
church brotherhood decision: "When the idea of colonization was presented
to the congregation gome people vrere...shocked., especially those that had
farms. The matter, however, was not dropped, but prayerfully
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(Credit: Friesen,

"Mennonite Conarn:nity...at lrþader"
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discusEed....The congregation was called together many times... Ibecause
it wasl concerned that a ne!û colonization might be the Lord,s wilt.

[Fina1lyr] the congregation approved, with about 9OB.' e
Although the initial idea was to settle with members of the l{anitoba
chapter in Herbert, Saskatchewan the plans were changed when Martin
Doerksen, a recently elected miniEter noted for his conservative ideas on
church practices, boosted weEtern KanBaE. Doerksen had earlier purchased
a brock of rand in Meade county and now was selling it for g1o an acre. s
Despite the fact that it was widely rumoured that Doerksen was profiting
from the deal, the Kleíne Gemeinde selected his lands for t,heir new home. s
By September 1906 the familieE had procured railroad cars and transported
their household goods, farm tools and livestock to Meade. !{ithin a year
a settlement had Eprung up in a region where pioneers recalled "al-I the
rand was just prairie" and harvested bumper crops of wheat, ryer barley
and oatg. s By 1907 a school house had been buitt and church life
organized.

The reason behind the mags relocation of the Kleine Gemeinde
congregation has been open to some debate. PauI Milter, a eociologist
studying Cub Creek in the 1950e, suggested that the Kleine Gemeinde moved
to Meade "to avoid eecularization" during a tÍme when "isolation $ras
s Mirler,E arg-ument, however, has been
becoming more and more difficult.,'
challenged by Henry Fast, the author of a church history of the Kansas
Kleine Gemeinde. Fast has suggested that the primary reason for the

relocation was that 'it was becoming more and more difficult
for a
beginning farmer Iin Nebraska¡ to compete with the established farmers for
the short suppry of avairabre farm land.', e rndeed, not onry d.o census
records indicate a growing nu¡nber of landlesg families, but Aeltester
Isaac later noted that the move occurred after ',renting land was getting
to be a problem" and "land waE getting high in príce.. According to
rsaac, "the idea of coronization [was] to herp our young peopre.....,,$
other sources echo this observation. At least two years before the
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migration to Mead,e, Jacob Claesen of Cub Creek wrote hie relatives in

to arinounce that a move to KanEaE was being contemplated "because
the land is too expensive in Nebraska." e And Anna Doerksen FrÍesen, a
young married stoman in 1907, recalled in later years that the move to
Meade was undertaken in order to establieh 'a community where poor and
landlesg people could find a new home" and, proved to be a Buccess because
the 'the older peopre herped the younger oneg get started.' 16 The
strategry of Meade safeguarded the old value of a randed, agrarian
Manitoba

existence.
VI

old

commercial farming brought with it an increaeing contradiction of
community values. AE farms began realizing profits farm eizes

increased and land prices

rooe. The highly developed economy l-n Nebraeka
sent prices rieing eteeply as early as 1880 and, maintained.them at three
ti¡neE l{aniËoba'g rate through to the turn of century. Nebraska,s market,
economy also encouraged larger fanm gizee. By 1880 the average cub creek,
Nebraska fanmer cultivated almoet five tineE that of his Eaet Reserve.
However becauge of the denee rural population of goutheastern Nebraeka
the
farm sizes of cub creek reached their zenith by 1880 and began a generar
decreaee that lasted throughout the next generation. rn Manitoba a elower
economy and the greater availability of land saw both farm eizes
and
prices increase slow1y. By 1900 the number of cultivated acreas on the
average cub creek and the East Reserve dovetailed at 64 cult,ivated acreg
Per farm. By 19oo even Manitoba faced. a land ehortage.' These land
shortages and accompanying high land prices wÍdened the gap between poor
and rich famíries. rn Nebraeka especiarly, a gain mentarity eraeed the
traditional correration between fa¡m and family size. rndeed by 19oo
there vtere small families with large land hordings and an increasing
nunber of landlese families with no other option but to enter the wage
labour market or become tenant fa¡mers.
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Commercial farming also resulted in the shifting

of old social
boundarieg. Partial agricultural mechanization had not eradicated the
chronic shortage of labour and household labour pools, including the
labour of women, were not sufficient to produce established levels of
surpluses. In an effort to acquire farm hands farmers in both Nebraska
and Manit'oba crogsed old boundaries and began sponsoring East European
immigranÈs. FarmerE also began crosging old boundaries to acguire new
EourceE of credit.
Established customs of procuring money or termg of
credit from within the communities or the practice of using both cagh and
barter to acguire goods began changing. New capital poole were required
to pay for farm mechanization and costly land. By L900 a high percentage
of fa¡rn land in both Nebragka and Manitoba had been mortgaged to outside
lending inEtitutions.
During the depression yearE of the early 1890s
fatmers, especially on the highly capitalized fa¡ms in Nebraska, faced
unprecedented debt loadg. only the agricultural boom of the turn of the
century infused the community with new hope.

For the increasing number of landless families that hope lay in
their ability to move beyond the boundg of the old communities and ensure
the reproduction of the farm househords on rand, ergewhere. N o
one
problem threatened the old Etructures of the community as did high priced
land and it htaE cLear that nêw schemes were required to ensure the

survival of the hougehold economic unit. In lfanitoba the most visible
sign of such planning was the break-up of the old Strassendoerfer as young
families left to establiEh their own farms on ne$r. Iand. In Nebraska
outmigration to other states and to Canada answered it,s growing problem
of landlessness. Families who were unwilling or unable to make these
relocatíonE ¡tere faced with the gocial reality of life in smal1 towng such
as Steinbach, li[anitoba and Jansen, Nebragka.
The growing scarcity of land, the widening gap between rich and
poor' the increasing reliance on outside credit, and the growing number
of people within the community who workeä for wages were the signs of farm
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commercialization. The gettlement period may have caused Mennonite farm
households to revert to higher degrees of subsistence than they had been
used to in New Russia. However, by the end of the firsÈ generation,s
sojourn in North America the communities in both Manitoba and Nebraeka had
reached degrees of commercialization unknown to them in Russia. The
Nebraska Mennonites who lived in a highly developed economy and relatively
dense population faced greater difficulties
than did those in Manitoba
where a smaller economy and more open land allowed farmerg greater
economic latitude.
By 1905, however, the high cost of farming was having
an effect on both communities and, increasingly, fa¡m families !{ere
tooking for new ways of reproducing the fa¡m household. The nature of
land, rabour and credit sperled the need for househordE to employ new
strategies for survival.

CTIAPTER ].1

STtsIIIBACE AND iIANSEII:

A TAI.B OF TI|O

SOHNS

The commercialization

of agriculture was not the only point, at which
Kleine Gemeinde families were entering more fuJ-Iy into the modern world
of capitaliam. During the period between 1880 and l9O5 a number of
farmers in each of the central gettlements in the East ReEerve, Scratching
Rivei and Cub Creek began part,icipating in the building of service centers
and towns. This was to be a crucial development for it introduced into
the communíties a growing non-agricultural economic sector and threatened
to shift traditional Eocial boundaries. lcithin the new townE there was
a growing class of merchantE who introduced a new caEh nexus into the
economyi the town also contained an increasing number of landleee wage
earner€t' a greater supply of consuner products, more markets and serviceg

for commercializing farms and a wider arena for interaction with
outsiders.
By t9O0 the agrarian communities had clearly begtrn to change.
Steinbach on the Eagt Reserve had more than a dozen different business
est'ablishments and a poputation of 349 in 76 hougeholds. Each of the
remaining Strassendoerfer algo exhibited signs of becoming. service
centers: Blumenort, Gruenfeld and Hochgtadt in the East Reserve and
RoEenort at scratching River each had a cheese factory, a general store
and a bLacksmith shop. And in cub creek township, the rairway town of
ilansen begun in 1886, had grown into a town with two dozen busineEees and
a population of 273 Ln 55 households.
1

The growth of Steinbach and the rise of smaller service centers in

the Manitoba settlements reflected a continued growth of capitaliem and
urbanization ín the Molochnaia-Borosenko communities but they did not,
285
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however, end the solÍdaristic,
ascetic, agrarian nature of these
communities. Nor did they .end the centrality of the household economic
unit. Continuity $ras evident in several aspects of the new towns. First,
the roots of the main businesg enterprises were traceable to Russia where
craft industries had flourished and the concept of the market place
accepted. 2 second, the majority of the new business establishmentg were
geared to strengthening the local household agricultural economy and not
to introducing new tl1)es of consumption or production. Indeed, merchants
depended on the famíty farm for their own survival. 3 Third, the labourere
who herped build up the torûn economies were young, highry mobile and
placed a primary value on the ideal of becoming landed fa¡merg. 1 Fourth,

important cultural institutions, guch as the vilrage ,,schulzenbott,,, the
communal-oriented churches and private Ge¡man-langauge schools eneured
the perpetuation of familiar ways.
5

ft is lese possible to argue the theme of continuity for ,fanEen in
cub creek tovmship.
rt was a loud, bawdy railway town, imposed on cub
Creek from the outEide and peopled with merchants and land speculators
seeking to make quick profits. But what ie significant in ilangen ie what
did not happen. It did not attract many MennoniteE as residents during
these yearE and the Mennoniteg who moved in sought new wayÊr to reestablish
ord sociar boundaries to maintain their distance from the town,E
"American" milieu.
While both Steinbach and Jansen have been the focug of previous
scholarly attention' a comparison of the two very different towns located
within gimilar Mennonite communities provides a revealing insight into the
lifeworldE and values of the deEcendants of the L874 Kleine Gemeinde
settlers. 6 Thoee views become guite apparent from an examination of the
diaries, account books, ne$¡srpapers¡, letters and memoirs of the main
players in the growth of the towns. They guestion the cornmon assertion
that "the trading centerE had the effect of breaking down the Mennonite
way of isorated, Eelf contained vilrage rife." ? They also allow for an
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that'goes beyond concepts of "ethnic ahettoes" and "old
world, cuetomg" to the ghared values, the ambiencer the internal gtrrrcture
a¡rd the etrategiee of adaptation which made up the gocial nature of the
understandS.ng

new cornmunLties.

¡

r
In

a rather typical East Reserve StraaEehdorf"
It wae founded by 18 fa:m hougeholds and laid out along a creek whLch
travereed townshJ-p 35-6-68 on the eastern edge of',.: the reeerve. Fa::mers
eettled on the east ei.de of the gtreet and organizdA tne rich arable 1and
around, the village as att no¡)en field.'
In tceeping with their Ruseian
i
¡tays' several of, the fa:mers relying on labour pro{'ided
by their chLldren
engaged in craft industites to supplement householil income. Within a few
years of gettlement the Stei¡¡bach farm econo.y r"r diversifÍed with the
Presence of a blackeníthr a flour miller, a sawyer, and a merchant who
exchanged merchandise brought in from l{innipeþ .on consignment for
agricultural producta. In thig respect the village differed little fron
1874 Steinbach staa

Steinbachr BoroEenko where K1aas Reimer had run ''a succeseful btackenith
shop, Abrasr s. Friesen a S4oo rorrer milr, peter Bulrer a g12o0 wind
powered

flour mill,

:

ilohann Reimer had eold hardwarb and

clothing

prod,ucts

on consignnent, Eeinrich Brandt had worked ae a car!>enter, and. peter
had served ae a te¡rnster.

Toewe

Nor did the steinbach in Manitoba differ from other prairie
Mennonite villagee where fanmere often engaged in;sideline act,ivitiee to
help the houeehold income. fn Lichtenau Gerhard iornelgon tanned hidee.
In Blu¡nenort Àbrarn M. Friegen repaired watches.: In Gruenfeld WillLan
Gieebrecht eewed shoes. In Blumenhof Àbram Friesen peddled pills
in from Winnipeg, New york and Chicago.

ord.ered,

Steinbach did begin changing from the other villages in the early
1880e and began taking on the character of the larger Mennonite towne in
Ruesia, such as Halbgtadt in the Molochnaia Colony and Neuendorf in the
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Khortit,sa Colony. ' The primary business which led the Manitoba town's
growth was a $2000 wind powered flour and savrmill erected in 1877. The
mill owned by A.S. Friesen resembled Peter Buller's in Steinbach,
Boroeenko. Just ag diaries from Borosenko recount the excitement when in
November 1873 the Buller milI waE dismant,Ied and hauled out of the
village, memoirs of Steinbach, Manitoba pioneers recount the excitement
in February L877 when the long oak beamE and mill-ing stone were hauled
into Steinbach from Winnipeg and erected by Peter Barkman, a millwright
from Rosenfeld, Borosenko. In 1878 Friesen added a 91300 steam engine,
sold the windmill complete with the milling stone and concentrated on
sawnilring because "srood sawing brought in the dorrars more quickly." To
fiII the void left by the sale of Friegen's mill, Klaas Rei:ner and peter
Barkman built a g50oo steam powered, three storey frour milr. r0
The flour and Eawmitling enterprises were not the only factore in
turning Steinbach into a service center. In L877 Klaas Reimer had
undertaken an enterprise cornmon in villages of the Molochnaia and
Borosenko colonies in Russia. He brought home from one his trips to the
market place in Winnipeg a wagon filted with g3O0 of wares which he eold
on consignment for a !{innipeg merchant, R..f. !{hitla. Reimer did, however,
make an important innovation. In the absence of weekly visits from.rewish
peddlers and local fairs, or ,rahrmarkten, Reimer began serring his
merchandige from hís house on a regular basis.
Because these businesses provided crucial services for the
commercializing farms in the East Reserve they engured Steinbach,s growth.
Local farmers noted. the opening of the mill in their diarieg and indicated

that farmerEr came from distances which required overnight lodging. It other
local observers reported that Friesen's sa$rnill and Reimer,s general store
were arso drawíng in customers: "things are very rivery here at the
savrmirl, " q¡rote one farmer in December Lggo, "and businese is also
increasing in size and scope at the general Etore." Another letter writer
noted that in 1880, the first full year of the sawririll,s operation, it had
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cut

vtorth of firewood. In the winter of LSsL Friesen expanded his
enterprise by setting up a winter rogging camp 20 miles southeast of
Steinbach.
$L2OO

12

There were alEo reports about an increasing machínist and blackEmith

business carried on by both Reimer and Friesen. Again thege industries
reflected transplanted. activities from Borosenko where both Reimer and
Friesen had been noted blacksmithg.

13

That these activities

were practiced

in Steinbach is evident from a ,fune 1881 l-etter which reported that in
Steinbach the "machinists and manufacturers are engaged in a brisk
bugínegg. "

la

Steinbach continued to congolidate its position ag a market center
throughout the 1880s. The records of Gerhard Kornelson who worked part

time as a teamster for Klaas Reirner indicate a brigk trade at the Reimer
store, particularly after Reimer built a special building for it acrosg
the yard from hÍs house in 1884. 15 During the winter of 1885 Kornelgon
trips to !{innipeg for Rei¡ner. on ilanuary 2Or for instance,
Kornelson hauled 500 pounds of butter to 9ûinnipeg and returned with 1200
pounds of merchandise. Klaas. Reímer'E store geemed to attract others.
Someti¡ne in the early t88os his brother Johann R. Reimer, the Steinbach
mayor, operated a smarr food store, selling brandy, fish, beans, coffee
and fruit to his neighbours. t' rn the mid lggos Kraas Rei¡ner,E sron,
Heinrich' opened a more substantial hardware store. In fact H.W. Reimer,E
store was of such a eize and Ecope that community membere at first oppoeed
it as an innovation which might change the nature of the ascetic, agrarian
community. 17 In 1889 two other steinbach farmers, peter T. Barkman and
cornerius B. Loewen opened retail shops and began dearing in farm
made monthly

irnplements.

rt was not tirr the r89os, however, that steinbach took off. rn
I88I Steinbach stilI had fewer households than Blumenort and in 1891 two
thirds of its householdE were gtill engaged pri:narily in agriculture.
During the I89OE this changed. Between 1891 and 1B9g the number of
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households in Steinbach doubled from 38 to 76 and its popuJ-ation increased
from 208 to 361. More importantly the number of village households owning

no farmland increased armost five-ford from 10 in r89r to 48 in rg9g.
At the foundation of steinbach'g growth was the rige of a number of
new enterprises and the growth of existing ones. In 1889 a cheese factory
waÊ¡ opened by K.vv. Reimer, another of Kraae Reiner,E sons. rtg success
was immediate. In the first year of operation the factory produced 50,OOO
pounds of cheese and netted two cents a pound after paying for the nilk
and labour. 18 So successful was the plant that in t89O Reimer,s brother,

Peter, opened a cheese factory in Gruenfeld and in 1892 and 1896 K.!{.
Reimer himself built tlâro more plants, one in Blumenort and the other in
the neighbouring village of Hochfeld. By 1896 K.!v. waE running a sma1l
empire, visiting each of his plants every two weeks and overgeeing a total
production of 1501000 pounds of cheese annually. to
The merchant activity

of Klaas Rej-rner Sr. and his gon Heinrich, no
doubt' benefitted from the cheeEe factory. Both gtoreg grew throughout
the I890E. So influentiat had they become that in 189? the Hanover
Municipality passed a bylaw stipulating thaÈ all peddlarE on the Reserve
must apply for a license, a measure intended to ensure t,he dominance of
the Steinbach merchants. The H.!{. Reimer store which had had a stormy
opening in the mid 1880s had grown by I9O2 into a store with annual sales
of $261000. ' But even more ímportant was Kraas Reimer sr's store. By
1893 it had a regrular clientele of 3OO and annual gales of more than
$14IOOO. In ilanuary of that, year Reirner offered to sell the store to a
rerative from Russia for "20t below market price, that is for 10 to J.1,9OO
dollars; half of it in cash." ã The sale nevermaterialized and the store
continued to grow. By 1905, just a year before Reimer,s death, the annuaL
sales at K.Reimer and Sons totalled 930,293. n
Store sales were only one aspect of Reimer's merchant activities.
He also supplied table foods and clothing items to places outside of the
East Regerve. He sold food products to sawmil-I cermpE in goutheagtern
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Manitoba. In February 1895, for instance, he sold LO60 bushelE of oats
and 4700 pounds of meat to a Mr. sprague, a lumber c¿rmp owner 50 miles
from Steinbach. The oats was sold for 1O cents above the lfinnipeg price
and hauled to the camp by French and Engtish teamsterg in caravanE
numbering uP to seven sleighs. The scope of Reirner.s merchant activities
is further underlined by the fact that in the very month of the Spragr¡e
deal he negotiated a contract with the ,fewish merchant, Finkelstein of
9linnipeg' for the sale of 4O0O pounds of butter to be paid for in ctothes
and crockery. In the same month as weII Rei¡ner began his annual spring
egg sale ín Winnipeg' an enterprise which peaked in early April that year,
with weekly sales of 700 dozen eggs. o
Besides contracting to deliver food items Reimer also ran a mail
order service. His personal letter files from 1890 to 1893 indicate that
he filled orders for domestic items such as ctoth and needles, and exotic
items such as mooEe horns and wild cherries. The single most i:nportant
item, however, was the black or printed shawl which Mennonite women used
as a head covering in church or in pubric. During three years in the
early l-890s Reimer mailed 243 of these shawls to places in the vlegt
Reserve, Minnesota, Kansas and Nebraska.

A third area of growth for steinbach during the IBgOg waE the
Rei¡ner-Barkman flour mill.
Despite the fact that the SSOOO mill burned
to the ground in August Ig92 and was insured for only half its value the
Reimer and Barkman families continued the enterprise. a In october Klaas
Rejrner travelled to Toronto where he purchaEed a larger steam engine and

a 75 barrer mirl.
rn rB93 the new mill, a five storey buirding, vras
completed at a cost of $12'500. ã Throughout the 1890s businesg at the
mill increased causing it to be fitted with a new steam engine in 1902 and
to be fed by grain imported from the lfest Reserve by Lgo4.
The blacksmith and machine building industry lvas a fourth point of

growth for steinbach. rn lg92 A.s. Friesen opened a new two storey
blacksmith shop and metal and woodwork factory. lvithin a short period
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the new Friesen enterprise had asserted an audible and visible presence
in tovrn; in 1895 one observer wrote that "the newly estabLished fi¡m of
Friesen and son glood and steerworks let the town know daily by its
shrieking gteam whistle that they are in businegE.,, ' By the turn of the
century the Friesen shop was not only repairing steam engines and forging
plow shares but it was also manufacturing its or^rn self feeders and Etraqt
blowers for threshing machines. The latter r^ras firgt developed in IB99
and according to one report in l-902 provided the Friesen brothers "with
a lot of work." fn 1904 Friesen also developed an early model of the
combine harveeter when he fitted a threshing machine with a gasoline
powered engine altowing it to travel from stook to etook doing away with
the necessity of hauring the sheaveE to the threshing machine. æ
Lurnber milling was a fifth industry in steinbach. By 199L A.s.
Friesen's salÁt mill wag cutting SOO0 board feet per day and Friesen lìras
beginning to plan the opening a permanent sawmill at pine HíII, 25 miles
southeast of Steinbach. In the same year Friesen acquired a competitor
when A. w. Reimer, a fourth son of Klaas Reimer, and c.B. Loewen set up
their own gawmill near Pine Hill and added a lumber yard in Steinbach. æ
Around the turn of the century A.w. ReiJner parted with Loewen and began
his own lurnber business. Reimer capitalized on the nelv Southeastern
Manitoba Railway and began exporting eight foot tamarack cord wood from
a lurnber c¿rmp near Pine Hilt to Winnipeg where his brother peter marketed
it from his livery stabte and retail outlet on Elgin Avenue. peter w.
Rei¡ner's letter head in 1904 advertised not only IodgÍng and food but "all
kinds of Cord !{ood, Tamarack and Cedar Fence posts. m
Steinbach's growth in the 1890s was not unnoticed ín the Mennonite
world- Reports describing the nel^r East ReEerve center began appearing in
severar different German-ranguage newspapers. "steinbach is...a rarge,
beautifur virlage and is inhabited by very enterprising peopre, " wrote one
traveller in the Nordwesten in 1894. "In fact one might welt betieve that
one has come across a factory town as one observeg...the puff and clatter
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of steam engineE as rarely seen out in the countryside; Steinbach is...the
metropolis of the East Reserve for farmers can be Eerved wíth all their
needs." 31 In 1898 Heinrich Kornelson the Steinbach reporter to the
Rundschau did a bit of town boosting in his deEcription of Steinbach:
"Here in town is a roller flour miII, a feed miII, a steel and wood works,
a tannery, two bracksmith and repair shops, a sheet metal shop, a
saddlery' three general stores and several food dealers and two guest
houses with stables for travellers; the only requirements we st,ill have
are a doctor and a ghoemaker." 32 In lgoL Kornelson wrote the Rundgchau
again to declare that "the East Reserve will want to know that Steinbach
now has a doctor." 33 Another Steinbach resident boosted the town in a
Ietter to the Rundschau in 1903 by declaring that the various "businesseg
are strong and steinbach is booming [aE] people are coming in from
everywhere tO help us assure our future." il
Steinbach was not the only East Reserve village with entrepreneurs
seeking new livelihoods by creating another cash nexus and by providing
farmers with the services needed for their increasingly commercialized
operations. Nivervirre, the rairway toum on the western edge of the
reserve had been egtablished in 1879 by William Hespeler. Grunthal
located in the southern part of the reserve had grown since it received
a cheese factory in 1895. But even the smaller Kleine Gemeinde villages
were developing fledgling service industries. Unlike the service centers
of the West ReEerve, Altona, 9ilinkler, Gretna and Rosenfeld which were
Iocated on a railway and developed around a country elevator, the Eagt
Reserve villages developed around cheeee factories.
fndeed in lggg each
of the eight Mennonite-owned cheese factories in Manitoba were located in
the East Reserve or at Scratching River.
Five of thege were located in Kleine Gemeinde/Molochnaia villages,
steinbach, Blumenort, Gruenfeld, Hochstadt and Rosenort,. rn addition Èo
this' Blumenort had two custom sawyers, a blacksmith and a merchant.
Gruenfeld had a Etea¡n powered flour mitl by 1884, a blacksmithy by IggZ
35
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and a "dry goodg Etore" by 1894. r

rn 1899 Gruenferd received a post
office and changed its name to Kleefe1d. Hochstadt, just four miles south
of Gruenfeld also had a cheege factory, a small general Etore and since
1884 a post office.
And in the Scratching River village of Rosenort,
Henry !f. Brandt' started a cheese factory in 1891 and a general store a
few years later. 37 unlike steinbach, however, these enterprieeE ûrere
household craft industries operating as sidelines to the family farm in
keeping with the mixed economy of New RuEsia.
II
written to describe Steinbach,e unique growth without
the aid of tor,tm boosters or railways. Littte has been offered by way of
analysis. E.K. Francis has suggested that becauEe the Molochnaia farmers
were a minority and did not participate in East Regerve affairs they "were
able to concentrate on the quiet development of their own little economic
empire around Steinbach." John glarkentin has suggested that Steinbach,s
growth can attributed to the "presence...of ambitious, hardworking men
Much has been

[who' ] though poor...made an attempt to start...busineEEeE....'r

Frank Epp

has suggested that steinbach grevr because it !ìras onê ',the most
strategicarly located and trade minded... [virrages]." * These suggestions,
however, do not indicate the social side of Steinbach,s growth or explain
why despite grave geographic disadvantages it d.eveloped into a service
center.
Geography mitigated against Steinbach,g development. The village

was anything but "strategically located.' It wag located on the eastern
edge of the East Reserve and the southern edge of the major grain growing

areas.

rndeed, lesE traffic paesed through steinbach on its way to
9ilinnipeg than almost any other East Reserve village. A much more 1ogical
place for an East Reserve center would have been Tannenau which was
Iocated in the very heart of the Reserve and contained the ReEerve,s firet
general store and a wind-powered flour mill. The store, owned by Erdmann
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Penner' who later moved to the !{est Reserve, was even backed financially
by August Schulz, a German 9üinnipeg busínessman. Moreover diaries

indicate that local farrners readily engaged in business with penner. In
March ].877, just after Penner opened the store Cornelius Loewen of
Gruenfeld purchased $6.84 of wares in Tannenau. In May of the Earme year
,fohann Dueck of Gruenfeld sold 30 bushels of hiE first surplus wheat to
Penner.

3e

Tannenau wasr doomed, however, when penner moved his store to
Niverville in 1878. That was the year that the St. PauI, Minneapolis and

Manitoba Railway was built through the weEtern edge of the East Reserve
and the year that William Hespeler, the fo¡mer immigration agent, Iaid out

the town of Niverville.
!{ithin a short ti:ne, Hespeler had been able to
attract elevators, a hoter and two stores to his town. Arthough
Niverville !ìtas located some 10 miles from the nearest Molochnaia village,
Kleine Gemeinde farmers patronized it and used its railway. In 1882, for
instance, Gerhard Kornelson spent $32 of hiE total annual budget of g3Z0
at Penner's store in Nivervitle while spending g106 at Reimer,s in
steinbach. Abram R. Friesen's diary indicates that farmerg sometÍmes
travelled to Niverville to take the t,rain to !{innipeg. Niverville r¡ras
also the depot when visitors from Nebraska came calling.
steinbach, and not Niverville, however, vraE to become the EaEt
Reserve's major center. ,John Warkentin has offered an explanation for
Nivervilre's fairure to take-off.
Àccording to warkentin, it hras
Nivervilre'g proximity to winnipeg that spelt its demise. Because
Niverville was located just 25 miles from Winnipeg, East Regerve farmers
preferred to travel to the growing metropolie to market their products
themselves. Warkentin has also pointed out that while Niverville wag
Iocated in the heart of a township of fertil-e agricultural- Iand its
influence waB reEtricted to that township because it was cut off from the
regt of the Reserve by the very sections of low lying, poorly drained
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soils which were forcing many of its patrons to leave the area for the
better soils of the gilest Reserve.
One of the reaEons for Steinbach'g growth ßêy, ironically, be
geographic. Like the other Molochnaia villages in the East ReEerve,
Steinbach was located on well-drained, fertile soil.
But unlike these
villages Steinbach'g farmerg rirere severely restricted and could not expand
their acreage beyond a certain point.
9ühile Blumenort-area farmers
to fertile lands southwest toward Neuanlage in 1979, east toward
Giroux in 1892r and north to Greenland in 1893 and while Gruenfeld
expand.ed gouth to Hochstadt and Gnadenort in the I870s, Steinbach was
bounded on all sides by i:nportant barríers. Steinbach had been the last
of the Kleine Gemeinde villages to be founded in I8?4 and hence was left
with the most undesirable location. To the north lay the Anglo-Canadian
Clearspring gettlement, to the west the 8OO-acre sheep ranch of Abram
vliebe, a Bergrthaler Mennonite, and to the east and gouth ray rocky
expanded

parkland.
The Iímited agricultural opportunities led Steinbach,s settlerg to

explore other livetihoods. Not only do tax recordg indicate that the
average Steinbach farm !ìtaÊt considerabJ.y smaLler than thoge in the
Blumenort district,

but the diaries of steinbach,s settlers indicate a
greater preoccupation with tumbering. Blumenort settlere did go out to
the forestE to the eagt of the reserve for building material but unlike
Steinbach settlers, who were located closer to good forest stands, they
did not make a business out of it. ()
More important than steinbach,s geography in expraining its growth
was itE social make-up. Exacerbating Steinbach's timited agricultural
opportunities was the fact that in 1874 it was the very poorest of the
Kleine Gemeinde villages. Its first residenÈs lived in houseg averaging
419 equare feet compared to 878 and 677 €rquare feet for those in Gruenfeld
and Blumenort respectively. Its farmers cultivated an average of 16.1
acreg in 1881 compared to L6.9 and 28.2 for Gruenfeld and Blumenort
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respectively.

Its hougeholds had an average tax agsesgment in 1883 of
$522 compared to 9624 in Gruenfeld and gZ2O in Blumenort. a'
Just as poor farmers in Rugsia had readily engaged in non-farm
labour during underemployed seasons to hetp boost hougehold income,

underempJ-oyed farmers

in steinbach served as a labour pool that helped
boogt the activities of the local merchants and millers. one farmer rârrote
later that in 1876 !'the Steinbach people received...an opportunity to earn
money when William Hespeler...gave ug a contract to haul 825 logs from his
forest 13 mires east¡ the logs were 20 to 30 feet rong and one foot
thick....[and] for this he paid us gzee." rz winter-time logging waE to
become a regular activity for Steinbach farmers. The diary of Cornelius
w. Loewen indícates that he hauled 20 loads of "government !vood,' from the
eastern forest between December and \tanuary lgg3 after paying an $11
permit fee. Abram R. Friegen's diary indicates that in the earJ.y 1880s
he made weekly trips into the forests to obtain lumber and fence railings

which he sold to farmers from as far a$ray as scratching River. Gerhard
Kornelson's diary indicates that he often paid his sawing bills at the
Friesen galurnilt with raw lumber and that during the winters he sharpened
fence poEts to supplement his livelihood.
,fust as poorer farmers cut and hauled wood during the early yearE

others found work as teamsters for local merchants. one man recalled how
in February 1876 "we had the opportunity to haul flour from Emerson to
winnipeg and received g1.oo a bag for thig." He went on to exprain that
he had been in Èhe company of 20 other teamE, each compriEed of ox drawn
sleighs and capabre of carrying 29 bags. ß Thege part time teamsters
allowed Klaas ReÍmer to ad.vance his trade with !{innipeg in the lggOs
without the aid of a railway. Gerhard Kornelson, a rocar farmer, noted
in his diary that he travelled 438 miles in the winter of Lggo and 1gg1
alone- while 796 of these miles were the resurt of the many trips
Kornelson made to three different forests to obtain wood. for hi¡nsetf and
the Friesen sawmill, 140 mites ürere represented by the five trips which
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he made to Winnipeg, 6O in

four trips to Niverville and 38 in the 19 times
he drove the one mLle from hls farm to steinbach. Many of these trips
involved Korneleon ae a teaneter. The wages he made on euch tripe were
welcomed. A three day steLnbach-?linnf.peg eleigh run, for inet,ance,
provided Kornelgon with a groEE income of five dollars. on one such trip
in ilanuarl¡ 1885 Korneleon wrÍteg: "after deducting expenses euch as
Iodging and horse feed f an left with $1.60 which in the winter tj¡re ie
a good earning." {
Perhaps the greatest socÍa1 factor in steinbach,E growth wae the
transfer of capital pools from RuEsia. Indeed,, while steinbach r¡rag on
the average the ¡rooreet village, it contaÍned gome of the wealthieet men
in the EaBt ReEerve. In fact, tar( records for 1883 indicate that
Steinbach posseesed the three nost highly aesessed households of the 114
Molochnaia-Borogenko hougeholds in the EaEt Reserve. Steinbach,s steep
economic differentiatíon reflected this fact as vre1l. lthile the top 1Ot
of the householde in Blumenort and Gruen¡"1¿ ,paid 2:l* and 24t of the
taxes. respectively' the 10t of the wealthiest houeeholds in Steinbach (3
of the 34) paid 42* of the taxes;. The fact wae that Steinbach,E Etore
and flour and, eaw miIl were not owned by poor men at aII. They were owned
by K1aae Reiner and A.S. Frieeen, both of whom had prospered in the wheat
boom of the 1860e in Rugsia. It was Rei¡ûer and, Friesen who poesegsed the
capital poole to invest in expeneive gteam ¡nwered, mille and hire their
Poorer neighbours. These inveetments aleo engured that they would have
the capital to ftnance new ventureg. By the early 189Oe K1aae Rei¡ner and,
his four song and one Eon-in-'faw owned three general stores, 75t of the
fl-our mill, four cheeEe factoriee, and a sa$rmilI. In 1898 the five Reimer
families owned 45.5t of the village's wealth aE measured by tar< rolle in
the 78 household town of Steinbach. s
These capital pools were also to ensure Steinbach,s continued
prominence in the years after 1898, when the l{anitoba and Southeaet
Railway blpaeeed Steinbach and took a route through Giroux seven miles to
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the east. And yet Giroux's 4or0oo buehel erevator, generar store and
hoter urere no match for the old money of steinbach. unrike resg
established prairie tov¡ns that simply disintegrated when a railway
bypassed them Steinbach was able to adjust to Giroux,g exigtence. {6 !{ith
their financial strength Steinbach merchants were able to turn the Giroux
stat,ion to their favour. rnstead of sperring steinbach,s demise, the
railway served to increase the size of the town's loggíng, milling, and
merchant enterprises by bringing them cloger to their lifeline, Winnipeg.
The Steinbach merchants merely redirected their teamgters from Winnipeg

and Niverville to Giroux and increased their access to the !{innipeg
markets. Johann Reirner, a Steinbach teamster, is gaid to have rigen early
in the years after L898 to load the butter and. eggs of K.Reimer Sons onto
his covered wagon or sleigh and haul it to Giroux before the Winnipeg
train arrived each morning. at Because of their proxi:nity to Giroux,
Steinbach merchants were also able to Eecure a post office for Steinbach.
Indeed, Giroux, allowed them to turn the EaEt Reserve around, so that itg

geographic entrepot now became Steinbach. Symptomatic of this switch

was

the fact that the village of Chortitz, the seat of the Municipality of
Hanover, which had received its mail from st. pierre, lying to the west
of the Eaet Reserve' now received itg mail via Steinbach from Giroux. ß
Capital pools and underemployment, however, were not the only
factors in Steinbach's development. The relationship that merchants
fashioned with Steinbach-area farmers provided the town with a tifeline.
Unlike towns in other parts of the prairies that existed. to fill the
consumption needs of monocrop wheat producers, Steinbach merchantE

adjusted to and encouraged the diversified household farm economy of the
East Reserve. The story of how Klaas Reimer became the middle man for
East ReEerve farm households that produced table foods such as eggs and

sauerkraut for urban consumption in winnipeg has arready been told.
Merchants like Reimer benefitted both from the lack of a rail link wíth
winnipeg and the scarcity of capitar during the first generation.

4s
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Steinbach merchants gave farmers the means of obt,aining household suppJ-iee
by barter. In 1881 when Cornelius Loewen built a new house and purchased
$219.07 of wood and nail,E from the Friesen sawmill and Reimer,E store part

of this bill was paid with $25.00 worth of lumber. Similarly Gerhard
Kornelson's 1883 bilr at Friesen,s r¡¡aE met to a rarge extent with $L.90
worth of leather. A t1píca1 diary entry for farmer Abram R. Friesen r¡vaB
the one from March L7, 1883: "To Steinbach with seven dozen and five eggE.
Took one pair of shoes for gJ-.50, three yards croth for 90 cents, one
dozen matches f,ot 25 cents, one dozen cup at 65 cente. The eggs brought

ç2.22 so I had to pay 92.00 cash."
As late as the I89Os Steinbach merchants were still wilting to take
a significant percentage of payments in kind. In lg9L, for instance,
Eligabeth Reimer Toews paid 638 of her bill at the H.W. Reimer store
with farm products and labour; this included having her sons do Reimer,s
Widow

municipal statutory labour. Even the more established farmers uEed the
barter system. Franz Kroeker, the owner of a ',doubre farmr', paid 5gt of
his bilr with eggs; ,racob Barkman, the son of the mirr owner, paid 32t of
his bilt by hauling goods to lfinnipeg for Reimer¡ ilohann Reimer, a one
time virrage mayor, paj'd 27t of hiE birr with veal. rndeed a random
sample of 10 of H.W. Rei¡ner's patrons ín 1891 indicates that 39t of their
purchases were paid in kind. s The merchants benefitted from such payments
in kind in two ways. First, the products which had served as payment
could be resold in either !{innipeg or turned over within the store.
Second' merchants could charge higher prices from clients paying in kind

than those paying in cagh. tlhen K.vÍ. Reirner, the cheese factory owner
spent over $406 in the H.!{. Reimer store in L891 and paid mogt of it in
caEh the store was obriged to provide hfun with 5B discount.
5r

St'einbach merchants benefitted from mixed farming in another v¡ayi

they provided the services required to establish viable operations. The
cheese factories and sawnilrs have already been mentioned. But
illustrative of this as well was the Reimer-Barkman mill which ground both
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flour and ani¡nal mash. In the fall of 1883, just, a month before farmer
Abram R. Friesen butchered two caÈtle and sold 2124 pounds of meat and 310
pounds of leather in Winnipeg, he purchased 675 pounds of oat and barley
mash from the Steinbach milt in five transactionE. In August 1884 Abram
Itf. Friesen purchased 575 pounde of crughed feed from the Steinbach mitl
for hig chickens and pigs. In 1884 Gerhard Kornelson incurred two thirds
of his debt of ç32.75 at the Rei¡ner-Barkman nilt with the purchase of
anirnal feed - 95.00 worth of chicken feed, $9.00 of pig starter, g5.00 of

cattle feed.
A mixed farming economy also proved profitable enough to allow
Steinbach merchants to capitalize on growing farm mechanization. During
the first four months of operation in I89O equipment dealer C.B. Loevren
soLd 1O harnesseg, three waçtonE, five drills and disk harrows, two plows
and other aEsorted equipment from the Fairchild Company in !{innipeg
totalling almost $900. so profitable was the selling equipment that in
1896 miller Peter Barkman sotd hig shares in the flour milt to open a
Massey Harris implement dealership. Like the merchants, these implement
agents were prepared to extend credit to entice further mechanization.
one farmer noted in 1904 that ',things are going ahead with might and
enterprise in Steinbach; the merchants and sales agents make friendly
faces when one purchases drills and other farm...irnplements, some for
cash' most however, on the hope of receiving a good crop on credit."
Merchants that profitted from the growing commercialization of the East
Re8erve's mixed farm economy and had been able to provide those gervices
because of transplanted capital pools and wealth stratification
constituted the social side of the development of Steinbach into a
regional service centre.
52

53

rII
Just as steinbach's development was based on transplanted social
realites and values, the resurt of that deveropment for the first
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generation Mennonites in the EaEt Reserve wag to undergird transplanted
social characteristics and world vÍews. The introduction of the town did
not approxirnate assimilation during the years between 1880 and 1905.
There appears to be little evidence during these years of Warkentin'E
suggestion that "the introduction of trading centers into their
communities in Manitoba marked the real break from the Mennonite life of
South Russia
and...served as the bridgeheads for the asefunilation
of the Mennonites into prairie society. " r His reasoning that assimilation

results when ethnic groups such as the Mennonites ,'mix readily with other
people" in town settings ignores the resilience of cultural values and the
complex strategies that ethnic group memberg employ to seek cultural and
social continuity. Evidence suggests that the worldviewe of Steinbach,s
Ieaders, the valueg of its villagers, the social structure of the growing
town, and the continued prestence of traditionalist churches in village
affairs ensured that steinbach people were not goingl.assimilate during
this period.
Clearly the social makeup of Steinbach was changing. By lgOO free
arable land had been exhausted and cultivated land was rapidly rieing in
price. Thus, whereas in 1881 each of Steinbach's 27 households owned and
farmed land, by 1891 26* of the 38 Steinbach households owned no fa¡mland.
Seven yearE¡ later as the steínbach popuJ-ation doubled, the percentage of

households owning no farmrand. jumped to 638. Nearry 462, 27 of 5g
household heads, declared themselves to be general or skitted labourers blackEmiths' machinists, mitlers and cheese makers. The remaining 17t

of the inhabitants $tast divided aLmost equatly among landlegs widows,
tenant farmers, and merchantg.
There were other signs of a developing landlegs claes in Steinbach.
There was, for instance, the reappearance of the old gùorld 'tKatgtaettenr,,
cottage lots. These lots were rented by the elderty or rÂrage labourers but
were owned by farmers who lived just acroc¡s the street on their
"Feuerstellen." * .By the 1890s the weEt side of steinbach,s central street
s5
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which had been left vacant in the early years was being filled with the
rented houses of the "Anüroehner", the landless, or the "Kleinhaeuslerr"
the cottage dwellere comprised of the elderly, wage earners and craftgmen. t
This was the gide of the street where recentJ-y arrived cerman irnmigrant

Iabourers lived; "this was where the Kreutzets, Soberings and Oswalds
livedr" recalled one contemporary. * By 1904 the number of landless in
Steinbach and other parte of the East Reserve had become Eo co¡nmonplace
that the Hanover Municipat Council stipulated that henceforth tenants
wourd be required to do statutory labour alongsíde randownerE.
Despite this obvious gociaL chaem in Steinbach, the residents of
the weet side did not constitute a permanent social cLasE. steinbach
remained a household agrarian-oriented place. Most heads of households
who declared themeelves labourers on the tax rolls were either the sons
of farmera or recently arrived cer¡nan immigrants who hoped to establigh
their own farms. Indicative of this was the relative youthfulness of
steinbach's workers; their average age was 3L.g years, significantly
lower than the average age of 41.5 for Steinbach's landed farrners. Nor
was this figure to change in the yearE immediately after th;uturn of the
century. In fact by L906 the awerage age of a Steinbach tabcjrer was only
28.1 years. Undertining the mobility of these workerg is the fact that
only one of the 32 wage earning household heads in Steinbach in 1898 still
worked as a laborer in 1906. The majority of the other workers had
capitalized on the rising dairy industry and founded farms in the parkland
sout'h and east of Steinbach or had joined one of the colonization efforts
in Alberta and Saskatchewan. obviously establishing a famity farm
remained a pri:nary va1ue. fndeed the new land opportunities in Western
Canada and the strengrthening farm economy had the effect of increasing the
percentage of Steinbach farmers owning land from 368 in 1898 to 53t in
1906 and decreasing the percentage of workerg from 46? to 2gB.

5e

Nor did Steinbach's indugtrialization affect its external social
boundaries in a significant way. It is true that the merchants interacted
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'frequently and regularly with outsiders. H.!{. Reifier, for instance, had
a standing account with 20 different !{innipeg wholesalers in 1890. It is
algo true that in 1898 fully 133 of Steinbach householdE were nonMennonite. However these secondary social relations did not affect the
basic nature of primary relationships and Eocial boundary maintenance.
Endogamy rates, for example, remained high and there were few cages in
which inter-ethnic marriages led to asgi$ilation.
Ironically, the mogt
controversial inter-ethnic marriages that rÂrere performed outeide the
auspices of a Mennonite church during these years did not involve
townfolk. In 1904 Anna Friesen, the daughter of a Rosenort minister,
eloped with Gustav Schellenberger, a young Geman-Russian worker who had
migrated to North America as a 17 year old lad, and married hi¡n in a civil
marriage in !{innipeg; in the fotrowing year widower peter Koop of
Neuanlage travelled to Winnipeg to marry his German maid, Augruste Hemiger,
in a civil marriage. 6
Although a dozen inter-marriages occurred during the years around
the turn of the century the critical mags in favour of the Mennonites
ensured that their spouses would aEsi¡nilate ínto the uennonites' culture.
Anna Lehmann, for instance, $ras the daughter of a Lutheran German
immigrant family that had found employment with a farmer in the Bergrthaler
Mennonite village of Blumengart. In July 1893 she was baptized and joined

the Kleine Gemeinde when she married Cornelius fv. Rei¡ner of Steinbach.
WiLhelmine Fuchs, the daughter of a ceman immigrant family working the
Gruenfeld cheese factory, joined the Kleine Gemeinde in IB93 ag weII.
Karoline KneIIer a German immigrant from Poland who worked as a servant
for Peter lÛ. Rei¡ner joined the Kleine Gemeinde in IB95 when ghe married
her employer's brother. Her sister, Mathilda Kneller, joined the Holdeman
church when in 1903 Ehe married ilohann, the son of Steinbach mayor ilohann
G- Barkman. And Elizabeth Mooney, the daughter of an Anglo-Canadian

Clearspring farmer, joined the Holdeman church when she married ilacob
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Wiebe in L896. d critical

mass, favouring the Mennonites, was reversing

assimilation in Steinbach.
Conservative church leadership in Steinbach algo engured that the
town would not become a tllpicat prairie market centre during theee years.

Not only was the church leadership of the Kleine Gemeinde, stilL the
Iargest church body in the Steinbach despite a gchism in L882, involved
in encouraging colonization to halt urbanization, it waE also regularly
checking the growth of the non-agrarian economic activity.
old teachinge
against commerce as an activity that could lead to "greed,l and too cloee
an association with the "wor1d" continued. o East Reserve Kleine Gemeinde
leaders in the 1890s, for example, made a quick association between the
capitalistic pursuits of their relatíve ilacob Penner and his untimely,
early death. Penner who had remained in Rusgia in 1874 had become quite
wealthy through grain farming and later when he "bought many thoueand
desiatins of land....and hire[d] thousands of workerg" he overextended
himserf and died after facing the prospect of losing his farm. o rn a
letter written in 1897 Aeltester Àbram L. Dueck bemoaned the fact that
Penner'' his brother-in-law, had not "trugted more in God than ín his
desire to be a wealthy nobleman." I
The church leaderg, however, also passed judgement on capitalistic,

particularly

merchant, activities within their o$rn community. Although
there was no opposition voiced to large farms in Manitoba or even the gaw
and flour mills which rose in several of the villages, the church leaders
put a check on the activities of Steinbach,s merchants. In 1BB4 when H.W.
Reirner built his general gtore in Steinbach the church was quick to voice
ítE opposition. Peter unger, a local farmer, recalred. that "as the
congregation never had had a business of such size in its midst...it was
greatly opposed and considered a downfall by the church leaders and most
of the brethren. " unger, however, adds that because "there $ras a

generally felt need and as there was
the opposition had little effect.', 6

much.

trade carried out in Steinbach
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rn 1895 church leaders began opposing Klaas Reimer,s store, worth
$14'000 by now, five times the amount of moet farms. In February 1895
minigter Johann Friesen of Scratching River wrote Reirner to admonish him
for greed¡ according to Reimer "he greatry saddened me as he point[ed] out
to me the matter of greediness that Pieter Pietergz writes about [when he
refers to1 doing busineEs." 6 On March 9 Rei:ner wrote a friend wondering
"what all this will come to if they are blaming me regarding [my] business
dealings." He went on to defend hig merchant act,ivities: church leaderg
"keep forgetting how much unrighteousnesE occurE because of poverty, when
the sheriff is used to help [foreclose on property]r" noted Reimer, "and
that.doeE not Eeem right to me." n what did come of it wag that a
delegation of church ministers visited Reimer on March 17 to talk about
"buginesg dearings." €tlowever, just as in the case 10 years earrier, the
church leadership eventually relented and Reimer continued hig businees
and remained a, member of the church. In fact when the Manitoba and
Nebragka Kleine Gemeinde church leaders met four yearE later in 1899 to
review church prohibitions no mention was mad.e of business dealinçts. o
Íühile the idea of merchandizing had become fully accepted by the
turn of the century, the idea of allowing the market to determine the eize
of one's enterprise stas still opposed. Yet buoyant market conditions at
the turn of the century encouraged capital accumulation. By 1897 K.!{.
Reimer's cheese factories earned $3OOO net profit per year, ten tirneg the
amount a labourer received. '
rn rgo4 steinbach jobber, c.B. Loewen,
travelled to the Northwest with cattle with reports that "he hopes to sell
them at a good profit." u At about this time as well peter !{. ReÍmer who
purchased a ti¡nber limit near Pine Hill from his poorer brother ig said
to have boasted loudly that he had resold it for an exorbitant g1O,OOO.
And in 1906 when K1aas Reimer died, his total worth including his store,
shares in the flour mill, 280 acres of land and substantial farm came to
more than $70'000. Despite the fact that he left 17 children, each one
including his widow received $2309.46. He left enough for hig widow and
?2
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the children of his third marriage to homestead in saskatchewan and for
his sons of his second marriage to build a large ne$¡ store a year after
his death. u
It' is clear that the church remained uneasy about these activities.
From June 19O3 to,January 1904 the problem of Steinbach,g ,'big busineEEes,,
c¿rme up for discuesion four times in Kleine Gemeinde brotherhood
meetings.
rn May I9o5 AelteEter Peter R. Dueck increased his opposition and censured
those "evil bueinesseg" which are ,'always growing rarger.,, za one of the
businesses under particurar scrutiny was c.B. Loewen,E store and
lumberyard. Not only was Loewen selling forbidden items such as tobaccoi
he was also increasing his enterprise at the expense of other smaller
oPerators. By 1902 Loewen qras cutting over half a million board. feet a
year Providing him with a total of g3030 in gross sales. So reliable a
supplier wag Loewen that the municipality bought all of its 2OTOOO board
feet of lumber from hi¡n in 1902. ?5 Loewen,E problems with the church began
when he joined a lurnber association which allowed him either to undercut
smaller operators or to prohibit them from operating. The story ig
sketchy. one local farmer reported that the church became concerned when
Loewen "joined a lumber cartel so that no one else could Eel-I lumber in
the neighbourhood." 76 rn ilanuary 1904 Loewen lvas cenEured by the Gemeinde,

because, according to Aertester Dueck, "it was congidered as wrong...that
the lumberyard had entered into a trade alliance (Kombein Bundnisz) in

order to empower it alone, within a particurar region, to secure lumber
sales for itself .,, n
rn its efforts to put a check on the growth of steinbach,e
businesEes the church leadership also opposed the coming of a railway to
steinbach. while orar tradition which indicateE that the southeastern
Railway blpassed steinbach after church elders opposed it has been put t,o
question, there iE evidence that the elders opposed a Epur rine from
Giroux that some steinbach bueinessmen $rere lobbying for in January 1905.
According to Peter Dueck's brotherhood meeting notes: ,,we...discussed the
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building of the railway with which some of the brethren are working and
seeking signatures for a petition.... [but we] strongry opposed this...as
there is danger in it for uE and our children in that we might become like
the worLd in businese and lifesty1e....and the Ipresent] busineeEres, which
already seem too bigr'would grow even bigger.,'
In 1905 conspicuous consumption or coneumeriEm became another igsue
for the Steinbach church leadership concerned about unrestrained commerce.
the first Etores in Steinbach geem to have had litt1e effect on the plain,
simple lifestyles of community members. The 1883 diary of Lichtenau
farmer, Abram Friesen, reveals that products he purchased at the Steinbach
stores on hig 32 trips to town included the following: food itemg guch as
coffee, sugar, apples, meat, cheese, vinegar; textileg including cotton,
wool, shoes and croth; kitchen reguirements such as dishes, oil, matches¡
and farmyard necessities Euch as horse scrapers and nails.
The 1891
78

account book for the H.Vü. Reimer store indicates that the products it, sold
to the well-to-do Steinbach farmer Franz Kroeker on hig 22 visits to the

Reimer store included food, crothes, coar, oil, nairs, house paint,
harnesses, hooks, windows, toors, nuts and bolts, reather, dishes, and
pails. D

After the turn of the century, however, the economy strengthened
and there was a noticeable shift in the types of products that the stores
sord. Klaas Reimer's store which had sord gl4rooo worth of goods in lg94
soLd over $30'0OO in 1905. Though the KLaas Reimer store waE gtill
selling basic household necessities such as hardware items, foodstuffs,
farm tools, and medicine inctuding wine, it rÂrae¡ beginning to selr a
greater guantity of personal attire and leisure wear. By L905 over half
of the stores' gales were in clothes and fabrics. And while Reimer sold
of cloth and buttons, indicating a continued degree
of household self-sufficiency, it aleo eold more than g9600 in finished
clothing items in that year. And although the list of clothing included
necessities such as overalls, fur coats and shoes it also included almost
some $73J.7.77 worth
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of men'E suitE, g5oo worth of dreEsy hats, and g1o0 worth of
vìIomen's undergaÍments. Perhaps most indicative of the changing habits of
the ascetically inclined Mennonites vrere the 59 ladies, neck scarvee and
66 necktieE that were sold from the Rei¡ner store that year. s
TheEe trends, however, did not go unchecked by the church. rn
January 1904 Aeltester Dueck raised what he discerned as a trend in the
church congregation toward "pride and arrogance as Eeen in the floor
coverings of our homes, in our [fancy top] buggies, and in the. colrarg
and sreeves of [our women's] dreEEes.,' s rn December of that very year
Aeltester Dueck warned the Kleine Gemeinde memberg at Scratching River.
This time it wag against "worldly things such as fancy froor coverings,
white collars, corsets, gloves, large mirrors...harnesg bells...Christmas
treeg and fur hats for women. ...,. &
The fact that these recorded warnings were unprecedented in Manitoba
is indicative of two things. First, there wag apparently no need to
mention "worrdry things" up to this point.
rndeed, the 1999 church
$17oo worth

conference had cengured photography and fancy singing but made no mention
of oetentatious dress and house furnishings. secondry, it is apparent

that despite their

interaction with the wider world of capitalism,
community members had to this point venerated ideas of ascetic sirnplicity
which they had cultivated in Russia.
Perhaps the most important evidence of the continued traditionalist
character of Steinbach iE the personal history of its foremost merchant,
Kraas Reimer. Fortunately Reimer,E autobiography and his diary and
letterbook for the early L890g have been preserved. These papers show
that Reimer maintained a close network of relatives and fe1low Mennonites
in other settrements, travelled rittle,
rrras deeply religious, held
conservative views on social boundaries, and maint,ained a highly personal
approach to most busineEs dealings.
lferchant Reimer was tlpologicatly a ,'Gemeingchaft" person. The
nurnber of letters Reimer received in which he was asked for personal
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favours reflected a Eet of relationships that $¡ere rooted in cornmon
understandings and loyalties. Among the letters he received were personal
requestB for jobs' rides to !{innipeg, extensions of credit, the use of his
oxen, and outright requests for monetary assistance. rn a letter to a
friend in the United states in 1895 Rei¡ner noted how difficult the year
had been and added that "this winter it was...remarkable how many letters
come in from needy people asking for help." s The same personal tone that
pervaded these requests for benevolence also characterized Reimer,s
approach to corlecting unpaid accountg. rn lfarch 1g9o he wrote a
Scratching River man who had left steinbach in L884 without paying an
outstanding account of $32 at Reirner,s store¡ "r would think lyoul wourd
have been too honest to move away like thatr" wrote Reimer, for "six years
r have left it without interest... [atthough] r would grant [you the
interest if youl would pay me." s In ilanuary 1893 Rei¡ner srrote his friend
Peter Harms in Nebraeka "about the debtg still owed by OId l.fr. Ha¡ms" and
reminded him that he "ghould bear in mind that we [have] taken care of him
[in the past].', s
Rej:ner also strongty supported traditional

social boundaries. He
himself rarely left the community. He r¡raE¡ a vitlage patriarch in close
touch with his people and sentimentally tied to his family. In lilarch 1886
he wrote his uncle in Uinnesota to excuEe himself for not paying a visit.
The reason for his tardiness, explained Reimer, $ras that whenever he
thought of reaving his famiry and friendg "a lot of tears farl, for by
nature r am quite soft hearted... [and find it] quite hard.,..to part from
friends and family." * The importance Rei¡ner placed on a closed community
is also evident in a letter he wrote in 1895 to a young man who had left
the church, taken hie family to a non-Irfennonite communíty in the United
States and had subsequently found himself in financÍal trouble. Reimer
interpreted the young man's precariousness as a result of violating
established sociar boundaries. ',r feel sorry...that you are so far away
from relatives and acquaintancesr, also from the church, and have left
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everÏt'hin9r so that you, as $rell as your wife and children have
poor that you have nothing to eat.... " e

become go

Rei¡ner'E viewE on social boundaries are most clearly articulated in
a retter he wrote in February 1gB9 to his Eon KlaaE w. Reimer, who had

to Vtinnipeg temporarily to study cheese making. According to Rei¡ner
Sr. he wrote his eon to tell him "that it was saddening [for me] that he
had gone to get his schooring in !{innipeg; r had not given him the
permission ¡and had warned himl that education often results in pride...I
wrote three gheets full, advising him to come back [and] confessed my
moved

error in....atJ-ow[ing] hirn to go to Winnipeg too often on business [during
whichl he had become too werl acquainted with the big merchants." s
Like most Mennonites of his tirne Reimer cultivated social boundaries
by maintaining a rich network of retativeg and friends in other l,fennonite
communities in Nebraska, Minnesota and Russia. Frequently he wrote to his

rong lost reratives in Russia seeking to reestablish old ties.
rn
February 1890 he wrote "a letter to Uncle Bernard Rempel...thiE being the
third letter I have written hfun tI askedl whether he was dead already [and
tord himl that he shouLd let us know whether he is stirr living."
rn
ilanuary 1891 he wrote "a letter to old Gerhard vliltms...and to aII cousins
[in Russia] and [told them¡ that whoever wiII write back first, will
receive a gift."
Itl another letter written to an old friend in Nebragka
in July 1890 he recalled his "childhood and youth in Rosenort, Russia,
[remembering] where my cradle stood. ¡and alt the other experiencegl up to
the present ti¡ne. " s
The network Reimer cultivated was a very personal one in which he
expressed frank opinions, freely offered advice and bared his eou1. fn

February 1890 he scolded hig 80 year old friend Isaac Harms of Nebraeka
for his recent marriage to a 38 year old r^roman: ',it is often not good when

this happengr " wrote Reirner, "the conEequences are serdom good. " s on
other occasions he counselled relatives. In March 1890 he wrote his "aunt
!frs. Esau [in RuEsia] to encourage her in bearing the cross which ehe has
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because of her husband; out of sympathy I sent her material for a dress,

an apron and a shawl." n Nor

afraid to ghare hiE feelings of
self doubt: r am "not satisfied with myself as far as my soul is
concerned" he wrote hig brother-in-law in Minneeota in L89O; ,teve¡l if we
have done everlË,hing, !ìre stirr are unprofitabre servantE.,, e glhen he
üraE Reímer

reflected on his accomplishments Rei¡ner did not sound the powerful
merchant he râras3 nr don,t feel rich, " he wrote a friend in 1g95,
"especially do I feel poor and sick spiritually. s
Reir.ner's traditional values are also reflected in the will he left
when he died in 1906. He could have given his widow and her family of
seven young children enough money to provide her a life of middle class
eaEe. Instead he left her the same amount as he left for each of his i.Z
children plus the farmyard, inctuding all the chickens, and 220 acres of
prime farm land and the necessary livestock, land, equipment and tools to
farm it. Among the items also designated to his wife were the traditíonal
religious literature of Russian llennonites¡ "The Martyr Book, the Menno
Bible.,' s
!{hen Reimer died in L906 people readity acknowledged him as a fellow
Mennonite and community patriarch. oral tradition aboundE concerning the
300 pound man who sentirnentally pleaded for forgiveness at church
brotherhood meetings and refused to seek public office. s The fact that
his funeral drew an estimated attendance of 5OO, 2OO more than the funeral
of the Kleine Gemeinde Aeltester eight years earlier, indicateg not so
much that people had chosen an entrepreneur as their true leader but that
this particular entrepreneur remained essentially a community member. s
Si¡nons Book and one

IV

of ilangen in cub Creek township in Nebraska Etands in stark
contrast to Steinbach. It waE founded in 1886 by peter ilansen when the
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway was built from St. iloseph through
Beatrice and Fairbury to Denver. one of four towns including, Harbine,
The town
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GladEtone and Thompson founded at this time in the 25 miles between
Beatrice and Fairbury, it q¡acr a tlpical railway town. e Like these other
towns Jansen was founded by a well-to-do individual with close ties to the

railway who had a vision for the riEe of a booming town. peter Jansen may
have been no wealthier than his Canadian second cousin, Klaas Reimer, the
main player in Steinbach's growth. In fact he derived his initial wealth
from farming and not from merchant or proto-industrial activities.
ilansen's wealth in the L88Os came from a ranch that was putting out 25rOOO
sheep annually and a grain farm that was cultivating more than 4OO acres. s
Unlike Reimer, however, Jansen waE not a member the ascetic, Kleine
Gemeínde Mennonites. As the son of the German consul, grain trader and
urban dweller in Berdyansk, New Russia, he had learned Englieh before
migrating, had travelred widely, and ÌÁras under no commitment to a
solidaristic community or traditionalist
church. Once in the United
states, ilansen quickry became an assfunilated American, eepousing
Republican varues, running for porit,ical office, buying up tract,s of rand

for specuration and operating his sheep ranch in an "atmosphere of
bigness." Ð
Peter ,tansen'E town buitding activities reflected a progresgive and
entrepreneurial mind. He moved to secure his plane for a railway town
even before the railway was constructed. Jansen later recalled that "f
took quite an active part in the preriminaries, buying right of way,
voting bonds, etc." 1æ He purchased L2O acres from two Kleine Gemeinde
farmers in the southern part of Cub Creek, Eurveyed a town site, named it

after himself and began tortm boosting. 1n He advertised in local new¡paperE
and printed circulars offering ',rots for irnprovement...at row prices
and...favorable tems." 1@ He had newEpapers write articles on the new
town, decraring that "our town is booming" and that "everybody tisl
invited to invest in Jansen before it is too late, and aII the 1ots are
gone. " 16 To make the town a respectable place to do business he also
invoked a clause making it alcohol-free. rü
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During the winter of 1886 and 87 the town of Jangen experienced a
building boom. rn January 1887, ,rohn p. Thiessen, the town,s first
hardware merchant, reported that a railway "station, elevator, steaÍl

miII to make mash, a hotel and a private gruest house are presently
being congtructed." Thiessen went on to booet the town, noting that it
"lieE seven mileg from Fairbury in the Russian settlement which is eeven
miles long and promises a great profit for business people of all fieldg." 16
on April 3 the firgt paEsenger train passed through ilanEen and a neq¡ era
began in Cub Creek. By September 1887 the new town could clairn 13
businesg egtabrishments including peter ilansen,s bank, a rurnber yard,
powered

erevator' hoter, Ímplement dealership, a clinic,
gtores. 16

a barber shop and five

over the courEe of the next 2o years ;Iansen took-off. By the turn
of the century it was inhabited by 57 families and had a population of
273. Business too continued to gro$r. A lg12 report sounded a most
optimistic note: "F'our new brick congtructed stores were built here last
summer and increased

the buginess of our town quite coneiderably. As the
gel-ect'ion has increased we have increased our patronage proportionately.
In other words, business here ís gooq." t
Businesg establishements
continued to grow and new busínesseE were attracted. In I9O4 the Jansen
erevator expanded its capacity by 1o,ooo busherE at, a cost of g2ooo and
by 1906 36 stores and shops including several saloong had opened for
buginegs. 1ß
As in Steinbach, the development of the Town of Jansen had the
immediate effect of furthering the commercialization of agriculture in
the township. rn 1880 when the firgt rumours of the railway's coming

surfaced' Peter Fast, a rocar farmer, speculated how the railway wourd
provide "betÈer markets for their produce." 1æ The point has already been
that the elevator and rail station allowed farmers to produce more
corn for export and more cattre for the stockyards in onaha, st. Joseph,
Kansas city and chicago. But with the rail service also came daily mail
made
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Eervice and the telephone. Previously farmers pÍcked up their mail in
Fairbury when businese took them to town. That same year as wetl the
Nebraska Telephone Company buiLt a telephone line from Beatrice through
Jansen to Fairbury and began serling subscriptions for 936 a year. old
ti¡ners recalled ín later years how these facilities provided the farmere
with a direct, Iine of communication with the larger centers such aE
Lincoln' from which parts for farm implements and drugs for cattle could
be ordered and received within a day.
If the tow¡l helped farmers secure the economic base for their
solidaristic community the town also began breaking that solidarism down.
Sociologist PauI Miller has made much of the fact that Jansen ended the
isolation of the conservative Cub Creek Mennoniteg. He points to the
number of saloons in town which attracted youth from miles around and led
to frequent street fights and vandalism. He points as werr to the
travelling circuseg and medicine shovrs that visited tov,m. During the
189Os theatre companies like the Uncle Tom's Cabin company and the euaker
Botanical Medicine Company vigited Jansen and attracted huge audiences
including' at one point, the Aeltegter of the K1eine Gemeind,e church. rrl
Supporting Miller's thesis was the fact that from its very beginning in
1886 ,fanEen waE the home of a number of Mennonite families. Indeed among
its first businessmen srere a number of former Kleine Gemeinde farmers.
John P. Thiessen whor with his brother Abram, had opened a lumber yard and
i:nplement deal-ership in Fairbury in 1885, noÌd opened a hardware store in
ilansen. N.B. Friegen and his brother opened an irnplement store during the
first year aE weII. Indeed three of the L3 first buginesEes were owned
by six former Cub Creek famerE. tt'
During the next 20 yearE other farmers joined the foray into
buEiness. In J-891, for instance, ilacob and ilohann Bartel , ¡¡ho farmed just
wegt of the town opened a store and according to one neighbour were
"making a good living as they Eell- somewhat cheaper than the other
merchants. " rr3 By the turn of the century the BarteÌs srere merchandizing
110
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in a big way. rn

1903 during a potato shortage

in .refferson county they
imported 1o carloade of potatoee from North Dakota which they sord for
$1'00 a bushel and brought in another five carloads of apples from st.
Joeeph and earned the reputation of bei.ng
"clev.er busineEsmê¡.' ¡¡{
rn addition to thege Kleine Gemeinde descendant tov¡n merchante were
a number of K1eine Gemeinde descend,ant wage labourerg. some of the town
residentg by'l9oo incruded peopre like 52 year oLd peter R. Friesen who
'as farming becane too difficult rented the farm out and built a nice
littLe houee in town." tú But they arso incruded peopre rike 23 year ord
John Frieeen who finding himself without rand moved into a rented
house
in town when he married in 1999 and began v¡ork as a carpenter. By 1900
L4 of the 23 Mennonite houeeholdg ín Jansen were engaged either in a
cottage industry euch as broom naking and cream separating, civic joba
such aa schoolteaching or poet delivery, and wage labour such
as carpentry
and eteam engineering. The fact that 70* of the Mennonite
hougehorde in
Ja¡raen owned their houeee and that the average age of
the mare, head of a
l'fennonite household waE 39.9 years indicateg that neither the workers
or
the bueinea'men considered, Jangen a temporary arrangement. r¡6
rt ig also cÌear that JanEen'6 t{ennonitee found thengelvee under
pressure to change. Jansen did not have the critical mass
that protected
steintjach'e residents from presEures of assi-milation. rn l90o Mennonites
comprieed 49t of the populace l-n ilansen but g?t of steinbach.
Many of

these househordE seem to have experienced, coneiderabre ringuistic
aesimiration. rt is interegting to note that in *Taneen in lgoo 2Q of 23
Mennonite wives, or 8zt, claisred to be abre to speak Engrish,
whire onry
50 wives of the 87 rural Mennonite households l-n cub creek,
or szt, epoke
English' one Mennonite townsman areo noted in a letter in 1904 that many
of the t{ennonites had asEimilated so much that the Àpostle
'pauys wordg
could be applied here; not all thoge from rsrael behave ae
rsraelites.'
other wríters noted the hostile attitude a¡nong .JanEen,e'Anericans'
toward t'he culturar pecuriarities of Mennonites. Mirrer has
argued that
rr?
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Americans voiced their reEentment over Mennonite cultural

insularity by

referring to them ag "Rugsians.'118 It is known that the MennoniteE !ìrere
resented for the Geman school they operated in town. In 19OL the school,
requiring more space' stas moved to a rented house. The German teacher,
J.W. Fast, found himself in trouble, however, when the landlord discovered
the intention of the new tenant. citing the reason that ,'Dutch" had no
place in America, the landrord evicted Fast and hís gtudents. The
feelings of anxiety lÀrere evident in the reactions of one Mennonite who
responded to the situation with a littte racism himself: "Thege sort of
people who purport to be reforrners of the Germans and boast that this
country could not go on without the Yankees are, themselves, so often in
such financial straits that the sun must be ashamed to ghine on them." lle
Despite the fact that 23 of the L02 Mennonite househol-dE in Cub
Creek were situated in JanEen by 1900 and that there were preEEureg
exerted on the Mennonites to assfunilate, traditional values continued to
characterize the MennoniteE. There are several reasons for this. First,
the 23 householdE represented only L78 of the 673 Mennonites in Cub Creek.
Second' although 40 of the L02 houEeholds in Cub Creek were without land
in 19O0' almoEt half of theee continued to live in the countryside where

they worked as farm labourerE or rented farms. And many of these 1andleEs
families were able to withstand urbanization by joining the colonization
efforts around 1905. Third, there srere a number of Mennonite ingtitutione
which continued to play a role in maintaining Mennonite networks and
espousing traditional values of asceticism and communalism. These

included the Kleine Gemeinde, Bruderthaler and Krimmer Brudergemeinde
churches located in or near ilansen, the private German gchool and Èhe
Mennonite fire insurance agency which accepted town dwellers after 1905.
Fínally' there is the oral evidence quoted by Miller that Mennonite
fa¡mers kept their primary relationships to themselves and had only
selective interactions with the AmericanE of ,tansen. ræ Miller,g assertion
correspondg with evidence from censug records which points to high rates
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of endogamy among ilansen lfennonites. Not a singre one of the 23
hougeholds in 190O and only one of the 37 households in 1910 involved an
inter-cultural marriage. This corresponds to the endogamy rates in the
rural parts of Cub Creek where none of the 79 households in 19OO and only
one of the 49 houEeholdg in 1910 involved an inter-ethnic marriage. tÃ
Ironically, the Molochnaia Mennonites of the East Regerve who had fewer
non-l4ennonite neighbours had a much higher rate of inter-ethnic marriages.

CIearIy the Cub Creek Mennonites were engaging in a defensive Etrategy of
boundary maintenance.

v

Steinbach and ilanEen helped to change the Kleine Gemeinde/
Molochnaia communities in !{anitoba and Nebraska. Both towns served to
develop a commercial agricultural economy by providing new markets or
Írnproved access to markets which now included feed mills, elevatore,
stockyards and cheeEe factories.
commercial agrículture was also
encouraged through greater access to farm technolog-y and hardware
products, and a wide variety of agricultural servíces. Both towns also
gugtained a clagE of Mennonite merchants who fo¡med Iarger capital pools,
encouraged more consumeriEm and cultivated Eecondary relatione with the

outside.

Both towns, too, attracted an increasing number of Kreine
Gemeinde youth who were Ín search of wage labour. And the very existence
of steinbach and ilansen served to remind Mennonite households that new
agrarian colonies would have to be founded if the descendantg of the
Kreine Gemeinde llennonites erere to withstand urbanization.
Yet' Steinbach and Janeen stood in sharp contrast to each other.
steinbach was an internal creation in which eervices and businese
enterprises developed in Rugsia were transplanted to a North American
setting. Steinbach continued to be run aE an old Vüorld Strassendorf with
merchants and entrepreneurE operating from their farmyardg on one side of
the village street and wage labourers living in rented houses on the
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oppoEite side.

It continued to be governed by an agsembly of landowners
headed by a Schulz and continued to be under the influence of the
traditional- Mennonite churches and their Aeltegten. ItE endogamy rates
remained high and its workers continued to venerate the ideat of farming

one's own land.
And its readers, atthough welr-to-do,
traditionar boundaries and cultivated ord social networks.

espoused

,tansen, on the other hand, qraE an externally-imposed railway and
elevator town. As such it was a more representative prairie town with a
main street perpendicular to and, residential side streets parallet with
the railway. Like many other towns, ilansen wag founded by a wealthy town

boogter who advertised to attract land epeculators and merchants, and
attempted, without much EucceEE, to develop the simultaneous image of
greatness and sobriety.
unLike steinbach, the majority of ifanEen
residents remained non-lfennonites and the spírit of the town remained
decidedly "American". Unlike Steinbach as well, ilansen represented for
itE Kreine Gemeinde neighbours the epitomy of "worrdly society" and
compelled them to maintain their "social distance."
Steinbach and .fansen r¡{ere the symbols of the different contexts in
which the Canadian and ¡{nerican Kleine Gemeinde found themeelves.
Steinbach was clearly the conseç[uence of transplanted values implanted in
bloc settlement where critical masg favoured the l.fennonites. ilansenr r,ùas
as clearly a North American frontier town. Continuity for Kleine Gemeinde
Mennonites was attained only by developing radically different approacheg
to these two kinds of urban existence.

,

CEAPTER 12

RBLIGIOUS IIPEEjAVI|LS: CEAI{GE Al[D

@NTMIfTY

I
The religious strife

that the uennonites of New Russia experienced
ín the 1860s followed them to North America. Increasing industrialization
in New Russia had uprooted old notions of community-oriented, historybased religious faith.
In New Russia land shortages, agricultural
commercialization, and improved networks of information had shaken
complacent churches; while some members sought a more progressive and
subjective faith others sought nev¡ waye to maintain old ideas. Similar
social realities in North America also encouraged a fissuring of Mennonite
ideology. Conservative Mennonites had hoped that North Àmerica would
provide a respite from new relígious views. Surprise awaited them¡ the
new world was the very bastion of pietism and new conflicts rose quickly.
Indeed the history of North American Mennonites between 1880 and 1900
cannot be'told without reference to searing church conftict. 1 Uennonite
historian Theron Schtabach has noted hor¿ between the 1860s and 1890s ',OId,
Order" Mennonites in the United States battled members who had ,'mod,ern and.
progressive outlooks." 2 Frank Epp has noted a similar conflict in Canada.
!{hile progressive Mennonites were "adjusting to proteetantism
and...robbing the old Mennonites... [through] an emotional revivalism,
climactic conversion, individualigtic piety and Etrong institutional
identityr" conservative Mennonites feared ,,the destruction of their
cherished traditionE" and defended the "old order.,'
In this regard the Mennonites were Eimilar to other immigrant
grouPs. .Iohn Bodnar has argued that "in nearly every [immigrant] loca1e
3

[in the United st,ateE] deep físsures and. ferocious battles shook church
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communities as private and public agendas were forced together by Èhe
realities of a new social Etructure." a Rudolph Vecoli hag documented the
conflict between Italian Catholics in Chicago and the American Catholic

missionaries who ,,Iacked understanding and sympathy for the noisy,
imaginative piety, the rerigious psychotogy...and defects of the
Contadini." 5 ,ton Gjerde has shown how among Norwegian Lutherans in
Minnesota "religious conflict played a central role in the development of
an ethnic community...." u George Woodcock and lvan å,vakumovic have
demonstrated how the homogeneity within Doukhobor communities in
after immigration in 1899 as "varying compromises
between communism and individuarism were being worked out.,, 7 Linda Degh
has shown how religious hostility expressed in the folklore ainong two
church groupE in a Hungarian immigrant community in Saskatchewan served
aE a "central integrative element" in that community. I Religious conflict
became an irnportant characteristic of irnrnigrant groups as they adjusted
to the induEtrialized and pruraristic society in North America.
The years between 1880 and 1905 constituted a period in which the
Kleine Gemeinde faced constant challenges from progressive groups that
Saskatchewan ended soon

were more in tune with North American society.

These challenges were to

to withstand than thoEe they had experienced from
Prove more difficult
similar groups in New Russia. Unlike Russia, where progressive forces
constituted a minority in the r86os, North America was a prace where
progressive Mennonites constituted a majority.
lforeover these
progressives were backed by a wider religious milieu dominated by
individualistic

Protestantism. !{ithin this nesr context, the Kleine
Gemeinde found itself in a serieg of church controversies by J.BZ9. These
controversies resulted in the end to religious homogeneity in their
village districts in Cub Creek, Scratching River and the Eagt Reserve.
By 1882 the Kleine Gemeinde was forced to Ehare its ecclesiastical turf
with Holdeman€¡' Bruderthaler and Krimmer - three small, conservative,
Mennonite revivalistic splinter groups.
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The result of the splintering of the Kleine Gemeinde, however,
marked not the disintegration of a traditionalist,
closed community but

its continuity with a renewed spirit,. Timothy Smith has suggested that
aE immigrants faced new situationg they were called upon to devise new
strategies in which to regulate behaviour, create meaning, control social
boundaries and understand social reality. Those new gtrategies eometi:nee
involved new symbols which gave
immigrants a more vivid religiosity;
-the
Eometimes they encouraged a deeper sense of history and historicism;

sometimes ne!ì¡ gocial boundaries were cultivated that allowed
simultaneously for more openness and more protection from assimilating
influences; sometimes they entailed a more experiential approach to God
and a greater emphasis on personal morarism. ' The resurt ryaE that
religioue conflict led not to group disintegration but a deeper gense of
peoplehood.

This, too, was the result of the conflicts which divided the Kleine
Gemeinde between 1879 and 1882. Community members who remained in the old
Gemeinde devised new means to maintain the old order in the heterogeneoue
milieu. But activitieE of the secessionigts also ensured, continuity: the
neltt groups did accept new Protestant church practices but each seemed bent
on the same end - the maintenance of a religious oriented community that
was culturally separate from the wider world. Each of the new groups may
have emphasized a more open, individuatistic faith but each opposed
mirlennialism and its idea of proçJrese, participation in temporal
politics, urban lifestyles and consumerism, and lingruistíc and ethnic
assi¡nilation. The Bruderthaler, Kri¡nmer or Holdeman Mennonites did not
represent archetlpal pietism; that is they did not betong in the category
of more individualistic,
progressive, aEsociative religious forces
described by Toennies and lfeber and often linked with modernizing
societies. 10 Àfter the upheaveals of the early L880s settled it was clear
that the new Mennonite factions had borrowed strategies from modern groups
to bolster old concerng.
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The Nebraska Kleine Gemeinde community proved to be the mogt
vulnerable to pietistic forces. It wag smaller to begin with than its
llanitoba counterpart and did not possesE the "critical mass" required to
withgtand outside influences. Indeed, the fact that it was located in a
county where there were few other Mennonites Eeems, Íronically, to have
opened it up to visits from more progressive Mennonite miesionaries
stationed in Henderson, Nebraska and Gnadenau, Kansas. In December lBZg
one Kleine Gemeinde member wrote that "we have had much visitation here
this faII, of which several r¡ûere preachers." n By 1880 preachers from four
different small Mennonite groups had vigited cub Creek and won adherents
to their churcheg. t'OnIy two, however, had any lasting affect.
The first of these groups was led by fsaac PeterE, a Mennonite
church reformer from Henderston, 50 rniles to the north of Jefferson County.
Peters vtas a seasoned preacher, who had combined strict church discipline
with revivalistic methods and experiential faith during hiE ti¡ne as leader
of the Pordenau church in New Russia. fndeed a year before his migration
to the United States he had been expelled from his congregation for
persisting ín reform. tt rt wae this two-fold. approach, discipJ-ine and
revival, which led dissenting,Jefferson County Kleine Gemeinde memberE to
invite Peters to organize a church there in ilanuary 1879. At first the
new church was known as the Petersgemeinde. In 1889, however, peters led
both his Henderson and ilansen churches to join a similar church from
lilountain Lake, Minnesota and estabrish a neür mission-minded,
disciplinarian Mennonite conference. Officially this new body was called
the United Mennonite Brethren but popularly it came to be known ag the
"Bruderthaler", the brethren of the valley. one of the mission successeE
of the Bruderthaler came in 1897 when it established a church in steinbach
which in the yearg following 1906 waE to become an influential force in
the Manitoba settl_ementg.
1a
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Peters' church in Cub Creek succeeded because it fused certain
elements of individualistic
pietism with elements of communal
traditionalism. Indeed the dissenting Kleine Gemeinde members who joined
Peters in L87g criticized the old church for having lost elements of
traditionar values. one issue appears to have been the disparity of
wealth anong the first settlers. A writer in 1879 indicated a direct tink
between the church Echism and "the land ownership ratio at the time of
emigration from Russia. " 15 Another writer in 1879 questioned how the
spiritual life in the community would be affected as "...it often geemg

as if earthly money hoarding...will- overtake us." 16 But the central iesue
of the dissenters was the violation of the sabbath by Aeltester Abram

FrieEen.

Diaries indicate that Kteine Gemeinde members often mixed
business and religion on the sabbath, stopping to purchase piglets on the
way home from church or repairing equipment for Monday,s fierd work. But
Sabbath working had already been questioned in Russia by leaders like
Pefer Toews. In a letter in 1873 he bemoaned the fact that "we are so
afraid that inclement weather might overtake us before the crop ie
gathered in [that] one someti¡nes has to take the Sunday...and utilize the
same for earthly purposes....oh that we might also be as zealous [in our
spirituar harvestlt" 17 Toews, thinking obviousry gained in popularity.
Shortly after immigration, when Aeltester Friesen uged his new reaper to
cut grain on a Sunday he alienated many of his members. RefLecting a newfound Sabbatarianism those members refused to listen to Friesen,s
explanation that he was compelled to cut the grain on Sunday in order that
his poorer neighbours might have a chance to borrow his machine during the
week.

18

on December 10 1878 the critics

broke rank and. invited Isaac peters
,feffergon County and to officiate at a separate

of Henderson to visit
communion service. A quarter of the Kleine Gemeinde, 35 adults, attended
this clandestine service. A month later on ,January 12 peters returned to
officially organize the group as part of his orrn church and to elect two
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loca1 fatmers, Johann w. Fast and lfilheLm Thiessen, aB itg ministerg. The
nature of the new church was entrenched in 1882 when peters experienced

trouble in his own church in Henderson. An official Bruderthaler account
notes that "enforcement of stricter discipline resulted in severe
opposition land so] Elder Isaac Peters decided to withdraw and organÍze
a group.. -requiring a nehr birth and a separated life. " The nev, group
published a tiEt of. 22 prohibitions which included ,,tobacco in any form,
musical instruments, worldrineEs in dress, the oath...going to court
because of disputes...and the possession of firearmE¡.,' But the art,icle
mogt touted by peters's peopre was that "the change of heart...wag the
requirement for baptism." le
lfhen Peters led his churches at Henderson and Jansen to join the
Mountain Lake church to form the Bruderthaler Èhe emphasis of a personal,
experientiar faith was given even greater emphasis. rn rggg the new

Bruderthaler conference announced that one of its objectives. r¡vaE to
"unitedly help to spread. the Gospel in the world of sin,, and it appointed
a misgionE committee to "promote interest in the churches in missions.,,ä
Throughout the l89os Bruderthaler missionaries visited conservative
Mennonite communities preaching revivalistic Eermons. on one such trip

to MinneEota and Manitoba in 1892 Peters preached 20 times and visited 6Z
homes' But during this time the Bruderthaler also encouraged the
employment of other ProteEtant methods of church growt,h. sunday school,

mission boards, youth Programs and ladies aid societies, church schools,
and annual church conferences were aII encouraged. n
Anong other things these progra¡ns helped redefine the concept of
youth. converts to the new churches criticized the otd view that the
youth could not be expected to participate in church affairs until they
reached the age of majority and prepared for marriage. According to one
critic of the ord ways, "rÂ¡hen boys and girts reached. 1g or 20 they had to
grow up a second ti$e. " 2 The new churches made it their aím to ,,implant

the fear of the Lord and create a desire to accept the saviour early in
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life. " ts It was an ai¡n that clearly had its roots in a dialectic between
an individualigtic wider society and a solidaristic ethnic community. By
using the methods of mainstream sectarian Protestant churchee they ensured
the continued strength of a disciplining,

ascetic Mennonite church.

III
The Eecond group to introduce an alternative to the Kleine Gemeinde

in Jefferson County waE the Kri¡nmer Mennonite Brethren stationed in
Gnadenau' KansaE. The Krimmer had split off from the Kleine Gemeinde in
Russia in 1869 because they felt that the old church did not emphasize
personal repentance enough and because the old church refuged to accept
the piet,istic mode of baptism by immersion. ' rn rggo, onry a year after
the PeterE schism, discontent broke out in the nerd group and the
disgruntled memberE invited the xrimmer leader, Rev. .tacob A. !{iebe to
preach in .fefferson County. Before the year was over, !ùiebe and hiE
cohorts had baptized 20 "souls in the river." ã !{ithin a short time this
number had rigen to 34 and early in 1881 !{iebe officially
organized a
chapter of hiE church with the electíon of two local farmers, peter FaEt
and Peter Thiessen, to the ministry. æ
vliebe'E success in.refferson county seems clearry tied to his
emotion raden insiEtence that converts experience "a deep struggre in
repentance." u schoolteacher M.B. Fast, whose grandfather had been a
Kleine Gemeinde minister, joined the Krimmer at thig time because he was
"perguaded that their teachings on repentance and the form of baptism !ìrere

biblicaI.... [and after] r confesEed my rost state trl found peace in the
blood...of christ. " æ peter Thiessen, a werl-to-do cub creek farmer,
joined the Krimmer after having "a relígious experience described as ,a
train coming from heaven. "' '
Another Kri¡nmer member wrote to the
Rundschau in 1884 to report that "The Lord has worked mightily in the
spring time; many asked what sharr r do to be saved...but there are
several who have not yet brought themselves to becoming children of God.,, il
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fn 1887 a Krimmer convert wrote to report to report that Wiebe had
preached in ,fansen, promising that "those who sow with tears will reap
with tearg."
This more subjective and emotional approach to faith was bolstered
by the introduction of a plethora of more all-encompassing church
serviceE. The Kleine Gemeinde waÊ¡ accused of showing spiritual laxnesg
by its silent prayer and itg practice of alternating church services in
a different village each Sunday. A portrait of the new church practices
is found in a letter which Aganetha Kornelson Enns wrote to her Kleine
Gemeinde parents in Manitoba in May rBBl3 "on sunday, the l-st of l,fay we
had a service here in the schoolhouse. Our two preachers both delivered
the word, one after the other...Àt lunch we had grrests, p. Burrers, peter
Fasts, Johann ThiessenE and geveral of our children. In the afternoon we
31

had Sunday School and after the children were digmisged we stayed around
for some edification.
Each one expressed what ráras on his heart and

retters from [the Krimmer readership in] Kansas were read. For'"vesper"
Peter Fast and Peter !{arkentins visited us. There is such a close knit
feeling in this fellowEhip among members. It would be so wonderful to
have one of you as a guest on such â day."

rz

Like the Bruderthaler, the Krimmer emphasized a new outward. approach
to religion and a new evangelical fervour. Preacher peter Thiessen wae
part,icularry outspoken in hig new faith.
',o, if the poor world would
looge itself

and listen to the voice of Godr" he wrote in 1883. ,'There are
urgent orders for the unconverted to give themselveg to ilesus'ams...so

that when the Lord returns they woutd be read.y.' 33 rn rgg4 when he
travelled to Russia it was described not as a pleasure trip or even one
to visit relatives. This was a "misEionary trip", a time when the people
there could be told "what great things God had done for us in America." r
ThíesEen explained his mission ín a letter in 1890. lfhile the Lord
expects all Èo "eat your bread by the sweat of your brow" he also "wants
aII to long for canaan and ensure that no one remaine behind.,, 35 pietistic
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evangelicalism had become the pervading spirit of secedíng Kleine

Gemeinde

members.

IV

During the time that the Kleine Gemeinde church in Nebraska saw two
thirdg of its members crosÊt over to revivalistic groups, hatf of the
Kleine Gemeinde in Manitoba joined a sinilar group. In the winter of 1881
and 1882 63 Kleine Gemeinde families from the settlements in both the East

Reserve and Scratching River followed Aeltester peter Toews to join a
church popularly known as the Holdeman congregation. It was a body which
had been organized in L859 by Johann Holdeman, an Ohio Mennonite, when he

Ied a small group of adherents there out of the Swiss OId Mennonite
church. In the late 1870s and early I88Os the Holdeman church came into
its own when it won adherents among the poor Volhynian MennoniteE in
McPherson County

in Kansas and attracted hatf the Manitoba Kleine

Gemeinde

to join it.
The Holdeman Church, or the "Gemeinde Gotteg" (the church of God)

as it called iteelf, came to be known for its teaching that its memberg
alone comprised the "true church of Christ,', and that it could trace a
spiritual lineage through the sixteenth century Anabaptists to the
apostolic church of the fÍrst century. In essence, however, it resembled
the Bruderthaler and Krimmer in several r^rays. Clarence Hiebert,s
sociological study, The Holdeman People, has concluded that the church
combined a "revivalistic

and evangelical emphasis with a concrervative
Anabaptist Mennonite church disciprine....,, ff E.K. Francis, another
sociorogist'
has argued that the Hordemang vrere notable for

"tightening...principJ.es of moral conduct, and adoptj-ng the pastorar
methods of American revival churches."
Holdeman's Euccess in Manitoba, no doubt, regulted from the fact
he was able to attract Aeltester Peter Toews to join with him. Toe$rs,
who had become deeply disillusioned with his congregation, Iater noted
37
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that he had at one time thought of the Kleine Gemeinde aE "the true church
of God" but that in the later years in Rugsia it had become "divided...and
the storm in it often rose high." s Then during the years of immigration
and settlement Toews faced frequent breaches of personal morality and
questions about his leadership. 3e Toewg' conclusion was that the church
required reforming and, with an eye to this, he invited Holdeman to visit
Manitoba in 1879. Holdeman did visit Manitoba but concLuded the Kleine
Gemeinde waE beyond renewal. He wrote of a dream in which he had
discovered Ëhat many Kleine Gemeinde members had not been truly converted
upon baptism. He algo bemoaned the lack of spontaneous preaching and
prayer in the church and, ironically, chided the K1eine Gemeinde for being
too gcarred from schisms. * what was required was a ,,pure" start. Members
would have to be baptized by Holdeman hirnself to ensure a lineage with the
"trué church" and they would have to practice stronger avoidance of the
wor1d.

the K1eine Gemeinde brotherhood who revered the memory of
the church fathers struggled with Holdeman,s indictment. In iluty ISBI the
brotherhood sent Toews to Kansas to evaluate Holdeman's churcheg. It was
here that Toews concluded that Holdeman,E "church is more entitted to be
the Church of God than ours.... [because] they have more experience in the
peace of God and the forgiveness of sins." 41 This experiential or
subjective emphasis of faith was Eo attractive to ToerÁrs that when he
returned from Kansas he resigned as Kleine Gemeinde Aeltester and invited
Toews and

to Manitoba. Holdeman responded eagerly and from November
L88L to .tanuary L882 he preached and baptized in the ¡.tanitoba villagea and
established a chapter of his o$rn church.
One of the recurring themes of thoge who joined Holdeman that winter
was the experiential side of religious faith.
When ToewE wae rebaptized
by Holdeman he spoke of "a special por^rer which shook my whole body [and
provided me immediatery withl a great sense of joy." {2 !{hen 23 year old
,John Toews of the East ReEerve joined Hold,eman,g church he did so after
Holdeman back
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"r grasped sufficient faith that God had forgiven my sins Iand] my feering
of condemnation was gone." € When Cornelia Friesen of Scratching River
joined Holdeman she wrote her mother to offer an apologia for leaving the
old church and explain why she had encouraged her single sieter Sara to
Ieave as weII¡ "Dear mother, I have learned that you are taking the fact
that sara has joined us very hard. !{e are happy that she has come to
this. we wourd, be so happy if you courd atl join with us. r know that
you do not have peace in your heartg.... [What counts] is not what one says
but what one has experienced [in one's heart]...I spoke with Maria KlaEEen
and we agreed that...no one can die with you when you die...no one can
herp me then - not mother, not father, not sieter, not brother." 4 Here
was a new emphasiE on subjective and personal religiosity.
The personal

faith also brought with it an "asEurance of salvation."
The HoldemanE accuEed the Kleine Gemeinde of disbelief for their emphasis
that a person of humirity could never claim to be eaved. a5 when the
Holdeman minister, Heinrich Wohlgemuth died in 1899 his brethren wrote
that "we do not need to mourn like those who have no hope...." 6 when the
Kleine Gemeinde Aeltester Abram L. Dueck died in 1899 peter ToewE rlrrote
that Dueck's people "need not consider him lost for he showed in word and
deed that he was righteous." a? Unlike the religious writings of the Kleine
Gemeinde which were

filled with ethical exhortations, the Holdemans spoke
of struggle' hope and certainty of salvation. This was the substance of
a letter written by Rev. glilhel-m Giesbrecht of Steinbach in 18993 "At
night as r lie in bed face to face with the thought about God'g mercy, r
am compelled to praise and love God as the eternal love...shoqrs me that
Christ has died for such a great sinner...and as I understand this and
believe it, right comes to my heart and r have peace and joy and rong for
the hope of eternal life." ß
Another significant characterístic of the new church was a renewed
emphasis on social boundarieg. John Holdeman qras particularly insistent
that entry into his church be through rebaptiEm and exit only through
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excommunication and Ehunning. Holdeman had., in fact, created a name for

hi:nself in 1878 when he contested. a law suit in !ùitliams County, Ohio
where he was cited for having compelled a woman of his church to deprive
her excommunicated husband of "bed and board.', ae Although Holdeman logt
this case' strict views on church boundaries continued to characterize hig
movement. Indeed the first tensíons in the new Holdeman chapter in
Manitoba resulted from disagreements on shunning. peter ToewE wrote in
1896 "of a struggte we have had...wiÈh reference to excommunication and
avoidance in order to close the back door and keep it closed." s Other
members disputed the practice of insisting

ort rebaptism for any ner¡û
memberE. fn 1887 two Manitoban ministers petitioned the Holdeman
Ieadership without avail for a change in the church,s strict entry code.
The strict church boundaries had an ironic outcome. Because the
Holdemans were confident in their iEland of faith they seem more readily
to have acquired English and become more aggressive in undertaking
migsionary work. Preachers began preaching extemporaneously which was
meant to reflect their new spirituality
and attract outsiders into the
foldGossip from Scratching Ríver told of newly elected Holdeman
preachers practising their orations in Rosenort,E windmill Saturday night.
other visitors to Rosenort told of hearing "our preacher Abram Klassen
speak the Word of God from his own mouth." 53 But the master of the new
style was Holdeman hi¡nself. one writer to the Rundschau described one of
Holdeman's visits to steinbach in rg95: "He preached mightily in both
German and English, so that even the [church members] marvelled at how he
spoke. -.. [Later his preaching resulted] in the baptism of two people from
the English comÍrunity." s New Protestant church methods coupled with
traditional teachings of separation from the world became the bedrock of
thÍs new church.
51

52
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v
The coming of the new churches and the end to religious homogeneity

in the settlements at Cub Creek, Scratching River and the East ReEerve díd
not mark the end of a traditional, cloged community. rndeed, the very act
in which half of the community in Manitoba and two thirds of the community
in Nebraska left the mother church increased the dete¡mination of the old
Kreine Gemeinde to continue.
rn both praces the ord church body
reorganized' revitalized old networks, developed a new Eense of closeness,
articurated an ideology of continuity, and reviewed its Anabaptist
heritage.
fn Nebraska, Kleine Gemeinde preacher Klaas Friesen eeemed to
anticipate church conflict when in September t8'1gt just months before the
firEt schism, he preached a sermon on .false prophets" and calred his
parishioners to rery on God to ,'help straighten your path.', ir The firgt
official responEes to the secessionists, however, lvere Eurprisingly muted.
No doubt the reason that Isaac Peters accepted Kleine Gemeinde baptism
dulled opposition from the otd church. The coming of the Kriffner and the
increasingly aggressive Bruderthaler in the later 1880s, however, shook
the old church from it,s complacency. In 1882 Aeltester Friesen wrote a
sharp polemic against the different "spirits [who] go out to gather others
unto themgelves [in our community]." He was particularly critical of the
Krimmer and their leader .facob !{iebe's view of baptism by ímmersion: 'Oh

what great pridet

vühere does he remain

with his exclusive baptism when
thoueands of [sixteenth century Anabaptist] martyrs q¡ere baptized by
pouring.. .. " $ But the Kleine Gemeinde also diEtanced themselves from the
Peters church. After a second contingent of Kleine Gemeinde joined the
Petersgemeinde in 1886' .7acob Klassen, the brother-in-Iaw of the leader
of this movement, wrote his relatives in Manitoba with the following
report; rn the case of our church ,,things have changed greatly.... lthe
Petersgemeindel comprise quite a church and seemingry are intent on
overtaking us. They have more church services - in their estimation to
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honour the Holy Christ.

As for us, we still

have it the way we had it in

Russia and as you have it.
r have no mind for these new fashions. r
believe that [we do welt] if we can achieve what we have learned from our
parents - that is to be one with the ridiculed church; they themeelveg
can't even açtree on baptism. " t
The gtrongest opposition to the nevr groupe came from Manitoba Kleine

felt betrayed by their leader who had joined Holdeman and by
their brethren who turned their backs on 70 years of history and were
rebaptized. It is clear from diarieg that the debate in the Manitoba
Kleine Gemeinde in 1880 centered on Holdeman,s insistence on rebaptism.
In December 1880 Abram Reimer, the elderly son of the Kleine Gemeinde.s
first Aeltester, noted in his diary that in Blumenort "there waE church
service in the schoolhouse where AeIt. P. Toerârs preached and then there
waE brotherhood tiII
2z3O concerning Aett. Toelvs' wish for a gecond
baptism." $ In 1882 when newg of Holdeman,E work reached relatives in
Gemeinde who

Nebraska they responded with references to the Eecond baptism as weII.
"You can let all of your beloved ones know that you have done weII not to
go along with Hotdemanr" wrote one man, for ,,it is necessary to defend the
baptism of our true confession. " s Peter L. Dueck of Gruenfeld sirnilarly
responded with "deep grief" and lamenting the fact that "no one can attend
their brethren meetings who is not baptized by them....,, @ Even one of the

converts rater reflected on "horrr strange people can be....My
grandmother who was baptized by the Krimmer Brudergemeinde for the second
time....vtaE baptized for the third time in order that she might join this
exclusive. .. .church..
Other warnings criticized a variety of new Holdeman practÍces. A
representative Kleine Gemeinde member was Abram L. Dueck of Gruenfeld who,
having, rost a brother to Holdeman, raised questions about the new
church's polity. Dueck's vociferous opposition to the Holdemans is wetl
Hordeman

61

documented ín Ecoreg of letters

written to relatives in Nebragka and
Russia. Dueck expressed concerns about Holdeman,s apparent toleration of
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tobacco and firearms and his witlinçtness to defend church deciEions in the

state judiciary. n Dueck was dismayed that "women take part in brotherhood
meetings" and that there were "qromen deacons." He also wondered about the
Holdeman practice of ordaining preachers who felt the call to preach even
though they had not been chosen by the brotherhood: "members can also come
forward [to preach] when moved by the spiritr,, wrote Dueck. He added that
this was a practice that can lead to problems when "too many are moved." 6
Dueck algo had questions about Holdeman's claim to apostolic lineage:
"Holdeman cannot even say who baptized

his grandfather -

how can

they then

prove a lineage to the apostles?" I
Peter Baerg of Gruenfeld, whose Ê¡on joined the Holdemans and
pressured Baerg to join the nevù movement, questioned the fact that
Holdeman based many of his ideas on "dreams, visions and stories which
lfenno taught against. " 6 David Klassen of Scratching River also saw a
son join the Holdemans and in a letter sometime later guestioned thoee
churches that "crai¡n to be the only true church of God... [when] the

llartvr'E Mirror saya....that the church of God is to be found throughout
the worrd, so that if one,s church is smarl or rarge, it is a church of
God if it obedientry folrows and acknowredges the gosper.,, 6 Abram
ThiesEen of Nebraska, craiming to know about Hordeman through his
neighbourg who had once lived in Ohio, wrote his friend leaac W. Loewen
of Scratching River to l¡ìrarn the Manitobans not "to be taken in with
Holdeman's smooth words.,' d

Thig everyday ray opposition to Hordeman waE compremented by
official Kleine Gemeinde reEponseE. Because most of the Kleine Gemeinde,s
leaders had left with Toews to join Holdeman's church the old congregation
was left entirely in handg of three somewhat bewildered ministers. Jacob
Kroeker, the youngest of the three preachers, noted that he "felt far too
weak and unworthy to try to reconstruct the church.. 68 He recalled a dream
that illustrated his emotional reshaping of allegiance from Aeltester
Peter Toews to an abstract concept of the deeply rooted church: ,'f dreamed
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that Peter Toews and r were sairing on a huge lvater [when]....a great
Etorm aroEe which threatened to sink our boat....after much exertion I
finally managed to reach the shore where tall trees stood with many
branches. I grabbed for one but it broke. Then I grabbed a stronger one
and saved myself. I did not know where Aeltester ToewE $ras.r Kroeker
added a postEcript to thie story which reflected a renewed commitment to
the o1d congregation: "Although I usually do not consider dreams very
Írnportant this one r^rag very meaningfur to me [for it showed me]....that
I had put too much faith in people." o
Focusing on the theme that he was directing church members back to
the foundation of faith and away from unpredictable humans, Kroeker
visited the East Reserve with a plan to invite Aeltester Abram FrieEen of
Nebraska to help rebuild the old church. Although many brethren found it
difficult to accept the Nebraskans with whom they had broken l-5 years
earlier in Borosenko, they followed Kroeker's advice. Within a month of
Holdeman's departure from Manitoba Friesen arrived. over the course of
the next two weeks he preached, negot,iated a union between the Nebraskan
and Manitoban congregations, bapt,ized some 35

youth, and officiated at the
election of new church leaders. Before the year was over Friegen visited
Manitoba twice more and in January I8g3 oversaw the election of Jacob
Kroeker as Aeltester.
70

The sermon Friesen preached during hie stay in tfanitoba indicateE

quickly the Gemeinde put the schism into perspective and developed a
revitalized ideology out of the experience. The crisi¡r waE cLear: "you
have come into great difficuLty...in
that the Lord has...removed the
candrestick from a beloved Aeltester...leaving many mourning, some
confused and others tempted." Sriegen encouraged the beleaguered
congregation: "The Lord has never wholly foreaken his ovrn; the Word stands
fast and immovable, nothing will faII awayi hold fast to what you have so
that none can take your crown." But he also lashed out at Holdeman's
pietism- Those who seek rebaptism "scorn the blood of the Lord and, make
how
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of the water an idol." Thoge who pray audibly and in colorful language
"do more to make an appearance than to pray wíth a heart felt repentance"
and are "babblers whose prayer will not be heard." Those who preach these
things "bring about division and grief and form [their] own EectÉr around
Ithemselves]." And Friesen called memberg to hold their traditional faith
in high esteem: "Knovt this about your entrance into the church through our
former Aertesten - it $ras not in vain. They did not come with high
sounding words or great wisdom. They claimed no knowledge except that
which is in .IeEus Christ. They were with us in weakness and fear and
great trembling." r
In the 20 years after the painful Holdeman Schism the old K1eine
Gemeinde changed rittre.

Friegen,s 1882 Eermon served werr aE the
blueprint for a revitalized traditional church. Ascetic lifestyles $rere
preached' agrarian economic pursuits were lauded, and a humble, communal
based religiosity advocated. Youth were brought'into the church not
through revivals but through the rites of pasEage asEociated with
marriage. Aeltester Kroeker wrote how his ideat was to wait "for the
youth to approach the ministerial on their own initiative...and
acknowledge their sins before baptism." 2 Peter Loe$ren of Scratching River
joined the church in 1903 at the age of 25 not through a revival meeting
but after an uncle of hig gave him a "wam handshake" and told him to
Death was faced. not with a certainty of
"stand still and think." ã
sarvation but with "Gelasgenheit,', a quiet trust that with God,s grace one
might be saved after this life. 7a In 1892 Cornelius Friegen of Cub creek
wrote his relativeE in Scratching River to report that his wife had died.
Although Friegen was in deep grief over the death he took comfort in the
fact that his "dear wife...had desired and hoped for God,B grace." ?t rn
1893 Klaas Reimer of Steinbach reported with approval that his uncle
Bernard Rempel of Russia ,,cannot say that he is ready. There are thoee
who say that they are always ready to die. yet he trusts in God." &

\
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The Kleine Gemeinde alEo continued to cultivate a traditional
ideolog-y by venerating Anabaptist authors. Aeltester Kroeker recalled
how he "searched. the scriptures and also read much in the Martvrs, ¡lirror
and always found peace. " 7 Abram Friesen of Steinbach left a wilt when he
died in 1884 which indicated that each of his children ehould be provided
with Menno's Fundamente Buch, a uartvrs, Mirror, and a Mennonite hymnal.
Isaac ,t. Loewen of Blumenort left a writing for his young children in
L9O2 in which he encouraged them to read traditional works: "There are
many letterg in the MartvrE' Ifirror which are very useful and edifying.
The book by Pieter Pietersz ig also a wonderful work for those who wieh
to follow Christ in simplicity....YeE, dear children do study these books
on your ol^ttt. Vle know that you will do this with a simple heart and know
that you wiII discover that they are true...." D
To keep these works alive the Kleine Gemeinde, under the direction
of Aeltester Abram Friesen of Nebraska, undertook an ambitious publishing
effort in 1899. Various seventeenth-century writings by Píeter pietersz,
were published in an anthologry, Àusqewaehlte Schrlften, and two Kleine

?s

Gemeinde pamphlets

dating from 1820 and 1845 were published between l9O1
and l9O4 by printing houses in Nebraska, Pennsylvania and cemany.
Friegen's forward in the Pietersz anthology included a rationale for its
translation from Dutch to German: "I¡1 order to counter the seductive
falling away from the beliefs of our fathers for ourselves and our
children we are going to the trouble of publishing the works of our true
believing forefathers and preachers.,, e
The Kreine Gemeinde may have been abre to sarvage half of its
original membership and rearticulate its traditional world view, but it
waE not able to remain aloof from the ongoing influenceE of the
progressive churches. In 1886 the Nebraska Kleíne Gemeinde lost another
contingent of members to the Bruderthaler and. in the following years its
young people were attracted to the youth programs of the more pietistic

churches. Similar influences rirere felt in Manitoba.

Some

Kleine

Gemeinde
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visited Dwight L. Moody'E crusade in !{innipeg in 1896, i:npressed
by both the attendance of 350o and the "irnage of the rast judgement day.'e

members

Others were impressed by visiting lrfennonite missionaries from the United
States. In l-892 Isaac Peters, accompanied by the lif.ennonite publisher
,fohann F. Funk, visited

each of the major Mennonite settlements in
Manitoba including Rosenhof at Scratching River and Gruenfeld and
Steinbach in the EaEt ReEerve. æ PeterE noted that he had received warm
welcomes from Steinbach Kleine Gemeinde businessmen and some Scratching

River farmers.
The Manitoba K1eine Gemeinder' however, was not to be shaken from

it'E traditionalist Etance. Peters' treatment in Gruenfeld is symptomatic
of the Kleine Gemeinde's well-defined social boundaries. Despite the fact
that Gruenfeld's school teacher, Heinrich Rempel, who was an enthusiagtic
supporter of Peters' invited villagers to come t3_his house to hear peters
preach, only the Rempel famity showed up. PeteJs writes about how amazed
!

he was to find that villagers ignored him and wonders-if he should ,,shake

off the dust from tmyl feet" as ,Jesus taught his discipres to do to
intransigent víllageE that ignored their megsage. ß Traditional eocial
boundarieÊ¡ are also evident in reactionE to the work of American
missionaries in Steinbach. In November 1896 H.T. Fast, a Bruderthaler
preacher from Minnesota, began making annual visitE to Steinbach which he
continued into the new century. According to one obgerver in 1896, Fast
"preached as a witness to the truth tirelessly

for several nights in the
schoolhouEre....and visited many hougeholds without regard to wea1th.,, e
The visitg regulted in the estabtishment of an eight-member Bruderthaler
church in steinbach which carried out the first i¡nmersion baptism in the
area. rt is significant, however, that until 1906 there was onry one
convert from the Kleine Gemeinde church to this new pietistically-inclined
church.

Enabling the K1eine Gemeinde to withstand pietístic influences were
rejuvenated networks tieing conservative Mennonites together. During the
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1890s, for inEtance, the Kleine Gemeinde leadership made several contacts
with leaders like Johann Wiebe, the otd Colonist Aelteeter of the West
Reserve, inviting him to cooperate in mutual aid projects and pubJ-ishing

ventures. s And the Kleine Gemeinde responded to new social networks with
revitalized ties of its own. Holdemans may have cultivated new networks
with Volhynian Mennonites in MacPhergon County in Kansas, the Krimmer
Mennonite Brethren with other Mennonites in Reedley California,

and the

Bruderthaler with fellow church members in Minnesota. But the Kleine
Gemeinde revived old networks of itg own and sought cloger tiee between
each of the three gettlements in Cub Creek, Scratching River and the East
Reserve.

Indicative of the strengrth of these networks were marrÍage patterns.
l'Íarriage statistics from the village of Blumenort on the East ReÊerve
reflecÈ the importance of church lines in d,etermining the choice of mates.
Between 1874 and 1910 there were 106 weddings in Blumenort. Vlhile only
178 of these marriages involved partners who were both from Blumenort, 86a

of the marriages represented unions between members of the same
denomination. Only five marriages involved a Kleine Gemeinder and
Holdeman' another five involved a Kleine Gemeinder and a Bergthaler or

Chortitzer Mennonite. Five other marriages involved a Mennonite and a
non-Mennonite. Indeed 43 of the 48 Blumenorters who found their mates in
villages at leagt 10 mil-es away married within the Kleine Gemeinde.
Distance was not to be a factor in the erosion of social boundaries. u
In 1899 the Kleine Gemeinde made its most concerted effort to
suppregs the influence of pietistic preachers. rt called a special

ministerial conference to officially consolidate church boundaries. fn
,IuIy 1899 16 delegates, incJ-uding six members from the Nebraska church,
met in Blumenort, lfanitoba to negot,iate a six article communigue. The
conference resolutions prohibited members from attending the services of
the more pietistic churches, particularly their youth services such ag
Sunday School and Singing Hour. They

also prohibited any participation in
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Eecular government including voting at elections and holding civil service
jobe. And the resolutions called members to abstain from .gelf indulgent,,
photographs and the flattery of the deceased at funeral eulogies.
The
importance of this conference was confirmed two yearE rater when the
proceedings q¡ere pubtished in a smarl pamphlet and used as a guide for
brotherhood meetings. This conference served notice that neÍther the
schiEms of the early I88Os nor the increasingly intrusive progressive
churchee of the lg9Os were going Èo undermine the old church,s attempt to

maintain traditional

values and definitions of community.

o

VI

one irony of the church schiEms of the earry J.ggos was a more
vigorously-articulated traditional religiosity in the original Kleine
Gemeinde communities. The Kleine Gemeinde itserf enunciated
sociar
boundaries and its religious ideology more clearly. But traditionaliem
was also expressed by the more progressive churcheg. !{hile the
Holdemans,
Bruderthaler and Kri¡nmer differed in origin, mode of baptism and church
boundaries there were many shared assumptions in the new churches. Each,
for exampre, red religious awakenings which resurted in a more pereonal
approach to rerigious faith.
And in the proceEs of encouraging
experiential faith they often adopted ProteEtant methods of revivals,
sunday schools and travetling missionaries. rt is significant,
however,
that each of the three churches continued to stress the authority of
ancestral Anabaptist refotmers and traditional lÍennonite teachings on
nonresistance' separation from the world, an ascetic lifestyle and church
discipline'
rndeed it was as if the reawakened personar commitments to
faith strengthened, rather than undermined, their sense of lilennonite
peoprehood and their adherence to Anabaptist concepts.
As Timothy srnith
has argued, "rerigious awakenings la¡nong immigrant groups] herped
define
both the boundaries and moral ideals of ethnic grroups.,, s
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Each of the new groups taught a separation from temporal politics.

Unlike more accommodating Mennonites, the Holdemans, Bruderthaler and
Kri¡nmer each refrained from voting, holding public office, litigation,
and military service. * It was not that the communitieg were unâware of
national political battles.
fn fact during the 1894 congressional
elections, Jefferson County was vísited by both !{illiam Jennings Bryan
and William I'lcKinley, and in the presidential election two yearE later
the county vraer the Ecene of a vociferouE election battle in which
residents turned their backs on Nebraska's native son and gave McKinley
a 144 vote plurality. * No doubt, McKinley's plurality was due in part to
the fact that Peter Jansen, the second couEin and neighbour of many K1eine
Gemeinders, served aE a delegate in the Republican convent,ion which
nominated McKinley. The fact, too, that Jansen ErucceEsfully ran as a
state legislator in 1898 and ag a Etate senator in I9l0 meant that Cub
Creek farmers were never far from political action. t
Nor were the
Manitobans ísolated from national politics.
The L896 election in Canada
of !{ilfrid Laurier's Liberals on a platform of finding a "sunny way" to
maintaining parochial education in Manitoba excíted many Mennonites. !{hen
Heinrich Kornelson, the Steinbach correEpondent to the Rundschau, wrote
with a certain gatigfaction that the "old Conservative party had to make
way to the Liberal party" he added that it eras "sad, that amongst us who
wish to be the guiet in the land, there were those...who took part in the
electíon. " Ð
Political al¡tareness, however, did not translate into widespread
political participation.
Indeed each of the three new church groups had
strongly-worded positions on this matter. The very first Bruderthaler
conference in 1889, for instance, stated that a primary objective for
memberg must be "to prove by word and deed that we are nonregigtant.,,s
The 1893 conference went a step further and declared that "becauge of
taking the oath it was advised not to run for public office.. s The
KrÍ¡nmer emphasized a similar approach to politics.

In a 1914 thesis

on
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the assimilation of Kangas Mennonites, Cornelius ilanzen wrote how the
disapproval of "cheap money and hard times" led Kansas Mennonites to begin
voting in the 1890g. Àccording to ilanzen, one exception to thig pattern
was the Kri-mmer Mennonite Brethren, who, "as late as 19OZ opposed the
holding of any offices or even voting at general electio¡ls." s
A si:rtilar approach was maintained by the Holdemans in Manitoba who
continued to oppose voting in municipal elections and any compromise with
their strict nonresistance stance. Like the Kleine Gemeinde, the
Holdemans refrained from taking out citizenship papers until June 1883
becauge of a troubling clause that committed the new citizen to defend
the BritiEh monarch "to the utmost of my might." s According to AeLteeter
Peter Toews' community members signed the papers only after Otto Klotz,
a German-speaking judge, summoned Holdeman and Kleine Gemeinde farmers to
Gruenfeld where he struck out the troublesome phrase and witnessed their

signing. t Like the Kleine Gemeinde, the Holdemans refused municipaloffices which compromised their nonresietant stands. Thus when Cornelius
Toews was appointed municipal health commissioner in the 1890s he accepted
the position; but when David Loewen hras appointed pound keeper which
required enforcing municipal- by-laws he refused. s
Each of three new churches also emphasized an agcetic lifestyle and
any avoidance of conspicuous consumption. The Bruderthaler raised the
issues of "world[ry] crothes, smoking, foul langruage [and] jesting,' at
their annual conference in 1893 and two years later concluded that ,'any
pretentious dispray in dress, carriages, homes, horses etc. were signs of
conformity to the ûrorld." s The Krimmer were noted throughout these early
yearE¡ for their stern asceticism.
ilanzen wriÈes that "aII things
that...had an element of pleasure in them eìrere either forbidden or
considered dangerous. Their dress was simple and euaker-like...the
radies...had to wear an apron at church, no hats, but onry a brack
shawl...." 1o According to Janzen, the Krirnmer were also noted for theÍr
opposition to bicycles, photographs, instrumentar music and shiny neüt
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buggies. The Holdemans were similarly known. Clarence Hiebert writes
that the Holdemans believed that "simplicity of life...was expressed in
external appearance - plain clothing, no jewelry, sirnple hair etytes." rú
Thie is confirmed by at least one Holdeman, Johann ToerÁrE, who wrote that
his church opposed his arm bands, top buggy, riding gloves, two wheeled
buggy, braided horse manes and visible pocket watcheg. r@
Each of the churches was also noted for its opposÍtion to
millenniaLism, which emphasized a futuristic Christ-ruled peaceful kingdom
and waE often associated with euch pietiEtic groups. tt Millennialism was
a threat to the Mennonites' traditional teachings in two ürays: firet, it
turned people'g attention from immediate ethical concerns in the kingdom,
the present church community, to futuristic speculation; and secondly it
turned their attention from the period of the martyrs in the first and
sixteenth centuries to a promising future on earth. Thus, in lBZ5 when
the Krimmer in Kansae considered amalgamating wíth the mil-lennialist
Mennonite Brethren Church in Hil1sboro, the Kri:nmer insisted that in the
new union all members would be "forbidden to speak of the Millennium, even
tho [sic¡ anyone might believe in it." 1ß The Bruderthaler also opposed
the idea. In February 1888 lEaac Peters asked Johann F. Funk, the Indiana
Mennonite publisher' to reprint Peter Twigck's Das Friedensreich Chrietí,
a seventeenth century anti-millennialist booklet first published in German
by the Kleine Gemeinde in 1874. 16 Peters also expressed his view on
mirlenarianism in his writings in Mennonite newspapers. .The whole of
Revelation is filled

with irnages which... lmust] be taken spiritually and
in the context of the rest of the New Testament" he declared in a sermon
printed in the Rundschau in 1903. 106 A simirar polemic against
mil-lenarianism is found in Johann Holdeman,s 1880 4OB page Ein Spieqel der
lVahrheit which contained a futl- chapter, "Von der Friedensreich auf Erder,,
which decried the literal interpretation of the looo year reign of
peace. tt
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Each of the churches algo continued to revere the writings of the

early Anabaptists. !{hile the Holdemans concentrated theír publishing
efforts on producing the voluminous workg of their leader and their church
periodical after L897, they took the sixteenth and Eeventeenth century
teachings of Menno and Thieleman van Braght aE authoritative. 108 The
Krirnmer also concentrated their publishing efforts on their ovln
Iiterature, beginning their church periodical in 1895. But they too
referred to the "understanding to which our forefathers arrived" when
faced with doctrinal iggues. 10 of the new groups, the Bruderthaler were
the most active in perpetuating the Anabaptist writings. Isaac Peters,
for instance, tranglated Georg Hansen's conservative, seventeenth century,
doctrinal work, Ein Fundamentebuch der ChristlÍchen Lehre from Dutch to
Geman and had it published in 1893. 110 In the same year he also published
two booklets' one, an Íntroduction to the thinking of Menno Simons and the
other a criticism of the practice of baptiem by i:nmersion. According to
Peters the reasons for publishing this material was that "we wiII remain
faithfur to the beriefs of our fathers for which they suffered
martyrdom. "
If the new churches proved to be traditionaligte in their thinking,
the socioeconomic makeup of their members and. leadere algo pointed more
to continuity than change. There is little evidence that the members who
embraced. the more individualistic,
p5-etist churchee were from a more
J-andless' educated or urban class of people. Indeed there appearE to have
been little difference in the socioeconomic makeup of the three nevr groups
and the mother church. The splinter groupE r¡{ere made up of members with
a somewhat lower wealth than thoge of the old church, but in most caEes
the difference was negligibJ-e. In Manitoba the Holdeman movement did
attract twice aE many members from the poorer farming district of
Gruenfeld than from either Steinbach, Blumenort or Scratching River. rr2
However, the Gruenfelders who joined Holdeman'E new church were 5OB
wealtT¡ier' according to municipal tax rolls, than those who remained in
111
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the old church. The fact that wealth was not a factor in the choice of
church is also illustrated by HæfaeÈ=+¡laÈ- municipal tax aEseesment
¡¡L^-c¡L
records for l883Áreveal only a 7.LB difference in the wealth of Holdemans
and the Kleine Gemeinde; the former group had an average tax assesament
of $633 in 1883 while members of the latter group were aEEressed at $678.
In Nebraska the difference between break av¡ay groups and the mother
church $ras more pronounced. Here the Kleine Gemeinde families owned an
113

average of 111 acres of land while Krimmer families owned LO3 acreg and
Petersgemeinde families owned 76 acres. However, once again there were

very wealthy members and very poor in each church. of the six l{olochnaia
farmers in Cub Creek who were cultivating more than 200 acres each 1880,
two were Kleine Gemeinde and two were Krimmer Mennonite Brethren. The
insignificance of eocioeconomic factors in the schisme of the early 1880s
is also underlined by the fact that the vast majority of Mennonite
households in Cub Creek were still landed and rural by this ti¡ne.
If there !ìtas a social variable at play in determíning the new church
lineg it was not economic or educational but rather was associated with
kinship. A cursory look at the new church groupings would indicate that
family groups were irnportant dete¡mining factorg in the establishment of
church Lines. oral- tradition doee note the pain of broken family ties:
a father resigned his position as deacon after seeing his wife and
children rebaptized by Holdemani a man refused to attend the funeral of
his brother who had joined Holdemani a Eon publicly condemned his father
when he would not leave the old church. 115 In a bitterly emotional writing
in 1882' Peter Dueck, a Gruenfeld farmer who remained in the K1eine
Gemeinde, noted how "it seems as if parents, chirdren, sibrings and other
beloved friend.s have become foreign to each other" and referred to
instanceg in which "the son turns against the father and another denies
his brother's galvation.... "
Yet in most instances the church upheavals reinforced family lines.
Indeed observerg often referred to family groupings when they wrote their
114
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friends in Russia or Nebraska about the schisms; Abram L. Dueck of
Gruenfeld wrote l-n February 1882 that those who have joined uE with
Holdeman include "Old Peter Penner's children except Àbr¡m Pennera and
Johann \tanzenE, Johann Pletts, David Loewen and his children, the Toewe
family line fromPrangeriauandFíschau and old Johann Dueck.". rÚ It would
aPPear that those members who were descendants of KleÍne Gemeinde leaderg
between I82O and I85O renaíned in the Kleine Gemeinde while those who were
related to the new breed of leaders between 1860 and 1875 left the church.
In Manitoba ít was the Rei¡ners and Friesene who tended to etay in the old
church while the Toews, Ennees, Gooasens and l{iebeE left the church. In
Nebragka it wae el-milarly the Reimers and Friegens who etayed whlle it was
the ThíeseenE, Fasts and EarmEeE who left.
The leadership in the new churches'also reflected a continuity with
the paet and díffered little from the way in which the Kleine Gemeinde
choEe its members. When the lfanitoba Kleine Gemeinde loet four members
of the minÍsterial to death and old age in the early I890e it replaced
them with the grandeon, the son-in-law, the brother and the eon of fo¡mer
Kleine Gemeinde minieters. llhen the Nebraska Kleine Gemeinde requíred
additional menbere of the mini'sterial in the I89Os it elected a grandson
and the son of previouely elected church t""a""r.
Continuity also directed the new churchesi in choosing their leaderg.
The Holdemans in Manitoba reinstalled Peter Toeqrs as their church,e
Aeltester ahd saw hirn acguire influence in the wider church which was
second only to Holdeman'e. Holdeman allowed Toesrs a great deal of leeway
in running the Manitoba church and shared the poEt as editor of the
BotEchafter der Wahrheit with'h' . tli Toewe later also edited the church,E
first hlmnal published in 19O6. The.Krimmer in Nebraska elected ae their
first ministers Peter Thieseen and Peter Fast, both of whom were the gone
of one-time Kleine Gemeind.e minisÈers. "' vùhile the Bruderthaler,s firet
Ieaders vtere not related to Kleine Gemeindê lead,ership, one of their
Ieading minieters after 1886 was Heinrich Ratzlaff, who had first been
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elected a minister in the Kleine Gemeinde. Each of these leaders, then,
had first won their respect aE members in the old church and as cgmnulinitV

members

of a solidaristic, ascetic,

separated community.
VIT

Another indication that the new pietistic groups had not created a
hiatus with tradition was the continuation of OId !{orld folk customg and
a traditional religious lay piety. Traditional folkLore was passed on

of the new churches as they were Ermong those of the old.
So, too, were the street songs in the Lor^r German language and the youthful
practice of charivari. Although folklorists have recently argrued that
folklore must be seen in its "Eocial matrix" and not merely aE a "function
of shared identity" it is significant, nevertheless, that the members and
youth of the more pietistic church groupE perpetuated old customg.
Community members from each of the church groupE perpetuated old
stories from Russia. They told of the grandmother who Euffered bitter
remorse after a nine year old step-daughter went missing when ehe wag sent
out to work as a gervant ín disreputable homes. Community memberg also
told of the grandfather who confronted a ghost - that is, he uncovered a
scam in which a villager started a rr,¡mour that a certain house which he
wished to buy for a low price was haunted and dressed as a ghost at night
to reinforce the rumourE. tã
There was also the continuing practice of singing Loe¡ Ger:nan folk
Eongs. Doreen KIaEEen has suggested that Low German Eongs reflected a
dichotomy in Mennonite culture in which music in the "low status" Ianguage
reflected "socially slmboric behaviour" whire mugic in the ,,high Etatug,,
Ianguager High Gerrnan, reflected religious ideals. rz Lor,ìr German folk
songs were part of everyday life and often considered vulgar by community
eldere. songs that were handed down orally in Kleine Gemeinde descend.ant
communities served to express attitudes and valueg that religious songs
among members

1æ
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could not.

Klassen has identified several songs sung in Canadian Kleine

Gemeinde descendant

communities. They included children's tullabies.

One

song promises apples and Bears from an absent father while another tells

of a little sheep that hurt its leg. But they also included street songs
in which the singers reveal crude prejudices; a village nonconfo.rmist is
Iikened to an insect and a visiting Jew iE described as falling into a
well. The songs ridicule the high and mighty: in one instance a young man
çtoes courting on his newly acquired horse but when his horse collapses and
dies he becomeg the laughing stock of the village girls. la
Similar songs emanated from the Kleine Gemeinde communities in the
United States. These Eongs too served aE social commentaries. tullabies
told of "little children with little worries" and reminded children that
their social status must be "decided by older people." There were cruder
Eongs demoting the proud: "give him some oatmeal/ putl this one,s head
off/ and throw it awayt" Other EongE tol-d of how men got their revenge
on women who neglected their househotd and farmyard duties. lu
The most colorful OId Íilorld folk practice to continue !ûas the
charivari. This was the medieval folk practice of publicly embarrassing
people who were deemed to be haughty or tardy. In ¡4fennonite communities
charavari was mogt often practiced at weddings. Here the groom and bride
were publicly embarrassed. or victimized through a wide range of activity.
In 1888 Aeltester Peter Toewg associated charivari with guch "i¡nmoral"
folk traditions as wíne brewing, the pubtic playing of noisy tops, and
christmas Trees which "enlightened" Mennonites had left in Rugsia. 1ã
However, it is clear that these folk traditions remained popular with
Mennonite youth throughout the firet, generation. In 1914 Cornelius ilanzen
described the charivari in pietistic Mennonite communities in Kansas in
the preceding generation: The youth "showed their woret tricks at the
weddings at which they were the terror of the people. At the charivari
they made a scandalous noise with tin panE, tanks, old rusty muzzre
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loaders....They generalllr left after they had seen the groom and bride
and received something to eat or...drink." rø
A similar practice in Cub Creek has been deEcribed by Henry Fast.
"A mob of young people would surround the house where the young couple
were staying and proceed to create a fracus [sic] by various means. Hens
and geese were persuaded to add to the clamour of shooting and shouting.
They would only stop this behaviour when the occupants of the house would
're$rard' them with money and 'good words.," 1' Contemporaries regularly
. reported acts of charivari in German-language newspapers. One writer to
the Nordwesten in 1894 described how the newly wed schoolteacher in Jansen
had been forced to pay money to a youthful mob when it stuffed hie chi:nney
with straw. 1æ Another writer in I9O2 reported a charivari at a wedding
Ín which "the activities rÁrere particularly bad aE ,Young America,
conducted themgel-ves as wild beagtE." 1æ In 1904 a writer noted with
si$ilar disgust the charivari at a recent wedding: "As we have experienced
elsewherer 8o it is here and at night there occurred according to
traditional practice and ways, quite a nuisance, known ae 'polter¡t.'!r
Manitobans also complained about unbridled youth at weddings.
Kleine Gemeinde church brotherhood minuteE indicate that the social
activities of the youth were of grave concern. Aeltester Peter Dueck,E
entry for December 1903 reads: "There is a great disorder brought about
by youth carrying on with firearms - this practice must be strictly
forbidden." In December 1907 he recorded that the church had was greatly
concerned about the youth who acted in ways in which "wickednegs ig
increasingly taking the upper hand." 131 Àn indication of the nature of
that "wickednegg" ís found in the memoirs of Peter Unger, a Blumenort area
farmer: "During thiE time our youth seemed to get out of hand and became
very disorderly as they began to commit grave acts of vengeance after each
wedding and demand money from their victimE." 132 OraI tradition indicates
that these acts included threats to release a small flock of geese and
chickens into the home hosting the after-wedding party, the hoisting of
r30
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the bridal couple's buggy onto the roof of their house, and even the
riding of a horse into a church building to disrupt a wedding service.
Old world folk customs continued to bedevil even the new pietisticallyinclined groups.
Old Ì.tays of thinking of God also carried on despite nelv more
individualistic and rational doctrines of salvation. Members of each of
the four church groupE extoLled the view that cod,E judgments and
blessings rÂrere exhibited in nature, sickness and death.
Natural
calamities, accidents, and deaths were usually interpreted as messages
from God. Diaries and LetterE attest to a continued folk piety which saw
God in everyday life, buffeting man'E plans and signalling his finiteneEE.
Indeed one of the Mennonites' most common folk sayings of this time was
the stoic "Mensch denkt und Gott lenktr" ma¡1 plans but God ruleg. 1r
Mennonite households vrere engrogsed by naturat calamitieg that lead
to deaths and.injuries. Igaac vt. Loewen of scratching River copied into
his journal an account of the 1755 Lisbon Earthquake which kitled 601000
people; he added the editorial remark that this was a "wonder which left
a terrible word...that what God has said he wishes. " 135 Heinrich Kornelson
from Steinbach wrote the Rundschau in 1888 to describe how God had spoken
to him in a J.ightning storm. He wrote of a flash of lightning that had
hit his houge and sent an electrical current down the chimney into the
room where he and his young wife were working. "A bright brue light
flashed between us. My wife fainted and I picked her up and carried her
to our bed. She was crying and on her chest there waE a wound in the
shape of a cross. Here uraE an earnegt message from the Almighty Creator.,' 16
M.B. Fast' the Cub Creek schoolteacher, totd a story in his memoirs of
how God had judged a German neighbour who had operated a sand quarry just
to the north of the Mennonite settlement,s. It was when the German died
in a sand avalanche that neighbours recalled with a Eense of horror how
he had "gcoffed religion and boasted that he [wished for nothing more at
the end to his life than tol be buried right ín his pit.' t¡z
133
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Similar reflections on God'E will geemed to follow any natural
calamities or unexpected weather patterns. lfhen lightning killed young
Jacob Thiessen'E pig herd in Cub Creek in August 1881 a neighbour noted
that "on the pigs we can Eee the almighty hand of God; it is a clear
warning to'us people that we live in the Age of crace in which we are to
prepare for eternity." 138 vühen an early frost damaged grain fields Ln
Scratching River in 1885 one fazmer declared "it rraE no man who did thig"
and then added the traditional
adage 'what cod does he does
ls
wholeheartedly."
!{hen autumn came settlers, thoughts turned to their
own destinieE. A Stei.nbach farmer wrote in October 1886 that "the leaveg
have turned yellow and fallen from the trees which reminde ug that mankind
wiII also experience this for he has no permanent place here." ro
God's supremacy was alwayE acknowledged after any death or period
of illneEs. When funeral Letters announced a death they invariably began
with the words: "The Lord of life and death has Eeen fit to take my
beloved" and often added, "what the Lord doeg he does weII." lar When
epidemics hit and children died, it was the hand of the Lord which was
seen. One writer who described the death of five children in two weekg
in Cub Creek in the Eu¡nmer of 1880 commented: how "quickly the Lord has
let his voice be heard in our reglion." 142 God,s hand and wirr was arEo
seen in everyday sickneEses. One farmer from Scratching River reported
in 1881 that several members of his family were i11: "at present this is
very inconvenient for us, but f,or our soulg it wirr be good for we are
reminded not to attach ourserves too vigorouely to earthry thinga.,'1ß
IX

religious upheavals that visited the Kleine Gemeinde communities
in the early 1880g did not mark a significant discontinuity with
establighed values and social boundaries. The Bruderthaler, Kri¡nmer and
Holdemans did exhibit strong pietistic leanings. Each group emphasized
a great'er personal rerigious experience, Etrove to be a more open and
The
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mission-oriented body, and accepted mainstream Protestant tools of church
Iife including Sunday School, youth prograns, revival meetinge and misgion

conferences.

However, despite these innovations, the MolochnaiaBorosenko communities in the East Reserve, Scratching River and Cub Creek
remained communal-oriented, closed places. The reason for this waE that
while the old K1eine Gemeinde lost more than half of its memberg to the

bodies, it did not give up its resolve to maintain old ways. rn fact,
an increaged dete¡mination EeemE to have resulted from the reuniting of
the Nebraskan and Manitoban factions of the Kleine Gemeinde; Anabaptist
devotional material was published, new leaders were elected and joint
ministerial- declarations,confronted social changes.
But the old Gemeinde was not the only body to ensure continuJ-ty.
The three nerât bodies each continued a core of traditional !,fennonite
teaching and practice. lhey elected leaders who had roots in Kleine
Gemeinde leadership. They opposed the teaching of millennialism.
They
continued to advocate nonresist,ance, refrained from voting in pubric
elections, and refused to hold public officeE. They continued to revere
the authority of sixteenth century Anabaptist church fathers, including
their teaching of a vigible, disciplining church community and an ascetic
Iife of nonconformity to "worldly society,'.
At the end of the first generation's sojourn in North America all
four church bodiee in cub Creek, Scratching River and the East Reserve
worked to maintain a Eense of Mennonite ethnicity, peopJ.ehood, a
solidaristic Mennonite community, and continued Anabaptist values. one
of the ways in which they did this vrag to perpetuate the cerman langruage
and religious inEtruction in their schools despite the pervading reality
of district echools. But old cultural expressions also lingered deepite
the attempts by aII churches to eradicate them. Charivari and street
Eongs were the folk eide of traditional cultural forms which persisted
despite the growth of pietism.
new
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The schisms that shook the Kleine Gemeinde communities around

188O

reflected the context of a changing society. Leaders in each of the
schisms' Peter Toewg in the Holdeman secession in I'fanitoba and lEaac
Peters and .facob !{iebe who gave pastoral guidance for the Bruderthaler
and Krimmer factions in Nebraska, had each encountered pietism in New
Russia. Each of these three leaders had fashioned a blend of subjective
faith and community-oriented Anabaptism in the context of a modernizing
Russia. In North America commercial agriculture, growing cítiee, improved
transportation links, and pressures from the host society continued to
force Mennonites to reevaluate their traditional religiosity.
The
consensus arnong the secessionigts seemed to be that only a more
revitalized,
personal faith couLd safeg'uard traditonal values of
community, nonconformity, separation from society, and nonresistance.
The new environment in which Mennonites found themselves in both
New Russia and North America lead to the ty¡ge of upheaval which !{eber and
Toennieg would have predicted. Ho$rever, the fact that the upheaval
produced a revitalization of old ways and that those old rlrays were often
employed to counter assí¡nilative forceE in the ner.r environment gives
credence to Timothy Smith's argument that "religious awakenings helped
define both the boundariee and the moral idealg of ethnic groups...." ln
Thus, just as commercializing farmg and new community settlement patterne
ensured the survival of the traditional

household mode of production,

too the growing pietism within the K1eine Gemeinde communities led to
revitalized sense of peoplehood.
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SE@ND GEIIERATION, 19O5-193O

INTRODUCTION

Between 1905 and L930 Kleine cemeinde descendantg diverged sharply

in their responseE to the opportunities and regtrictions of an expanded
industrial society. The K1eine Gemeinde settlerg of the first generation
had exhibited a rather homogeneous, conservative approach to society
around them; during the second generation they diverged in choíces and
ai¡ns. Clearty the children who had been born before the turn of the
century were not equally intent or able to maintain the old patterng of
Iife as they reached adulthood and began eEtabliEhing their own families.
By 1930 there were both coneervative, solidaristic, ascetic communities
and those that stere more urban and marked by differentiation,
individualism and conspicuous consumption. And both the Canadian and the
American communities were to witness these local divergences.
One of the factors that led to local divergenceE vraE the volatile
economic forces of the ti:ne. The Canadian and American Kleine Gemeinde
descendantE $tere now no longer in markedly different
economic
environments. By 1900 many Canadians believed with Prime Minister Laurier
that "the twentieth century belonged to Canada." Indeed by 1905 Canada
was building two more transcontinental railways, was a major wheat
exporter and was witnessing an unprecedented ínflux of immigrants onto her
prairie. ' The American middle west on the other hand was a land of
somewhat reduced opportunities; high costs and land fragmentation in the
corn belt sent farmers leap-frogging onto the cheap and often
disappointing semi-arid lands of wegtern Kansas. 2
Levels of
mechanization, farm sizes, degrees of single commodity production, and
3s4
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capital accumulatíon were no longer significant meaEures of the
dífferences Ermong the fleine Gemeinde descendant communities. Indeed, the
four main communities, East Reserve and Scratching River in Manitoba and
Cub Creek and l{eade County in the American Míddle VÍest, were strikingly
sifiilar in the 1910s and 1920s when meaeured by these criteria.
The degree to which continuity with traditional approaches to life
was maint,ained in the post-1900 Kleine Gemeinde descendant household

!'tae

highly dependent on whether or not the family poEsessed farm-based wealth.
Household agricultural producers in Meade, KanEaE and the llanitoba
communitiee of RoEenort (formerly Scratching River¡ and Blumenort lived
in more communal-oriented, ascetic, socially-insular
communities than
their brethren in the gmall towns of Jansen, Nebraska and Steinbach,
Manitoba. In ilansen and Steinbach there srere eigns of secularization ag
some townsfolk ignored traditional rites of passage, joined no church, and
became involved in civic organizations and state and municipal politics.
Here, too, aggressive merchants increasingly turned their stores to meet
the needs of an urbanizing population intent on sporting the latest

fashions, driving conspicuous cars, and living in comfortable homes. And,
in the towns a rising number of families found themselves seeking
Iivelihoodg aer wage labourers, a pursuit that often took them beyond
community boundaries to neighbouring citieg and towns.
The lifeworlds on the farms in the United StateE and Canada now were
more similar than they had been during the first generation. UeuaIIy the
American farmers erere a year or two ahead of the Canadians in acquiring
the most innovative farm machinery; however, in both countries
unprecedented levels of mechanization were reached and fuller integration
into the market economy was attained. FamerE in both nations purchased
their firet tractors during the firgt Wor1d VÍar, their first "family
áLze," 21-inch harvegt eeparators just after it, their firEt motorized
trucks around 1920 and their first farmyard electricity generators and
graín "elevators" by the end of the 20s. Manitoba and Midwest Kleine
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similar railway connectione nord that even the
EaEt Reserve r^tast served with two railways; ironically the single largest
community of American Kleine Gemeinde descendants, now in Meade County,
Kansas' was located some L5 miles from the nearest railway. Farmerg in
both countries allowed market prices to determine their farm strategies;
the value of their lands inflated during the War, their disposable income
soared and their farrn expenditures multiplied in these exceptional years;
then bankruptcies roee and they demonstrated a greater willingnesg to
employ pragrmatic marketing strategies in order to survive, even if such
strategies threatened traditional Eocial boundaries. This was a quarter
century of rapid change, one marked by a fulr integration into an
industrial economy.
The parallels of existence between the American and Canadian
Gemeinde descendants had

also apparent in the patterng of Kteine Gemeinde diaepora.
Each of these communities poEsessed conservative, moderate and progressive
members who employed different strategies for dealing with the modern
world when they left their home communities. The most conservative
households in Manitoba sought to ensure generational succeesion and social
boundary maintenance by exploring the idea of a colony in euebec, while
the most congervative families in the Middle west joined the lilennonite old
Colonist migration to tlexico. More moderate households sought land in new
colonies. AE litapE 11 and 12 indicate thiE search was often made without
regard to national boundaries; thus the paths of Canadían and American
Kleine Gemeinde descendante criss-crossed as they set up new agricultural
communities in Dal-meny and Herbert (saskatchewan), Dallae (oregon),
Reedley and Winton (California), LittlefieJ-d (TexaE), Hooker (Oklahoma),
communit'iea was

Paxton (Nebraska), and Garden City and Satanta (western KanEas). In both
Manitoba and the American midwest, too, an increasing number of families
became urbanized although Canadians more

often

to large cities and
Americang more frequentJ-y settled in neighbouring railway towns. Thus,
moved
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by 1930 Kleine Gemeinde descendants
rural or urban.

may be

broadly demarcated aE either

Church lines shifted to reflect thege diverging worlds. While each

of the four church groups in cub Creek and the East Reserve during the
firgt generation established similar approacheg to questions of lifestyle,
politicar invorvement, and historic serf identity, the churcheg began
parting along rural,/urban lines after the turn of the century. There rdere
national varíations of this dichotomy. A higher percentage of the
Canadians could be termed conservative or strictly sectarian than the
Americans. For instance, the conservative K1eine Gemeinde and Holdeman
factions comprised the majority in the Canadian communities, while the
more pietigtic Bruderthaler and Brethren groupE drew the majority of the
American Kleine Gemeinde descendants. Still the communitieg in both
countries had internal divisions of conservative and progressive forceg.
The mother church, the Kleine Gemeinde, became the undisputed
guardian of traditionalism during these yearE in both countries aE it
struggled to maintain socially closed settlements. Noriúhere wag its battle
fought more vociferously than in Steinbach, but nowhere was its failure
to shape society more evident. The main opponent of continuity in
Steinbachr â5 elsewhere, sras the Bruderthaler Church which had gone
through a most remarkable change after 1905. It had become the church of
the tosrn or of the labouring and professional urban classes, and had
succesgfully exchanged its Anabaptism for an urban pietism that featured
emotional.revivaL meeÈings and a professional church leadership. Between
these two approaches $tas a third path followed by the Holdeman sect.
Their distinctive blend of pietism and traditionalism, their opennesE to
certain innovations but emphasis on the strictest of church boundaries,
combined features of both the Kleine Gemeinde and the Brethren. fn both
Canada and the United St,ates the strongest support for the Kleine Gemeinde
and Holdemans came from rural sect,ions while the Bruderthaler and related
Brethren çtroupE were most strongry supported. in the to!ú¡rs.
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The differences between urban and rural lifeworlds also affected
the nature of the family and the role of women during these years.
Endogamy rates feII in both rural and urban settings but they fell most
in tov¡ns such aE Steínbach and Jangen. There was also a close
correspondence between place of regidence and family slze¡ urban

etomen

also witneesed a greater time period between marriage and the first chitd
than did their rural sisters. Urban famíIies were establishing smaller
families to correEpond with their more limited economic opportunitiee and
the new ¡'oLe of the child as a liability and not an asset to the family
economic unit. The difference in the lives of rural and urban l^tomen vùas
particularly marked. In the rural areas rdomen contínued to participate
They cared for the barnyard
closely in the farm production unÍts.
animals, produced marketable tabl-e foods, reared large families' and
worked in the fields during harvest. In urban areas

lÂtomen

were Beparated

from the male,s economic activity; they left the family busineee or the
seeking of a livelihood through wage labour to their husbands and sons.
As a consequence urban or "town" women were m1Êhologized as homemakerst

referred to more often as "ladíesr" and encouraged to attain education
leading to service rolee such as schoolteachers, nurses and missionaries.
During these years, then, the strategies that Kleine Gemeinde
descendants employed in dealing with the outside world and in recreating
their social environments began to diverge. In the countryside, in both
Manitoba and the Midwest, farm households continued to reproduce their
ascetic, familial, agrarian lifeworlds. In the urban areaE' whether in
Steinbach or JanEen, Mennonites established consumerist, more class
conscious, progressive lifeworlds whose measure of succegE was set by
their Anglo-Canadian or American neighbours rather than by the gtandards
of their pioneer parenÈs.

CHAPTER 13

FAIII{ERS, IIERCEA!¡TS A¡TD úTORKERS IN TEE BI'OL\rING I1iARKET EOOT{OI{Y

The economic story of the second generation of Kleine Gemeinde
descendantE is that of a communiùy fully integrated into the world of
North American capitalism. For the farmer this was a time of mixed
blessings. Often it wae a financial boon as unprecedented wealth visited
the communities. Material optimism eometimes went unchecked and nevt

the livee
of the farm household. But the higher incomee brought higher capital
AIl thiE
costs, new land shortages and unparalleled farm failures.
necessitated new marketing, credit and settlement strategies. For the
merchants this, too, was a time of neut opportunity. They moved quickly
Iabour-saving technologry and more comfortable lifestyles

changed

to take advantage of rising consunerism and to penetrate the outside
market. For the worker it was a time of permanence in the wage labour
force. To start one's own farm proved prohibitive and, as jobs outside
the Mennonite communitieg brought the promise of better wages and more
comfortable lives, young families often opted to eettle in towns and even
in cities
By 1930, there were three distinct classes of Mennonites descended

from the original Kleine Gemeinde migrants. Although not hard and fast
Eocia1 clasEes, the farmers, merchants and $rorkers each lived in different
social worlds with diverging gocial boundaries and values. !{hile actions
were taken to reproduce farrn households, the communities founded by Kteine

agrarian settlements. The
communities had become fragmented in a way they had not been since the
1850s in Russia.

Gemeinde pioneers !{ere no

longer

homogeneous
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The farm communities in both Canada and the United States remained

enclaves of continuity in the 1910s and 20s. The East Reserve and
Scratching River, novr referred to more frequently as Rosenort, provided
the Manitoba families with enough land to realize old valuesi families
could etill reproduce their agrarian households, maintain the respect of
one'E neighbours and seek new ways to ease Eome of ùhe burden of work.
Cub Creek Township, now most often knoum simply as itansen, and Meade, the
daughter colony in wegtern Kansas, enEured a similar option for the
families of the American Midwest. To achieve thege ends second generation
farmers adapted as their fathers had; they met new market demands, were
buffeted by volatile prices, mechanized their farms, pursued colonization
echemes, and reinvested profits to boost the economic health of the family
farm.

lhe adaptationg that these second generation famers made led to
new farm practices and crop t1pes, and diverging degrees of single crop
specialization.
The factors that the four communities shared were a
highly integrated market economy and new levelg of mechanization; the
factors leading to diverging farm practices were physiographic and
demographic in nature. Rosenort, Manitoba and I'feade, KanEaE had the
largest landholders and relied on wheat production to the greatest degree.
The East Reserve and ilansen had the largest number of mixed farme; they
produced more feed grain and had a higher number of dairy

r hogs and
poultry than the other settlements. Modernization theories that chart the
inexorable march of progress in tems of the transition from mixed farms
to single commodity productíon can be rigid and deterministic; our case
studieE suggest, instead, that the mixed farmers of the East Regerve and
of Jangen pursued economic strategies similar to thoEe employed by their
grain specialist kin in Meade and Rosenort. lfhile more research is needed
to establish levels of mechanization, degrees of external investment, and
volume of marketable products, a survey of these farming practices pointE
colÂrc
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to parallel-g in the farm economies - whether grain or mixed farms - of the
Canadian and American conìmunities. Physiography and proximity to market
centers would appear to be more satisfying explanations of fasm
differences in the various communitiee than degrees of "modernization."
!{hat all farmers between 1905 and 1920 agreed on was that these were
the best of ti-¡nes. There were croþ failures in the various communities
in 1906, 1908 and 191-6 where drought and leaf ruet alternatively hurt the
crops. And there were bumper cropE. Rosenort and the EaEt Reserve
reported 30 and even 50 bughelg per acre of heavy hard red gpring wheat
in 1908, 1915 and 1918. 1 Jangen and Meade farmers reported gimilar yields
of winter wheat in L908, 1922 and Í-924.' And these yields often coincided
with good prices - for a number of these years over $2.00 a bushel. When
wheat prices remained high after the war, farmers in both countries
believed that this was the beginning of permanent farm prosperity and
began investing in farm expansion in unprecedented amountg. Even the
volatile 1920s were not enough to defeat thia spirit of optimism. In JuJ-y
L930, one Meade farmer reported that his farm ldas suffering from a
mediocre crop of 20 bushels of wheat and that the price was only 65 cents
a bushel; he noted, ironically, that "we will have to wait till next year
to become rich."

3

Farmers responded to favourable market conditions by seeking to
produce what local market conditions and physiography allowed. fn the

areas of high moigture and limited arable land in the East Reserve and
ilansen, feed grains gained an increasing importance over wheat. Indeed
between L891 and 1931 the percentage of cropland dedicated to wheat in
the East ReEerve dropped from 608 to 388. a Between 1922 and 1930 the

Giroux elevator, which gerved the farmers in the Blumenort-Steinbach
corridor in ttre EaEt Reserve, took in almost twice the volume of feed
grains and specialty crops as of wheat. 5 Records of local farmers
reflected the continuing shift from wheat production. Famer lEaac Rei-¡ner
of Steinbach, for instance, seeded only 188 of his L20 acres to wheat in
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L924 and 25. Over two years he seeded an average of 23 acree to wheat'
62 acres to oats, 36 acres to barley, 5 acres to flax, and an undisclosed

of acres to grasseg and alfalfa.
;Iansen, Nebraska farmers also raiEed more feed grain than wheat.
Although wheat production in Jefferson County increased ten fold between
1899 and 1915 it never exceeded the yields of corn. And in the years
after 1915 cropland dedicated to wheat suffered a sharp decline aE excesE
moigture and high freight prices encouraged farmers to concentrate on corn
production for local livestock feed.
In the semi-arid plains of !{eetern Kansas, farmers concentrated on
wheat. In Meade County the number of acres dedicated to wheat almost
quadrupled from 281000 to J-08r00O between 1900 and l-9L5 while the number
of dairy coers, for instance, increased by only l-59. I Mennonite farmere
number

7

in Meade apportioned 868 of their land to wheat in 1915 leaving relatively
small acreages to barley, corn, sorghum and oats. 'There wag little change
in this emphasis as the average Meade Mennonite farmer grew 209 acres of
wheat in L9L5 and 182 acres in 1925. to According to oral tradition,
Rosenort farmerE also grew more wheat than feed grains although gtatistics
are not available to indicate the exact proportions. tt
High grain prices encouraged many farmerg to increase the size of
their acreages to unsurpassed levels. From each of the communities came
reports of bonanza grain farrns. In lfeade, the Loewen brothers had a farm
of 1375 acreg which in 1915 had 1O2O acrec¡ of wheat and boagted the first
combine harvegter in the American middle west. t' In Greenland, l{anitoba,
a visitor in L908 noted that "Martin Penners have a large farm of 1600
acree of debt-free land, a quarter Eection for each child....They also
have their oern threshing machine...and do aII the work themselves, having
to hire no etrangers." tt But the Eidse brothers of Rosenort were
unrivalLed. A famíIy history reports that "Dave K. Eidse...realized...the
ratio advantage of large scale farming and bought and cleared up to 28OO
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acres of land...with brother c.K... [and] during the busy months...hired
up to 35 workers who were houged in bunkhouses...out in the fieldg." ra
Àverage farm sizes increased ín each of the communities. In

Meade

and Rosenort, areas of wheat specialization, farmers increased the sizes

of their landholdings the mogt. In Rosenort farmers expanded to the
extent that, according E.K. Francis, by !925 "Mennonite land holdings
connected the original West Regerve with the once completely separated
Scratching River...." 15 In Meade, the average acreage per fa¡mer in 1915
wasr 374 acreE with 224 acreç¡ in cuLtivation. tt Thig r,úaE a fivefold
increase from the size of their farms in Jansen only a decade earlier.
But land holdings increased in the mixed farming districts of Jansen and
the East Reserve as weII. Between L900 and L9t7, the number of Mennonite
Iandowners in Cub Creek dropped from 83 to 52 while the average farm
acreage increased slightly from 133 to 143 acresr. tt In the Eagt Reserve
farm sizes in the representative 96-farmer community of BlumenorÈ also
increased slightly from 205 acres in 1899 to 216 acres in 1920. This
figure, however, rose significantly to 261 acreE if the Mennonite
landownership to the north and east of the Reserve was included. rs
Coupted with rising farm sizes vrere neer marketing methodg. FamerE
in each of the communities now regularly sold their grain by the carload.
The shipmentg were not always of equal Eize. In Rosenort larger farmere
Iike Ben R. Dueck, the preacher, shipped three carloads of grain Ln 1924.
But smaller farmers in Steinbach used the same method, even if it meant
joining forces to ship a single car, as Isaac Reimer and Klaas Toews did
in L924. tn In Kansas and Nebraska farmers, too, began to ship wheat on a
Iarger scale. "David F. Thiessen shipped a carload of wheat to Omaha
[and] his neighbors helped hi:n loadr" reported the Jansen Newg in ,fanuary
:-920.

n

As farm sizee increaEed and new marketing methodg were employed
farmers experimented with specialty crops and a variety of other products.
In both the Midwest and t'tanitoba, farmers began growing timothy grass and
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alfalfa both for ani¡nal fodder and for rotation va1ue. In each place
farmers had their favorite alternative to wheat which coùId be grown in
years of early frost or late springs. In Nebraska, farmers doubled their
output of corn and oats in 1917 when frost killed the winter wheat. ã In
Manitoba, farmers turned to flax in the late spring of 1923 and to barley
in the year of the wheat leaf rust scare in L924. u Each place also risked
new, unteEted cropE. In Manit,oba, farmers reported seeding buclct¡¡heat,
sqreet cloverr'and even silage corn. In Kansas, farmers experimented with

apricot and peach orchards and sugar cane and millet.
Far1nere had reason to keep their eye on alternative cropE. Usually
it was a simple matter of economics; it was not only wheat which roEe in
price during the War !{orld I. In }feade, corn sold for $2.00 a bushel,
alfalfa sold for S16.00 a ton' and potatoes for $4.00 a bushel in 1917. ã
A year later chickens sold for $1.L0 a piece and piglets for $5.00 a
head. ^ T.n Steinbach, farmers could make 18.5 centg per pound of cheese
in 1-916, up 5.5 cents from the time before the war. t More money could
also be made with hog sales. In ilanuary 1919, for instance, sthen c.B.
Loer,ren of Steinbach hauled 2336 pounds of pork to Vüinnipeg, he returned
with $53?. The editor of the Steinbach Pogt noted that Loewen'e pigs were
only seven months old and declared that the moral of the story was that
"it pays to raise pigst" %
But it was dairy production that maintained the second place to
wheat production. Even in the wheat-growing communities farmerE never
abandoned the milch cow completely. In Rosenort, .Iohn W. Dueck' the local
merchant regularly marketed butter in the early L92Os. It had been taken
in trade for merchandise from Rosenort farmers, geveral of whom, farmed
both several hundred acres of land and kept dairy herds of 10 cows or
more. o . ln Nebraska, Bernard o. Kroeker, who operated a 320 acre fatm,
kept eight cows and made weekly shipments of cream to the town of .tansen.
Some of Kroeker's neighbours kept herds of 20 dairy cows. * In Meade,
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Henry Rei¡ner who farmed 425 acres and sold $3360 of wheat in 1915' also
marketed $300 of cream and $55 of meat.

ts

In dairy production, however, the East Reserve farmerg !ìtere
prominent. Improved transportation links with nearby !{innipeg entirely
commercialized dairy farming. By L92O, there were six milk receiving
stationg within the bounds of the Reserve, one each in Steinbach and
Blumenort, and two each on the railways serving the Reeerve. A comparison
of East Reserve tax records with farm census fígrures for Meade county
illustrates how farmerg adapted to varying distanceg to metropolitan
centres and levelE of moisture. As the Meade fa¡mers increased their
holdings of beef cattle, the East Reserve farmers increaged their herds
of dairy cows and hogs. In l-9L5 Meade farmers kept an average of 3.0
cov¡s, 8.0 other cattle, and 3.2 pLga¡ in the sane year the farmers in the
Steinbach-Blumenort district

of the East Reserve maintained average herds
of.7.1 cows, 5.2 other cattle and 4.2 pigs. Ten years later the diverging
conditions that the lleade and Steinbach-Blumenort farmers faced became
even more pronounced. In L925 the average Meade farmer kept 1.9 cows,
L3.O other cattle and L.6 pigs while the Steinbach-Blumenort farmer kept
10.O cows, 3.O other cattle and 18.1- pigs. Clearly farmerg in both places
were maintaining livestock herdg for commercial reaEonE but were adapting
to differences in cl-imate and market. il
TI
High grain and livegtock prices also resulted in soaring farm coEts.

This waE especially apparent in land prices. In the grain growing areaE
of the East Reserve Eome quarter sections with recently erected buildings
were selling for as much as $L05 an acre by 1920. Even virgin land
brought high prices. In 1920 ilohn Goossen, the Steinbach conveyancer,
advertised t7 1000 acres of virgin prairie in the region between the East
Reserve and !ùinnipeg for between $20 and $34 an acre. " H"y land in
Scratching River was priced even higher; at least one local farmer paid
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32 Land prices
$50 an acre for a guarter sectíon of unbroken land in 1918.

in the American midwest were rieing as weII. Virgin land in WeEtern
Kansas could still be purchased for $16 an acre in 19L6 but developed
farms in the higher moisture and more fragmented sections around ilansent
Nebraska Eaw farms sold for as much ag g2OO an acre. 33 Besides the rising
farm economy, these land prices reflected the growing scarcity of land and
the continued cultural value of an agrarian existence.
Table #

3

ARABLE LãI{D PRICES PER ACRE: 1905-1930

EaEt Reserve

Scratching River

190s
sr.0.28

$1s.00

$40.96

Meade

s10.00

$6s.00
s6s. oo

$8.34

Cub Creek

L920

1910

$70.00

$141.00

$47.00
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It r¡ìras in thig context that a renewed interest in agricultural
settlements in other states and provinces ensued. The colonization
gchemes of around 1905 had given the old communities room to establish
second generation households; by the years of lforld War I there was once
again a shortage of farmland. Despite the official
"ending of the
frontier" in the United States in the 1890s and in Canada a decade later'
farmere who were committed to farming were still able to Eecure cheap
virgin prairie land. Between 1915 and 1920 newspapers in Steinbach and
Jansen were filLed with reports of land delegationg to other regions. As
the "Kleine Gemeinde Diaspora l{ap" shows these delegations crostsed paths,
first setting down new roots, and then frequently taking them up again to
migrate to yet another agrarian frontier.
Sometimes, as in the case of Prairie Rose in Manitoba and Litchfield
in Nebraska, the new settlements !'rere situated near old communities.
Most often, however, the migrations involved major relocations. Paxton
35

36
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$ras 250 miles from .fansen and Meade and Garden City in Kansas were 300

miles away. Dalmeny and Herbert in Sagkatchewan were 4O0 miles from the
Manitoba settlements. Districts in British Columbia, Oregon, California
and Texas drew families even further from the mother communities.
National boundaries were no greater factors in the choice of
settlement than distances. Indeed, the lvestern gemi-arid plains of
KanEaE, Oklahoma and Texas and the mountain valleys of California and
oregon attracted many Canadians¡ similarly the prairie provinces of
Saskatchewan and Alberta attracted Americang. 37 Satanta, KanEaE proved to
be a special attraction for Steinbach, Manitoba farm families while
Dalmeny, Saskatchevran drew families from ilansen, Nebragka. Indeed
enticements to crosE the border were everlnohere. The American-based Grant
Lands Holding Company, for instance, advertised Oregon and California
railway land in the Steinbach Post at the same time that the Canadian
Government through its agent in omaha advertised Saskatchewan prairie
*
'wheat land" in the @@,.
In each of theee new places famers adapted to nerâr agricultural
conditione. In Meade, where farmers could find land for S5 to $10 an acre
in 1907 and in Garden City where they paid as little as $16 an acre in
l-9L6 farmers practiced economies of scale. Both places had flat and semiarid land, much like the land of their grandfathers in Russia, and thus,
Iike their forebears, they once again concentrated on wheat production.
Reedley, California and Dall-as, Oregon solicited different adaptations;
here farmers paid up to $350 an acre for land in L907 and up to $600 in
1919. And so wheat grorders from Canada and sorn raisers from Nebraska
integrated into a highly capitalized fruit production that included
irrigation and specialized fruit, growing equipment. s
But, what was not new, sras that each of these placee allowed farm
families to continue operating from withín solidaristic
Mennonite
communities. Almost inevitably these new settlements identified with one
of the four church organizations that had grown out of the Kleine Gemeinde
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church fragmentation of the 1880s. Someti¡nes these mígrationc¡ lÂtere
encouraged and organized by one of the church groupE. SometimeE, too,
real estate agents played up the notion of a transplanted community. In
Texas, land was advertised as part of
one scheme to settle Littlefield,
o Thus, in spite of the fact' that
"a new German Mennonite Settlement."
some of the communities such as Satanta, Kansas $tere too arid to withstand
the drought of the L930s and that other communities near Reedley and
Dallas did not have sufficient farmland for long term agrarian
settlemente, the strategy of colonization during the 1910s asgured not
only the continued agrarian existence of the majority of the KLeine
Gemeinde descendants but of traditional communities at leagt for the short
term.

III
As part of their strategy to re-eEtablish the agrarian household
during the second generation, farmers on both sides of the border readily
acquíred the new farm technology that was being developed between 1905 and
L92O. The age old problem of securing enough labour during the seeding
and harvesting seasonE continued to plague farm families. The industrial
and urban growth of World war I coupled with increasing farm eLzeE
muttiplied this problem. Farmers complained in the ne!ùspapers of both
countries. Famer Gerhard Thiessen of Meade, noted in July 1919 that
during the harvest "wage labour is impossible to get, even at 50 cents an
hour. " ar Another lifeade farmer noted that the only worker he had been able
to hire had disappeared before doing a stitch of work after having been
provided with supper and a bed for a night'E rest. Heinrich Enne of
Rosenort, Manitoba noted in an August L922 Le|.ter that "many vtorkerE here
want more than the $4.00 a day to which we farmers had to agree; according
to present day wieat prices S4.OO is too mucht'
Farmers continued to use a variety of labour sourceE. Some hired
non-Mennonite neighbours or itinerant harvest workers from the east.
12
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lfost vrere helped out by Mennonite neighbours. UsuaIIy these were the
teenaged sons of neíghbours but eometifiee they vùere the farm ownerE
themselves. In 1911, for instance, Jacob F. Isaac of Meader the owner of
a 24O acre farm, helped his neighbours dig ditches, cement floorg, haul
oats, and erect stooks. ln 1-924 Isaac Vt. Reimer of, Steinbach, the owner
of a 32O acre farm, helped his neighbours haul greenfeed, cut oats'
deliver cream, thresh wheat, and load producer carc. Both Ieaac and
Reimer were repaid with labour from their neighbours.

In addition to these old labour pools were nevr oneg that developed
from improved traveL facilities and the continued dispersement of KleÍne
Gemeinde descendants; these two factorE encouraged the development of a
pool of itinerant Mennonite harvest workers. Newspapers, diaries and
lettere attest to the growing practice of Kansas, Nebraska, Alberta and
Manitoba boys visiting their relativeg in other etates and provinces
during busy harvest months. { Because the Americans harvested their winter
wheat in June and JuIy and their corn in November and December, and the
Canadians harvested their grain in August and September, Iabour swapping
became a practice which combined economic pursuits with the pleasure of
travelling and visiting relatives. A useful but short term labour source
became available to Manitoba farmers in the 192Og when "Russlaender"
Mennonites, fleeing the ravages of civil war and famine in Russia, worked
to redeem travel costs that had been underwritten by their Canadian
brethren.
The most expeditious answer to labour shortages continued to be farm
mechanization. And between 1916 and L922 second generation farmere
directed their high farm profits to a new round of labour-saving
technolog'y. The first notable innovation was the gasoline tractor. lfhile
the earliest versions of these tractors appeared in Canadian and American
a5

communitieg around 1910, it wa€r not till

L9L6 that the smaller, more

versatile "oil pullE" made their debut. Despite the fact that horses by
now r^rere of heavier, pure-bred Belgian stock, farmers found that the
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tractor coutd triple their work output. Tractors could put in longer days
and draw heavier machinery, even four-bottom plows, 12 foot cultivators'
disk pJ-ows and power binders. 6
Argrrments were increasingly aired in the l{ennonite communities to
the effect that it made economic ÉenEe for every farmer to ovm a tractor.
"The Big Bull $800 tractor can do the work of a $1700 seven-horere team"
argued the H.9Í. Reirner advertiEement in the Steinbach Post in .fune 1916.

tractors such as the larger Case which cost ç1446 in the inflationary
years of the war could be purchased with the gross sales of only 25 acres
of wheat in 1918.
The regult was that farmers went on a spending spree. In.IuIy t92O,
the Steinbach Post reported that "one is seeing a lot of new binders
Ieaving the town these days and often with a tractor." a7 In dluly 1921 the
ilansen News reported that six farmers in the Meade settlement had bought
neer "Samson' and "Avery" tractors. ß And when grain prices plummeted in
'L922, so too did the price of the tractors, by as much as 508r and the
buying spree continued. ae By the L92Os the tractor had become so popular
that farmerg in both grain farming and mixed farming regions owned them.
census records indicate that by L925 14 of the 40 Kleine Gemeinde
descendant farmers in l,feade owned a tractor, while interviews indicate
that no less than 25 of 62 Blumenort-area farmers owned tractors by 1930. s
The popularity of the tractor did more than increage tillage
capabilities. It also transformed the harvest, for with the small tractor
came 2L-inch threshing nachines. These machineg were refined versions of
earlier 4O-inch models which often lacked straw blowerg and eelf feeders.
These smaller machines were advertiged aE "totally assembled" and "easyto-operate." The most i:nportant feature of the tractor-powered threshers,
however, rrùaE their reduced labour requirement. The editor of the
Steinbach Post noted Ln l-920, that 10 local farmers had each purchased a
small thresher because "thege farmers now have their own tractors and it
saves on labour, creating a much more peaceful Ithreshing ti:ne] than those
Even
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huge machines

of the past."
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Another observer noted that the introduction

of these EmaIIer machines allowed him to "change the harveet to more of
a family-sized affair."
A few farmers in both Kansag and Manitoba reduced labour
requirements even more by experimenting with combine harvesters. As early
as 1904, Abram S. Friesen, the Steinbach machiníst, had mounted a gasoline
engine on a threshing machine with the idea of pulling the machine from
stook to stook, thus eliminating the hauling of Eheaves. "Amazing what
people can discoverr " declared one letter writer in 1904 and added that
"unfortunately it is too expensive for poor famers." 53 Indeed, few
52

farmers were able to afford the combine harvegters when they were first
introduced after 1910. In 19L2 Heinrich Loewen and his brothers in Meade
did purchase a self-propelled combine-harvester with a 3O-foot header from

HoIt Manufacturing in California and began threshing up to 2OOO bughele
a day. But the fact that their purchase put Meade on the map aE the first
farming district in the midwest to sport such a machine indicates its
rarity. " By the 1920s, howeverr a number of Kleine Gemeinde farmers in
semi-arid western KanEaE owned combines. 55 Manitobang and NebragkanE l^tere
glower to acquire them. In Manitoba unpredictabLe weather and early
frosts made "straight-combining" impractical and in Nebraska few farmers
had the acreageE¡ to warrant the new method. * By the late l92'e only one
Manitoba farmer in Rosenort was even experimenting with the combine.
More important, thus, than the appearance of technological wonders euch
as the HoIt combíne, w€re the refinements to existing machines that
enabled farm families to acquire a meanE to run their operation without
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the uEe of hired labour.
AE early as l9L4
Other innovations served this purpose too.
Steinbach equipment dealerg were advertising half-ton truckE and clairning
that "with this motorized buggy one can haul as much freight as a rdagon
without having to take the horses off the farm." s By L9L6, a few farmerg
in the Meade, Steinbach and Rosenort areas were usting trucks to haul up
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Eo 22OO pounds of grain per trip during summer time. o By L9L9 even the
most conservative community members who had vociferously opposed the truck

as a sign of "worldlinegg" just three yearer earlier now accepted it ae a
necessity. Illustrative of this ehift was the news from Meade in 1919

that "Elder J.F. Isaac took out a nesr Ford truck on JuIy 9 which will be
of greaÈ help to haut his wheat to market." m
The tractor and truck were only the most conspicuous of the labour
saving devices to be introduced during these years. By World tüar L,
farmerg in Manitoba were buying manure spreaders and riding cultivators.
They were removing wild oats with cleaning mills, and loading their !ìragonE
with automatic horse-drawn sheaf loaders. o They were also increasingly
dependent on portable two to three horsepower gasoline motors which could
be used to "Easr wood, grind grain and power shop tools." fl By.Tune 1920,
even ttre old, solidly-constructed 1876 windmill in Rosenort, which had
provided guch a powerful symbol of cultural continuity with the old World
when it had first been erected in Steinbach, had become obsolete and was
digmantled. 6
Farmers in the midwest algo owned a host of modern convenienceE by
!{orld !{ar I. The auction sale lists of three JanEen farmers in 1917,
indicates that each one owned a portable gasoline engine, a riding
cultivator and a sulky plow. t Farmers here still picked corn heads by
hand, but after 1907 they were EheIIed by an "unbelievable" gasolinepowered "corn husker." Sheep farming, too, was made easier with the uee
of a "machiner' that sheared wool. " Farmerg in Kansas began acquiring
"headerE" which cut off ripe grain and sent the heads up a conveyor to a
hoJ-ding bin and then directly to the threshing machine. In this way the
Iabour intensive exercise of stooking and hauling sheaves was eliminated. 6
Finally' by the late 1920s famers in both Manitoba and the Midwest were
beginning to erect gasoline, diesel or wind powered "Delco Light Plantg."
These plants promised increased lighting for egg and milk production,
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porder

to generate "back-breaking labour saving" grain elevators and water

pumps.

o

of the technology acquired during these years promised to ease
the burden of labour. The portable gasoline engines, the riding moÌderE
and cultivators, and the tractorg made life easier for the farmer. But
this technology also ensured that 1arger acreages could be culÈivated with
the use of household labour. Particularly important were the sma1ler,
more affordable and refÍned tractors and threehing machines. If
technological innovation made families more labour gelf sufficient, it
tied them more firmly to outside financial sourcesr and committed them to
greater participation in a market economy.
Much

IV
!{ea1th and the expectation of wealth did more than an1Êhing else to

cause Kleine Gemeinde farmers to change their cautious, controlled
interaction with the market place and to underrnine a dedication to an
ascetíc lifeworld. Prosperity resulted in the construction of conspicuous
two and a half storey houses and the acquisition of the touring car and
the "oíI pulls." But more irnportantJ-y it enticed farmers to seek better
marketing facilities and tempted farmers to increase off-farm capital
investments. Law firms, national banks, city dairies, government short
courses and regional cooperatives all served to shift the boundaries of
the each of the communities.
Marketing strategies for farmers of this era had one thing in
commoni that, is, they were designed pragmatically to meet epecific
problems. Famers in each of the regions marketed certain products
through co-operatives and others through prívate firms. Some producte
were sold locally, directly to consumers, while others were sold into the
wider market through middle men. Some !ùere sold through community
organized co-ops and business establishments, while others were sold to
outside fi¡ms.
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In ;Iansen, farmers supported the Farmer Telephone Co-operative but
sold their cream to a local entrepreneur in tos¡n. Sometimes they sold
their grain to the privately owned alansen Flour Mille and at other times
to the co-operatively-owned .Iansen Equity Exchange elevator. In Meade,
the fa¡mere sold their grain to the Farmers' Co-op Elevator but gold their
hogs to private firms in nearby Fowler. 6
A similar pattern existed in Manitoba where more detailed recorde
provide a fuller account. In Rosenort, farmers formed a co-operative
purchasing company to circumvent the inflationary prices of community
merchants eometime during World !{ar I.
The co-operative lvacr f irst
organized under the auspices of the United Farmers of Manitoba, and then
when church leaders raised a concern about the farmers' t'association with
the worldr" it waE turned into an independent body known as the RoEenort
Farmers' Association. By the early 193Os the RFA, asr it was commonly
known, had its own store and oil refinery. o After L924, in an attempt to
bypass the monopoly of Ogilvie Grain company, Rosenort farmerg also began
supporting the idea of "pooling" one's grain with that of other farmers
in a provincial co-operative popularly known as the "pool.,' Again
contemporary observers çluestioned publicly "whether it is appropriate for
the 'Quiet in the Land, to join such a union" and church elders pleaded
with farmers "to Eee the danger of taking part in a government-run
business." æ It would not be tilt after the experience of the Depression,
however, that thiE opposition subsided and loca1 farmers invited the
Manitoba PooI to set up an elevator at the nearby McTavish siding. n
At the very tirne that RoEenort fa¡merÊ¡ rdere turning to co-operativee
to help market their staple, wheat, Steinbach, Blumenort and Kleefeld
(formerly Gruenfeld) farmers were turning away from community-owned
organizationg in the marketing of their staple, milk. The farmers of each
of these communities had purchased the old Rei¡ner-owned cheese factories
sometine after the turn of the century and turned them into co-operatives.
As early as J.914' however, competition from a !{innipeg creamery, which had
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set up a skimming plant half way between Blumenort and Steinbach, waE
beginning to erode the solidarity of the farmers. By ilune, 1919 when the
skimming station cloeed on account of the !{innipeg ceneral Strike, the
degree of dependency on the creameries was evident by the sudden surge of
an additional 9000 pounds of milk that appeared at Steinbach's cheege
factory each day. 2
ln the following year, two Winnipeg creameries began an aggresgive
campaign to acquire an even greater percentage of East Reserve milk. Few
could deny that the creameries were offering a good price. According to
the Steinbach Post fa¡merg were being promised an equivalent of 62 cents
a pound for butter at a time when homemade butter $ras selling for 42
cents. "This makeg a big differencer" noted the editor, ,'for everyone
would be better off to seII his cream than to make butter.', The shift to
selling cream was rapid. The Steinbach cheese factory could not begin
operating in L920 until dluly, because "most farmers are hauLing their milk
to Giroux." æ By october, it was crear who had won the battre when
Crescent Creamery of !{innipeg leased the cheese factory building and hired
the or,rmer of steinbach'E first factory, Klaas w. Reirner, to renovate it
into a cream separating plant. 7a Later that year, in December, the
Blumenort cheese co-operaÈive closed its doors and auctioned off the 900
square foot buirding, comprete with the 600 garron mirk tank, steam
engine' and delivery waçJons that had served to commercialize Mennonite
agriculture during the first generation. At, the end of the L921 E¡eason,
the Kleefeld cheese factory closed its doors as well.
Neither Rosenort nor Steinbach-area farmers, however, seemed to have
been ideologically committed to one ty¡ge of marketing. The Steinbach
farmers may have turned to private firms to buy their cream and trueted
a private slaughter house to market their meat. But they also supported
75

a church-run credit organization, the Hirfsverein, when it began
operationg in L929. This agency encouraged young men to farm by providing
Iow interest loans; the capital pool came from deposits of wealthier
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with the national bankg in
Steinbach. The RoEenort fa:mers, on the other hand, did not experiment
with credit pooling tiII 1940. Both communities, thue, devised a
multifaceted approach to strengthening the farnily fa:rm. They used both
the market economy and internal tradLtLonal cornmunity gtructures to built
the economic baee of their household.s.
The mogt eignifJ.cant chaage to the economLc activities of the KleLne
Gemeinde fa:mers of the second generation srao the manner in whÍch they
handled monetary surplusee. I{hereas f,a¡mere of the first generation had
directed theír profits to securing a land base f,or their children, thoee
very children increasingly began seeking lsrmediate capitat returns from
farm profits. By the yearE of World t{ar I, both Manitoba and Midwegt
communities were serviced by banks which $rere competing for farm deposite"
In Jansen' it wae the local state bank. In Steinbach, it wag the Royal
Bank of Canada. But an increasing number of far-mere went beyond the
building of savinge accountg and became willing to invest in risky offfa¡m ventures in the bell-ef that fa:ming had reached a permanent gtate of
proepgrity, The variety of lnvestmente that farmers made between 19O5 and
1923 tells a Etory of new wealth and ehifting values.
The most common fom of speculation waE in land in new areas of
Mennonite settlenent. !{hen l{anitoba Mennonitee began settling in the
vicinity of Herbert, Saskatchewan, a nu¡nber of fa:rnerg who r¡rere not
committed to moving, purchased land with the intention of gaining from
inflation. one Rosenort farner noted in his memoirg that in about 1907
he gold a quarter of land which he had purchaeed in Herbert, Saskatchewan
for $1000 (before he had even finiehed paying for it) to 'widow A.
Kornelson for 91700 so that there was a profit of S?OO to g8OO." õ ,Other
farmers from Meade and Blumenort invested in land in the new settlement
of Satanta, Kansae in 1916. fn fact, nine of the 19 Satanta farms in the
1920s, were owned by these absentee land owners. ,
fa::mers who were dissuaded from doing bueiness
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Contrary to the argument of John D. Hicks and others that farmers
invested in little else than land the unprecedented profitg of the lOs
encouraged "get-rich-quick" gchemeg in industrial development or financecapitalism.
At least four such schemes enticed Manitoba fa¡mers
carelesely to invest substantial sumc of money. In l9L2 a number of
farmers inveeted in a liÍennonite settlement scheme along the Columbia River
in Needles, British Columbia. Smalt land plots were purchased for g1500

each after land agents promised that a canníng factory and a hydroelectricity dam would transfonn the region into a rich fruit growing area
and double the prices in short order. The scheme turned out to be scam
a short time Later when British financiers foreclosed on the canning

it was discovered that the company had never even owned land
in the river vatley. OnIy a year later a group of Rosenort farmers hrere
drawn into investing large sumer of up to S3ooo in city rots in the
company and

Winnipeg suburb of Transcona. But this scheme failed aE well after the
land developers, Geman citizens, fled Canada after the break out of !{orld
War I.
7e

other farmerg .were no more fortunate when they invested ín
industrial complexes initiated by unscrupuJ-ous Mennonite relativeg.
During !{orld !{ar f, for instance, Rogenort farmers invested in a flour
miII that !üas located in Altona on the lfest Reserve but owned by a
Steinbach merchant. lvhen the mill failed, relations between the merchant
and the fatmers became Eo embittered that the church brotherhood
intervened and excommunications fo1lowed. ' rn 1921 other farmerg were
enticed into an industrial investment by a relative who had left the
Mennonite church; one farmer recarled his loss after ,,a certain John
Penner who had gtarted a broom factory in 9Íinnipeg...had a massive number
of shares printed and canvassed. farmers to take part." The farmer noted
that despite the columbia River and Transcona fiascoes, "a nuÍrber allowed
themserveE to be convinced and bought shares from gloo to g5oo.,' æ But
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once again famers lost as "the whole thing turned out to be a swindle and

the firm went bankrupt." e
rnvestment in bonds was a more conmon, although an egualry risky,
approach to handling farm profits. Victory bonds were sold in each of the
K1eine Gemeinde descendant communities in Manitoba and the Midwest during
!{orld War I. Often these qrere purchased becauge of pressure exerted by

the host society. But they arso proved to be good investments. Thus,
when in 1923 the Dominion Ticket company of winnípeg eet up a bank in
Steinbach and began carrying weekly ads in the Steínbach Post encouraging
farmerE to help both themselveg and Germany by buying German bondE from
a Geman-speaking bank official , many invested. One farmer described what
happened: "The Dominion Ticket Company of !{innipeg must have known that

they had too many German Bonds...and so they Eent agentE throughout the
countryside to tel-l the peopre that, this was¡ the time to buy German
bonds.... [They suggested] that through this means cermany would receive
the credit needed to buy lcanadian] wheat...and that one would make a
considerable profit when the mark once again would rise to ite normal
value....Many farmers purchased, some for ag much as a $j.OoO. !, too,
bought $26o worth which...today on January 26 1924....wourd not be enough
to cover the postage of a letter from Germany." e The story of Ge¡r¡an

bonds, as the other investments, illustrates both a neq¡ wilJ-ingneEÊr to
cross establíshed social bound.aries and the increasing affinity with both

the opportunities and pitfalls of modern capitalism.
Thoee pitfarrs,
however, rÂrere not onry experienced by reckless
farmers with eurplus capital pools. Another meaEure of the degree to
which fa¡merg had become integrated into the wider world of capitalism
waE the hardship generally suffered during the price-cost squeeze after
1922. o For many farmers the drop in wheat pricee between 1920 and Lg22,
from $2.08 to 97 cents in Nebraska and from g3.19 to 91.10 in Manitoba,
was more than lost opportunity. For fa¡mers who had borrowed money on
the basis of high commodity prices, this fall marked a rear ross. The
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that one Manitoba farmer faced in the fall of 1918, when muddy roads
cauEed hím to miss the opportunity of serring hiE wheat for ç2.94 and
forced him to settle for $2.36 a bushel instead, is understandable only
when it is realized that farmers had adapted to high commodity prices by
incurring heavy debt loadE. ,,I logt at least g4OO to $5O0,' noted the
Ehock

farmer, "How amazingt" But this was onry the beginning of thie farmer's
troubles: "everyone was saying it, that wheat wourd hit $3.00 a bushel,
instead it continued its farr and soon was onry g2.oo and soon even
legs....'we will never see wheat under S1.00 a bughel' said those who
thought they knew something. Today tin J.9241 it is betvreen 50 and 90
cents a bughel." e
In each of the Kleine Gemeinde descendant settlementE land prices
feIJ., in some places by as much as 5OB. The regult waE a new phenomenon
for Mennonite farmers; farms began suffering bankruptcy. rn every one of
the communities prosperous famers lost their farms after over extending
themselves through purchases of expensive land and equipment. Although
quantitative evídence is lacking, painful Etories have been remembered by

of each of the communities. In Rosenort, ,fohn Dueck lost a
quarter section of hayland in L923 for which he had paid $50 an acre
"during the highest of the boom times...which I should. not have done.,, s
In Steinbach' IEaac Rei¡ner lost his farm in t929. His guarter section,
just north of Steinbach, had been purchased in the height of the war-time
infrationary period in 1919 for S1o5 an acre from a farmer who had
purchased the same land in 1911 for g43.zs an acre. * rn Jangen, the
members

famity of Jacob Fríesen, who had owned a quarter section in the heart of
Cub Creek township since L886 and had mortgaged it on five different
occasions, lost it to the public, presumabry as a tax sale, in L922. n rn
Meade, a different Jacob Friesen Lost three quarters in 1929, one of which
his wife had received upon marriage, after overextending himself with the
purchase of a combine and tractor. s
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The story of agriculture during the years of !{orld 9¡ar I and the
1920s continued to be the story of family farms seeking ways to maintain

agrarian hougehold economic units in highly industrialized societies. But

they were also the story of shifting values and social boundaries. The
adoption of new crops and farm products, the acquisition of labour-saving
technologr"y and the colonization projects were old sùrategies to maintain
the self-sufficiency of the family farm and to ensture generational
succession. But there !úere also nesr activities aseoeiated with the
unprecedented wealth of lforld War I. The high price of farming on the one
hand and large profits on the other combined to redefine traditional
social boundaries. !{hile some famers became more indebted to outside
lending agencies others began investing in the capitalietic market
economy. And through the acquisitions of status symbols such as the two
story house and the automobile fa¡mers also signal-led a shift in the old
value of an'agcetic lifeworld.
In comparison to the lives of their
brethren in town, however, the rural sections remained bastions of
continuity and tradition.
v
Townsfolk of the eecond generation no longer considered themselves

to be temporary residents or the servants of agriculture. Merchants in
Steinbach and ilansen increagingly geared their operations to meeting the
consumerigt i:npulses of the people of a new age. Veteran merchante
increased the Eize and scope of their businesses and a host of young
entrepreneurE opened small shops to transform the toronE into consüÍlêroriented places. Other enterprises were no longer content to serve only
their home town but set up branches in larger cities.
The story of Steinbach during the 1910s and 1920s demonstrates a
Ehift in values and boundaries. This was the period in which steinbach
was transformed from an agrícultural village, dominated by Kleine Gemeinde
descendante and geared to meeting farmers' basic service needs, to a
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plural.istic, commercial town, geared to consumer oriented patrons and
grappling with probleme of etreet tJ.ghtJ.ng, law and order, f,ire
protectíon, and greater acceEs to outside marketg.
This tranEition qras well represented in a 4OOO-word account of
Steinbach'e change between 1874 and L916, serLalLzed under the tLtle
"steinbach Eingt Und Jetzt" in the Steinbach Post in March and Àpril 1916.
The author, Gerhard KornelEon, told of the time when Steinbach had been
an 18-farmetead village and contraeted it to "modern' timee when businegs
establishmentg lined both eides of a wide mainetreet, reeidences bordered
side etreets, and farmers Ìived in the countryside. This, of course¡ ttâs
the type of tosrn that Jansen had been from Lte inception. !{hat was
different in the Canadian caoe rirae the increaeing nunber of Kleine
Gemeinde descendantE who were leaving the f,arms for con¡nercial activity
in town.
One of the factors in Steinbach's tranEfornation was that farmers
were obtaining baeic marketing and farm service neede outside of town.
Farmers $rere no longer as dependent on Steinbach'E flour mill, blacksmith
ehop and cheese factory as they had once been. Giroux by now had two
elevators, owned by Lake of the Woods Grain Company and !{estern Canadian
Flour Mills. & The latter even built a nen elevator in 1917 after fÍre
destroyed the original building. In Giroux, ae well, À.W. Rei¡ter had his
elaughter and meat packing fi:m, which êrnployed five butchere and three
sales representatl-ves by 1924 and made daily exporte of a variety of meate
to Winnipeg until it closed in 1929. s And Giroux was the place where
fa¡mers took their cr€la¡n, an increasingly profitable product when compared
to cheese and butter.
Increasingly, too, fa:mere found blacksnith servicee in their osrn
dietricts.
In K1eefe1d, Henry Faet became a noted machiniet who
demonstrated his abilitieg by building a dragline. In Blunenort, farmers
frequented the shop of Eeinrich Plett, who was turning hie farmyard into
a small industrial centre as he produced a variety of metal and wood
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products by the 1920s. t

And finally, farmerg rdere finding that
mechanization allowed more of them to orrm their own feed cruEherg or híre
travelling cuetom crushers. t
Farmers clearly no longer relied on
Steinbach to meet their essential service needs or even to market farm
products.
Steinbach now focused on meeting nevr conEumeriEt irnpulses for a less

self gufficient and more indulgent population. It !"aE this reorientation,
tied to the turn of the century farm prosperity, that transformed
Steinbach. A report in the Mennonitische Rundschau in 1908 noted that
the EaEt ReEerve for almost
"Steinbach remains the'l{etropol'of
everlÈhing a farmer requireE comeE from Steinbach." e Municipal property
tax records confi¡m steinbach's importance. In 1915, the township in
which Steinbach was Located was assessed at three times the amount of the
one embracing Kleefeld and 388 higher than the one containing the
Blumenort district. s By L9L5, as weII, Steinbach had grou¡n into a town
of 117 households and had a population of 463. s
The heart of Steinbach's transfonnation was its stores. The two
maín retail outlets, H.W. Rei¡ner and K. Rei¡ner sons, mushroomed in size
after 1905. The oldest store, K. Reimer Sons, had almost doubled its
sal-es in the five years between 19O5 and 1910 alone, increasing them from
$30r293 to $58r183. e6 The H.tl. Rei:ner store registered similar growth and
saw its sales increase from $26,OOO in 1902 to ç59,342 in 1911 and $81r191
in L9L8. t This latter store was the dominant of the two by Wortd War I.
It was no false-front, pioneer general store. By l9l2 when its proprietor
added a second floor and built in a large floor-to-ceiling show window,
the store had a total retail and storage Epace of L'l 1600 feet. $ Indeed
this was less a general store than a department store. It maintained
separate accounts for four different departments, including the clothes,
shoes, hardware-tool, and furniture-household sections. The largest
department was the clothes department which rang up sales of 9321700 in
1918.

9,
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The growth of the stores portrayed Steinbach's development as

a

mercantile centre but the take-off of the first car dealership made that
trend írreversible.
In t9L2, Jacob R. Friegen was awarded a Ford car
dealership and over the course of the next decade, through aggreseive
sales techniques, he helped redefine the town,s social boundaries. By
1914 Friesen was regularly advertising his $840 Tov¡n CarE and $540 Ford
Run-a-abouts. In that year he sold 11 care. tt In 1915 Friesen altered
the image of his enterprise by setting up "four decorative electric
líghts" to illuminate his shop; local observers noted how the lights "gave
a beautiful decor" to the building. 10r This was the year, too, that
FrieEen began ordering hig Model T's by the car load. By 19L6 he
complained that he could not get enough cars to fill orderEi a year later
he sold seven rail car-loads of automobil-es a year. tt Friesen'E EucceEE
in transforming the town ¡¡as indisputable. At the height of f{orld War I
when Mennonites were wondering if they, too, would be drafted to eerve in
the army and began hearing of i-mmense suffering from their brethren in
Russia' one observer noted that "the auto trade is forging ahead here as
if there is no need or trouble in the world." 16
The Reímer stores and the Friesen dealership attracted complementary
businesses. In 1917 the Northern Crown Bank, which would later amalgamate
with the Royal Bank of Canada, opened a branch office in town; townepeople
seeking credit for new J-ifeetyleE approved and noted Èhat "getting a bank
is something which should have happened a long time ago.' lil In 1918 other
needs of shoppers h¡ere met when Klaas Toews, the owner of Steinbach,s
Iivery barn, opened a municipal-Iicensed hotel and a coffee shop that soon
became "well patronized.' rot rn 1918 as well two restaurants were opened
by tocal young men who had returned from their jobs in Winnipeg to seek
to make their livelihoods at home. 16
That Steinbach had been transfomed during the years of the first
World !{ar vùas evident from a .tanuary 19L9 advertisement in which twenty
one of Steinbach's small businesses wished a "prosperous New Year
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to...friendg and cugtomers." The list of businesses was revealing in the
fact that it did not include millers, blacksmiths and general store
proprietors. Rather, it was eponsored by boutiques, professional agencies
and consumer-oriented enterprises. They included a real estate açtency,
a bank, a tailor shop, a jewelry store, a gramophone sales outlet, a
plumbing and electrical supply store, two barbershops which gold
confectionery and toiletry, two telephone supply storee, a furniture and
sewing machines shop, a watch and clock store, a !ùatkins dealership, a
hotel, a coal and lumber dealership, two repair shops specializing in
automobiles, and a meat'mart. 1Ú
Steinbach buEinessmen were now advertising as a matter of courEe.
Indeed by 1919' the þ!
could declare that "a man who doeE not advertise
must be either too poor or too stingy.r tæ The adE depicÈed a 1ife quite

different from the ascetic lifeworlds of Steinbach,E first generation.
A L9L7 advertisement for C.T. Loew€n,s lumber yard depicted a well
furnished room with a fire place, reclining chair, area ru9, wall
pictures, a large curtained window in front of which sat a smartly dressed
Ì,ùoman who had a book in hand and was gazing dreamily outside to a well
groomed backyard. The ad referred to the decorative walls, suggesting to
readers that "gooner or later you will want to ,Beaver Board' that room." ræ
some ads even trivialized religious knowledge. An eguipment dealership
known ag Rei¡ner, Barkman and FrieEen uged a ceman Bible verEe in L917 to
catch the attention of its readers. The opening line of the ad read: 'r
Moses 8 Verse 22 lsays thatl 'So long as the earth shall remain, man shall
Eow and harvest." The bottom portion of the ad described the ne!ìr.Van
Brunt, Drilre" and the "Fogstor¡ Automatic creaning Mirrg." 110 And the ads
directed local people to a new age in which stores, such as K.Rei:ner SonE,
advertised that they arone were the "cAsH sroRE.' 1rr The days of trading
eggs for merchandise and butter for hardware were past aE patrons
exchanged cash for discount prices.
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Steinbach waE attracting a

ne$r

breed of men who did not want to farm

of succeEs seemed to be the Anglo-Canadian businese elite
of Vlinnipeg. In 1916 Peter W. Reimer returned to Steinbach after farming
in the Tache Municipality and eet hinsetf up aE a "Buyer and SeIIer of
EveryEhing." "' In L918 36 year-old l{artin Penner purchased his brother'g
share in a door and sash business in Steinbach by giving his farm in
trade. 113 The new merchants were also assuming new public irnages. rt was
and whose model

evident in their narnes. Jacob Friesen, Cornelius Loerden, Abram Reimer,
Martin Penner were known not by their first names but by their initials J.R. Friesen, C.T. Loewen, A.W. Reimer, M.M. Penner - in a way unknown
to their parentE. The names of their businesses were equally nontraditional: the Friesen btacksmith shop üras known as.International
ManufacturÍng, Klaas Rei¡ner's store was known as K.Reimer SonEr the Loewen
and Toews cement ptant in Kleefeld aE Standard Cement, A.W. Reimer'E
abattoir in Giroux ag Reimer Trading Company and the Eidse-managed oil
depot near Rosenort as Trump OiI. Hovrever pretentious sounding these
na¡nes may have been they served to send a new signal- to wider society:
Steinbach

rÁras

open for bueinegs.

The new mercantile mentality sought greater asgociations with the

outside, not fewer.
In L9O8 one Steinbach observer wrote the
IÍennonitigche Rundschau to declare that "Steinbach is increasingly
becoming a city: now that a telephone connection with Winnipeg is being
built its only requirement is a railway." 114 In 1915 the steinbach Post
welcomed yet another rumour that a railway would be built through the town
from 9ilinnipeg. Noù only would this improve the connection for businesses,
wrote the editor, but "it would also help bring electricity to our litt1e
city. n 115 V{hile some residents continued to caII for a railway, an
increasing number got into the business of establishing alternative
transportation linkg between Steinbach and Iùinnipeg. By 1916 young
Gerhard Friesen was making'it his business to deliver meat products each
day by car from a local abattoir to Winnipê9. tto Withín two years K1aas
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Toews, the owner of Steinbach's hotel, began ferrying train passengers
between Steinbach and Giroux by car.

This was a service that wag i:nproved

in L9L9 when Gerhard Goossen, who had purchased the hotel, took his Ford
truck, and according to local observers, "rigged it up....to reseñble a
street car... [thus ensuring] that passengerc going to the Giroux [train
stationl and from there to Steinbach will be very comfortable." 117 Ànd,
because a high proportion of tor,vn's businese¡ came from the gouthern
gections of the East Reserve, where Ukrainian and German Lutheran gettlers
had pioneered poor land, Steinbach businessmen became leading proponents
in the 1920s of a Southeastern Manitoba highway.
The business elite in Steinbach also sought to increase theír
viability by expanding outside the boundaries of the EaEt Reserve. Their
initiatives varied. In ,tanuary 1919 a group of Steinbach merchants, in
an effort to increase their buying poÌder, founded a public gtock company,
Reimer Produce Company, and had their first organization meeting at the
Industrial Bureau in tVinnipeg where an executive waa elected and a
Steinbach man híred to run the company from the city. lle other buying
schemes took businessmen out of the province. In January L923, for
instance, Jacob Reirner, the store manager for K.Reimer SonE travelled to
Toronto, Montreal and New York in a highly publicized trip to buy stockg
of clothes, cutlery, textiles, and shoes which were then sold in a special
"5, 10 and 15 cent sale" at the Steinbach store. 1ø
the bueiness elite also sought to sell its srareB outgl-de the
district.
In 1914 Abram Reirner, the owner of the Giroux meat packing
firm, opened a branch plant in Winnipeg where, according to the Steinbach
Post, "they wiII have a much greater market for their meat producte.,' 1ã
Nine years later Reimer opened yet another plant in otterburn, on the rail
Iine just west of the East Regerve. 12 Other businessmen set up branch
plants in neighbouring provinces. In 1923 Peter T. Barkman, Steinbach'g
miII owner, purchaged a gecond míll in Foam Lake, Saskatchewan, more than
150 miles from either one of the main l.fennonite settlements in the
118
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province, and sent several of his sons and workerE to live there. 1æ some
entrepreneurs sought service contractg outside the Mennonite communities.
In L93O M.M. Penner'g wood products factory vron a contract to supply the
Canadian "Marehall WeIIg" hardware chain with 100 cabinets. In the game
year ilacob T. Loewen, the house mover, won a contract to ferry supplies
with his crawler tractor for a mining company in Flin FIon, and Henry FaEt
contracted to work on the Winnipeg waterworks with his home-constructed
dredge. lu
Another factor leading to a redefinition of traditional social
boundaries in Steinbach vrras the increasing number of non-Mennonite
business est,ablishments in town. The town had in the early yearE made a
mark for itself by developing a commercial base entirely with local
capltat pools and initiative.
fndeed, the only outsiders ín the first
generation were Geman i:nmigrants who stayed ín Steinbach just long enough
to earn the cash needed to establieh their own farms. In the second
generation a permanent non-lfennonite presence waE establighed. It was
Anglo-Canadians who usually managed the banks and law firms whích opened
during this time; in 1917 a Mr. Holt ran the Northern Cro$rn Bank and in
1927 a Mr. Serkau the Monteith, Fletcher and David law fi¡m. 1ã
And it wag Jewigh merchants who provided the two Reimer stores vrith
theír only serious competition. Jewish peddlers who had visited the East
Reserve during the first generation now set up shop in to$rn. As early as
1906 the Mennonitische Rundgchau reported that the "Jew who has started
a store in Steinbach, Eells and deals...only in caEh." 1ø Although the
same paper announced in 1910 that the "Israelite" was leaving, by 1916
another ,fewish merchant named Sutton had purchased the old Klaae !{. Reímer
store near the cheege factory. lu By the L92Os the Jewish presence waE no
ronger a noverty. rn 1923 B. cherry wag advertisíng as aggreEsively as
either of the Rei:ner stores, putting on ,,t!vo day clearance EaIeEr,,
offering free sugar for purchases of more than 920 and promieing savings
on merchandise picked up by cherry himserf at "bankruptcy saleE." ræ rn
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this year, too, at least two other Jewieh Etores, reportedly ovmed by a
D. Wahrhaft and S. HaIIis, and a "new up-to-date drug store...run by a
ilewish boy" were in operation. ræ Finally, like many other midwesÈern and
prairie
towns, Steinbach had a Chinese restaurant, operating
inconspicuously near the heart of the town after L921. 130 Clearty
Steinbach residents had no need to worry that the presence of these nonl{ennonites was going to undermine the basic ethnic composition of their
town; but the preEence of the non-Mennonites still sraE a powerful reminder
that the new businesg ethos waE a two-way street.
Steinbach'E trangformation also had a physical side to it; the town
increasingly had the appearance of an urban centre. In September 1910 the
village council hired surveyorE from !{innipeg to map the village, register
its side streets and town lots, and provide the orfûrers with legal title
to those lots. 131 Famers had been leaving town for some time and
regidences had sprung up along side streets. But important too was the
fact that although the lots on mainstreet Etill bore the 200 by 1000 foot
configuration of the o1d farmsteads, they were now quickly acquiring a
commercial value. 132 AE part of the nevr to!ûn's image there waE also a
concern about electricity.
However, it wae not tiII 1915 that a publicly
owned Electric Light Company was established with the ai:n of providing
comprehensive street lighting.
In 1920, when Steinbach was incorporated
aE a "village district" within the Hanover Municipality, its leaderE'
firgt priority was to Eeek improvementg to the "electricity Eervice."
When this public plan failed, the bueiness of providing electricity was
given to the Barkman Mill. 133 Another early project of the council wag to
build a network of wooden sidewalks which were replaced in L930 with
cement sidewalks. ls
Just ag fa¡mers were reminded of the degree of their integration
into the market economy by the volatility
of the t921s, so too lvas
Steinbach's business elite. These years marked times of boom and bust for
the merchants as they did for the farmers. One store failed when prices
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fetl precipitously after the war and the merchant was stuck with expensive
items. 135 The buying group, Rei¡ner Produce company, declared bankruptcy
for a similar reasron. The same fate awaited even the proud flag shíp of
Steinbach commerce, K.Rei¡ner sons. 1ß other Steinbachers faced
unprecedented financial difficulty when in February t923, just two months
after the Dominion Ticket and Financial Corporation opened an office in
Steinbach, it went bankrupt. The Steinbach Post noted that "many are
mourning the loss of their Eavingls." 137 Clearly the significance of thie
loss was legs the financial strain itself than the fact that Steinbach
people had become so integrated into the market economy that the failure
The
of a national lending house would affect them Eo directly.
transformation that Steinbach experienced after 1905 was indeed
substantive.
Steinbach's eiEter town, Jansen, Nebraska, also changed during these
years. But her'er lras more a natural growth paralleling North America's
economic evolution than a tlpological shift from village to town. ilansen,

of
to
in
to

course, had a markedly different history than Steinbach. It had sprung
life quickly with the coming of the railway in 1886, reached itg zenith
1910 with a population of 308 and then began a slow and steady decline
264 in L930 and 244 in 1950. t38 During the second generation it

remained a farm service centre, but it aleo maintained its reputation as

a railway town with a bawdy night life centered in its saloons, theatre
and dance hall. Vilhen a local resident rÂrrote to his Manitoba friends in
1915 to describe JanEen he noted "things have changed greatly in
ilansen... [with its] water works system, tied to a L15 foot high water
tower... [and its] electrical system serving the stores and homes and the
9 or 11 el-ectric street lamps." But he added "this iE earùhly progressi
do the lights burn as brightly in the spiritual realm? - it doeE not seem
go ! t'

139

significant change in Jansen for the Kleine Gemeinde etory
wês the increasing number of Kleine Gemeinde descendants who !ìrere
The most
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establishing stores and service outlets in town and making it their
permanent residence. Between 19OO and L9L0 alone, the number of Mennonite
households in ,tansen rose from 23 to 37, at the very tirne that the total
number of Mennonite households in Cub Creek township declined from 102 to
86. The percentage of Cub Creek Kleine Gemeinde descendant families that
now lived in town, thus, increaged ftom 22È to 43* in just 10 years.
The rising Kleine Gemeinde factor in Jansen is also portrayed by
the fact that the town'e leadership was norir comprised of Kleine Gemeinde
descendante. The moEt powerful man nord, for instance, was not the
progressive Prussian Mennonite founder, Peter JanEen, but ilohn P.
Thiessen, the son of a former Kleine Gemeinde minister. Thiessen owned
Jansen Lumber Company, whÍch wag both a lumber yard and a car and farmirnplement dealership. He also served for a time as the president of the
ilanEen State Bank in which he had major intereets and the FamerE, Cooperative Telephone Company. Thiessen's son ran the town's Light and
Power Company while his son-in-law owned the large hardware store Thiessen
had founded. There were other businegs establishments owned by K1eine
Gemeinde descendantg. They included: iI.J. Fast,g clothing and grocery
store, H.C. FrieEen's itanEen l.fercantile Company which soJ.d jewelry and
toiletry, I.B. Friesen'E "Kingl" car dealership, A.J. Friesen,E drug store,
Henry Bartel's stockyard, Henry Rempel's windmill agency, A.B. Flaming,s
"corner Grocerr" ¡llartin Koop'g creamery, and D.F. rsaac,s rinoreum shop. 10
Unlike, their eecond cousins in Manitoba, however, few of these
merchants appear to have been members of Mennonite churcheg. ral Clearly,
as Paul !4iller has argued, here !ìras a tlpological case of secularization.
Indeed ,fohn P. Thiessen earned a reputation for espousing Mennonite
assi$ilation and Eecular ideas. rn 1909 when he ran for the state
legislature, not only was he engaging in a practice which would have been
anathema to his Kleine Gemeinde forebears, but he admitted that hig
ra2

campaign was being undermined by charges from

that he was¡ "not rerigious

his Prohibitionist opponent
enough, beronged to a lumber carter,
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occasionally enjoyed a glass of beer, and [wasJ an a]-ien." rß when his
son-in-law, merchant Abram Friesen, was killed in a car accident in L9L7,
Thiessen wrote an obituary that resounded with enlightenment rhetoric: for
Friesenr declared Thiessen, "happinesE $ras¡ the onty good, reaEon the only
torch, justice the only worehip, humanity the only religion, rove the onry
priest. " 14
Thiessen was not the only ilansen resident moving quickly from his
Mennonite ideological roots. An American traveller through Jansen in 1924
noted how the Mennonite community had changed in hig 36 years of abEence
and marvelled at "how fagt the chitdren have asEimilated the tunerican
Ídealg and are nout grown up ideal citizens." 145 Examples of assimilation
abounded. Kleine Gemeinde descendants filled civic political offices.
In 19L7 M.B. Koop ran for .Iustice of Peace in ilansen. A year later ,f.J.
Fast, the editor of the rfansen News, waE elected village c1erk, a position
he wasr to hord for 25 years. 146 And in ]-g2o, reflecting a growJ-ng
preoccupation with national politics, H.T. Fast served as the Jefferson
County Republican caucus chairman. other Kleine Gemeinde descendants took
over business establishments that would have been prohibited .by their
ascetic forebears. In 1917 Peter B. Barkman, the oerner of a novelty shop,
tvaB advertising euch Mennonite taboos as tobacco and cigars.
In 1919
Henry Bartel and his brother took over the operation of the ill reputed
,tansen Pool HaII.
The significance of the trangfo¡mation of Kleine Gemeinde
descendants in ,tangen is difficult
to aEsess. It ig clear that as in
Steinbach an increasing number of l{ennonite farm families were moving to
town and seeking a livelihood in a consurner-oriented business
establishment. However, it ig legg clear just what influence the Jangen
businessmen had on the wider Mennonite community. unrike four of
Steinbach's five businessmen who remained memberg of the congervative
Kleine Gemeinde church during the 19LOs, Jansen,s businessmen lacked the
1{7

approval of even the most accommodating of the Mennonite churches. Thug,
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a majority of Kleine Gemeinde descendants in Cub Creek, although
patronizing the ilansen Etores, maintained a defensive posture against
ilansen's social arrangements. Young people were discouraged from visiting
the town and adults kept themselves aloof from the Chautauqua, Republican
Party' town politics and trade assoéiations. Miller,s observation in 1950
that Jansen'E "Eecularization has caused conflict, withdrawal and
isolation" seemed trué in the 191Os and 1920s ag weII. 14
VI
Though town newspapers focused on their businegg elitee,

not all

Kleine Gemeinde descendants who left the farm became urban businessmen.
The make-up of the towns' popurations arso pointed to a rising urban
working class. This social sector rÁras comprised of households who had
less and less hope of founding their own farms. These workers were older
than the town labourers of the 1890s and comprised a higher percentage of
the urban Mennonite population. rn 19L0, for instance, L2 of the 37
Mennonite household heads in JanEeri (38+) worked asr wage labourers;
another 12 made lívelihoods through craft industry or small ehops that

hired no labour; 10 others erere emproyers; and three were retired.
rn
19L5 32 of the 89 Mennonite household heads (368) in Steinbach worked for
wageEi 14 made independent livelihoode¡ 13 were either employers or
merchants; 11 were farmers, and five were retired. loe The fact that the
of Mennonite wage earners, craftsmen or small shop owners in Jangen
had risen from L4 to 24 between 1900 and 19L0 and that the number of wage
Iabourers and craftsmen in Steinbach rose from 16 in 1906 to 32 in 1915
reflects the growing urbanization among K1eine Gemeinde descendants.
Corroborating this trend was the rising age of labouring household heads¡
the fact that that age waE 34.9 in JanEen in 1910 and 34.4 in Steinbach
in 1915 indicates an aging and possibly more permanent Mennonite labour
force. In 1906, for instance, the average age of a Steinbach labourer was
number
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only 28.1. Ctearly the second generation wae no longer as intent or able
to fi-nd a rural livelihood.
As noted above there were continuing colonization projects meant to
stave off urbanization. Other families sought to make a rural livelihood
by turning to craft industries and merchant activities.
In Blumenort,
Heinrich Plett and his 10 sons began a family operated industrial compLex
sometime around L92O¡ the family firm Eoon included a building
construction service, a portable feed cruEhing and wood sptitting service,
a sleigh factory' a tinsmith and metal works shop, a wood box factory, and
a lumberyard and sawmill. lsr In Rosenort, ilohn !{. Dueck opened a country
general Etore in 191-4 after "having spoken to the two preachers Eidge
and...Friegen" and received their approval of a traditionally tabooed
enterprise; Dueck's explanation for opening a store wag that "I wanted
thig for my boys so they could stay home and work."
Si¡nilar strategies were initiated in the farming district in Meade,
KansaE. Around 1920 ilacob R. Friesen turned his far:nyard into a sale and
service depot for "Fairbury !{indmills." HiE neighbour, younçt George iI.
Rempel, who had worked on his father,s farm for three years after
marriage, also sought a rural livelihood when far:ning proved unaffordable;
a family history teIIE how he founded "hig own repair shop on the
farm...[and] worked ag a mechanic, carpenter...and custom cutter..
For an increasing number of families even thig strategy no longer
sufficed.
Higher $rages in the tor,ûns and cities drew more and more
families and single men into urban centers. Inflating wages were evident
everlnrhere. In the Eaet Reserve the municipal secretary treasurer was
paid $150 in 1906; just six years later a butcher at the A.!{. Rei¡ner
abattoir was paid $600. 1r Hourly rârages for general labour such as road
building which had been 10 cents an hour in 1900 roEe to 37 cents in 1919.
But other factors than increasing hrages encouraged more and more families
to conEider urban life outside the boundaries of the old communitieg.
Increased fluency in English, better rail and road connections, and urban
r5o
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Mennonite churches drew dozeng of families to Winnipeg in Canada
smaller to!'rns in the United SÈates.

and

fn 1918 at least three Steinbach men were studying mechanics and
gasorine engineering at the Agricurturar correge in lfinnipeg. 156 others
moved to Winnipeg to find work. By L9L7 at least i.0 Steinbach families
Iived in !{innipeg where one owned a guesthouse, another a corner grocery
store and yet another a car repaír shop. Some worked for Steinbach-baEed
branch plants and otherg for companies Euch ag coca CoIa and !{aterloo
Manufacturing. The downturn in the econony in 1923 Eent another wave of
families to winnipeg. one steinbach man wrote from vlinnipeg ,'to ret
everyone...know that we have moved to !{innipeg to try our luck here." His

story was not one of optimism: "Our experience has been...that ae we have
moved here and there the cross has become heavier....At the present ti:ne
we are renting a smarr three-room house in the north end of the city." ¡t
The decline in the Canadian economy also sent a number of workers,
particularry young eingle men, to find work in far off praces such as
Chicago.

r$

There were similar migration patterns in the United Stateg where

Kleine Gemeinde descendants from the Midwest headed to cities such
as Minneapolis and Los Àngeres. rs usuarry, however, wage J-abour was found
some

in the towns near Mennonite settrementg. rn Darras, oregon, Kleine
Gemeinde descendants found employment in a wood box factory and in
Reedrey, carifornia, family heads found seasonal work in a J-arge 2ooemployee peach canning factory. 1@ The 1925 KanEaE censuE¡ indicates that
nine Mennonite families lived in Meade City where they worked as general
Iabourers, middle men or craftsmen. Sirnilar reports came from towns in
Nebraska, oregon and Montana. Those Mennonite families who made the break
from farms and settled in a neighbouring tovm often found themEelves
moving further afield a few years later. ft was as one parent explained
in a family history: "The children began to work out and so they later
scattered in many StateE." ld UnfortunateJ-y this dispersion has left the
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history of these Kleine Gemeinde descendant labourers fragrnented

and

incomplete.

VII
À new get of parameters, thus, lr¡ere reEtraining and directing the
development of the Kleine Gemeinde communities. Both the restrictions of
a modern economy and its promises ÌÂrere changing the character of the
traditional, solidaristic communities. Prosperity during !{orld War I
brought' mixed blessinge. Farm familiee could adopt new lifestyles.
The
large two and a half storey houses that graced the farmyards, the ,,touring
cars" that motored the rough roads, and the ',oir pulls" that chugged
through the fields erere the most conspicuous symbols of the new lifeworld
of the farmer. The houseE made for a more comfortable, leisurely home
environment, the cars brought the outside world into closer contact and
the tractor pointed to new capacities and legs "toil and pain." But thege
contradictory signifícance¡ on the one hand the tractor and
21-inch separator increased household self-sufficiency in labouri on the
other hand they pointed to rising farm cogts and a time in which fewer
families could afford to farm. Each community had its families srho tried
but failed to enter cornmercial farming.
rn the face of rising coste and the scarcity of farmland, an
increasing number of famities were compelled to exercise old strategies.
Many sought to reestablish agrarian houeeholds through outmigrations.
some sought new Mennonite settlements in the Canadian West or on the semiarid plains of Kansas, Nebraska, Texas and Oklahoma. othere tried to
secure the continued existence of agrarian households and communities on
Emaller parcels of land in the fruit growing valleys of British Columbia,
oregon and California. others sought to establish family-owned meang to
a livelihood within the traditional communities by resorting to craft
industry in the faghion of their ancegtorg in New Rusgia during the 1B5Os.
sYmbols bore a
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In North America, as in New Russia, these family enterpriseEr were geared
to service the needE of commodity producero.
An íncreasing number of familíes, however, charted a nerÂr courEe.
They moved into tol^rn. Some, like the well--to-do merchantE Eraw greater
economic opportunity and more glamour in the market prace than the
farmyard. ltany took the opportunity that rising wealth, congumer
orientation and access to outside markets provided them and enlarged the
size and scoPe of their businesses. other families had less choice in the
matter. For them purchase of a farm was out of the question; but so too
was any fo¡m of rural exiEtence. Farm mechanization reduced the demand
for rural labourere while high urban r,ìrageE drew an increasing nurnber of
Kleine Gemeinde descendants into steinbach and Jansen. But many, too,
were drawn into non-Mennonite urban centers inctuding larger citieg such
as Vlinnipeg in Canada and smaller towns such as Reedley, DaIIaE and Meade
City in the United StateE. An urban life as wage labourer had become the
alternative of an increasing minority of Kleine Gemeinde descendante.
The social and ideological implications of theEe new economic
realities were far-reaching. The lifeworlds of üromen, for instance,
diverged to reflect the growing heterogeneity of the Kleine Gemeinde
descendant, communities. And, so too, did the manner in whích the churches
spoke about meaning in life and the methodE they employed to replicate
their notiong of "llennonite community."

CTTAPTER 14

!OIi'N 'LAI'IES' ÀIID FÀRIT

YTOIIEN

The end to readily avaitable farmland and ner^r levels of wealth
between 1905 and 1930 transformed not only the life of fa¡mers, merchants
and workers. Kleine Gemeinde descendant vromen, too, had their traditional

worlds challenged by new realitieE.
!,llomen now had greater acceEE to
conÊturner goods such aE finished cJ-othes, diehes, books and groceries.
Many women now established their homes in more spacious and well furnished
dwellings. llfany others benefitted from irnproved traneportation facilitieE
and labour saving technologies such as oil Etoves, sewing machines, wash
machines and, the fortunate few, from indoor prumbing and erectric
lighting.
Some women found themselvee in new economic relationships in
the household which often led to new id.eas of womanhood and. sometimes to
new economic pursuitg. I
However, women did not aII have equal access to the fruits of the
nevt age or find themselves subjected to its restrictions.
Indeed, guch

differences existed between Ì^romen that it seemed they were increasingly
Iiving in two worlds. The worlds, however, rárere not so much characterized
by revels of wearth, country of residence, or generationar gapEr as by
different modeg of production. Martine Segalen has noted how French women
different roles in rural farm, artisan, proletarian or bourgeois
homes. Married ütomen in particular were more often part of both the
production and consumption unit in the rural homes, whire an urban
existence separated these two spheres of life. 2 Kleine Gemeinde farm
asEumed

women appeared

to perpetuate the tives of their motherE as contributors

to the household economy' as sustenance gathererE and farmyard keepers in
addition to child bearers and homemakers. The continued high degree of
397
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sel-f sufficiency, the strategy of commercial mixed farming and the lack
of full mechanization in the harvest meant that womeri'E labour on the farm
lras crucial. t The conetant need for labour and the presence of farm
wealth continued to encourage large families. 4 Partible inheritance
practices ensured riromen a stake in patrimony and a vital interest in the
household economy.

5

both wealthier wiveg of merchants and poorer wives of
Iabourers, lived in a different, more pluralistic, more fo¡mal ând more
sexually defined world. They were less involved in the procurement of
family income, had fewer children, anA, because of town electricity
plants, more often had household conveniences. lilomen who were compelted
or chose to seek a livelihood in town, resorted to domestic gervice or
chose the route of education and usually sought roles in one of the
sanctioned service professions being opened to women. For the first time
some of these vùomen remained single and some assumed unprecedented public
profiles. But most vromen seemed to be lesg autonomous than they had been
Town women,

on the farms. fncreasingly, "true womanhood" became the dominant social
ideology. Women srere looked upon, not aE co-workers or mates, but aE

mothers, homemakerg and objecte of beauty. Increasingly they lrrere
perceived as the weaker sex and often romanticized as self-giving persons
who were subservient to men. This !.ras the period in which the English
term "Iady" lrras introduced to Low Geman culture.
I
in each of the communities benefitted from the new levels of
wealth. Frequently their domain was that of the two storey frame house.
They were the beneficiarieg of the cornpetition for Etatus between monied
merchantg or farmerg: "AE our neighbour has built such a massive, modern
houee the neighbour across the street....could not control himself any
Ionger and...has had his front porch torn down and replaced it with a more
modern one" $trote the editor of the Steinbach Post in 1918. o They were
!ùomen
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aIEo frequently the beneficiaries of "modern" conveníences that went into
these houses. l{any of these new houseer were fitted with large water

tanks, located in the attic, which provided water for baths, toilets and
kitchens before the coming of electricity.
By glor1d War I several homes
in Steinbach and .Tansen u¡ere equipped with electricity which ran the
lights and electric washing machines. t In 1918 the Steinbach Post
reported that "Abram C. Friesen is working...aE a plumber...installing
water, Iight and heating systems and selling a variety of gadgets which
reguire electricity." t Throughout this period new household apptiances,
such as the oil stove and the mangle, were introduced which offered an
easier and safer working environment for women. By the I92Os country
homes, too' began to acguire applianceE when farms invegted in electricity
generating plants or when households acquired such gasoline powered
appliances as washing machineg.
And the new homes were better furnished. !{hen Merchant Abram T.
Friesen of Jansen died in 1917 the auction of his egtate included a
variety of couches, tables, book shelves aE well as a lawn mo$rer and a
set of garden tools.
When his second couEin in Steinbach, Abram P.
Friesen, Ieft town in 1923, he too, had an auction sale where each of the
items listed above, but algo a piano, china cabinet, a 9O-piece dinner
set, a tlpewriter and an electric washing machine, r¡rere EoId.
Increased prosperity and the continuing diaspora of Kleine Gemeinde
li[ennonites encouraged women to travel more often and further distances.
Letter writing continued to be the most important means by which women
maintained their kinship networks. Most diaries and letter collections
indicate that women received and wrote at least a letter a month. tt But
what was ne$t were the increasing numbers of trips that effective, cheap
railway routes allowed women to make. In previous tifies the only women
who travelled without the accompaniment of maleg were well-to-do widowg.
Now, however, newspaper reports in the Steinbach post and @@.
regularly alluded to travelling women. Short trips of between 35 and 1OO
n
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mileg were not uncommon. SometÍmes women.travelled from Steinbach to
Ìilinnipeg to vieit a sick family member in the hospital or from Steinbach
to Altona to visit relatives. Sometimes they travelled from Meade to the
new settlement at Satanta to visit friends or from ilangen to Beatrice for
a day of shopping. t' But there were also lengrthy trips.
"!frs Jacob
Brandt, daughter Martha, and Mrg Andreas Flaming travelled [from .tanEen]
to attend the wedding of their father...in Wheatherford, Oklahomar"
reported the Mennonitische Rundschau in 1906. tt 'MrE P.B. Toews and MrE
J.e. Toews have left [from Giroux, Manitoba] for Kansas to geek medical
hetp from Dr. Stucky there" reported the Steinbach Post in 1916. la
lVomen also had more money to spend on clothes. Both the Steinbach
and Jansen newspaperE carried extensive advertisements for styligh women'g
clothes after 1915. In a tlpical advertisement by the H.Vl. Reimer Store
in Steinbach a smartly dressed young woman, fitted in a tight suit that
tüas pleated and decorated with large buttons, and wearing high heeled
shoes, is seen doing a jive and casting a coguettish sideways glance.
This was the time that women began testing community mores by acquiring
such clotheg. Young women wearing neck gcarves, tight waisted skirts and
hats with bows had posed for local photographers in each of the
communities weII before 1905. tt Now older !ìromen, mothers and church
members began acquiring the latest faehions as erell.
A daughter of a prominent Steinbach midwife from the Kleine Gemeinde
church recalled the following exchange when her mother returned from
Winnipeg with a new coat fitted with silver buttong down the side: "9Íhen
my sister gaw it she exclaimed 'but, mother those buttons you will want
to cut off.'
My mother replied that she had boughù, tt¡e coat and if it
happened, to have fashionable buttons then that was the way the coat would
be worn." 1? A granddaughter of a prominent and strict Jansen deacon
recalled stories of her grandmother's change of garb when she got married
gometime after the turn of the century.
'with a severe and sirnpte
upbringing it would seem to follow that grandma lived a simple life.
15
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Humility was fashionable in our circles but my grandmother had an eye for
beauty and colour. She put away the head covering and somber, unfitting
clothes when she married [and began] wearing stylish hats to church and
town. Her good taste was evident in her wardrobe and home. Her pride in
expensive clothes rÂraE revealed in the eye catching dresses and hats she
vrore. She prized her brooches... [and] my eyeE caught the glitter of
sequins on her hats...."

18

The new houses, improved travel opportunities, and fashionable
clothes, however, did not in and of themselves change the lifeworlds of
women. Despite a more integrated existence with the outgide and
significant changes to the role of $romen in the townE, the lifeworlds for
rural farm women bore a great measure of continuity with the past. It waE
the aim of these women to make the agrarian household function, to enable
it to reproduce, and to maintain as high a degree of self sufficiency aE
possible. As Veronica Strong-Boag has pointed out, farm mechanization
usually proved to be a labour saving phenomenon more for men than for
women. Farm women still bore large families, still ran both the house and
much of the farmyard chores, and continued the geasonal labour patternE
that compelled them to work from dawn to dusk for six solid daye of the
week and, if vigitors ghould happen by, fuII days on Sundays as weII.
And farm women Etill maintained and possessed high degrees of
economic power which derived from the partible inheritance system. When
estates vrere settled the sex of the child made less difference than
whether the children were still at home. In Blumenort ,Iacob Plett's
children received part of the farm in 1931 without regard to their sex:
the four children who were still at home, two boys and two girls, each
received one quarter of the farmyard and buildings and 20 acreE of the
home quarter section. The other children were given 40 acre parcels of
land eLeewhere. te Matrilocality continued to reflect a social reality as
women often drew their husbands to farm with their fathers. æ In RoEenort,
Delegate David Klassen's farm was taken over by the youngest daughter
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Helena and her husband Àbram E. Eidse in the 188Os, a farm which in turn
waE taken over by Eidse'E younçtest daughter and her husband in the 1920s. ã

Neither were farm

$tomen exempted

from farm involvement. There were

even ex¿¡.mples of women working as farm wage labourers. In Blumenort the

40 year-old widow Elisabeth Reimer Friesen worked for a variety of
farmers. One woman recalled that Friesen "worked in the fielde with her
five children... [and] received half the wagesr Èhat the men who were doing
the same kind of work got." 2 In Rosenort Margaretha Dueck recalled that
when "my stepmother ...remarried...r
[began] work[ing] at various
p1aces....I hoed gardens and painted floors. But I also worked on the
fierds....r courd stook aE much as any man and they paid me accordingry." ã
Ànd' although immigration to Canada had slowed to a trickte by !{orld güar
I' there were some immigrants, Iike the Geman Lutheran couple sponsored
by Abram Eidse of Rosenort, whose working relations with sponsor5-ng
Mennonite households included labour from the wife who "helped with farm
chores. u These caseE of femare farm wage rabour, however, appear to have
been exceptions for higher waçtes in the towns tended to draw the landless

from the countryside.
L,r,.- g ¡*'n(-

Usually.¡female fazm workers were memberg of the farm houEehold.
)
And in Érome respects the farm women of North America ürere more involved
on the farm than their mothers in New Russia; the commercialization of
mixed farming and the absence of itinerant female harvest workers put
greater labour demands on the wives and daughters of the farm ownerg.

Diaries, memoirs and letters written by farm women in the East Reserve
and Meade County atteEt to this reality.
East Reserve diaries dating from
1917 to 1920 and a set of twenty eight interview tranecripts conducted
with twenty seven Manitoba men and women born between 1BBZ and 19Ls
províde detailed glimpses into the lives of rural women during these
yearst. ã They describe the seasonal and weekly rh1Êhm of life, the value
women placed on children, the sexual division of labour, the work of women
in milking' stooking and selling vegetables, and the extengive informal
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social networkE among \^romen. Three of these diaries cover three
generations of women. One diary was kept by Maria pl-ett Rei¡ner in 1929
when she was a 79 ye¿rr ord widow. The Eecond diary wae kept by her
daughter,'Maria Rei:ner unger, who wag 4s in Lg2o at the time of ite
wríting' and the mother of 12 children ages 1 to 25. The third diary wae
kept by unger's 20 year old daughter, JuEtina unger Dueck, in 1912 just
after her marriage to.the son of the steinbach Aeltester. 4
the most ¿eèàîiåA of these aiarË ig-uaria unger.s, whcj was the
wife of the well-to-do, prominent Blumenort farmer Johann F. Unger. Not
only did the Unger houEehold operate three guarters of land and keep 10
cows and 20 pigs' unger hinself gerved the community as the Mennonite fire
insurance agent and school trustee. The unger fanm was weII Eituated on
three guarters of clay soil, four miles north of Steinbach and five wegt
of Giroux. The fanily was large. rn 1919 the ungers had 10 children at
home. only Justina aged 22, w]no was married, did not live at trome. Maria
aged 24 was at home only part of the time aE she waE teaching school.
Five other teenaged children, three daughters and two sonE, worked at
home. T$to daughters were still in achool, and the two youngest children
were only one and four yearg old. MrB Unger and her daughÈers engaged in
dairy, weekry and yearry cycles of work, providing for the famiry membere,
caring for farmyard anirnals, and working the harvest. on each day cows
were milkedr eggs gathered, cream separated, pige fed the skimmed milk,
the small children cared for, wood and water hauled indoorg and four meals
prepared. on Eome days of the week urE. unger and each of the daughters
preformed a different taek. l{ay 2, 1919 waE a tlpicar day: while
"papa
and [daughter] Maria went to Winnipegr " !ìrrote l{ra. unger, "Elieabeth and
I gewed.--, Anna baked and Tina washed." or1 other days of the week such
as Mondays the girls were often alL involved in washing with the "big
washing machine", on TueEdaye with mangrÍng and ironing, and, on saturdays
with cleaning the houee, washing the floorE and dusting. If church was
scheduled to be hetd in Blumenort the next day there was the additional
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task of baking for the many visitors who might number 5-10; in 1920 the
Unger household welcomed a total of 125 guestE to their home, often after
Sunday services.
Uany of the tagks ûrere seasonal duties executed with an eye to
household self sufficiency.
During .tanuary mother and the girls spent
days spinning, weaving, knitting, patching, dyeing and sewing, although
it was mother's special task to do the weaving. The girls also made wool
bLankets while moÈher made gtraw mattresses. In early spring the cows Brindel, Bonnie, Gertie, Flavour, Erna, Flora, EIla and the others - that
were about to calve were closely watched and the calves given epecial
care.
March and April erere occupied with spring cleaning.

Floors

and

walls were painted, each room washed and the kitchen whitewashed for
disinfecting.
This included not only the house and sunmer kitchen, but
"grandmother's house" Iocated across the yard as weII.

Then, too, the

that the boys had hauled home during the winter and which the custom
ÊrawyerE had cut, now was given over to the women, whose job it was to pile
it neatly by the house. So hard a task was this that in 1919 the family
hired a maid, Maria Esau, to help. This was also the time that the first
potatoes, tomatoes and peppers hrere planted in the hotbeds to give them
a head start and assure fresh vegetables for consumption by the end of

wood

,June.

By early May it was high time to set the brooding hens on chicken,

turkey and geese eggs purchased at one of the stores in Steinbach. This
was algo the time to have father transplant the potatoes to the garden.
A few weeks later the garden had to be seeded with a wide assortment of
vegetables. Now that the snow was gone the girls needed to clean the yard
and haul the insulating manure from around the houge as the boys were busy
on the fields. This waE also the time that mother took the potatoes left
over from winter and boired and fed them to the pigs. And, when father
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brought home the Eeason's first apples from K.Reimer Song in Steinbach,
the girls cut them up and canned them.
Then there !ùere the evente that lvere in part seasonal and yet

In ilune one year the married daughter had her baby and
mother ruehed over and experienced the agony of eeeing it die. "I could
write much about the agony of thie week" was all that mother had the
energy to write.
In the following weeks the girls often vÍsited their
older sister to help her with the housework. In another year the Ungers
built a large new barn and for five weeks the women prepared food for the
workers who rarely numbered fewer than six. But there were algo the
incidente that pointed to easier work loadE. In ilune 192O as lätrE Unger
reported that a "tracktor" waE now drawing the cultivator on their farm,
she also reported that the "Double Wash machine" had arrived for them at
the Giroux railway station.
Most of the summers, however, were routine. ,IuIy brought new work
in the garden ag it required pereistent hoeing to "work down the weeds'r
and as the potatoes had to be cultivated and heaped. By the end of dluly
the first of the wild fruit, blueberries, followed later by raspberries,
cranberries and pJ-ums, were ripe and the girls had to pick, sort and can
them. Also the cucumbers were picked and pickled.
Then in J-ate ,fuly and early Au$rst as the boys were cultivating the
sunmerfallow and cutting the hay, the girls were called upon by father to
help haul ín the hay. By the first of Auguet the boys had cut some grain
with the binder and, thus, stooking began. !{hile the girls washed and the
boys cultivated, the first full day of stooking belonged to the veterans,
father and mother. By the end of the first week, however, the harvegt wag
in full gear with ilohn, the oldest boy operating the binder and
"Elisabeth, Ànna, Peter and father stooking." As the harvest progressed
one of the boys often !ìras called to work for the neighbourg in the
threshing gang and the other had to keep the cultivator going and Ero
stooking became the work solely of mother and the girls, with one of the
unpredictable.
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girls operating the binder. The four year old ran after his older sisters
while the infant in the baby carriage was kept under close scrutÍny. o By
August 19, just two days before the cornmencement of threshing, the Unger
diary registered L4 full days of stooking.
By late Augtust the barley and oats were ready for threshing and on
the day of threshing, Justina, the married daughter and Maria, the
schoolteacher who had spent the summer sewing for the neighbours, came
home to hel-p feed the hungry threshing crew. In another year two
neighbouring r¡romen did the cooking instead of the older girls.
The
threshing of the feedgrains lasted only two days after which the girls
put themselves to the work of making "ketchupr" pickles, fruit juice, and
canned beans for the winter. In early SepteÍiber ilugtina and her husband
Peter reguired help with their ovrn threshing, the second crop of hay had
to be hauled home and the boys began the faII ploughing. Mother also made
it her job to market the fruits of domestic labour; she took plums and a
barrel of pickles to Giroux for shipment to the food markets of Winnipeg.
By mid September the wheat was also ready for threshing and another
set of busy days followed. The summer, however, could not end before the
girls had brought in the cucumbers, canned the tomatoes, and dug out the
potatoes and the beets. Then, too, it was their job to slaughter the
chickens, geese and turkeys. And, inevitably it was their job to clean
the manure from the chicken barn, while the boys continued with fallploughing.
By the beginning of october attention turned from summer to winter
and the girls made sure that all the windows in the house and barn were

"tight" and once again scoured the entire house whire the boys cleaned
the grain and began hauling it to Giroux. Times rùere a little eagier now
and there waE more opportunity for the girts to vigit

the neighbourÊ¡,
travel to Steinbach from time to time and to make a rare trip to !{innipeg
with father. But this was also the time that a day or two could be given
to helping the neighbours with their washing and sewing, arthough
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continued demands for new clothes, baked goods, clean linen and ful-lcourse meals kept mother and the girls occupied at home.
V{ith the coming of December the cycle of butchering bees etarted
again and mother and father srere eEpecially busy. Although four different
couples could be expected to help the Unger household slaughter up to five
pigs a day, these weeks were busy with cleaning up, making EauEage, curing
and smoking the meat, and making the winterJs supply of soap. Then, too,
each of the couples who had helped the Unger household rightfully exBected
to be helped in return. Thig also seemed to be the time that small
children caught their colds and fevers and had to be nursed back to
health.
Similar cycles of work and participation in the agrarian economic
unit can be obgerved from letters and Ínterviews with !ìromeû in the
Àmerican settlements at ifansen, Meade and Satanta. In a tlpical letter
from March 7926 Margaretha H. Rei¡ner of Meade described their farm and
her work: "The fruit here will have been damaged by a frost for the
apricot treeg have already blossomed.... [Our work this spring included]
planting two and half bushelg of potatoes.
We also planted
vegetables....At the moment our work consists of weaving, sewing and
patching and choreg. We have each eewed work dresges for ourselves and
now-a-days there is much work doing chores. !{e milk Eeven cows, feed four
calves and have two pigs which are two and a half months old. We also
have 350 chickens from which we get between five and Eeven dozen eggs a
day. The last time we gob 2l centg a dozen for them....We have attained
good yields of milk and crea¡n....We also have get 10 goose and 42 duck
eggE. WeIl I have to stop for now as it is time to make suppêt.,, B
The E¡a¡ne preoccupation with gardening and barnyard labour is
apparent from an interview with Aganetha Kroeker who was born in Cub Creek
in 1909 and helped on the family farm throughout the 192Os. 'AII women
worked on the farm. This included milking the eight to ten cordE. While
some families had only two or three cows othere had a dozen or more. The
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unmarried Heidebrecht girls kept five cows and peddled the milk in ilansen.

also had to feed the chickens in addition Èo keeping large gardens.
My mother made butter before I can remember and prepared the milk and
cream which father would take to the rfansen creamery. !ùe also sewed all
our clothing at home from rolls of cloth father would buy in ,JanEen.,' æ
American Kleine Gemeinde descendant r^romen worked the barnyard to
attain a supplementary income for the farm and assure a meaEure of self
eufficiency but they algo were called to work the fields during the
harvest. Combine harvesters had made their debut in Meade by this tíme
but because the majority of farmers still uged threshing machines women
were still called to work the harveEt. In a 1919 letter referring to
stooking Eeaaon, Sara R. Friesen of Meade, indicated that "we had to work
hard as the labourerE r,ìrere very difficult to find¡ but now that threshing
is in process we are no longer needed [in the fierds]."
she exprained
that after stooking, there vras a new task to undertake as "my sister and
I are taking turns [cooking] for the threshing crevr.,' s In Jansen where
smaller farms ensured that no combines and few tractorg were introduced
before 1930' $tomen were compelled to work the fields as well. Aganetha
Kroeker, recalled how she, her sisters and mother stooked grain and husked
corn. While stooking oats was conEidered easy work, husking corn seemed
more difficult.
"One fall we husked corn for nine weeks - the corn just
had to come in and thig also meant peeling the corn right there in the
field.
onry the eherring of the corn was done by a machine owned by
Cornelius Dalke for six cents a bushel."
Finally, like their Canadian counterparts, the American farm vüomen
worked the fall hog bees alongside their hugbands. Tyrpical of newg items
in the Jansen News was the February J.917 report that: "This week has been
a busy one for buÈchering hogs....At Henry Reimers, place it was A.E.
Friesens, Henry Harmses and,r.H. Rei¡ners who herped.'32 The work days of
rural ritomen $tere multifaceted, but they were uniformly orientated to
Vle
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sustaining the household aer an economic unit that r¡raÉr highly self
sufficient in consumption and commercialized in production.
II
The lifeworldE of rural !{omen contrasted sharpJ-y with thoEe of their

urban siEters.

There were signg that despite the newness of Steinbach's

emerging society old values, including the contribution of women to the
economic unit,

remained. strong.

HaIf of all town women in tg2ï, for
instance, had at least one co!ìr to milk and more had chickens and large
gardens to tend to. The girls at the highly publicized "Steinbach Boys
and Girls CIub Exhibition" in L9L9 also revealed traditional values when,
in addition to dominating the canning and sewing classes, they were the
only ones to enroll in cockerel, puttet and pen chicken exhibitions.
Then, too, daughters of store keepers often worked as clerks in the family
enterprises. s
But tradition replicated in town had some ironic affects. Because
the sphere of lÂromen was still considered private and informal few
participated in the running of famity-ovmed stores or service outlets.
33

Unlike rural women who often continued to operate family farms and
sometifiee even expand them after their husbands, deaths, urban vromen
tended to keep aloof from the running of family establishments after the
death of a husband. '5 !{hen Merchant Klaas R. ReiJner died in 1906 he teft
his store to hig sonE. His widow received the farm. In fact, when the
migrations to Herbert, saskatchewan began, Mrs. Rei¡ner took the
opportunity and homesteaded there with her four young sons. ff vlhen
Merchant Abram T. Friesen of ,fangen died in L9L7, his widow did run the

store for a while, calring it the "An¡1a M. Friesen store.,, Hovrever ghe
was quick to remarryr to the store crerk, give control of ít to her new
husband and begin referring to it as the ',peter M. Fríesgn store.,' 37 when
Jacob w. Reirner, owner of K.Reimer sonE in steinbach, died in rgtg, his
wife took official control of the store. Children recall, however, that
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MrE. Reimer left the running of'the store to her 16 year old son and the

estate executor, the "Goutmaun," Peter T. Barkman. "Married women did not
work in the storer" recalled a daughter, "they had families to look
after....[nor]
waE my mother inclined toward buginess." s
Women who were required to supplement family incomes before the
coming of children marketed homemaking skills.
In Steinbach,fustina Dueck
eewed for larger well-to-do families a few days each week during the first
winter of her marriage and Tina Derksen advertised her laundering services
in 1920. t' In itanEen 59 year old Lizzie Friesen, the mother of tr¡ro, and
54 year old Katrina Wiens, the mother of three children, were listed in
the 1910 census as laundressecr. In Meade Florence Ho1deman, the mother
of three children, listed her profession in 1925 as seamstress. *
PerEonal diaries of town rÁromen reveal a different world from that
of their country sisterg. Aganetha Schellenberg's husband, for instance,
I¡ì¡as a mail driver and cheese maker in Steinbach. Unlike farm women she
spent relatively little time with him during working days and although
she, too, kept chickens for egg Eales and a large garden to feed the
growing family, she spent little time engaged in cornmon economic activity.
Her diary focused on her children's births, their first teeth, and the
first trips out with Èhem. OnIy once in her diary did she record that she
worked alongside her husband in the cheese factory and on more than one
occasion she dug out "potatoes with the boysr,' a job in which farm
husbandE had traditionally
taken a part.
Unlike her rural sisters,
however, Ehe had the time to attend more town functione. Despite the fact
that she was a member of the Kleine Gemeinde church she regularly attended
revival meetings and children festivals in the Holdeman and Bruderthaler
churcheg in town.
Ctearly Aganetha Schellenberg lived in a world in transition. Her
world, of course, was not typologically an urban one and somesrhat
different than that of the "American' wife of her kin .Iohn Heidebrecht
employed by a large firm ín Minneapolig. A series of letters wrítten by
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He1en Heidebrecht to her father-in-1aw, a Kleine Gemeinde minieter in

Satanta, KanEaE, portrayE the urban world of an agsimilated Kleine
Gemeinde family.
In the letters Helen apologized for not writing more
often, but blamed it on the fact that a "housewife has many little
household taEkE to perform." She indicated, however, that she had no
garden as "!ve didn't have any space." She reported that her husband was
"stick[ing] close to business and be[ing] true to his job" although he had
recently had the opportunity of taking a fishing trip with company
officials.
He1en noted that one of her favourite pastimes was listening
to her newly acquired radio. Indicating just how eeparte her life was
from that of her ascetic, rural, in-Iaws in western KanEaE she enquired
whether they, too, had a radio. al
While Mennonite women in small tordns lived in different worlds than
their kin in large cities there were many indicators that their'E was no
J-onger a rural world. This was even evident for young women who continued
the practice of providing a supplementary income for their families. And
the single most important profession for young women remained domeetic
service. But increasingly, the women who worked for other families !,rere
members of poorer homes and the employers of these maids tended to be
Iarge rural farrn families. one Steinbach woman recalled that she, being
from a more well-to-do home, did not have to enter into domestic service
but that her "cousins who were poor had to stay away for months at a time
to earn money for their family." a2 A typical story was that of Elisabeth
Friesen of KLeefeld: "Ag her father had died she r¡vas compelled to work out
in her early years. When she married in 1920 at the age of 21 she had
worked at some 40 places." {
Increasingly, however, single women who, in the context of growing
Iandlessness, had a limited stake in patrimony were attracted to work in
9linnipeg or to train for one of a number of gervice-oriented professions
that offered better wageE. The largest number of women who worked in
!Íinnipeg during the t92}s rÂrere the daughters of "RuEEian" Mennonite
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refugee familieg who had recently gettled ín gouthern Manitoba and had
incurred large travel debts. Hovrever, Érmong the young !ì¡omen who worked
in Vilinnipeg were "Canadian" Mennonites, descendants of the 1874 migrants.
Aganetha Barkman of Steinbach, for example, began working in Winnipeg
around 1920 to earn wages of up to $30 a month for her widowed mother
despite the fact that the church sent her a letter of censure for it.
By the mid L92OE several other Kleine Gemeinde degcendant girls had
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relocated to lfinnipeg to work as domestic servantet and to stay at one of
the two Mennonite girls' boarding homes.
Young vromen from homes of greater means more often trained for a
profession. In several ways the coming of public district schoolE in
Steinbach after 1911 opened the way for more !ìromen to beome teachers, a
profession once strictly controlled by the church. First, the school
began offering high school courses and early recorde indicate many girle
returned to obtain their grades nine and ten. In fact 15 of Steinbach'g
24 high school Etudents in 1923 were girls, and according to the final
exam results, the students with the highest marks were gÍrls. 6 The
Steinbach public school algo seems to have been more open to hiring women
schoolteachers than the church-run private schools. In fact the Mennonite
private schools had been congratulated in a L9l7 Manitoba government
inspector's report for hiring teachers that were "not stips of gir1s, but
men of character and. mature jud.gement." 1? It was a different reality in
the new Steinbach public school which, in the years between 1914 and 1923,
hired six different women to teach in the four-room school. In most of
these years two of the four teacherE râ¡ere women. 'r8 There waE a similar
development in Kansag where a number of women teachers were employed in
the Mennonite settlement schools in lifeade. However, almost without
exception, these teachers were not local farm girls, but reEidentE of the
more urbanized Mennonite gettlementg in central Kangas.
Among the first women to attend Normal School were those from the
towns of ilansen and Steinbach. In ilansen, Rosa !{iebe enrolled in the
a5

ae
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"Normal School" at the Peru State College in southeastern Nebraska in

!9L7. In Steinbach Agatha Barkman enrolled in the Normal School in Gretna
in southern Manitoba in 1922 just a few years after the public echool
system was imposed on the Mennonite communities.
An increasing number of young vromen from town also chose nursing ae
a career. Vüorhen had worked as midwives and unlicensed doctors in Ruesia
and during the firEt generation in North America. During the gecond
generation women in these roles continued to be highly respected community
members. Now, however, the community's viewg on medicíne began shifting.
No doubt, the Spanish Influenza Epidemic of 1918 and L919 was a factor in
thie change. In the fall of J.918 Agnes Fast of Steinbach had become a
local heroine and the newspaper lauded her for having t'done a great and
noble work in the village of Steinbach" by converting the echool into a
temporary sick bay and caring for the sick. 51 ,JuEt a few monthg later, in
March t9L9' Steinbach businesemen purchased a private residence for 92000
and began selling $50 shares with a view to turning it into a doctor,s
residence and clinic.
Later that year Margaret Friesen of Steinbach
graduated from the St. Boniface Hospital School of Nursing. 52 When a
hospital in Steinbach finally opened in December !928, town women gained
Permanent acceEE to another gervice oriented profession. The fact that
during its firgt year of operation the hospital took in 42 patients and
delivered 32 infants waE a sign that the days of the midwife were numbered
and that the era of the professional nurse had. begun. 5r
!{ith the rise of the foreign missionary movement, especially within
the more urban and pietistic
Bruderthaler churches in Jansen and
Steinbach, women found yet another non-agrarian avenue of service. As
early as 1893 Sara Kroeker of Hendereon, Nebraska, the sister of Aeltester
Bernard o. Kroeker of ,tanEen, joined an evangelical inner-city miesion in
Chicago. In L9L2 Miss Kroeker dazzled the young girls in the Jansen
church with a report that she was joining a mission in Africa. r ny 191+
Jansen's¡ own susan Ratzlaff had left to serve as a missionary in China.
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And in 1920 when Gerhard Thiessen and hie wife of Jangen travelled to
China to agEume a missionary post it was said that while Gerhard taught

in a missionary school hiE wife "devoted her ti:ne to the Chinese sromen." s
By the late L92Os Steinbach women, too, were preparing for mission
service. In 193J-, for example, no lesg than three Steinbach rdomen were
studying at the Northwestern Bible and Missionary Training School in
Minneapolis. t
A fourth occupation which attracted women was secretarial services.
This included work in the towns' conveyance offices, Iaw firms, banks and
municipal government offices.
one of these women, Mintie Reimer of
Steinbach, r¡úaE to attain a high profile in town when she later became the
Hanover Municipal-ity's first woman secretary-treasurer. The reason for
her high profile, according to a local historyr rrrâÉl that "at age 1-5 lin
19191 she enrolled in a business college in !{innipeg where she acquired
s Before returning to Steinbach
the fundamentalE...for her...position...."
she gained experience in the offices of a ceman-language newspaper in
!{innipeg. e Secretarial service, as teaching, nursing and evangelizing,
placed women in a public, formal sphere of life that wae foreign to their
rural eisters.
Urban women had replaced their economic household
participation with a new social irnage.
III
An important, aspect of the new lifeworlds for women was the rising

During the first generation, !ìromen in Manitoba had
married at an averaçte of 19.3 years while those in Nebraska had married
at 19.1 years. A random sampl-ing of 78 women from Kleine Gemeinde
communitieE in Steinbach, Kleefeld and Rosenort who married between 1910
and L930 indicated that the second generation Canadian women married at
an age of 22.L. A Eimilar sampling of 97 $¡omen in Jansen, Meade, DaIIaE
and Reedley revealed a marriage age for American Kleine Gemeinde
descendants of, 22.5 years. @ Although separate figures for the marriage
age of marriage.
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ages of town and rural

$romen r^rere

encouraged to marry later.

not available

tor,ìr¡r r'ùomen

were clearly

Life in town wag economically more tenuous and
a career in the public domain, no doubt, allowed an increasing number of
rÁromen to consider a life outside of marriage.
Partly as a result of the riging age of marriage, and hence shorter
periods of fertility,
and partly reflecting new economic realities the
size of families began declining. To!ìrn vromen clearly did not have the
same incentive to bear large families.
Farm women, who were hopeful of
seeing their children established on farms of their orrm and who knew that
chifdren could be an asset on the farm were encouraged to continue bearing
large families. In 1918 urban newspapers in Uanitoba could point out that
Mennonites with their households of 8.4 people srere now more than twice
the size of the average 3.9 person Anglo-Canadian households. d And indeed
there vrere "super" familieg ín each of the Kleine Gemeinde communities.
Sara Friesen Rempel of Meade bore 19 children between 1895 and L92O¡
Margaret Penner Plett of the East Reserve bore 21 children between 1904
and 1931. However, in each of the Kleine Gemeinde communitieg in Manitoba
and the Midwest, and especially in the towns, family sizes were dropping
rapidly by 1925.
Birth control methods were norÁr being used more frequentl.y. This
practice was evident from the increasing number of months between marriage
and the birth of the first child. This span which, before the turn of the
century, had almost invariably been between L0 and L4 months, now
increased to LB and 24 months. And in this regard there $ras a growing
urban/rura1 dichotomy. The ghortest span between marriage and the firgt
child was found in rural families. Between 1910 and 1930 the extended
Ratzlaff family of Cub Creek, for instance, ¡¡aited an average of 16.0
months before the firet child was born while the Loev¡ens of Rosenort
waited an average of L8.3 monthg. Longer periods occurred anong young
toum families like the Toewses of Steinbach who waited 19.1 months and the
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Thiessens of Reedley, California, who waited 26.2 months for their firgt

children.

o

The longer periods bethreen marriage and the birth of the first

child

corresponded directly

with family sizes.
Ànd, here too the Eame
rural/urban dichotomy was apparent. Census and tax recordg for the
farming districts of Meade, Kansas and Blumenort, Manitoba and the town
of Steinbach are illuminating. In all three places the size of the family
dropped between 1915 and 1925. The largest familieer riúere in the mixed
farming district of Blumenort where an irnprovement in medical facilities
had, in fact, caused the size of the average family to rise from 6.1
persons in LgOO to 7.6 in 19L5. By 1925, it had fallen, but remained high
at 6.7 persons per fanily.
The second largest families were found in
Meade where agriculture had reached a somewhat higher
level of
mechanization and was focused more on a eingle commodity. Indeed family
sizes for the Meade settlers had fallen sharply from 6.6 persons in J.900,
when they stitl lived in ilansen, to 5.2 persong in 1915. By J.925 they had
fallen even further to 5.0 persons. But the smallest familieg of these
three Kleine Gemeínde communities were found in the town of Steinbach
where the average family size dropped from 5.9 in 1898 to 5.5 in 1915 and
3.96 in L925.
@

A correspondence between natality and urbanization is also evident
from an analysis of extended family histories.

The Loewen

clan,

numberLng

69 families, for instance, had members in each of Steinbach and Rosenort,
Manitoba and Meade, Kansas. In the farming district of Rosenort, the

less urbanized than the families in Steinbach and had
Iess mechanized farms than lifeade had an average family size of 8.2
children.
In Meade, the Loeweng had an average famiJ-y sLze of 6.9
children while in steinbach, the Loewens had a average size of 6.0. The
extended Reimer family, which could be found in almost equal proportions
in Steinbach, Blumenort and Meade registered a similar pattern. Here a
sampling of 123 marriages congummated between 19L0 and 1930 indicated that
Loeweng who were
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the Blumenort Reimers, who lived in the most extensive mixed farming area,
had an average of 9.3 children, the Meade Rei¡ners'1.2 and the Steinbachbased Rei¡ner family had an average of 5.3 children. I
A similar pattern of differing birth rates for urban and rural
MennoniteE can be seen in separate American and Canadian analysis. Anong
American Kleine Gemeinde descendants the highest birth rates were found
in the farming districtg of ilansen and Meade and the lowest rates in West
Coast daughter colonieg such ae Reedley, California, where many families
worked as agricultural labourers. An examination of 102 marriages from
three extended families, that of Heinrich Ratzlaff, Jacob Claggen and
ilohann Thiessen is illustrative.
The Ratzlaffs who were centered in rural
parts of Cub Creek had an average of 6.5 children, the Clasgeng of Meade
had 6.5 children as weII, whiJ-e the Thiegsen family of Reedley averaged
4.3 children. 6
Church records reveal a símilar pattern in Canada. Church
membership figures for the yearsr between 1912 and 1917 indicate that the
exclusively rural districts such as Rosenort where the Kleine Gemeinde and
Holdeman church groupE totaled 4OB persons had the highest birth rate at
4.18. The Kleine Gemeinde and Holdeman church communitieE in the Eagt
Reserve which included the town of Steinbach and had a population base of
l,245 had a birth rate of 3.3È. The Bruderthaler church in Steinbach,
representing a population of 15O, registered the lowest birth rate of
3.18. 6 clearly family sizes were beginning to reflect the divergence of
the rural and urban lifeworlds for women.
IV

If an urban existence led women to recongider traditional ideas of
family eLze, it did not significantty change their ideas about courtship
and marriage. Endogamy rates remained high, prenuptially conceived
children low, and divorces even lower.
Each of the communities,
Steinbach, Rosenort, itansen and Meade, had its nrmors of breaches of
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traditional moreE governing marriages. From one community came rumors in
L9L8 "of another coupre or two who went to winnipeg to be united in
marriage" and in 1923 of another three who had been married in civit
weddings - a practice which genealogical recorde confirm wae usually
associated with a prenuptial conception. d From another community came
reports that young r^tomen, ignorant about gexual matters, had been seduced
by "Lutheran workers who...had no qualme about premarítar sex.,' From yet
another community rumour had it that the married daughter of a high
ranking community leader was having relations wíth a neighbour, after she
discovered that her own husband was sterile.

And from yet another

carme

reports that a local Kleine Gemeinde descendant was enjoying the company
of male workers for a price during her husband's absence. These, however,
!ìtere exceptions in communities whose strict sexual moreE were severely
enforced by all four church groups.
Exceptional, as well, were marriages to non-Mennonites. Again each
community had its incidents of young men or r^romen eloping with members of
another ethnic group and being married by a rocat judge. But ag often ag
this occurred young men or rrûomen married outsiders in one of the Mennonite
churches and joined the community. Thus there waE a Mooney and a Kreb
famiry in the Holdeman church, a Rieger and sobering famity in the
Bruderthaler' and a Rosche and a elen family in the Kleine Gemeinde.
Endogamy, however, remained an important cultural value.
Endogamy rates were higher in Canada than in the United Statee; but
contrary to ideas emanating from such national symbols as ,'cultural
mosaic" and "merting pot" differences in rates of inter-marriage in the
Canadian and Midwest communitieg were surprisingly minímal. Clearly the
majority of Mennonites in both countries still
kept their prirnary
relationships within traditional social boundaries. Evidence for this
comes from a dozen genealogical books noting the degcendants of many of
the original 200 Kleine Gemeinde immigrant families. These record.s list
a total of 929 marriages' 653 in Canada and 278 in the United States, that
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of the overlapp5.ng nature
of Mennonite kin groups many marriages were listed more than once. V{hile
there is no rea¡ron to believe that either American or Canadian or
marriages within or outside of the Mennonite community are duplicated more
than the other, the figures may lack scientific exactitude. Nevertheless,
thig set of figrures indicates that the Canadian Kleine Gemeínde
descendants had an endogamy rate of 86.0t compared to 83.28 in the United
I^tere congummated between L910 and

1930.

Because

Stateg. 4
lfhere endogamy rates differed most markedly was between town and
country and between church dominated and ad hoc rural settlementg.
Relatively few of the 92 inter-marriages recorded in Canada and the 47
inter-marriages in the United States occurred in the original communities
in Cub Creek, Scratching River and the East Reserve and few in the church
organized rural daughter colonieE in Meade, Kansas and Linden, Alberta.
Indeed, the records of the predominantly rural East Reserve Kleine
Gemeinde bear a striking resemblance to those of the predominantly rural
Bruderthaler church in ,Jansen. Í{hile Eagt Reserve Leader Peter Dueck's
records for 1901 to 1919 list 269 baptisms, a neceseary prerequisite for
marriage, onry three non-Mennonites appear on the list.
The records of
ilansen church leader, Bernard Kroeker, list 48 couples he married between
1912 and L929, and revear an even higher endogamy rate with not a singre
reference to a non-Mennonite. @ The places with the lowest rates of
endogamy appear to have been in the towns of Steinbach and ilangen. Lower
rates of endogamy were also noted in the ad hoc llennonite gettlements in
Herbert and Dalmeny, Saskatchewan and those in densely populated areag in
Reedley and Dallas on the American lVest Coast where the "critical massl
of the other agricultural communitiea was missing and where a limited
amount of farmland often compelled young peopre to find work in nearby

cities.

m
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Paralleling the development of different economic and family
strategies for rural and urban women were differences in social networkg.
Rural associations remained highly informal while urban relationships
became increasingly formalized.
Diaries indicated that farm women
frequently visited other farm women, sometjfies with their husbands but
often alone. Frequent mention was made of women taking the horse and
buggy to visit l^tomen down the road or walking to the neighbours if they
líved in more densel.y populated areas. !ùomen also helped each other out
at harvegt time, child birth and times of Eicknegs. Ànd elderly women
made it their duty to visit their adult children and other women
regularly- r The sa¡ne diarieg also recorded the writing to and reception
of letters from relatives and friends aE Kteine Gemeinde descendante
continued to disperse. Unlike the first generation there were fewer
Ietters between Nebraska and tilanitoba. Now, however, letters linked
colonizers with the mother settlements; Steinbachers wrote to Herbert
(SaskaÈchewan), Linden (Alberta) and satanta (Kaneas); ,ranseniteg wrote

Garden city

and Meade (Kangas), Reedley (california)

and

Darmeny

(Saskatchewan).

to exercige their influence within the private
domain of the farnily. The transcripts of 29 interviews conducted with
Manitoba men and women born between 1887 and L91s attest to motherly
influence in the liveg of both small and adult chitdren. "Mother taught
Farm r¡tomen continued

uE to. PraYr morning prayerE and evening prayerg"

recalled a Steinbach man. 2
"During the summer thunderstoms we children would race downstairs with
our blanketE--.and mother would take out the Groute Gesanq Boak and read
portions from it by candlelight" recalled a rÂroman from Blumenort. a
Letters indicate that rural women used their influence on grown children
as well. In a touching letter written in December 1923 a prairie Rose
mother admonished her 24 year old. son who had travelled to Chicago. She
told him of the death of a four year old granddaughter and admonished him:
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"oh' that all of us wourd live in such a way that we might be saved, but
it requires a continual battle with our nature which tends toward evil.
often it takes great effort to do something good. My wish and prayer for
you is that God would shield you from sin and temptation, of which there
is so much in the world. "
urban women, no doubt, inculcated rerigious varues in their
children, visited one another, and exchanged letters with loved ones in
the new settlements as weII. However, there !{ere new developmentg in the
networks of town women. Torârn vromen, for instance, were less reticent in
exerting a public image and influence. Their arena of influence now more
often extended beyond their families.
The founding of the steinbach
Brudertharer church, for instance, has been accredited in part to a
7a

woman's influence.

report reads that, when Mountain Lake, Minnesota
preachers visited Steinbach in 1897, a church was founded in part because
"Mrs [Cornelius T. ] Barkman...waE not easily persuaded to relinquish her
convictions Iand because] Grandpa lHeinrich] Rempel and sister Barkman saw
the spiritual needs of some of the pioneers and proceeded to Eecure them."
It was this church, too, which after 1908 regrularly elected women to
positions of Sunday School teachers. While the position sras not a
decision making one, it was a publicly elected onei moreover it preeented
a pubric forum in which women sometimes defeated male contenderg.
Women aleo exerted their influence in a wider arena through
nevtspaper letter writing.
Unlike the inter-Mennonite Rundschau or the
inter-German Nordwesten of the first generation, the Steinbach Þost and
Jangen Net-s of the second generation carried regular letters from women.
Although rural women from Rosenort, Manitoba and Satanta, KansaE, did
report from time to time on crop conditions, labour shortages and church
meetings, it was town women who did the most writing. 7 The letters
written by the urban v¡omen reflected a bold community spirit absent in the
letters from rural women. They chastised the "propaganda" nature of some
of the reporterE. In a tlpical letter in 19L6, Aganetha schellenberg from
One
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Steinbach chided the male Meade reporter for writing only about cli¡nate
and their new cars. "Tell us what kind of work you dor" she scolded, "and

mention the really interesting things...Iike the freight wagon trip [you
tookl...from Satanta to l{eade." 78 The letters also admonished community

to return to religious devotion. In a Eeries of letters written
in the early 1920s.Aganetha Barkman Rei:ner of Steinbach called readers to
"watch, wait and hold to Hig Word and keep His command¡nents." She had a
special message for "the youth to turn to the Lord before it is too late"
and begged them to realize that her writings r'ûere not meant to be
"troubleEome, but [were written] in love." æ
As l{omen took on bolder public profiles they also began establishing
women's organizations including mutual aid societies, kindergartens and
coffee clubs. In both üanitoba and Nebraska church-based gewing circles'
which produced cJ-othing for misgionariee and the community'E poor, vrere
organized by 19L0. In both cases they came from the more progreesive
town-based Bruderthaler churches. In ilansen, women of the Bruderthal-er
church organized a sewing circle in 1906. One of the organi-zerE explained
in December of that year that "in the last five weeks, one day a week hae
been set aside, where the gisters sew for orphan children lmaking]
finished clothing which are being sent to North Carolina...." s A decade
Iater organizations were established in more rural communities. In Meade,
Bruderthaler Mennonite women organized in 1916 to se!'r for "the needy...in
various Home and Foreign [Mission] Fields" and to "gather once a month for
prayer...in homes of [the] sick and other places...." o In the East
ReEerve, women from the Kleefeld Kleine Gemeinde organized in 1925 and
met "twice a month in their various homes [and] once a month they went
out to needy homes where they were helpful with sewing or blanket making,
mending, etc." e
Although thege organizations were not major departures from
tradit,ional conceptg of mutual aid and community networks they did point
women in new directions.
Often those directions were to the secular

members
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women's organizations that had been established in both Steinbach and
ilanEen by 9{orld War I.

A report in Augrust 1916 in the Steinbach Pogt
noted the "steinbach women have organized a coffee club which, on the
14th, was held at l{rs Peter R. Friesen...and on the 21st at Urs.tohn D.
Goossen." ß Jansen v¡omen, too, organized. Although it is impossible to
establish the level of llennonite participation, by 1917 Jansen women had
organized a women's literary society which organized debates on issuee
such as qromen's suffrage and a drama society that organized local talent
for special theatre nights. s
The most noteworthy organizations, however, were those which
reflected a shift in womens' views of society. Increasingly organizations
rose which sought as their aim to irnprove society. Clearly the domain of
maternal- influence l¡ras norrr being extended beyond the family. In October
1-923 a Steinbach woman opened a private kindergarten. Miss Anna Vogrb, who
had just migrated from Russia, was not reticent about her organization,s
objectives. In a series of newspaper articles she argued that five-year
children needed a "children,s paradise" where the "Iove, soul and spirit
of the child can be nurtured.'
Her argument. that many "hougewives
seriously contradict motherhood" served well to rationalize her activities
in a wider domain. She was extending "motherhood" to society. s
!ùomen in Steinbach and Jansen who joined national r,ûomen,s
.
organizations during these yearE also sought to leave the imprint of
femínine service qualities on their communities. Little is knovrn about
theJansen's women's CIub which formed Ln 1924 or the Steinbach Women,s
Ingtitute which organized in 1930. However, it is known that êach was
Part of a national women's federation and each sought "community
betterment.' 86 According to a local history, the Steinbach Ingtitute, Ied
by Kleine Gemeinde descendants, "raiged money for the hospital, sponsored
food, nutrition and clothing courses, supplied uniforms to hockey teams,
furnished hospitar wards and helped needy families." e No doubt, the
maternal service values exemplified by Kleine Gemeinde rÁromen in the
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agrarian farm houeeholds were being replicated; what was nevû
about these new organizations was that they were formal, public societies
Linked increasingty to the needg and organizatlons beyond traditional
Eocial boundaries.
advanced.

VI

rf women !ìrere bearing fewer chirdren, spending ress time in
procuring family tivelihoods and assuming more non-farm professions there
waE a corresponding change in the !,ray rdomen ürere perceived and the
etiquette they were expected to emulate. women had always been considered
subservient to men in the pubtic sphere. Public utterance about marriage
relationships underlined this ideology. The wedding sermon preached by
the Eagt Reserve Kleine Gemeinde Aeltester, Peter Dueck, betsreen 1905 and
1918' iLlustrates this. Dueck'Er Eermon included, a poem which extolled the
virtues of the male protector and the female nurturgr: ,'The husband
develops like a l.;ree/ with fine boughs and many branches/ The wife ie like
a vine, bearing/ and nourishing its littre grapes." The wedding vowg in
Dueck'E Eermon reflected this view as well. While the groom promised "to
love... landJ to care for her, " the bride promised to "be rovingly helpfut
to hi:n. " s
Reflecting a more rural, farm mentality, however, Dueck emphasized
partnership in marriage more than eubservience. Dueck,s sermon included
a poem emphasizing unity of purpoEe: ,'TreeE twain together etrive/
unitedly towards heaven/ Two twines intimately entwined/ on the vine that
is ever green. " He extoLled the virtueg of "Christian marriage', in which
there was "mutuar encouragement, companionship and etrengthening.,, rn
ti¡nes of physical triars "stand by one anotherr" he preached, ,'...and
faithfully help each other...rbe congiderate and minister to each other.r'
He carred for the coupre to rive ,,in the fear of the cod and desir[e] to
bear fruit, not to satisfy evil desires." But he also outlined the need
for sexual relatio¡ls3 "...do not refuge one another...except temporarillr,,
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by mutual consent... [but] then come together again, IeEs Satan tempt you
by your inconsistency." æ

Town neÌdspapere provided a different view on the marriage
relationship. The idea that women were an integral part of the household
production unit and that they worked daiJ-y with animals in barnE and on
the farmyard was nowhere mentioned in the papers. The Steinbach Post
featured a weekly column entitled "!ùomen's Section" or "For the Home" but
the articreg gave practicar advice on gardening, meat preparation and
sanitation. e0 The newspapers also endowed women with a new gtatus as
"Iadies" and "homemakers. " Often there râ¡as an implicit, gometimes
explicit, suggestion given to developing the character and etiquette of
a middle-class woman. One article entitled "Du BiEt Kein tady" carried
2O points outlining what disqualified a lvoman from being a .Iady."
The
taboos included "hanging over the edge of your chair," wearing "torn
mittensr" "repeating what others have told yoür" and laughing at ,'dirty
jokes." q other articLes romanticized motherhood. "The still, friendly
torerations of the smalr daily and hourly burdens...the dutiful,
trustworthy, deployment of small, always increasing obligations...is a
thousand ti¡nes more difficult
than to be a hero in a battle" read one
tribute to motherhood in 1914. The articles chastised those women who
were bored with mothering. e lllustrative wag the story in L913 of the 16
year old girl who had given herself to "romantic dreams" and no longer
"lived morally" because her mother had been "too self absorbed" and too
'rconcerned about gossip." s
The newEpapers sentimentalized about
motherhood. one poem read: "rs she alone as she cries at night/ I(now
thisl she gives her heart to this very life/ tt's given to seeking her
children's right." s
This emerging view of women also came from letterg and diaries. A
letter written by a young unmarried Steinbach labourer in lg2} ís
revealing. The author noted that in his home there were two "bread
winnersr!' he and his father. Yet he insisted that his mother worked
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hard.er than either of them; her lot was ,,16 hours of labour a day,, and

still she received "no money." The moral of the story, however, was not
that she was being short-changed, but that she "'earns, more than either
father or Eon as she is the one who receives regpect for mothering.' s rn
the personal diary of another Steinbach man, appeared an article copJ-ed
from a newspaPer which suggested that "no râroman can carry out the load and
burden of housework and raise the children from early to late alone¡ she
will surely have a breakdown if the man does not help her." The ,'help"

that the author had in mind reflected a netrr time. "When [there is] no
friendry Iook... [and] no encouragement graceE the home, how sharl she
continue...in friendly submigsion?" asked the author. He continued with
the admonition to "Ehow your wife that you recognize her troubles; teII
her how you rove and adore her while she is stilt with you." s Another
writing copied by a Steinbach man in L91O came from a 320 line poem which
spoke about "the sober wife" who placed her trust on her "huEband,s
heartr" ordered the house "just sor" sought "joy in her husband's rifer"
existed as a "pearl, round and pure, " and strived arways to be ,'gracious,
Eweet and lovely. " t litomen were certainly being cast in a nes, right ae a
new society redefined their roles.

vrr
Just as there were two economic worlds for men, one based on the
commercial mixed farm, the other on merchant or wage labour activities in
town, there were also two worlds for women. There was the world of the
farm râroman and that of the urban "Iady. " Both receíved increasing
benefits from unprecedented prosperity. Larger houses, longer lrips and
more applianceE eased some of the work load and widened their worlde.
However, farm women stilr had a greater stake in herping the family

procure an income and relied to a greater extent on informal social
networks. Until the full mechanization of the harvest, the coming of
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rural etectrification and the introduction of mase media after Vlorld l{ar
II their lifeworlds l{ere not to change significantlyUrban women, on the other hand, Iacked the economic function that
farm women enjoyed within their householdE. Their town gardens, chicken
flocks and laundering services did not provide the same percentage of the
Rising
family's income that daily farm duties of ruraL women did.
marriage ages and gmaller families pointed women in a new direction. lfith
more opportunity to join formal associations, acquire ne!ìt leveIs of
education and cultivate the idea of "improving the community" urban women
often attained an unprecedented pubtic status. This wag particularly true

for those lvomen who, having no stake in landed wealth, opted for service
professions. BecauEe this pubtic profiJ-e often went hand and in hand with
the desire to emulate the lifeworlds of middle clasg Anglo-Canadians or
Americans, they assumed "lady-Iike" qualities of pleasantness and
subservience. Endogamy rateg may have remained high in both the Canadian
and American communities¡ but they were the lowest in the towns where
women vrere assuming roles that corresponded with the rising idea of "true
in wider society.
It was clear that urban eromen $rere adapting to nevü social
boundaries. Those new valuea were to be eeen in the clothes they wore,
organizations they formed and changes in family size. Rural !ìtomen, on
the other hand, were instilled with traditional values. Veronica Strong

womanhood"

Boag relying on newspaper letters has documented how "feminism eurvived

the suffrage campaigns" in rural areas as women carried on "debates that
s
\årent to the heart of human relations in the home and the family. "
Evidence from diaries and letters indicates that while Mennonite rural
$romen had fewer labour saving devices than their urban sisters' they had
Iess desire to change their lifeworlds; they maintained central rolee in
the economic unit of the family, shared an egual stake in its patrimony
and continued to employ traditional gtrategies for its reproduction.

CHAPTER 15

ÀELItsSTEN' RBrfitÞ¡LISTS Àt{D IEE IIRBA¡IIZII{G

YIORLIT

The homogeneity of ideology, meaning, social boundary maintenance

and cultural continuity that marked the firEt generation of Kleine
Gemeinde settlers in North America became undone in the years after 1905.
It ig true that the schisms of the early 1880s had resulted in four
distingruishable church groups. But these groups had had a common
foundation. Each schiEm had its roots in the religious upheavals of New
Rusgiai and each represented an attempt to revitalize an Anabaptist
concept of religious faith and community. During the second generation
these very divisions took on a ner,ìr significance; each of the four church
groups began to diverge significantly in their approach to a rapidly
changing world.

written about how governments in both Canada and the
United States sought to create a "sense of order" in a "nation
transformed. " Richard HofEtadter and Robert lfiebe in the United States
and R.C. Brown and Ramsay Cook in Canada have examined how governments
reacted to a new eociety; it was a world characterized by unprecedented
immigration, nelv technologies, irnproved transportation links, more
integrated market economies, and the ending of agricultural frontiers.
Much has been

These authors also exa¡nined how the exigencies of a World War demanded
new levels of potitical,

economic and ideological integration.

It

vtaE

this context of industrialization and greater governmental intrusion which
solicited responses from church communities¡ and it was the diverging
strategies for dealing with those changes that ended the religious
homogeneity of the Kleine Gemeinde deecendant communities.
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The four church bodies, the o1d Kleine Gemeind,e, Ho1deman,
Bruderthaler and Krj-n¡ner l{ennonites, took increasingly dif,ferent
approacheg to this new society. The technolog'y, capital accumulation,
and urbanization that were changing the way K1eine Gemeinde descendantE
developed their life aimg affected church definitions of community,
salvation and peoplehood. The decrease in family eize and the
profeseLonalization of women had gimilar effects. The different church
groupE may have worked together on the estates agency ("Waieenamt"), the
Rugsian Mennonite mutual aid committee ('Hilfskomitee"), the fLre
ineurance agency ("Brandverordnung'), and t'fennonite schoolteacher
conferences, but in many other reapecte the Kleine Gemeinde deecendant
groupe moved in different dLrectiong.
The old Kleine Gemeinde was gtill the 1argest church body with a
population baee in 192O of eome 1650 goule, or g?t of the 2900 people in
the four communitieg (Steinbach-area, Roeenort, Meade and Jansen) under
study. I During these y"l=s it became the undisputed gruardian of
traditionaliÉm. It espoused private schoole, opposed coneunerism,
preached againet individualiem and maintained gocial distance from the
hoet eociety. By 1930, however, there were eÍgns that the Kleine GemeLnde
had lost the contest and wae beginning to redefine its role in the wider
world to confo¡:n to that of the more Euccessful brethren groupE, like the
Bruderthaler.

The Bruderthaler qrag now a force in both the Manitoba and the
t{idweetern gettlements and represented approxímately 570 eoule in 1920,
or 20t of the total population. ' The Bruderthaler church attained ite
Euccesa by becomJ-ng the chanpion of pietiem, i¡mereion baptiem,

millenialiem and indl-vidual Ealvation and the practitioner of proven
Protestant church methods guch ag revival meeÈings, Iively musLc, youth
prograÍ¡s and SundayE Schoole. By 1930, despite being a small church bodyr

it

clearly

a very influential body. The ideologically similar
KrÍmr¡er l{ennonite Breth¡en church in Janeen, Nebraska fared leee well; it
had
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IoEt its influence when it amalgamated with the tíny Mennonite Brethren
church in town at the game ti-me that it began dispereJ.ng to half a dozen
dif,ferent Hennonite settlements in western United Stateg. By 1921 this
brethren church had onty 31 menberE' or about a dozen fa.ntlies.
Chartlng ite own couree, gomewhere between the traditionaliet Kleine
cemeinde and the progreseive Bruderthaler, was the Eoldenan church with
about 650 persons in íts Hanitoba churches' or 22* of the total. t It,
too, ueed ProteEtant church methods guch ag revival meetings and Sunday
Schools and was open to public school education and automobiles, but it
maíntained the strictest of eocial boundaries with its exclueive concept
of being the only true Mennonite churchi it algo employed the "ban' and
retained physical eymbols of group identity Euch ae the beard for men and
the black head dregs for sromen. By 1930, the Eoldenan church was becoming
the new champion of traditionaligm.

I
that the church groupe had to reep,ond to were not eo
much oneg i-mposed from the outside by unelmpathetÍc governnente' aE
sometimee argued by Mennonite historians, aE ones which roge from within
the Mennonite conmunities due to..social presEurea and economic activities. t
Mennonites in Steinbach, RoEenort, Janeen and l{eade were not so much
victi-me of outeide imperialietic, assfunilating powers aE they were the
emulatore of mainstrearn society. the Kleine Gemeinde communities vtere no
Ionger the homogeneously ascetic, sectarian eettlements they had once
the

changee

been.

there were the elgna of new boundaries. The increaeing
associations of the l{anitoba and Middle western settlements etith the
'outgide" read like a progress report. By L898 the EaEt Reserve was being
served by two railways. Ten years later the Reserve $raa connected to
Winnipeg by telephone. In L910 the car made its debut. By 1913 the
Everlr!úhere
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of a Local newspaper brought two pages of regular world news and
a forum which encouraged business between Mennoniteg and other ethnic
groups. In L9L9 connectiong with the outside increaged with the
íntroduction of a twice-daily mail service with !{innipeg. By 1930 there
were regular bus line services from Steinbach's "Tourigt Hotel" to
Winnipeg and plans for a provincial trunk highway linking Steinbach to the
spa$rning

the main route to Winnipeg.
Mennonites in ilansen had been gerved by railway connections to
Lincoln and omaha since 1886 and rural mail deliveries by 1901. they
subscribed to inter-state telephone systems by J-905, acquired their first
cars in 1908, and began to be served by a local weekly paper in 1916.
In Meade, KanEas the general introduction of the car after 1916 brought
the community closer to the railway station and social life at liteade City.
A second characteristic of the new society was the rising spirit of
consumerism which has already been discussed in a previous chapter. The
great houses and new cars, however, did more than boost local business and
improve the quality of life for women. They served aE new symbolg of
social differentiation and demonstrated the value placed on material
accumulation. of aII the new technologies nothing served in this regard
more than the car.
When the Steinbach Post announced that two
Steínbachers had purchased "Gray Dort" cars in 1917 it also added that
"rich people still make it possible for others to spot them." I !{hen the
Janeen News announced the purchases of nevr cars it established nes¡ classes
of people. The social message hidden in the 1916 news item that 'N.8.
Friesen vras Eporting a new lfoon Clover Leaf Roadster" was easily decoded.
The new age also brought with it new periods of leigure. Traveling
increased sharply. Often the trips were extengive. FrequentJ-y travellers
from Manitoba to Nebragka went the long way round, visiting aE many
relatives as possible
in Saskatchewan, Alberta, Oregon, Cal.ifornia,
KanEaE. But increasíngly travel also included vacation sightseeing trips.
From Steinbach ca¡ne reportE in L9L4 of people considering "Eummer

Dawson Road,
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excursions by the Great Lakes to Eastern Canada" and of others travelling
to the Banff Hot Springs. to From Meade and Jansen came reports ín the late
10s of multi-week "sight-seeing" trips to Excelser Springs, Pike'e Peak
and the Rocky ltountaing. 11 There were longer day outings. Steinbach
people reported such Sunday excursions to the "various parks" in lfinnipeg
in 1917, spread the word of the "extra fine roads that go to places like
Winnipeg Beach our bathing resort" in 1919, and told of outings such

aE

the one in 1920 in which a "whole group of people...went to the city for
the bonspiel." 12 ilansen people also travelled.
They took Sunday
excursions to Beatrice and shopping trips to Lincoln.
Increasingly, pleasure seekers and sports lovers brought their
13

enjoyment to the gettlements themselves. In 1911 Ringling Brothers circus

visited Giroux and according to a local history "there were hundreds of
Mennonites who had come from mileg around" and sa!ìr not only "big steam
râragons and elephantE" but "'hootchy kootchy' dancers and gamblers."
These were also the years of the aeroplane. In 192L, much to their
parents' congternation, a group of steinbach young people paid a pilot
$500 to fly his aeroplane to town and give them rides for the day. And
these were the yearE that local sports turned "official."
By L922
Steinbach had a public skating rink and by 1931 a hockey team that was
playing contests in lfinnipeg. But the most i:nportant event giving rise
to local sports was the founding in 1923 of the Steinbach Sporte CIub.
Its expressed ai¡n was to promote "general sports in the village" and with
a membershíp fee of "$2.OO for men, 91.00 for ladies" to seek "to provide
funds for the promotion of skating, hockey, snow shoeing, baseball, tennis
and other Eports." Sl¡mptomatic of the nature of the club wag that its
president was 24 year-o1d J.J. Reimer, who was not only the son of a
Kleine Gemeinde merchant but a married man, and that the firgt vice
president was an Anglo-Canadian lawyer, N.S. Campbell.
There etere similar attractions and organizations in iansen.
However, in addition there were "Moving Pictures" at the Rex Theatre after
14

15
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1916andreguIaradsinthe@'fromtheFairburyTheatrefor1ive
stage shows that included plays such as "Wars' lilomen" and the "Little Girl
Next Door." The latter production was billed as depícting "vice as it
actually exigtg in the den of iniquity in our citieg" and as a "startling
expoEe of the awful traffic in girls."
The new society, as mentioned in a previous chapterr lrrâe comprieed
of more and more elaborately stocked stores. But it also comprised towns
with novelty shops and galoons. By 1915 iÍansen had three saloone and a
cigar store. Even Steinbach changed. By the early 1920s there wae not
a traditionally-forbidden commodity that one could not purchage in town
or see advertised in its newspaper. One store advertized "camerag and
Biblesr" another "U.S. Super X Rifle Shellsr" and still
another
"l{acdonald'g Fine Cut Tobacco." P.F. GieEbrecht, a Ho1deman, advertiEed
"toiletry: perfumes, Eoapc, cold cream, talcum powder" while the ,facob !{.
Reimer family, members of the Kleine Gemeinde, called upon parents to
"ensure that your chíldren can celebrate the important day of [Christmas
by comingl to us to buy their gifts" and showed pictures of a hobby horse,
jack-in-the-box, drum and doIl houge.
The new society also brought heightened participation in politics.
In ilanEen, John P. Thiessen, the son of a Kleine Gemeinde minister, ran
as a RepubLican for the state legislature in 1906 and won with an 838
pJ-urality despite a vigorous campaign in which he was opposed by a local
Prohibition party. He gerved in thig position till 1911 when he wag
defeated. 18 while most Jansen Mennonites refrained from voting in Etate
elections there were those who called their brethren to "realize that
[Thiessenl is a good representative for our German people" and observed
that I'an increaeing nurnber of our brethren are coming to realize that, not
only ís it permissable for Mennonites to vote, but their responsibility." le
In Steinbach, l{ennonites did not run for federal or provincia}
politics, but support for French-speaking Liberal candidates who supported
church-run schools was increasing.
When the Manitoba Legislature
16

17
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representative, Albert Prefontaine, visited Steinbach in 1914 the local
nel^¡sPaper noted that it was obvious that "he has his followers here as
elsewhere." æ By the 192Os Steinbachers who at one tirne had ignored even
municipal politics were actively involved in civic politics.
In 1920 the
town was granted "Unincorporated Village District" EtatuE and the locally
elected councilors and "Schulz" who had run the town without church or
Iegal authority since 191O were now given legal- power. o By 1928, with a
368 voter turnout, the Steinbach and Blumenort townships erere also
participating in municipal elections. In fact their level of voting in
1-928 equalled that of the more politically
inclined Bergrthaler Mennonites
of other townships. Part of the reason for Èhe increased interest, no
doubt, Iay in the fact that in L929, iI.J. Reimer, a local merchant, became
the first Kleine Gemeinde descendant to run for the office of municipal
reeve. z
still hesitated to vote, however, had no qualms about
petítioning all Ievels of government on economic issues. ln t9t7, during
the heart of World War l, Rosenort farmers in Morris successfully
petitioned the Dominion Government for "Free Rural Mail Delivery" and
Rosenort was put on the postal map. 23 I¡ J922 Kleefetd people petitioned
the local municipatity to spend $3OOO on local irnprovements and ueed the
Hol-deman preacher, Abram fsaac, aE an example of one who had not had his
just benefit from the municipality. Despite the fact that "Rev A. Isaac
has...paid taxes gínce L874r" read the petition, "...not a single bucket
of earth has been scooped and not a piece of straw bent to improve his
section of land. " u
Finally, there l¡ùere new types of Eocial disorder. There had been
the ofttimes unruly acts of charivari during the firet generation and
ilansen had had a reputation as a wild frontier town since the opening of
its first Ealoon in the 1890s. Now Steinbach was gaining a eimilar
reputation. In ilanuary 1914 a report from Steinbach described an incident
in which a "provinciar porice officer, who had been on hiE way to [enforce
Those

who
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the law amongl the Galicians, had to be rerouted to Steinbach...where, at
a particular dance, things had gone too far and Eomeone had collapsed with
gix months later the
a head wound...resulting from a gunshot...."'OnIy
Steinbach people hired a non-Mennonite, young !{i11y Christian, to

the town'g first

constable.
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The llanitoba church which adapted itself

most readily to this

new

order of things wae the American-spawned, Bruderthaler church. It had
had a rather shaky start in Steinbach in 1897, being founded by a few
familíes of non-Kleine Gemeinde descent. The founder, teacher Heinrich
Rempel, had migrated from Russia in 1884 and had made no secret of the
fact that he and his wife digliked both the traditionaligt Kleine Gemeinde
and the exclusionistic Holdemans. 7 Another member who joined in theee
early years was Benjamin Janz, a refugee from Russia who had been assisted
to Canada by his Kleine Gemeinde relatives at the turn of the century.
rf he had been dependent on his Canadian brethren for financial
assistance, he ¡,¡as not gimirarry short of rerigious opinions. By 1903
ilanz was reportedly "helping to spread the gospel Iin Steinbach] where the
harvest is great." æ Despite this evangelicat fervour and the introduction
of a choir' Sunday School and revival meetings the church attracted few
memberg in its first decade.
Beginning in 1908, however, the Bruderthaler made inroads into the
Kleine Gemeinde and by 19L3 it had attracted some 67 members. Although
these members and their chil-dren comprised onJ.y 150 persons, a fraction
of the 801 people in the Kleine Gemeinde and 4L0 in the Holdemang in 1913,
it won the reputation of being the most progressive and fastest growing
church. In the two decades following 1913 it grew by J.678 compared to 92t
for the Hordemang and 75t for the Kreine Gemeinde. ' rt had the .Holy
Ghost revivalsr" the parade of foreign missionaries, and the emotionnal
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singing.

By l9L2 it was large enough to follow the Kleine Gemeinde

and

in erecting its own church buitding in town. s
The peopte who were attracted to the Bruderthaler were clearly those
who had faced the greatest social upheaval in the new society. They were
younger, more educated and poorer than other l{olochnaia-Borosenko
Mennonites. They included schoolteachers, craftemen, young merchants and
Iaborers, who, according to one observer did not "feel honoured and felt
pushed back." 31 E.K. Francis could assert in the early 1950s that the
Bruderthaler church held a special "appeal to the upper class in town."
This was not the case in the years of its inception. In fact the upper
clags in Steinbach during this time belonged to the Kleine Gemeinde. This
included the two Reimer store families, miller Peter Barkman and
Iumberyard owner C.T. Loewen. Neither J.R. Friesen, the car dealer, who
had resigned from the Kleine Gemeinde and M.M. Penner, the owner of the
other lumberyard, were members of the Bruderthaler church in the 10s. The
poorer socíal standing of the first Bruderthalers is confinned in the
juxtaposition of its 1916 church roster with the municipality tax roll of
1915¡ this comparison indicates that the average Bruderthaler had a real
property aEseEsment of $545, less than a third of the S1875 assessed the
other Molochnaia Mennonites in Steinbach.
One of the reasons for the Bruderthaler's growth in Steinbach was
that it ghifted its emphasis from ethical iesues and social distance to
theological issues such as individual asEurance of salvation. And no
forum served better to spread this message than the revival meeting.
Preachers from sister churches in Saskatchewan, Minnesota and Nebraeka
regularly visited SËeinbach to lead these week-Iong meet,ings. Although
Bruderthaler church growth between 1908 and i-91-2 was ascribed to the
"tirelegE and faithful work" of its leader P.B. Schmidt, a fo¡mer
Sagkatchewan farmer, it wag the preaching of Chicago revivalist ceorge
Schultz in 1907, 1911 and L925 that attracted the most attention.
Holdemans

32

33
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Schultz was an active, charismatic Mennonite evangelist

who preached

within the network of Bruderthaler churches in both Canada and the United
stateE, and was credited with conducting some 30O revival meetinge in his
day. * SchuLtz's religious experience and work were indicative of a new
kind of religious leader.
Schultz had had a dramatic convergion
experience on his farm in Saskatchewan in 1902 following a heart attack
at the age of 24 and a few years later left the fa¡m for a life of fuIItime missionary and revival work. In L913 he graduated from lfoody Bible
Institute in Chicago and in 1918 earned a graduate degree in theology from
Schultz, however' rÁtae not go
NorÈhern Baptist Seminary in the same city.
much a theologian as an ínner-city evangelist who, ag the superintendent
of the Bruderthaler's Happy Hour Mission in Chicago, targeted for
conversion "dope fiends, drunkards, whoremongers, prostitutes of the
lowest kind." 35 Schultz'E work included preaching six nights a week, often
in open air forums in front of brothels and saloons, and organizing
vacation bible schools with financial assistance from Chicago's meat
packing plants. s
This experience, no doubt, helped give SchuLtz hig appeal in the
small Mennonite townE. tunong his favorite preaching towns was Steinbach
where he led L4 revival meetings, the first one in L907. Schultz
distinctly recalled the first revival meeting. glhen he arrived in
Steinbach there were " just a few families...who roere interested in
evangelistic meetings... [but] a fairly good crowd attended [on the fírst
dayl and rÂre continued the meetings for nearly four weeks." 37 Ï{hat
attracted the crowds was the lively singing from books with noteE, a
short, "hard hitting" 2O-minute revival Eermon and the "altar invitation."
Schultz recalled that "the spiriÈ moved in the hearts of people and folkg
began to get saved." æ So Euccessful was Schultz that, in his worde, "the
devil got stirred up about t,his awakening in Steinbach and he appeared in
the form of dead church members [who] began to t,hrow dirt at me and called
me a wolf in sheep'g clothin9.' " Nevertheless, as Schultz recalled it,
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"dance halls closed and tobacco shops lost business, It]he local
church...got a new vision of evangelical christianity.... [and] grew to be
the largest in the conference." 4
Schultz's success in Steinbach, however, wag due to more than hiE
new methodg. H5-s message consisted of new ideas that were proving
successful in the neïr, more urban society. Two devotional books that he
wrote during his career reflect the ideas his semons contained. In one
booklet entitled, "Í{eathered !{ordsr" he bemoaned traditional concepts of
youth, community, sin, education and separation from the world. He
decried the notion that youth is a time in which walrurardneEs was to be
accepted and declared that "every moment lost in youth is so much
character and advantage Iost." al He attacked the notion of eeparation
from the world: "...after they have come out of the worldr" he preached,
"they should march...into the very ranks of the enemy, and conquer new
ground for Chrigt our Lord." a2 He had a nehr concept of paid, professional
church leadership. "!ile need preachers with college and seminary training"
and "men who will attack the modernists...and expose their false teaching"
he declared. * Hís waE a Protestant concept of church, no longer
symbolized by community but by "the House of God...where cod
dwells.... [where] the sinner can pray through to victory.... [and] where
the Great Truths of the Bible are taught...." *
And his $ras a
premillenialist view of eschatology: "preach prophecyr" he declared and
take seriously the scriptural "threatenings of destructione by meang of
war because of God's displeasure over a sinful people."
Most important was hie concept of salvation. It was no longer grace
given at the end of a humble, God-fearing pilgrimage. It waE now "faith
in the finished redemptive work [that] justifies and sanctifies the
believer." ThiE was an act of ',Eettl[ing one,s] account with God in a
hurry." 6 Salvation included "believing on the...Fundamental Principles
of our Christian faith.'
It was picking up the challenge of "our eternal
warfare" epitomized in the "cross, the blood and the !,roundg." a7 rt
a5
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resulted in "living on fire for the Lord" and turned "the main objective
of all that we do as farmers, buginessmen, teachere, preachers....to save
gouls. "

€

Schultz'g approach was symboJ-ic of what waE happening in the
Steinbach Bruderthaler church during the months in which there were no
revival meetings. Its regrular leaders were for the most part more
educated, public and sometimes, bible school educated men. Between L908
and 1930 they did include farmer P.B. Schmidt. But they also included
Echoolteacher H.S. Rempe1 and merchant B.P. ilanz. And in the late 1920s
the leaders were H.P. Fast, a graduate of the dispensationalist
Minneapolis NorthweEtern Seminary, and John R. Barkman, a graduate of
Moody Bible Institute in Chicago. n' Bruderthaler church practicee now
included i.mmergion baptism, once vociferously opposed by its own leaders.
As early as 1906 church recordg indicated a baptism waE held in a creek
on the preacher'g farm and after L914 this Eervice occurred regularly in
the Seine River east of Giroux. s lts church meetings also included

special monthly programs for youth and an annual "Kinderfegt" complete
with choirg and Bible quizzes.
Representative of a new outward-looking view was the emphagis on
foreign missions. As the foreign miEsion budget of the Bruderthaler
conference increased from $245 in 1905 to $16,000 in 1929 the number of
miegionaries from the Bruderthaler churches rosre as weII. 52 And many of
these missionaries bound for or returning from the Congo, India and China
visited Steinbach and challenged Kleine Gemeinde descendants to "invade
the world."
In JuIy L9L4 it waE 'rPeter A. Friegen of India who
reported...to a very large audience." Two weeks later it wae "Missionary
H. Bartel from China" who reported many "important things about the poor
ChineEe." 53 In June L9l7 it vras "Missionary p.W. penner of India"
accompanied by "a 1íttle five year old Hindu girl.,t
A month l-ater it was
"Miggionary Aron ilanzen and wife from Africa. " r rn ,ruly 1920 it wag
51
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Kleine Gemeinde descendant "Gerhard Thieeeen...en route to China to be a
teacher in the heathen land."
The Bruderthaler'E neqr views and methods were strengthened in the
inclined
early 192Os wÍth the coming of the ofttí¡neg pietistically
"Russlaender" Mennonite refugeee. All churches went to great léngrths to
provide economic security for these unfortunate brethren, but it was the
Bruderthaler who made the greatest effort to integrate them into Steinl¡ach
Iife.
It began at once to host special youth meetings geared to the
Russlaender. * The Rusglaender complemented the Bruderthaler religiosity
by eetablishing a second, pietistically
inclined church, the Mennonite
Brethren Ln 7927. n .facob Rei¡ner from this church preached revival in the
Bruderthaler church in 1928, taught dispensationalism in "evening bible
classes" Ln 1929 and led the community to open a Bible School in 1931. s
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III
In Eharp contragt to the Bruderthaler'g approach to the new society
was the Kleine Gemeinde. The former represented a body which adapted
itself to the more open, forward looking, indivídualistic,
consumer
oriented urban exigtence and succeeded. The latter repreEented the body
which confronted, but failed to keep the new world at bay. If the
Bruderthaler represented a dynamic, innovative approach to relígious faith
much in the Kleine Gemeinde was institutionalized and rooted ín tradition.
Baptism $raÊ¡ now agsociated with springùime. Between 1902 and 1917 the
Eagt Reserve Kleine Gemeinde held its baptism in late ,fune or early ,fuly
with only one exception. Only one Sunday morning church service wag held
within each of the larger communities, the East Reserve, Rogenort and
Meade; this encouraged a somewhat sporadic church attendance. Religious
holidays included "HoIy Three Kings" and "Ascension Day', and each,fune and
September preachers delivered the "spring sermon" and the ,'harveEt
Eermon. " Church leaders were chogen from kinship lines that had proven
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themselves in church leadership. Each of the three Àeltesten who served

the Manitoba Kleine Gemeinde during these yearE was the son of a preacher.
But there was much that wae dynamic in Kleine Gemeinde church life
during theEe years. This dynamíEm developed from the esÈablished beliefs
that the church must remain separate and "unblemished" from worldly
society, that the church was a visible community, and that salvation
resulted from a life of costly pilgrimage resisting the world from within
the church community. In a changing world these ideas were bound to Lead
to headlong confrontation. Although the Kleine Gemeinde's Aeltester,
Peter R. Dueck, did not have the charisma of ceorge Schultz he was a
strong willed visionary. From the time of his election as Aeltegter in
190L at the age of 38 to his death in 19L9, Dueck manifested an ungwerving
commitment to communal and ascetic valueg.
His ideas' encapsulated in scores of 7000 word handwritten sermons,
were remarkabJ-y different from those of George Schultz. The contents of
a ChriEtmag advent Eermon composed in 1905 and delivered 19 times during
the next t4 years exhibited Dueck,s vievr of religious meaning and
community. For Dueck the church was a community, not a place; it was
characterized by "brotherly love, unity and...the fear of God.,, Its
leaders were gervants who came to their peopte in ,,great weakness and
imperfection" realizing that God "will put an end to the mighty and their
eanctuarieE." e Dueck's ethical concerns focused legg on personal morality
and misdemeanors than on the Etate of mind resulting from "pride,
abundance and much cont,entmerlt. " 6 The purpose of life was not to win
soulg in the world, but to prepare one,s own soul for eternity by keeping
oneself pure from worldly society.
SaLvation itself was not something that an individual claimed with
"aEEurance." rt was the grace given by God after a "life of cautiously
walkIing1 in hís paths and seek[ing] to keep the holy covenant faithfully"
and "striv[ing] in arr earnegtness to direct whatever we...do to the
destination we want to [reach]." d But most of all it meant a life in
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which a person showed that he "desired" God,s grace. A presumptuouE,
confident life was sirnply not indicative of a soul longing for God's grace
and to a person who did not long for grace, God could not give salvation.
The "cautious wa1k" entailed among other things "fleeing the transitory
pleasures of this worldr" a spirit of ,,fear and trembling" before God,
"yieldedness" to the communíty, ,,Nachfolger Christi,, (following Christ)

in a life of simplicity and peace, and of allowing one to be refined and
purified through tests of death and sicknegs and "toil and troub1e.,, a
It was theEe ideaE that Peter Dueck attempted to keep alive in a
changing gocial environment. A highly detailed diary traces that effort
over the course of L8 years between 1901 and 1919. In every instance the
church sought to maintain an "unblemighed" community in which peace, uníty
and love would flourigh. It wae only in this state that it could hold its
biannual "Einigkeit", the service of Holy Communion in which."unity" anong
the brethren waE a prerequisite for "communion" with God. Thus, no item

too small to address¡ there was the brother who had become drunk
during threshing time; another who had for chicanery,s sake shot a
neighbour's oxi a siEter who had been caught stealing merchandise from her
step-sone¡ a widow and widower, novìr married, who confessed to premarital
Eexi a brother who had hosted a party in hig guesthouse¡ two brothers who
had had a fist fight after one had spread gossip about the other; a sister

rôras

to have lived in "great sin.,' ô
These, however, vrere the minor issues, almost alwaye quickly
resolved, either through warnings and confegsiong or through brief periods
of excommunication. The fact that over the course of 18 years Dueck,E
diary mentions each of drunkenness, adultery and assault only half a dozen
tirnes indicates their lack of importance. The aII-maIe church brotherhood
after aII met almoEt 200 ti¡neE during these years and at each meeting
addressed at least half a dozen ethical issues. The most thorny problems
were those which went hand in hand with the encroachment of the modern
world with its new technological innovations such as'the telephone and the
who had been discovered
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capitalistic order of things guch ag increasing indebtedness'
consumerism and bueinegs aLze, and a government which seemed intent on
integrating llennonites into the wider society. During these years members
at the brotherhood meetings grappled with the issue of commerce 38 tirnes,
with government intrusion 35 ti¡nes and with the car 34 times¡ these
brotherhood agenda items reflected the issues on which the church felt it
wag the most vulnerable.
The intrugiveness of government agencies and programE waE a major
concern for the Kleine Gemeinde; but the real source of their ¡rorry wae
lese the overt intrusivenese of certain highly-publicized events than the
more Eubtle r^rays that the community and government seemed to become
increasingty integrated. The Manitoba Flag Act of 1908 was a major threat
for the Gemeinde but the issue and the action required were indisputable.
When the Act, which required aII digtrict schoolg to fly the Union ilack,
was passed, the Gemeínde, which saw the flag aE nothing less than a
"military bannerr" responded quickly. It joined Holdeman preachers and
the Mennonite schools inspector, H.H. Ewert, in making a personal visit
to Manitoba's premier. Vlhen the premier kept the delegation waiting for
almost four hours and then promised only to do "his bestr" the K1eine
Gemeinde immediately withdrew ite schools from the district schooL roster
even if it meant forfeiting the "legislative grant" which they had
received for more than a generation. I
Similar action was taken to deal with overt government action during
!{orld Vlar I.
9lhen the federal government requested that Manitoba
Mennonites purchase w€rr bonds and pay a special "18 war tax" in 1917 and
19LB the Kleine Gemeinde, along with other l,fennonite groups, complied; its
only demand was that the tax should be used for humanitarian and not
milítary aid. 6 Peter Dueck protested privately that paying the tax was
"to make friends with the unrighteous '!4[amÍlon"' but he still complied,
reasoníng that "since the money ís to be used only for the needy
lwe]...will participate." 6 Ílhen the federal government passed the
car, its

nevr
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National Service Act in L9!7, requiring aII Canadians to fill out war ti¡ne
service carde, the Kl-eine Gemeinde once again complied after being aEsured
that the cardE would not compromise their military exemptions. This
compliance was repeated in May 1918 when the government reguired a
registration of young men after paesing the NationaL Conscription Act; but
once again the Gemeinde sras aE¡Eured of continued military exemption. d
What caueed the Kleine Gemeinde brotherhood at least aE much
consternation as these highty publicized eventg were local incidents in
which government and Mennonite agenda and valueg conflicted. In 1906 the
Manitoba government expropriated BeII Telephone company and began to erect
rural long distance lines. Setting a ne!ìr precedent members of the Kleine
Gemeinde voted in a provincial referendum on the issue; however, they did
so with arnbivalence, reatizing that arthough the act of voting wag to
asgociate with the worrd, not voting vras to ensure the coming of the
unwanted telephone and hence an even closer link to wider society. e
In the spring of l9I2 Gemeinde members were once more caught in a
quandary. À single, 38 year-old mentally deranged Blumenort man became
violent and turned his revolver on his neighbours; they physically subdued
him, turned hi¡n over to "authoritieg" in !{innipeg and asked that he be
declared "ineane." In a lengthy brotherhood meeting, Aeltester Dueck and
the church agonized about having to rely on the wider society to solve the
community's probrems. rt could onry justify its actions on the grounds
that the "governtnent diEallows us to have people like that living in our
community" and the fact that t,he man rÂras not a church member. o In another
Ínstance a year later the members once more faced the ambivalence of
having to comply with provincial cri:ninal Iaw. The iEsue centered around
a family whose daughter had been gang raped and who now had been
subpoenaed to test,ify at the triat of the rapists.
once again the
brotherhood reluctantly gave ground: "Because the proceedings were not
initiated [by the famity] we cannot forbid them to testify." æ
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The moEt perplexing and persistent problem for the Gemeinde,
however, came when traditional boundarieer were violated by memberE on
their own initiative.
In 19O5 membere were reminded that according to
the Blumenort Conference resolutions of 1899 they "could not participate
in the election of [municipal] councilors.t' ?r In both 1905 and 1910 male
memberg were excommunicated for marrying "non-believing" !ìromen in civic
ceremonies in Vlinnipeg. In 1906 a brother had to be asked to resign his
post as municipal secretary, an occupation which was contrary to "Article
27LntheU3I$E.@'.',In1907tIÁ'omeninvo1vedinaIanddispute
had to be told that "fighting one another with lawyers cannot be approved
of, nor seeking to defend oneself in that manner." In 1910 members rdere
"warned not to vote in the government election" and when several voted
anyway' the church followed up and compelled the voters to repent. In
1913 members were asked to consider whether the reporting of break and
enter robberies did not "come too close to our faith."
In I9I4 farmers
were told not to bring their neighbours' cattle to the pound as "it íg
wrong to compJ-ain to the worl-d about one'E brother." In 1916 memberE r¡ûere
counselled that to vote in the government temperance plebiscite would be
tantamount to Christians "trying to rule and govern with the world." z
Each of these challenges to traditional boundaries paled in
comparison to the decision in April 1911 by a majority of Steinbach
parents to turn their parochial, Geman-language, school into a public
institution.
The fact that the parents had been encouraged to do so by
a Manitoba school inspector who argued that in ,'a British country people
should speak English" and who "expJ-ained the purpoEe of the flag,, did not
impress the rural dominated Kleine Gemeinde. ß Dueck proteEted that the
public school was Eeen by "most congregation members as very wrongful, for
us and for our degcendants." And he promised that the Kleine Gemeinde
would "lvork against" the new gchool.
The odds, however, were not in Dueck's favour. In .IuIy 1911 it
became apparent that both the Holdeman and Bruderthaler churches supported
7a
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the public school. The Kleine Gemeinde leadership gave up their campaign
to reverge the decision; instead they hired their own teacherE and turned
the old Franz Kroeker résidence, that had once served as the church'g
meeting place, into a private school. o A symbolic end to the old concept
of community came in october 1911 when the Steinbach churches were asked
to stop the tradition of using the schoolhouEe for worship. The reason
was that "new desks are being instalted in the Steinbach school and the
new [head] schoolteacher no longer wants church serviceg to be held in the

school as it has been turned into a district school."
Nor etas there unani¡nous support a¡nong Kleine Gemeinde members for
its nerât pqivate school. Kleine Gemeinde members from tovrn did not
willing1y accept the dictates of the rural dominated. church body. over
76

the next years the district school tìras a thorn in the side of the
Gemeinde. Again and again members were ad,moníehed to keep themselveg
separated from the public schoor movement. rn üay L9L2 the church
Ieadership finally decided on an ultimatum for the rebel parents: ,,!,re
wirl...Eee if they want to compry with the private Echool...and if they
do not, an arrangement will be made to grant them time till "El-nigkeit,'
(communion service) when, if they do...accept our couneel, we will work
with them...but those who cannot, should no longer count themselves as
members of thie congregation." '
within a month a nu¡nber of parents
"yielded" to the brotherhood. Hor^rever, at the "Einigkeit" that October,
2L people were noted abeent because they disagreed with the church's
policy on "pubric education, the car and other worrdry matters."
fn 1916' the same year that the Kleine Gemeinde built a new two-room
private schoolhouse, the Manitoba government unveiled its plan to revise
the Public Schools Attendance Act and to close down all private schools.
!{hen, three years later, the British privy council,s decision to uphold
the law coincided with Peter Dueck's death the Kleine Gemeinde quietly
complied and closed íts church schools. The fact of Dueck,s untirnely
death and the wide support for public education in the Gemeinde even
78
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before 1916, no doubt, Eerved to frustrate any Eentiment to join the OId
coronist Mennonites who lvere moving to Mexico in a search for an
environment more conducive to the maintenance of traditional eocial
boundaries.
A third major issue in the Kleine Gemeinde during the years of !{orld

war r was the erosion of ascètic J-ifestyles. rncreased prosperity, the
growth of tovrn businesses, the rise of consumerism, and especially the
purchase of automobiles were transforming the community. !{hile
merchandizing itgelf was no longer opposed by the Kleine Gemeinde it

actively attempÈed to shape asgociated mercantile activity.
In ,tanuary
1911 it objected to a business banquet hetd for "high officiars...
according to worldly custom" at Klaas Toews' gtresthouse. In November 191L
it agked merchant H.Í{. Reimer to breach a five year rental agreement with
a young barber who was planning to seII tobacco and musical inEtruments
from a store on Reimer's land. In November 1915, during a time of rising
interest rates, the church body censured those businesses 'that charge
high interest rates from poor people" and chastised other members "for
incurring large debt loads." In March 1916 it questioned the opening of
A.w. Reimer's glinnipeg meat packing branch-office which the brotherhood
declared "cannot but be harmful for salvation. "
Associated with commerce and abundance was¡ the increased acquisition
of personal amenities. It was felt that thege comforts turned one,E
attention from one's neighbour and one's soul to one,s fortune and status.
Among the signs of changing times were new women,s fashions, hairstyles
and dresses and hats. So vùere eocial eventE like the "Nachhochzeiten",
the "after weddings" where invited guests gave gifts and enjoyed fancy
mears. rncreasingry, too, youth gathered for "lawn parties,, where musical
instruments could be heard and the latest fashions exhibited. And then,
there waEr a new fascination with firearmE, justified for the hunt, but
remaining, nevertheless, a syrnbol of power and violence. But no single
personal amenity received the same attention as the car.
?e
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On May 16, l91O at a Sunday afternoon brotherhood meeting in
Steinbach, Aeltester Dueck presented the 21 baptiemal candidates for the
year and then introduced an ieeue which would be debated in the Gemeinde
for eight long years; "a brother has purchased a car for g48O which most
of us brothers do not see as proper...." Two weeks later when the owner,
26 year old miller Abram Reimer, appeared before the brotherhood and
promised to selI the car, Aeltester Dueck explained the reason for the
church's opposition: "it is detri¡nental to one's salvation as it seeks to
emurate the world., is on the whore such an unknown thing, is so costly and
leads to such arrogance and ogtentation.,' e
If Dueck thought that this swift action could stop t,he tide of car
purchases he was $trong. By iluly it was apparent that Reimer had reneged
on his promise to EeII his car. OnIy an overt threat of excommunication
brought another promise to serl the offending object. A year, rater,
however, there l¡tere reports that "two more brothers have purchased cars."
rn a special meeting in May 1911, Dueck went to great rengths to exprain
to the brotherhood the theology underlying his opposition: "in Christ we
ehall not place ourselveg on the level with worldly society and not degire
Iarge and elegant things which have an image of superiority." But he aleo
gave practical reasonsi the cars are being "driven recklessly...and thus
frighten horseE so that many accidents have occurred." Hie admonitions,
however, were publicly opposed. "The car is supported by many brothers
who look upon our opposition as self-made rulesr" errote Dueck after the
meeting, and "thug we Ì^rere unabre to come as far as vre had wished.' sr
Peter Dueck, however, did not retreat. In June 1911 he consulted
his fellow leaderg at Rosenort and came away with ,'great resolve to work
against it [the car]r" for it "ig simply not in keepingwith,Nachforger
chrigti'."
By April 19L2 the church began to force memberg who owned
cars, including.t.R.
Friesen the ohrner of steinbach,s first car
dealershiP, to resign from the church or face excommunÍcation and the ban.
A stand-off had occurred and people began leaving the church. Bethreen
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1911 and 1913 the church banned or accepted the resignation of 19 members.

In 1912 Dueck baptized fewer memberg than he had since taking office in
1901 and for the first time in a generation the Kleine Gemeinde suffered
a net loss of members.
Just as in the case of the public school issue, however, the car
was eventually accepted. Over the following yearE, owners of cars srere
called upon to repent, asked to stay away from communion services, warned
against riding in the carÊr owned by members of other churches, told not
to register care in the names of their unbaptized children, and cautíoned
that ownership of gasoline-powered tractors could Eerve to weaken the
resolve of members not to buy carE. In November 1918, just two months
before his death, Dueck made the observation that "most brethren are
[still] not heeding our warning about the car" and that more ti¡ne will be
required before communion services can be held with the owners. The year
of his death, however, marked the end of the Kleine Gemeinde,s opposition
to the car and that sr¡mmer members purchased carÉ¡ in unprecedented
numbers. The Kleine Gemeinde had clearly lost a battle to maintain old
gocial boundaries.
The failure of the Kleine Gemeinde in Steinbach waE a failure only

in part.

The church remained intact and between 19L3 and 1932 it almost

d,oubled in size from 11OB to 1933 sou1s. æ Traditional ideas continued to

prevail,

particularly

in the rural areas in Blumenort and RoEenort.
sermons stirr emphasized the ethics of day to day life.
A record of 42
sermons preached over a 12 month period in L924 and 1925 in the East
Regerve indicates that over half were based on one of the four ethicallyoriented Gospels, severaL others crere on ethical portions of the Apocrlpha
and only a few on theological or doctrinal sections of the Bibte guch as
the Pauline epistles.
Nor did the nature of teadership change. lfhire the second
generation preachers elected during the 10s included progressive
schoolteachers and town businessmen, it is interesting to note that in
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the East ReEerve Kleine Gemeinde voted for its second Aeltester
in five years' the progressive.preachers received little support. Instead
both the new Aeltester, PeÈer P. Reimer, and his runner-up were Blumenort
farmers who were junior members of the church minigterial.
l-924 when

And in the rural areas, the Kleine Gemeinde continued its
traditional role as the arbiter of day to day affairs in the community.
The extensive brotherhood minuteg of Aeltester ilacob B. Kroeker of
Rosenort, Manitoba during the L920s, for example, indicate that in rural
areas the idea that church and community !ìrere Eynonfimous continued.
Members had to account for being absent at the biannual "Einigkeit"
service. The church asgumed the responsibility to settle a1l economic
disagreements

€rmong members

and vociferously discouraged brethren from
It algo censured new styles and fashions,

taking any caEes to court.
promoted Anabaptist literature, and asEuned the debts of poorer membere. ß
Despite thege signs of traditionalism other practices pointed the
Kreine Gemeind.e in a neÌÁr direction.
The strateg.y of incurcating
simplicity and separation now seemed more flexible and accommodating.
The car had become acceptable, for example, but only because it râras now
deemed practicali the value of simplicity still
exhibited itself when
"glasg cargt' and "shiny bumpers" became isgues in the L92os. s The pubric
school may have been accepted but local school boards exercised
consid.erable control over teacher hiring, curricula, school congtruction
and attendance policies. * In order to asgure that acceptable Mennonites
qualified as teacherst' community leaders gave implicit approval for young
people to attend NormaL School in 9Íinnipeg. Similar concernE led the
Rosenort brotherhood to help finance the operation of a regional Mennonite
high school in Gretna after 1929. %
Ànd unlike their old Cotonist brethren even the most conservative
of the Kleine Gemeinde sought only to maintain those boundaries within

Canada- It was no secret that the Kleine Gemeinde had grovm famitiar with
canada andr. as one farmer put it, "many did not want to reave this
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government which had been so good to them." e The Kleine Gemeinde had

particularly

to appreciate the support they had received from the
Franco-Manitoban legislatorg between 19L6 and 1919. A natural conseguence
of this was an attraction to Quebec where a church-run education system
seemed more amenable to their own objectiveg. Betr,¡een' !922 and 1929 four
different delegations visited Quebec to consider the founding of a new
settlement. The delegations vrere pleased to learn that the Quebec
government was eager t,o have them and ready to provide them with
"educational freedom." only the disappointment wíth the quarity of the
low rying land near Amos, Quebec and the rocky, fragmented rand strips in
the Eastern Townships caused deregates to abort the euebec pran. s
The significance of the Quebec Etrategy for the Kleine Gemeinde wag
that it highlighted the compromises that they had made in their attemptE
to maintain traditional boundaries. Even the rural members of the Kleine
Gemeinde were not yet willing to emigrate from canada. Nor were they
willing to give up their superior land tracts in Manitoba for inferior
ones in Quebec. It was not until the economic difficulties
of the
depression and the renewed threatE to their cultural autonomy during World
War II that the more congervative 258 of the Manitoba Kleíne Gemeinde
employed the old Etrategy of migration and left Canada for a new, more
solidaristic, sectarian community in Chihuahua, Mexico.
The unwillíngness to migrate during the 1920g sternmed as well from
the fact of a growing pietiEtic minority within the Kleíne Gemeinde. It
$tas most strongly represented in steinbach.
rndeed, the list of
innovationg in the Steinbach church resound with mainstream evangelical
protestantism: in L926 it started a Sunday School with schoolteacher
Gerhard Kornelson at its head¡ in 1927 it officiarly
joined the
evangelistically oriented inter-church "ilugendverein"i in 1928 it started
a church choir led by local schoolteacher P.J.B. Reimer¡ Ln L929 it began
providing financial support to a Bruderthaler missionary in North China;
in 193L it renovated its church building to give it a more mainstream
come

ú,
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"cathedral" appearance by shifting the pulpit from the side of the
building according to traditional Mennonite architecture and placing it
at the end in keeping with Protestant church architecture. * If the year
L9L9 had marked the Kleine Gemeinde's loss of the battle to maintain
traditional boundaries, by L930 it was clear that the old Gemeinde wag
beginning to develop new strategies for survival.

rv
The demise of tradition

and the ascendancy of individualiem did not

mark the experience in aII the Mennonite churches in the Kleine Gemeinde
degcendant community. The Kleine Gemeinde may have sought itg .survivaL

by adopting the progressive methods of the Bruderthaler, but the Holdeman
church sought its continuity by revitalizing aspects of tradition.
ItE

weII. Membership in the East Reserve and Rosenort churches
rose from 498 in 1913 to 958 in Lg32. * Uoreover, throughouÈ this period

methods worked

neÌ{ roomy Holdeman church buildings were constructed in Kleefeld in L9O7,

in steinbach in 191-1, in Morrig in 1912, and in Greenland in L92O. 'l
In mogt respects the Holdemans were considerably more open to change
and more pietistic than the Kleine Gemeinde. fn 1908 they introduced
",Jugendverein" meetings to interest the youth in "experiences, such as
travel reports and biographies, Eongs learned by memory, graÍlmar, church
history, and other hiEtories and forms of worldly knowledge.', An
invitat,ion to the Kleine Gemeinde to join the "Jugendverein" waE rejected
by its conservative leaders becauge such an association, it was thought,
would only draw the youth even more into "Gesellschaft" and away from
"sirnplicity. " t other prograrns also eEtablished the Holdemans ag the
progressives. rn 1910 they started a sunday school and in 1914 a
"Kinderfest". s Their special attention to the youth reflected the growing
North Àmerican view, often associated with indugtrialization, that they
were wulnerable rather than rebellious. * While youth in the Kleine
Gemeinde church rarely were baptized before age 2O, youth in the Holdeman
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church were usually baptized afùer being "converted" between the ages of
L4 and L8.
e5

The Holdemans also took a more open approach to technological
innovations such as the telephone and the car. In .fune L9L7, when the
Kleine Gemeinde still opposed cars, the Steinbach Post reported that two
familiee had purchased cars which it noted "would come in very
useful as our itinerant Breacher F.C. Fricke is coming...to hold gerviceg
in many places." s The Holdemane¡ were also more open to higher education
Holdeman

than the Kleine Gemeinde. It was the Holdeman church that supported the
public school in Steinbach in 1911 and in RoEenort in 1914 and gave

explicit approval for its
the 1920s. e

membere

to attend Normal School ín !{innipeg in

The Holdemans also regembled the Bruderthaler ín believing that
emotional revival meetings would gtimulate church growth. In contrast to

the quiet spoken Peter Dueck of the Kleine Gemeinde, was the charismatic,
forceful personality of the most prominent Manitoba Holdeman leader,
farmer .Iacob Vliebe of Greenland. After his election in 19L0 at the age
of 37 he quickly assumed the position of prominence once held by Aeltester
Peter Toews. ffiebe became the editor of the German-language church
periodical and a noted itinerant revivalist.
Members of his church
vividry recalled the appearance of this "tarr man with a statery
bearing...and a rong, ftowing white beard." others remembered his
charismatic preaching: "Hig voice would come through clarion-clear...ag
he admoniEhed and encouraged the EaintE to greater efforts, stronger zeal
and undivided loyalty to the l.faster. lVith the same voice he would warn
the wayward of judgement to come; then, with tears in his eyeE, he would
plead with his hearers to accept the only way to heaven - Jesus Christ." s
So powerful a preacher wag Wiebe that obgervers noted that ,'few can
forget the earnestness of the patriarchar figure behind the purpit....rt
was as if God Himself lÂtere speaking to their heartg in a strong cerman
voice. " Ð
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After World War I, revival meetings became an inetitution for the
Holdemansr ân annual ritual in which church members reexamined their
religious commitment and youth were called upon to experience convergion. rü
The E¡ermoncr emphasized the E Éme spiritual peace and assrurance of
Ealvation found in the Bruderthaler church. In contrast to the almogt
stoic tone of Peter Dueck's writings $rere writings by Manitoba Holdeman
preachers bearing titleE such as "Behold AII Things Have Become New" and
"The Wonderful Guidance of eod." ln They spoke of a subjective spiritual
experience in termE that were quite foreign to the K1eine Gemeinde. "O,
that all souls could taste and discover how sweet and welcoming it ig with
the Lord" wrote ,Iacob Enns, a Holdeman preacher from Morris in 1907.
Similar terminoloçty eras uged to describe revival meetings. one .obEerver
noted in L911 that F.C. Fricke and iI.C. !{enger, two American Holdeman
revivalists, had led in "intense revival meetings,' in Steinbach. The
,
reporter noted that "many have found joy....aE we have seen how easy it
is for those under the burden of sin to have it removed...tforl more than
40 people have decided to walk the narrow way of the cross.,, 16
The HoLdemanE may have resembled the BruderÈhaler in the use of
Protestant church methods, but they diverged sharply when it came to the
maintenance of church socíal boundaries. Protestant church methodologry
was only half of the strategy of maintaining a church in the modern world
in the Holdeman view. The other half was to raise social bound.arieE to
ne!ìt heights by restricting individual freedom, insisting on uniform
outward slzmbols and articulating a belief in the "only true church.,,
Courtship, for instance, was not left to individual whim but
continued Èo be regulated by parenÈs. one Holdeman recalled his marriage
in 1905: "My thoughts went to Hochstadt lwhere]...,tac T. Regehr lived...as
well as their daughter Anna....My parents, as customary, went to Eee
what...Regehrs would say and what Anna'g convictions were. The answer waE
yes. I soon went...to get the anss¡er personally and arrange for the
wedding." rs In other incidents the mediator between the young man and
1@
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woman

was a preacher, just as cal-Ied for by John Holdeman himself in his

L880 writing on marriage, "Von der Ehe."

This control of individual behaviour was symbolic of increasing
church control elsewhere. Instead of deemphasizing traditional sirnplicity
in drees ast the Bruderthaler had done for some time and the Kleine
Gemeinde was beginning to do, the Holdeman Church Eeems to have elevated
the wearing of nineteenth century fashions to a nerâr virtue.
They
especially insisted on the use of outer symbols such as the beard for the
men and the three-cornered black head dress for the women. Accordíng to
Clarence Hiebert, a sociologist of the Holdeman people, an incident at the
Holdeman church in Vlinton, near Reedley, California in 1923, proved to be
a watershed for the church body. Hiebert notes that in 9linton, Holdemans
of Manitoba Kleine Gemeinde deEcent and those of Kansag "OEterger" deEcent
disagreed over guestions of external symbols. Evidentty, some of the
Canadians began to reason that individual spiritual freedom made the beard
and the head dress unnece€rsary. The church leadership seems to have made
a strategic decision to put the full force of the church hierarchy to the
tegt. F.C. Fricke, the head of the American chapter, waE sent to live in
9ilinton' reasgert traditional practices, "expose those secret undermining
spirits" and excommunicate the Winton preachers. 106 Hiebert identifies
Fricke'E work in Winton as a waterghed which regulted in an "increasing
rigidity and legalistic trend....resultIing]
gradually in a greater
emphasis on outward expressions of ,non-conformity to the world. " 16
The beard and the headdress, however, were only the symbols of a
powerful sense of Holdeman self identity.
This senEe taught them that
they alone represented the "true church" of God, that they represented
nothing less than part of the "Iineage,' of true churches, and that their
leaders could experience direct "revelationE" from God. 1fl This teaching
provided. the church community with an authority lacking in either the
K1eine Gemeinde or Bruderthaler. Our church leader "made it clear how
sinful it iE to go against the teaching of our beloved church" recalled
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one member from the 192Os. 1æ Ànd the church community enforced that

practice of excommunication and the ban. In no other
church Ín the Kleine Gemeinde descendant communities was the ban executed
with the same vigopr. Church members were allowed neither to eat nor have
any associations with the excommunicated and often this resulted in
painful divisions within familieE. 16
,Iust, how powerful a method of maintaining church discipline this
was is evident from a bitter experience in Manitoba where John F. Toews,
a one time miller, was excommunicated after havíng attended the
BruderthaLer church in steinbach. For 30 years Toer¡rs was ostracized by
the members of the Hotdeman church and even his mother and brother were
forbidden to asgociate with him. The powerful emotions this evoked became
clear in 1926 when Toews threatened the church leaderghip with court
action if they would not drop the ban. A year later Toe!'rs went through
with his threat and laid charges in the Court of King's Bench in Winnipeg.
According to court recordE "the plaintiffs sued the Holdeman Mennonite
church....allegIing] that in...1898...they were wrongfully expelled from
membership....that they have been ostracized by the defendants...and that
they had suffered. damage to their buginess....' n0 The court,s ruling that
the Holdeman Church as "an unincorporated society" was immune from such
a charge made it an important lega1 event in Manitoba; the trial, itself,
however was significant for the K1eine Gemeinde descendant communities for
it revealed the degree to which the churches in those communíties had
diverged in their strategies.
concept by a strict

v
The same dichotomy of adaptation and confrontation that separated
the Manitoban churches dívided the Kleíne Gemeinde descendants in the
American Middle !Íest as weII.

In rfanEen, Bruderthaler evangelicalism,
elaborate church programs and the teaching of aggurance of salvation were
the order of the day. rn Meade, Kansas, where the Kleine Gemeinde
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dominated, traditional

definiÈions of community and church, as weII as
agcetic lifestyles, Geman schools and Anabaptist theology confronted
pietism and worldry socieËy alike. Finally, the Holdeman etrategy of
adopting church methods from both the progressiveg and traditionalists
was employed in the various communities in catifornia, Kansas, Texas and
Oklahoma where Canadian settlers could be found.

Erources' however, will

restrict

The availability

of

this discussion to the ilansen and Meade

communitieg.

decline in the Mennonite poputation in Nebraska and particularty
Cub Creek Township in .Tefferson County between 1905 and 1930 meant that
the influence of Mennonite churches di¡ninished as well. In L906, just,
before the mass Kleine Gemeinde migration to Kansas, Cub Creek had four
Mennonite church bodies, each with itg own church building.
Among the
most progregsive of these Mennonitee¡ were the Krimmer Mennonite Brethren
who worshipped in a fine new brick church building. The influence of thie
pietistic group soon suffered from internal division and from a steady
outmigration of members. In 1906, for insÈance, some 15 Krinmer familieE
Ieft the community for places in Dinuba, California and Hooker, Oklahoma
after a sharp disagreement arose concerning the new church building. Over
the next generation, the decline of the Kri¡nmer continued as more families
left for new settlements in Garden City, KansaE and paxton in güestern
The

Nebraska. Krimmer memberghip which had stood at 60 in 1g10, felt to 31
by L921 despite the fact that it had amalgamated with the local branch of
the Mennonite Brethren church in 1915. By 1928 church membership had
declined to a point where it no longer waE mentioned in the annual Krimmer
Brethren church yearbooks.
111

The only significant Mennonite church group left

in ilansen by L930
was the Bruderthaler church. Although the majority of its members srere
forced from their farms in the 1930s and, migrated to the west Coast in
search of wage labour, it remained a force between 1905 and j.930. Church
growth compelled it to erect a new church building in 1902. In 1917 when
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it elected farmer Bernard O. Kroeker aE Aeltester it reported 89 members
and over the courge of the next dozen years Eaw ite membership grow to
tt4.
112

From the perspective of the mainEtream religious groups in town,

such as the Methodist, Nazarene and tutheran churches, the Bruderthaler
lttas "conservative. " 113 The children of AelteEter Kroeker recalled that

they rarely visited Janeen residènts socially, that they were discouraged
from attending high school, spoke only Low ceman at home, attended German
school each spring titl ]-922 and did not vote ín local elections. na Nor
did the members of the Bruderthaler hesitate in decrying the assifiilation
of more accommodating Mennonites in ,ransen: "It is sad to see so many who
caII themgelveg Mennonites...no longer following the teachings of i¡esuE
and Menno....and in the proceEs have done a great digservice to
ChristianiÈy" noted one ,JanEen Mennonite in 19Og. ¡rI
Yet, the ilangen Bruderthaler readily emptoyed the use of protestant
institutiong in separating itself from the wider society. sunday school,
for instance, had been introduced shortly after the Bruderthaler built a
new church building in 1890. Revival meetingE were part of the church
program as well. fn 1907, the same year that revivalist eeorge Schultz

preached in Steinbach he also "conducted a series of meetings', in ilansen
where a "number of gourE were saved....,'16 The youth received special

attention at the meetings. one member noted that ,,it is time to praise
the dear youth at Janeen and to show them some attention at the even5-ng
meetings during this time." u7 rts speciar effort to bring younç, peopre
into the church waE reflected in relatively low ages of baptism. Between
1917 and 1929 the average age of baptism for 2L youth was L6.g,
considerably lower than the average age of baptism for Kleine Gemeinde
youth. The ,tanEen Bruderthaler also introduced special youth programs in
1911 which' according to a locar church history proved ,,a great help in

the spiritual life of the whole church." lls Finalry, as seen in chapter
J'4' the Jansen Bruderthaler church was zealoug in supporting missionaries.
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In sharp contrast to the accommodating Jansen Bruderthaler group
was the Kleine GemeÍnde at lfeade. Despite the move to Meade in 190? the
Kleine Gemeinde church remained cohesive; in 1934 it had l-87 members, the
largest single group of Kleine Gemeinde descendants in the llnited Stateg. lle
This coaleÉ¡cence indicated the continuing strengrth of this conEervative
body.

One of the moEt powerful tools at the disposal of the Kleine
Gemeinde in western Kansas vras its control of education which the

relatively isolated nature of their farrning district granted them.
Although four of the five schooLs that the Kleine Gemeinde children
attended in southern Meade County were pubtic district schoole, the
Mennonite majority in the area controlled the local school boards.
Mennonite trueteeE enEured that only lfennonite teachers would be hired
and that both German and English were used for instruction, at least until
World Ïfar I.
When the county superintendent prohibited the use of German in the
district schoors, the community adapted by reverting to a practice
developed in Jansen where a month of German private school was held each
spring after the cloEing of the pubric school. rn May 1920 even thÍs
option was taken from the Kleine Gemeinde when the public school officials
extended the school year to include irune. once agaín the K1eine Gemeinde
adapted. This time they introduced Sunday Schools with the express
intention of using them to promote the Ge¡man language. Children were
summoned to the church on Sunday afternoons and while their parents
watched, Iay teacherg instructed from both the Biblische Geschichte Buch
and the old standard cerman prirner, the Fibel. 1ã À contemporary obgerver
praised "the energy with which eerman is being taught here for it is
obvious to both young and old, that the [waning knowledge of German] is
the problem that [Sunday Schools] .are meant to Eolve.,' ru
At least one private school in Meade and one in Satanta, a Kleine
Gemeinde settlement 60 miles to the weEt, survived world War I. Although
1æ
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the Meade School located on the Aeltester's property next to one of the
two Kleine Gemeinde church buildings was regrularly inspected by the county
superintendent, Gennan $ras used aE the basic langruage of instruction.
only around L922 was the superintendent able to force it to close. la
The Kleine Gemeinde in Meade County also continued their worship
Eervices according to established, ascetic way€r. One local historian has
provided the following description of the church serviceg: "The singing
[was] from the Gesanqbuch.... Congregational prayer was gilent.... lÎlhe
main [sermon]...hraer read and would be about an hour in lengrth. Tlpical
Sunday dresg for the...men [included] dark suits with no tieE. The women
wore long dark dressee with dark head coverings, usually ehawls....Any
desire to change was usually suspecttecll of promoting pride.,, 1ã Membere
recalled Iater that during these yeara preachers often quoted Anabaptist
authors like Pieter Pietersz and used these references to warn against
pride, ostentation and attendance at the more pietistic churcheE. 1ã
Ascet,icism qras especially emphasized. The car, for instance, $ras
Eeen as a threat to religious values. In 19L6 when Meade County boasted
360 cars, the Kleine Gemeinde stiLl opposed them. 1ø The famiry of farmer
Peter Rempel recalled the church's reaction when he bought a motorized
truck from the Ford dealer in lileade in 1916: "Thig caused a furor in the
Kleine Gemeinde as motor vehicles were conEidered worldly....A number of
brotherhood meetingE vrere held and excommunication was proposed since
Peter refused to sell the truck....Finally
[however], the eld.ers decided
to take no action...." rr Fashionable clothee and social intercourEe with
the outside were similarJ-y discouraged. Some families prohibited their
youth from visiting Ì,feade City. Others removed colorful decorations from
horse harneggeg after church readers censured them as a sign of
worldliness. t'
These ideas were kept alive by the preaching of conservative,

IocaIIy elected men. In !914, sometime after the old Aeltester Abram
Friesen had suffered from the loss of eyesight as werr aE from deep
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of his second marriage, to a Bruderthaler Mennonite,
the church elected its first Aeltester on American soil. He was ilacob
IEaac, a 31 year-old well-to-do farmer. But Friesen's reEignation and
Isaac,s vivacious, youthful leadership did not mark an end to continuity.
Isaac,E conservative ideae were strengrthened through cloee tieg with the
Canadian Kleine Gemeinde leadership who visited Meade reguJ-arly. ræ
Aeltegter Peter Dueck of Steinbach, for instance, visited Meade on several
occaÊrione, trying to heal a church schism in L910 and ingtalling Isaac as
community disapproval

Aeltester in 1914.
That lEaac's conservatism wae widely accepted during the first
decade of his Aeltestership is clear from the fact tha! the moet vocal
dissent in the church came not from progressives but from even more
conservative forces. In fact in 1920 the church guffered a schism when
Martin Doerksen, a preacher noted for his coneervatism and also the man
who had directed the Kleine Gemeinde to settle in Kansas, Ied half a dozen
families to form a separate body. The Doerksen church, however' rdas a
short lived phenomenon and only one baptism was perfomed. In 1924 the
majority of these families joined the migration of conEervative Canadian
otd Colonist uennonite to settlements in northern uexico. ¡m
The strengrth of the conservatigm of the Kleine Gemeinde in Meade
was also exemplified in their reaction to governmental pressureE during
Vlorld !{ar I. Unlike their Canadian counterparts the Americans received
no blanket military exemptions. In the United StateE, according to the
May L917 Universal Service La!ìr, conEcientious objectors could be exempted
from combat but not from answering the draft and working in regional
military campE. 131 A number of Kleine Gemeinde descendant boys who
reported for service vùent on Èo fight in France. The ilansen News carried
Ietters from at leagt four of these boys in uniform who referred to
themselves as "good Eoldierg" and encouraged ltennonites to buy war bondg.
Those who claimed to be pacifists and refueed for congcience' sake to
wear milítary garb or work in the ca¡np $rere often verbally abused and
132
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sometimes beaten and imprisoned. one Jansen conscript was "made to sit

absolutely stíII wíthout flinching" for hours and a Meade boy waE
irnprisoned. 133 Pressure to Eerve even ca¡ne from within the MennonLte
communitieE. In Jansen, John P. Thiessen serving on the Nebraskan Defenge
Council publicly chaetised his l.fennonite non-combatant kin for refusing
to "do any kind of work" in the camps. t*
An equally intense preEEure to assimilate and identify with Àmerican
patriotism hras often directed at li[ennonite civilians.
In ueade Countyt
the Kleine Gemeinde faced a county populace that was sometifies overtly
hogtile. In one incident during the war memberg of the Kleine Gemeinde
were direct,ly confronted by angry Meade City citizens.
According to a
Ietter written by a Meade Mennonite to one of his Manitoba brethren, the
incident started on a Friday in one of the public schools where Kleine
Gemeinde children, obeying instructions from home, refused to salute the
American flag.
tlhen the American teacher reported the action to the
county school headquarters in Meade, an angry superíntendent sunmoned the
parents to town to account for their "subversive" action. He instructed
them to return !.feade on Monday next when they would be expected to salute
the flag or face execution. The frightened parents believed the
superintendent and earnestly beseeched the church leadership to step in.
On liÍonday, Aeltester Isaac and several ministers accompanied the
parents to the county courthouse in Meade. To their surprise, they faced
a fuII houEe of "agitated" civic leaders and towngfolk who demanded that
Isaac and the other preachers galute the flag.
When they refused,
pandemonium broke out as people "shouted" threats of arrest, property
confiscation, economic boycott, forced gruardianship of their children and
tar and feathering. The ghouting died down only when Isaac was final.J.y
able to speak and explain that Mennonites were quite loyal to the American
flag but that their religious faith prohibited them from saluting it.
Isaac and the othersr however, were still ordered to return the next day
to salute the flag or face "mob actio[." r35 The preachers reportedly went
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home in great consternation, . called an emergency brotherhood meeting,

prayed and prepared for the worse. AE it turned out, after the passion

of the day diminished town leaderE reconsidered their threatg and the next
day did not even repeat their request for a salute of the flag. ls
Despite the pressures both to render military service and embrace
Ameriean nationalism the Kleine Gemeinde in Meade County maintained old
valueE. Indeed only a few Kleine Gemeinde descendants are known to have
served in the armed forces. A list of 233 Meade County llorld glar I
veterans, for example, names only one Mennonite, Henry L. Reimer. 137 The
reacone¡ for the Mennonite's ability to remain cohegive in the context of
World War f vary.
Eirst, the üennonites were quick to develop a
"martyrology" around the boys who were arrested. Clarence Hiebert, for
instance, has noted how "stories of rejection and brutality [became]
important to Holdeman people" and resulted in a etronger sense of self
identity. ls A símitar sense developed a¡nong the Kleine Gemeinde. In a
letter in August 19LB one Meade farmer noted the "evil of the war" and
called for the readerg to seek more earnestly to "live as pilgrirns and
strangere and seek the heavenly kingdom from our hearts.r,
But Àmerican K1eine Gemeinde descendants, aE other Mennonites, also
reEisted assimilative pressures by using their ties with Canadian brethren
to find refuge from the draft. The American brethren were quíte aware of
Canada's leniency to Mennonite pacifists.
In the faII of L9t7, just as
the American draft was moving into high gear, the ilansen News reproduced
on its front page the full 1873 Canadian order-in-Council which granted
Mennonites total military exemption. 1o oral tradition abounds with
stories of Àmerican Kleine Gemeinde descendants "escaping" to Canada.
Some walked across the border at night and otherg hid in freight trains
that entered Canada. Always, the entry into Canada was surreptitious.
Partly because the Mennonite press in Manitoba did not want to draw
attention to the fJ.ight of these youths there ie no way of determining the
exact number of "draft dodgers" who came to Canada. The Steinbach Poet,
13e
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for instance, noted the individual arrival of l7 midwestern families and
12 individual young men bet$reen April and October 1918. At other timeE,
as in Augrust that year, ít simply noted "that there are various young
people here from the Stateg.rr r41 CIearIy the adamant declaration by the
first American Kleine Gemeinde settlers in ].874 that their choice to
settle in the United States would never result in compromiEe as "ofte can
always move to Canada" stilt represented the feelings of many of their
long as Mennoniteg could conceive of themselves aE
descendants. ra
separate from the "world" old values could be maintained.
But aE ûras the case for their Canadian counterpartEr the mogt
Eerious challenges to traditional boundarieE c€rme from diverging religious
thinking within the community. The existence of the pietistic
Bruderthaler in the heart of the Meade Mennonite settlement caused the old

Kleine Gemeinde its greatest challenge. The Bruderthaler church, for
example, successfully competed for the allegiance of the community's
youth. 1ß In 1911 the Bruderthaler in Meade began a "Jugendverein" that
featured emotíona1 services and singing with musical inetrumentg. 144 In
1916 the Bruderthaler group at Meade invited revivalist George Schultz to
conduct a geries of revival meetings. According to Schultz "many soul-g
were led to the Lord, backsliders lvere reclai¡ned ,...22 people were
baptized in the stream and....the entire congregation was revived and got
a ne!ìr start." ra5 And in 1927 the Bruderthaler group joined the Bible
School movement. They purchased a vacated district

schoolhouse and began

a four month progra¡n during the winters. The school offered courseg in
church history, catechism, music and German. Among its expressed aims was
to ',give young Christians an opportunity to grow through prayer and the
studying of scripture." ltr OnIy the depression forced it to close for the
period from 1930 and 1937.
Another avenue of influence' was provided by the pietistically
inclined Mennonite schoolteachers who taught in the Meade country schools
and even in the Kleine Gemeinde's private school. In L923 the Meade
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co¡nmunity had five Mennonite teachers from the
more progressive
communities in central Kansas. ro They had been hired,,
according Èo one
report' for their ability to teach in German whenever it was
¡roeeíble. ¡*
The echoolteacherg may have known German but they arso
reveared a
decidedry pietistic bent. rn 1919 the teacher at
the 'settrement school'
waE Gerhard Thieseen, a Brudertharer originarry
from Janeen. when he
reported on the community's happenings in the ilansen
News it was not in
the langruagre of hi-s Kleine Gemeinde students. In a tlpicar
retter
from

in f920 he warned, his readers not to "forget that the precious
fountain, Brood of chriet, wirr stop frowing...when the
Redeemer will
pierce the clouds to call hie flock home.. . .. t.e
rronicalry, eome of the impetuE for change came from gome
of the
more progress{ve Manitoban Kleine Gemeinde leaders.
Henry Dueck, a
f,armer/minister from Kleefeldrwhosedaujnt". would later
marry Àeltester
rEaac' becane a force for chang" i" ;" ;itoba church
after hie erection
as minÍgter in 1916. f{hen Dueck visited the Kreine.
Gemeinde churchee in
1919 hie preaching wag welcomed in each place
he visited. From carden
City ca^me a report of Dueck,s.intereating sermonr, from
Satanta of a
'Eucceseful campaign in the renewal of fellowehipr, and from
Meade of hie
preaching to éìn 'overfilled church." ¡ro Dueck,a
approval of change in
lfeade and an increasingry pietigtic theorog:y
is quite apparent, from a
travel report he gave of a 1929 trip to Meade:
'on December 22 we had the
gervice in the North church where prior
to the service t,here was a rovery
Sunday School that was attended by both old
and young people....In the
evening we had q very werr-attended service.
on t,he 26t,h we visited old
Mrs Heinrich Rei¡rer'who asked if there was
hope. r told her that if ehe
had a riving hope she courd have aegurance.
she died that night. r rr¡ Tiee
with the canadian church, which at one time had
strengrthened the
conservatÍve stance of the tiny Kleine Gemeinde
remnant in the united
states, were noqt beginning to signal changes in .he
Meade church.
Meade
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vrr
second generation concepts of community, systemE of meaning,
perceptions of social boundaries and self identities
diverged
significantly from those of the first generation. rt $raE clear that in
their guest for religious meaning Kleine Gemeinde descendants could not
remain al-oof from a more integrated urban industrial society.
New
technologies' a market economy, a rising nationalism, and the growth of

non-agricultural lifeworlds htere quite evident in the communities in
Manitoba and the uia¿re west. Those changes demanded responseE from the
Mennnite churches. And in those responses the churcheg exhibited wide
divergences- In each of the communities there $rere coneervative and
progreesive forces that disagreed fundamentally on the manner in which the
community should be shaped in the context of the new society.
The most accommodating Kleine Gemeinde descendantg were members of
a variety of urban brethren churches. The most significant group was the

Brudertharer church, represented in steinbach, Jansen and Meade. rt
maÍntained some of the ord varues, such as nonreEistance, and in fact
chose the official name of the Defenseless Mennonite Brethren in Lg:-l.
HoÎÁtever, the Bruderthalers differed from Kleine Gemeinde members in
that
they employed urban Protestant church methods guch as youth progrêùms,
sunday schoors, revivar meetings, Bibre school education, immersion
baptism and foreign missions.
These programs encouraged a more
subjective, individualistic approach to religious faith and a more open
view of integration with mainEtream society.
old Kleine Gemeinde church in both Canada and the United states,
still representing half of the descendants of the original eettlere,
became the champion of traditionaligm.
AettesterE Dueck of steinbach and
rsaac of Meade articurated an ord system of meaning and view of the world.
Meaning in life $tas preparing one'g soul for salvation by withstanding the
cultural influenceE of the mainstream society. The te¡m community was
synonlrmous with the church congregation that espoused communal values,
The
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such as yieldedness to one another and a sÍmpJ-e, ascetic lifestyle.

This

worldview necesgitated the confrontation of innovations that were geen to
Iead to pride. These included the car, integration with outside culturalr

institutiong such ag the public school, and the increaeing commercial,
political and. marital relationships with maingtream society. And they
included social distance from avenues of assfunilation such as government
jobs, nationalist symbols and any military participation ín World !{ar I.
By the L92Os, however, it became clear that many of the Kleine
Gemej-nde ideals were being eroded. The acceptance of the car, pubtic
education and an encroaching pietism pointed the Gemeinde in the
direction of compromise and reorientatíon. Just as it was beginning to
shift the Holdeman Church became the new champíon of the old social
boundaries. It had successfully adopted elements of pietiem at the same
time that it strengrthened traditional symbols. Thus, while it accepted
Protestant church methods, especially its revivaliEm and youth proçJramE,
it raised old boundaries. These were symbolized by a distinct apparel,
an ideorogy of excrusivity, and strict church disciprine.
whire the
Àmerican Holdeman communities were not dominated by Kleine Gemeinde
descendants as they were in Canada, family histories indicate that when
Canadian Holdemans did migrate southward they easily integrated into the
American Holdeman churches.
The story of religious life

during the second generation is, thus,
one of diverging strategiee. Kleine Gemeinde, Holdeman and Bruderthaler
Mennonites repreEented different approaches to an
increaeingry
índuEtrialized eociety. CIoeeJ-y cultivated ties that crossed national
boundaries and comparable social conditions ensured that the over all
development of the Canadian and American brethren would bear Etrong
parallels. Town churches in both countries saw the greatesÈ changes as
they dealt with the most secularized, consumerietic and individualiEtic
populace. The rural churches !ìrere better able to maíntaín communal,
ascetic, and sectarian characteristics.
However, it r,ìrasr increasingly
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clear that even theEe churches were gtill changing as they adapted to new
realities, eíther through new degrees of openness or by raising old social
boundaries. old strategies of simply confronting the world or preaching
a cornmunal-oriented theology without emphasizing personal ealvation were
seemingly not working in an increasingly differentiated
and
individualistic society. The fact was that the Kl-eine Gemeinde descendant
communities in both the Middle West and !.lanitoba had become closely
integrated into North American society. The choice for the majority of
the Kl-eine Gemeinde descendants waE either to accommodate in the
subjective, oPen manner of the brethren or to strategically recast the old
social boundaries with new religious symbols as had the Holdemang.

,

@NCLIISION

ThiE study has charted the behaviour of one small, agrarian
immigrant 9roup, the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites, over three generations.
It has focused on their everyday lives as they went about reproducing
their existence in a new and changing world. It has been suggested that
their behaviour ldas characterised neither by unilinear cultural
assimilation nor by static' unswerving persistence. Rather the majority
of group members adapted to new environments in such a way that the
essentialg of community continued. Those esEentials it has been argrued
were not descriptive cultural characteristícs such aE architecture,
Iinguistic retention, or spatial organization. rnstead they included
social relationships and boundaries and ascriptive valueg and perceptions.
rn thig eommunity the famíry was a domestic group that gerved aE a
production unit and was the focus of social networks; the church waE the
articulator

of social boundaries and of such values as asceticism and
communalism. Adaptations l¡tere made to safeguard thiE traditional social
organization. those adaptations included integration with the market
place, relocation to new land-rich regions, seeking congenial political
environments and reformulating church programs.
rn each of the three pracee, New Russia, Manitoba and Nebraska, and
in each of the three generations there were different schemes by whÍch to
organize traditional patterns of life.
only during the second generation
in North America when new farm land became even l-egg available, when
hougeholds ceased to be chiefly units of production, when old social
boundaries were opposed by merchants and when weaÌth recast old idealg of
community asceticism did those strategies begin diverging substantively.
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In 1850 the I'fennonÍte communit,ies in Russia represented traditional,
closed' agrarian communities. Among the most articulate of theee
congervatives !ìrere the members of a small congregation, the Kleine
Gemeinde. But Rugsian society at mid-century was being transformed; the

riee of a staple export economy, the politÍcal refo¡mg of Alexander II,
the incursion of religious subjectivism, demographic expansion and the
shortage of land threatened old boundaries and values. It was ironic that
the very reforms that led to the releaee of the serfs in L861 opened new
avenues for land acquisition and the reproduction of egtablished
Iifeworldg for conservative l{ennonitee. The founding of the Borosenko
colony in 1865 by the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites ensured a degree of
continuity in a sea of sociaL change. BoroEenko set a pattern of Life
that was to be transplanted to North America: the K1eine Gemeinde became
associated with a geographic community; rand arrowed for agrarian
household production and for a traditional sexual divieion of labour;
kinship shaped settlement patterns and comprised the i:nportant social
networks; the church taught ascetic, communar values and actively
countered pietistic influenceg. Po1itical reforms after L87O, however,
threatened the aims of this Eolid.aristic community. Rusgia,s plans for
poJ-itical modernization included the abolition of feudal--t1pe special
privireges for separate groups in society. For Mennoniteg the most
important privileges were the military exemptions and a Eeparate political
existence under the paternalistic arm of the Guardians Committee that had
been extended to foreign colonists. To ensure continuity conservative
Mennonites employed an old strategy¡ they migrated.
In 1874 the Kleine Gemeinde joined a third of the ltennonite
population and left New Rugsia for North America where they were assured
new degrees of social separation. Transplantation of an established way
of life was the primary objective of the move. But the transplantation
involved much more Èhan seeking a replication of housebarn architecture,
"Etreet villagesr" Geman-language schools and an avoidance of military
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Eervice. Enabling the reproduction of old lifeworlds in North America
were a number of factore. The rise of a gJ.obat economy required the
development of North America's grasslands by Eelf-sufficient houeehold
producers. Thus encouragement to move came from competing Canadian and
American interests.

migration itself

disruption
as the settlers were members of an organized community. Their group
identity was maintained by a transplanted church hierarchy, a socially
differentiated temporal leadership and a high degree of "institutional
completeness." But, the real cohesivenegs of the migrants lay in their
families. Bonds of kinship determined the composition of migrating subgroupE and settlement patterns; and the influence that women played within
the migrating family assured the rapid reeEtablishment of social networkg
and domegtic units. Sinally, a market economy, the transfer of capital
pools and the willingness and ability of the migrants to mechanize their
fa¡ms allowed for the transplantaÈion of the household economic unit.
During the first generation after the Eettlement period, between
1880 and 1905, the Kleine Gemeinde communities Euccessfully pursued a
nu¡nber of strategies that allowed them to reproduce their traditional life
goals. Both Manitoba and Nebraska farmers adopted new farm methods and
produced new products aE dictated by their respective physicar
environments and regional market forces and as reguired by their aim to
secure an established gtandard of living and obtain the reEources to pass
the farm onto the next generation. A highly developed economy and fertile
land in Nebraska allowed the Kleine Gemeinde there to replicate farm sizes
and the required leve1s of commerciatization much more quickly than did
their Manitoba brethren. However, the fact that farm sizeE reached their
zenith in Nebragka by 1880 reflected a closíng economyi increased socíal
stratification,
high land prices, farm mortgageE, and randresgness
threatened the Nebraskans' traditional goals. By the turn of the century
it was clear that ne$J strategieE of continuity were required; exteneive
outmigration and costly coronization projects put the majority of the
The

was marked by minimal
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co¡¡ìmunity back on the old track of a landed agrarian exietence by 1905.
The Canadians, on the other hand, had accees to cheap land throughout the

first generation and families faced few obstacles in maintaining household
economies and safeguarding generational succession. Disbanding the old
villages and open fields to enable a futler cultivation of land in the
area sufficed to ensure the majority of families a landed existence.
Strong elementE of continuity were also evident in the eocial side
of life despite the rise of urban centers within the heart of the Kleine

a series of church schisms in the early 1B8Os.
rndeed, the rise of steinbach, Manitoba, a torvn of 350 by 1900, may be
seen as a strategy of continuity.
rt was archety¡pically an "o1d world"
town. It ensured household production ín the face of limited farm land,
was dominated by a village mentality, informal associations, and craft
industries similar to those practÍced in New Rusgia. Jansen, I'Iebraska,
waE a more representative North American frontier town; it was a bawdy,
curturarry heterogeneous, raiJ-way tovrn of 27o in 1900. unlike the
situation in Steinbach, the town of JanEen was not founded by Kleine
Gemeinde communities and

the vast majority of the Kleine Gemeinde maintained
old social boundaries by socially distancing themselves from the town.
Old ways were also maintained despite the fissuring of the old
Kleine Gemeinde church in Manitoba and Nebraska between 1829 and 1882.
In each of the settlements pietisticalty inclined preachers eEtablished
competing Mennonite churches. These churches !ìrere characterized by
Protestant church methods. However, it was apparent that each of the new
bodies served above all else to revitalize old values of asceticism,
communalism, social boundaries and a sense of peoplehood. And becauEe the
old Kleine Gemeinde wast forced into a more actively defensive posture,
continuity remained predominant during the first generation.
The experience of the second generation, between L9O5 and L930,
indicated that the homogeneity in the Kleine Gemeinde descendant
Gemeinde members and

communities would not cont,inue in a society that was quickly becoming more
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industríalized and integrated. Local communities now began to diverge
along rural/urban lines. This longer perspective revealed new behavioral
patterns in economic pursuits, the rifeworrds of women, and chureh
strategies.
Prosperity became the hallmark for the first two decades after the
turn of the century, and peaked in the last years of World War I. Farmers
in both Manitoba and the Middle West (now in both Nebraska and KanEas)
used their new profits to acquire labour saving tractors and compact
threshing machines, purchase expensive fa¡m land and someti:nes invest in
off-farm ventures. UsualJ-y, however, their concern continued to be the
reproduction of the household as a unit of consumption, production and
labour. The mogt marked departure in the economic sphere came from the
increasing number of Kleine Gemeinde descendantg who chose or were
compelled to seek livelihoods in one of the towns. Some became large
conEumer-directed merchants, others were gmall novelty shop keeperg and
a few became permanent urban wage labourerE. Traditional patterns of life
changed quickly in the urban settings where the household. was no longer

a production unit and old social boundaries were seen as hindrances to
community werr being. The 1920s ended this time of prosperity but they
also brought the conEeçIuences of a diverging co¡nmunity into focue; Eome
farms and businesses that had overextended themselves during the boom
failed and workers were often Eent further afield into non-Mennonite towns
and cities to procure an income. The economic boom and bust had clearly
fragrmented the community.
The divergence of the rural and urban worlds was reflected also in

family structure and church activities.
It seemed that so long as there
was land for the reproduction of farm households and Eo long as a high
value was placed on social boundaries the community faced few substantive
changes. Farm women' for instance, continued to participate as domestic
Iabourerg in a household economic unit, maintained closed informal social
associationsr married early and raised large families. Tordn sromen r¡ùere
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Eeparated from the production side of the household, found themselveE cact
Ín the images of "true womanhoodr', and acguired new pubric status in

service-oriented professions and formal associations.
À similar dichotomy sras apparent in the rural and urban doninated
churches. the rural-led o1d Kleine Gemeinde articulated a deep
conservative piety; it opposed the rise of gain oriented commerce, more
open associations with government agencies, and the conspicuous
consumption of the automobire, elegant houses and stylish dregg. The
tovrn-centered Bruderthaler took a more accommodating attitude to the new

society; an elaborate array of Protestant church programs and a subjective
and moralistic religiosity seemed more attuned to the requirements of a
more cosmopolitan and differentiated townsfolk. During the 192Os even the
old Kleine Gemeinde, in both Manitoba and the Midd1e Wesi, began changing.
It' too' began adopting some ProteEtant church methods in its search for
reJ-igious relevance in the new society. However, at the eame ti¡ne, as if
to underline the ability of o1d ways of life to become rejuvenated in new
societies, the more conservative wing of the old Kleine Gemeinde
contemplated a migration to a non-English society while the Holdeman
church heightened sociar boundaries and adopted more rigid, syrnbors of
eocial separation and values of asceticism, within the originar
communities.

There were many factors that led to changes ín the liveg of the

Kleine Gemeinde and their descendants between 1850 and 1930. A comparison
of the Kleine Gemeinde in the two settingE, canada and the United States,
indicates that the most important ind.ependent variable in this problem ig
not simpry government poticies toward minority groupg. The canadian
government, it ig true, did atrow for more bl0ck settrement, guaranteed
parochiar education, and granted sweeping miritary exemptions. No doubt,
theEe factorg all-owed settlerE in canada a greater meaEure of continuity

in one sense. They contributed to the rise of ',Old V¡orld,' towns such as
steinbach. They encouraged greater linguistic retention aÊr demonstrated
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in the publication of the German-Ianguage Steinbach Post after L9l-3. They
probabJ-y resulted in less presEure to assfunilate, especially during Vüorld
l{ar r.
And, aE argued by aome scholars, the canadian government,E
paternalistic attitude to minorities, which did not permit other Canadians
to meagure Mennonite loyality on the LineE of their nonconformity, may
even have provided the Mennonites with a greater confidence to hold onto
their traditions. I
This study, however, has argrued that the lived experience of the
immigrant reflected a more complex phenomenon than simple differences of
federar government policy toward minorities.
severar factors, for
exampl-e, make simpristic the depiction of canada as a place where
government policy produced a "cultural mosaic" and of the United States
aE¡ an egalitarian republic that created a "melting pot."
A comparative
analysis of the Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites in the two Eettings has allowed
for an evaluation of the independent variables affecting change. liÍore
general studies of Mennonitee in Canada and the United States would have
to take into account the fact that the Mennonite communities in the two
countries $tere differentiated to a degree according to wealth and
religious ideology. For this reasron, the experience of the Mennonite
communities in general should not prejudice the evaluation of their
respective environments.
2

A microanalysis of a group such as the Kleine Gemeinde reveals that
Canadian and American members not only exhibited similar values but were

willing and able to exercise nehr strategies to realize those valueg. For
example' the Nebraska Kleine Gemeinde erere, despite settling in the United
States, able to find their own land block in a railway-owned township,
establish half-term parochial schools, d,evelop internal reEources to
remain aloof from military service during lvortd War I, and acquire new
land Eource8 when a burgeoning population made an agrarian existence
precarious. The result of the Kleine Gemeinde,s dialecticat relationship
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with their environment wag that high degrees of continuity were still
evident in 1930.
Second' there utere canadian peculiaritieg which encouraged agrarian
groups such as the Kl-eine Gemeínde to integrate into a modern, urban
society. The canadian west, for example, has been said to have been
dominated not by frontierism, but by metropolitanism; Iarge citieg such

as winnipeg arose, according to ,t.M.s. careress, because there were "no
frontierg of actual Eettlement. " And these cities served to turn their

hinterlands into single "economic and social unittsl...that
focussed on
the 'metropolitan centre of dominance. "' t The canadian K1eine Gemeinde
traded more directly with large cities and were more inclined to live in
such centers than were their American counterparts. Another Canadian
peculiarity saw immigration from Europe continue into the L92Oa, partly
as an official effort to develop Canada's large ungettled territories.
rt was this migration that opened the way for the coming of the
progressiver more urbanized "Rusglaender" Mennonites who were to place new
pressures on rural Canadian Mennonit,es.

{

third, it is clear that there r¡rere many factors other than
government policies that led to differences in the story of the Canadían
and American Kleine Gemeinde Mennonites. One element that compelled the
two groups to adapt differently was their physical environment. Because
important features of Nebraska's climate and land were simitar to New
Russia's the Àmerican Kleine Gemeinde faced less need to adapt than did
their Manitoba brethren. t The American Kleine Gemeinde, however, had to
face social and economic factorE that unde¡mined continuity. The Nebraska
Mennonites, for exampre, did not have the ',critical masg', with which to
dominate their region and Eet itg social agenda as did the Manitoba
Mennonites. While steinbach aesimilated Anglo-canadians and cerman
Lutherans into the Mennonite ethnic group, the reverÊ¡e occurred in Jansen
before 1905. The large number of German Lutherans in Nebragka, however,
served to ameliorate the Mennonites, minority position.
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The most important cause leading the two communities to face
different barriers in their guest for continuity !ìras the different
economic structure of the two places during the first, generation in North
America. The highly developed economy of Nebraska allowed the K]eine
Gemeinde to replicate

their New Russian standard of living quickly;
however, high rand prices soon reEurted in more highty mortgaged farms,
social differentiation, land fragmentation and landlee¡sneeE. It was a
closed economy that forced many people either to seek alternative urban
Iivelihoods or to undertake costly colonization projects on inferior
tracts of land.
In the final analysis, the American and the Canadian Kleine Gemeinde
descendants faced parallel opportunities and restrictions in their aims
to reproduce traditional communities. !{hile the Canadian polítical and
social context encouraged greater continuity, the fact that both countries
lvere rapidly becoming integrated, industrial societies with fewer and
fewer sources of cheap farm land meant that neither the Canadian nor the
American communities could remain homogeneous within and separate from the

outside society. BuÈ the deep sense of peoplehood, a rich historicaL
mYthology, their internal networks, and landed wealth explained why it was
that in each country there were agrarian conservative factions that
formulated new strategies to ensure continuity.
what was true for the Kleine Gemeinde, of coureer ßây not be true
for other groups. The Volga Germang of North Dakota and. Saskatchewan,

the ,Iews of Toronto and New York, the ltalianE of Chicago and Toronto,
and even the Swigs Mennonites of Pennsylvania and ontario may well have
had different experiences. 6 ilaneE Henretta's carr to ,,focuE narrowry, but
interpret broadly" is not a bid for the etudent of a EmaII group such as
the Kreine Gemeinde to make sweeping generarizations. A study of a tiny
group such as the Kreine Gemeínde may arrow for a study of how famiry
structure, religious meaning, and economic pursuits interrelate with the
wider society; but that particular relationship witl be only one variant
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found in the myriad of tiny migrating groups, each setting its own
particular agenda to realize continuities in a changing world, and each
encountering its own set of diffÍculties.
Btock gettlement, for instance,
Eerved Iittl-e purpoEe for the llanitoba Icelandic community, while
assimilative pressureg did not cause German Lutherang in Nebraska to loge
their language during these years. t Generalizations about the relative
experience of immigrants in Canada and the United states are also
difficult
to make because Etudies of ethnic minorities in the tvro
countries tend t'o focus on official policies toward minority groups rather
than the líved experience of those groups. More cross-boundary studiee
of sifiilar
groups muEt be undertaken before more definitive
generalizations can be made.
This study has focused on the way in which one agrarian irnmigrant
grouP reproduced its lifeworld in an increasingly urban, industrial
society. Li¡nited quantities of land, the rise of cities, unprecedented
levers of wealth, and integrative host governments qrere the
characteristicg of such a society. Each factor served to threaten an
established way of tife in some way. Hovrever different thoee factors were
for the United States and Canada, it is clear that Kleine Gemeinde
Mennonites and their descendants in both placeE hrere similarly intent upon
seekÍng continuity in "the essence of life."
Many of those descendants
were willing to employ whatever schemes were necessary to achieve those
ends. The unending search for nerâr sources for land, a piety that spurned
consumerism and conspicuous conEumption, new church methodologies that

invigorated old religious values, and the judicious participation in a
market economy ensured a high degree of continuity through much of the
three generationg under study. But it wac¡ a continuity that was possible
only because of strategic adaptatíons to a nesr and changing environment.
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